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VITAL STATISTICS:— POPULATION; BIliTHS
;
DEATHS;

EMIGKATION; METEOKOLOGY; IMPORTATIONS OF
GRAIN; SALES OF BRITISH WHEAT; PRICES OF
CORN, &c.; AND PAUPERISM.

[The facts are derived chiefly from the lieiwrts of the Eeoistrar-Genehal
;

the Meteorological lleports of Mr. Glaisiier; the Returns of the Board

OF Trade, and the Inspector-General of Imports and Exports.]

GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND, 1867.

In the middle of the year 1867, the Population of the United

Kingdom, as estimated, was 30,157,473; viz., England and Wales,

21,429,508; Scotland, 3,170,769; Ireland, 5,557,196. In the

twelve months 1,026,422 births and 634,054 deaths were registered,

thus making the natural increase 392,368, or at the rate of 1,074

daily. The recorded number of emigrants was 195,953, or 537 daily.

The difference between the emigrants and the registered natural

increase was 537 daily.

In the year 1867, 55,494 of the English people, 12,866 of the

Scotch, 88,622 of the Irish people, 31,193 foreigners, and 7,778

persons, of origin not distinguished in the returns, left ports of the

United Kingdom for foreign and colonial settlements. They consti-

tute a total emigration of 195,953 persons, of whom 159,275 went
to the United States. There is a slight decline on some recent

years.

ENGLAND AND WALES.

In 1867 the birth-rate in England was 35-84 to a thousand

persons living; the death-rate 21'98. The former was above the

average, the latter below it.

In districts that comprise the chief towns, the mortality of the

year was 23*89 per 1000 of population. In districts comprising

small towns and country parishes, 19'55. The average death-rates

of town and chiefly rural districts are respectively 24*59 and 20*10

per 1000 living.

The South-Eastem, South-Western and Eastern Counties were
the healthiest in 1867 ; for in these the rate of mortality was only

19 per thousand. In the North-Midland and South-Midland Counties

it was 20 ; in Monmouthshire and AA'ales and ^Vest-Midland Counties,

21 ; in London, 23 ; in Yorkshire, 24 ; in the Northern Counties, 25
;

in the North-Western (viz., Cheshire and Lancashire), 26.

Typhoid fever broke out at Guildford, Tamwortb, Queensbury

VOL. III.—S.S. A
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near Halifax, in the paiislics of Therfield and Guilden Morden,
Hertfurdsbire ; the Koyal Marine Ikirracks, East Stoneliouse ; Terling

in Essex, and other pkxces ; and in most instances was attributed tc

foulness of the water or other nuisance.

BniTHs and Deaths in 1867 in England.

Bii-tbs

in 1807.

Annual Birlh-
nile to 1000

persons living

(1867).

Average Birth-

rate 10 1000
persons living

(1857-66).

First Quarter: Jan., Feb., March
Second Quarter : April. INIay, June
Third Quarter: July, Aug., Sept.

Fourth Quarter; Oct., Nov., Dec.

195.455
199,649
190,255
182,638

37-13
37-42
35-18
3 - 68

36-63

36-19
33-50
33-40

767.997 35-84 34-93

Deaths
in 1367.

Annual Death-
rate to 1000

persons living

(1867).

Average Death-
rate to 1000

pei-sons living

(1857-66).

First Quarter : Jan., Feb., March
Second Quarter; April, May, June
Third Quarter : July, Aug., Sept.

Fourth Quarter : Oct., Nov., Dee.

^34,254
112,523
108,462

115,863

25-51
21 -09

20- o6
21- 37

25-51
22-18

20-31
22-24

471, 102 21-98 22-55

A summary review of the national registers for the last quarter of

1867 furnishes proof of a favourable state of the public health

viewed in comparison with that of fonner seasons ; but there are

exceptional facts that cannot be regarded with like complacency

;

for it is impossible that the elements of nature, however happily

blended to constitute a fine autumn, can successfully contend with

human ignorance and neglect, can suddenly counteract poisonous

emanations from drains and from marsh lands covered with hovels,

or sweeten well-water that has been contaminated with sewage. It

is found that in different situations there were outbreaks of fever

which the local officers attribute to overcrowding, bad drainage, or

otherwise defective sanitary condition ;
they were not confined

to towns, but occurred equally in the purer atmosphere of the

country. Such outbreaks are at all times numerous enough, and

if they were all reported would probably be found more numerous

still. They occur in the secluded hamlets of thinl3'-peopled districts,

where inspectors of nuisances are unknown ; where the doctor,

when summoned, is too busy with his patients to explore their

surrounding conditions ; and where, as fevers may be prevalent

without being fatal, it is obvious that even an intelligent registrar
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living at a distance, it may be, of some jnilos, has but imperfect

means of acquainting himself with authenticated l^icts. Epidemic

disease is rapid in its origin and progress ; the art of sanitation, as

applied by public bodies, is slow and often difficult. What may bo

done with the present consent of all, and the prospect of certain

benefit in the end, is the wide diffusion of sanitary knowledge

among all classes, not excepting the rich. People must be taught

to protect themselves. If wells in the neighbourhood of drains are

fraught with danger, the fact should be made familiar to all : and if

there be a simple and ready means of detecting pollution in water,

that too should be universally known, Short and easy lessons on

the physical forces, on animal and vegetable physiology, on health

and longevity, should be interspersed, in elementary school books,

with sketches in natural history, narratives of adventure, and other

more attractive matter.

METEOEOLOGY.

Third Quarter {Jtihj, August, September). The cold period which

set in on 3rd June continued throughout July, and extended to 7th

August ; during this time the weather was very unsettled ; the

amount of cloud was great ; there was very little sunshine ; and

during the first week in August the temperature was unseasonably

cold, some of the nights frosty. From the beginning of the quarter

to 7th August the deficiency of temperature was more than 3° daily

on the average. From 8th of August to the end of the quarter the

weather was better ; about the middle of August there were a few

days of hot weather, but generally the temperature was little in

excess above the average, and frequently for two or thi-ee days

together was below it. For the fifty-four days ending 30th September

the average excess of temperature was daily.

Vegetation at the end of July was in a backward state, and the

crops in many localities had sustained considerable damage from

heavy rain. On Thursday night, 25th July, heavy rain began to

fall all over the south of England, and continued almost uninter-

ruptedly next day ; the amount registered varied from 1^ inch to

3f inches, being the heaviest rain-fall in the space of a day ever

known to the observer. The crops were extensively laid. The
Thames and its tributaries overflowed their banks ; and in other

parts the rivers flooded the neighbouring land, inundating the crops

in some places. The harvest prospect at the end of July was un-

promising ; in the most forward south-eastern districts a partial corn

reaping had begun.

In August the crops greatly improved by the fine weather in the

A 2
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niiddle of the month, and little rain fell in England, but it fell

almost daily in Scotland, sometimes heavily, where the crops were

extensively laid and continued quite green. At the end of the

(quarter the harvest in England was nearly completed, and also in

Ireland, but in Scotland about one-third of the crops remained

uncut.

The hay crop was one of the heaviest and best secured for many
years. The potato crop was large in bulk, but the disease much com-

plained of, particularly in Scotland.

Wheat was first cut on the 5th July at Silloth ; on the 2ord at

Worthing ; on the 30tli at Eastbourne ; and on the 31st at Taunton.

On the 2nd August at Oxford ; on the .Ird at Guernsey and Card-

ington; on the 9th at Helston; on the 12tli at Boston and Kneb-

worth ; on the 20th at Hull ; on the 24th at Korth Shields ; and on

the 26th at Kipon.

Oats were first cut on the 15th July at Hull; and on the 22nd at

Taunton. On the 12th August at Eastbourne, Boston, and Kneb-

worth; on the 21st at Eipon ; on the 24th at Hull; on the 2Gth at

Cardington ; on the 28th at North Shields ; and on the 31st at

Guernsey.

Barley was first cut on the 20th July at Hull ; and on the 29th at

Helston. On the 5th August at Knebworth ; on the 12th at Boston

;

on the 14th at Cardington and Hull ; on the 23rd at North Shields ;

on the 24th at Eastbourne ; on the 26th at Eipon ; and on the 31st

at Guernsey.

Fourth Quarter (^October, Novemher, December).—The weather was

cold, with much fog from the 1st to the 13th October. From the

latter day the weather was warm everywhere for five days, and

rain fell daily
;

during the rest of the month the weather was

generally mild with frequent rain and dampness of the atmosphere.

In November the temperature was sometimes above but chiefly

below the average ; the month was one of the finest Novembers

that have ever been known, with little fog, and with less rain than

has fallen in that month for fifty years. A sudden change occurred

in the tirst week of December. Eain, hail, sleet, and snow fell in

various parts, and a hurricane caused great destruction by sea and

land. On the lltli the frost vanished, and for seven d&ys the

weather was very warm, and afterwards till the close of the year

it was changeable, with clouds and fogs, and much rain all over

the country. The mean temperature at Greenwich was below the

average in each of the three months : that of the quarter was 42°*5,

which is 2°"5 below the average of the same period in twenty-six

years. The rainfall was 4°-5 inches, which is 2^-6 inches below
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tho average. It was in defect in October, defecdvo by 2 inches iu

November, and slightly in excess iu December.

At the beginning of October the outstanding portions of tho crojiii

in tho Scottish iiplands, and the late districts of England, Scotland,

and Ireland, were small, and the gathering was frequently inter-

rupted by rain. Tho most reliable re2)orts at the close of the harvest

estimated the oat crop as the best of the season, and barley as tho

next in order for bulk, but showing considerable variation both in

quantity and weight. The wheat crop was also very varied ; some

proved to be of good quality, but, taken as a whole, it was below

the average. Beans were a good average, but there was a small

crop of peas. Potatoes were a large crop, but disease was spoken

of in different places.

The fine weather in November, in which month the barometrical

readings were remarkably high, enabled a great deal of field work

to be done all over the country, and a great breadth of land was

sown. In December the stormy weather stopped all out-door

farming work for some time. At the end of the year the accounts of

the growing wheat crop were generally favourable all over the

country. Upon the whole, the quarter was favourable for agri-

cultural pui-poses.

COEX : Ijiportations, Salks,- and Prices.

QtJAKTiTiEs of Wheat, AVheatmeal and Floue, Barley, Oats, Peas and
Beaks, Imi'ORTed into the United Kingdom in the Yeak 1867; and
in each of the last Six Months of the Year 1867.

1867. Wheat Wheatmcal
and Flour.

Barley. Oats. Peas. Beans.

In first Sixl

Months J

cwts.

14,448,556

cwts.

1,823,072

cwts.

3,336,476

cwts.

4,281, 150

cwts.

743, "8
cwts.

996 ,006

July
August .

.

September
October .

.

November
December

3,295,622
3,287,469
3,067,662
2,874,854
3,903,760
3,767,646

233,449
211,011

156,040
227,352
389,426
552,619

331,684
280,391
396,908
463,368
506,300
368,594

1,379,365
952,093
716,478
473,656
875,279
729,115

270, 569

137,657
29,541
40,400
60,661

304,183

91,037
143,939
251.057
213,944
160,602
126,030

In last Sixl

JMonths )
20,197,013 1,769,897 2,347,245 5,125,986 843,011 986,609

Year .

.

34,645,569 3,592,969 5,683,721 9,407,136 1,586,129 1,982,615

Note.—The average weights per qtuiHer of corn, as adopted in the office of the

Inspector-General of Imports and Exports, are as follows :—For wheat, 485J lbs.,

or 4^ cwts. ; for barley, 400 lbs., or 3| cwts. ; for oats, 308 lbs., or 2J cwts. Corn
has been entered and charged with duty by iceirjht instead of measure since Sep-
tember 1864.
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QtTANTiTiKS of WiiEAT, Barley, Oats, Peas, Beaxs, Indian Corn Or Maize,

WiiEATMEAii aud Flour, Iaiported in the three Years 18G5-6-7 ; also

the Countries from which the Wheat, Wheatmeai,, and Flour were

obtained.

1865. 1866. 1867.

"VVlieat from

—

cwts. cwts. cwts.

ScLleswig, Holstein, and Lauenburg

Turkey and Wallachia and Moldavia

8,093,879
641,273

5,403,914
254,159
647,685
486,069

2,252,873
574,185
10,063

I , 177,618
306,765

1,114,480

8,937.199
506, 236

4,401 , 409
187,938

733,571
878,912

3.473,130
528,433
33,831

635 .239
8789

2,831,642

14,025,236
418,012

5.572,263
127,222
651,884
700,935
597,405

2,446,638
1,451,774
4,188,013

683,127
3,-83,060

Total Wheat 20,962,963 23.156,329 34,645,569

Barley
Oats

7,818,404
7,714,230

783,135
958,362

7,096,033

8,433.863
8,844.586
1,211,835

1,324,173
14,322,863

5 ,683, 721

9,407,136
1,586,129
1,982,615

8,540,429

Wheatmeai and Flour from

—

247,796
3,044,823

256,769
177.353
177.730

347,012
3,640,320

280, 792
40,650
663 ,

506

444,710
1.234.742

722,976
121,503

I ,069,038

Total Wheatmeai and Flour 3 ,904,471 4,972,280 3.592,969

Computed Eeal Value of Corn Imported in the Eleven Months
(ended November 30th) of 18G7.

The value of wheat imported in eleven months was 22,102,884?.,

which is almost double the value of the quantity imported in the

same period of 1866, and considerably more than double the value

in the same period of 1865, when it was less than nine millions.

The value of wheat-meal and flour was 2,940,918/,, which exceeds

the value imported in the eleven months of 1865, and is less than

that of 1866.

The value of barley imported in eleven months of 1867 was

2,643,325?., against 2,236,109?. in 1865, and 3,062,156?. in 1866.

The value of oats was 3,903,933?., against 2,466,955?. in 1865, and

3,251,657?. in 1866.
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Quantities of Biimsu Wiikat Hold in llio 'J'owns from which IMurns ;iro

acuivoil miclur the Acl, of tlio 27lh and 28th Viotouia, cap. 87, niul thdv
AvKUAcjE I'uic'ES, in each of the List Six Months of the Years 18G2-G7.

WHKAT : QCAKTWIES IH QCAETEKS.

1862. 1863. 1864. 1865. 1866. 1867.

Seveiuh month
Eighth mouth
Ninth month )

(five weeks) J

quarters.

163,720
138,810

264, 410

q\iarttrs.

162,817
187,011

390,308

quarters.

257,510
264,939

322,292

quarters.

222,961
201,953

318,893

quarters.

127,836

191,057

325,056

quarters.

109,829
102,303

265,668

Tenth month ..

Eleventh month
Twelfth month 1

(five VFeeks) j

273 ,000

265 , 160

315,599

333,609
325,209

472,876

311,169
302,446

399,358

304,054
295,632

391,941

320,674
284,530

332,934

349,788
265,622

301,553

Wheat : Average Tiuces peb QtrARiEB.

1862. 1863. 1864. 1865. 1866. iser.

Seventh month
Eighth month
Ninth month I

(five -weeks) J

Tenth month .

.

Eleventh month
Twelfth month "1

(five weeks) /

s. d.

57 0

57 8

56 I

49 5

49 0

46 8

s. d.

46 7

46 2

44 6

40 10

39 II

40 9

s. d.

42 0

43 7

42 0

38 9

38 10

38 3

s. d.

42 10

43 3

44 0

41 10

45 7

46 8

s. d.

54 I

50 7

49 0

52 4
56 6

60 3

s. d.

65 I

68 0

63 5

66 7

69 9

67 7

AvEBAGE Prices of British Wheat, Barley, and Oats per Quarter (imperial

measure) as received from the Inspectors and Officers of Excise according

to the Act of 27th and 28th Victoria, cap. 87, in eacli of the last Twenty-
six Weeks of the Year 1867.

Week ending Wheat. Barley. Oats. Week ending AYlieat. Barlej'. Oats.

d. s. d. s. a. s. d. 8. d. S. d.

July 6.. .. 64 II 35 3 27 I Oct. 5 6j 5 40 3 25 9
July 13 64 7 34 9 28 5 Oct. 12 64 10 40 5 25 3

July 20 65 I 35 I 28 4 Oct. 19 67 6 41 8 25 10

July 27 65 8 35 8 28 3 Oct. 26 .. 70 5 42 9 26 0

Aug. 3 67 5 35 3 27 6 Nov. 2 69 II 43 6 26 4
Aug. 10 68 28 43 262 35 1

1

9 Nov. 9 70 r 0 I

Aug. 17 68 4 36 7 29 7 Nov. 16 .. 70 I 42 7 26 I

Aug. 24 68 2 39 4 28 11 Nov. 23 68 II 41 5 25 8

Aug. 31 66 7 39 6 28 ir Nov. 30 68 5 40 5 25 9
Sept. 7 .

.

62 5 38 lO 27 6 Dec. 7 68 I 40 2 25 9
Sept. 14 61 3 39 9 27 3 Dec. 14 67 3 40 8 25 5
Sept. 21

Sept. 28

62 II 40 7 27 0 Dec. 21 66 9 41 2 24 4
64 I 40 6 26 I Dec. 28 .. 67 4 41 9 25 3

Average of 1 Average of
j

Summer > 65 4 37 6 28 0 Autumn > 67 II 41 6 25 8

Quarter
)

Quarter
J
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The Average Prices of Consols, of Wheat, of Meat, and of Totatocs ; also the

Average Number of PAurERS relieved on the lust day of each Week ; and the

IMean Temperature, in each of the Twelve Quarters ending December 31st, 1867.

Quarters

ending

AvEKAGK Prices. Pauterism.

Mean

Tempe-

rature.

!

Consols
(for

Money).

Wheat
1

per
Quarter

j

in
I

England

Meat per lb. at Loadenhall
and Newgate JIaikets

(by the Carcase).

Best
Potatoes
per Ton

at Waterside
Market,

Quarterly Average of the

Number of Paupers re-

lieved on the last day of

each week.

Wales. Beef. Mutton.
Southwark,

In-door. Out-door.

1865 £. s. d.

^ld~ild.

0

Mar. 3

1

89i 38 4 Aid.— 7</. 85s.—97s. 142,329 813,371 3" 5

Mean 5|</. Mean 6-i'/.

June 30 40 6 4f</.— 63rf. fii,/ _ gi//
^ It • 2 • 90.S.— 115s. Tic 8a6 776,016 56-2

IVICcin 102s

Sept. 30 89s 43 3 4jrf.— 7cf. 655, lOOS. 117,172 719,589 62*5

Mean 5jrf. Mean 7J(/.

Dec. 31 BHJ 44 to Aid.- -jd. 5^rf.— 8irf. 60s.— 90s. 129,036 725.259 46*0

Mean ^Id. Mean 6^</. Mean 75s.

1000

Mar. 31 87 45 (> A^d.— 6j(/. Sld.—-]ld. 55 s.— 90s. 139,546 759,402 41

Mean y'^d. Mean 65d. AT pnn *J Q f^tl

June 30 8G! 46 6 Aid.--!d. 5.1f/.— 8irf. 60s.—95 s. 123.657 734,139 53-0

Mean ^Id. Mean "jd.

Sept. 30 83i 51 0 i'rd.—Sid. 75s.— 120S. 120,955 717,553 58-9

Mean bid. Mean 63rf. Mean 97^* 6f?.

Dec. 31 898 56 B Aid.-'d. 85s.— i3o.«. 133,979 734,312 46 • 2

Mean 5|(/. Mean bid. Mean 107s. 6d.

1867
Mar. 31 90I 60 7 Aid.—id. Sd.-i\d. 115s.— 160S. 147,620 832,364 38-9'

Mean jj.rf. Mean 6irf. Mean i}]s.bd.

Juue 30 9^1 64 0 Aid.—(,td. 1355.— 175s- 134,678 779,629 53-5

Mean 5j(/. Mean 6|(/. Mean 155s.

Sept. 30 94g 65 4 Aid.-(>l<l. id.—-jd. loos. — 155s. 129,838 1 743,977 59"7

Mean 5ff/. Mean 6f/. jMean H'js.Gd
1

Dec. 51 94-i 67 II

1

4K-63r/.
!
TICS.— 155.<;. 146,237 771,230 42-5

1 Mean 5jf/. Mean 5^f/. Mean i3 2s.6rf 1

1

Average Prices of British Wheat, Barley, and Oats, per Imperial
Quarter, in each of the Sixteen Years 1852-67.

Year. Wheat. Barley. Onts. Year. Wheat. Barley. Oat<.

s. d. s. d. 8. d. s. d. s. d. S. (?.

1852 40 9 28 6 19 I i860 53 3 36 7 24 5

1853 53 3 33 2 21 0 1861 55 4 36 I 23 9

1854 72 5 36 0 27 II 1862 55 5 35 I 22 7

1855 74 8 34 9 27 5 1863 44 9 33 II 21 2

1856 69 2 41 1 25 2 1864 40 2 29 II 20 1

1857 56 4 42 I 25 0
1

1865 41 10 29 9 21 10

1858 44 2 34 8 24 6 1866 49 II 37 5 24 7

1859 43 9 33 6 23 2
1

1867 64 6 40 0 26 I



VITAL STATISTICS:— POPULATION; BIETHS; DEATHS;
EMIGRATION; METEOROLOGY; IMPORTATIONS OF
GRAIN; SALES OF BRITISH WHEAT; PRICES OF
CORN, &c.; AND PAUPERISM.

[TAe facte are derived chiefly from the Eeports of the Eegistbar-General
;

the Meteorological Reports of Mr. Glaisher; the Eeturns of the Board

OF Trade, and the Inspector-General of Imports and Exports.]

Population of the United Kingdom (exclusive of islands in the

British seas) ; also of England, Scotland, and Ireland ; estimated

to the middle of the year 1S68 :—

-

United Kingdom in 1868.

Males 14,628,472
Females ^Si 741.373

Total 30,369,845

England. Scotland. Ireland.

Males .. .. 10,456,743 1,503,766 2,667,963
Females .. .. 11,192,634 1,684,359 2,864,380

Total .. 21,649,377 3,188,125 5,532,343

ENGLAND AND WALES.

Births and Deaths in the First Six Months of 1868.

Winter Quarter {January, February, March).—Births registered

were 198,594. The annual* bii'th-rate was 3-694 per cent. ; the

average derived from ten corresponding winters of 1858-67 being

3-674.

Deaths registered were 120,095. The annual* death-rate was
2*234 per cent. ; the average derived from ten corresponding winters

of 1858-67 being 2*576.

The fine weather of the quarter, in which period February was

remarkably venial in its character, exercised the most salutary

influence on the public health ; and a singularly low rate of mor-

* The annual birtt-rate or death-rate of a quarter represents the proportion

which the births or deaths in a quarter, after they have been multiplied by 4, bear

to the population. There v?ere more than three births to 100 living
;
nearly

37 to 1000.

YOL. IV.—S. S. A 4 -
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tality was the result. There are only two instances, since the

commencement of the national registration, in which the winter

death-rate was so low as it was in the early months of 1868. In the

winter of 184G it was 2-157 per cent.; in 1856 it was 2'179. In

1850 and 1857 it was respectively 2-261 and 2-298. In the remain-

ing twenty-six seasons it ranged from 2-350 per cent, to 2-910.

The leturns both of town and country testified to the higher con-

dition of liealth enjoyed by their inhabitants. In the large town
districts the rate of mortality was 2-403 per cent., the average being

2-761. In districts that comprise small towns, villages, and open

country it was 2-012, the average being 2-350. It is a subject for

congratulation that at a time when commerce was depressed, pro-

visions dear, and the resources on which the working classes depend

for food and warmth were in many parts straitened or destroyed,

the rigours of an inclement winter were not added to their other

privations.

Fiom ports in the United Kingdom there went in the quarter

25,986 emigrants, of whom 7926 were persons of English origin,

1917 were Scotch, 12,132 were Irish, and 4011 foreigners. Of the

total emigration 23,528 persons, half of whom were of Irish birth,

embarked for the United States ; 57 for British North America

;

1319 for the Australian colonies.

Spring Quarter (^Apil, May, June).—Births registered were 202,892.

The annual birth-rate was 3-764 per cent. ; the average of ten

springs (1858-67) being 3-637.

Deaths registered were 109,984. The annual death-rate was

2-040 per cent.; the average often springs (1858-67) being 2-220.

This is the lowest death-rate that has occurred in the spring

season within the 30 years experience of the national registration.

The influence of the weather, which continued unusually fine,

appears to have been more decidedly favourable in country than in

town; for the death-rate in the chief towns was 2-220 per cent,

against an average of 2-353 ; while in the small towns and rural

districts it was 1-804, the average being 2-057. The mortality of

Manchester was 2-766 ; that of ShefiBold, 2-634 ; and of Liverpool,

2-576 per cent. In Binningham the rate was 2-066, and was rather

lower than that of London.

The total number of emigrants in the quarter (ended 30th June)

was 82,068. Of these, 18,759 were of English origin, who, with

the exception of about 5000, went to the United States. Of the

28,829 Irish who emigrated, a still larger proportion, namely 26,262,

were bound to the same destination. Of the total emigration about

67,000 persons went to the United States, about 11,000 to British
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North America, 3,000 to the Australian colonies. About a third

part of the emigrants wore foreigners.

METEOROLOGY.

Winter Quarter (January, February, March).—At Greenwich the

weather was cold during the first 1 1 days of the year ; and the

deficiency of daily temperature averaged 6^°. The wind was from

north-east ; on the 12th it changed to south-west, and the tempera-

ture rose above the average, and continued for the most part above

it till the end of the quarter. The average excess of temperature

in the 80 days ending the 31st March was rather more than Si°

daily. Gales of extraordinary violence were experienced in

January.

February was remarkably warm. There were less than the

average of east winds and compounds of east winds in February

and March. The weather in the former month was more like

spring than winter ; it caused vegetation to progress rapidly, and at

the end of the month trees and shrubs were budding, and the

accounts respecting winter-sown wheat were favourable.

March, though less settled than February, was still favourable to

agricultural operations; good progress was made in ploughing,

sowing, and planting.

At the end of the quarter vegetation was in advance of ordinary

seasons, and the prospects of harvest were favourable.

From observations collected from nearly 60 meteorological

stations, it appears that the highest temperatures of the air were at

Ensleigh (Lansdowne, Bath) G7°-0; Lampeter, 66°-2
; Marlborough

College, 6G°-0 ; Osborne, 65°-7
; Leeds and Bywell, 63°-0

; and Not-

tingham, 62°-6. The lowest temperatures of the air were at

Lampeter, 14°-4; Truro, 17°-0
;

Allenheads, 18°-0
; Aldershot,

19°-4; Ensleigh, 19°-5; Nottingham, ld°-6; and Marlborough and

Streatley Vicarage, 19°'8. The greatest daily ranges were at

Osborne, 16°-6
; Wilton, 16°-0; Bywell, 13°-9

; Nottingham, 13°-8
;

Marlborough, 13°-7
; Strathfield Turgiss, 13°-6

; and Ensleigh, 13°.4.

The least daily ranges were at Halifax, 6°*3
;

Culloden, 7°'3

;

Guernsey, 7°-6
;
Otley, 7°-9

; Cockermouth and Silloth, 9°-0 ; and
Grantham, 9°"1. The greatest numbers of rainy days were at Allen-

heads, 77 ; Stonyhurst, 68 ; Clifton and Eccles, 63 ;
Miltown, 62

;

Truro, 61 ; and Barnstaple and Eoyston, 60. The least numbers of

rainy days were at Ensleigh, 36 ; Norwich, 37 ;
Osborne, Worthing,

and Gloucester, 38 ; and Wisbech, 39. The heaviest falls of rain

were at Allenheads, 19-1 in.; Cockermouth, 18'5 in.; Stonyhurst,

A 5
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14-6 in.; Lampeter, 13-8 in.; Truro, 12-1 in.; Silloth, 11-9 in.;

Culloden, 11-G in. ; and Barnstaple, 11"5 in. The least falls of rain

were at AVoriliing and "Wisbech, 3 -9 in. ; York and Eipon, 4-3 in.

;

North Shields, 4-!) in. ; a,nd Grantham and Leeds, 5-2 in.

Spring Quarter {April, May, June).—At Greenwich the weather

during the whole quarter was remarkahly fine and warm ; the tem-

perature was almost constantlj^ over the average, exceptions being

few in number and small in amount. I'he average daily excess of

temperature for the 91 daj's ending 30th of June was 3°'l, and for

171 days (from January 12th to June 30th) was more than 3^° in

excess.

April was warm (48°-l), biitnot in a remarkable degree, for since

the year 1771 there have been twenty-four Aprils of higher mean
temperature.

May was of higher temperature than any since the year 1848,

when the mean was 59°-7, or 2°-4 warmer than in this year; the

next and only other instance back to 1771 was in 1833, when
the mean temperature of May was 59°'4. The mean temperatures of

all other Mays were less than 57°. That of last May was 57°*3.

June was of high temperature (62^-0), but this was greatly ex-

ceeded in the year 1846, when it was 65^"3, or 3^'3 warmer ; the other

instances of higher temperature in June back to the year 1771 were

in 1842, 1822, 1818, 1781, and 1775. The highest was 62°-9 in

1842 and 1818, the lowest 62°-5 in 1781.

The mean temperature of the three months ending June was
65°"8 ; for the same period in 1775 it was 55°-5 ; in 1822 was 55°'0

;

in 1844 was 55°-l ; in 1846 was 55°-7
; in 1848 was 55°-3 ; and in

1865 was 56°-2
; the only instance in 98 years of higher temperature

in the corresponding quarter than that of the present year, was in

18G5. In the latter year the temperature in April was 52°-3, being

higher than that of any other April on record.

The other years since 1771, when the mean temperature of the

three months ending with June exceeded 54° and was less than 55°,

were 1778, 1779, 1788, 1798, 1811, 1826, 1833, 1834, and 1858.

The five months from February 1st to June 30th :—The mean tem-

perature of this period for 1868 was 50"*9, the mean temperatures

of the corresponding period of other years distinguished by high

temperature, were as follows:—In the year 1775 it was 50^-0; in

1779 was 51°-1; in 1794 was 49°-4 ; in 1822 was 51°-1 ; in 1826

was 49''-5; in 1846 was 50°-8; in 1848 was 50°-6
; and in 1859 it

was 50°- 1. The mean temperature of these five months for all the

other years since 1771 was less than 50^*0. In two instances there-

fore, viz., the years 1779 and 1822, have these five months been of
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higher tcmperatm o tlian in 1868, and in both by so small an amount

only as the one-fifth part of a degree ; but if wo compare the mean
tomperaturo of the 171 days ending 30th June with the corresponding

period of other years, wo find that the year 1822 is the only one

distinguished by an excess of temperature over the present year.

I'heso same five months have been further distinguished by

having an almost constant atmospheric pressure above the average
;

the mean monthly excess of pressure was more than 0°'l inch. They
have also been distinguished by a deficiency of rain in each, month,

with the exception of April ; the amount below the average in the

five months ending June 30th was 2°'5 inches ; but reckoning from

1st January the fall of rain is very nearly the true fall for the period,

the deficiency being only 0°'l inch. The period from 1st Januaiy

has been distinguished by an unusual distribution of rain ; in

January it fell to the depth of 4'2 inches, being an excess for that

month of 2*4 inches. The drought which was experienced towards

the end of the quarter is not attributable, therefore, to a deficiency

of rain since the beginning of the year up to the end of June, but to

its unequal distribution over these months, there having been a

great excess in January and a great deficiency in June, together

with an unusual evaporation caused by continued high temperatures,

extending over a period of five months.

The highest temperature at Greenwich occurred on 19th June,

when it was 87°, and on 13th and 14th June, when it was 85°.

These temperatures were exceeded at some places in the Midland

Counties.

It is very remarkable that notwithstanding the continuance of

high temperatures, only one thunderstorm occurred at Greenwich

during the quarter, that on the 29th of May, on which day the

greater part of the rain for that month fell ; and generally over

the country there have been much less than the usual number of

thunderstorms.

For agricultural purposes the month of April was favourable, and

at its end there was every prospect of an early and plentiful harvest.

May was remarkable for brilliant sunshine, high temperature, the

general forwardness of the season, and the promising appearance of

the cereal crops.

June was favourable to the ripening of the wheat crops, but

injurious to gi-ass lands, and to all spring and root crops.

The hay crop was housed in good condition at an unusually

small expense ; the quality is good, but the bulk is stated to be small.

In the quarter ending 'SOth June, the highest temperatures of the air

were at Wilton and Leeds, 91°-0
,
Eoyston, 89°-8

;
Weybridge Heath

and Wakefield, 89^-0
; and Boston, 88°8. The lowest temperatures of
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the air were at Marlborougli College, 19°-4
; Wilton, 21°'5

;
Streatley

Vicarage, 22'^- C> ; and Stratlifield Turgiss, Wakefield, Hull, and

Eipon, ,28°*0. The greatest daily ranges were at Wilton, 27°'
1

;

Strathfield Turgiss, 25°-3
;
Lampeter, 24°-9

; Streatley Vicarage,

24°-8
;
Weybridge Heatli, 24°-7

;
Eoyston, 24°-l ; and Cardington,

24°'0. The least daily ranges were at Guernsey, 10'^"8
; Culloden,

10°-9; Hawarden, 13°-7
;
Worthing, 13°-8

;
Otley, 14°-2 ; North

Shields, 14°-4; Helston, 15°-2; and Cockermouth, 15°-6, The
greatest numbers of rainy days were at Stonyhurst, 53 ; AUenheads

and Culloden, 51 ;
Cockermouth, 38 ; Silloth and Miltown, 37 ; and

Eccles, Livei-pool, and Bywell, 36. The least numbers of rainy

days were at North Shields, 11; Cardington, 18; Gloucester, 20;

and Osborne, Strathfield Turgiss, Eoyal Observatory, Battersea,

Wisbech, and Holkham, 21. The heaviest falls of rain were at

Cockermouth, 7"6 in.
;
Silloth, 6*5 in. ; AUenheads, 6*0 in.

;
Guernsey

and Truro, 5'8 in. ; and Bournemouth and Carlisle, 5"5 in. The
least falls of rain were at Llandudno, 2*0 in. ; Eoyston and Wis-

bech, 2'4 in. ; and Grantham, Boston, and Leeds, 2'6 in.

Mr. Herbert J. Little, of Thorpelands, Northampton, writes as

follows (see ' Times,' 29th July) :—
" It seems to be a commonly received opinion that no year so

dry as the present has occurred since 1826. This is not so. Both

1863 and 1864 had less rainfall to the end of July than we have

already had this year, as the table underneath will show :

—

1863. 1864. 1868.

Inches. Inches. Inches.

January i-yiG .. -705 .. 3 '085
February "289 .. 1*200 .. 1*715
March -735 .. 2*585 .. i'850
April -940 .. -545 .. 1*390
May -825 .. i" 702 .. -760

June 2'94o .. "940 .. '510

July *74o .. -475 .. '130

8*185 8*152 9*440

" That the present drought is much more severely felt than

either of those mentioned above is certain, and for this reason

—

that the rainfall in both those years came opportunely for the

crops, and especially was this the case in 1863. In that year four

months of the spring—viz., February, March, April, and May—-only

gave 2*789 in. of rainfuU, but a ' dripping June ' proved the truth

of the old adage, and gave us one of the finest harvests of the

present century.

" In 1864 grass was nearly as much burnt up, but the corn crops

were saved by the rains of May and a cool June, with nearly

double the rainfall of the same month this year.

"Now, according to Mr. Symons's tables in the 'Times' of
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the 27th inst, the rainfall of 1826 far exceeded that of either of the

three years mentioned, amounting for the four months, April, May,

June, and July, to 7"G3 in., and yet that year is remembered all

over the country as ' the hottest and driest ever known,' and old

farmers assure me that nothing like it has been known since then

until the present. The reason for this must be sought, then, not

in the amount of rainfall, but in the excessive heat, in the absence

of cloud, in the wonderful dryness of the atmosphere, and in the

consequent excessive evaporation. A glance at Mr. Symons's tables

will show that in respect to temperature, June of 1826 was two

degrees higher than June of 1868, and that July of 1868 will

exceed the corresponding month of 1826.

" One word about the crops. There is an opinion prevalent that

wheat docs not want rain, and to a certain extent it is tnie. No
doubt there are many very fine crops of wheat this year, and on

deep rich clays and loams they are probably unsurpassed ; but I

cannot think that taking the country through, light and heavy

land together, the yield will come near that of 1863, when the

wheat crop, after being strengthened and stiffened and braced up
by the spring drought, was fed by the copiovis . showers of June

almost to its full capability. Barley has, much of it, never come
into ear at all, and will probably not exceed half a crop in many
important districts. Oats are nearly as bad. Beans almost totally

destroyed by fly, and green crops a total failure."

COEN : Importations, Sales, and Prices.

Quantities of Wheat, Wheatmeal and Flour, Bablet, Oats, Feas and
Beans, Imported into the United Kingdom in eaqli of the First Six
Months of the Year 1868.

1863. meat. Wlieatmeal
and Flour.

Barley. Oats. Peas. Beans.

January ..

February
March
April

May

cwts.

2,724,152
2,283,426

3.457,943
3.095.369
3,219,849

cwts.

255,898
253,311
264, 158

248,368
198,878

cwts.

227,181

332,038
728,979
508,233

367,593

cwts.

404, £^67

98,6^^,9

750,332
746,027

534.893

cwts.

171 ,
308

34.722
13,278

33 ,002

42,668

cwts.

128,345
136,415
213,547
145,952
168,064

June

Total in)

Six
Months,

j

2,915,764 206,409 422,505 951.504 101,823 305,368

17,696,503 1,427,022 2,586,529

..

3,486,392

:. :

396,801 1,097,691

Note.—The average weights per quarter of com, as adopted in the office of the
Inspector-General of Imports and Exports, are as follows :—For wheat, 485J lbs.,

or 41 cwts. ; for barley, 400 lbs., or 3i cwts. ; for oats, 308 lbs., or 2f cwts. Corn
has been entered and charged with duty by WeiijM instead of measure since Sep-
tember 1864.
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Quantities of Wheat, Barley, Oats, Peas, Beans, Indian Corn or Maize,

Wheatmeal and Flour, Imported in the Six Months ended 30th of June
' in the Three Years 1866-7-8 ; also the Countries from which the

Wheat, Wheatmeal, and Flour were obtained.

1866. 1867. 1868.

Wheat from

—

cwts.

-
cwts. cwts.

3,649,398 5,147,296 4,489,880
148,615 305,412 249.385

1,663,193 3.532.054 2,213,473
Schleswig, Holstein, and Lauenburg 73-507 83,599 32,270

302,225 498,343 371,446
315.701 432, 281 382,837

2,683,389 418,793 12,984
Illyria, Croatia and Dalmatia .. 1,157,006 239,976 615, 86r
Turkey and Wallachia and Moldavia 295.973 1,338,159 1,915,656
Egypt 7,012 48,505 2, 294,011

315,160 1,071,512 3,817,082
Chili 12,000 857,047 442,342

8,789 87 154,376
876,708 475,492 704,900

Oats

Wheatmeal and Flour from

—

Total Wheatmeal and Flour

11,508,676

3,954,929
3,490,490

542,637
244,376

6,151,931

14.448,556

3,336,476
4,281,150

743,118
996,006

4,563.553

17,696,503

2,586,529
3,486,392

!

396,801
1,097,691
4,913,715

130,352
2,713,046

164,735
6, 142

120,209

238,053
882,613
106, 272

6,584
589,550

281,407
327,498
338,092
64,126

515,899

3,134.484 1,823,072 1,427,022

Cokputed Eeal Value of Corn Imported into the United Kingdom in

the Three Years, 1865-6-7.

1865. 1866. 1867.

£.

9,775,616
2,524,668
2,771,133
2,234,396

791,249
2,622,888

4,165

£. :

12,983,090

3,745,944
3,632,385
4,530,503
1,321,069
3,796,911

36,082
;

£.

24.985,096
2,832,515
4,319.908
3.834,734
1,778,954
3,519.577

93,350

20,724,115 30,045,984
j

41,364,134
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Quantities of British Wheat Sof.d in the Towns from which Returns ai-e

received under the Act of the 27th and 28th Victouia, cap. 87, and their

Average Prices, in eacli of the First Six Months of the Years 1863-GS.

First month ..

Second month
Third month

(five weeks)
Fourth month
Fifth month ..

Sixth month ..

(five weeks)

QnANHTIES IN QUAltTERS.

1863. 1864. 186S. 1866. 1867. 1868.

quarters. quarters. quarters. quarters. quarters. quarters.

262,923 344,930 300,816 212,713 22l,7.jl 193.077
239.882 306,713 298,271 259.999 203 ,900 201,325

281,405 350.974 373,069 331.295 280,878 235,402

243.552 285,286 261,501 250,159 205,231 173,120
267,587 284,601 327,694 250,890 221,067 162,030

302,897 333.201 283,528 245,393 196,985 128,142

First month .

Second month
Third month

(five -weeks)

Fourth month
Fifth month .

Sixth month .

(five weeks)

AVERACE PBICES VElt QuARTEB,

1863. 1864. 1865. 1866. 1867. 1868.

s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

47 5 40 7 38 6 45 10 61 5 70 4
47 3 40 8 38 3 45 7 60 II 72 II

45 8 40 I 38 6 45 4 59 9 73 I

4; 7 40 0 39 8 44 10 6r 7 73 4
46 4 39 2 41 0 46 3 64 8 74 3

46 8 39 8 41 5 48 3 65 5 68 9

Average Prices of British Wheat, Barley, and Oats per Quarter (Imperial

Measure) as received from the Inspectors and Officers of Excise according

to the Act of 27th and 28th Victoria, cap. 87, in each of the First Twenty-
six Weeks of the Year 1868.

Week ending Wheat. Barley. Oats. Week ending Wheat. Barley. Oats.

s. d. S. d. S. d. S. d. S. d. s. d.

January 4 .. 67 10 41 4 25 10 April 4 72 6 43 4 27 2 .

January 11 .. 69 6 41 6 25 5 April II .. 73 2 43 6 27 8
January 18 .. 71 6 42 I 25 7 April 18 .. 73 8 43 10 29 0
January 25 .. 72 4 42 6 25 6 April 25 .. '73 II 45 2 28 2

February i .. 72 6 42 4 25 II May 2 74 2 44 2 28 3

February 8 .. 73 4 42 7 26 0 May 9 74 7 43 8 28 4
February 15 73 0 42 5 •25 9 May 16 74 3 44 4 28 8

February 22 72 II 42 9 26 2 May 23 73 10 43 I 29 9
February 29 73 4 42 5 26 9 May 30 72 3 43 3 .29 6

March 7 73 8 43 I 27 2 June 6 70 8 40 10 .29 10
March 14 .. 73 I 43 3 27 2 June 13 67 6 42 2 30 4
March 21 72 5 43 4 26 9 Jane 20 66 I 39 2 29 3
March 28 .. 72 10 43 3 27 5 June 27 67 5 39 I 30 0

Thirteen 1

42
Thirteen 1

weeks. )

72 2 6 26 3

j

weeks, j
71 10 42 9 28 II
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The Average Prices of Consols, of Wheat, of Meat, and of Potatoes ; also the
Average Number of Paupers relieved on the last day of each Week ; and the
Mean Temperature, in each of the Fourteen Quarters ending June 30th, 1868.

AvEUAOF. Prices. PiUl'ERISM.

Qaarters

eudiug
Consols

(for

Money).

Wheat
per

Quarter
in

England

Meat per lb. at Leadenhall
and Newgate Markets

(by the Carcase).

Best
Potatoes
per Ton

at Waterside
Market,

Southwark.

Quarterly Average of the
Number of Paupers re-

lieved on the last day of
each week.

Mean

Tempe-

rature.

and
Wales. Beef. Mutton. In-door. Out-door.

1865
Mar. 3

1

£. s. d.

?8 A 4^d.— jd.

Mean 5|(/.

bid— 'Id.

Mean 63^. Mean 91s.

142,329 813,371
0

36-5

June 30 7^8 40 6 4ft/.— 63,/. 6irf.— 8irf.

Mean 5|,f. Mean 7^;/.

90s.— 115s.

Mean 102s. 6d.

125 ,846 776,016 56-2

Sept. 30 4^.— 7'i.

Mean ^^d.

6i(f.—8|r/.

Mean i^d.

65 s. IOCS.

Mean 85s.

117,172 719,589 62*5

Dec. 31

1866
Mar. 31

88|

87

44 to

6

A\d.— -;d.

4irf.~6|(/.

Mean 5|6(.

5 ^rf.—8Jrf.
Mean (>\d.

Sid.-7ld.
Mean 6§rf.

60s.— 90s.

Mean 75 s.

Mean 72s. bd.

129,036

i3y>546

725.259

759,402

46*0

41-2

June 30 86J 4() 6 4f'/.-7'/.
Mean 5^d.

5.M.-8^</.
Mean yd.

60s.—95s.

Mean 7 7s. bd.

i23»657 734.139 53-0

Sept. 30 881 ? I 0 5i'/.-7l'/-
Mean 6J</.

S\d.—8ld.
Mean 6^(/.

75 s. 1 2 OS.

Mean 97s. 6cZ.

120,955 717.553 58-9

Dec. 31 56 8 Aid.— id.

Mean 5|rf.

Sid.~7hd.
Mean 6|rf.

85s.— 1 3 OS.

Meanio7s.6tZ.
133,979 734,312 46*2

1867
Mai'. 31 60 7 4|,f.— 7c?.

Mean c^yl.

5rf—7H
Mean b^d.

115s.—160S.

Mean i^js.bd.

147,620 832,364 38-9

June 30 64 0 Aid.—kid.
Mean 5J(i.

Sid.--id.
Mean 6|(/.

135s.— 175s.

Mean 155s.

134,678 779,629 53*5

Sept. 30 65 4 4|<Z.—6|rf. 5^.

—

jd. loos.— 155s. 129,838 743 J 977 59*7
Mean sjrf. Mean 6c/. Mean 1 2 ns.bd.

Dec. 31

1868
Mar. 31

94i

93

67 II

72 2

4|</.-6f6?.
Mean f j?/.

A\d.—(>}d.
Mean 5^^.

4i(/.—6IJ.

Mean ^^d.

Aid.-6^d.
Mean 5p.

iios.—155s.
Mean J^is.bd.

125s— I7CS.

Mean i47s,6d.

146,237

159.716
;

771,230

860,165

42-5

41.4

June 30 94i 71 10 4Jd.— 6ffZ;

Mean'55cZ.
4f(Z.

—

-jd.

Mean 5j(L

1 30s.— 1 70s.

Mean 150s.

142,588 800,944 55-8

PAUPERISM.

The TOTAL numher of paupers relieved on the 1st January, 1868, in 655
unions and single parishes under Boards of Guardians, in England and Wales,

was 1,040,952, of whom 163,080 were in-door paupers, 877,872 were out-door.

The total gives a proportion of 1 jiauper to every 19 persons in the population

of those unions and parishes, as returned at the census of 1861, or a proportion

equal to 5'2 per cent. The number of insane poor was 42,927. On the 1st

Jan., 1867, the number of adult able-bodied paupers was 158,308 ; on the 1st

Jan,, 1868, it was 185,630, exhibiting an increase of 27,322, or 17*3 per cent.

I
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—

Oil the Farmiiifj of Westmorland. By CraystON Websteij,

Land Agent and Surveyor, Kendal.

Prize Essay.

Westmorland is bounded on the east by Yorkshire and

Durham, west and north by Cumberland, and south l)y Lanca-

shire. Its greatest length, measuring from Morecambe Bay to

the Tees at Tyne Head, is 41^ miles, and its greatest breadth,

from Bow Fell to Stainmore, 40^ miles. It comprises 3 poor-

law unions and o2 parishes, subdivided for rating purposes into

109 townships, and about 165 highway districts.

Its populntidii was in 1801 40,80")

1811 A^fiTl
1821 51,359
1831 55,041

1841 5G,454
1851 58,287

18G1 G0,810

These figures show a slow rate of increase compared with
other counties. Between 1851 and 1861 there was a consider-

able decrease in some of the purely agricultural parishes, while

a considerable influx has been and is going on towards the

Windermere and Lake district. Westmorland is the thinnest

populated county in England, the number of inhabitants per

square mile being only 80, while the average of England is 373.

In 1851 there were enumerated 2333 farmers
;
agricultural

outdoor labourers, 2404 ; indoor farm-servants, 1957. The total

number employed in manufactures of all kinds was stated at

1933. The same returns indicated a remarkable extent of migra-

tion from the county to towns, besides emigration. There were
then living in England, but out of the county, 23,068 persons

l)orn in it, and of these 1233 were in London. In 1861 there

were 11,810 inhabited houses, 597 empty, and 75 building.

VOL. IV.— S. S. B



2 The FarDiiiKj of Westmorland.

The area of tlie county has usually of late been estimated at

485,432 acres. In 1793 the late Bishop Watson attempted an

estimate by the primitive mode of cutting^ out and weighing a

piece of Jeffery's map, and so made it 540,160 acres; but by
computation by scale from the same map, only 407,040 acres.

The following summary is believed to be correct.

IjakeSi

Paiishea.
Fells and
Commons.

Hill

Pastures.
Woods. Koads. lliiihvays.

Tarns,
and

Rivers.

Total.

Acre?, Acres. Acres. Acres. Acres. Acres. Acres.

Appleby ot, 1^3,%^ rcncc 1 JiKJ i o OD 0 1 UOo
Appltby St. ]VjLichQ.el .* < , 41 D 1 P.CiC\ oOU oO 1 AQlUo 1 C KOI10 , 0.^ 1

7o, U / /
1 A f\f\ 1 (\(\luU 44 •• 12 o ,4y /

*> nil ^ou lUU Z4 Zd A ASA.

(J , / 4o oUU lUU Q 1o L ^o4 lU, 1)^0

1 o , uy

o

O , OUU oyu / o 110 1000 (5 I J
OU.J

Z y 1 U lOU 7J.
/ 4 lO, DJ

/

1 1 , oil 2,000 ;>0u 1 AR 35 r;A
i)\J

0 1 t^AR

uOU 57 24 K ^OJ D } ZZo

J , yUU 4uU 1 VJ> 10 7 fit -I

^ A(\i4U oo 1 , oyu
*

'

K A 35 ,i Q
L'J 1 , / o 1

Crosby Gavrett .. 1 , / 94 600 / 0 4>J lU 2.5 0 , lUo

Crosby Ivavenswortli G , 9 1

3

2 , 750 /I >J A40U Jo QQOJ

i J , ouo 1
i

1 J.14 Q9 1 ft Aft

J. nnn4 , UUU i , oou yu *io i 24 3.02

Great Musgrave.. 1 , 500 80 24 10 14 3)190

1,750 1 , 050 309 40 119 18,804
5,900 18,000 3,500 672 215 556 74,061

Kirkby Lonsdale 4,493 8,000 1,600 336 100 405 3.5,945

Kirkby Stepiien 14,440 4,000 400 189 80 126 33,033
Kiikby Thore 4,972 1,150 200 78 11 49 1 1 , 700

Long Marton 2,097 500 170 72 20 6,947
300 38 20 31 3,674

650 1,030 181 24 76 16,012
200 50 13 3 1,196

180 49 26 2,713
9,300 2,500 230 177 73 127 24, .515

Eavenstondale 9,562 750 90 70 17 39 16,407
9,fi01 8,500 150 114 56 310 27,177
3,904 1,150 220 92 30 40 11,490

AVindermcrc 5,000 1,580 152 15 3688 19,676

147,025 74,420 18,670 3655 947 8518 500,904

The total gross estimated rental of the county, as fixed by the

Assessment Committees, is about 455,330/., of which 61,927/.

is due to railways. The average rental per acre of the land

(excluding towns, railways, &c.) is about 14,!,-. Qd. per acre, and

of the ancient inclosed lands, commons excluded, as nearly as

possible 20s. per acre.

The writer has been at some pains to ascertain the proportions



The Fannimj of Westmorland. Z

of the above areas cultivated and otherwise, and Ijelievcs the fol-

lowing table to be near the truth :

—

AcresAcres.
^^.jjjjjg county.

Laud under com crojis in 18G5 22,130 = 4*42

„ green crops „ 11,191 = 2-23

bare fallow „ 2,105 = 0-41

„ artificial grasses under rotation .. .. 18,519 = 3"69

Total arable, taken from Government Picturns 53,945 = 10,75

Permanent pasture, meadow, and ancient inclosurcs 159,931 = 31*93

Ivough pastures and low allotments 33,793 = 6"74

HiU'pastures and high allotments 74,420 = 14-85

Fells and commons, uninclosed 147,025 = 29'35

Woods and plantations 18,fi70 = 3'75

Koads 3,655 = 0-73

Eaihvays 947 = 0-19

Lakes, tams, rivers, and ponds 8,518 = 1'71

"500,904 = 100-00

Out of the 22,130 acres under corn-crop, no less than 17,042

acres were oats. These figures plainly indicate that Westmoi--

land is not an arable district, only about one-tenth of the gross

area being under the plough. Nearly one-third of its surface is

yet uninclosed ; commons remaining in 20 out of 32 parishes.

In March, 1866, the county possessed 55,328 head of cattle,

being 91 for every 100 of population, and 11-4 to every 100

acres of area, the average of Eng^land being respectively 10-2 and
17-4. There were of sheep 224,664 ;

being 46*3 to every 100

acres, or just about the average of England.

The county is essentially mountainous, yet it contains many
fertile and smiling valleys, with the charming lakes of Winder-
mere, UUcswater, Grasmere, Rydal, «Scc. The climate, though

humid, is very salubrious, the mortality of the whole county

in 1866 being only eighteen in the thousand ; that of one district

being only 14-3. The lake district attracts permanent residents

in increasing numbers, notwithstanding its pluvial notoriety.

The great Pennine chain, stretching from Cross Fell to Stain-

more, guards the county on the east ; the giant ramparts of the

Lake mountains, " the mighty Helvellyn," Bow Fell, &c., on the

west. The northern parts dip into the fertile vale of Eden, and
the southern extremity is washed by salt water in Morecambe
Bay. The county is cut in two across its centre from east to

west by what may be called a backbone of mountains and high
ground, stretching from the head of Grasmere by Shap Fell, Ash
Fell, &c., to the Pennine chain. It is pierced by several passes,

such as Raise Gap, Kirkstone, Shap, &c. The waters north of

this ridge run into the Eden and Solway Frith, those south of

it into Morecambe Bay.

3 2



4 The Farming of Westmorland.

This great natural division asserts itself in various ways,

remarkable in so small a county. The vernacular of the common
people on cither side of it is different ; that on the north ap-

proaches the Cumberland and Border tongue, while that on the

south may be called the pure Westmorland dialect, quite dif-

lerent from that of Lancashire. The modes of farm manage-
ment, farming customs, times of entry on farms, weights and
measures of grain, the soils, and general features, are more (jr

less distinct, while the rainfall is something like 40 per cent, less

on the north than on the south side of the line.

The county is pretty well supplied by railways, which appear

to intersect 21 out of 32 parishes. The Lancaster and Carlisle,

now part of the great London and North-Western system, pierces

the county through its centre from south to north, scaling the

heights of Shap Fell, once thought by George Stephenson to

be impracticable for the locomotive ; a branch from Kendal
taps the lake district at Windermere ; another from Low Gill,

down the Vale of Lune, links the county with Yorkshire. The
South Durham line, from Tebay over Stainmore, affords access

to the Durham Coal Fields and the east coast. The " Eden
Valley " connects the county town of Appleby Avith Kirkby
Stephen and Penrith. The Ulverston and Lancaster Railway,

crossing the upper part of Morecambe Bay, cuts through a nook
of the county at Arnside.

The outlay on highways is about 4000Z. a year, but they cer-

tainly cannot be described as in good order.

The annual cost of out and indoor relief and maintenance of

the poor is about 5400Z, The poor-rates average about Is. 3f/. in

the pound; highway rates, 4c?. ; tithes, 2s. per acre. Some of the

parishes are tithe free, or nearly so, land having been allotted in

lieu thereof on the inclosure of the commons.
The following shows the height in feet of various points above

the sea-level :

—

Mountains. Mountain Passes. Towns and ^'^lIagcs. Lakes and Tarns.

Feot.

( Helvc'Uvii . . . 31ia
^\'est . \ liuw Fell . . . 2'.)f;o

(Langdale I'iku . 2401

[High Street r . 2fiG3

Shap Fells. . . ]937
Central {WasdalePike . 1853

jOrtoii Scar. . . 1352

I Wild Boar Fell. 2323

[MallerstaugFell 2328
, 1 Stainmore . . . 1565

Pennine I

^^^^^^^ _ _
g.^.

ouaul . 1
iim-to,! i^iijc _ 1349

(.Cross Fell . . . 2799

Feet.

Dunmail Raise 800

Kirkstone . . 14fi7

|.ShapFellsRoad 1300

Orton Road . 1250

Ash Fell. . .1180

Stainmore . . 1436

Feet.

Kcmlnl Town Hall . . 171

Kirkby Lonsdale Cliureh 214

Kirkby Stephen . . . 550

Crosby Ravensworth . 700
High Winder .... lUOO

Feet.

Windermere. . 134
Kydal .... 181
(irasmere . . . 2U8

Easodale ... 915
Stickle . . . .1540
Hayes AVater . 13i^3

lUea Water . . 1.584

Hawes AVater . 694

Ulleswatcr . . 477
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Geology.

Geologically, tlie county has three main divisions, vi/., the

Cumbrian Mountain Slate Rocks, the Mountain and Carbon-
iferous Limestone, and the new Red Sandstone. There are

numerous minor divisions (see Map).
The north-western part contains green slate and porphyry.

Slate quarries are worked in Langdale, Grasmere, and Kentmere.
The western mountains run up into some of the highest and
most rugged peaks of the lake district. In the south-eastern dis-

trict are found some of the fossiliferous rocks of Kirkby Moor,
In a few places in the vales of Kent and Lune, and near Shap
Wells, are small patches of the old red sandstone, on which is

invariably found a superior class of fertile soil. The peculiar
" Coniston band " of limestone, which, after crossing the country

to the west in a straight line, emerges from the bed of Lake
Windermere, and runs in a narrow belt across Kentmere, to near

Shap Wells—wherever it comes near the surface, affords herbage
much sweeter than that on either side.

The mountain limestone is abundant at Kendal, and to the

west, the lofty escarpments of Whitbarrow, Farlton Knot, Arn-
side Knot, and Scout Scar, being formed of it. It occupies

much of the central part of the county, as at Orton, Crosby
Ravensworth, Shap, Ravenstonedale, and Kirkby Stephen, and
on the Pennine chain it is occasionally capped with the mill-stone

grit.

On Shap Fell is the granitic peak known as Wasdale Crag,

whence boulders have been spread wholesale, by glacial agency
probably, over nearly all the county, especially to the north and
east. Some have crossed the deep Vale of Eden, and afterwards

surmounted the summits of Stainmore, 1000 feet high, and lie

stranded on the distant plains of Northern Yorkshire.

The lead-mining at Patterdale and Murton employs altogether

about 300 hands. The only coal worked is at Tan Hill on
Stainmore, and it is of poor quality

;
and, though previously to

the railways, supplying a considerable district, it is now of small

account. The extent of mining in Westmoreland is too small to

have any appreciable effect on its agriculture.

Soils.

In many instances the underlying geological formation is,

on account of deep deposits of drift, no reliable guide to the

qualities of the surface-soil. Very often the most extraordinary

variations occur in the soil in short distances, and even in the
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same field—very troublesome to the farmer, and puzzling to the

valuer.

Westmorland is certainly a fJtin-skinned sliallow-soiled county.

The soils in tlie Vales of Kent and Lune are gravelly, here and
there intermixed with more loamy patches, well adapted for all

kinds of crops, but good feeding old grass-lands are in very small

room.

The Vale of Eden is sharp and sandy, in some parts with

gritty deposits from the mountains, forming first-class and early

turnip and barley soils, and here and there tolerable meadows.
Commencing near Kirkby Stephen, and running westwards by

Soulby, Bleatarn, Ormside, Holf, Colby, Morland, Newby,
Strickland, and Clifton, to the Eamont, is a belt of cold un-
grateful clay, very profitless to the farmer. All this district is

naturally wet
;

turnips are raised with difficulty, and here the

bare fallow for wheat still lingers. This may be reckoned the

poorest land in the county, although resting on the limestone

formation, which, on the southern side of the county, comprises

the best land where there is sufficient depth of soil.

Along the base of the Pennine range is found a continuous

belt of first-class grass-land, as at Stainmore, Brough Sowerby,
Brough, Hilton, Murton, Dufton, and Milburn. The meadows
at Stainmore, although in a high cold climate, produce herbage

unsurpassed in the county for aroma and feeding c[ualities.

Similar good meadows are found at Shap, Orton, and Raven-
stoncdale, and it is always thought good farming to procure

natural seeds from those places for laying down arable lands in

the lower parishes for permanent grass.

As a general rule, in most of the valleys, the deepest, strongest,

and best soil is found near the base of the mountains, often

succeeded by a belt of clay or colder land, and, as the river is

approached, by deposits of sand and gravel. In many places the

substratum for some distance on each side of a river is little more
than " shillow," or pebbles, thinly grassed over. The uplands

are often cold, inferior land, with a stiff impenetrable subsoil,

locally called "sammel"—gravel and clay indurated—and very

difficult to drain.

The mountain vales, such as Mallerstang, Long Sleddale,

Troutbeck, Grasmere, &c., contain narrow bottoms of productive

meadow. Although often grazed by the mountain sheep till

late in May, the crops of hay in July are abundant, and grow
more rapidly than in lower spots. July, however, being

almost invariably a wet month, the hay harvest in these high
districts is often a protracted and weary time, and frequently is

not over till into September, and occasionally even October.
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Tlic! vari()\is dales, siuli as Lan<i;'clale, Patterdale, Hartsop,

Troutbeck, Kentmere, Lon^j Sleilclalo, Maitindale, Mardalo,

Swindalc, Wet Sleddale, and Mallorstann:, are unique in character.

In the centre of the vale is the swift - flowing "babblin*

brook," with a narrow strip of verdant mead on either side, then

succeed the " intack," or fell-side pasture, often fringed with

sliaggy underwood and bosky dells, vestiges of the pi-imaeval

forests—above all are the cloud-capped mountains. The inha-

bitants retain much of the primitive simplicity of their fore-

fathers. On the fells of Martindale there still survives a herd of

Avild red deer.

Pringle, writing in 1793, describes the then existing system of

farming as very primitive indeed. On the best arable lands the

course v/as—1st year, oats
;
2nd, barley

;
3rd, oats ; sometimes

two crops of oats before the barley. The land was then left to

itself, without any seeds sown, the farmers thinking that quite

needless, as the land was so " girse proud." The next year's

produce was a thin crop of natural ha}', mostly twitch-gi-ass and
weeds ; the ci'op used to improve till towards the third year, but

then deteriorated, and at seven years the ground was a soft carpet

of moss, then came the plough and the above course again.

On the lighter soils about Kendal, a crop of potatoes was
taken between the oat crops, followed by barley, and then oats

again
;
turnips were then quite a curiosity, and people would

travel miles to see a crop of an acre or two, some pronouncing

them a new-fangled and useless fancy.

About the beginning of the present century the high price of

grain, caused by the Continental wars, led to the inclosure of

many thousands of acres of the lower lying commons. This
period is still spoken of by the older farmers as " Bonneypart
time," and with many a sigh of regret, when the famous crops

and prices then obtained are remembered. Immediately thi;

allotments were set out the plough was stuck in, and a scourging

succession of corn-crops, one after another, taken for years. At
the same time large and costly buildings wei-e erected, as if such

times were to last for ever. The land being " fresh," and
generall}' heavily limed, produced fine crops at first, but after the

final struggle of Waterloo, and the collapse of prices, all was left

to Dame Nature ; it " laid itself down," and a deal of it, as

about Newby, Sleagill, Ormside, Bleatarn, Hoff, and many other

places, has never been touched since—permanently depreciated,

and a monument of folly, much of it on the bare clays being
scarcely grassed over after lying half a century. One farm is

pointed out as having, when newly inclosed, been let at 300/.

a-year, now let at only about one-third of that amount.

If instead of being robbed with the plough, these districts had
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Leon drained, limed, and kept in pasture, tluir present value

Avould have been tlireelold what it is.

It is noticeable that many decent patches of land on the open
commons have been ploughed at some period, and there is

scarcely an acre even of the best meadows and pastures that has

escaped the plough at some time or other.

One reason of this, in addition to the tempting prices above
referred to, was doubtless the defective internal communication,

Avhich caused every farmer to grow grain to provide bread for

liis family, otherwise unobtainable. Till within a comparatively

recent period there were no carriage-roads, and all the traffic of

the county was carried on by pack-horses. If the traveller looks

underneath the present bridges, he will hnd that most of them
have been widened once or twice, the original width being not

calculated for carriages. In those times the farmer manufactured

much of his own clothing from his own wool, and it is not long

since the spinning-wheel disappeared from the farm-houses.

Many of the rural roads go right over the hills in an appa-

rently unaccountable manner. When pack-horses only were in

request, a steep hill was not of the consequence it ultimately

proved for carriages, and the base of the hill, along which the

road might have gone level, was then probably an impassable

swamp.
Pringle's report in 1797 says, "A large proportion of the

land is occupied by 'estatesmen' of from 10/. to 50/. a-year, and
the farms in general are so small that it is rare to meet with

one of 100/. rent, though there are some of 200/. or 250/."

A wonderful change has since taken place ; the old class of
" estatesmen " are nearly extinct, although a few remain, prin-

cipally in the mountain dales. The ancient small tenements,

which had descended from father to son for many generations,

l)ecame burdened with charges to younger members ; often the

family was too large to be sustained on the limited area, while

mortgages and arrears of interest accumulated with fatal celerity
;

then perhaps came bad seasons, losses in stock, and similar

reverses to which the occupier of land is always liable, and so at

last the patrimonial estate had to be parted with. The tendency

has all along been to render the already large landowners larger

still, while the small owners are gradually disappearing.

In the neighbourhood of the Lakes a new class of competitors

for the ownership of the soil has arisen in the merchant princes

of the manufacturing districts, who eagerly buy up any nook
where they may escape from their own smoke, and enjoy pure

air and bracing breezes, with shooting and fishing.

As regards farms, the tendency has been and continues in the

v/ay of consolidation, by laying two or three small farms into
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one. There are now very numerous farms of 200/. to 300/.

a-year rent, and several from 500/. to 700/., or upwards. Some
of these are very extensive, such as Forest Hall, 4350 acres

;

Sliap Abbey, 2830 acres; Helbeck Hall, 2000 acres; Rydal
])emesne, 1900 acres ; but these of course include a large pro-

portion of mountain or fell land. A large numl)er of small

farms are left, rented at 30/. or 50/., and upwards.

Good farms about Kendal, Natlantl, Hcversham, Milnthorpe,

Barton, and Kirkby Thore, average from 33s. to 42.?. per acre;

dairy-farms near Kendal, 40s. to 50.s\ In the immediate vicinity

of towns and villages, accommodation fields of old grass let at

from 3/. to 6/. per acre. On the poor clays lying between the

central ridge and the Eden, 15s. may be an average. Hill-side

pastures, capable of summering young stock, from 8s. to 16s.

;

higher pastures, 3s. 6r/. to 7s. 6f/. ; and fell lands, all the way
from 4rf, to Is. 6rf. per acre.

The rent of grass and stock farms has increased 20 per cent,

within the last 15 years.

In the neighbourhood of CrosthAvaite, Lyth, Underbarrow, and
Witherslack, a noteworthy feature is the considerable extent of

fine orchards, whence large quantities of fruit are sold south-

wards. In the same neighbourhood are extensive hazel coppices,

fruitful of nuts, which, with the orchards, form material ingre-

dients in the value of the farms.

Influence of Climate, &c.

From its physical conformation Westmoreland is not, nor ever

can be, an arable county to any extent ; but even if it could, other

causes, viz., its climate and rainfall, cannot be over-looked, as

restricting tillage to a limited area.

The Lake mountains, and the central ridge or " backbone,"
act as magnets in attracting the rain-clouds, brewed up by the

Gulf Stream and neighbouring Irish Channel. These, careering

hastily up the steep mountain sides, and there entering a cooler

temperature, scatter their contents wholesale on the country

beneath, often when not wanted ; but on attaining the summit
they have usually spent most of their store, before starting a

fresh race across the valleys and plains beyond. The prevailing

winds are S.W. From these causes the eastern and northern

sides of the county have a much less rainfall than the south and
west. The v/riter has often left Kendal by rail, in a gloomy
down-pour of rain, and found a fine day an hour afterwards, on
getting over the Shap summit.
Few towns in England, perhaps, can, like Kendal, produce a
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resident (Mr. Samuel Marshall) who has persoialhj, and with
vinwearied zeal and accuracy, registered the rain-gauge and
barometer and thermometer for the long period of forty-five

years. The following diagram of the rainfall at Kendal is drawn
from his observations, from 1821 to 1866. From 1811 to 1821
the registers were kept by Messrs. Gough and Harrison.

The averages, in decades, are as follows

—

iTichea.

1811 to 1820 inclusive 50-850

1821 to 1830 „ 56-365

1831 to 1840 „ 55-218

1841 to 1850 „ 51-311

1851 to 18G0 „ 45-654
0 years—1861 to 1866 „ 53-442

The diagram does not indicate regular wet and dry cycles.

The average rainfall appears to be gradually decreasing. Pringle

says the fall, in 1792, was 83 inches. The fall at Ambleside, in

1864, was 74-40; in 1865, 65-78; in 1866, 94-10! while that

at Appleby, in 1866, was only 39 36, and at Brougham Hall,

44-71. The fall at Appleby for the last ten years averaged

33 inches.

It is now getting quite fashionable to keep a rain-gauge, but

to be generally useful they should all be put under systematic

regulations and rules, with allowances for situation, height above
the sea, and other circumstances.

The average number of rainy days at Kendal is 176 in the

year. The mean temperature about 47"^.

The rainfall seems excessive, as compared v/ith many other

counties, although the number of rainy days is not in proportion.

The amount of wet, however, makes ploughing operations and
cereal crops very riskful and uncertain, and often proves exces-

sively inconvenient in hay-time, besides impeding out-of-door

work generally
;
yet from the light, thin, and gravelly nature of

most of the soil, and the rapid slopes for quitting the water, two
or three weeks of warm dry weather set the I'armers crying out

for rain.

Generally speaking the county is well watered with clear

streams and springs, but even a slight drought soon betrays weak
places all over the land, where, thinly concealed, lie boulders,

rocks, large stones or " cobbles," and beds of hungry sand,

gravel, or " sammel," from which the herbage or crops speedily

deteriorate till restored by welcome rain. The Westmorland
farmer is rarely altogether satisfied with the weather, which, at

all events, affords him a never-failing topic for conversation and
speculation on change ; but on the whole the abundance of

moisture must be looked upon as a beneficial arrangement.
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Consideiincj tlie above circumstances, there is more land

ploughed than there ought to be. Wheat is grown, after costly

bare fallows, about Newby, up to GOO feet ; and oats, about Shap,

up to 900 feet above the sea-level. In a cold wet summer the

crops never get properly ripe, and oats often stand out till

October or November. On steep slopes the heavy rainfall washes

away all the best soil. All hinds of rural reform are slow of

accomplishment, so hard is it to move out of the accustomed

track, and numerous are the excuses why land, under the above

circumstances, is not turned to grass. One reason is, the land

has been so long and hard ploughed that " it won't grass," but

requires an outlay for seeds, manure, subsequent top-dressings,

and years of patient waiting, with little return, which very few

farmers can afford
;
neither, even if they had the capital, could

they be fairly expected to lock it up in the absence of a proper

lease or security.

At the same time, it would be a great error to rush into the

opposite extreme. Westmoreland is admirably adapted by nature

for breeding and rearing stock, which must remain in-doors for

many long months in winter, and could not be kept as they are,

or in anything like their numbers, without an ample supply of

oat-straw and turnips.

The vales of Kent, Lune, and Eden, the neighbourhood of

Milnthorpe and Burton, &c., are moreover fitted naturally for

partial tillage, and if proper attention be paid to cleaning and
manuring, and rotation of crops, with a rest of two or three

years in grass between each course of cropping, these soils may
be rendered more productive, more profitable to the farmer, and
permanently to the owner, in tillage than otherwise.

A safe rule would be, in high, cold, and especially undrained

localities, plough none; in more favoured districts, plough only

for home consumption, making all into manure at the home-
stead.

Another influence of the mountainous chraacter of the county

is backward vegetation in spring and unseasonable frosts. On
the hill-sides there is rarely any vegetation till May. Snow-
storms occasionally occur even in that month, and in 1860 deep
drifts remained in hollows amongst the rocks on Helvellyn till

July, returning again in October. It must be noted, however,

that there is now much less snow than formerly. The older

inhabitants remember snow lying on the ground for several

weeks at a time, whereas it now is seldom seen for more than a

few days at once. When the Lancaster and Carlisle Railway
was made in 1844, Avith its deep rock cutting on Shap Fell,

many were the prophecies that it would be snowed up every

winter—an event, however, which has not yet happened.
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Cattle.

Said Pring-le in 1793—"The cattle are of the Long-hoincd or

Lancashire breed, excellent feeders, and possessinp^ in an eminent
degree the desirable property of laying on fat. The heifers and
barren cows, if well chosen, are confessedly good thrivcrs, and
in great request among the graziers of Yorkshire. Not many
years ago there was killed at Lowther a bullock weighing 132
stones." No such thing as a long-horned ox can now be found
in the county, the breed being extinct. Till within a very few
years back one or two herds still lingered in the mountain dales

near Cockermouth in Cumberland, and a well-known cattle-

dealer was accustomed to purchase a lot for grazing on his farm

near Kendal, but it is understood that no more can now be had.

This is somewhat to be regretted, as, notwithstanding their

alleged slowness in arriving at maturity, they possessed hardi-

hood and other properties suiting the exposed grounds and cold

and wet climate. It should be remembered that there were no
green crops nor artificial foods in their day, and they existed

under circumstances which finer breeds could not endure. They
would have made good crosses with the short-horns. It is not

improbable that the present system of forcing may result in

weakening the constitution of stock.

The short-horns were introduced about 45 years ago, and have
gradually supplanted the native breed. Many first-rate herds

are now to be found throughout the county, and every farmer of

any account keeps his own short-horned bull. Previous to the

regulations consequent on the cattle plague (which happily

Westmorland entirely escaped) considerable quantities of Gallo-

way, Highland, Irish, and Dutch cattle were shown at the great

fairs of Appleby and Brough, and these, spreading through the

country, led to crosses v/ith the short-horns, which raised useful

stock for the high-lying farms.

Every spring there is a great exodus of stock from Westmor-
land to the great grazing district of Craven. Of those summered
at home, many go to be fed on turnips in Scotland and low farms

in the county. In the immediate neighbourhood of Kendal the

dairy farmers usually keep up their stock bred at home, and feed

off the old cows. Many bullocks and gelt cows are sent off as

far as Norfolk.

In some parts of the county, as about Crosby Ravensworth,

cattle are liable to a disease called " cripple," and also " red

water." In the former complaint the animal has a continual

hankering after bones or the clothes off the hedge. The bones

crackle, and death ensues. Generous feeding is the best cure,

and both these diseases disappear after draining, liming, and
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impi'ovlnji^ the land. In the limestone districts, where the water

is so hard as to show petrifyinj^ properties, surface-water in

puddled ponds should be provided for the cattle.

Butter now forms a profitable item, and the Westmorland
housewives are perhaps not surpassed anywhere in its manufac-

ture. Its sujicrior sweetness and flavour are well known and

appreciated in the manufacturing towns, where it is in great

demand accordingly. The competition amongst the middle-

men, or dealers, became so keen that special weekly markets have

been established at Sliap, Orton, Ravcnstonedale, Warcop, &c.,

where the farmer readily obtains the full value of his produce.

Among the many benefits obtained from railways are the

etjualisation of markets, and the rise of prices at home, instead

of a large intermediate profit being taken between the producer

and consumer.

Shsep.

In March, 18GG, Westmoreland owned 224,664 sheep. It

would be interesting to know what proportions Avere in " Fell

stocks," properly so termed, seeing that nearly one-third of the

entire area of the county remains in " Fells." Taking a stand-

point on the ridge or " backbone " of the county at the head of

Long Sleddale, the Fell sheep west thereof are Herdwicks, whilst

those east and north are of the Scotch, black-faced, or " rough "

breed.

The Herdwicks (once not inaptly described as " the breed

best standing starvation ") appear to suit the Lake mountains the

best. In traversing these several mountain ranges, a striking

difference is observed in their herbage and configuration. The
western parts rise more abruptly into craggy and rugged peaks,

with sweet herbage amongst the precipitous rocks. The northern

and eastern ranges are more rounded in outline, the herbage

coarser, and the summits more covered with bog and heather.

The flocks are sometimes the property of the landlord. On
entry on the farm, or on the 5th of April, "viewers" on each
side, usually neighbouring farmers well up to the work, are

appointed on each side, who report on the various numbers and
classes, such as rams, ewes, wethers, and hoggs, specifying the

proportions with the value of each per head. The tenant gives

bond for the value, and is to deliver similar numbers of like

value and condition or make good any deficiency at the end of

his tenancy. In other cases the sheep-stock belongs to the

tenant, who, nevertheless, takes and leaves them at a valuation,

as if once the " /tea/" be lost it is difficult to recover. The
right of common of pasture is appurtenant to the ancient tene-

ment, and is described in letting a farm as unlimited, i.e. not
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limited by number or stint, but legally limited to the number
oi" animals levant and coucliard on the ancient tenement in winter.

In other words, no farmer should in summer turn on more sheep

or stock than he can winter on his ancient land and its produce.

Practically speaking, however, this well-known rule of law is a

dead letter, and the term " unlimited " is correct enough. Every
one turns on as many as he can find room for, and sends away
all he cannot keep alive at home in winter.

In these apparently peaceful vales, whose inhabitants seem so

unsophisticated, there remain remnants of the border freebooter's

spirit, on the principle " he to take who has the power, and he
to keep who can." Those having most land adjoining or near

the fell, and living convenient to it, will take more than their

proper share, so long as human nature remains as it is, and
always has been, while those further off must be content with

less or nothing. The keen competition amongst the stock-

owners and shepherds now and then leads to sheep-hounding,

worrying, assault and battery, and work for the lawyers. Among
the old hands, Sunday is often the favourite day for a quiet

dogging of the neighbours' sheep off the best ground. The sheep

have wit enough from experience to move off sharply on hearing

the whistle of the hostile shepherd, without waiting for his dog.

As a general rule each flock knows and keeps its own " heal,"

or particular part of the common, usually known by pretty well

defined boundaries, such as a " syke," prominent rock, or a

watershed ; but this as a mere matter of convenience only, there is

no exclusive privilege, the whole common is open, and sheep

can be turned on any part so long as there is no " dogging " or

driving others.

The Herdwicks in particular possess a strong natural instinct

in keeping to the heaf when yeaned, and, have been known to

return thereto from very long distances, crossing rivers and other

obstacles, sometimes with the lamb following.

All the Fell sheep are remarkably hardy, enduring great priva-

tions. The ewes are generally brought down to lamb in the

" inland," and are often seen nibbling the best meadows bare in

a backward May. In keeping up the full stock a number of

ewes are put to the ram to secure the usual proportion of Fell

ewes. The surplus ewes are put to Leicester and long-woolled

rams for " half-bred lambs," which are sold off in autumn.

Where the ground is suitable this system is very profitable. The
Fell wether-lambs are kept till three years' old. In one sense

there is no profit in this, but wethers best maintain their ground

against encroachers on the heaf, or perhaps encroach themselves,

keeping others back. The draft ewes are usually sold off in

October. They should be disposed of Avhen five or six years
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old, as thoy then begin to get weaker in constitution, and give less

and worse wool.

Each flock has its distinctive mark of ownership, registered in

a printed volume, particularising every owner in Westmorland,

Cumberland, and Lonsdale North. A meeting is held annually

at Kirkstone Top for the exchange and rectification of " the

sheep who have gone astray " during the preceding season, some

of which occasionally ramble across the mountain in an unac-

countable way to long distances.

The " hoggs " are mostly sent away from October till April to

be wintered in low allotments and inclosures. Such allotments

as produce little beyond "ling" and coarse bents are purposely

not grazed in summer, so as to secure " roughness " for wintering.

Since more attention to good management has been awakened,

the low-country farmers are not so willing to turn a penny in this

way as formerly. These little animals have keen noses and

appetites for " fresh fields and pastures new," and are as " lish
"

(nimble) as cats, so that scarcely any fence can turn them.

The price of wintering a few years ago was from 2s. 6d. to 3.v.

each, but now is about doubled.

In the fall of the year it is customary to salve the Fell sheep

with a mixture of tar and butter, the notion being that not only

is the animal kept warmer and drier, but that the fleece will

weigh heavier. Mr. Irving of Shap Abbey, one of the largest

stockowners and most spirited and intelligent farmers, prefers

dipping his sheep, and after sixteen years' experience adheres to

it, in prefence to salving. The apparatus costs only 31. 10s. ;

Biggs' preparation being used for aged sheep, and M'Dougall's
for the hoggs. Five hundred sheep can be dipped in a day, at a

cost of l}sd. each, salving being estimated to cost Sd. He recom-

mends as essential that the dipping should be performed in dry

weather, and that each sheep should remain in the bath at least

one minute, a mere plunge being useless. He has adopted the

same plan with the Herdwick stock at Wythop Hall with equal

success, and considers the opening of the sheep's coat, as by
salving at the commencement of winter, to be injurious and
against nature. The dipped wool commands from l^d. to 2d.

per lb. more in the market than the salved.
" Fell wethers," at three and four years old, when the Fell is not

overstocked, come therefrom weighing 14 lbs. per quarter ; ewes
10 to 12 lbs., the mutton being unsurpassed in flavour. Large
numbers go to be fatted on turnips on arable farms in the

valleys, and on such farms a considerable breadth of turnips is

provided annually for this purpose, and let off to the owners of

the sheep at from 6d. to Id. per sheep per week, with great ad-

vantage to the fertility of the land.
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Wool lias ol late years been a profitable article. The Fell

fleeces may average from 4 lbs. to 5 lbs. each. Messrs. Whit-
Avell, Busher, and Co., have recently established monthly sales

by auction at Kendal, where the farmer has the advantage of

warehouse-room, and commanding the full market value, on
paying a reasonable commission.

Prizes for the mountain breeds were obtained by West-
morland farmers at the Royal Agricultural Shows at Carlisle

and Newcastle.

On the lower commons, allotments, and hill pastures, half-

bred lambs from the Herdwick or black-faced ewe and the

Leicester ram, give a very ready and profitable return, and the

system suits admirably on mixed heathy grounds where there

is no over-stocking. Sometimes the lambs come double, and
they are usually sold off at the end of summer at from 20s. to 24s.

each.

The Leicesters prevail on the lower farms, Southdowns and
Shropshire downs are found in a few first-class farms, but are not

common.
If the remaining commons were, where ju'acticable, inclosed,

and others moderately stinted, better boned and better woollcd

sheep might be kept, and more profit made, with less trouble

and expense than at present. The only drawback being that

perhaps we should more seldom enjoy a leg of four-year-old wether

mutton ; while the school of Lake Poets, and the shade of

Wordsworth, would doubtless pronounce it as a ruthless pro-

fanation, if their grand mountains were to be defaced by rigid

lines of six-foot walls, set out by the surveyor's parallel ruler.

So long as the tall chimneys of Yorkshire and Lancashire

smoke, so long will the Westmorland farmer have a never-

failing demand for all his produce—beef, mutton, butter, cheese,

and wool. His corn he can keep at home to manufacture meat
with.*

Pasture Land.

The commons above referred to are in their original state, oi"

as they have existed for unnumbered ages, unaltered by man

;

and so must they mainly continue. Some improvements might
be made by open guttering or surface drains, but so long as the

lands remain in common this is not likely to be attended to to

any extent.

The heavy expense of fencing, especially of making many

* In 1 797 Fell wool sold at 5cZ. per lb.
;
4-year-ol(l wetlicis sold for Oii. to ISs.

;

eWes about S.s.
;
lioggs, 2.?, Ci^. In 1792, "nearly one-third'' of the sheep in the

county perished from storms and disease.
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miles of boiindiu j-fonce !i<r;unst adjoining parishes, is the great

obstacle to further enclosures. Where A wishes to inclose, there

is no power to compel 1? or C adjoining to contribute a fair pro-

portion of the cost of erecting a boundary-fence. The Inclosuro

Acts certainly point out one way for A to evade making the

boundary-fence ; but it mends matters very little, the full benefit

of any inclosure being unattainable till each owner can have the

full and exclusive control of his own land, to lock his gate, and

stock the ground at his pleasure.

Wherever an inclosure cannot be accomplished within a reason-

able cost, the common may be stinted or converted into a regu-

lated pasture at a very light expense. Afterwards the smaller

owners mav sell their stints to the larger, and in course of time,

all getting into fewer hands, the extent of subdivision-fences may
be materially reduced, so as to justify the expense of a complete

inclosure.

The hill and rough pastures cover 21^ per cent, of the whole
area of the county. Many of these wei'e originally or till lately

common, and remain pretty much in their original condition,

being used mainly for " half-bred lambs " and wintering sheep.

The ancient meadows and. pastures are nearly one-third of the

entire area. Of first-class feeding or " bullock-land " very little

is found in the county. Good pieces of old meadow and pasture

exist about Kendal, Milnthorpe, Kirkby Lonsdale, and Amble-
side. From to 2 tons per acre is considered a good crop of

hay. A large breadth of hay is cut in the valleys, and in the

neighbourhood of Orton, Ravenstonedale, and Kirkby Stephen

;

and a deficient or a badly secured hay-crop is a great drawback,

as the winters are very long, and cattle must be foddered. The
very dry and hot year of 1859, with its scant hay-crop, was fol-

lowed by one of the opposite extreme—a very backward spring,

deluges of rain, snow-storms, and absence of sunshine ; and if

there had been no railways to fetch hay from Lancashire and
greater distances, many of the sheep and cattle in Westmorland
must either have been starved to death or sent away for fodder.

The meadows are usually covered with farmyard-manure in

alternate years. On mixed farms the " muck " is saved for the

meadows, and the crops treated Avith "artificials."

Lime has always been the favourite top-dressing for pasture-

land, especially on the slate-rock formation, where it acts magic-

ally in producing a fine sweet herbage. Limestone is generally

abundant over the county. Public kilns are established at

Kendal, Ravenstonedale, Stainmore, Morland, &c., and on the

formation nearly every farm has its own quarry and kiln. The
usual dose for a strong, heathy, rushy, or benty pasture is from
200 to 300 imperial bushels per acre, an under-allowance being

VOL. IV.—S. S, C
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ol little use. It is laid out from the cart in convenient beaps,

and generally left to "sour" before being spread. The cost at

the kilns is 3rf. or 3Arf. per imperial bushel. Where the cartage is

long, as for instance from Kendal to the top of Long Sleddale or

Kentmere, 8 or 10 miles of bad road, and where the land to be
limed slopes upwards very steeply, the operation becomes very

laborious and costly, especially if the hire of man and horse, and
wear and tear of cart and harness, be reckoned in. So steep

and rugged are many of the hill-side pastures, that the lime has

frequently to be carried in bags or swills for considerable dis-

tances ; and a cart-load, after all the labour, time, and trouble, to

get it to its destination, looks in a very small room indeed when
emptied out. Notwithstanding all these drawbacks the process

is always considered to "pay." A farmer who is observed to

be leading plenty of lime is booked as one of the right sort,

and prospering ; and strong is the faith that the further you carry

lime the more potent is its effect.

One most important point is, lime must never be applied to

wet land, or it will be thrown away; the beneficial effect is

most strongly marked on newly drained, sour, rushy land, with a

strong subsoil ; and on this, or on mixed heaths and bents, the

fine grasses and white clovers spring up plentifully after a good
dose of lime. The first dose should always be a heavy one ;

after which the good effects will continue for twenty or thirty

years, and the mark between limed and unlimed land be plainly

visible ; afterwards the pasture begins to recede. A second

coat of lime never answers anything like so well as the first, and

some artificial dressing is usually then resorted to.

A compost of lime, soil, road-scrapings, and manure, all well

mixed up and decomposed, still remains a favourite top-dressing

for young seeds.

It is probable that bones would in many cases answer fully as

well as lime, and the labour and cost of applying them must be

much less when the lime has to be led a long way, and the

ground to be dealt with is steep and difficult of access with a

horse and cart.

The writer recently superintended the drainage of a cow-

pasture of twenty acres, formerly wet, producing sour blue

grasses, which no beast would bite ; the subsoil was stiff clay,

resting on limestone. The field having been thoroughly tile-

drained, half of it was top-dressed with lime, and the other half

with dissolved bones, at the rate of 6 cwt. per acre. The latter

began to show much sooner than the lime, bringing up in pro-

fusion white clover and fine grasses, greedily appropriated by the

cows. The application of bones is strongly recommended on old

cow-pastures ; their indiscriminate use, however, may lead to
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costly failiues and disappointment. On thin, lij^lit, and g-iavcllv

soils, or on bare limestone-land, they have often little or no efioet,

but they are pretty sure to answer on strong newly drained soils,

naturally producins^ heath or ling', rushes or bents. They have

b(!en found also to have a wonderful effect in renovatinj^ old

])astures where other top-dressings have failed.

In favourable situations, hill-side or uj)land pastures, (^specially

such as have been a long; time ago ploughed and laid down dirty,

and with bad, or perhaps no seeds, cvre greatly improved by being

again broken up, cleaned, and laid down to pasture with rape and
seeds, forming luxuriant pasturage for a few years, after which
they should be top-dressed.

The following is a good selection of grass-seeds for laying land

down to permanent grass without a corn-crop :—

•

Devonshire Evergi'een Eye-grass 1 bushel.

Italian Rye-grass 2 lbs.

Cock's Foot 7

Meadow Fescue 4
Hard Fescue 4
Cow-wrass 5

Alsik'e Clover 3

White Clover 3

Arable Farms.

With the exception of some half-dozen farms near the shore of
Morecambe Bay, scarcely any are purely arable, the prevailing

class being of a mixed character.

The return of crops in 18GG were

—

Acres.

Wheat 2,194
Barley 2,628
Oats 17,042
Rye 84
^^^^^ 68 Percentage
Peas 114 of the County.

22,130 =: 4-42

Green Crops.—Turnips 8,292
Potatoes 1,767
Mangold 84
Carrots 102
Rape and Vetches 946

11,191 = 2-23

Bare Fallow 2,105 = 0-41

Clovers and Grasses under Rotation 18,519 = 3-69

Total Arable Land 53,945 = 10-75

The average produce per acre is, of wheat, 28f bushels.

barley, 37 „

„ „ oats, 34f „

c 2
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On tlie iij>]itei- soils, as south and east of Kendal, and in the

Vale of Eden, the usual course is, 1st year, oats ; 2nd year, tur-

nips (sometimes half drawn and half eaten by sheep on the

ground) ; 3rd year, barley or oats, sown with seeds ; 4th year,

grass. On soils a shade stronger the course is prolonged to five

or six years ; and this is approved of as the best. Arable land in

in many places has become "clover sick " and "turnip sick;"

one reason being that those crops are repeated at too short

intervals. When the land has rested two or three years in grass,

and the seeds have been well manured or dressed with lime-

compost, it does not often fail to grass well after the second vear,

and comes out much fresher for the succeeding grain and green

crops.

On the clay-soils about Newby, Morland, Strickland, Orm-
side, &c., where turnips cannot be depended upon, the course

is,—1st year, oats; 2nd, bare fallow, limed and manured; 3rd,

wheat
;
4th, seeds ; sometimes mown for horse-hay.

Oats almost invariably form the first crop on breaking up.

Wheat has been trieil, but given up as a failure.

The rule is, always to have a green crop or fallow between

Avhite crops ; and in most leases or conditions a heavy penalty is

attached to two successive grain-crops. Sometimes, however, the

seeds "miss," and then a second corn-crop may be taken if well

manured.
Mr. R. Knowles, an able practical agriculturist, gives the

following comparative estimate of a four years' course of tillage

and grazing on a mixed farm of fair quality in Westmorland
(see pages 22, 23).

In sowing seeds for one year's grass, about IJ bushel Italian

rye-grass and 9 lbs. American cow-grass are used. For two or

three years' grass the following is recommended :

—

Perennial Eye Grass I j bushel.

Italian Rye Grass (i lbs.

Cocksfoot 5
,,

Timothy Grass 2 „
(Jow Grass 8
Alsyke Clover 4 „
Wliite Clover 2 „

Grass cutters and reapers are becoming common. Perhaps

no better turnip husbandry can be found anywhere than about

Kendal, Milnthorpe, Kirkby Lonsdale, and Kirkby Thore.

All produce except grain and potatoes is, by rule, consumed
and made into manure on the premises

;
by special agreement,

however, on a few farms near towns, or where more wheat than

commonly is grown, the tenants are allowed to sell straw and

turnips, on bringing back an equivalent in manure.
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The following description of tlie management on tlie home
farm at Levcns, the property of tlie Hon. Mrs. Howard, and

under the care of her able steward, Mr. Milne, will be useful, as

a model of the best Westmorland farming.

Lawrence House I'arm contains 240 acres, besides 24 acres of

moss land on Levcns Marsh. Of the former, 155 acres are iu

meadow and pastur<>, and 85 under tillage. A five-years' course

is adopted, viz., 1st year, oats out of ley ; 2nd year, green crop
;

3rd year, a corn-croj) sown with seeds ; 4th and 5th years, grass.

After the corn-crop has been removed from the seeds, if th(!y

be vigorous, sheep arc allowed in dry weather to depasture them
till about the beginning of November, after which no sheep or

cattle arc allowccl thereon till March. With favourable weather

in March ewes and their lambs are turned on, and allowed to

remain until the latter end of the first week in May, when they

are removed, and the crop allowed to grow for hay, which is

always cut just before the grass and clover-seeds come rjeneralh/

into flower. The seeds are always depastured the second year,

and for oats out of ley are generally ploughed out in January iu

open weather ; 5 bushels of seed are sown and well harrowed

into the soil ; a heavy clod-crusher, and afterwards a heavy

roller is applied, it being desirable to have the soil firmly com-
pressed. When not laid or twisted, the corn is reaped with a

reaping-machine, and with the scythe or hook when lodged, as

the reaping-machine under these circumstances Avould not cut

the crop properly, nor leave an even stubble.

After the " ley corn " is removed the land is ploughed, if

possible in dry weather, with a deep strong furrow, afterwards

harrowed, and then left till April, when it is again harrowed
and ploughed across the autumn furrows with deep narroic

furrow-slices ; the harrows are again applied, and, if need be,

the roller, and any particles of couch-grass carefully gathered

and carried off ; but for several years there has been no couch-
grass to deal with on the fallows of this farm, as should always

be the case where land has been once thoroughly made free from
couch and other weeds and clean seeds always sown.

One acre of the fallow land is planted with potatoes, and the

remaining 16 acres with turnips, one-half swedes, three-eighths

yellow bullock, and one-eighth large white globe. The manure
generally applied is about 12 tons of well-made farmyard-

manure, with either 2 cwt. of Peruvian guano, or 3 cwt. of super-

phosphate, or 3 cwt. of bone-meal. Early in November, if the

"weather be dry, a beginning is made to store the turnips. A
large quantity is carted to the homestead, and stored in a shed
for use onwards till the latter end of February. The whole of

the remainder is set in the field, five rows being placed together

(neither
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One Acre of Graztst,,

SuEEP AND Cattle.

Fimt Year.
Four sheep, at 25s

Charges and contingencies

Rent and taxes

Wool of four sheep, at lOs

Four sheep, at .'57s. (]</

Share of profit on bullocks, say 1 bullock to 8 acres
Winter eatage

Profit

Same as above
Ditto ..

Profit .. ..

Second Year.

Third Year.
Same as above

Ditto

Profit

Fourth Year,

Same as above
Ditto

Profit

€. d.

,5 0 0
0 5 0

2 2 0

3 0 0

10 7 0

7 7 0

3 0 0

10 7 0

7 7 0

3 0 0

10 7 0

7 7 0

3 0 0

10 7 0

Resdlt of Four

£. s, d.

First year 3 0 0

Second year 300
Third year 300
Fourth year 300

12 0 0

%* It would seem only fair to charge the
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;'OMPAUKn WITH PLOUGIIlNfi.

Foun-CouRSE Systesi.

Fird Year.

Cost of ploughing, rolliug, aud harrowing .. ..

3eed

Reaping
Darting, liousing, and mariceting

rhrasliing

Rent and taxes

Dats, 40 bushels

Straw

Profit

Second Year.

Deep ploughing stubbles in November
pring harrowing and grubbing
Second ditto

Cleaning, &c
titching, 3s.

;
seed, sowing, &c., lOx.

10 cwt. superphosphate
Thinning and cleaning

Palling, carting, &c
Rent and taxes

20 tons swedes, value on ground !
10

I
Third Year.

'Ploughing aud harrowing
Seed

Grrass-seeds

Sowing grain and seeds .

.

Reaping
Carting, housing, and marketing
Thrashing
Rent and taxes

Oats, 40 bushels

Straw
Profit

Fourth Year.

iFive sheep, at 2!>^

Charges and contingencies

Rent
Wool of five sheep '

Five sheep, at .'^Ts. Gd
Share of profit on bullocks, 1 to 8 acres

Profit

X, s.
.1
a.

^.
-V. 6'.

,/
((.

0 13 0

0 15 0

0 13 0

0 5 0

0 8 0

2 2 0
6 0 ()

1
1 10 I)

- 14 0

7 10 0 / 10 ()

0 12 0

0 5 0

0 5 0

0 10 0

0 13 0

4 0 0

1 5 0

u 12 0
0

10
1

4 0 10 4 0

1

0 12 0 ••

0 15 0
1 5 0
0 5 0

0 13 0

0 5 0

0 8 0

2 2 0
6 0 0

1 10 0

1 5 0

7 10 0
-

10 0

G 5 0

0 5 0

2 2 0
2 10 0

9 7 6

0 10 0

3 15 6

12 7 G
1

12
1

7 G

Years' Net Profit.

First year 2 14

Second year
Third year 1 5

Fourth year 3 15

Credit, farmyard manure from ploughing laud . . . . 0 15

8 9 6

Balance in favour of grazing 310 6

12 0 0

grazing side of the account for top-dressing.
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(neither the tops nor tails removed) and carefully covered with

earth, except a portion of the tops which stands up above the

earth-covering. It is found that the cost of stoi'inj^ the crop is in

most seasons much more than repaid by the improved quality of

the turnips, their freedom from destruction by ijame, rabbits,

crows, and pij^eons, and from decay caused by frost.

The next year the land is sown down, usually with oats, and
with grass and clover seeds, viz. ;

—

Perennial Rye Grass li bushel.

Italian Rye Grass -| „
Cocksfoot ^ „
Timothy Grass 2\ lbs.

American Cow Grass 7 „
Alsyke Clover 3 „
White Clover 2 ,,

After the corn-seed has been harrowed in, and the land, if at

all rough on the surface, rolled, the grass and clover-seeds, all

intimately mixed together, are at once sown by the common
sowing-machine, first up and down the field, and then across,

making sure of the seeds being evenly distributed over the

whole of the surface. A single stroke of a light harrow is at

once applied, and afterwards a heavy roller.

On the marsh or moss land, considerably detached, a four-

course shift is followed, viz., 1st year, oats
;

2nd, green crop

;

3rd, corn and seeds
;
4th, seed-grass. The seeds being 2 bushels

of Italian rye-grass, and 10 lbs. of English red cloA^er per acre.

The green crops on this land are principally mangolds and car-

rots, to which about 7 tons of good farmyard dung, and 6 cwt.

of superphosphates are applied.

Hay is made from about 60 acres, including the first year's

crop of clover and grass seeds, and the old meadow-land. A
mowing-machine is used and much approved of.

The average yield of oats is about 7 quarters per acre. The
wages paid to the labourers all the year round are at the rate of

14*. per week.

The cattle kept are short-horns, Galloways, and West High-
land, with crosses between the Galloway cow and short-horned

bull. Both short-horns and crosses are bred on the farm, and

sold fat, the heifers generally at 2^- years old, and the bullocks

at 3^ years.

The sheep are pure Southdown ewes, part yearly set to a

Leicester ram. A few fat lambs are sold to the butchers ; the

others, both Southdowns and crosses, are wintered, the downs in

the fields, and the crosses in airy sheds, where they are fed on

turnips, hay, and oats. They are shorn early in May, and sold

about a fortnight afterwards very prime fat. The down hoggets
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are shorn about the latter end of May, and fattened on grass tho

same summer. The cast ewes are also fatted before bein» dis-

posed of.

Steam Cultivatiox.

There is only one farmer in the county, in the writer's know-

ledfi'P, who has tried steam-cultivation, viz. Mr. John Nicholson,

of Kirkby Thore Hall, who approves of it. It is very doubtful,

however, whether it ever will become general, or its use pro-

fitable in Westmorland. The area of arable land is small ; the

farms are comparatively small ; the fields are often any shape;

but square ; the surface very broken and irregular, and the soil

often full of boulders, rocks, and large stones, fit to smash any

machinery. Moreover, the correct tendency is to plough less and
graze more.

Draining.

Tile-draining has progressed considerably. There are some
districts, however, where the ground is so stony and rocky that

sufficient stones come out of the cutting to wall the drain with.

Lord Lonsdale was the first to commence tile and deep draining,

and has drained upwards of 10,000 acres on his vast Lowther
estate, which however extends into Cumberland. Sir Richard

Tufton, Edward Wilson, Esq., of Rigmaden, the Hon. Mrs.

Howard, William Crackanthorpe, Esq., Wilkinson Dent, Esq., and
others, have also drained considerable portions of their estates

with marked benefit. The usual course is for the landlord to

execute and pay for the work, the tenant leading the materials,

and paying 5 per cent, interest on the landlord's outlay.

Thorough drainage in ordinary cases costs 6Z. to 11 per acre.

Tile works on the northern side of the county are established

at Lowther, Wetherriggs, Julian Bower, Bleatarn, &c. 2-inch

pipes cost about 22s. 6cZ. per 1000. The Kendal district con-

tains no clay, and tiles are brought from Lancashire, 2-inch

pipes costing about 20^. per 1000. Considering the heavy rain-

fall, it is not considered safe to use smaller sizes. It is not usual

to put in collars, except in quicksands or soft bottoms.

Notwithstanding all that has been done, plenty yet remains
undone. The rainfall bein"- much heavier than the averagfe of

other counties, larger tiles, more capacious outfalls, and narrower

distances between the drains are required, and from forgetting

these points, and also putting in the drains too shallow, or with

too little fall, great mistakes have been occasionally made, and
consequent failures, discouraging further efforts. The subsoil of

much of the undrained soils is a hard, compact, impervious mass
of clay and gravel indurated, locally called "sammei," and mnnv
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contend that it is useless to cut deep into this. Lord Lonsdale

was one ot" the first, if not the first, to set the example of deep

drains up the slope instead of the old plan of shallow drains

across it. In spite of partial failures, to be accounted for in

various ways, the great principle of depth, and " the utmost fall"

must be admitted to have been conclusively established as

successful.

Instances can doubtless be pointed to, where deep drainage

has not succeeded in laying the land dry ; but a close examination

will generally discover some other reason for the failure besides

depth, such as tiles too small, and badly laid, careless filling-

in, not driving the heads of the drains far enough into the

apparently dry hill-side (where the water-bearing strata lie con-

cealed), or inattention to the outfalls.

The writer, in setting out the drains in a poor rushy pasture

field, was assured by a neighbour, looked on as an authority in

such cases, that as it was " sammel to the top " it was of no use

cutting the drains more than 2 feet, or 2 feet 6 inches. A pre-

judice, however (if it may be so called), in favour of depth,

induced a trial drain 4 feet deep, or 5 feet, or till water was
found. When 4 feet was reached slight fissures and veins of

sand betrayed themselves in the dreaded " sammel," plenty of

bottom water soon appeared, and the drainage is a success.

In another case the drift or hard deposit of clay and gravel

continued till the workmen were overhead in the drains ; at a

depth of about 6 feet, a bed of fine sand, evidently laid there by
water ages ago, was come to, out of which the Avater rushed

profusely. In either of these cases a less depth must have been

entirely useless.

No universal rule, however, as to depth and distance can be

laid down. Experience and judgment can alone decide these

points on the spot, but more failures have occurred from too

shallow than too deep drains.

Homesteads.

" A farm-house should be somewhat elegant, to give pleasure

to its possessors and to allow the wife to take delight in it. It

should be built on the most healthy spot on the farm, in a tem-

perate air, such as the middle of a hill commonly enjoys, where
it is neither stifling in the summer, nor exposed to the rage and
storms of wintei\"*

The farm-buildings are mostly stone and slated, the ancient

thatched buildings having nearly all disappeared; great improve-

ments have been made within the last half century, and, on the

* 'Columella.'
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wIh)1(^, Westmorland may stand a comparison, in this r(?spoct,

with more favoured counties, and yet there are very many home-

steads very deficient in proper accommodation for man and beast,

ancient and dilapichxted, low, damp, and ill-ventilated. The
house, barn, and cow-house are often all joined together, and

very often the barn is what is called under-housed, i. e. the cow-

house is underneath the barn floor. The barn is built on a

slopino^ hill-side, the floor being level with the ground on the

high side, underneath which is the cow-house, termed in the Kendal
district the shippon, and on the northern side of the county the

byre, the access to which is from the low side of the building.

On the barn floor, above the cows' heads, is stored the hay and
straw for their winter fodder. The head room of the cow-house

is generally much too low, the floor roughly paved, very uneven,

undrained, with stagnant pools of liquid manure. The poor

animals, huddled closely together, must suffer the certain con-

sequences of dirt, deficient light, and foul air.

In more modern erections the cows are ranged under a " drag

roof" by the side of the barn, alongside which, in front of them,

runs the " fodder-gang," or feeding-passage.

Buildings.

Buildings lately erected are generally suitable for the ordinary

mixed farm, without any special distinguishing features. It is easy

to condemn the present state of farm-buildings generally, but the

remedy is not so easy. The erection of entire new buildings is

exceedingly costly, often running away with four or five years'

rent of the farm. Farmers cannot afford to pay interest on much
building, nor indeed is it expected of them ; the leading of all

stones, slate, timber, lime, sand, &c., being a heavy undertaking,

and the wear and tear of carts, &c., so considerable, that the

farmer doing this does his full share. Sometimes the whole
homestead gets so bad that there is nothing for it but to pull down
and rebuild, but in the majority of cases the old buildings are

patched up, and added to according to circumstances. In this

way great improvements might be made, draining the sites,

spouting, and making all watertight, and by perforating the walls

in proper places proper ventilation without draughts and cold might
be secured. The common draining tile, inserted in the wall,

answers very Avell for this purpose. The old underhoused cow-
house can generally be conveniently converted into barn-room,

and the cow-house added by a " drag," or by radiating sheds,

connected with the barn for fodder, and with adjoining turnip-

house.

One almost universal failing talked about, time out of mind,
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at agricultura] dinners, but met as it seems only in talk, is

the provision against waste of farm -yard manure. A covered
" midden stead " is a curiosity. The dung from the cow-houses
is heaped up near the door, exposed to the elements, drenched
by every shower, Avhile the washings and filterings run away by
the roadside, or percolate into the nearest water-course or ditch.

Most of the older homesteads are placed in low ground, near a

running stream, rendering the preservation of the manure difli-

cult, a point on which we should not imitate the example of our

forefathers. Here and there is an attempt at a tank, but the fact

remains that a large proportion of the manure, and its most
valuable constituents, is absolutely wasted. The researches of

science have proved that manure exposed to rain loses very much
in substance and quality.

In many cases, where the manure is not mixed with straw or

litter, it might be applied fresh, as soon as made, so that the

land would appropriate all the ingredients at once ; but in

mixed farms the midden stead should be covered, so as to

exclude rain, not air, and the liquid preserved in a tank, and
})umped up over the solid, so as to saturate and decompose it.

Here, however, the tenant cannot do all, and the landlord's

assistance is necessary.

Many of the older farm-houses are deficient in proper sleeping

accommodation for the farmer's family and his servants. If

this be, as is alleged, one of the causes of the blot on Westmor-
land's morality—the excessive rate of illegitimacy—not a year

should be allowed to pass away without a resolute effort for a

remedy.

Some few farms have lately employed steam for thrashing,

chopping, pulping, &c., and others avail themselves of water-

power, where convenient.

Leases.

Although leases are far from being general, they are gradually

becoming more so than formerly. On the great Lowthcr Estate,

and also on the Dallam Tower Estate, it is understood that no

leases are granted, but the tenants, notwithstanding, have con-

fidence that so long as they pay rent and observe conditions they

will not be dispossessed. As, however, time goes on, and the

produce of land is increased, and prices rise, re-valuations are

occasionally made and the rent increased, and such an arrange-

ment is generally cheerfully acquiesced in. Sir Richard Tufton,

adopting the Scotch system, has granted 19 years' leases on

some of the larger farms on his Appleby Castle Estates. On the

Rigmaden Estate, and also on the property of William Crackan-
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thorpe, \\sq., the leases aio for nine years, almost invariably

renewed, with fair re-adjustments of rent, not necessarily at the

end of every term, but as circumstances call for this. On tliese

properties it is not unusual for a farm to remain in one family's

occupancy for generations. The family of Mr. Dobson, of

Williamsgill, have farmed theirs under the Crackanthorpes for

considerably more than a century. On the Rigmaden Estate one

fai'iner can boast of having; personally attended 104 half-yearly

rent-days, never missing one.

On the smaller properties leases of seven years are common.
The usual conditions for entry are, on the southern side of the

county, for husbandry and tillage on 14th February
;
eatage,

5th April ; and house and buildings on 1 2th May : by this

arrangement the out-going tenant can consume all the vestures

before leaving. In some cases the manure belongs to the out-

going tenant, not to remove, but to be paid for by the succeed-

ing tenant, when measured and valued. In other cases the

manure belongs to the farm without payment ; and generally,

when it does not already belong, the landlord takes an oppor-

tunity to purchase it and annex it to the farm. Off-going crops

are nearly all abolished. On the northern side of the county

the entry is generally 25th of March to the land, and Whitsun-
tide to the buildings. Nearer the Cumberland boundary, to-

wards Penrith, the entry is sometimes at Candlemas (14th

February) to the whole. In such case, if the tenant has win-

tered his full stock of cattle, he is allowed to sell off the premises

such straw as remains unconsumed.
When bare fallows prevail, the incoming tenant pays for that,

and putting in the wheat-crop. When the outgoing tenant has

not depastured the young seeds after Martinmas the incoming
tenant pays the seed-bill.

The rent is made payable in advance on 1st June after entry.

Usually, however, it is paid half-yearly, in December and June,
not in advance. Green-crop between white-crops. Consump-
tion of vestures on the premises. Tenant to keep all in repair

except slated roofs and main timbers, and to lead all materials

for landlord's repairs. Such are the usual conditions.

There is no system of tenant-right in the county, nor, in the

absence of a lease, any security against a tenant receiving notice

to quit, or having his rent raised, after he may have permanently
improved the land by high farming, liming, boning, or other-

wise.

On the general question a great deal may be said on both
sides. In some cases, as in the prospect of a sale of the estate

in a few years, a lease might be an undesirable clog. A gentle-
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man having invested his all in land, may fairly object to hand
ovei" his property lor lons^ periods to a farmer who may turn out

a disagreeable neighbour, of objectionable moral character, or

deficient in requisite capital, skill, and energy
;
and, in spite of

the most stringent conditions, a farm may almost imperceptibly,

although surely, be robbed and depreciated by an unprincipled

tenant. On the other hand, no farmer can be expected, without

security of some kind, to put anything into the land which he
cannot readily get out again with a profit. The fact is patent

that long leases and good farming are always found together, and,

as a general rule, no leases and bad farming go in company. If

the landlord coldly stands by, declining to grant a lease, affording

no confidence, or security, or facilities in some other way, it

is pretty certain that he and his property will be left

behind in the general rate of progress. All agricultural improve-

ment produces a rapid increase in the value of the fee simple of

the soil. Self-interest alone must prompt the far-seeing landlord

to grant facilities and encouragement to deserving tenants, not to

name higher principles, the duties attaching to the possession of

property, and the " golden rule " for both landlord and tenant, in

all their relations.

Laboukees.

The farm-labourers are usually kept in the farmer's house,

often taking their meals at his own table with his family. Wages
are increasing. Emigration, and the attraction of large public

works, railways, &c., and the iron-works in Furness, have tended

to increase the cost of all kinds of labour, and good servants,

male and female alike, are becoming a scarce article. A first-

class " head man " and ploughman commands from 20Z. to 25Z.

or more per annum, with victuals, lodging, and washing. Young
men, Vll.

;
lads, 8/. ; maid servants, 12/.

;
girls, 5/., and upwards.

In the villages, or where cottages can be had, married out-of-

door labourers are found, whose wages are now from 2s. %d. to

3s. per day, where not employed the year round. In hay-time

and harvest, men get from 4Z. 10s. to 5/. per month, with victuals,

&c. Labourers' cottages let from l,v. to Is. 6c?. per week. Very
little has been done in the way of providing gardens.

The in-door servants, especially on the southern side of the

county, are well and substantially fed. Meat dinners, with milk

and oatmeal porridge
;
oat-cake, cheese, and milk for breakfast

and supper. In harvest meat suppers are provided ; and at mid-

forenoon and afternoon a refreshment of oat-cake, cheese, and

beer, called " the drinking."

Pringle, in 1793, reports the wages of ordinary labourers at
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Is. Ad. ti) 1a-. 8(/. per day. Men-servants, 10/. to 12/. a year.

Maids, hi. to 6/. Wages have doubled in the last half century.

Woods.

The woods of the county amount to only 3*75 per cent, of the

whole area. Some of these, 'such as Melkinthorpe, Naddle
Forest, Hclbeck Wood, and numerous small patches in the vales,

are remnants of the primeval forests which originally spread over

all the lower parts of the county, and climbed up the breasts of

the mountains. A considerable portion is coppice-wood, espe-

cially to the west of Kendal and in the neighbourhood of the

Lakes. Coppice woods are cut ever}' fourteen or fiiteen years

;

the crop of a good wood then selling for from 12/. to 18/. per

acre. As soon as the crop is removed the fences are, or ought

to be, carefully made up, to guard against the inroads of sheep

or cattle inflicting permanent damage by cropping the young
shoots. No further attention is then requisite, except to keep

open surface drains when the ground is naturally damp or the

water cannot escape. On properties where the extent of coppice

is considerable, as about Windermere, Rydal, tScc., it is set out

in different lots, so as to secure a regular " fall " of one wood
throughout fifteen years, and a pretty regular annual income
therefrom. There are no buildings to keep up, the land is

generally too stony, rocky, and rugged to be of use otherwise,

and, on the whole, coppices are looked on as a desirable part of

landed property, A good coppice-wood is injured if large timber-

trees, termed " standers," are allowed to prevail in it. The pro-

duce is mainly used for bobbins, of which there are extensive

manufactories at Staveley and Ambleside. The rest is sold for

basket-i'ods, hoops, &c.

Larch plantations have been formed extensively, the late

Bishop Watson starting them about the commencement of the

present century. Larch is perhaps the most profitable wood
grown, coming early to maturity, and always commanding a

ready sale and high price. Steep, rough, craggy ground, worth
from 2s. to 55. per acre rent, if on a dri/ subsoil, cannot be turned

to more profitable account than by planting with larch. The
young trees must be carefully preserved till they are out of the

way of being cropped by animals ; and one important point,

often overlooked till too late, is gradual and judicious thinning,

for want of which the plants "spindle" and never make any
proper size. The thinned poles are useful for railing, then they

come in for pit prop-wood. At fifty or sixty years the larch

attains its full maturity, and is then worth 50/. or 60/. per acre.

In favourable situations a larch of fifty years' growth will con-
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tain as many cubic feet of wood, worth fiom Is. to Is. 2d. pci-

loot. In plantings, undue exposure to the west Avind and a wet
soil must be carefully avoided.

Within the last few years, however, larch-planting has been
almost brought to a standstill on account of the very general

prevalence of disease, which scarcely any plantations have en-

tirely escaped, whilst many acres have sometimes died together.

Many reasons and ingenious explanations have been volunteered,

but this, like the potato-disease, remains somewhat of a mystery.

Amongst the causes guessed at are— 1, atmospheric influence
;

2, the aphis insect
; 3, severe spring frosts and cold wet summers

stopping the flow of sap
; 4, weakened plants, forced by manure

in the nurseries, and raised successively off the same land. Pos-

sibly there is something in one or more of these causes co-operat-

ing together, or v/ith hidden causes, but the fact remains, and is

unfortunate.

It is noteworthy that about Windermere, and the district west

of Kendal, the disease is not nearly so strongly developed as in

the district eastward. It is suspected that the subsoil has some
hand in this.

When a larch plantation has been felled off, it is found that a

second planting with the same wood rarely answers. And the

rule is to defer planting for two or three years. If larch be

thought inappropriate, hard woods, ash and sycamore, are

recommended, or, in favourable ground, a coppice may be

formed.

From the accumulation of decayed leaves, this ground, if well

limed, will often make good pasture.

Westmorland stands sadly in need of more plantations for

shelter and ornament to the bleak and bare hill-sides, and to pro-

vi<le timber for farm-buildings and general use, seeing that the

onward march of improved agriculture tends to sweep away
ordinary hedge-row timber ; when it is remembered how many
thousands of acres of larch are annually required for railways and

mines, the question assumes an almost national importance.

Fine ancient timber trees are found about Lowther, Appleby,

Levens, Dallam Tower, Rydal, tS:c., but there are no extensive

forests as in some other counties.

Improvements.

Very material improvements in the productive powers of the

county have been mnde within the last fifty years by the inclosure

of commons. In 1797 Bishop Watson estimated that three-

fourths of Westmorland was waste land. Thirty years ago

surrounding commons closely approached the town of Kendal

—
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Hay Foil, Hutton Common, Potter Fell, llatliorhcatli, Under-
barrow Common, and others, now partially cultivated or forming

xavcragc and useful ])astures, have all been inclosed within a

comparatively recent period : portions of these have been drained,

limed, planted, and otherwise improved. All over the county

the same process has been going on, and even some of the highest

fells, such as Ambleside, Flartsop, Long Sleddalo, and Gray-

rigg, have been, or are about to be, inclosed.

Tiles have worked a revival in draining, which is in itself

not only a fundamental improvement, but the stepping-stone to

most others.

Perhaps the most important modern improvement is the
" Helsington, Underbarrow, and Bradley Field and Levens
Drainage." This is a dead level tract of about 2000 acres, little

above the sea-level, and not unlike a miniature of the fens of Lin-

colnshire. The greater part was originally bog and peat-moss, cul-

tivation creeping onwards on the removal of the turf—at that time

the main supply of fuel for Kendal and the surrounding district.

About sixty years ago it was allotted and inclosed under the

Heversham Inclosure Act, the proprietors being very numerous.

The Commissioners made embankments against the sea, and
provided main drains and flood-gates. In course of time, from
defect in the original outfalls and from the gradual settling

down of the surface, the lands suffered from want of proper

underdrainage, and were often submerged by floods. About
the year 1838 an Act of Parliament was obtained to provide

for the main outfall and sluice being carried three miles

further seaward, so as to discharge into the Kent Estuary at

Ulpha Crag. Four feet additional fall were thus obtained, the

main cuts enlarged and deepened, and the surrounding hill

waters, or " hard water," separated and discharged by " catch-

waters." The works were completed at a cost of about 15,000/.

The result has been most successful, and instead of a wide
expanse of marsh and bog, often supporting little but snipes and
wild ducks, there now appear wide fields of golden grain and
glistening green crops ; the annual value being in many instances

raised from IO5. to 35s. or 40.9. per acre. The original peat-

moss when removed leaves, within about four feet of the sur-

face, a substratum of fine marly clay. The main drains are low
enough for the branches to be cut 12 or 14 inches into this clay

by a tool called the " long mouth." On the surface of the clay

the workmen form "shoulders," which receive a solid wedge of

firm turf, and an excellent drain is thus provided at a cost of

from 4^r7. to 6f/. per rod of 7 yards, or about 30s. to 35s. per

acre. Tiles are not desirable here, on account of the dead flat

and frequent backwater. In practice it is found these drains

YOL. IV.—S. S. D
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answer every purpose eflTectually for many years, their worst
enemies beings lats and rabbits.

The drainage being completed, the underlying clay is dug
from pits in the sides of the field or ditches, and applied broad-

cast on the surface, at the rate of 100 cart-loads per acre ; it

afterwards forms a fine friable mould, full of vegetable matter, and
produces extraordinary straw and root crops and luxuriant clovers.

There are scarcely any buildings, and most of the produce is con-

veyed to the neighbouring " hard land " farms, each of which pos-

sesses and highly values its " moss " portion. The land rarely gets

any but artificial manure, which is applied to the green crop.

The course is the four years' shift. Notwithstanding, after thirty

years of this treatment, the fertility of the soil seems unabated.

Italian rye-grass is grown to a considerable extent for seed.

There are still remaining patches of the ancient mosses, around
the margins of which, as for many ages past, peats are got by
neighbouring farmers, and by tlie villagers of Brigsteer and
Beathwaite Green, who mainly subsist by the sale of this fuel

at Kendal. As the moss recedes potatoes are grown extensively,

and on the unclayed ground are remarkably exempt from disease ;

but they are often cut down by sharp frosts, even in May and
June.

Before this drainage, ague was a common complaint amongst
the surrounding villagers, but now it is never heard of.

The sea occasionally returns, as if to assert a right to its ancient

dominion. In the winter of 1852 an extraordinary tide swept

over the embankments, and submerged the low-lying lands in

Foulshaw, Levens, &c., several feet deep, driving the inhabi-

tants to their upper rooms for several hours, drowning the cattle in

considerable numbers, and otherwise inflicting serious damage.

Apart from these casualties the annual cost of keeping all the

main drains, embankments, flood-gates, and other works in

order, does not exceed 2s. per acre.

Another striking improvement in the same district is the em-
bankment and reclamation from the sea, of the Castlehead and
Meathop Marshes, by Mr. Brogden, in connection with the

works of the Ulverston and Lancaster Railway, Avhere it crosses

the Kent Estuary of Morecambe Bay. Mr. Brogden purchased

a large portion of the bay itself from the Duchy of Lancaster,

and has embanked and reclaimed from 500 to 600 acres. Por-

tions of bare sea-sand, which formerly were covered with the

tide every day, were scarified, sown with seeds, and liberally

dressed with bones and other manures, and soon became luxuriant

pastures, the wonder and admiration of the neighbourhood

;

carrying extraordinary numbers of sheep and cattle, the former

sometimes looking half overhead amongst the clovers. On other
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portions now in liand Mr. Brogden is trying various sorts of

arable crops, but the operations are not yet far enough advanced

to decide whether ploughing or grazing is the more profitable on

land of this nature.

Many persons in different parts of the kingdom doubtless

remember the cold and cheerless ride which, before the days of

railways, tra,vcllers encountered over the; dreary mountain waste

of Shap Fell, a large tract of about GOOO acres, the pro})erty

of the Earl of Lonsdale. No operation, in recent times, better

deserves record than the extensive drainage, liming, and other

improvements recently carried out there by his lordship.

The portions operated upon are from 1200 to 1600 feet

above the sea-level. This ground was previously, in Westmor-
land phrase, mere " room out of doors," i.e. of insignificant

value, carrying little beyond grouse and black-faced sheep, but

never looked upon as capable of, or worth improvement. The
design of draining and liming this class of land at such an eleva-

tion was thought by many a costly and hazardous experiment.

In some measure an experiment it undoubtedly was, there being

no previous guide to point out what could, and what could not,

be successfully and profitably accomplished.

Interspersed with the heath, with the advantage of being inter-

sected by good roads (the old and new great north turnpikes), were
considerable stretches of " white land," i.e. producing decent grass

with bent and rushes, while still better pasturage was found in

the grassy and sheltered dells and dishes. The upper portion

of the Fell is naturally a mountain sheep-walk and grouse

ground, and must remain so.

Under the skilful superintendence of Mr. Parkes the first

operation was to tile-drain the wet portions, and this was carried

on from year to year, advancing higher and higher up the hill

side, till upwards of 1200 acres were drained. Limestone being
on the ground, kilns were built, and about 1500 acres have been,

limed. The lower lying, sweeter, and limed portions were
enclosed with six-feet walls, and sheds erected in suitable situa-

tions for sheltering stock.

Numerous were the hostile critics and foreboders of failure

;

any attempt to invade these regions in such a way being con-
trary to all previously received opinion and precedent. Some
parts of the work doubtless might have been better done, and
with the experience gained would be done differently if started

afresh. The returns may not have been so certain and uniform
as in more favoured situations, but on the whole the result is a

great success, and beyond expectation.

The ground Avas partly stocked with the proprietor's cattle and
sheep (bought on in the spring, and sold off by auction in

D 2
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autumn), and also thrown open to the public for agistment on the

following terms— aged cattle, 40*.; two-jear-olds, 325,; year-

lings, 2o5. This privilege was eagerly taken advantage of by
the low-country farmers, and extensive herds of fine cattle

covered the ground every summer, in numbers beyond expec-

tation, coming off in capital condition in autumn. The
ground, however, was found to be too high for success-

fully Avintering "Hoggs." In the dry hot summer of 1859,
when all the pastures in the Vale of Eden were parched, and
the watering-places dried up, the herbage on Shap Fell was
succulent and plentiful, and the supply of fine water unlimited.

In cold wet summers, such as too frequently occur, the results, of

course, were less favourable.

This tract is now let to a tenant at a rent of about 800/. per

annum.
Many other improvements might be noted on a smaller

scale, as, for instance, on Mr. Nicholson's farm at Kirkby Thore
Hall, purchased by Lord Lonsdale a few years ago, in a neglected

and ruinous condition. The homestead has been rebuilt, the

greater portion of the farm thoroughly drained, the crooked

beck-course straightened and embanked, old fences grubbed, and
new straight fences made, and the whole estate renovated—a credit

both to landlord and tenant ; and in almost every township may
be found farms on which the occupier can point to some sub-

stantial improvement, such as a moss or bog drained and reclaimed,

heaps of rocks and stones removed, fell-pastures limed, or other

marks of progress.

Improvements still KEQuinED.

Any suggestion of improvements still necessary must be

travelling over very old ground. Agricultural, like other reforms,

in the aggregate must begin with individuals, each man re-

forming himself not so much by striking out new rules and prin-

ciples as by acting up to tiie old ones, which, as in higher

subjects, though universally recognised, are but too rarely acted

up to.

Numerous points of detail calling for amendment have

already been mentioned in the preceding pages. The following

may be summarised :

—

L A better education for the rising agricultural population.

In dealing with the various manures now pressed on his notice,

and in conducting many of the operations on the land, the farmer

has in some measure to grope his way in the dark, and to trust

to chance. It is impossible that farmers should all be chemists

and geologists or botanists, but it is certain that the rising
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generation would benefit by more knowledge of those subjects

than that possessed by their forefathers ; and that they should be

able to keep their accounts and conduct farming aflairs on sys-

tematic rules and business princi{)les.

2. Better fn rm-houses and accommodation for stock, and

arrangements for preventing waste of manure.

3. There is yet ample scope for further thorough drainage,

reclamation, and planting.

4. It is aljsolutcly necessary that enterprising and deserving

tenants should have better security and encouragement for in-

vesting capital in the land, and developing the latent energies of

the soil.

5. The inclosure or stinting of the remaining commons, so as

to secure more equitable and peaceful enjoyment of rights, to

prevent overstocking, and so improve the breeds of sheep and

quality of wool.

Improvements might bo made by lowering and regulating the

levels of some of the lakes, at the heads and around the margins

of which A'aluable meadows might be made of lands now mere
swamps, and floods might be prevented.

The extensive tracts of now unproductive moss lands in

Foulshaw and Witherslack invite skill and capital for their re-

clamation.

Swampy tracts, such as Kentmere Tarn Meadov/s, Sandford

Mire, &c., should be drained by co-operation of the different

owners.

No class of persons receives so much lecturing and advice

as farmers, and in reckoning up their shortcomings too little

allowance is made for many difficulties with which they have to

contend, such as farms unduly weighted by high rents (whether

caused by too keen competition or too exacting landlords),

insufficient capital, inevitable losses by a series of ungenial

seasons, against which all human exertion is powerless. As
regards the Westmorland farmer in particulai-, of none can it be

more truly said, that he " rises early, late takes rest, and eats the

bread of carefulness." No great improvement can be accom-
plished without the hearty co-operation of both landlord and
tenant. Self-interest may be the mainspring in all human
actions, but here, rightly applied, it does not clash, but har-

monizes with the eternal principles of right and mutual duty,

and both parties have a noble work to do in keeping and dressing

the garden of Mother Earth, the work set out and appointed by
the great Creator.

Fchnianj 23,-;/, IS 07.
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Oil the Temperature of the Sea, and its Ivfluence on the

Climate and Af/ricidtnre of the British Isles. By Nicholas
Whitley, F.a'i.S.

The object of this paper is to determine the surface-temperature

of the sea around the British Isles, and of parts of the North
Atlantic ocean ; as a means of tracing its effects on the climate

and agriculture of this country.

In an essay on this subject, published in Vol. XI. of the First

Series of this Journal, I chalked out in broad outline the

direction and temperature of the currents of the Atlantic Ocean,
describing that life-giving river in the ocean—the Gulf Stream,

conveying the heat of the equatorial sea far up into the North
Atlantic, and distributing its vvarmth along our western coasts

;

and the Arctic current sweeping the loose ice of the frigid north

to the shores of Greenland and Labrador, and thus screening us

from its withering influence. But while the course of each of

these currents was then tolerably well known, the temperature

of the sea-water around the British Isles was very imperfectly

understood, and but few thermometrical observations could be
obtained of that part of the North Atlantic from whence our

warm south-west wind derived its heat and humidity.

Feeling that this subject demanded a more searching inves-

tigation, I have, since the appearance of that essay in 1850, applied

myself to obtain further information respecting it, by engaging
careful persons to take daily observations on sea temperature

at different parts of the coast line ; several gentlemen also

kindly undertook to register for me the indications of the ther-

mometer at other places. The Ro3al Irish Academy has pub-
lished the results of observations on sea temperature at several

points of the Irish coast; and the Meteorological Society of Scot-

land have for some years investigated the same subject on the

Scottish shores. These observations, however, were wholly

taken at stations on land, where the surface water of the sea must
to some extent be influenced by its contiguity; and it appeared to

me that the effects of the sea on our climate could not be

thoroughly comprehended, without an inquiry into the tempera-

ture of that portion of the broad Atlantic over which the westerly

winds sweep in their passage to our shores, I therefore applied,

and was kindly permitted, to make extracts from the Log-books
of Canard's steamships of voyages, extending over several years,

between Liverpool and New \ ork, showing the temperatures of

the sea and air every four hours.

The materials thus obtained have supplied information of

which my former essay was deficient, and I am therefore now
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desirous of following up and porfcctln";- that inquiry hy adding

to the results of my earlier lal)()urs the deductions which I have

drawn from tliis additional matter.

It may be said that this is rather a philosophical inquiry than

a practical subject suitable for the pages of an agricultural journal
;

but it must be remembered that " climate beats culture," and that

in order intelligently to adapt our course of culture to the climate,

we must understand the nature of the elements with which we
have to deal. Men may sometimes blunder on success, but pains-

taking knowledge is the only sure road to real advancement.

The subject is so practical, that whether we understand it or

not, it will force itself on our attention, control to some extent

our farm operations, and regulate our daily labours
;

indeed,

the productive powers of our soil will never be fully developed

until the system of cultivation and the nature of the produce
be brought still more fully to accord with the peculiar capa-

bilities of the climate.

How great and varied these capabilities are—how much we
owe to the protecting influence and genial warmth of ocean cur-

rents—we yet but faintly comprehend. The British Isles lie

between the same parallels of latitude as the dreary coast of

Labrador, of which Cartwright draws this melancholy picture :

—

" Of all the dreary sights which 1 ever yet belield, none ever

came up to the appearance of this coast The spots where
any verdure was likely to appear were covered with drift banks
of snow ; the shore was barricaded with ice seven feet thick ; most of

the best harbours were then not open, and all the rest had so much
loose ice drifting about with every wind as to render it difficult

to anchor therein ; all towards the sea was one uniform compact
body of rough ice, which extended fifty leagues at least." *

The two countries in the same latitude present the contrast of

eternal winter and perpetual spring—of a snow-covered land, with

abject poverty and the greatest amount of misery which human
nature can endure, and the emerald green of our winter, our abun-
dant resources, and abounding comforts—and for these contrasts

we are indebted to the influences arising from the genial warmth
of an ocean current.

In further investigating this subject the materials now at my
command are as follows :

—

1. Daily observations on sea temperature, taken for me at various

X^arts of our coast lino, at the Scilly Isles, and at Shetland.

2. The monthly means of the sea temperature around the coast of

Ireland, from the Transactions of the Eoyal Irish Academy.

* Cartwright's ' Sixteen Years on the Coast of Labrador,' vol. ii. p, 83.
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3. Tlic same around tlic coast of Scotland, by the Scottish Meteoro-
lo^'^-'i'l Society.

4. Extracts from the Log-books of Cuuard's steam-ships, showing
the temperature of the sea and air six times in tlie twenty-four

hours for each month, between Liverpool and New York.
5. In reference to rainfall, I established some years back, with the

aid of many observers, two lines of gauges from the Western coast

over the highlands to the interior. They were worked for me by
many careful observers, wlio kindly gave me a helping hand in

this inquiry ; and monthly returns were sent me extending ovei'-

several years.

G. The Transactions of the Meteorological Societies of England
and Scotland.

Thus the materials are at present as abundant as they were
before scanty, and furnish the means of investigating in all neces-

sary details the subject of this paper.

The reduction of this larg-e mass of observations was a matter

of considerable difficulty and labour. The returns from the coast

stations were readily resolved into monthly means, but the scat-

tered observations on the open sea around these islands required

to be embodied in a set of twelve charts, showing the monthly
results ; and the records from Cunard's Log-books formed another

set of twelve charts, extending across the North Atlantic. Of
these only the January and June charts, combined in one,

are printed with this paper ; but a lull comprehension of the

whole subject could not have been obtained without tracing it

throughout all its monthly variations over the wide Atlantic.

The observations taken at the coast stations are reduced and
arranged in the Table on page 41.

On comparing the readings of the thermometers at the shore

stations with those a short distance from the land in the winter

months, they showed a lower temperature for the water on the

coast line than in the open sea, arising probably fi om the chilling

effect of the cold night air of the land, and the lower temperature

of the rivers ; and in order to obtain results uninfluenced by these

causes I constructed charts of the seas around the British islands

and laid down on them such observations of sea temperature as I

could obtain. On the combined charts (see opposite) the

January observations show the amount of heat in the winter

sea ; and those of June, distinguished by being severally"

inclosed in a ring, have been selected, not as showing the

highest temperature of the summer, but because the observa-

tions were then more numennis and perfect than in July,

especially, in the narrow part of the Atlantic between Norway
and Iceland, where the course and character of the north-

eastern
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12 On the Temperature of the Sea, and its Influence

eastern prolongation of the waters of the Gulf Stream were likely

to be more apparent than in mid-ocean.

The Table, No. 1, shows that the sea-water on our coast-line is

coldest at the end of February, and warmest at the end of August.
That the greatest heat in January is found around the Scilly

Isles and on the western coast of Ireland, and that the coldest part

of the sea in this month is not at the northern extremity of Scot-

land, but on the eastern coast of England.

The water at Bunown, on the west side of Ireland, is 12°

warmer than on the east side of England, at Yarmouth.
The January chart enables us to trace the variations of sea-

temperature around the coast-line. In this month the tempera-
ture of the surface-water off the Land's End is 51° ; on the western

side of Ireland 49° ; at the Hebrides 46° ; at Orkney 44°
; and

at Shetland 43°.

Thus, in a latitudinal distance of 10° the'decrease of tempera-

ture northward over the sea on our western coast is only 8°,

while within the same extent of latitude the decrease on the land

in the middle of the Eastern continent is 45°, and on the

American continent 32°.

Continuing our survey down the Eastern coast we find, with

some variations, a decreasing sea-temperature going southward

from 44° at Orkney to 37° at Great Yarmouth, where the winter

minimum is found.

We are also led to the conclusion that the German Ocean is

but little influenced by any warm Avater which may pass through

the Strait of Dover from the Gulf Stream, but that its winter

warmth is mainly maintained by the much greater body of tepid

water which the strong tides carry around the north of Scotland.

This eastern sea is not only placed beyond the full influence of

the warm current from the south, but its winter temperature is

further depressed by the cold stream from the Baltic, and cooled

by the icy floods of the continental rivers.

From mid-winter to the middle of April the sea remains at an
almost uniform temperature, which rises rapidly in June and
July, and reaches its maximum in August. At this season, under

the influence of summer sunshine and the heat arising from the

land-surface of the Continent, the sea-water on the eastern coast

has a somewhat higher temperature than on the western.

The January chart also shows us that the surface water of the

ocean 500 miles west of Ireland is uniformly 3° warmer than

the water on the coast line.

But in order to comprehend the full effect of oceanic influ-

ence on our climate, we must extend our researches still further

westward, to the birthplace of the south-west wind, and examine
that portion of the sea from whence its warmth and humidity

are mainly derived. The charts of sea temperature, which I
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have constructed from the log:-books of Cunard's steam-sliips,

-how that this wind sweeps over the warm water of the Atlantic

ocean for a distance of 1500 miles before it reaches our shores

;

and that by niglit and by day the water has an almost unvarying

icmperature ; which is higher than any portion of the sea around

the British Isles. These charts are too cumbersome to be ap-

jiended to this paper, but the following Table, deduced from

hem, gives a condensed view of the mean monthly temperature

1 :he surface water of the Atlantic on the course of Cunard's ships.

Table TI.—Showing the Temperature of the Surface-water of the Atlantic

Ocean, at every 5° of Lonrjitudo, from the South of Ireland to the Banks

of Newfoundland, on the course of Cunard's Steam-ships.*

On the
Loncritude V 'est.

Iilunths. Banks.
40° 35° 30° 25° 20° 15° 10°

January 30 57 53 54 55 54 52 51

Febriiarj' 31 54 53 52 53 52 52 50

32 54 54 55 54 54 52 51

April 34 57 55 55 52 54 53 52

May 34 55 54 55 56 55 53 53

40 60 59 58 56 58 58 57

July 45 60 59 58 59 60 58 59

50 61 59 GO 59 60 60 59

52 59 59 60 59 60 59 58

47 59 59 56 56 57 57 55

44 5S 57 58 59 57 54 53

32 55 54 54 54 54 53 52
'

Mean of the Year 39-2 57-2 56-2 56-2 56-0 5y2 55 1 54-2

This Table shows the extreme coldness of the water on the

banks of Newfoundland for half the year, from December to

May inclusive, when it is but little above the freezing point

(32^). The Arctic current, owing to its greater velocity at

this season, and the icebergs with which it is then loaded,

impinges with great force on the upper limit of the Gulf Stream,

and presses it down full 200 miles to the southward ; but this

powerful current cannot thus be subdued ; it first bends east-

ward, and then its northern edge curves up in a mighty eddy,

like river-water below the piers of a bridge, along the eastern

edge of the cold current, and folds it in its warm embrace.l This
remarkable eddy stands like a wall of fire on the eastern side of

the cold current through which the icebergs cannot pass to chill

our summers, or depress the genial warmth of our winter months.

* The course of Cunard's steam-ships from Cape Clear, is about due west on
the 51st parallel of latitude, to longitude 35'-^ W., from thence along the south of
Newfoundland to Boston and New York.

t It is noteworthy, that the warmest water between Newfouudland and Ireland
is'fouud in close proximity to the ice-bearing stream from the northern regions.
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It has in January a temperature of 57°, which is higher tlian that

of the air in the month of May on the south coast of England.

From this part of the ocean eastward, for at least a thousand

miles in extent, the temperature of the surface water in Jan-

uary is about 54^, it reaches its minimum of 52i^° in February,

and its maximum of 59i^ in September, having a yearly range

of only 7°. Over this thousand miles from west to east the

lieat distributed through the water is in the various months
remarkably uniform. There are, however, some slight thermo-
metrical indications of a warmer current passing northward,

about the middle of the Atlantic ; and there is also a narrow-

belt of warm water with a somewhat higher temperature than

that of the adjoining sea off the south-west coast of Ireland,

v.hlch may be the tail of Rennel's current; but these indications

are too faint to produce any climatic effect on these islands. It

is however important, in reference to the formation of cloud

and rain, to observe that the warmth of the winter sea decreases

full 3^ on approaching the Irish coast.

This wide expanse of superheated water is no superflciai

stratum which any other element now in force can nullify or

destroy ; its heat is the accumulation of years, supplied from an

incxhaustable fountain in constant operation. " It is calculated

that the amount of heat discharged over the Atlantic from the

waters of the Gulf Stream in a winter dav, would be sufficient

to raise the whole column of the atmosphere that rests upon
France and the British Isles, from the freezing point to summer
heat." t The surface temperature of this wide sea is uninflu-

enced by the changes of day and night, by calm or storm ; and
there need be no misgiving that the mighty Gulf Stream will lose

its life giving energy, while the trend of the coast lliies remains

the same as at present ; nor any fear that the climate of this

country will be decreased in temperature by the chilling effects

of the cold ice-bearing Arctic current, with 1500 miles of warm
water between us and this benumbing stream.

Indeed the storms of winter rather appear to develop more
fully the Avarmth derived from the Atlantic. In January, 1852,

the 'Niagara' steamed from Liverpool to New York, through

a hurricane of wind, hailstones, and snow. The successive entries

in the ]og:-book were—" Blowing: a hurricane." " Hailstones and

lightening." "Dreadful weather"—" still a hurricane." "Awful
weather." But the noble ship steadily held on in her prescribed

course, and the meteorological record is perfect throughout.

Before the storm commenced the temperature of the water was
52^ to 53'', but throughout the duration of the storm, and across

the Atlantic, to the very verge of the Arctic current, it was 58°,

* ' Keith Johnston's Physical Atlas.'
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and wliat is most important, as bcarin2; on our present inf|ulrj,

is this,—that the air, amidst sleet and snow, and with a north-west

wind, iiHis as warm as the sea ; and instead of being chilled by the

storm, it was full 3° warmer than that of its mean for the

month.
The same ship, on the same voyage, in 10^ of latitude, further

south on the American coast, found both the sea and the air

below the freezing point.

But if the high temperature of this northern part of the Atlantic

leads us to the conclusion that its Avater must have been derived

from a southern source, it is also obvious from the wide distribu-

tion of its equitable warmth, that the thermometer does not

detect any well-defined branch of the Gulf Stream flowing to the

north-east. The full breadth of the stream is spread across the

ocean, in a latitude above that where the south-west wind, as an

anti-trade wind, comes to the surface, and blows with great regu-

larity over a wide area : it passes across and presses on the

whole width of the stream, and under its influence the heated

water assumes the character of a drift current, and is thus car-

ried into higher latitudes over a very wide portion of the Atlantic.

Between the north of Scotland and Iceland, where the drifted

waters are confined in a narrower space, it will be seen on the

chart that in June traces of warm and colder Avater are found
;

but along the coast of Norway it again assumes the character of

a true ocean current, which, flowing into the Arctic Sea, keeps

open water in the whale-fisher's bight, even up to Spitzbergen.

If the Gulf Stream flowed through the middle of the North
Atlantic, in the same manner as it does along the American
roast in a narrow rapid and hot current, it would produce but

little effect on our climate ; but drifted as it is by the returning

trade-wind it communicates its heat to the wide sea from Ireland

to the banks of Newfoundland, and fills the whole space between
Norway and Iceland. It is from this greatly extended surface of

heated water that our Avesterly Avinds derive their Avarmth and
moisture.

It is difficult to form an adequate conception of the amount
of heat poured into the Atlantic by the Gulf Stream, and drifted

TiortliAvard by the south-west Avinds. It is only by comparing
the temperatures on land and on sea that Ave can arrive at any
approximate result. In January month the temperature of the

air on mid-ocean is about 53° when in the same latitude, east

and Avest ; in the middle of both continents it is 5° beloAV zero :

the difference of 58^ being equal to more than double the amount
of heat Avhich exists in England between the months of January
and July. Here then is a cause AA'hich produces a much greater

influence on local Avinter climate than the sun ; and Ave begin to

comprehend the extent and unfailing energy of that poAver Avhich
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reverses the normal position of the lines of equal temperature,

and twists them from east to Avest into north and south curves.

Our winter heat comes not from the south, but from the west.

But again : the average temperature in January of 50° north

latitude, over sea and land, is about 16°
; on the same parallel in

the middle of the Atlantic it is then 53°
; and on our western

shores 43°
;
showing an increase of temperature over the sea of

37°, due to the influence of the Gulf Stream. Assuming that

the outlines of sea and land remained the same, with no warm
current of water flowing northwards from the torrid zone, then

the January temperature of the south-west of England would
be as cold as that of the south-east of Iceland ; and on Scotland

Avould fall the cold of the extreme north of Europe.

The effect ofSea Temperature on the Air.—It has been said that

the Gulf Stream does not really produce such an effect on our

climate as has been attributed to it ; that in fact the winter heat

over western Europe is the result of the south-west winds. Again,

it has been urged that the latent heat released by the condensa-

tion of moisture on our western coast-line is the cause of our

abnormal climate. But even admitting the full effects which
these causes produce, we have only to carry the inquiry one

step further back, to show that the warmth of the wind and the

excess of vapour from the air are both derived from the heated

surface of the ocean.

It has also been intimated that the south-west wind, returning

as an upper current from the torrid zone, falls on the surface of

the North Atlantic, and imparts its warmth to the water, and
thus raises and sustains the high temperature of the sea around

our coasts. This opinion raises a distinct issue. Does the wind
impart its heat to the sea, or does the sea warm the wind ? The
generally-received opinion, that the air which rests on the surface

of the sea partakes of its temperature, appears to receive con-

firmation from the character of the climate of coast-lines,—from

the nature of the regular alternation of sea and land breezes
;

and a comparison of the amount of heat in the sea and air of

the Atlantic tends also to confirm this opinion. An examina-

tion of four voyages across the Atlantic, from longitude 10° to

40° west, gives the following results as the mean of all the

observations taken, about the 50th parallel of latitude on each

voyage :—
Temperature of

Water. Air.

January 15 to 22, 1849 52 .... 49

1 to G, 1850 54-5 .... 54-G

7 to 11, 1851 50-G .... 49-6

19 to 30, 1852 (the storm) .. 56-5 .... 55-7

Means 53-4 .... 52-2
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Showing an excess of the heat of the water above the air of
1-2°.

The charts of the American coast also show that in the

Arctic current the water and air are in January usually as low

as 30° ; that when the ship passes eastward into the warm eddy
of the Gulf Stream the water rapidly attains a temperature of

57°, but the air lags behind, and its heat gradually increases

over a distance of 250 miles before it becomes assimilated to

that of the water. In all these cases the water is the governing

element, has a preponderating influence, and cannot derive its

higher temperature from the somewhat colder air which rests

on it.

Winds.—The wind is the vehicle of climate ; it is to us the

carrier, bringing warmth and humidity from the west, or Con-
tinental cold from the east. The wind from each point of the

compass impresses its peculiar character on the weather of each

day, and it makes or mars the seasons as they pass. It is usual

to speak of the variable and fickle nature of our climate, but

this characteristic is mainly impressed on it by the indeterminate

changes in the direction of the wind.

The following tables, which give a condensed view of the

subject, are taken from a valuable paper by Mr. Glaisher in the

Proceedings of the British Meteorological Society :

—

Table III.

—

Showing the NumLer of the Days of the Wind, during each of

the Years 1841 to 1860, referred to 8 points of tlie Compass.

Number of Days the Mean Direction of the Wind was

N.E. E. S.E. S. S.W. W. N.W. Cahn.

1841 40 19 22 9 49 112 60 17 37
1842 46 40 31 15 31 112 38 25 27
1843 42 44 22 8 18 102 37 29 63
1844 48 57 18 14 22 89 35 26 57
1845 30 49 11 13 43 104 43 38 34
1846 27 25 20 18 39 94 30 22 86
1847 41 23 16 4 55 111 36 10 69
1848 53 38 19 36 58 90 29 20 23
1849 59 54 20 23 39 102 35 22 11
1850 59 48 24 21 30 116 27 19 31
1851 52 39 21 20 28 100 37 25 43
1852 45 58 36 21 52 108 27 8 11

1853 43 65 16 27 28 86 32 27 41
1854 31 45 17 20 30 117 42 30 33
1855 56 74 23 17 25 84 30 26 30
1856 44 54 27 30 31 80 50 26 24
1857 21 58 28 27 33 119 34 21 24
1858 26 61 38 27 26 106 40 29 12
1859 31 54 16 29 25 128 40 31 U
1860 30 47 26 19 22 120 64 31 7
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'Tadle IV.

—

Showing tlio Avemj^c Number of Days in eacli Month of eacli

Wind, as found from all the Observations, 1S41 to 1S60, referred to

8 I'Oints of the Compass.

Average NiimbT of Days the Jlean Direction af the AVind was

IT. N.E. E. S.E. s. S.W. W. N.W. Calm.

January .

.

3 • 00 3"25 0 -80 2-10 4-10 9-75 3-50 1 50 2-80

Februai-y .

.

2-95 3-60 2 10 1^25 2-95 8-00 2-85 1 95 2-GO
March 3-70 4-05 2 •50 2^ 10 2-55 7-65 3-25 2 80 2-40
April .. 4-00 G'05 3 •45 2-05 2-40 6-25 2-55 2 30 0-95

May .. 4-30 7-00 2 •45 1^70 2-70 7-55 2-00 1 30 2-00

June .. 3-2.5 3-55 2 •15 1^65 2-15 9-90 3-65 2 10 1-60

July .. .. 3-40 3-70 1 15 0-55 2-G5 10-55 3-95 2 45 2-60
August 2-95 3-00 1 15 1-30 2-95 10-45 3-85 1 95 3-40
September .

.

3-GO 5-25 1 85 1-65 2-00 7-25 2-55 1 50 4-35

October 3-10 2-.'j0 1 -15 1-80 3*40 9-10 4-25 2 05 3-65
November .

.

3-80 3 .'5.5 2 -05 2-00 3-40 7-70 2-05 2 15 3-30
December .. 2-65 2-10 1 -75 1-75 2-95 9-85 3-85 2 05 4-05

Sums .. 40-70 47-GO 22-55 19-90 34-20 104-00 38-30 24 10 33-70

Thus arranging these winds in the order of their frequency,

we have the average number of days in the year for each wind
at Greenwich, as follows :

—

From the south-west 104 days.

,, north-east 48 „
,, north 41 „
„ west 38 „

south 34 „
„ north-west 24 „

,, east 22 „
„ south-east 20 „

Calna 34 „

It will bo seen that our prevailing winds are from the south-

west and I'rom the north-east ; that the south-west is the pre-

dominant wind for eight months of the year, and the north-east

prevails from one to two months. There are, however, great

inequalities in the persistency of these winds. Thus, in the

vear 1856 the south-west blew for 80 days ; but in 1859 for 128
days. Again, in 1847 the north-east wind prevailed for 23 days

only ; but in 1S55 it continued for 74 days. The whole character

of the weather and the climate of the year is altered by these

variations. The activity of the wind appears also to be subject

to the same uncertainty, for the number of calm days ranges from
7 to 86 in different years.

The winds from the cardinal points of the compass are

tolerably equally distributed throughout the year, but the dry

and cold wind in spring from the north-east is a true periodical
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visitor in April and May. But the most powerful and persistent

wind throughout the year is the warm and moist south-wester :

it is most prevalent in July and August, at this season often

bringing wet harvest weather ; it reaches a second and inferior

maximum in December, driving back the Continental cold

till after Christmas, and its inlluence is often felt through

January.

Our two prevailing winds, the south-west and north-east, arise

from the same cause as true land and sea-breezes,—viz., the un-

equal distribution of heat over the land and the sea. On the

west of these islands, as I have shown, lies the wide Atlantic,

with a surface heated to 54° in early spring. On the east, the

continent of Europe has a temperature from 30^ to 40^ lower of

cold, dry air, which becomes extreme in the north-east ; and the

variable nature of our climate arises from the winds as they

prevail from these quarters. Let the cold from the north-east be

ever so intense in winter, the powerful westerly wind will drive

it back, occupy its place, and day after day the thermometer
will stand at 50'.

The low lands of our eastern coast are exposed to the full

power of the cold north-east wind of spring, which also sweeps

unchecked over the central plain of England and settles down at

night, with aggravated severity, in the valleys of the Trent and
the Thames. If it blows long enough, it falls over the brow of

the Cotswolds on the Vale of Berkeley, sweeps through the gorges

of our western hills, and then mingles with the warm air of the

Atlantic coasts, where the warmth from the sea materially alters

its character. The great cold from the east wind on the 23rd
of December, 1860, produced a minimum temperature in the

valley of the Trent, near Nottingham, of 8° below zero ; in the

valley of the Thames 3° below zero. At Truro the lowest

reading of my thermometer was 13', and at Tresco Abbey, in

the Scilly Isles, it was 24°. Thus in a period of extreme cold

the warmth communicated from the sea maintained on our
western coast a temperature of 32° above that of the eastern

lands.

The weather of January last affords us an instructive example
of the influence of these winds on climate and their effects on
agriculture. The new year dawned in a perfect calm ; but on the

2nd, 3rd, and 4th, with a north-easterly wind, the whole country

was covered with snow to an average depth (in Cornwall) of 6
inches. The thermometer marked at Datchet 8°, Staines 7°,

Wallingford 5°, all below zero ; at Penarth, Truro, 26°, and at

Tresco Abbey, Scilly Isles, 33°, The wind gradually veered to

the south-east, when a storm of unexampled fury burst on the
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south-western coast of England, accompanied Avith torrents of

rain: my gau<?e measuring 2"18 inches—the largest quantity I

ever registered in 24 hours. Before evening the wind and rain

had ceased and the snow had disappeared. During the night of

the 5th the wind further shifted to the south and south-west,

and the morning of tlie 6th was calm and clear, and as mild and
balmy as May. The thermometer at 9 A.M. stood at 50°, and so

powerful was the influence of the westerly winds in driving back
the invasion of cold, that the average temperature of several fol-

lowing days was 55^ (the then temperature of the air in mid-
ocean) and of the nights 45^, and the genial warmth penetrated

the whole country.

A second period of extreme cold followed. On the 10th of

January the wind from the north and east again set in, bringing

Arctic cold over western Europe and covering the land with a

mantle of snow. In the east of England the thermometer fell to

zero, and the long continuance of winds from the north and
north-east penetrated the western counties, producing there an

unusual degree of cold. On the night of the 14th my minimum
marked 11'^; in the valley at Truro it registered b", and on the

granite hills of Alternun 4°. But the air was dry, the sky clear,

and, with a gentle wind, the weather was enjoyable. Again the

Avind passed ominously to the east, when clouds above and gusts

of wind below gave indications of the gathering storm. On the

20th the wind further veered to east-south-east, and from this

fatal point it again blew a hurricane, sweeping across the entrance

of the English Channel ; it reached its maximum of intensity at

4 P.M., and died out at night.

The exhausted wind, still following the course of the sun,

passed to the south-west, and the country became suffused with

warmth and loaded with humidity ; the chilled walls of the

houses, precipitating the moisture, ran with Avater ; the tempera-

ture of the rooms in my house, Avithout fire, Avas 44°, but in the

open air, at 9 A.M., it Avas b'3'. On going out to read the ther-

meters I felt as if passing into a heated room : the air was hot

and filled with fragance exuding from the burst sap-vessels of

the trees Avounded by the alternation of frost and heat ; the

scent from a Cupressus Avas very poAvcrful and extended to full

50 feet around it.

The Avind from the north-east usually comes Avith a gentle

current, under a clear sky, and penetrates but sloAvly westward.

But the south-Avest Avind comes like a mighty giant, clothed

with heavy clouds and dripping with moisture. He stalks with

his warm breath through the land, and the snow falls in heavy

lumps from the boughs and fades rapidly away from the hill-
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sides most exposed to his influence ; so that lines of temperature

might be drawn on the delicately-shaded surface; and between

night and morn the snow-cold mantle of winter is gone, and
the emerald-green of spring returns with the thermometer

at :){r.

Tlie severe cold of last winter enabled me to examine the

effects of a covering of snow on the soil and the protecting influ-

ence it gives to the wheat-plant. To this end I placed three

minimum thermometers (first tested by a Kew standard) as

follows No. 1 on the surface of the grass under 4 inches of

snow ; No. 2 in the air, an inch above the surface of the snow
;

No. 3 four feet above the ground. During the whole of the cold

period No. 1 remained very closely to the freezing-point, 32°

;

No. 2 fell to 10°; No. 3 to 15°. Thus the air on the surface of

the snow was 5° colder than 4 feet above it, and the surface of

the soil was full 20° warmer than the surface of the snow. Thus
a coating of only 4 inches of snow so repelled the cold that

there was a difference of 20° between the two sides of the thin

snow-bed : an amount of heat equal to the difference of the mean
temperatures of January and July in Cornwall.

We may, therefore, arrive at the conclusion that a covering

of snow tends greatly to shelter young vegetation during periods

of great cold, and that its beneficial effects in this respect have

rather been underrated than otherwise.

The steadiness of the temperature under the snow, compared
with that of the air, further tends to protect the plants ; of

which the sap-vessels of vegetable fibre are burst and disrupted

by the variations of frost and thaw. If a frozen blade of wheat
be held between the eye and the sun, the ruptured state of the

vessels may be distinctly seen. In this respect also snow is a

great preserver.

It was found that the air on the upper surface of the snow at

night was intensely cold, and when this cold is intensified by a
wind from the north-east, cattle and sheep—especially young
stock—exposed in the open field to its influence must suffer

both in constitution and in weight. Heat is, to some extent, an
equivalent for food, and an exposure to such a low temperature
will often do more injury than many weeks of generous feeding

will restore. Shelter should be provided by straw-yards and
open linhays.

The amount of damage done by the cold and snow of January
last to the early vegetable crops of the west of Cornwall exceeded
20,000Z.

The three periods cf great cold in the past winter were each
followed in the south-west of England by heavy and most de-

E 2
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structive storms from tlie south-east. The north wind which
preceded each, and brought the cold, gradually passed to the
south-east, and when it reached that point it was intensified into

a hurricane of extreme violence. In Torbav alone, in 18GG,
forty vessels were wrecked by a similar gale, and in the storms
of 1867 the damage must have been far greater on the south-

western coast.

We may infer

—

That cold, especially when accompanied by snow and
continued frost, is, in the south-west of England, a
storm-breeder.

That after severe cold of many days' standing in winter,

heavy gales may bo expected ; and when at such a
time northerly winds shift to east and south-east a
storm is near.

The strong winds, by drifting the snow, were destructive to

many flocks of sheep in the western counties ; and the young
wheat was much injured on exposed ground by the protecting

covering of snow being swept away by the wind.

TFet Julys.—The harvest months of July and August are in

this country a time of anxiety to the farmer. He may previously

have expended skilful labour and money to raise a vigorous

plant : he can do no more, and now trusts to the weather to

crown his labour by perfecting the grain; but a cold June
and a wet July are sadly disappointing to his hopes, and the

wheat-crop, in particular, suffers from this defect of heat and
excess of rain. These harvest months are very variable as to

winds, temperature, and rain, and corresponding effects are pro-

duced on the crops. The south-west wind is at this season?

three times as prevalent in some years as in others. The mean
temperature has ranged at Penarth from 68"6° in 1859, to
60'1° in 1860 : the former year giving an early and abundant

harvest, and the latter a scanty crop gathered amidst the

wet weather of August and extended throughout September.

Thus a difference of 8^ of temperature in July made a dif-

ference of full six weeks in the ripening of the corn ; and my
rain-gauge has measured three times as much rain in one July

as in another.

The cause of the wet character of July must be traced to the

south-west wind, which reaches the maximum of prevalence in

this month, and its variable weather to the inconstancy of the

winds.

The south-west wind at this season sweeps the abundant

vapour from the surface of the sea, and arrives, laden with

moisture, on our western shores at a temperature of 58° to 60°,

—
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vovj nearly ccjual to the mean lieat in tlic air over tlie land
;

but, driven onwards over the hilly surface of the westi-rn high-

lands, it meets with a colder stratum, and the chilled night air

also tends to condense the vapour and produce an abundance of

rain. In such a season cloud on cloud rolls in from the west

till masses of vapour obscure the sun, which day after day no
ray of his can pierce

;
them, long pendant streams of condensing

vapour float over the languishing ears of corn, or descend in

hi-'avy rain to injure and retard the harvest.

But there are seasons when, under the influence of the clear

sl<y of the east wind of spring, the soil becomes so heated by the

solar rays that the radiation of heat from the land becomes more
than a match for the vanour from the sea. The sun has obtained

the mastery, and it gives him the means and the power to main-

tain it. Then the summer is of the most genial character, and
the heat is tempered by the fresh balmy breeze from the west.

Such was the July of 1859, when my thermometer in the shade

by day generally stood at 80°, and once, on the 12th, at 94°,

The wheat harvest began on the 20th, and before the end of the

month much corn was cut. August commenced with heavy
rain : upwards of an inch fell in one day, and the highly-heated

soil became a hotbed of wondrous activity.

The effect of the north-east wind of spring on the temperature
of the succeeding summer is well illustrated by this great heat

i« 1859. In that year, during the whole of February and March,
the wind was from the westerly points of the compass ; but late

in April the return current from the north-east set in and con-

tinued with great constancy throughout the whole of May, and
in this month not a single point of westerly wind was marked
by the vane at Greenwich. The following months of June and
July were respectively 2 2° and G'2° above their average tempera-
ture. The masses of vapour which the winter winds had rolled

in from the Atlantic had been driven back by the steady per-

sistency of this dry wind from northern Europe ; the sky was
kept clear of cloud and the sun's rays fell unobstructed on the

heated soil, the radiations from which so warmed the air that

tile summer humidity from the sea was absorbed by its higher
capacity for moisture, and invigorating open sunshine continued

throughout most of the summer. At such a season I have seen
the mist and clouds from the sea " eaten up " by the warmer air

over the land. The westerly wind brought the visible moisture
to the line of contact with the warmer air on the Cornish coast

;

but there it broke into streaks of white vapour, and disap-

peared like the steam from the funnel of a railway locomotive
-engine.
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When the north-east wind sets in early in March, after blowing-

a season, it restores the balance of the atmosj)here, and the reflux

wind from the south-west commences before the heat of spring

Las been felt ; then heavy rain and evaporation chill both the

soil and the air, the genial warmth of summer is retarded, and
the continuous rains injure the corn-crops and flood the valleys.

Thus in 185(), after the north-east wind Avas exhausted in the

middle of May, the south-west wind began to blow with great

power, and penetrated far into western Europe. In France, espe-

cially, the Seine, the Loire, and the Rhone were flooded, towns
and lowlands were inundated, houses and bridges swept away,
and a large amount of life and property destroyed.

Effects of iSea-temperature on tlie Climate.—These effects are

principally manifested in a high winter temperature, and in the

abundance and distribution of rain. The greatest influence of

the warmth from the Atlantic on our shores is felt on the south-

western coasts of both England and Ireland ; and I have there-

fore been led carefully to examine the peculiar climate of the

Scilly Isles, surrounded by the warm water of the sea and open
to the full effect of the south-west wind, twenty miles beyond the

Land's End. I obtained from St. Agnes' lighthouse a set of ob-

servations extending over twelve years ; Mr. Moyle, of St. Mary's,

kindly undertook to register day and night thermometers, and
has sent me returns for six years. The results reduced to monthly-

means and compared with the mean temperature for fifty years

at Greenwich are as follows :

—

Table V.

Jan. Feb. Mar. April. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Year.

Scilly Isles

.

Greenwich .

46-3

3G-9

45-8

38-7

46-3

41-6

47-7

46-2

52-8

52-9

57-6

59-1

60- 2

61- 8

60-5

Gl-2

58-8

56-6

53-7

50-2

50-5

43-1

48-0

39-3

52-35

49-0

Thus the mean temperature of the islands exceeds that

of Greenwich by 3^°, and in the month of January the

mean heat at Scilly is above that of the neighbourhood of

London.
The temperature of the air upon the Atlantic which the south-

west wind sweeps over our coasts in January is about 52^ before

it is reduced by the colder air of the land ; and the effect of winds

from other quarters is to cause a decline of warmth of 6° at Scilly

and 8^ on the south-west of Ireland.

The following: Table shows the relative amount of heat at the

places mentioned during the winter months ;

—
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Tai!i,i.; A'I.

1 )icembor. J.miinry. Felinmry. Yi ars.

0 o 0
48-0 4g"3 45-8 4G-7 12

Cork 42" 8 43 '9 44 '5 43- 7 111

41-0 39-6 38-4 39-7 7

45-2 42-6 44-9 44-2 21

42-3 41 -0 41-1 41 T) 10
39-8 3t;-9 38-7 38-5 50
39-7 37-4 38-2 38-4 17

Montptfllier 45-7 42-1 44-8 44-2 11

J'rom this table it .appears that during the three winter months
Penzance has a temperature precisely the same as that of Moiit-

])ellier ; Cork falls short of it bj only half a degree ; and the heat of

the Scilly Isles exceeds this noted winter resort by 2|- degrees.

At this season Edinburgh has the same amount of heat as

Creenwich, although o50 miles further north ; and yet 200 miles

lurther, at Orkney, the winter temperature exceeds that of Green-
wich by one degree. But figures do not represent so vividly the

geographical distribution of heat as lines of equal temperature
;

and the accompanying sketch-map shows at a glance that our

winter-warmth comes from the sea on the west. The lines

cluster on our western coasts and truly represent the waves of

heat which in winter sweep in from the Atlantic, each wave
l)cing warmer than that which preceded it. For these lines

ol equal temperature (isothermals) I am indebted to an excel-

lent meteorological work by the Secretary of the Scottish Meteoro-
logical Society, and 1 gladly avail myself of his description

of the effect of the Gulf Stream on our winter temperature,

as it confirms the opinion 1 so strongly expressed in an essay

in the 11th volume of this Journal: — "The Gulf Stream
leaves its impress unmistakablj' on the temperature of each of

the months, as shown by the position of the monthly isothermals.

In winter the deviation from their normal or east and west
direction is greatest. Indeed, as regards Great Britain, the

lines are then at right angles to this normal direction, and
lie north and south. In Ireland they seem to envelop the

island with their folds, which increase in warmth from the centre

of the island outward to the ocean. This points out clearly that

the great source of heat from which the climate of Great Britain

derives its warmth is in the west ; in other words, it is regulated

by the ocean."

This winter warmth is first suffused along the western coast-line

* ' A Handy -Book of Meteorology,' by Alexander Buchan, M.A.
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and then sweeps up the valleys whieli open on tlie south-west to the

sea. A glance at a geolojjical map will show that all the older lock-

lormations have in these islands a general strike from the north-east

to the south-west, and thus govern the direction of many open
vallevs and mountain chains. This is particularly the case in the

south-west of Ireland, where the valleys and bays open funnel-like

to the sea ; and on the west of Scotland the Firths and Lochs have

a similar arrangement. In England the bell-mouthed Severn opens

up a passage for the warm wind to the middle of the country.

The Hat surface of the middle of Ireland enables the westerly

wind to have a clear sweep over most of the island ; it afterwards

sheds its heat on the plain of Cheshire, and deluges the Cum-
berland mountains with rain.

The hills which constitute the backbone of England form a

dividing wall of climate, which may be traced from the Cots-

wolds northward along the crests of the Pennine range to the

Cheviot hills. On the west of this line we have the warmth
and humidity of the ocean, on the east the dry air and greater

summer-heat of the Continent. It is a wall which, so far as

climate is concerned, divides the arable field from the grazing

lands of England : on the one side there is a preponderance of corn-

growing power, on the other of meat-producing capabilities. The
texture of the soil and the demand at the market may modify
this conclusion ; but other things being equal, submission to the

teaching of climate will in the long run be found the safest and
jnost profitable course for the farmer to pursue.

After the end of April and during the summer months the

British Isles receive no warmth from the surrounding seas ; but

the wide ocean on the west then produces a contrary effect. As
the great wave of summer-temperature sweeps northward over

Europe, it is retarded by the cooler air from the sea on the

western coasts, where the isothermals are bent southward along

the coast-line from Denmark to Belgium.

The amount of heat which in July rests on the south of

England is on the Continent extended further north than St.

Petersburg ; and in this month the summer-heat is as great at

Tornea and Archangel as at lulinburgh.

The comparatively low temperature of the water of the German
Ocean in summer tends also further to reduce the inHuence which
the high summer temperature of Central Europe would otherwise

exert on the eastern plains of England ; but any defect of our

climate due to this cause is more than compensated for by
the equality of temperature and steady downfall of rain which
we enjoy, and which give a capability of productive power to the

soil of England far greater than the dry summer-heat of the Con-
tinent could bestow.
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The Amount and Distribution of Rain.—Thus far wo have

traced the winter warmth and humid wind from their birthplace

on the ocean to our western shores : it remains to show the manner
in which the vapour is condensed into rain, and its unccjual dis-

tribution ovc^r the broken surface of the country. This subject de-

mands a more searching investigation than it has hitherto received,

and good recorded observations of rainfall have so multiplied

during the past ten years, as to supply in all necessary details its

amount and distribution through the year. Indeed the difficulty

now is to reduce the formidable amount of figures within judicious

limits, and into such an arranged form as will best convey a full

knowledge of this element of our climate, without cumbering the

Tables with superfluous matter. To this end I purpose to work
out the results of observations on rainfall which I commenced in

the south-west of l^^ngland twelve years ago, and to apply the

deductions therefrom more generally toother parts of the country,

keeping in view, without tabulating in detail, the observations

which cluster in other districts, and taking also into consideration

the physical contour of the surface and its exposure to the rain-

bearing wind.

In 1855, with the co-operation of several gentlemen and some
ladies (who proved excellent observers), I established the follow-

ing lines of rain-gauges, the stations being selected with reference

to exposure and altitude. One line of gauges extended from the

Scilly Isles through Cornwall to Dartmoor, and from thence, with

the aid of other observers, to the Eastern counties ; a second

from the lowland at the estuary of the Taw, Devon, over part of

Exmoor, to the vale of Taunton and the Blackdown hills ; and a

third from the sea at Brentinarsh, by the Mendip hills and Frome
to Salisbury Plain. The daily readings of the gauges were sent

me monthly, and they are reduced in the following Table and
combined with such other records of rainfall as would work into

the lines. I have further added the monthly means from other

important stations, so as to give a complete and general view
of the distribution of rain throughout the year over the whole
kingdom. (See Table VII., pp. 58-61.)

The generally received opinion that more rain falls on the

western hills than on the eastern plains is fully confirmed by
these rain-gauge investigations ; but even those who have given

much attention to the subject have rather underrated than other-

wise the relative amounts and the enormous quantities which
fall on the western hills.

In the year 1866, while about 25 inches fell on the eastern

lowlands, on the hills of North Wales the amount measured was
127 inches; on the Cumberland mountains 224 inches; and on
the western Highlands of Scotland 144 inches.

The
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Table VII.

—

Showing the Average Moutlil^- Qiianvity

Place.

Height
in

Feet.

T.lTl Feb. Miircb. ApriL May. June,

j

Fbom the Scilly Isles to
\

NOKWICII. 1

St. Mary's, Scilly .. 50? 3" 3 2 0 I'9 2*5 1*9
1

1-9
[Sawah (, Land's End) 200? 2-b 2 6 3"i 2-6 1-8 1-8
!

3*8 3 3 3 •

9 1-8 3 "0

115 3 5 3 0 3 2 1 •

9 2*4 2-3

Truro (Roy. List.) .

.

55 4"5 2 9 3 I 2-8 2-6 2-8

120 4"3 3 9 3-0 2 "3 2'4 .2*2

100? 2 'o I 9 1-9 2-1 2-6 i-a

303 3 '3 I 9 2-6 2 5
2-9 2-9

290 4" 2 3 2 2-7 2*3 3 '9 2-8

Eoughtor Consols .

.

IIOO? 6-1 4 7 I •
7 6-9 5'4 4-6

3'i 3 I 3' 1 i'9 2
'9 2-9

Prince Town, Dartmoor I4C0 6-6
3 I 5-0 5 "3 4-6 5*2

Goodamoor, Dartmoor .. 580 6-1
3 6 4-6 2-9 4-2 4-7

150 3-1 2 5
2-3 2-4 2 1 2-2

Sprydoncote 2' I y 2 3 3" 8 2-0 I'7

- 2 • I I 3 1-5 1-6 2-3

80 1-7 4 i"3 1*7 1-9 i"7

24 I '6
1 7 i'3 i"7 1 '8 1-8

158 i'7 5 i'4 i'7 2 "0 1-8

Epping 365 I "8 I 8 i"7 1-8 1-9 2-1

39 2*0 I 6 i'3 i"7 2*1 2 ' 0

Feom the Taw Lighthouse,
Devok, to Taukton.

Taw Lighthouse 20 2'0 I 8 0-8 o*8 i'6

20 3-6 3 3-0 2* ?
2-2 2' 7

35° 2-3
5 3'4 4-1 2'S 3-0

Castle Hill 310 3'4 9 3-1 2-3 2-8 4-6

Witheridge 700 3'2 3 3-0 2-9 2-7 3-4
Huntsham Court 560 4'i 3 4" 7 3"4 4*3 y1 ' T

50 2 • I I 7
2-2 2'0 2-2 ' 7

880 3-8 2 2 3"4 4'7 2*7 ^ "8

Tkom the Coast at High-
bridge, So.iiekset, to
Salisbury Plaix.

IC i'4 J 4 1-6 rg 2-7 2*1

20 ^•5 u0 i'7 2-5 2-7 3-0

300 I • 8 5 I '0 I "C 3'^ 3-7
300? 2-3 I 5 I "8 2-5

I'-l

2-4

350? 2 I I 7 2 "O 2" 8 2 b 1-9

Chiltern-All-Saints .. 400? X -8 I i'5 2-3 1 2 1-6

England and Wales—The

Lampeter (Wales) .

.

425 4-6 C 3-6 2*2 2-6 4-5
Haverfordwest (Wale?) .

.

60 5-1 2 7 3-8 1-9 2-2 4"4
Ystaljfera (AVales) .. 368 5-9 2 9 4*9 2-8 3-5 6-7

37 1-7 I 4 i'4 i'4 i'4 2-7

90 5-1 3 4 2-5 2 • 2 1-9 3-1

17-9 13 7 7-7 7-6 5-6 8-0
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of I?aiii in Indies at the following; Places.

Julj'. Au". Oct. Nuv. Dec.
j

Year.

i"3 3*2 2-9 3*7 2-6 4*2 31*4 4 years.
1-9 2- I 2-8 3'S 2-4 3*7 3I-I 6 years.

2-9 3"5 3"4 5-6 5*2 6-0 44*5 7 years.

2-4 2-9 2-9 4*1 4-0 3*7 36-3 10 years.
2-6 3'4 3"9 4"4 5*0 4'7 42*7 25 years, 1839 to 1863.
2-8 2-9 3'4 3-8 5*5 4*3 41-2 15 years, 1837 to 185 i.

2-0 i"4 I "5 3'4 i"4 2*5 24'5 3 years, 1855 to 1857.
2-7 2-4 3"3 5'2 2-6 3*9 36-2 8 years.
2*6 2-7 3-6 5'7 4*2 3*1 41 '0 6 years.
4-0

5 I 7'i 5-8 3"i 6*4 Go "9 1856.
2-7 3'3 3-6 4-8 4"9 3*6 39*9 6 years.
3-2 5*3 6-2 6-8 4-0 6-6 6i'9 7 years.

3-8 5-3 5-4 5-7 7*1 5-1 58-5 12 years.
2-2 2-2 2-7 3-7 3*7 3-5 32-9 45 years, 1815 to 1859.
i'9 2-6 2 7 ?

' ? 2*0 2-8 29 • 2 4 years, 1856 to 1859.
2'I 2-8 3-0 4-4 2-3 2-6 28-6 6 years, 1854 to i860.
2-4 2' 2 2*4 2-8 2*3 1-6 23*7 35 years, 1825 to 1857.
2*3 2-5 2 0 2 • 0 2*4 i'5 23 0 25 years, 1826 to 1850.
^'7 2 6 2-4 2'9 2*4 T • QI 0 24*9 40 years, 1820 to 1859*
2 "4 2-5 2-7 2*9 2 D 2 ' I 20 3 30 years, 1822 to 1851.
5*0 2-7 2*4 2* b 3*0 I 0 20 ^ II years, 1850 to i860.

3*0 2*1 2-3 3-8 0-8 2-0 24-7 2 years.
2-9 4-0 4*7 3-9 4-3 4*7 40-6 9 years.
3*1 2-9 3-6 4-8 2-5 3*3 37-0 3 years, 1857 to 1859.
3*3 4-2 4-4 5-4 3*7 3*9 43*0 8 years.
3-6 3-8 yo 5"i 2-9 3-6 39*5
3'9 4"4 3'9 4*3 3 0 4*4 48 I 5 years.
2-5 2-2 2' 2 3*5 2 2 2" 2 27-7
3 '0 3'5 3"7 4' 7 3 "5 4"5 43*5

2-3 1-9 i'7 3-8 i"o 1-6 23*4 2 years, 1855 and 1856.
2-2 2-6 1-8 4'o 0-8 1*7 26-3 Ditto.
2

' I 2 '0 I 8 4-9 1*7 2 • 6 27-8 3 years, 1854 to 1H56.

i D 2 • 0 2'6 5*1 O O 2 '0 28'9 3 years, 1855 to 1857.
2 0 2*3 2"9 4*3 i'5 2'5 29 2 5 years, 1855 to 1859.
2 I I o 2

' 0 3 "9 I ' 0 2 • 0 23 '4 4 years, 1835 to 1858.

4"2 3-8 4-9 5*2 4*4 4*2 46-9 4 years, 18G0 to 1863.
3-2 5-5 4-0 4*9 5*4 4*5 47"6 Ditto.

5-8 7"9 6-9 7*5 6-0 5-8 66-6
2-8 3'4 2-2 2-9 1-9 2' I 25*3 9 years, 1852 and i860.

4-3 4-3 3"i 5*3 4*5 3-8 43*5 10 years, 1844 to 1853.
t3'3 12-5 7-1 i6-6 15*5 14*9 140-5 9 years, 1845 to 1853.
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I'Anr.K YII. ro)ifiini('il—Showintt tlie Avcmc;e Montlily Quantity

Place. ill Jim. Feb. March. April. May. June.

ExGLAND— The Eastern

York

Oxford
Hitchin (Herts) .. ..

203
100
210

400

I "8

2-2
1- 9
2'0
2- 3

I ' 2

i"3

i"o
1-8

I 2

T • 3

1-2

I* I

I-8

I

T y1

1-6

i'4
1-9
1-8

T ' 1
'- 1

2-0

2 • I

2*2

2-3

2
' 2

2-8

2-4
2-3

I-9

Scotland— The Western
SlUE.

Rhinns of Islay

Gleiigyle (head of Loch"|

Ben Lomond fhead ofl

Bucray Valley) . . . . /

Torosa)' Castle (Isle ofl

Mull) (

Portree (Isle of Skve)

Pentland Skerries ..

Sandwick 'Orkney)
Bressay (Shetland) ..

74

380

1800

18

60

640
72

78
20

0-6

9-2

8-5

10* 2

3-6
3-0
3- 6

4- 6

i"3

8-6

6-5

8-7

12*7

I • 2

1-4
1- 9
2- 6

2-6

7'4

7"5

8-3

10* t

2-7
1-9

3"i
4-3

1- 9

5'o

4- 2

5- 0

6- 0
2-

7

i'4
i"9
2-2

4'2

5"3

5'5

5'4

6-2

2-4
2-5

2-4
2-7

2-2

6-5

6-9

5"4

4-5
2-7
2-4

i'5

i"3

Scotland— The Eastern
Side.

Dunrobin Castle

Castle Newe (Aberdeen-)
shu'e)

)

Deanstone House (Stirlinji)

Carbeth (ii miles N.W.l

6

100

930

60

2-
7

3- 2

2- 6

3'4
2 "O

4- 6

3- 6

2*1

i'5

2- 6

i'3
i'7

3- 5

3'4

2-4
2-5

2-3

2 *0

1- 5
2-

5

3"i

1*5

15
2-0

I'O

fl
1-8

2 • 2

r-4
2 • I

2-3

2-0

1-7

2 • 0

2 5

2*0
2-8

2- 5

3- 7

2's
2- 8

3- 3

Ireland.

Cork

Belturbet (Cavan) ..

Belfast

Dublin

60

50
65

35

123

\

^46
t 190

i
235
60

55
19

4- 5

7-0

3'4
5- 4
7"9

5 -2

!

3-9
4-5
4'

I

3'9
3'3
2-4

3'3
3"7
2-3
2- 6

3- 6

2"
7

2'3
2-8

2-5
2-0
2-2

2-1

3'2

5-9
2-9
2-3
2-2

5 I

2-6

2-4
2-3
1-

7
2- 2

2-5

3*3
2-5

2*0
2-0
2-8

2-5

i"7
2-6

1*2

2-9

2 • I

2-2

2-5

1
2" I

2-8

2 • I

3 -o
1-8

2*2

i-g
1-8

I 'o

2*1

4-0
2-

3
4-0
3- 8

4*0

33
3-8
2-7
2-8

2-7
2-3
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of Iiivin in Indies at the following Places.

July. Aug. Sciil. Oct. Dec. 1 car.

2-6 3-2 2-3 2*2 i'9 1-6 23'4 9 years, 1852 to i860.

3-3 3 " 2 0 2 "9 2 ' 2 i'6 ZD i Oitto.

2-3 2-9
1

1-7 2-5 1-8 l'2 22-3 Ditto.

2-6 2'7 1

2*6 2*5 2'2 27-2 25 years.

2'7 1-9 3'i 2*2 I"4 25-0 10 years, 1850 to 1859.

7 'A 2
' I I s 6-1 3'5 S • 3 34'5 1862 (average j'ear).

5-2 7"i 6'i I0"O 5'i II-7 87-5 7 years, 1854 to i860.

5'7 8-2 7-7 II •! 5-2 lO-I 87-3 Ditto.

4-0 8-6 7-8 11-4 7'2 10 "6 92 "6

6-4 8-6 10-8 15-4 12-5 i6*9 I22'5 4 years, i860 to 1863.

1-4 2-6 2-8 3-2 3*2 2-7 31-2 2 years, 1862 and 1863.

I "4 1 0 2 '4 T ' 1
5 '9 28"o Ditto.

2'0 4-2 4-0 5-2 4-0 4-2 38-0 4 years, i860 to 1863.
2* I 3'4 4-1 5'7 3-4 5"3 41-7 Ditto.

I-8 2'0 2-9 3-0 2-5 2-7 27-9 Ditto.

1 •

7 3*8 2 '4 2-4 3"i 3 '3 30-3 Ditto.

3"i 3'9 3"i 3*1 3-6 2-6 33-7 30 years.

2-4 3-7 2-6 2T 2-9 3*2 30-3 4 years, i860 to 1863.
2-5 2-6 2-4 2-9 2-3 1-7 24-9 30 years, 1835 to 1864.

3*3 3-3 2*0 3"7 4'2 4-0 37*7 15 years, 1841 to 1855.

4." I 4"o 3-6 4"3 4'0 4*3 42'4 46 years, 1814 to 1859.

2-6 3"2 -5 3'9 5-0 5*2 40*2 10 years.

3-6 7"4 7-0 8-2 7'i 6-2 65-9 3 years, 1861 to 1863,
3'2 3-8 2-8 3"4 3'9 2*3 34'9 7 years, 1840 to 1846.
3-3 3'3 2- 2 4*4 3'i 39-5 6 years, 185 1 to 1856.
4*2 3"5 2-8 3'9 3'5 4*5 44*0 Ditto.

3-6 6-0 4-6 5-6 4-6 3-6 50-8 4 years, i860 to 1863.
3*4 3"4 2-7 3*5 2-7 4-1 36-2 9 years, 185 1 to 1859.
4-2 4-2 1-8 4'i 2-9 3"9 38-5 6 years, 185 1 to 1856.
2-8 2-9 2-3 2-7 3-0 4'o 33-8 9 years, 185 1 to 1859.
2-8 3'3 2-1 2-5 3'3 2-7 30-1 5 years, 1851 to 1855.
2-7 2-8 2.1 2-8 2-6 3'3 30-6 9 years, 185 1 to J 85 9.

2-8 3-0 2-3 3-0 3-0 2-3 29-0 16 years, 1837 to 1852,
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The inferences from tlie rain table clearly sliovv that the rain

wind comes from the south-west, and thus the western coast line

is fully exposed to its influence
;
but, confirminjj every point as

we pass, by actual observations, we jjive the rain deposited by
different winds on the west and east of these islands.

Table VIII.

—

Showing the Quantity of Ttain in Inches which falls in the

South-West of Ireland, and in Suffolk, with the Wind at the several

points of the Compass, for One Year.*

s. S.W. AV. N.W. N. N.E. E. S.E. Total.

4-2 12-7 8-2 2-6 3-1 3-1 3-1 3*5 40-5

Monk's Eleigh .. 2-7 2-7 4.4 2-4 2-8 2-0 3-1 1'7 21'8

Toomavara, mean of\
G-6 10-6 6*0 2-8 2-3 2'2 2'2 3-2 35-9

Thus at Toomavara half of the whole amount of rain fell with

the west and south-west winds ; but in Suffolk, from its con-

tiguity to the German Ocean, the rainfall is more equally appor-

tioned to the winds from the other points of the compass.

It must, however, be considered that the rain-bearing- wind is

almost wholly from the south-west : the other winds rather act as

condensers to deposit the moisture, than as carriers to bring it.

Thus in Cornwall it very commonly happens that heavy but tran-

sient rainfall takes place on a sudden shifting of the wind to the

south-east, and on referring to my register of the weather for

the past fourteen years, I find that there were forty-five days in

which the amount collected exceeded an inch, and in the majo-

rity of cases the heavy rain was thrown down by a south-east

wind. Only twice during the same period did an inch of rain

fall with a north-west wind, and eleven times with the wind at

the south-west.

From this cause, and especially on our eastern lands, the

moisture is often condensed so as to fall as rain, not under the

action of the wind which brought it, but by a shift of the wind
bringing a current from a colder region.

In tracing the rainfall over the rugged surface of the land

we find great variation in the quantity—often within short dis-

tances—resulting both from the relative elevation of the land,

and the configuration of its surface.

At the Scilly Isles, and at the Land's End, before the rain-

clouds are much disturbed by land influences, the annual quan-

* Transactions of British Association for the Advancement of Science, 1843

and 1845.
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tity of w<ater deposited on the land is about 31 inches ; over

the varied surface of Cornwall below 300 feet in heij^lit, it is

about 40 inches; driven up the slope of the granite hills of

Bodmin Moors, where the clouds are first heavily tolled at heights

from 1000 to 1400 feet, it increases to 60 inches. The low

un<lulating country from Liskcard to Tavistock receives about

40 inches. Thus the rain clouds arrive at the great granite

boss of Dartmoor, rising into hills from 1000 to 2000 feet in

height, by which time they are partly drained of their contents,

but still yield from 60 to 80 inches at different stations on

the moor
;

curiously enough the w^ettest part yet ascertained

being at Holme, on the eastern side of these hills. The low lying,

rich, new red-sandstone soil of the Vale of Exeter is, however,

greatly protected from excessive rainfall by the Dartmoor hills,

the yearly amount of rain at Exeter decreasing to 33 inches.

Along the low and open parts of the north-Avest coast of

Cornwall and Devon, very much less rain falls than inland,

and the barley grown on these districts is good in yield and
quality ; hence we may infer that, as only from 24 to 30 inches

fall on these parts of the coast line, a few miles out at sea

beyond the influence of the land, the rain is but little in excess

of that on the eastern lands of England.

Again, tracing the rainfall from the wide, open, and flat

estuary up the Taw, where about 25 inches annually fall, as

the valley contracts at Barnstaple, the quantity increases to 40
inches, and to upwards of 60 on the skirts and high land of

Exmoor.
On the southern slope of these Exmoor hills there exists that

peculiar combination of soil and climate which gives origin to

the North Devon breed of cattle. In this district, the amount
of rain at Castle Hill, on the west, is 43 inches ; and at Huntsham
Court, on the east, 48 inches. The soil is a friable brown loam,

from the upper beds of the old red-sandstone ; and the country
is moulded into almost continuous hill-side slopes, and narrow
valley flats lying from 400 to 800 feet above the sea. The
climate is not favourable to the perfecting of the wheat crop, but
the steady downfall of rain produces an abundance of warm, deep-
seated springs, which supply the water for the catch-meadows of

the hill-side, and the productive water-meadows of the valleys.

The mountainous structure of the country, the abundant rain-

fall, the warm winters and cool summers, with the rich, sweet
pasture of the sheltered combes and the hill-side meadows, give
that activity of limb, beauty of form, soft silky skin, and aptitude

to fatten, which characterise this favourite mountain breed.

Continuing our survey of the rainfall, we find the gauge
recording 44 inches at Otterhead, on the Blackdown Hills, 850
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feet above the sea ; and on tlie low lying lands at Taunton 28
inches.

The favoured vale of Taunton Dean, defended by the Ex-
moor hills on the west from excessive rainfall, has a high sum-
mer temperature, and a rich red-sandstone soil. Sheltered by
hills on every side, it may be considered the wall-garden of the

west, and when loaded with autumn fruit and corn, and the

pastures studded with heavy cattle, it looks like a picture of

agricultural plenty set in a frame-work of massive hills.

The third line of gauges, from the sea-coast at the Somerset
marsh lands on the west, tells precisely the same story as the

other lines. The rainfall from the sea inland increases 60 per

cent, on the crest of the hills, which form the water-shed of the

valley from Bruton to Shepton Mallet; the accumulation of

rain from these upper slopes often floods and injures the rich

marsh lands below, and overpowers the capabilities of the en-

gineering works which have been constructed for the drainage

of the levels. Such works should be adapted, not only to the

actual rainfall on the land to be drained, but also to the floods

resulting from the direction of the rain-bearing wind, and the

condensing power of the neighbouring hills.

On the high chalk table-land of Salisbury Plain, and east-

ward to beyond Winchester, much less rain falls than would
be inferred from a country lying at a height of from 400 to

600 feet above the sea. My gauge at Chiltern-All-Saints gave

an annual mean of only 23 inches ; and the returns obligingly

sent me from Itchen Abbas, at the eastern end of the plateau,

only 28 inches. Descending eastward to the low lands of the

open valley of the Thames, the long-continued observations at

Cobham, Chiswick, and Greenwich, give 24 inches as the

average rainfall over a large area.

It appears that the unequal distribution of rain in the west

mainly results from the difference of elevation of the land, and
of the form and slope which the surface presents to the rain

depositing wind. The warm, moist air is driven up the sides

of the hills, and mingles with a colder stratum at a higher

altitude ; and as it approaches the line of contact the conden-

sation becomes more rapid, and thus there is a large increase in

the i-elative amounts near the head of the valley. We shall illus-

trate this by a few examples.

The south-west wind strikes into the funnel-mouthed bay of

Carnarvon with great power, dropping from 30 to 40 inches of

rain on the coast-line
;

passing up the valley to the foot of

Snowdon at 330 feet high the amount is increased to 113 inches,

and at 1300 feet to 127 inches ; but it by no means follows that

the depth of rain is proportionate to the height of the station;
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on the contmi'v, ;i. 1000 foot of !ieii;ht at one station ^avo only

58 inches ol' rain, and 1140 feet at another station 114 inches.

Consichning- that the whole range of the mountains from

North to Soutli Wales is exposed to the full effects of the

westerly winds, the amount of water deposited on its oOOO
S(ptare miles of elevated hills must be very great, and the water-

power, if ever made available, is enormous.

These hills act as a breakwater to the aerial floods from the

sea, and so drain the rain clouds of their contents, that in the

broad rich valley of the Severn, and northward to the plain of

Cheshire, only about 25 inches of rain falls annually. The rich

pasture lands of the lias clay of Worcester lie low : a mountain
rainfall would convert them into a worthless puddle.

The Cumberland mountains olfer perhaps the best example
of excessive rainfall, from 40 inches at Whitehaven on the

coast, to 224 inches at the Stye, 1077 feet high. In this district

a still greater disproportion is shown between the height of the

station and the amount of rain, as in the following instances :—

•

Height of station (ft.) 3G 247 422 C95 1077 1985 2550 3300

Rainfall (in.) .. .. 40 102 197 90 224 139 91 68

The gauges have in this district especially shown the enormous
ratio of increase of rain at the head of the valleys. In the

same valley, near Buttermere, three gauges were placed only

two miles between each, and the increase of the yearly amount
of rain up the valley was respectively 76, 98, and 133 inches.

On the western coast of Scotland there are two important
stations, on points of land running far out into the Atlantic,

and beyond any influence from the Scotch hills, Barrahead and
the Rhinns of Islay ; here the rainfall, which must very nearly

represent that on the open ocean, is about 31 inches, agreeing

with that before mentioned at the Scilly Isles and the Land's
End. But on the western Highlands the rainfall is tropical in

its amount, and the quantity is greatly increased at the heads of

the lochs and valleys ; thus at the head of Loch Katrine the

annual amount is 87 inches, and at Ben Lomond, 92 inches.

And the stations along the western coast, appear to indicate

that the whole range of the western mountains have an excessive

amount of rain. There is, however, a more instructive example
of a large annual rainfall in the Isle of Skye.

The ancient sedimentary rocks of the Highlands strike south-

west, and many of the principal lochs and glens run in that

direction, and thus the parallel ranges of hills present their ends
to the south-west wind which sweeps along their sides ; but
Skye is almost wholly composed of Trappean rocks, and the

crests of the hills, rising to 3000 feet, range north-west and
VOL. IV.—s. s. r
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south-east, and tlius present their sides across the strike of the

rain-wind, and the result is that a deluge of 122 inches of rain

ialls, on an average of four years, at Portree. Passing from the

mountainous district of the west to the sheltered and less elevated

lands on the east, the great decrease in the rainfall is everywhere

remarkable. At a small island in the Pentland Frith, 10 miles

from the land (the Skerries), the annual fall is only 28 inches,

and at Orkney it is not excessive.

An examination of the stations on the eastern coast of Scot-

land shows that there is a decrease in the annual quantity of rain

in going southward, bearing a relative proportion to the decrease

of sea temperature before described : thus at Aberdeen the yearly

amount is SO inches, and at Haddington 24 inches.

This decrease of rain on the eastern coast-line holds good far

into the country, and even on land of considerable elevation.

It will be seen from the excellent set of observations at Castle

Newe, in Aberdeenshire, 930 feet above the sea and 35 miles

from it, that the mean rainfall of 30 years is but 33 inches.

From the rich and wide Vale of York, down the eastern low
lands, and over the central plain of England to Greenwich, there

is a remarkably equal distribution of annual rain, which may
be considered as averaging 24 inches ; but raised here and there

by being contiguous to land of greater elevation, and falling

somewhat below that amount in parts of the inland plain. In

this portion of England also, the highest summer temperature

exists, and from these causes the climate is more adapted to the

cultivation of hops than that of any other region in the British

Isles.

There is, also, over this favoured district—the open corn-

field of England—a great equality in all places in the distribu-

tion of rain throughout the year : the smallest quantity falling

in spring and having its minimum in March, and the greatest

amount in summer, reaching its maximum in July and August,

and then seldom exceeding 2J inches in a month,—an amount
which does not injure the ripening of the corn crops, and is

almost indispensable for turnip culture.

The westerly winds have in Ireland a clear sweep over the

low bog region of the central plain and fall full on the Cum-
berland mountains, depositing from 44 to 30 inches in their

passage across the island.

The observations at Valentia show that on the western coast-

line of Ireland much more rain falls than on that of England,

and the hill districts of Kerry and Galway must have a propor-

tionately larger supply. From Dublin northward is the driest

part of Ireland.

The distribution of the amount of rainfall throughout the
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different months of the year undergoes a peculiar chanfje in

passings from west to east. At the Scilly Isles most rain falls in

December and January. After strikinj^ the land the wet season is

at Penzance partially extended into October ; from thence, over

the western hills, the greatest rainfall more fully clusters in

Octolier ; and on the eastern plain the largest quantity falls in

July and August. Thus while winter raiir prevails in the west,

summer rain is most abundant in the east.

21ie Effects of Climate on Ac/ricultural Crops.—This subject 1

have before discussed in the 11th volume of this Journal, but

not so fully as its importance demanded. My lack of service

has, liowever, been ably supplied by two valuable papers contri-

buted to the 20th volume by Mr. Russell, in which the climate

suited to each particular crop is exhibited in considerable detail.

It would be superflous again to go over the same ground, and I

shall, therefore, only direct attention to the more prominent
influences which our peculiar climate exerts on agricultural

products.

It would hov/ever be entirely futile to attempt to dictate the

course of cultivation which should be pursued in different dis-

tricts from a consideration of climate only. I have endeavoured

in this and in my former paper to examine and exhibit the prin-

cipal elements Avhich constitute the climate of the British Isles
;

the tables of temperature and rain, which I have Avith much
labour obtained and reduced to a practical form ; the Avarmth

from the western ocean, with the prevailing winds and their

effects, form the basis on which a knowledge of this subject must
be founded ; and any intelligent agriculturist mastering these

leading facts, and taking into consideration any local peculiarities

of elevation or exposure, would thus be enabled to adopt such a

system of culture as the soil will best support and the climate

mature.

I will only venture to repeat that the strong soils and high
summer temperature of the middle and eastern side of England
give to it such a preponderance of v/heat-growing capabilities as

must ever constitute it the great corn-field of England. This
favoured country narrows in passing northwards, until high up
the eastern side of Scotland it is reduced to a narrow strip of

low-lying coast-land.

The western portion of Britain and the whole of Ireland have

warm winters, cool summers, and a heavy downfall of rain,

which constitute it a grazing country. Yet here there are many
low-lying districts, with a moderate rainfall, on which wheat
may be grown with advantage, and friable, warm soils, with a

summer temperature, admirably adapted to perfect the barley-

crop. But the land on most of the high ground should be held

F 2
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as stock-farms, and such grain-crops only produced as may be

necessary for the winter recjuirements of the cattle.

There is also the debateable ground between these extremes, on
which the farmer mainly suffers from the effects of climate.

Here the wheat-crop is often pressed beyond its climatic limits
;

in a hot and dry summer all goes well, but a cold July followed

by a wet August rusts the stalk and withers the grain. I have

often, as a surveyor, had to witness this lamentable loss of pro-

duce, and have seen many an industrious, honest man, with a

hard-working famil}', struggle on through poverty and suffering

in a course of culture which nature forbids. It was a slow run

down hill, a battle against climate, where defeat is certain.

There are districts in the west where the course of culture has

been gradually changed, and where stock-farming has now be-

come general, and it has given an aspect of prosperous content-

ment to the homesteads and the people.

It has often been surmised, after a severe winter or a cool

summer, that the unusual cold has resulted from the failing

power of the Gulf Stream, or from an abundance of ice in the

Atlantic, and a gloomy picture of the future has been drawn
from the assumed gradual deterioration of the climate of these

islands. It may be satisfactory to know that both history and
science testify against such an apprehension. So far as history

goes back into the past, we find the peculiarities of our climate

the same as at present, as the following extract from Camden's
' Britannia ' will show :

—
" Miuutius Foelix s;vitli, 'That Britaine tbougli in want other whiles the

aspect of the fSunue, yet refreshed it is witli tlie warmth of the sea flowing

round about it.' ' The seas,' quoth Cicere, ' stirred to and fro witli the winds,

do so wax warme, that a man may easily joerceive within that world of waters

there is inclosed certaine heat.' Tacitus says, ' Noextremitie there is of cold,—
the soile setting aside the olive and the vine, and the rest which are proper to

warmer countries, taketh all kinds of gi-aine, and beareth it in abundance : it

ripeueth slowly, but cometh up quickly, the cause of both is one and the

same, to wit, the overmuch moisture of ground and aire.'

"

The great antiquity of the present ocean currents may be

inferred from the amount of work which they have done in

forming the Banks of Nevt'foundland,—the submarine moraine

of the Arctic current. This current and its icebergs are the

carriers which have brought the material from northern shores

;

but, on coming in contact with the warm waters of the Gulf
Stream, the yearly fleet of icebergs are melted and their cargoes

dropped on the ocean's bed. But this additional quantity within

the historic period is so comparatively small that no appreciable

extent of surface has been added to their bulk. The Grand
Bank has an area larger than Ireland, and its great depth may
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be iiifciTcd IVom tlio fact that at its soutlioru termination, wliere

it is brushed by tlie Gulf Stream, the sh)pe of the sea bottom

rapidly falls to the enormous depth of 5 miles. For unknown
ages, therefore, in the past must these ocean streams have been

at work.

As to the climatic future, no cloud of dismay need rest

upon that. While the mountain-chain of the Andes in Central

America remains to divert the w^irm current to our shores, and

the ancient rocks of Russia form a barrier 1200 feet high be-

tween the White Sea and the Baltic, to keep back a cold current

from the Arctic Ocean, no such alteration as that surmised can

take place in the climate of this country.

It is also satisfactory to know that Mr. Glaisher, of the Royal
Observatory, has examined and compared, with great skill and
labour, the long series of meteorological observations of that

institution, and which are now continued under his care. And
in summing up his extended investigations he says, "The results

are very remarkable. Large and continuous increases of tempe-

ratures are shown in the months of November, December, and

January;" and he further shows that the mean temperature of

the year at Greenwich is 2° warmer now than it was 100 years

back, and that the mean heat in January in the same period has

increased 3°.

The onward rapid progress of agriculture in this country

need not be clogged by any fancied deterioration of the climate,

or landowners from such a cause fear a depreciation of then-

property. There is in all the main elements which constitute

our weather a fixity of action which for all practical purposes

may be considered absolute ; but every acre of wet land drained,

or of waste land reclaimed and cultivated, adds its modicum of

increased heat to the summer temperature.

III.

—

Toivn Millt. By JopiN Chalmers ]\roRTON.

The following report on this subject is based upon a paper on
the London Milk Trade, which was read two years ago before

the Society of Arts, and was reported in their Journal of

December 15, 1865. Since the preparation of that paper, and
the examination then made of cowhouses in various parts of
London, I have had charge of a suburban farm where a large

number of cows—at one time more than 250—were kept exclu-

sively for the London milk supply. This, with a renewed
examination of a few additional town and suburban dairies,

enables me to speak with some confidence on a subject which
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is of considerable agricultural ami of very great social con-

sequence.

The latter consideration is not sufficiently regarded, for the

Importance of it can hardly be overrated. " The returns of the

Registrar-General exhibit a fearful tale of infant mortality

;

and a large proportion of the various causes of death assigned in

ihem may be summed up," says Dr. Druitt, Medical Officer of

Health to St. George's, Hanover-square, "as simply meaning
starvation." The milk supplied in shops has, in fact, been to

a large extent deprived of its nutritive elements; and, "little

more than the thick curd remaining, the delicate stomach of

a cliild cannot digest it ; and hence diarrhoea, atrophy, and the

multitudinous diseases which tell so terribly on infant life in

towns." And not only is there a result of this immediate kind

contingent on the non-supply of unadulterated milk, but, as

Mr. Chadwick has pointed out, the health and strength of the

whole future life are compromised by it. "The foundation of

the adult is laid in childhood and youth. Oar strongest and

best labourers are from milk-and-oatmeal fed, or milk-and-bread

fed, or milk-and-potato-fed children. Our strongest navvies are

from the hill-districts of Lancashire ; our strongest labourers

from Cumberland and Westmoreland, and from the hill-districts

of Scotland, where milk is always a large portion of the food of

the family. These, too, are the favourite recruiting grounds for

guardsmen and soldiers of the greatest size and strength."

If mothers sufficiently realised the future consequences of in-

sufficient nourishment in infancy, they would be quicker to

recognise the causes of those ailments which are current during

the time when this process of imperfect feeding is going on.

No doubt there are, however, many examples of this quickness

;

and I met with one the other day in the case of a poor woman
purchasing a pennyworth of milk in a shop where it has never

been adulterated or diluted, for which every day she was con-

tent to walk a mile, saying that it was "four times better"

than any she could get close by her house ; and the life of

her child depended on it. The stomach of a child is an

unquestionable test of the quality of its food ; and she had
been rightly guided by its indications. But the verdict of the

analyst may be also trusted ; more confidently perhaps in the

case of milk than in that of any other food. A mere aroma,

which the balance of the chemist cannot weigh, may, indeed,

sometimes destroy the value of milk, as of other food ; but that

is easily recognisable without analysis : and varieties of mere
texture, which sometimes upset, as to any practical guidance they

may offer, the conclusions of the analyst, after he has examined

other foods, are unknown in the case of milk. Dr. Voelcker's
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analyses, published in past volumes of this Journal as well as

elsewhere, are thus directly serviceable
;
teaching us with definite-

ness and in detail a lesson which, however, experience has already

taught many of us more generally, that milk, whether good or

not, when coming out of London cow-houses, is very often im-

poverished and adulterated when served over London counters.

The 'British Medical Journal' of November 23rd, 1867,

called attention to a more recent series of analyses by Dr.

Voelcker which very strikingly illustrate this fact; and a short

reference to his results will suffice to prove the first point to

which I am directing attention, viz., that Town milk is very

often most outrageously and mischievously robbed and mal-

treated before it reaches the consumer. Ten samples were sub-

mitted to examination—taken from shops in Blackfriars, the

Strand, St. Giles's, and some of the western districts north and
south of Hyde Park. Of these only one was just as the cow
had yielded it. It contained 86'16 per cent, of water,—rather

less than the ordinary natural proportion : and 12 per cent, by
measure were cream. The other samples contained from 90 to

91 per cent, of water ; and from 9^ to only 3 per cent, were cream.

The price in every case but two was Ad. per quart ; in those two
it was 5(/. ; and there the quantity of cream was only 4 and 6 per

cent, respectively ! How great the temptation to dishonesty, and
how great its facility, are both apparent from these analyses. A
large business in " a first-class establishment " is prospering

which sells as new what is "no better than skim-milk." The
reports regarding the other cases are as follow :

—" much coloured

artificially, one-fourth of cream removed, and one-sixth of water

added ;"—"one-fourth of cream removed, and one-third of water

added ; "— " skim-milk, with one-third Avater ! " — " one- third

cream removed, and one-fifth water added." If Ad. per imperial

quart be the price at which milk can fairly be sold retail, then in

one of these instances, where it was sold at bd. after one-third of

the cream was removed and one-fifth v-ater added, no less than

20/. per annum profit, beyond that of the fair retailer, is made
for every gallon sold per diem : and if 100 gallons be sold daily,

there is the enormous premium of 2000^. per annum realised by
this dishonesty.

This then is the first point for consideration in any discussion

of town milk—the great temptation which is offered in the trade

to dishonesty, to which dealers very often yield with lamentable

consequences to their customers, especially when the milk is

bought for the nourishment of young children. But the ' Agri-
cultural Journal' is hardly the place for a detailed examination
of this part of the subject, and I will conclude by quoting the
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letter of one recently in the trade who has had the host oppor-

tunity of forming an opinion. He says :

—

" I suppose it is allowed on all sides that the London milk trade is not what
it should be, and that very little pure milk is sold, especially to the pooi'.

Before attempting to remedy this great evil the causes must be ascertained.

With the poor, milk is a necessary more than a luxury
;
and, if pure, it is a most

valuable article of food. As sold to the poor it yields a much greater

profit than to the upper classes, as the former nearly always 'fetch' it them-
selves, and thereby save the milkman the expense of distribution, which at a

West-end shop costs about Jd. a quart for a wide-sj^read business, and
id. for a compact one: and besides this, the rent in a poor district is so

much lower. But in spite of all this the poor are the worst served, and the

reason is that the trade among them has fallen into the hands of such very
* small' men, who sell so little, that the business cannot yield a maintenance
without help from the ' cow with the iron tail.' These same small men cannot
contract with a country farmer for his milk, and therefore are in the hands of

the wholesale dealers. The wholesale dealers, again, give only so low a price

to the farmer that he in his turn, to make it pay, must add a little water.
" And if you go below the labouring class to paupers : they are treated worst

of all. We have tendered for five or six workhouses at a price which would
have given us a profit of less than one farthing a quart, and yet we have not been

accepted. Tenders of Is. M. a barn gallon (8 quarts) have been accepted, or

4c?. a barn gallon less than our milk now costs us at our shop ; and we are

only paying the market value of pure milk in large quantities. We have had
men in attendance at the opening of the tenders, and it was evident that it was
all settled beforehand who was to have the contracts, as the outsiders knew
well before it was announced. The fact that a dealer offered to buy a large

quantity of our ' skim,' avowedly to supjily a workhouse contract for ' new,'

shows what the paupers really get.

" Next, as regards the upper." classes, the expense of distribution is so great

that only a very small margin is left for profit on each quart
;
but, on the other

hand, the businesses are generally large. The bar to the sale of pure milk among
the better classes is the system of percentages to servants. They all expect

5 per cent, on the gross amount of their master's bills, and this is just about
what would be net profit on an honestly-conducted West-end business. If

this is not paid the milkman is ' worked out.' So, to avoid this unpleasant

process, he commences by adding water sufficient to pay this tax, and as that

seems to jiay well he soon doubles the quantity. We lose two or three

customers a week from the servants, but we continually get more new ones, as

•pwre milk will draw in spite of all this,

" The different causes which I have enumerated above have gradually made
the milk trade one of the most dishonest in London, and I believe few in it now
ever make the effort to be honest.

" I have forgotten to mention one of the most rascally tricks of it, which
deserves exposure. I mean the selling cream in quantities short of imperial

measiu'e. When we began our business we were forced to have cream-cans

of correct measure made on i)urpose, as tlie tinman assured us that no dairy-

man in London sold cream except in measures 25 per cent, short, and conse-

quently he had no others. We have found this to be true by measuring
the cans of many other dealers. The milk, however, is sold in proper

measures."

I now turn to what may be called the agricultural side of my
subject.
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PtlUCIIAyE OF THE Cow.

TIio art of producing milk with profit dopends on tlie

selection of a cow, and of food for it, on housing her com-

fortably, and on treating her with gentleness and regularity.

On the selection of a cow of course depend both her current

})roduce and her ultimate selling value. She should not be a

very young cow, because her milk is not then at its full yield
;

and she should not be a very old cow because there is then great

difliculty in fattening her. The general practice is to buy one, if

possible, immediately after her 3rd, 4th, or 5th calf ; and then to

keep her on till she does not yield more than 6 quarts of milk a

day. When her milk begins to shrink she will generally put on

flesh on the same food that she has been all along receiving ; but

towards the end of the process 3 or 4 lbs. of oil-cake are given

in addition to the ordinary I'ood ; and the upshot is, that if she

was bought for 20/. she may sell for 17/. up to even 19/. after a

milking which shall have lasted on an average from 8 to 10
months. During the last few years, when a good cow has been

worth 20/. to 25/., and markets for second-class beef have been

very dull, there has been a loss on buying and selling of 4/. or 5/.

a-head ; and this is not merely a loss per annum, it is a loss

upon 9 months, amounting therefore to one-third more per

annum ; so that it is thus often equal to a loss of 6/. or 11.

per annum on every stall in the cowhouse, which is a serious and
may be a ruinous discount from the returns of the cow-keeper.

It is plain then that in the case of this business, even more than

in that of ordinary stock-farming, everything depends on skill

and judgment in marketing.

In the better class of London cowhouses you see large framed,

wide and straight backed, deep bodied short-horn cows, equal

for size and mass and ability to carry meat, as well as yield

milk, to any cattle in the world. They may have cost 20/.

to 25/. a-piece on entering. Elsewhere you see small Irish

and Dutch cattle—cows that have cost 13/. to 15/. apiece on
entering the cowhouse, and will sell for 10/. to 12/. on leaving

it. In both cases it has been customary for the cowkeepers
to attend country fairs and markets and importers' yards, and
pick up a cow here and a cow there as they could. It has
also been a common thing for the London cowkeepers to pur-

chase of the dealers, Bruce Johnson of Finchley, Judkins of

Islington, C. Roach of West Hampstead, and others. At
present cows are brought close up to the edge of the metropo-
litan district, cow-keepers hear of them,* and they are purchased

* Many cows are sold on the arrival of the trains, being purchased of tlic

dealer in the truck, or immediately after leaving if, in the street.
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out of some wayside lair and driven straij^ht to the stall without

entering the market, and after serving their time perhaps 8 or

10 months, and yielding at first it may be 16 and at length 6

quarts of milk a day, they go to the metropolitan market and are

sold to the butcher in whatever condition as to fitness they may
be. The dealers tell you that buyers invariably look to the

prospect of a good sale when they buy, and that a cow which
will " feed " as well as milk is essential to profit. The conse-

quence is that the j>reparation of cows for the London market is

a general practice in many dairy districts. Cows which are on

the point of becoming too old for ordinary dairy usefulness are

thus fed so as to be half fat at the time of calving, and Mr.
Bruce Johnson's agents pick them up in this condition all over

the northern and midland counties : and a finer lot of beasts is

rarely to be seen than are offered weekly throughout the year at

the Finchley Manor Farm. The attempt is made by liberal

feeding and warm housing to retain this flesh with vv-hich they

enter the cowhouse ; and add to it so soon as the milk begins to

shrink, so that by -and -bye the cow is sold weighing 7 or

8 cwts., fetching almost as much as was given for her. I have

indeed seen before Christmas time a byre full of cows in

Chelsea still giving 4 and 5 quarts of milk a-piece a-day, which
must have been worth 28/. to 30/. a-piece for the beef they

carried. That is one style of management. The cows sold out

of the Somersetshire, Wilts, Gloucester, and Berkshire dairy

districts do not come up so fat—do not fetch such large prices at

the beginning—milk probably rather longer as a rule than the

others, but lose more on being sold ; or if they sell like the others

at a loss of 2/. or 3/. a-piece, yet that being a loss upon 16/. or

18/., instead of on 20/. or 22/., is a larger loss per cent. The
foreign and Irish cows, both of which are met with more
frequently now than formerly, are bought much cheaper than the

others, and are often very good milkers ; and though they are

sold for considerably less at the end of their milking (for

little or no attempt is made to fatten them), yet the loss,

greater than usual perhaps upon every 100/. of their purchase-

money, is not, probably, so great in reference to the quantity

of milk which has been produced by the animal ; and this after

all is the true test of economy.

Food of the Cow.

Having got your cows well purchased, the point of next

importance is to feed them properly. Their invariable food in

London cowsheds is grains (brewers' or distillers' grains, the

spent barley or other grain after being well washed or " worked

out " in the process of brewing and distilling) with mangolds and
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Iiay in winter, and grass in suuimer. VVlicn first tlu; cow is

received into the shed it is important that she be gradually

accustomed to her new food. She should therefore receive

during the first week little but green food, grass, or clover or

vc^tches in the summor, and mangolds and hay in winter, with

bran mashes, into which grains may be gradually introduced,

until, as she takes to them, she may at length be treated as the

others are. What this management generally is, I take from

the statements of two men, neither of them very large dairymen,

but both of them successful managers. Mr. Sumpton, of Little

Warner Street, Clerkenwell, who usually milks about thirty cows,

describes his day's work as follows:—-The cowmen enter the

shed at 4 a.m., and proceed to milk. In the case of the wholesale

milk trade, when the dealers who buy the milk do the milking,

one good man suffices for thirty cows. The cowman then

only helps if necessary at milking-time, and sees that the work
is thoroughly done,* his main business being to feed and tend

the cows. When not only milking, but serving the customers

at shops and houses has to be done, three men are required for

thirty cows. They begin milking at 4 A.M., and finish between

5 and 6. About a bushel and a half of grains is then given be-

tween each pair of cows, and they are partly cleaned out, and when
the grains are done, a truss of hay cwt.), is divided amon^jst

twelve. In the meanwhile the men have been serving the milk
;

after which they have their breakfast (about 8 a.m.). After

breakfast time a bushel of chopped mangolds, weighing 50 or

(jO lbs., is given to each two cows, and the cows receive another

truss of hay amongst twelve. The cowshed is then cleaned

out, and the cows are bedded and left. At 1 P.M. milking recom-

mences, and very much the same feeding as before is given.

At 2 30 grains are given as before, followed by the same quantity

of hay and then (and only then during the twenty-four hours) the

cows are freely watered. They again receive a truss of hay
amongst twelve, and are left for the night. The grains are

either brewers' or distillers' grains : the former are as much inferior

to the latter in value as they are in price—the one at present

costing od. to Ad. a bushel, and the other 8d. and dd. In the

case of covv^s in heavy milk— also in the case of those rapidly

losing their milk, which must be sent to market as quickly as

possible—it is common to give 2 or 3 quarts of pea-meal mixed
up with the grains morning and evening ; each cow thus receiving

that quantity daily. And when the milking is coming to an

* If he has any reason to suspect that a cow is not milked out, it is his duty to

his master to " strip " her, for nothing injures a cow more than imperfect milking
;

and if he succeeds in getting another half pint from her his master will give him
Cd. or Is. for it, and fine the dealer that amount for his servant's default.
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end, for tlucc or four weeks before llie cow is soltl, she may
receive 2 or o IIjs. of oilcake in addition. A full bushel of grains,

half a bushel of mangolds, one-third of a truss of hay, and 5 or 6

lbs. of pea-meal in the case of the fatting cow, are thus the

daily ration in a London cowhouse.—The grains at 2*-. a quarter,

the hay at 5/. a ton, and the mangolds at SCs. a ton, cost Is. 2(1.

a day, and with meal or cake the daily allowance may cost from

l.s'. to Is. 'dd. per cow

—

10s. to 12s. a week.

In summer time the food is grass with grains, and meal if

necessary. Most cowkeepers, except the very smallest men,
cither have a small suburban farm, or buy a few acres of vetches,

clover, or grass, and cart it in themselves. When it is bought
daily at the cowhouse it costs from Is. to 1.?. od. a cwt. during

the summer, and the cows receive about that quantity daily,

given to them as fast as they can eat it, morning and evening,

with their grains.

Of course the proper feeding of the cow after she has been

well bought is the very essence of the business of the cow-
keeper. It is a proof of good management when she is so treated

that no kind of food which she receives shall pall upon her

taste. The maxim is—never overdo a cow with any kind of

food. Some cows are exceedingly greedy for distillers' grains,

and they yield a very large quantity of milk upon them. I'ut

it is easy to " overdo " a cow with grains ; and she should be

always stinted of her favourite food, or she will get sick of it,

as I have seen often enough in the case of this very article,

—

distillers' grains.

I add to this the statement of Mr. Dancock, of Brompton,
another successful manager of cows. He uses steam in the pre-

paration of his cow food, and in particular gives his meal in

the form of gruel over cut hay or grains, 1 lb. of meal being

added to a quart of water, with a little salt. " My plan," he says,

" is to fill with cold water an 8 ' gallon ' churn (holding twice that

number of imperial gallons) up to the figure 7. This allows room
for meal and steam. I then put the steam-pipe within 6 inches

of the bottom, and, supposing the pressure in the boiler to be 10
lljs., turn on full, and in five or six minutes the can is full and
the gruel is done. I have sixteen cows, and my quantity is

three cans, which allows one large pail full to each cow twice a

day. I think this is better than giving them meal dry over

grains. I milk before feeding, give 1 bushel of grains to a pair

of cows twice daily with gruel over it, and when this is done

give them green stuff" and mangolds, a little hay if necessary,

then water and rest till milking time again, when they are fed as

before with grains ; then I give oilcake, about 3 lbs. between
tv.o cows, then water and do up with hay."' Mr. Dancock
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;i(l(ls, " ('Icanliness is essential to health—whitcwaslicd walls,

mangers well cleaned, cows well cleaned and littered down with

short straw—in fact, everything belonging to cows and a dairy

must be thoroughly clean to preserve health. This combined
with energy and attention will, in due time, bring profit to the

owner."

It may be right to give the daily ration in the case of the

smaller Irish and Dutch cows which are seen in some of thtj

smaller town dairies. Mr. Mosey, of the Albion Dairy, Barns-

bury, whose cows cost him from 10/. to 18/. apiece, milks at 4
and 5 A.M., gives so large a quantity as a bushel of grains to

each cow at G A.M., and in winter 7 lbs. of hay at D'SO ; as much
water at 10 as they will drink, say G gallons (imperial) apiece,

and 1 bushel of mangolds at 11. He milks again at 1 I'.M., and
the cows get another bushel of grains apiece at 2 p.m. ; 7 lb. of

hay at 5, and afterwards water if required. In summer they

receive the same grains and hay as in winter, with grass, vetches,

or green clover afterwards, both morning and afternoon.

The suljurban cowkeeper, though more favourably situated

than the London dairyman as regards the bulk of the food he
consumes—the grass, the mangolds, and the hay—is less favour-

ably situated as regards grains ; and this disadvantage combined
with the other of distance from the consumer, is such as at

least to balance, often to overbalance, any advantage he possesses

over the town dairyman in respect of labour, rent, and cheaper

farm produce. Going further afield, as for example, to Swindon,
and beyond it, or to distant stations on the South Western and
North Western Railways, you find that the farmer feeds his cows
for London, just as he has hitherto done for cheese or butter

dairying. Bringing them to the pail at all months of the year,

so as to have a regular produce to meet his contract with the

London dealer, he milks his cows out at pasture during the

summer, and feeds them on hay and mangolds in the winter.

Receiving 6^f/. to 8(/, per imperial gallon for the milk deli-

vered at the nearest station, and getting 500 to 550 gallons from
his cow per annum, he receives 15/. to 18/. per annum for her

produce, which is more than he can generally make of it in the

form of cheese or butter, at the same time that he avoids all the

cost of labour in the dairy. He runs, however, especially during

hot weather, the risk of the milk souring on its journey, in

Avhich case it is thrown away on its arrival at his expense. But
by coolirq: it before it starts, this risk is very much diminished

;

and this is done either by standing the full can (" churn " is

the technical term for it) in running water, or by placing the milk,

before filling it into these cans, in large tin vessels, surrounded
by cold water, and traversed by cold water pipes. The risk is

I
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further diminished by filling- the cans so that they shall not shake,

and covering them with wetted jackets, so that evaporation may
help to keep the contents cool. There is, however, great diffi-

culty in ensuring its arrival sound after a long journey in hot

weather, during which it has been in a constant tremble, which
is just the condition likely to promote chemical change. The
evening's milking in the case of distant country farms arrives in

London about midnight, ready for the London breakfast tables,

and the morning's milking reaches town in time for tea.

Nearer London the management is very like that of Clerken-

well and Chelsea already described, excepting that to give time

for the transmission of the milk everything begins an hour or

two earlier. Mr, CoUinson Hall, of Navestock, near Brentwood,

describes his cow-house management as follows :

—

"We begin milking at 1 o'clock in the moniinc; ; each man shonld have

15 cows. The milk arrives at 5 o'clock in London. The cows are again

milked at 10 o'clock, and the milk is in London at 1 o'clock.

" They are fed as follows :—Each man gives about 4 lbs. of meadow hay to

his 15 cows after the midnight railking, and then goes to bed. At 7 o'clock

he gives them 4 bushel of grains mixed with a bushel of sweet chaff, and a

handful of salt ; the cows are then cleaned and I'resh littered ; 2 lbs. of hay
apiece are given, and at 11 o'clock 1 bushel of mangolds are given ; at 4 o'clock

p.m., 1 bushel of grains and chaff; and at 6 about 2 lbs. or 3 lbs. of hay.

The cows are not untied, that they maj' not mix together, and their water

is carried to them. We feed often, and avoid giving large quantities at

once.
" Lime on the floors, gas tar enough to be not offensive, and ten drops of

arsenicum (3rd dilution) in the drinking water
;
great cleanliness, and all the

provender good ; not putting too many in one shed
; good ventilation at the

top ; no draughts :—These are my precauticms."

Nearer London still, the management is almost exactly that of

the London cowhouses. Mr. Sumpton tells me that he feeds his

cows at liis farm in Hendon parish exactly as he does his cows

in Little Warner-street, only beginning an hour earlier, so as to

give time to bring the milk in. No attempt is made to cool

it for transmission this short journey, but it arrives warm an

hour after milking, sometimes however the worse in summer-time

for even so short an interval.

Mr, Panter who manages Lord Granville's large dairy-farm at

Golder's Green, upon the Finchly-road, thus described the manage-
ment of his cows, in evidence before the Royal Commissioners

on the Cattle Plague :

—

" We give about a bushel and a quarter, or from that to a bushel and half

of brewers' grains to each cow, and about 15 lbs. of hay, and about 30 lbs. of

mangold wurzel, with 4 lbs. of meal (pea-meal principally), in addition to that

feed in the winter. In the summer, grass is given instead of hay and mangold
wurzel. This mode of feeding, though it damages the constitiition of a cow,

is adopted in order to force the greatest quantity of milk which the dairyman
can get. The gain more than covers all the loss ; at least it is supposed to do
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so. In our suburban district wc give them more air, and feed them more on

£;riX.ss in tlie fields. We do not feed tliem so heavily upon grains and artificial

food as they do in London. We give them much more natural food. Some
turn them out froni about July to October; and some do not. The cow.s

always lose condition by being turned out ; that is invariably the case. They
lose milk, too, to the e.\tent of a quart a day, unless the iiasturc is very good

indeed."

It is plain that the London cow management for milk produc-

tion is certain to be followed wherever it can, if cows lose both

flesh and milk when turned out to grass. Mr. Balls, who
manages the dairy-farm at Oakington, near Sudbury, in the

occupation of Colonel the Hon. VV. P. Talbot, has kept from 80
to 100 cows constantly in stalls. They are milked at 3 and
4 A.M., and again at 1 and 2 p.m., and are fed exactly on the

London plan, first on grains, a bushel between two, next with a

little hay, then with a bushel of either cabbages or mangolds,
and then again a little hay,—in the afternoon grains and hay and
water (they are only watered once a day), and again hay before

night. The alteration in summer is a substitution of grass for

hay and mangolds. A small quantity (3 or 4 lbs. a day) of

meal is given along with grains in the case of cows nearly dry ; or

rather this used to be given, for Mr. Balls now declares that

there is no profit in the attempt to put on extra flesh with extra

feeding, so long as meal is so dear and meat so cheap. He con-

trives, however, by careful purchasing to get cows which will

put on flesh without extra feeding as they get dry.

At Lodge Farm, Barking, where several cowhouses holding

60 cows a-piece have been built at intervals of 200 or 300 yards

from one another, in the midst of 50 acres of land, which is

being irrigated with North London sewage, and has been thus

producing enormous crops of Italian rye-grass, the rule of

London management has been till latel}" carefully followed. A
bushel of grains between two cows has been given immediately
after milking, and followed by a little hay (a truss amongst 10
or 12 cows). They were then watered freely, and afterwards

30 or 40 lbs. of pulped mangolds mixed with hay chaff were
given, and the cows were left. The treatment in the evening
was exactly the same, except that a little hay was given when they

were bedded-up for the night. In this case distillers' grains were
used ; and whenever the supply failed us the milk ran short at

once. The yield dropped one-fifth, sometimes one-fourth, at the

very next milking after the missing meal of grains, and brewer's

grains were a very inefficient substitute for them. The quantity

of milk would however gradually increase again under other

feeding, as soon as the cows had taken cordially to the new
ration whatever it was, but in no case did it ever amount to the

quantity which was quoted when they received their fill of dis-

tillers' grains. Latterly, partly owing to the cost and difficulty of
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obtaining these grains, and partly because it was desirable to test

the value as cow food of sewage-grown Italian rye-grass given by
itself, the mode of feeding has been altered. Several cowhouses

were supplied with grass alone during the past summer, receiving

nothing else whatever, and about \\ cwt. a day was the average

consumption per cow ; and though the substitution of a bushel

of grains for i cwt. of grass was at once followed by an increased

yield of milk, yet the latter was so much the dearer food tiiat

the balance of profit Avas against it as long as grass was not

valued at more than 18s. a ton upon the land. In winter we are

giving mangolds, hay, and meal, without grains. In one shed at

present 25 cows nearly dry are receiving 16 cwts. of mangolds,

7 trusses of hay, 100 lbs. of barley meal, and 80 lbs. of cake

;

which is 70 lbs. of mangolds, 8 lbs. of hay (these are given

as chaff and pulp), 4 lbs. of barley meal, and about 3 lbs. of

cake per fatting cow. In another shed where 58 are being

fed, 17 of which are freshly calved cows, and the rest are in about

half milk, the consumption is 2 tons of mangolds, 12 trusses of

hay, 7 trusses of straw (all chaffed and pulped and mixed) 56 lbs.

of meal, and 36 lbs. of cake. This amounts to about 80 lbs. of

mangolds, and 16 lbs. of mixed hay and straw (with 3 or 4 lb.

of meal and cake to a few of those most nearly dry or in

heaviest milk). The 17 cows in full milk get 13 lbs. of hay,

76 lbs. of mangolds, 2 lbs. of meal, and 2 lbs. of cake a-piece,

costing at current prices rather under 2s. a-piece. They gave

at first on the average 2 barn gallons (=16 quarts) a-piece,

which are worth delivered in London os. Ad.

I add here, from the paper on this subject read before the

Society of Arts, a table giving the daily winter rations of a cow
in 13 cowhouses, of which the owners were good enough to

describe to me the management :
—

No.
Cows

Milked.

Daily AVinter ration of a Cow.

Grains. Hay. Distillery

Wash.
Mangolds. Meal or Cake.

No. bushels. lbs. gallons. lbs. lbs.

1 lOS 15 30 3 (F)
2 40 1 14 40 2 (F)

68 1 V 42 ?

4 10 H 12 CO 2CF)
f) 100 ;i 9 56 3

fi 20 1 6 56 3

7 y 1 14 28 Pint of condiment.
8 50 1 12 28 Peck of bran.

9 V u 9 •• 28 Pint of meal.
10 15 30 ?

11 .50 1 14 25 5
12 V u 60 4
13 ? ll ,1 G 42 3
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The letter 1'' intimates tli.'it tlu; meal or cake ^vas ji^Iven only to

fattinu: cows. It will be seen that in only one house was distillery

wash given ; and I believe that though productive of a great

([uantity of poor milk, it is not by any means a common article

of food in London dairies. Its reputation as a washy food may,

however, have hindered my being told of its use. There is

nothing, I believe, that more excites the milk secretion, and when
given fresh along with other substantial food, no objection can be

made to its use.*

In only one other particular does town dairying differ from that

of country farms. No attempt is made to breed from the cow.

It is very rarely indeed that a bull is kept, or that the cow re-

ceives one in a London cowhouse. She is kept till the quantity

of her milk no longer pays, and she is then sold. In the country,

on the other hand, it is of course generally the policy of the

farmer to keep on his better cows for several seasons, and to

breed from them. But the management in that case in no respect

difTers from that of ordinary dairy-farms, which is not my subject

;

and even as regards suburban dairies this perhaps more properly

comes under the third section of my subject—the general treat-

ment of the cow.

Treatment of the Cow.

In so far as the feeding of the cow belongs to this part of the

general subject of town dairies—and of course it is the most
important part of it—the only remark that need be made after

what has been already said is that the food must be always good
of its kind, and regularly and punctually given. Faulty food

soon shows itself in the quality of the milk ; and irregularity in

feeding or any other disturbance of so sensitive a creature as a

milch-cow is sure to be followed by a diminished yield of milk.

Swedes and common turnips taint the milk ; and if given at all

should be used either in small quantity with other food, or, what
is better, cooked in a hot mash.f I have given cabbages for

months together to vipwards of 100 cows without any particular

care being taken to keep spoiled or rotten leaves out of the

manger, but I have never found the milk tainted by them. To
steam food which has any aroma belonging to it communicable
to the milk is of course, as already said, the best way to make it

* It is, however, objected to the use of distillery wash, and in a less degree to

that of grains, that the milk derived from their use as a food needs to be con-
sumed at once, as it will " turn " more rapidly than the milk of grass-fed cows. I

know of no direct experiment on this point, and can only refer to the impression
which some milk dealers have that this is so.

t Here, too, attempts are made, by using saltpetre in the water with which the
cans are washed, and by putting a little in with the milk itself when they are
filled, to get rid of any taint which it may possess.
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harmless. Rut tlionj^li I liavc been over GO London and sub-

urban covvliouses, I know of none where cow food is steamed or

cooked, exceptinj;^ only Mr. Dancock's shed at Brorapton, and
there the steaminc;^ n;oes merely to the manufacture of a gruel to

bo thrown over an uncooked food, as hay, chaff, or grains. It is

nevertheless certain that steaming food, wherever labour is not

very costly, or where the existing hands have time to spare for

the purpose without interfering with their efficiency elsewhere,

improves its nutritiveness, and may be confidently recom-
mended.
A correspondent of the ' Agricultural Gazette ' some years ago

thus described his management of cows in winter time. He
said :

—

" I have a boiler containing about 40 gallons, and into it I jwt about 50 lbs.

of turnips, a considerable quantity of water, and about 12 lbs. of straw cut into

chaff, and this is boiled for about two hours, when it becomes a dark nasty-looking

mess ; one-half of this is taken out into two tubs, and whilst warm 1| lb. of

bean or pea-meal is stirred into each, and then given to each cow at about
110° of heat. That which is left in the boiler remains till morning, and if

well covered up is still warm enough for use ; it is then mixed with the pea or

bean-meal, as before, and given to the cows at break of day
;

this, with h^j
quantum suff., constitutes their daily diet ; and I get about 6^ lbs. of butter

weekly from each cow. The butter produced in this way has no taste of

turnips ; and the avidity with which the cows eat this boiled mess is a

good criterion of its value. When given to the cows it should be thin and
sloppy."

Mr, Horsfall's management as regards steamed food for cows,

already described in this Journal, is no doubt fresh in the me-

mory of its readers.

He gave his dairy cows rape-cake, of the kind termed 'green' cake,

which imparted to the butter a finer flavour than any other kind of cake
;

and in order to induce them to eat it, he blended it with one quarter the

quantity of malt-dust, one quarter bran, and twice the quantity of a mixture

in equal proi^ortions of bean-straw, oat-straw, and oat-shells ; all well mixed up

together, moistened, and steamed for one hour. This steamed food had a very

fragrant odour, and was much relished by the cattle: it was given warm thrci;

times a day, at the rate of about 7 lbs. to each cow (or 2 L lbs. daily). Bean-

meal was also scattered dry over the steamed food, cows in full milk getting

2 lbs. 23er day, the others but little. He found this substance to be an un-

faihng means of keeping up the condition of cows while giving milk. When
the animal had eaten up this steamed food and bean-meal, they were each

supplied daily with 28 to 35 lbs. of cabbage from October to December, of

kohl-rabi till February, or of mangolds till grass time ; each cow having given

to her, after each of the three feedings, 4 lbs. of meadow hay (or 12 lbs. daily).

The roots were not cut, but given whole. The animals were twice a day

allowed to drink as much water as they desired. After the date of his original

report, Mr. Horsfail discontinued the use of bean-meal owing to its comparative

price, and gave in its place, along with about 5 lbs. of rape-cake, an additional

allowance of malt combes, and 2 or 3 lbs. of Indian corn-meal per cow. On
this food, in instances actually observed, his cows gave 14 quarts of milk

a day, at the same time that they gained flesh at the rate of about i cwt.

per month
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These instances, however, of the use of steamed food in country

experience are perhaps the less likely to induce any alteration

in town cowhouses, from the fact that there a large portion of

the dairy food, viz., brewers' and distillers' grains, has already

gone through a cooking process.

But the thing of all others, so far as my experience has gone,

which is most important in order to the sweetness of the milk is,

that the water given to the cows be clean and good. In one of the;

Lodge Farm cowhouses the tank sunk for the reception of grains,

large enough to hold two or three days' supply when firmly

trodden into it, had not been built water-tight, and the leakage

of stale grains escaped and tainted the well, at some little dis-

tance (in a gravel subsoil), from which the cows were watered
;

and the milk of several milkings was utterly spoiled before the

cause of the mischief was discovered. It arrived in town during

two or three days stinking of foul grains ; and there is not a

more offensive smell. The foul water given to the cows was I be-

lieve the sole cause of the misfortune, for it ceased soon after pure

water was supplied. Good food and water, regularly given, are thus

essential parts of successful cow-keeping. It should be added
here that the proportion of soft and succulent dry food should be

regulated with regard to the condition of the dung. If a cow
becomes at all costive she loses milk at once. The dung ought

to be rather loose than otherwise, in order to keep her in good
productive condition. I need hardly say that quiet and gentle

treatment of the cow is also an important point; and an ample
interval of absolute rest between feeding and milking, during

which the less she is disturbed the better, contributes materially

to her productiveness at the pail.

One of the things which most strikes a stranger who first enters

a London cowhouse during: winter is the warmth in which the

]

cows are kept. Experience has proved that this, too, has an

I
important influence on their productiveness. They stand very
thickly on the ground—one to every 30 to 36 square feet ; the

windows are closed and matted, and no thorough draught alloAved
;

and thus the shed is warmed. There is generally room enough
I overhead, and perhaps a tiled roof, which allows ample ventila-

I tion ; and thus, where the shed is kept tolerably clean, the air is

I

sweet enough, as well as warm.

I

Very little litter or other bedding is used. I have been over
large suburban cowsheds where none whatever is used. The
cows stand so close to each other that they cannot get across, and

j
thus the dung and urine fall from them into the gutter behind

I them, from which it is cleared twice or thrice a day, and the

lair—an earthen floor—is thus kept dry. At the Lodge Farm
, we have used sawdust. At present 8 cwt. is the daily

I G 2
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allowance in two sheds containins: 85 cows, and there Avere

exactly 21 tons of dung removed from these two sheds last week,

being 3 tons daily. Most of the urine runs into a tank, only a

portion of it being retained in the litter that is used. Two or

three bushels of sawdust are, in the first place, put under every

cow, and thereafter one bushel daily is sufficient, as much being

daily taken as fast as it gets soiled. The quantities amount to

about 11 lbs. per cow added, and 80 lbs. of dung per cow taken;

so that we collect about 70 lbs. per diem of the actual fajces of

the animal. I may on this refer to a letter received twelve years

ago from Mr. Telfer, of the Canning Park I'arm, near Ayr, who
kept 48 of the small Ayrshire cows for a butter-dairy. He found

that these cows yielded 60 lbs. of dung and 18 lbs. of urine every

twenty-four hours. Taking their smaller size into account, this

agrees very fairly with our experience at Lodge Farm. He adds

that the cows yielding most milk, at the same time yielded the

most dung and urine ; which is not surprising, seeing that these

are, in fact, the debris of a manufacture, and must be greater or

less according to the quantity of raw material which passes

through the machine. Mr. Telfer's cows lay on a cocoa-nut

matting, their dung and urine falling into an accurately-made

gutter, which was cleaned out perfectly by a single draw of a

drag made to fit the groove. In London cow-houses the rough

causewayed floors axe cleaned out with besom and spade into a

dung-pit, which the sanitary inspector requires to be emptied at

intervals; and the gutters in well-managed houses are washed
down from the pail.

The Cowhouse.

The mode in which the cattle are housed is an important part

of their treatment.

As regards the existing cov/houses I cannot do better than

quote, in an abridged form, the description given of them in the

Paper read before the Society of Arts ;

—

" A London cowhouse may be, and often is, a piece of ill-conditioned,

rather ricketty old stabling, with a sort of brick-built manger on the floor, the

length divided by short and scanty stall divisions, 7 feet or 1^ feet apart,

furnished with ropes or straps or chains, with running rings, so as to tie up
two cows between each pair. This floor is roughly causewayed, and there is

a gutter lengthwise down it, parallel with the manger, and a little more than a

cow's length from it. The house may be only wide enough for a single row
of cows, or there may be one on either side, with the gutter between them for

the drainage of both. I am now referring to the average style of the smaller

and inferior cowhouses in the city, and in the poorer districts of the metro-

polis. The roof is either low, with plenty of ventilation through its loosely-

lying tiles, or if higher, there is a 'tallet' or floor overhead, where hay and
other food are placed, and in which wide spaces are left next the walls and over

the heads of the cattle, and then the space of this upper room is measured
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into tho 1000 cubic foet per cow, wliicli is the rule that must bo observed (for

instauoo, in St. Pancras) it' the cowl<GGpov wishes to avoid hemg opjwsed for a

renewal of his licence. Theio are window places, which at winter tinio aro

closed, perhaps with a bit of sacking nailed over thcni.

" It is cither a clean and tidy place, where both the cowmen and their stock

aro clean and dry and comfortable, everything in its place, the animals all

lying down, having comlbrtably fed, and the air with no other perceptible

smell than that of the chloride which the careful owner sprinkles once or twice

a day along the gutter

—

or, it is a filthy hole. In general the accommodation

—limited .as it is— is quite apart from the dwelling-house, but there aro

cxce])tions even to this.—Such is the smaller but most numerous sort of

London cowhouse.
" Go a step higher, and you come upon a class of men many of them also

occupying small farms near town, all of them employing very considerablo

capital. They keep 30, 50, 80, or more cows apiece, and these are lodged

either in larger establishments of the kind already described—not unfre-

q\ieutly ram-shackle old buildings with yards attached, either Avith doublc-

roofed cowhouses, or covering a square, sometimes with a floor overhead, and
at others open to the roof, where the cows are arranged, first around the

walls, and then in a square block head to head in the middle. Sometimes there

are jiarallel rows of roofing together, and double rows of stalls under each.

iVnd here, too, there is the same variety of management as to cleanliness and
i.irder. I could point out some samj^les even of this higher class, which
aro unquestionable nuisances, and others as clean and sweet as a parlour

;

i'ur in this middle class of cowhouses, as they may be called, there arc

examples of the very best style of cow accommodation.
" Take for example Mr. Dancock's dairy already named : you enter through

a wide gateway a passage roofed with glass, covered with vine-leaf and some-
times grapes, leadmg you to a well-kept yard, with clean and comfortable

cowshed on one side, and stabling, hay-house, and food-store on the other,

and an inner cowhouse further on. Elsewhere, still in Chelsea, you may
enter a larger yard in a poorer neighbourhood, and find shedding closed

against the winter, providing as good accommodation, in single rows, for as

good a herd of dairy cows as I ever saw—cleanliness and order being apparent

everywhere. Or you may pass from a well-kept mews into a lofty, clean,

and, though ceiled, well-ventilated and well-drained apartment, at least 12
feet high, with, I should suppose, 60 square feet of standing ground to every

beast—warm, well-watered, and well-fed.

" In Marylebone (at Mr. Drewell's, Upper Weymouth-street) you find in a
good street, a corner shop, where the side road leads to a well-kept first-class

mews. The master takes you through his three-storied cowhouse, as you
may call it—and first into an apartment for 12 or 10 cows, which is the

quarantine station through which, after some weeks' trial, they pass into the

other rooms, one directly overhead reached by a sloping gangwaj^, and tho

(ither along-side but lower down. The floors are all closely bricked in cement,

the upper one being laid on brick arches, and the drainage is everywhere
perfect. Nowhere are there better, cleaner, neater, and sweeter cowhouses
than, taking these examples as an illustration, may be kept and are to bo
found in London streets.

" Lastly, I come to the larger establishments, where 200 cows and upwards
may be milked. And here, too, you find two classes of establishments

—

houses, on the one hand, where you can touch the ceiling, dark and dirty, and
crowded with unfortunate beasts ; or where, in spite of ample space and lofty

roof, the poor cows are comfortless and filthy—and places, on the other hand,
where the accommodation is first-rate, roomj^ clean, and comfortable—

a

single cattle shed, it may be, like Mr. Camp's, in St. Pancras, in the midst of
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ii lai'^c ami roomy yai'd, 90 yards long and 20 feet wide, with a broad gang-

\vay between two rows of cattle— or several sheds, clean, dry and warm, each

well managed, ])laced at intervals in a clean and spacious yard, such as Mr.
Veale's first-rate establishment, in the Acacia-road, St. John'.s-wood.

" Such then are the London cowhouses, of many sizes, and of at least two
styles of management, in one of which a daily cleansing of the whole esta-

blishment, dung-pits included, insures perfect order and condition ; and in the

other, muddle and dirt easily create a nuisance."

To this I add a short description of the cowhouses erected on

the Barking farm to which I have referred, which are complete

and satisfactorily-equipped cow-sheds. They were designed by
Mr. James Avis, one of the clerks of works employed by the

Metropolis Sewage Company. Intended to hold 60 cows, with

room lor fodder, shed for grass and roots, pit for grains, well,

tank for urine, safety for tools, and sleeping apartment for men,
they are boarded buildings 120 feet long, and 26 feet wide,

10 feet high to the eaves, with boarded and felt-covered roof.

The beams, morticed into uprights at 2 feet below the eaves, are

7 feet 9 inches from the ground, and carry a floor along the

middle about tv/o-thirds of their length in width, and extending the

whole length of the building, except in the central shedding for

grass, which is open to the roof. The cows stand back to back,

the mangers lying along the sides of the building, and a central

gangway, b\ feet wide, lying between the two row-s. The space

is thus open to the roof above the heads of the cows, and there

is ample ventilation, by means of flaps under the eaves, louvre

ventilators in the ridge, and open doors at either end. The
sleeping-room for the men—a space about 15 feet square—is

boarded off from the upper flooring, which is used for storage

of hay and straw.

Near the middle of the house—14 pairs of cows being on one

side, and 10 couples on the other—boarded up so as to make two

separate cov/houses on each side of it—is the shed for grass and

roots, 15 feet wide. Underneath one corner of it is the well and
pump, and in the other the grain-pit. Here, too, is a lock-up

for the tools employed. Into this shed the carts are backed and

tilted, and the food—grass, or roots—lies stored here, midway
of the cattle which are to consume it, so as to economise the

labour of distributing it. The whole surface covered by the

roof is laid out for the most part with a common brick floor

on concrete. A tiled drain runs down the middle, 2 feet deep,

to take the urine to the tank at one end of the building. The
mangers along each side of the building are about a foot off the

ground, brick-built and cemented, so as to be fit for holding

water as well as food. They are about 2 feet vv'ide and G inches

deep. A pump, drawing from the well, is furnished with a

moveable spout, so that each of the four sections into which the
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m.angers throughout the building are divided may be supplied

with water in succession. The cows stand two and two in seven-

feet stalls with short wooden divisions. The lair next the manger

is rammed earth, the latter half of its length is a brick floor. It

IS 6 feet 3 inches long (from the manger to the gutter), and there

is a drop of 4 inches into the gutter, which empties at intervals

into the central drain. The gangway behind the cows and

between the two gutters is 5i feet wide ; and in this central gang-

way a wooden tramway is sunk flush with the brick-floor, on

which a truck runs from one end of the shed to the other, and is

used to collect the dung when the shed is being cleaned, and to

carry it to the manure stance at the further end near the tank.

The cows are secured by neck-chains and sliding rings to long

upright iron staples in the posts, each on its own side of the

double stall. The whole thing is compendious, not very expensive

(costing about 4/. ])er cow), and economical of the labour per-

formed in it ; and this is a very important consideration.

Health of the Cow.

The treatment of the cow has thus been discussed under the

several heads of food and water, regular and gentle attendance,

and accommodation, including reference to its lair and to the

ventilation and warmth of the air it breathes. And on these

particulars, if the cow be free from illness when she is bought,

her health depends. But she may be purchased with the seeds

of disease already implanted, and she may thus bring disease

to others as well as suffer it herself. Generally the first symp-
tom of any impending attack is a diminution in the milk.

JNIr. Mosey, of the Albion Dairy, Barnsbury, tells me that he has

long been in the habit of daily recording the milk of every cow,

just for the sake of having this indication brought immediately
imder his attention. And the cowman who is constantly in

attendance on a dozen cows, of course at once detects a failing

of this kind, whether he records it or not. The loss of milk
sometimes appears even before a loss of appetite. In such a

case, when the cattle plague has been about, the rule has always
been immediately to send the cow to market: and even now, if

the cow is half fat, it is the best policy whenever, if guided by
these symptoms, the owner believes a serious attack of any kind
to be impending, to sell the cow at once. For the avoidance of

disease, and even it is believed for the cure of it, when only the

germ exists, it is a good plan in the case of all newly bought
cattle to give a drench of one ounce of nitre in a quart bottle of

water, into which 4 ozs. of flour of sulphur have been v/cU shaken.

I have known dealers of large experience thus drench all
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their cnttle immediately after leaving the fair whore they have
l)(!en bought ; and there are stoc k-owners who invariably give this

drench at spring and fall of the year, when a change of food is

general ; and in both cases it is said that great advantage is derived

in the consequent freedom from diseases such as foot-and-mouth

disease, which are picked up in markets, or happen at the change

of the season. And the practice may therefore be recommended
to any one who is buying country cows for a London coAvhousc,

Of course when your stock is attacked by any malignant disease

like cattle plague, there is no help for you in any such expe-

dient as this. 1 have gone through an experience of this kind,

127 cattle out of a herd of 238 having been slaughtered on the

Barking farm in August last year, owing to an attack of cattle

plague. Here the only safeguard for any neighbt)uring cows is

entire seclusion. Refusal of admission to strangers when any
infectious disease is near is the only hope of avoiding it. Daily

sprinkling with chloride of lime along the gangways after they

have been cleansed ; hot lime thickly spread in all entrance ways
through which those going to and fro must tread, and above all,

.a strict quarantine—must be insisted on. Two of the cowhouses
on the Barkin"- farm containing- 111 cows were thus saved

wliile the cattle plague was raging in the homestead and in

other sheds along tlie thoroughfare only 300 yards away ; and
I have no doubt that the safety of these was owing to the entire

isolation in which for a month they were kept. The attendants

on these cows, whether men or horses, were refused access to any
other part of the farm for that time, and the cowmen were strict

prisoners for a month.

Before referring to the produce of the cowhouse, and to the

quality and quantity of the milk obtained in it, it is proper very

shortly to insist on the essential need of cleanliness. This though
especially required in the dairy is desirable everywhere. The cow,

like all other animals, is the happier and more healthy for it.

The dairy vessels must of course be clean, the pails must be

scoured and rinsed after every milking. The milk is poured from

them through a strainer at once into the can or " churn," which
stands ready to receive it at the cow-house door; and in a suburban

farm it is at once lifted into the spring-van which takes it directly

up to town. Or in the case of a farm farther afield, the churn is

placed to stand in water and its contents arc cooled down before

being sent away. These "churns " must be scalded and rinsed after

being emptied at the dealer's ; and when returned to the farm

they must be again scoured, and scalded, and rinsed, before

l)eing used. There is a boiler in the washing-house on the

Lodge Farm, Barking, with a steam-pipe from it lying along
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tho floor ; and steam-jcts rise from it. After tlicy arn scoured

t\w fliunis ;iro put uj)sido down over these, and receive a very

tlioro'.ijji^li final cleansing by a jet of steam playins^ thus for four

or five minutes within them. Tliey then stand on an open floor

in an open shed to drain and cool, and are fit for use. Clean-

liness and coolness are essential things. Having these, and pro-

viding as rapid a transmission as possible, the consumer, will

receive the milk, such as it may be, at its very best.

The JEilk Produce.

What this milk is, however, depends upon the cow and the

treatment of her, to which we have been referring. The milk of

every cow has its own natural standard of quality, but taking

the case of each apart, her milk is rich or poor, /Z/'.si', according to

her nearness to the time she calved ; and secondly, according to the

quality of her food. The milk of a big ordinary cow, bought

half fat for a London cow-house, Avill throw up 14 to 16 per cent,

of cream in three hours in the lactometer during the first few weeks

after calving ; and the same cow similarly fed will not yield much
more than half so good a quality, when after six or eight months
milking she is rapidly diminishing her quantity. At an equal

age however at the pail, the London cow, fed so as if possible

to maintain or increase her flesh, will yield a richer milk than

a country-fed cow which is being milked at grass. The way
to keep a uniform quality when, as in London, a great part of

of the food (grains and hay) is constant throughout tlie year,

is to keep buying in fresh cows in pretty constant numbers,

tlirougliout the year. But except in the poorer districts, where
the demand for milk does not vary throughout the year, this is

not commonly done. A London cowshed in the west-end for

example, is full only during the spring and summer months
when London is full. And as it is then that a richer milk is

wanted for the sake of the cream which is required at " good
houses " during the season, that is the proper time to buy in

freshly calved cows. And, as the quotation given at the outset of

this essay proves, dealers do not scruple to take a portion of the

cream it throws up, and even to add water before selling the thus

manufactured article as new milk.

As regards the average quantity of milk yielded ])y a cow
under the circumstances of a London cowhouse, I have been told

that this very dishonesty is sometimes a difficulty in the way of

obtaining trustworthy information. The small cowman who, by
adding Avater, sells more than his cows produce, will, it is said,

report a yield larger than the truth to cover his roguery.

At many small cowhouses which I visited two years ago I was
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told that 11 and even 12 quarts a day are obtained on an
average througliout the year ; that is to say a house of 10 stalls

always full will yield 10x365x11 quarts of milk per annum,
which is equal to 40,150 quarts or 1000 gallons per stall. If,

as is probable, these cows are changed every 8 months on an

average, then 10,000 gallons is the quantity yielded by 15

cows during the 8 months after calving before they are sold.

Each cow therefore yields 666 gallons in its 8 months milking.

This, though a large quantity, is not incredible. In the case of

the Frocester Court Dairy (Gloucestershire), of which a full

account has been given in the ' Bath and West of England
Journal,' Mr. Harrison (now one of H.M. Rivers Pollution Com-
missioners) found that of his 104 cows, 8 in the first year of

milking (calving at 2-^ years old), yielded 317 gallons per

annum ; 15 also in their 1st year (but brought to the pail at

3 years), yielded 472 gallons ; 14 in their 2nd year averaged

535 gallons; 15 in their 3rd year averaged 616 gallons ; 20 in

their 4th year made 665 gallons a-piece ; 18 in their 5th year

yielded 635 gallons ; 9 in their 6th year made 708 ; 15 aged

cows averaged 651 gallons a-piece. These figures, however, give

only an approximation to the truth if they be taken to indicate the

average yield of milk of a cow at different ages ; for doubtless

in a large herd like that of Frocester Court, the bad milkers,

which would keep down the average of the 1st or 2nd year,

would be culled out, so that only the better cows would remain.

It is cows in their 3rd, 4th, 5th, and 6th year of milking which
are found in London dairies ; and such cows at Frocester, depastured

in the summer, yielded from 650 to 700 gallons of milk a-piece

per annum. They were however milked 10 months, whereas

the London cow is got rid of after 8 months milking in the case

I have supposed. But tlie quantity of 11 and 12 quarts a day,

which is the extreme report of some of the smaller cowkeepers,

does not seem on a comparison with Frocester so incredible.

On the other hand if you consult the larger cowkeepers, supplying

dealers who come and milk the cows paying for what they

take away, they will tell you that the average yield does not

exceed 9 or S)\ (juarts a day to every stall. It is plain that where

cows are kept on till their daily yield is 5 quarts or less, in

order to get fattened before sale, the average must be less than

where the cow is got rid of sooner, and a greater loss submitted

to upon her sale. On Lord Granville's farm at Golder's Green,

Mr. Panter, his lordship's agent, has told me that 3900/. was

received one year for the milk of lOO stalls ; in another year the

sum received was 4300/. from 108 stalls constantly occupied ; and

in a third 4900/. was received from 120 stalls. This at Is. IQd.
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per 8 quarts, which was the price rcccivccl, amounts to 851,

868, and 891 imperial gallons per stall per annum, or 91, 9?^,

and 9f quarts respectively per cow per diem. This is where

about 150 cows were purchased and sold every year at a loss

varying from 3/. to 4/. a head to keep 100 stalls constantly full.

The cows were thus kept upon an average 8 months each, and

two-thirds only of the above quantities, 568, 587, and 594

gallons are all that was taken from each cow during the 8 months

it was kept.

I was informed that 89,236 imperial gallons were obtained

in one year upon Colonel Talbot's farm at Sudbury from 80

stalls. The cows were sold earlier than at Golder's Green,

not being kept longer on the average than six months (153
having been sold and bought to keep 80 stalls full). In this

case no less than 1115 gallons was obtained per stall per annum,
or fully 12 quarts per stall per diem. The cow here yielded

560 gallons in little more than 6 months ; which is an enormous
quantity for the average of so large a number as 80.

I have yet two other cases by which to illustrate this point—
the small dairy in Islington and the farm at Barking, to both of

which I have already referred. In the former there are (Jan.

'68) 17 cows in milk, and they are giving rather over 140 quarts

a day, or about %\ quarts a-piece ; but many of them are old cows,

and some, an unusual thing, are in calf and nearly dry. The
owner tells me that the quantity calculated on in a shed of 20
Irish cows is an average of 10 quarts a day a-piece. He seldom
keeps a cow after she gets down to 6 quarts

;
and, as he considers

it does not pay to fatten cows in London, he sells at an average

loss of 4Z. or bl. a head. Buying them at from 12/. to 18/.

a-piece, or at an average of 15/., he has generally sold them at

an average of 11/. He has given me the following account of

six cows during the past year, Avhich, however, represents more
than his ordinary experience.

No. When Calved
or Bought.

Cost
apiece.

Daily Produce in Quarts.

j
June September I

Till June.
\

till | till

;

September. I December.
|

1867

February b\

July' 121

August
= {

16

13

1-t

11

12

12

14

12

12

8

11

10

13

10
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Of a small shabby-looking little cow I saw there the other day
the following; liistory was given me :—She was in heavy milk
whon attacked by the cattle plague in the summer of 186(5, which
of course entirely stopped her milk. She recovered, however, and
her average produce amounted to twenty quarts a day for nearly

three months after her recovery. It averaged seventeen quarts

a day during the next six months ; and twelve quarts a da^ for

another six months ; and it is now shrinking rapidly, as she is

in calf; but she is still giving seven quarts a day. We occa-

sionally meet with extraordinary examples of this kind, where
cows remain for years together in milk without breeding

;

but, like all other agricultural maxima, they have little or no
influence on the general average of experience.

I have now to relate the experience of a year at Lodge Farm,
Barking, notwithstanding that, owing to the disaster in August,

when more than half the cattle were slaughtered by orders of the

Cattle Plague Inspector, the returns do not so accurately repre-

sent ordinary experience as would otherwise have been the case.

I give in the following table the number of cows milked each

week up to the end of 1SG7, the quantity of milk sold each week,

and the daily average per cow during each week. It will be

seen that 126 cattle were killed in the middle of August. We
have not ventured to purchase again till lately. Twenty newly
calved cows were bought two months ago, and are now averaging

rather more than three gallons a day apiece. But there are a

large number of cows giving hardly more than six or seven

quarts a day upon an average, which have been long at the pail,

and v/hich there is no profit in fattening. Most of them accord-

ingly have been got in calf, and are drying rapidly. This, of

course, is much against the average of the year. On the other

hand, a large number of cows were killed off in full milk. So

that while there are a hundred cows or more which have been

ten or eleven months at the pail, and which pull down the

annual average, there are more than a hundred on the list of

the year which were only two or three months in milk when
slaughtered

;
and, they, on the other hand, contributing more

than the ordinary daily quantitv, increase the average. It will

be found on an examination of the following table that about

lolt,746i gallons have been given in 65 weeks by 57,334 days'

milk of a cow. This is equal to rather more than 9h quarts a

day per cow ; Avhich very closely resembles Mr. Panter's expe-

rience at Golder's Green. See opposite page.

The true significance of these figures will perhaps better appear

if the amounts which they indicate for twelve months be taken

out. In the table at p. 94 accordingly! have given the quantity
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Cows.

8

8

U
23
23

23
23

28
35
35

4-t

46

53

57

61

70

72

77

87

87
9-t

95
132

169

186
192

204
207
202
203
203
224
224

Days.

56

56

93
148

161

IGl

161

191

231

245
276
312
346

384
411

458
496
524
594
6(19

651

695
793

1,040
1,238
1,357
1,420
1,434
1,437
1,421
1,421
1,515
1,568

Gallons.

161

188
310
435

545^
549
540
596
695
777
824
958

1,095

1,170
1,234
1,365

1 ,475

1,575
1,736
1,831
1,929
1,961

2,167
3,067
3,631
3,970
3,876
3.698
3,675
3,702
3,615
4,040
4,351

si
O

Gallons.

2- 88
3'36
3- 32

06

38
4

34
12

0

08
0

06

14

04
0

0

7

0

92

0
2-96
2-8
2-6

2-94
2-92
2-92
2-72
2-40
2-56
2-6

2-54
2-60
2-77

c
ilking

Week.

o
00

to
.3

«
'U
L.P
oO
O

3 to
M.9

C s
'55 cS

^ o

duce

of

3)

Week.

c

|c

O

'!i

="

IIO
6

Cows. _ Days. (jalloiis. Gallons.

May 24 247 1 ,720 4,589 2- 66
31 252 1 , 764 4,830 2-72

June 7 1 ,764 4,827 2*72

14 253 1,765 4, 750 2-68
21 255 1 ,775 4, 688 2-63

»

)

July
28 255 1,785 4,501 2-54

5 255 1 ,785 4,262 2-39

12 255 1 ,785 4,054 2-27

19 247 1,729 3,910 2-26

Aug.
26 247 1,729 3,832 2-21

2 237 1 ,659 3, 739 2-25

< > 9 237 1,659 3,658 2-20

. >
16 116 1,239 2-488 1-76

23 111 777 1 ,458 1-89

. >

Sept.

30 111 777 1 ,431 1-85

6 111 777 1 ,405 1-82

> > 13 111 777 1 ,403 1-82
20 111 777 1,418 1-82

27 11

1

777 1 ,443 1-88

Oct. 4 111 777 1,414 1-82

11 111 777 1,339 1-73

> > 18 111 777 1,359 1-74

> >

Nov.
25 100 739 1 ,338 1-82

1 100 700 1 ,2CG 1-8

3 )
8 92 644 1,190 1-82

» ) 15 92 644 1,121 1-74

22 92 644 1,060 1-64
29 92 644 983 1-52

Dec. 6 90 630 987 1-56

J

»

13 79 578 1,087
20 78 546 1,099 2-19

J > 27 73 511 1,076 2-1

Total 57,334 139,746* 2.44

of milk produced in twelve months, dividing; it by the number of

days of a cow milked during those twelve months ; and so repre-

senting the average daily produce of the cow during the whole
year.

I fear that these figures (let alone the fact which we may infer

from them, that disastrous losses, if not from cattle plague, from
pleuro-pneumonia and from foot-and-mouth disease, are possible)

are not particularly encouraging. We have been leceiving

Is. bd. to Is. Sf/. the barn-gallon

—

i. e., from 2^d. to 2.\d. per

quart—for this milk upon the farm. VYe have been paying more
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Vcnr riiding
Quantity

of pi'Ofiuccd.

^umbpr of

Pays of 071P Cow. Millc per^Cow.

Imp. Gallons. Imp. Gallons.

oept. ii , \!sbi .
.

,

1 O J. J.07 I
45' , i -o

Oct. 25 ,, .. 128,78.3* 51,440 2-5

Nov. 29 , , .

.

131,478 53,811 2-44 +

Dec. 27 .. 132,073 54,897 2-41 -

G7 weeks .. 139,74G| 57,334 2-44-

tlian Is. a week per cow for cowmen ; the grains and meal and
hay consumed, with grass at I8s. a ton cut and delivered at the

cowhouse, have cost 9,?. to 12s. weekly ; the loss on sales has

been at least 2s. a week per cow : and taking rent of sheds into

account, the cow has cost more than from 13s. to lf5s. a week. It

is plain that wherever the average yield throughout the year falls

below ten quarts a day, there must be a loss, if the cowkeeper
does not receive a higher price than I have named.
The dairy-farmer who disposes of his milk at the nearest

station for 2d. a quart, makes perhaps more of it than he could

by cheese or butter, and he saves a good deal of the labour for

which, as a cheese or butter farmer, he has hitherto had to pay.

But it is right to warn any one who thinks to begin dairying

near town in any locality where the industry is new, that his

labour-bill will be a very great difficulty in his way, 1 need
not, however, illustrate this at any gi'eater length. Enough has

been said to show that the profits of the honest wholesale cow-

keeper are earned with difficulty.

The commercial aspect of this subject as distinguished from
the agricultural, must be treated very shortly in this Journal. I

have little to add to the information collected two years ago for

the Society of Arts. From returns then made by asylums, schools,

and institutions (not infirmaries, or hospitals, or workhouses,

where special dietaries exist), it appeared that 2-5ths of a pint

of milk a-day is the average quantity which a mixed population

of healthy people consumes when its diet is under medical

direction. And in some places the actual consumption ap-

proaches this quantity. Thus the town of Stirling, which has a

population of 12,500 persons, was then supplied by 190 cows in
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tlio town, besides 200 gallons a-day of buttcrniilk (a most nutritive

and useful food) brought in by rail and otherwise. There was

here a cow to every 60 people ; and this, at the average of 800

gallons yearly to every cow in milk gave 100 imperial pints per

annum to every man, woman, and child, or al)out 2-7ths of a

pint a-dav a-piece, very nearly the medical standard ; and indeed

exceeding it when the 200 gallons a-day of buttermilk are taken

into account, for this would furnish half a pint a-day to the

3200 belonging to the labouring class in a community of

12,000.

The English town of Mansfield may be fairly compared with

the Scottish town of Stirling. It contains about 10,000 people,

and 108 cows. Taking these at 800 gallons a head per annum,
and adding 20 gallons of skim milk daily, of which I heard as

being sold in the outskirts of the town, there were only nine gallons

(72 pints) per annum for each inhabitant, or l-5th of a pint

a-day a-piece—one half the medical standard.

Take, now, Bedford :—It contained in 1865, at the time of my
inquiry, about 15,000 people, and 100 cows: and 123 gallons

of milk, the daily produce of about 50 other cows, were brought

in daily by railway. 150 cows to 15,000 people are one cow to

100 people, about the same as at Mansfield ; and this, at 800
gallons a cow, is about 70 pints a year, or l-5th of a pint a-year

a-piece—one-half the medical standard.

If then l-5th of a pint a-day be taken as the quantity, not

which ought to be, but which is consumed in general by a mixed
population of English people, then the 3,000,000 of our London
population require 300,000 quarts a-day; and this, at 10 quarts

a-day from each cow or rather from each stall, indicates 30,000
stalls occupied by cows kept upon the London plan as needed
for the London milk supply. And if people were fed according

to the medical rule of our selected institutions, twice this number
of stalls, representing about three times that number of cows
per annum, would be needed for the supply. At the time of my
inquiry into this subject, two jears ago, I ascertained that the

usual number of cows kept within the metropolitan district was
about 24,000 ; and between 30,000 and 40,000 quarts of milk a-

day, in addition to the town production, were then being brought
in Irom the country, which must have needed 3000 or 4000 cows
for its production ; so that the total number of cows then engaged
in supplying London fell considerably short of the number
indicated by the average of such towns as Bedford and
Mansfield.

Durinj the cattle plague more than half of the 24,000
London cows disappeared, and the railway delivery of milk
rapidly increased, and though, as the London cowhouses have
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again filled, the country trade has soinewliat declined, jet tlio

(juantity still delivered is very great indeed.

The following table, of which the figures have been most
obligingly supplied to me by most of the leading metropolitan

railways, indicates the growth and, in some measure since the

spring of 1866, the decline of the trade.

Monthly Delivery op Milk (Imperial Gallons) by Metropolitan
PiAlLWAYS.

Great
Westein.

North
Western.

Great
Northern.

JlitUand.
Great

Eastern.
South

'Western.

Loniloii

and
Brighton.

Jan. 1865 8,954 14 1G8 14 904 76 818 1 •) , i

Feb. 9 , 460 13 024 1 5 27G 76 846 1 '} Q 7 0

Mar. 14 590 12 752 16 416 74 783 1 .L JiOl1 , C J 1

April
; !

11 ,1"} 10,242 18 210 84 452 1 7 424
May 13 050 6 624 20 124 69 89

1

1 / , JOo
June , , 14 932 6 656 20 392 68 212
July ,, 12^791 8,480 20,556 82,525 19,239
Aug.

) r 23,474 23, 152 20,952 70,005 17,322
Sept. > J 59,782 76,160 21,924 101,212 22 251
Oct.

J J 103,214 123,952 26,016 112,890 116,560 23^483
Nov.

J > 116,802 116,700 27,576 3,760 88,714 112,800 19,394
Dec.

> > 140,293 148,296 27,180 10,120 109,325 116,750 21,816

Jan. 18CG 143, 600 155 952 SO 348 23 620 95 269 97 812
Feb. 180 7G4 143 8S() 31 008 20 740 106 483 107 772 22 88-4

Mar. 201 GS6 158 484 33 516 21 980 1 16 700 116 352
April 211 OIG 142 188 35 516 18 100 145 647 161 448 0\i

, I

May 285 918 125 208 39 492 15 000 12t) 99-3 133 476 or: env;
OtJ , DV'O

June 221 851 95 352 37 512 120 178 135 516 42 (!0G

July 16Gi892 80^304 39,' 01

2

109*973 164 ',268 34,' 171
Aug. 153, 7GG 64,572 38,202 109,431 112,716 30,813
Sept. 110,159 53,772 35,280 109,362 137,976 29,710
Oct.

) » 115,834 63,072 36,444 107,955 114,024 34 , .399

Nov.
) ) 120,346 59,936 35.310 107,542 111,276 28,717

Dec. 126,819 66,564 33,336 109,295 119,388 28,792

.Tan. 18G7 118,870 63,480 31 ,068 12,528 110,048 118,824 32,649
Feb. 131 ,210 .54,648 29.784 1G,36S 102,500 112,152 27,478
Mar. 156,579 61,908 37,128 16,284 106,228 124,584 30,086
A pril 122,979 60,096 S.'l , 1 80 16,152 106,510 120,348 24,680
May 160,628 54,156 38,316 12,816 106,968 126,720 30,691
June 125,499 49,800 41), 212 10,572 109, 107 129,600 .30,027

July
J > 112,233 49, 752 43,392 11,676 105,542 132,012 39,457

Aug. >

)

118,720 39,084 42,744 14,244 105,487 126,576 42,240
Sept.

> J 95,965 38,088 39,788 16,764 109,605 118,224 38,051
Oct. 86,668 50,640 40,728 13,068 107,561 124, 140 59,526
Nov. 3 » 149,510 50, 652 38,772

1

19,908 128,084 121 ,176 32,630
Dec.

) 5 123,121 60,528 37,884 19,920 126,784 125,916 31,739

It is this aspect of the subject which more than any other is

directly interesting to the readers of this journal. So large an

increase in tlie quantit}' of milk brought up to town as took place

during the cattle plague indicated of course a very considerable

alteration in the management and industry of many a dairy dis-

trict. And as the facilities offered by the London railways

/
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InciTase, and the inotliods of transinittinq; milk with safety arc

improved, so no doubt we may expeet an extension of the trade

between the London milk dealer and the country dairy farmer.

The latter cannot sjenerally make more than Id. a g-allon by

cheese or butter and pork or bacon; and if the London milk

dealer will g-ive that or a little more at a distant railway station,

it mav be for tlu; interest of the i'armer to jjivc up the expense

and labour of dairy manaijement, and in their place incur the

risks and costs of a new and unaccustomed trade. The exchange

has not always been satisfactory : for until, by cooling- the milk

before starting and by perfectly filling the cans and cari-ying^

them without excessive shaking, the liabilities to souring and

spoiling on the road have been diminished or avoided, great

losses, especially in hot weather, have been and will be suffered.

I say nothing here of other risks which interfere with the

extension of this trade—the risk of bad debts which the farmer

runs and the risk of adulterated milk which the dealer runs—for

these are common to all commercial dealings. A London whole-

sale cowkeeper will receive from his customer who comes to his

cowhouse and milks his cows 'id. or Ad. an imperial gallon

more than the farmer will receive for country milk delivered,

with all its charges paid, at the London terminus ; not only

because it is the produce of specially fed cows and perfectly

fresh, but because it is certain to be unadulterated. I was told

the other day by a London milkman that every barn gallon of

such milk as his would " bear " a quart of water without any
chance of the adulteration being detected by an ordinary con-

sumer ; and he had known that quart put in before the milk had
left the country farm on its railway journey. The mere risk of

such dishonesty is enough to lower the market value of the

article to dealers, who probably would rather benefit by some
such dilution than suffer from it.

I add from the information laid by Mr. Brooks of the London
and North Western Railway before the Milk Committee of the

Society of Arts the following particulars
;
which, being indicative

of the management of the traffic on that one railway, are instruc-

tive on the subject of the railway milk traffic generally.

The milk is brought to Euston Square from all railway stations

between London and Northampton
;
being conveyed (in cans

provided by the senders) on open carriage trucks. The charge

for a distance not exceeding 100 miles is \^d. per imperial

gallon, and when the distance exceeds 100 miles 2^. per gallon.

When the great increase in the traffic commenced, milk was
sent up from places 180 and 200 miles distant—from Hud-
dersfield, Macclesfield, &c. The greatest distance from which
milk is sent now is about 95 miles. The carriages which
are used for the conveyance of the milk are as well constructed

VOL, lY.—S. S. H
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as tlaey can be in respect of the springs, as it is desirable

that the milk be as little shaken on the journey as possible.

—The French milkcans are about half the size of those used
here. Our cans are much too larfj;e and too heavy to be loaded

and handled by one man. Their shape too hinders close packing
;

they are broad at the bottom and tapering towards the top. The
French cans, from their cylindrical shape, can be packed with
greater economy of space. The French milk trucks are very

much like the narrow-guage sheep-truck used in this country,

with two floors, one above the other—two tiers, in which a great

number of cans can be packed, and there is a circulation of air

all round them. On the other hand the Fiench cans are heavier

per gallon of their contents than the English ; and it is not

likely that the former will be adopted.

It is a stipulation with the dealers that their men shall assist

the railway porters in unloading the trucks, because the cans

are too heavy to be handled by one person. The weight of a

can filled with milk is nearly 2001bs. The trade has come to be
of such an extent as to lead to the despatch of special trains for

the purpose ; and the milk is brought to the various stations

in time for them. One train arrives in London at a quarter to

twelve in the forenoon—for the afternoon supply : and the

second train arrives about half-past eight in the evening—for

the next morning's supply. During the time of the greatest

scarcity of milk, an arrangement was made for bringing cream
from a distance so remote as Carlisle ; and that was done by
the article being placed in small cans—much smaller than the

French milk-can—and carried suspended in the truck
;

but,

when it arrived in London, it was found that the cream was
reduced almost to the consistency of milk. That trade was there-

fore abandoned.

Mr. Brooks, in reply to the questions of the committee, stated

that no other means are now taken by the railway company to

develop the milk trade than the putting on of more trucks and
eventually establishing special trains for it. He says that those

who make complaint about the rates of carriage cannot have

calculated the price per ton at which the company carry the

milk, or they would have found that the milk, including the

weight of the cans, is carried a distance of 100 miles for

1*. per cwt. When the milk train arrives the dealers assist in

the unloading of the vans, and the milk is carried away in the

dealers' own conveyances. He was not aware of any other

means by which the milk could be more promptly or more
rapidly distributed than it is under the present system.

Harrow-on-the-Hill, January, 1868.
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IV.

—

Ploughing-in Green Crops. By Peter Love.

Thirty ye.irs <a<?o tho plougliing-in of green crops was more

studied jind practised than at present, the introduction of guano,

nitrate of soda, .Scc, and the extraction of fertilisers from refuse

of every description by the aid of chemical science having since

then done much to meet the wants of the farm. The high price

of meat has also induced the farmer to consume all his green

crops by stock. The question, of course, turns upon whether the

crop grown by ploughing-in the whole plant more than com-

pensates for the beef or mutton that might have been produced

from its consumption by stock. With present prices such

a result is exceptional.

I remember that it was pretty generally recognised among
intelligent farmers, that the ploughing-in of 18 tons of turnips

per acre, after being crushed by a clod-crusher, gave 12 bushels

of barley more than if the said turnips had been first passed

through the animal, and the elements to form mutton and wool

extracted ; it is also pretty certain that a ton of turnips will

produce 14 lbs. of mutton, and about 1 lb. of wool, but the outlay on

sheep, risk of losses, and cost of attendance, must be taken into

account.

I have only once tested the difference of carting all off, feeding

on, and ploughing-in turnips ; this was early in 1 842, when beef

and mutton sold by the carcase at from 4rf. to Qd. a pound, and
roots were superabundant.

A 12 acre field of light loam subsoil, the Northampton iron-

stone, had been manured with about 16 tons of good fresh farm-

yard manure per acre, ploughed-in 10 inches deep during the

winter, with about 5 inches of wheat stubble, afterwards thrice

cultivated in the spring, harrowed and rolled, then ridged up,

and two quarters of bone-dust (well fermented after wetting with
urine) drilled in per acre under the seed ; the produce was a
little over 18 tons of turnips per acre. The crop on 3 acres was
all carted off the land, that on Ih acres eaten by sheep, and that

on li acres crushed with a Crosskill's clodcrusher, then har-

rowed across the rows, re-crushed and ploughed-in 6 inches

deep. The part eaten off was ploughed only about .3 inches deep

;

that where the turnips were drawn 6 inches ; the whole was sown
with oats, and produced as follows : where turnips were drawn,
within a peck, under or over, of 7 quarters ; where eaten,

9 quarters; where ploughed-in, over 11 quarters per acre. Each
piece was carefully kept by itself, and all threshed the same week,
and sold to the same man, on the same day, at 1/. per quarter.

They were harvested without wet, and weighed 41 lbs. a bushel.

H 2
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\i we can accept the result of tliis one rxperiincnt, it tends to

show that the virtue of the manure left in the excreta of the

sheep is about equal to what is expended on making mutton
and wool besides maintaining the animal's heat and existence.

If we take the 2 quarters of oats as a fair e(juivalent to the

12 bushels of barley before mentioned, it follows that the entii'e

manurial value of 18 tons of turnips ploughed-in is equivalent

to 24 bushels of barley, or 32 of oats ; or if these are valued

respectively at 32s. and 24a-. a quarter, is 4/, 16's. for 18 tons, or

about 5.S-. per ton ; or 2s. G^Z. per ton for the excreta left by
fattening sheep.

Swede turnips, apart from their value as feed, are not well

suited for ploughing-in as manure
;
they do not rot down well,

though they be smashed with mallets. The clodcrusher will

not break them, and the tops will strike root and grow if any

part of the crown of the bulb is left adhering to them.

The results obtained by ploughing-in turnips in 1S42 induced

me to try white mustard in 1843 on a small field of 8 acres

;

soil a stiff, poor clay, upon blue lias clay subsoil, as foul with

twitch as possible ; it was ploughed about 7 inches deep in the

winter, then scarified with broadshares about 3 inches deep the

last week in March, and after being well harrowed, sown with

white mustard seed by a broadcast seed-barrow, at the rate of a

bushel to 3 acres, covered in by very light seed harrows. This

crop was just breaking into bloom the last Aveek in May, and

2fi inches high, when it was ploughed-in about 4 inches deep,

and lUU bushels of lime (after being slaked with salt and water)

applied per acre ; then after one turn of the Norwegian harrow,

re-sown with mustard, care being taken that all ploughed-in

irit/nn fJie day., should be re-sown on the same day it ivas ploughed

;

all was finished on the last day of May.
On the 8th of July, we began ploughing-in 6 inches deep this

second crop, which was above 4G inches high ; about accomplish-

ing this I had some misgivings at first, but managed it well by

attaching a heavy block of wood, 12 inches wide, 18 inches long,

drawn by a chain attached to the large whippletree, and dragged

just under the plough beam, a few inches in advance of the

coulter. This further served to regulate the depth instead of

a wheel. We had also the usual drag weight and chain to lap

the whole under the furrow. About six furrows at the last must

be done with the horses at length, or else when the land horse

returns on the same tract as he went, he ricks and entangles the

long stems so together, that they lap round the coulter and

choke the plough, causing much trouble, and making the work

rough and untidy : by putting the horses " at length " there

is no trouble, except with the last two furrows. Immediately
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.after plouj^lnnpf we <jave one turn of the Norwcfjian harrow,

then re-sowed the mustard as before. The whole field was

finished on the 12th of July.

The third crop was just breakinsj- into bloom on the 24th of

Auf^ust, and the lenu^th above 5 feet; this was ])loughed-in

8 inches deep, witli lour horses at lenjjth, followed by a two-

wheel j)resser, followins: only one ploujjh, thereby giving; each

furrow a double go. After one turn of the Norwegian harrow,

the land was left to settle down for the future wheat crop. As
for the couch grass, except a few blades in the first crop of

mustard, we saw no more of it, except the rotten roots, as we
were ploughing the last crop in. After one turn of the Nor-
wegian harrow in the first week in October, the land was drilled

Avith two bushels of red wheat per acre, a light harrow following,

then twice rolled with Crosskill's heaviest crusher: it was
crushed again in March. The produce at harvest was all that

any man could desire, and perfectly clean. After one 8 inch

winter ploughing, and a shallow scarifying in the following

March, it was drilled with white oats and clover seeds ; the

crop of oats was magnificent, and in some parts injured the

seeds. Thenceforth this field, which had borne a very bad
character, behaved as well as the best. During the succeeding

seven years of my occupation of this farm, if I had to deal with

any piece of very foul strong land, I cleaned it in this way ; but

if it was moderately clean, I consumed the mustard with store

sheep and lambs. Mustard crops grown after those eaten off

will not be so heavy, but with a very little corn or cake they will

keep from 16 to 24 sheep per acre, half ewes and half lambs,

from the middle of May to the end of August, or even later.

The ewes (or stores) should follow the lambs in a separate pen
;

a fresh piece should be given every day, and the piece fed

off should be ploughed and sown the same day, because in dry
seasons whenever the land is naked the moisture is soon dried

up ; thus there will be a regular succession, and also the almost
certainty of a plant.

The application of 1 cwt. of nitrate of soda to the first crop
will almost double it, and, of course, much increase the two
following crops, as well as their power to smother the twitch or

other weeds. I know several persons who have made attempts at

this system, but through dilatoriness in ploughing and re-sowing

have failed to obtain a regular plant. I believe the Norwegian
harrow to be indispensable to success, because it thoroughly
pulverises the soil at once, so that lengthened exposure of the

different surfaces k avoided, and much moisture saved that would
be lost by repeated harrowing and rolling. If in a wet season
rain falls and delays the sowing after an}' part is ploughed, this
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delay gives tlie lialf-dead twitch time to revive before the

smothering influences of the next crop can overpower it ; so that

in either wet or dry seasons the mainspring of the whole system

is promptness and punctuality in performing every part of the

work thoroughly well, with the least possible mauling of the

soil, so as neither to make dust in the one case, nor mortar in

the other.

I need scarcely say that trifolium, tares, trefoil, Italian rye-

grass, or any other forward crop may be grown as a first crop,

and after this is fed off, two crops of mustard may still be obtained

either to eat off or plough in. The difficulty, nay, almost im-

possibility, of cleaning strong land in a wet season is well known
to all practical farmers. Now I venture to affirm that the foulest

and poorest possible piece of land (sand, perhaps, excepted) may
be cleaned by growing white mustard, with 1 cwt. of nitrate of

soda per acre applied to the first crop, and three crops in suc-

cession })loughed-in, as before stated, let the season be either

wet or dry. The soil will be left as capable of bearing a crop

as if 20 tons of farmyard manure had been applied to a bare

fallow. A few days ago I passed a field of strong land, which
twelve years ago took two years of bare fallow to clean it, and as

far as I can judge, it is now worse than it was then
;
my fingers

itched to have a turn with my friend mustard, and see if we
could not digest all the twitch into food for future crops.

Whether sandy land, the natural parent of couch grass, could

be cleaned in this way I do not know, but I do know that all

bog, fen, or peat, light gravel, or loam, and all clays can. It is

almost superfluous to contrast the expense of this system against

that of the bare fallow; but the case may be roughly stated as

follows :

—

UosT of an acre of Bare-fallow manured
•with twenty tons farmyard mannre.

£ «. d.

Winter ploughing .

.

0 12 0

March ..
fScarifying and har-l

Cross ploughing .

.

0 4 0

April .

.

0 12 0

.Tune Summer ditto 0 10 0

July .. Three souiHings, &c.
("20 tons dung and ap-1

0 12 0

August
5 0 0

I piyi'ig /

Ploughing in dung 0 12 0

£8 2 0

An acre producing three crops of White
Mustard and ploughed in, &c.

March .

May .

July .

August

Winter ploughing
(Scarifying, harrow-

\ ing and sowing .

.

( Plouglung in and re-

\ sowing
Ditto ditto

Ditto 8 inches deep
Pressing and Nor- 1

;

wegian harrow . . /

1 busliel mustard seed

1 cv/t. nitrate of soda

Saved by this system

£ 8. d.

0 12 0

0 5 0

0 17 0

0 17 0

0 16 0

0 15 0

0 16 0

;5 3 0

2 19 0

£8 2 0
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VVhon land is partially cleaned in the autumn, it may be

perfectly cleaned and manured by growing three crops of mustard,

to be folded ; an acre will then keep an average of 20 sheep for

15 weeks, which will give a result as follows :

—

WlllTK MUSTAUU. Dk.

£ (f. d.

Cost of autiunu cultivation . . 1 0 0

Ditto as above for 3 crops . . 5 3 o

Total cost of cultivation . . 6 3 0

Leaving to meet rent and taxes a balance of £ 1 7 0

I therefore conclude that plants when at their greatest green

bulk are worth about 5s. a ton to plough-in as manure, and

if palatable for stock, they will make about 14 lbs. of meat,

and the excreta left will be worth, as manure, about 2s. Qd.

per ton of food consumed. Mustard, or any plant of rapid

growth which attains a smothering bulk, the seed of which costs

little per acre, is best fitted for being ploughed-in as green

manure, especially when the object is at the same time to clean

the land.

£ «. d
'10 sheep kept 15 weeks at Ad.\

5 o q
a week each /

Value of excreta left 2 10 0

Gross return £7 10 0

Cost of cultivation . . . . 6 3 0

V.

—

Ploughing-in Green Crops. By G. MuKRAY.

My experience of ploughing-in green crops includes much variety

of soil and difference of climate, and of rainfall.

In the north-western counties of Scotland, where dairy farming

is extensively practised, the whole turnip-crop is got up by the

middle of November and all drawn off and consumed by cattle in

the yards. Here the farmers are very particular to have the

turnip-tops regularly spread over the land and at once ploughed-

in, the depth of furrow being never less than 5 inches : in this state

it remains till the month of January, or later, when the land is

generally sown with wheat, and heavy crops are grown. I have
tried the same system in both the southern and midland counties

of England, both after mangold and turnips ; but have always

found that, unless artificial manures were used in considerable

quantities, the crops were generally deficient. I cannot account

for this marked difference, except it be that the greater rainfall of

the north accelerating the solubility of the mineral elements which
are contained in the leaves, presents them at once in that readily

assimilative form, which is necessary in the case of spring-wheats

that occupy the land for but a short period. (It is, however,
generally supposed that green-manuring is most successful in a
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dry climate.) Or ajjain it may depend on the quantity of tops,

which varies considerably as a j^eneral rule, an increased rainfall

producin": a greater weight of tops : the quantity is likewise

greater when early storing is practised. I find the average

weight of tops left by a good crop of mangold or swedes to be

about 4 tons per acre when taken up during the early part of

November.
Where potatoes are much cultivated, the haulm or top should

invariably be returned to the soil, either by being ploughed-in or

by adding it to the manure-heap, as in vine-growing districts the

prunings of the vines are always returned to the roots of the trees.

1 have frequently noticed the more observant and industrious of

our cottagers carefully collecting and at once digging-in the tops

of their early-lifted crops of potatoes, in order to supply food for

the succeeding crop of cabbages or brocoli, which on well-

managed cottage gardens generally follow an early-lifted crop

of potatoes. Of green-manures, that have been partially

consumed on the land, the most familiar in practice are clover-

stubble, pastured-seeds, rape or coleseed, rye, vetches, <Scc.

These, when partially returned to the soil in their green state,

produce a double effect, as they act both chemically and
mechanically—chemically, as on decomposition they form food

for a new race of plants
;
mechanically, as in strong clays they

increase the porosity of the soil, and by allowing the air to per-

meate more freely heighten the temperature, whilst on light

sandy land the roots bind the soil together, imparting firmness

and tenacity. All who are practically acquainted with the

management of light lands know the difficulty and uncertainty

of growing a good crop of wheat when the previous crop of clover

has failed ; whilst on every class of soils the wheat-crop is greatly

benefited by the ploughing-in of a good crop of clover or grass,

particularly where early ploughing is practised. On light land

furrow or wheel pressing is beneficial, and the land should remain

a considerable time after ploughing before the seed is deposited,

otherwise the vegetable acids which are formed during the earlier

stages of the decomposition of the green-manure prove injurious

to and often endanger the life of the young plants. Experience

and observation confirm me in the opinion that to this cause may
be traced the failure of or thinning of the young wheats.

On a light-land farm, managed on the five-course system with

barley following wheat, we have for several years adopted the

practice of mowing or cutting the wheat by machine, and as soon

after harvest as circumstances would permit, the land was autumn-

cultivated and thoroughly cleaned from weeds. If the horses can

be spared from preparing the clover-layers for the wheat-crop, the

land is at once ploughed and sown thickly with common turnip-
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scod, or a mixture of turnip, rape, rje, or winter oats, or any other

(juick-growin^ crop. If the land is plou<;hed, it should either \y^

harrowed or rolled previous to the seed bcin"; sown, and the; seed

lijjhtly covered by one tine of a lijjht harrow : this insures an

even braid, and the seeds vej^etate more (|ni( kly than when th(!y

arc dee])ly ojvered. If the land cannot be ploughed, the s(!ed is

sown after tlie cultivator: with an early harvest and a mild

autumn and fore-winter we jjet a good covering of vegetation on

the ground by the end of October, which, as soon as wheat-seeding

is completed and the horses can be spared, is at once ploughed-

in ; if this can be done before any severe frosts set in, the benefit

to the land is all the greater. The land remains in this state

until the season for barley-seeding arrives, when either the plough
or cultivator is used in preparing the seed-bed. The vegetable

matter has by this time become decomposed ; the land not only

works better, but is considerably enriched in manurial elements.

The principal plants grown in this country, exclusively for

green-manuring, are those of a rapid growth, possessing little

value as food for stock, and the seeds and cultivation of which
are inexpensive. Amongst the most prominent of this class arc

the mustard, spurry, buckwheat, lupine, &c., which attain to a

good height in a short period, and succeed best on light soils.

My experience of growing crops of this description for the sole

purpose of being ploughed-in was principally gained on a light

barren sand, resembling the Bagshot Heath sand. This hungry
soil was particularly deficient in vegetable matter, and required

manuring for every crop. During the time 1 lived on this estate

a farm was taken in hand which had become quite overrun with
couch, thistles, and other weeds. A portion of the farm lay in

small enclosures ; the tenancy expired at Michaelmas, and the

first operation during tlie Avinter was to remove a great portion

of the old wide hedge-rows and to reduce the dimensions of the

rest. In doing this fields were thrown together which had the

previous year been under a variety of crops : the whole was
deeply ploughed in the early part of winter, and was not again
disturbed until the following spring, when it was cross-ploughed

and cleaning operations proceeded with ; however the cleaning

could not be satisfactorily accomplished until the season was too

far advanced to give a fair chance to a turnip-crop on the land, as

it was in so exhausted a state. We therefore determined to try a
crop of mustard to be ploughed-in : this we sowed from the com-
mon clover-seed box rather thickly. The crop came up strong

and grew rapidly, and in about six weeks from the date of sowing
had attained a height of from 12 to 18 inches when it was ploughed-
in. We had at first considerable difficulty in covering the large

quantity of stuff ; but by using a heavy iron roll, working in
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the same direction in which the plough would follow, and by
attaching a chain and weight to the coulter of the plough (the

weight trailing in the furrow at about the middle of the mould-
board), the whole of the crop was completely covered : the work
was firmly pressed by a two-wheel presser, following every two
ploughs. When this operation was completed, the land was
allowed to remain about three weeks before the wheat was put

in. The seed was deposited at a fair depth by a Suffolk drill,

traversing the field at right angles to the plough, the weather at

the time being favourable : it was immediately afterwards gone
over with a Crosskill's clodcrusher, which left it in a very firm

state. The wheat, " Essex Rough Chaff," came up strong and
healthy, and stood the winter remarkably well, and at harvest

produced a crop of first-rate quality, which averaged quarters

per acre over the whole of the field. As already stated, the land

had been under a variety of different crops the preceding year

:

one portion of it had been wheat, and here the crop was barely

2^ quarters per acre. Leaving the neighbourhood before the

succeeding season, I had no opportunity of judging of the follow-

ing crops.

Vegetable manuring produces the most marked effect on light

sandy soils and in dry climates. Mr. R. Russell, in his paper in

the ' Royal Agricultural Society's Journal,' on the Influence of

Climate on Cultivation, says :
—" The decaying vegetable matter

seems to improve the physical texture of the soil by its attraction

for moisture ; it also, to some extent, regulates the supply of am-
monia to the plants by only slowly yielding it up—a matter of

much economy in the feeding of plants. These influences com-
bined have the effect of sustaining vegetation in a comparatively

healthy state during periods of drought.*
"

On strong lands green manuring is less important, their reten-

tive character enabling them to retain a sufficient supply of

moisture to maintain the plant in a progressive and healthy state

during long periods of drought. These soils also possess the

power of storing up a quantity of ammonia in an insoluble state,

which is taken up by the roots according to the requirements

of the plant.

Buckwheat is particularly well adapted for the purpose of green-

manuring on sandy soils, from the rapidity of its growth and the

large quantity of succulent foliage which it is capable of pro-

ducing in a short time. The plant has not hitherto received the

amount of attention which it merits.

A description of the use of green-manures would be incom-
plete without a detailed account of the use of wrack or

* Vol. XX. p. 164.
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seaweed. Where this manure is abundant, the rent of arable

land is often enhanced from 30s. to 21. per acre, if accom-
panied by the privilege of gatherinj^ the seaweed. On the

west coasts of Scotland and the seaboard of the Frith of Clyde
this species of manure is largely used by the arable farmers.

The autumn and winter storms drift it in from the wide waters

of the Atlantic, and, according to the direction of the wind and
state of the tides, it is washed on the sandy beach or amongst
inaccessible rocks, all the way from Troon harbour, on the north-

east, to the mouth of Loch Ryan, on the south-west. As soon

as the tide recedes all the hands on the farm are set to work im-
mediately to remove the wrack left by the receding waters. It is

all collected and carted out of the reach of the next tide, other-

wise with a change of wind it is liable to be swept away and
carried by the next tide to some distant part of the coast. The
general practice is to cart the seaweed in its green state direct

from the beach on to the land, where it is spread on the stubble

at the rate of from 20 to oO tons per acre, and at once ploughed-
in, in preparation for the succeeding crop. In this part of the

country potatoes are largely grown : in this way, without the

addition of farmyard or artificial manure, heavy crops are often

raised, though they are sometimes of inferior quality.

Throughout the greater part of Scotland the wheat plant does

not succeed well after a clover-layer : it then commonly follows

a green crop—potatoes or turnips—the land receiving in pre-

paration from 10 to 15 tons per acre of farmyard manure. I

have known instances where the tenant, unrestricted as to

cropping, had such an abundant supply of seaweed, that the

land has been under wheat and potatoes alternately for a long

series of years without deteriorating the value of the land or

decreasing the quantity of the produce, the tenant paying a rent

of upwards of 5Z. per acre.

Elbaston, Derby.

VI.

—

Plougliincj-in Green Crops. By W. E. WrighT.

The green crops we treat of may be either a part or the whole
of cultivated crops, incorporated with the soil in their succulent

state, to act as fertilisers for subsequent crops, and especially

those raised upon the spot with the express design of being used
as a manure. Merely to return to the soil its produce might
seem to an unreflecting person, or to one unacquainted with agri-

cultural chemistry, utterly incapable of imparting fertility
;
and,

certainly, if plants derived all their substance out of the soil,
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and gave it back in the same state of cliemical combination in

which they drew it forth, they Avould affect the soil none other-

wise than by the accidents of their culture. But by far the largest

portion of their bulk is derived, not from the soil at all, but from
air and water, and the whole of this is contributed by green manure
as clear gain preparatory to the succeeding crop ; whilst the re-

maining portion, though extracted from the soil, is brought into

new affinities, assuming more available forms than before, so that

even this, as returned to the soil by green manure, is in a more
advantageous condition for rapid assimilation than if it had not

recently played a part in vegetable growth. The plants most
appropriately employed for green manuring are those that derive

their support principally from the air. As the organic portion

of these plants decays in the soil, the inorganic part—that is,

saline and earthy matter, of which all vegetables contain a con-

siderable quantity—is liberated. Thus living plants obtain from
the remains of former races buried beneath the surface, a portion

of that inorganic food which can only be derived from the soil,

and which, if not thus directly supplied, must be sought for by
th(! slow extension of their roots through a greater depth and
breadth of the earth in which they grow. The addition of

manure to the soil, therefore, places within the easy reach of the

roots, not only organic, but also inorganic food.

The use of green manure, though a very important and powerful

means of enriching the soil, and though known and practised by
very many farmers of the present day (in marshland), has received

surprisingly little attention from scientific agriculturists. Among
the farmers, generally, residual green manure from cultivated

plants is known principally in the form of clover ploughed up.

Old pastures, moreover, when broken up and converted into

arable, prove abundantly that the soil has been enriched, not

only by the death and slow decay of bygone plants, but that the

leaves and roots of the grasses, living at the time, afford by their

gradual decomposition an immediate supply of food for cereal

crops for a succession of years.

The chief causes of the neglect of green manure are,— 1st, the

want of a due appreciation of its value
;
2nd, the lateness of the

harvest and consecjuent slowness of growth between the time of

sowing the seed and that of ploughing-in the crop ; and 3rd,

the carrying out to an unwarrantable extent the principle that

green vegetable substances, to be profitably employed as manures,

ought to be in the first place used as food for animals.

The use of special green manure can never supersede the

necessity for farmyard manure
;

yet it is a resource of great

value in all situations where ordinary manures are scarce or

very expensive, and is peculiarly applicable upon stiff-clay soils.
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The plants wliic^li are more suitable for general purposes arc

white mustard, tares (2n(l crop), and rape
;

but, whichever be

employed, it ought if possible to be ploughcd-in, either while it is

passing into flower or is in actual bloom, for it then possesses

its maximum of easily soluble and alimentary matter ; it should

also bc! d(!positcd only deej) enough to prevent the drying

action of the air, and not so deep that the free play of oxygen,

which is requisite for decomposition, be excluded. All, or very

nearly all, known plants impoverish soil principally during the

period of their forming and maturing their seeds, while the best

of the fallow crops, being grown for the succulent food of either

their roots, their leaves, or their stems, are hindered from acting

impoverishingly. The ground to be benefited by the ploughing-

in of green crops should be capable of bringing them forth, if not

luxuriantly, at least with such abundance as to furnish complete

shade during their growth, and suilicient vegetative matter to

occasion a rapid fermentation when buried ; this species of ma-

nure is more appropriate for the preservation of good soils in a

state of fertility, than to the improvement of the exhausted or

light soils ; for on such land they grow too feebly to produce

much effect. This, probably, will in a great measure account

for the comparative rarity of the practice on extensive farms con-

taining tracts of poor land.

N, Euncton, Jung's Lynn.

VII.

—

The Food of the People. By Harky Chester.

How the people are to be fed is the most important question of

to-day ; and none are so concerned in its solution as those who
are connected with land, for they not only require to be them-
selves fed, but are the principal producers of food.

In November, 1866, the "Society for the Encouragement of

Arts, Manufactures, and Commerce," appointed a Committee to

inquire and report respecting the " Food of the People." The
Committee, which commenced its sittings in the last month of

that year, is still engaged in its work ; and the object of the

present paper is therefore to place before agriculturists, not a
final nor complete statement of the results of the inquiry, but,

simply, in a compendious form, a few ideas which are founded
on those results, as far as they had been obtained to the close of

1867.

The Right Hon. Henry Austin Bruce, M.P., was appointed
Chairman of the Committee. It set to work by endeavouring to

define some limits within which its inquiries should be princi-
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pally made ; and it was determined to undertake more particu-

larly the subjects of "Meat," "Milk," " Fisli," "Cooking" and
" Frauds "—frauds in the sale of food, whether by adulteration,

or by the use of false weights and measures. In connexion with

all of these subjects the attention of several meetings of the

Committee has been devoted to the " Food markets " of London.
The subject of " Meat" is, of course, of prime importance to

the farmer. He has long known that the importation of foreign

grain is capable of an almost indefinite extension ; but the

importation of foreign meat has seemed a more difficult matter.

Now, liowever, it appears as if the whole earth was preparing to

send us animal food to compete with the flocks and herds of the

United Kingdom ; and it is important that our agriculturists

should inform themselves how far this is likely to be realised,

and what may be its effect on them.

Preserved Meats.—The importation of live animals is attended

by so many evils that it seems at least as likely to be checked as to

be seriously increased, but the importation of dead meat is capable

of almost unlimited extension. This may be in the form of

cooked meat, such as the " Ramornie " stewed beef from
Australia ; or of salted meats, such as are prepared by Dr.
Morgan's method of injection ; meats treated with the bisulphate

of lime on Dr. Medlock's plan ; the various extracts, commonly
called Liebig's extract of meat ; the frozen meats, a large con-

signment of which, valued at 15,000/., is now on its way to

London from Australia ; or some other of the thousands of modes
by which science has succeeded, or may succeed hereafter, in

overcoming the natural tendency of meat to putrify. This
tendency may be said to be due to three principal causes. 1.

Contact with oxygen contained in the air. 2. Moisture. 3. A
temperature above 50° Fahr. Get rid of air and moisture, and
even the higher temperature will bring no risk of putrefaction.

The " Ramornie " stewed beef, from Australia, commands a

rapid sale in the Metropolis. The retail price is about Id. a lb.,

for the prime parts of excellent beef, without bone, and already

cooked. This is about equivalent to raw beef steak at Ad. a lb.

The first consignments were considered to have too much fat,

and to have been cooked at too high a temperature. An
eminent medical witness informed the Committee that a tempe-
rature of 170^ should not be exceeded in the cooking; that any
greater heat was unnecessary, and tended to render the beef

indigestible and less nutritious by hardening its fibre. The
" Ramornie " beef is not salted, but simply stewed, and then

hermetically sealed in canisters from which the moisture and the

oxygen have been driven by the application of heat just before

the sealing of the tins. Thus treated, the meat will keep in the
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tins for years, and may be eaten with a little salt, and any other

accompaniments suitable for cold stewed beef. The later con-

signments are better than the first. The cooking has been done

at a low(!r temperature than formerly, and there is less fat.

Dr. Morgan's method of preserving meat is by the injection

of brine. This may prove to be the best possible method of

salting meat ; but it is desirable to avoid, if possible, the use of

overmuch salt ; a little salt is useful, a great deal is injurious,

as it hardens the fibre, and occasions waste. The Food Com-
mittee received from the Admiralty a copy of the Reports pre-

sented to their Lordships by the captains of a considerable

number of vessels in which meat salted on Dr. Morgan's plan

had been served to the men alternately with meat salted in the

ordinary way by steeping and rubbing. The reports were very

various. The Lords of the Admiralty appeared to regard them
as in the main unfavourable to Dr. Morgan's plan ; but the

Food Committee, looking to the prejudices likely to be excited

by the introduction of a novel article of diet among common
sailors, have expressed a somewhat different conclusion, and
desire to see the experiment more fully tried. The meat in

question, being killed and injected at Deptford, was doubtless

very good meat ; but that which was killed and injected in South

America, is of very inferior character. Nevertheless it com-
mands at Liverpool a ready sale, at about 2>d. a lb. ; and is con-

sumed to a considerable extent in Ireland.

Dr. Medlock's method of preserving meat by the application

of the bisulphate of lime has been partially tested with good
results, and is now undergoing a crucial test at the house of the

Society of Arts. The result of this experiment will belong to

1868. There seems, however, to be little or no doubt that the

bisulphate of lime may be usefully employed in slaughter houses,

butchers' shops, and larders, dairies, cheesehouses, fishmongers'

shops, applerooms, &c., to preserve meat, fish, milk, cheese,

vegetables, &c., at least during moderately short periods. The
liquid is very cheap, easily applied and to be purchased through

any chemist.

Liehicfs Extracts.—" Liebig's Extract of Meat," as it is called,

is rapidly growing in favour with the educated classes in London.
Strictly speaking, it is not meat, but merely the soluble matter

of meat, without fibrine or albumen. The extract may be

regarded as dried beef-tea, though there may be albumen in the

latter, and there is none in the " Extract." When the Extractum
Carnis, or the .beef-tea, is said by a medical witness not to be
" Food," we see, by his subsequent explanations, that his meaning
is that the extract is not a perfect food—such a food as v/ill alone

support life. It contains only some, not the whole, of the ele-
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iiionts of meat. Add, however, to the extract some other sub-
stance which contains fibrine and albumen—for example, egj^s or

lentils, or ripened grain seeds, i, e., bread—and you have the full

equivalents of meat. No one, who has been in the habit of

taking the extractum carnis regularly as a part of his food, can
doubt that it has helped to feed him. If we had discovered a

certain method of bringing fresh, uncooked, unsalted joints of

mutton and beef from the ends of the world, from Australia and
South America, to be sold in this country at a reasonable price,

it would be foolish to manufacture the extract, except for the

use of invalids, and as the beefy element of soups, handy and
ever ready for use ; but at present we are merely groping after

such a method, and trying experiments ; and therefore it is very

desirable that we should at present continue to import such
parts of the beef of South America and Austialia as can be

reduced into this highly portable and almost imperishable form,

more especially as by the addition of eggs, or vegetable equiva-

lents, we can supply efficient substitutes for those parts which
at present we have no certain means of bringing from distant

lands.

It must be admitted that the probability of large and ever

increasing importations of meat from the colonies and foreign

countries presents a serious lookout for the British farmer ; but

he will do well to consider whether there may not be some
streaks of brightness in the horizon.

In the first place it is clear from indisputable evidence that

great numbers of the people of this country are at present insuffi-

ciently fed. A very large part of the population of towns, and a

considerable part of the population of rural districts, are shown
by good medical witnesses to be undergoing a steady course of

physical degeneration from this cause. Nor is physical de-

generacy ever unaccompanied by intellectual and moral de-

generacy. While, therefore, the tendency of the labour market

is constantly towards a rise of wages, and the farmers in some
districts are the objects of obloquy, because they do not pay
higher wages, the value which they receive for their payments
has in some counties no corresponding tendency to rise ; and the

labour available in the lowest waged districts is scarcely worth

the low wages that are paid. The farmer, therefore, of all men,

has the greatest interest in the improvement of the physical,

moral, and intellectual condition of the farm labourer. It is far

better for all of us to pay a good price for a good article than a

low price for a bad article.

It may be taken as certain that the home supplies of animal

food must be supplemented from beyond seas. It is useless to

say that, if the condition of things, and the public opinion in
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this country, wore (juito dlfic'iont from what wc know thciti

to bo
; if land, for oxain})lo, were; repardod simply as dcsif^iicd to

provide food for all men, and labour for as many men as possible
;

if the poorer classes were stronger, more industrious, and better

educated than they arc ; and if all the operations of agriculture,

as regards crops and stock, were regulated by the highest science,

without any waste, the land of the United Kingdom might pro-

duce much larger supplies of food than it now produces. Of
course it might. But what chance is there of the realisation

of these " ifs " ? There is no chance that within any conceivabh;

period the land of the United Kingdom will cease to be regarded

in the old light, as more valuable for the social and political

importance which it confers, when accumulated in large quantities,

than for the actual money produce of the acres ; and it is certain

that, on this side of the Millennium at any rate, we shall have
to draw largely on distant countries for our supplies. We are

beginning to see whence or how they will come.
The first importations from any country are generally at a lower

price than can be ultimately maintained. The beef of Australia

and South America are at present at the lowest rate in tliose coun-

tries because there has been little or no market for them there.

But establish a good market with a ready sale for them here, and
by creating a value for them there you tend immediately to raise

their price. The first large consignments of American cheese

were offered in this country at a figure exceptionally low, because

the American war had destroyed the American market for cheese,

and that article had no standing here : but as soon as the

American cheese got hold of the English markets, the price rose

in America ; American cheese was no hmger an unsaleable drug,

and when the war ceased the prices in the two countries were
much more nearly equalised. So it will be with meat. The
first prices of beef and mutton from Australia and South America,
being unnaturally low, will be raised when the market for them
has been thoroughly established here and elsewhere.

On the other hand, it seems very improbable that distant lands

will be able to send us any meat good enough to compete on
equal terms with the best of our own meat. Let the British

farmer take care to produce the very best beef and the very best

mutton, and the Avealthier classes in this country will never cease

to be his customers, while he may even look to becoming an
exporter of the best joints to the more luxurious feeders of Paris,

Brussels, and Vienna. At a dinner given in London last summer,
a haunch of venison, which had been killed nine weeks previously,

and preserved by hanging in a frame, round which cloths dipped
in bisulphate of lime, on Dr. Medlock's plan, had been stretched

without actually touching the meat, was pronounced to be excel-

VOL. IV.—s. S. I •
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lent, quite IVesb, and free from taint. Two foreign gentlemen
who were among the guests said, " You are pleased because you
think that by this means you can bring meat for your working
classes from Australia ; we see also that, when we give a dinner

in Paris, we can have a good joint of beef or mutton from
England." The farmer will not lose the ordinary farm labourer

and others of the poorer classes as his customers for meat, for

they are not now his customers. Their hungry stomachs arc

unacquainted with good English beef and mutton
;
and, if they

can be filled with the produce of Australia and America, so

much the better for them; and for him, too, for he will gain by
their better health and strength, and by a consequent diminution

of his poor-rates.

Metrojwlitan Markets.—It is well worthy of consideration

whether, by a better organisation, the producer of meat might
not receive a larger share than he now receives of the proceeds

of the sale of his beef and mutton. The difference between the

price which he obtains for his live meat, and the price which
the consumer pays to the retail butcher for his joints, appears to

be greater than the necessities of the case require. Almost every

butcher in London is an advocate for a single live-meat market
and a single dead-meat market, in close contiguity: and it is

admitted that such arrangements are convenient for the London
butchers. It is also admitted that any arrangements which are

really inconvenient for the butchers must have a reflex effect on
their customers : but there is another side to this picture. The
butcher is not the ultimate producer. What about the interests

and convenience of the producers of stock, the landowners, and
the farmers ? Is their convenience, are their interests, on all

fours with those of the butchers ? Possibly not : and, if not,

may not those arrangements for a single Metropolitan Market,

which every butcher prefers, because they give him the command
of the situation, be calculated to place the producers, the sellers

of stock, at a corresponding disadvantage, throwing upon them
the whole of the risks and losses which arise from ignorance of the

state of the markets on any particular day, and enabling the

London salesmen and the London butchers to engross the gains

which depend on a knowledge of its state. It is true that the

landowners and farmers are scattered all over the country, while

the salesmen and butchers of London might be covered with

a handkerchief; but could not the former combine, and act

in bodies, instead of being utterly isolated, so as to maintain

their own interests rather better than they are maintained at

present ?

In this point of view, as well as in many others, the subject

of markets is of serious importance to the farmer. It is still
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under consideration at the Society of Arts, and will shortly be

fully discussed there in a paper to be read by Mr, J. C. Morton,

who is making the necessary collection of facts.

The Royal Agricultural Society would probably co-operate

with the Society of Arts in dealing with the important question

of food markets.

Suggestions have been mad(! for the establishment of additional

markets in connexion with the principal railway stations in

London. The metropolitan salesmen and butchers are entirely

averse to such suggestions. How do they strike the agricultural

interest ?

How far is it desirable for the producers of stock that the

sale of dead meat should be substituted for the sale of live

meat ?

There can be no doubt that under present arrangements the

transit of live meat by the railways is damaging to the condition

and value of the animals. Cannot the Royal Agricultural

Society, its affiliated societies— the Chambers of Agriculture, and
the Farmers' Clubs—combine to procure an improvement of such
arrangements ? That which the individual farmer is powerless

to obtain from a railway company might very easily be secured

by a little combination among the powerful bodies that are

established for the express purpose of promoting the interests of

Agriculture,

Meat Trucks.—The quantity of dead meat now sent to London
from the country is great : but the arrangements for conveying it

are barbarous. The meat is exposed to unnecessary injury. Why
should not agriculturists combine to insist on the adoption of

suitable meat vans, in which the meat might not be pressed, nor

piled up, nor handled, nor exposed to dust, heat, and wind,

—

well ventilated meat vans, kept at a moderate temperature, and
fitted with portable larders where the joints might be placed by
the farmer or country butcher, and which might be lifted into

the London kitchen, or butcher's shop, without handling the

meat at all ?

Is it impossible to adapt the principle of " co-operative

"

action to the case of the producers of meat ? With new arrange-

ments, or even with the present arrangements of markets in

London, could not meat be sent on the co-operative principle,

directly from a given number of farms to a London butcher, or

to an agent of the farmers, who would divide with the farmers

the actual profits, instead of leaving them to be carried off by the

other parties ? Why should there be any intermediate agency at

all between the farmer who kills his own meat, and the large

consumer who buys it, in the club, the hotel, the large private

house ?

I 2
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Jk'foro we pass from tbis subject it may be well to suggest

for consideration whether tbe farmer should not usually under-

take on his own farm the slaughtering of his beasts and sheep.

It is clearly of great importance to the goodness of the meat,

and to its pi'eservation from rapid putrefaction, that the animal

should be killed in a quiet state. All travelling by rail or by

road is injurious to a fat animal; and one does not see, prima
facie, any reason why a bullock or a sheep should not be slaugh-

tered on the farm where it has been brought to perfection, as

well as a fatted hog.

The subject of milk is highly important in many ways.

Milk.—The transit of milk by railways demands immediate
attention and improvement. It is almost as bad as possible.

They manage these things better in France. The milk-can
which is used on the French railways, and may be seen at the

house of the Society of Arts, is not nearly so large and heavy as

the lumbering can, appropriately called the " churn," which is

used on our English lines. A man can easily lift the French
can ; it is filled full of milk, and is so stoppered down that there

is no room for the least motion to churn the milk and separate

its buttery particles. The can in hot weather is covered with

a textile wrapper, which is watered with a fine rose before the

train starts ; and in a long journey the watering is repeated at

intervals. There are special milk-vans, in which the cans are

arranged in tiers : and the effect of the whole system is that the

milk is carried without deterioration. This cannot now be said

to be the case in England : a very short journey on an English

line damages the milk and lowers its price ; but a little com-
bination among the producers of milk in any dairy district would
be sufficient to compel the railway companies to improve their

arrangements.

The subject is extremely important, because milk, being a very

perishable article, is one in which the home farmer has great

advantages over the foreigner, and because all the medical

authorities agree that, with rare exceptions, the supply of milk is

very inadc(juate to the real requirements of the people of England,

and especially of the children of England, whose health and

strength cannot be maintained at their proper standard without a

much larger allowance of milk than they now obtain. It does

not appear that the milk sold to the rich in London is much
diluted after leaving the cow ; but in the sale of cream a gross

fraud is habitually practised. The cream-measures are commonly
about 25 per cent, below their nominal capacity, so that the pur-

chaser of six pennyworth of cream is commonly cheated out of at

least three-halfpence. When we come to the sale of milk to the

poor, in low neighbourhoods, we find that the grossest frauds are
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porp(^tral.O(]. llio .so-callod " milk" is so diluted, thrit, it is

scarcely worthy of the name. The price for this substitute; is the

same as that which the rich customer pays for real milk
;
and,

und(n- these circumstances, it is no matter of wonder that the

poor of London are not fond of milk, nor very large customers

of tlie milkman.
Assuming the "barn gallon," by which the dairy farmer sells

his milk, to be equal to two imperial gallons—though, in some

places, the custom is to give 17 pints to the "barn gallon"— it

will be seen that there is a very wide difference indeed, between

the wholesale price at the farm and the retail price in London.

The latter is never less than 4d. the imperial quart, which is at

the rate of not less than 'Is. Sd. the barn gallon, without taking

into account any dilution of the milk by water.

The proportion of water to milk can be easily determined by a

common lactometer, a simple instrument v/hich costs a shilling,

and can be understood by a child. It is merely a small tube of

glass, like a thermometer, with a bulb at the lower end. In this

bulb is a little quicksilver, or other material, which is of the

right weight, when placed in a bowl of milk, to sink the tube to

the exact level of the " good milk " line. The police, or special

inspectors of milk, ought to be empowered in London, as in

France and Belgium, to test by such an instrument any milk on

sale, in a dairy or in the streets, and to seize and take before a

magistrate any sample found to be diluted ; and the magistrate

ought to be empowered to inflict heavy and cumulative penalties

upon all offenders. The farmer has a real and urgent interest in

the prevention of frauds in the sale of an article which he

produces.*

The manipulation of milk, with a view to its keeping, is but

little practised in England. The practice of " clotting," which
is common in the West of England, is scarcely known elsewhere

;

but it seems well worth while to consider whether it might not

be extended with advantage. The importance of milk as an
article of nutriment can scarcely be overstated in the interest of

the public ; and the interest of the farmer appears to be as deeply

involved in the adoption of some process by which the milk
which he produces can be conveyed to a ready market, where it

would fetch a high price, in a condition much less perishable

than its natural condition, equally palatable and nutritious as

* As the specific gravity of cream, as Avell as of water, is less than that of
milk, it has been suggested that the lactometer might lead an observer to mistake
an abundance of cream for the presence of water: but this is a mistake which
may be possible in theory but is scarcely possible in practice. The instrument
used by the French police costs about 2 francs in Paris. The writer bought an
equally good lactometer for Is. at Messrs, Phillips, 180, Bisbopsgate Street

Without, L'.C.
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natural milk, and without tlio use of oxponsivo machinery or

intricate manipulations.

Before passing? from the subject of milk, it is necessary to

say a few words respecting the Anglo-Swiss condensed milk

which is now prepared at Zug, near Zurich, in Switzerland, and
imported into this country by the "Anglo-Swiss Condensed
Milk Company," whose office is at 95, Leadenhall Street,

London, E.C. This preparation, which may be obtained at any

large grocer's, now enters into competition with English milk to

a limited extent, but is likely to become important. It is

nothing but sugared milk from which the water has been

evaporated, in vacuo, until the consistency of honey has been

obtained. The addition of Avater restores the article to the cha-

racter, appearance, taste, and properties of sugared milk._ The
sugar is necessary to preserve the milk. This preparation is

likely to supersede all other contrivances for preserving milk for

use on board ship, and in other situations where fresh milk is

unattainable. It comes from Switzerland in small tins hermeti-

cally sealed. One can scarcely assign any limit to the time

during which the milk will keep good in the unopened tins
;
and,

even when a tin has been opened, the contents will keep good for

a long while, so that they may be used in very small quantities,

day after day, till all is consumed. This preparation is, there-

fore, well suited for sick and poor rooms where fresh milk rapidly

spoils, and, though the price is rather higher than that at which
milk, so called, is nominally sold in London, this condensed milk
is really milk and sugar

;
and, taking into account the excellent

quality of the milk, it is really cheaper than the miserable article

which the poor in London are commonly supplied with. The
invention does not appear to be patented, and therefore it is open
to the enterprise of any English farmer or dairyman. It is well

worthy of attention in Ireland.

Cheese.—The factory system by which, as the readers of this

Journal are aware, a large part of the cheese which is imported

from America is produced, is employed in the condensation of

the milk at Zug. How far this system will answer in England
remains to be proved ; the experiment is of the highest im-
portance to English agriculture ; and the results to be obtained

by the cheese factories, recently established in Wiltshire, will

be looked for with lively interest.

The same questions which have been suggested with regard

to the shares of profit in the case of meat may be raised in

reference to cheese. The writer of this article recently received,

from a dairy in Cheshire, a cheese, weighing 54 lbs., which, in-

cluding carriage to his house in London and all other charges,

cost him a fraction over l\d. a lb. For cheese of the same
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ch.aracter, wliIcL w;vs excellent, he was paylnj; lils West-end

cheesemonger Vod. tlie 11). Can the dalry-l'armer inake no co-

operative arrangement by which he could obtain a share of the

difference between 7 and 13rf. per lb.? Cheese, however,

being one ol the least perishable forms of milk, is on that

account, and perhaps on other grounds, a form in which the home
producer is at the least advantage in competing with the distant

producer
;
and, looking at the matter with a view to the interest

rather of the consumer than of the producer of cheese, one would

bid the farmer bethink himself first of milk, then of butter, and

lastly of cheese. He must, however, look after his own interests

rather than those of the public, though his and their interests

will generally coincide.

Butter.—The factory system might well be applied to the

making of butter as well as cheese ; but in many parts of

England butter-making is at a low ebb. The Agricultural

Societies and Farmers' Clubs in the midland, home, and southern

counties would do well to turn their attention to the importance

of encouraging this art. The altered habits of society withdraw
the Avives and daughters of the farmer from the manual opera-

tions of the dairy, and devolve them upon servants who are

too often ignorant and careless : and it not uncommonly happens

that families, living in the country, who require good butter,

and are ready to pay for it, being unable to procure it in their

own neighbourhood, are compelled to get it from London : this

has happened in more than one county to the writer. If at the

Agricultural and Horticultural Shows prizes were offered for the

best butter, the art would soon be recovered, good dairymaids

Avould cease to be rare, and our home produce might again

compete more successfully with the butters of Holland, France,

and the north of Europe.

CooMng.—On the subject of " Cooking," the Food Committee
of the Society of Arts has not as yet put forth any definite con-

clusions ; but it has called attention to two important contrivances.

One is Captain Warren's economical apparatus, which appears to

possess great merits, economising fuel and preventing the enor-

mous waste which occurs when meat is cooked by the ordinary

methods of roasting, baking, or boiling ; and the other is the

Norwegian apparatus, which attracted great attention in Paris at

the Exhibition of last year.

Capt. Warren's complete apparatus for cooking with the

greatest possible economy for large numbeis of persons cannot
well be described here ; but his " Cooker," which is simply an
improved saucepan, varying in })rice according to the size,

from 9s. %d. to 27s., ought to be used in every house. Wherever
water can be boiled, and kept boiling, there this saucepan may
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1)0 nsctl. The food in tlioin is cooked, la its own vapour, by
lli(> Lent of stoam, but without .any contact with tlio steam or

with water, so that there is scarcely any waste, and no dilution

;

and as the steam, which circulates beneath the cooker and be-

tween its inner and outer skins, cannot exceed 212^, and conse-

quently the temperature in the cooker cannot exceed 210°, the

fibre of the meat thus cooked cannot be hardened by excessive

heat, but remains, or is rendered, tender and digestible in the

highest degree. The great importance of cooking at a moderate
temperature is overlooked in this country, but well understood

in France, which is eminently the cooking country. The French
cook dresses her meat very slowly with a very small fire ; the

English cook, making the largest possible fire, spoils, as well as

wastes her meat, by excessive heat. One of the greatest merits

of Captain Warren's cooker is that it is imjwasihle to cook the

meat too quickly and hotly in it ; and though this great merit

would be a demerit in the eyes of a bad cook, the "Cooker"
saves her so much trouble, and is so easy to use, that she soon

becomes enamoured of it. Messrs. Adams, the well-known
ironmongers in the Haymarket, No. 57, are Captain Warren's

agents for the manufacture and sale of his inventions ; but pro-

bably they may be procured through any ironmonger.

The following are the results of an experiment tried by the

Food Committee at the Society of Arts :—Three legs of mutton

Avere cooked, two of them from the same sheep. No. 1, which
was " Warrenised," i. e. cooked in Captain Warren's patent

cooker, weighed 9 lbs. 11 oz. before it was cooked, and 9 lb. 6 oz.

when done. No. 2, which was boiled in water, weighed
Ij lbs. 13 ozs. when it was put in, and 7 lbs. 8 ozs. when
taken out. No. 3, which was roasted in an oven, weighed

8 lbs. 14 ozs. when put in, and only 5 lbs. 12 ozs. when taken

out. The verdict of the Committee was unanimous in favour of

the superior flavour and juicy condition of the Warrenised leg

No. 1 ; its advantage over the other in respect of waste is

apparent. Some bacon "Warrenised" on the same occasion

was very highly approved, as were also a turbot, some chickens

and vegetables of various kinds. The cooker is used daily in

the writer's house.

The Norwegian apparatus is simple enough, and very cheap.

The peasants of Norway, wise in their generation, are great

eaters of porridge. They found that by boiling their mess for

only five minutes, and then immediately enclosing the saucepan,

all hot, in a little felted box, the heat acquired in boiling was
sufficient to complete the cooking of the porridge and to keep it

hot for many hours. The accumulated heat, instead of passing

off rapidly by radiation, which would have happened if the
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saucnpan had not boon onclostMl in a non-conducting substance,

was retained by the felted coverins;, and complotod the cookiufr

witliout any I'uitlier application of five. The Norwegian (io-

verninent, taking a leaf out of the peasants' book, adopted the

practice in the Norwegian navy, where it has proved successful

for the last three years
;
and, with this prestige in its favour, the

apparatus was exhibited, and repeatedly tested, in Paris during

the last summer. At the close of the French Exhibition the

Society of Arts invited the patentees, Messrs. Sorensen and

Plahte, of No. 13, Duke Street, Grosvenor Square, to exhibit

th(;ir apparatus and to allow it to be tested by the Food Com-
mittee, and the Society's Journal reports that, on the 9th of

November, 1867, those two gentlemen attended the Committee,

and submitted their apparatus to trial. " A leg of mutton, with

vegetables, was placed in the stewpan, boiled for five minutes,

and then carefully enclosed in the [felted] box, and the lid sealed.

When opened, at the expiration of hours, the whole was found,

to be perfectly cooked ; the temperature of the water being then

about 160° Fahrenheit." Several further trials were subsequently

had, and the Norwegian principle may be declared to be estab-

lished.

In connexion with this plan one further remark will suffice

here. In every farm, in every cottage, a fire is lighted and .a

kettle boiled in the early morning. On that fire let a saucepan,

or saucepans, containing the provision for the midday dinner be

placed to boil for only five minutes, and then be shut down, all

hot, in a common deal box well fitted with cheap felt ; and the

good man of the house, with the good woman and the children,

need concern themselves no more about the matter until the

time for dinner shall arrive. At that time the food will be

found to have cooked itself, as it were, by its own heat, and will

be piping hot. The labourer may carry his dinner, in a little box,

to the fields, and while he is working the dinner will be cook-

ing, and he will have the benefit of a hot dinner, instead of a

cold meal, when the hour is come. The superior force and
power of work which the labourer would derive from eating hot

instead of cold food cannot well be arithmetically stated, though
it is known by experience to be very great. It is probable that

the course of events may tend to make it the interest of the

farmer to concern himself more and more in the actual feeding of

his labourers.

At present if a farmer is alarmed at the constantly increasing

demand for the better education of the agricultural poor, it can
scarcely be said with justice that he has no reasonable ground
lor such alarm. He finds by experience that education at

present tends to withdraw workmen from his land, and he
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scarcely soos tliat this is not a necessary an<l natural result, but

is due to certain defective arrangements which he has it in his

power in great measure to amend. Now, as soon as you give a

tolerable education to the child of an agricultural labourer, his

aim is to cease to be agricultural ; he turns his attention to

something which he thinks (not always in wisdom) more attrac-

tive than working in the fields : to be an errand boy, a deputy

assistant porter's boy in the shop of the village or town, appears

to him to open a grand vista of future employment, and his

father and mother are desirous to give him a chance. So away
he goes, perhaps to success, perhaps to ruin

;
but, at any rate,

he is lost to agriculture. Is there anything at present in the

character of our schools in agricultural parishes which is cal-

culated to counteract this tendency to fly off from field-work ?

Nothing whatever. But something might be done if landlords

and farmers were to place themselves in the same sort of relation

to rural schools that many manufacturers have assumed towards

town schools. The manufacturers who employ many hands
have schools of their own connected with their works

;
they

take care not only that the children are educated, but that educa-

tion is carried on for the elder children and adults after the hours

of labour. They connect the schools and the works, from first to

last, in the minds of both parents and children. Good progress

in the schools is made the passport to employment ; and the

better the school the greater and more certain is the succession

of well qualified candidates for employment. A similar system,

combining education with employment, is successfully carried

out on the estates of a well-known nobleman in one of the home
counties. He makes attendance of the boys and lads at school

—

the boys at his day school, the lads at his evening school—a con-

dition not only of their own employment, but of the employment
of the fathers on his estate ; and by fines and otherwise he

punishes all truants.

It seems perfectly certain that, before many more years have

passed away, the law will require that every child under a certain

age throughout the United Kingdom shall receive education during

a certain minimum number of hours in each year ; and there

may be a few persons who will unthinkingly exclaim, " If that

be so, then agriculture is ruined." The ruin of manufactures

was in like manner predicted when first the Factory Acts con-

nected compulsory education with factory employment ; but

manufactures have not perished, nor are they likely to perish :

nor will agriculture be ruined by similar means. The difficulty

is greater in the case of agriculture, because the half-time system

is not so applicable there as it is to manufactories ; but on large

farms, or where two or three contiguous farms might com-
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bino, the education of the children of the agricultural labourers

mij^lit, witli better arrangements, be carried on, not at the soh?

expense, but under the influence and control of their employers,

in the spirit of a " work-school," with a direct view to the edu-

cation of future agricultural labours, and with an express con-

nexion between their school progress and their farm employ-

ment, so that a lad and his parents would look forward to his

employment on the farm as his natural destiny, as a result of his

good conduct and progress in the school, as naturally and confi-

dently as at present the lad in the works-school looks forward to

employment in the factory. Such an improved state of things

would be greatly facilitated in those cases where the employers

could conveniently provide board and lodging for the lads, under

suitable superintendence, on the farms. By good arrangements they

could be well fed at a very low cost, and every medical man will

testify that without sufficient food in childhood it is impossible

to arrive at a healthy manhood. There is only one kind of

economy which is worse than that of allowing the land or the

stock to starve, and that worst kind of all is to allow those to be
insufficiently fed in childhood who are to work for your wages
when they grow up, and whom you must maintain on your poor-

rates when they are no longer able to work.

VIII.— On Land Drainage and Improvement hy Loans from
Government or Public Companies. By J. Bailey Denton,
Mem. Inst. C.E., F.G.S.

Prize Essay.

1. In the year 1840 the late Mr. Philip Pusey succeeded in

passing through Parliament his Act (3 & 4 Vict. c. LV.) " to

enable the owners of settled estates to defray the expenses of

draining the same by way of mortgage." By that Act owners
for life could only borrow money on the security of their estates

with the approval of the Court of Chancery.

The very mention of the Court of Chancery will at once
explain how it was that no appreciable result followed the

passing of the Act—only eleven applications having been made.
The expense as well as the tedious nature of Chancery pro-

ceedings, which were fairly represented before the late Duke of

Richmond's Committee in the House of Lords, in 1845,* acted

as a veto. One great principle, however, was established by
Mr. Pusey's Act, viz., that owners of settled estates might

* See Appendix to the Evidence taken before the Committee.
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cliarire tlioin for a cortain nuinbcv of ^rars with tlio rost of

(Unable improvements, tliougli the owners creating- the charj^e

mij^ht not live to see the borrowed money repaid.

In that Act the period fixed for the repayment of the principal

money was not less than eight years nor more than eighteen

years, and the care with which the Legislature protected the

reversionary interests will be apparent from the provisions which
the Act contained, and which have been adopted in subse-

quent Acts, to the effect that if the instalments were not paid up,

the land upon change of possession should not be liable to more
than half-a-year's arrear of instalment.

2. Between the years 1840 and 1844, the public advocacy of

under-drainage by the late Mr. Smith of Dcanston, and the

valuable Essays of Mr. Josiah Parkes, in the ' Journal ' of this

Society, having served to popularise under-drainage as a funda-

mental branch of agriculture, the attention of the landed interest

was drawn to the necessity of further facilitating the application

of borrowed money to drainage and other durable land improve-

ments, and of charging the improved lands with the repayment.

The first effort made to apply collective capital to the improve-

ment of landed property was that made in the year 1843, by the

Yorkshire Land Drainage Company, of which Mr. J. H. Char-

nock, of Wakefield, was the originator, and in which the late

Lord Carlisle, Lord Zetland, Mr. Godfrey Wentworth, Mr. Henry
Briggs, Mr. Hammerton, and Messrs. Bradley of Richmond, in

Yorkshire, with the late Mr. James Smith of Deanston and the

present writer, took active interest as Directors. This Company,
however, did not succeed in establisliing itself, owing to the diffi-

culties started by mortgagees and other claimants having interest

in entailed estates, which it was the object of the Company to

improve, but it did great service in originating a Bill for the

exteasion of legislative powers, which Mr. Pusey in the session

of 1844 undertook to c(mduct through the House of Commons.
This Bill was intended to secure a more direct and less

costly means of proceeding than that laid down by the Act
of the 3 & 4 Vict., and to obtain for drainage loans priority

over existing mortgages, on the ground that as no loan for that

purpose could be legally sanctioned, unless it could be satisfac-

torily shown that the return from the improvement would exceed

in annual value the rent-charge by which the cost would be

re{)aid. the security of existing mortgages was enhanced and not

diminished.

It is very pleasing to trace the great interest taken in this

important question by the late Mr. Pusey, to whom agriculturists,

and this Society especially, owe so much. On the 7th of
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January, 1841, lie wrote to the writer thus:—"The question

of amending; my Act has certainly now become more practicable,

as well by the formation of the \Orkshire Society as by tlic

lapse of time, and by your havin<^ obtained from Mr. Bcl-

lenden Iver positive su<^<.''estions on the subject. All these

suijg^estions, as far as I understand them, aj)pear to me improve-

ments, and / should even he disposed to try prioritij for such

charges over existing mortgages"
The Bill referred to, having been handed to Mr. Pusey, was

conducted by him through several stages in the Commons, but

was dropped, partly in consequence of the grave doubts expressed

by the Solicitor-General (the present Lord Chancellor*) as to the

justice of giving the rent-charges to be created under the Act
the priority which was sought, and partly because an under-

standing was come to that the late Duke of Richmond should

introduce the measure in the House of Lords, in the ensuing

session of 1845,t when the objection raised by the Solicitor-

General should be more fully considered. It will be remem-
bered that the noble Duke referi"ed to succeeded in obtaining

a Committee to take evidence, and to report upon the proposed

measure, early in the spring of 1845, and that he introduced his

Bill in the following June in accordance with the understanding

come to with Mr. Pusey. This measure, to alter and amend
the Act of the 3rd and 4th of Victoria, became a law in the

same session (8 and 9 Vic. cap. LVL). In the meantime the

Government had undertaken to take the matter up on an en-

larged basis.

3. It was at this juncture that the Prime Minister, the late Sir

Robert Peel, considered it due to the agricultural interest that

an advance of public money should be made for the drainage of

land. In order that the owners of settled estates might be the

* Lord Chancellor Chelmsford.

t The following copy of a letter, written by the late Mr. Pusey to the writer
will be read with interest :

—

" Deak Sir, " Pusey, August 3, 1844.

" I am sorry that as the Solicitor-General disapproved of your Bill, it becomes
hopeless to cai-ry it beyond a second reading. I doubt if we can gain the point

of priority. If the parties whom you represent thinly it desirable to proceed,

your best course would be to draw up a statement of existing difficulties and the

proposed remedies. The Duke of Richmond has expressed his readiness to assist

us, and I would communicate your representation to him. Possibly, as it relates

to proceedings in Chancery, it would be best that tlie liill should be originated

in the House of Lords, where there are so many who have been at the head of
that court.

" January next, however, will be soon enough for you to put me in possession
of your views.

" Yours very truly,
" J. Bailey Denton, Esq." " Philip Pdsev,
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better able to meet any depreciating effects wliich might follow

the repeal of the Corn Laws.
"The Public Money Drainage Act," (9 and 10 Vic. cap. CI.)

was the result of this concession, and several great advantages

were gained by it in furtherance of the principle established by
Mr. Pusey's Act.

These advantages were, first, the removal of the proceedings

out of the hands of the Master in Chancery (in which they

were still left by the 8th and 9th Vic. cap. LVI)., into those of the

Inclosure Commissioners
;

next, the precedence given to im-
provement charges over existing mortgages,—and last, the foun-

dation of a system of drainage which, though open to some
objections, has, on the whole, acted wholesomely and beneficially

for the advancement of agriculture.

Two millions of money was the first grant under the " Public

Money Drainage Act," and the applications were so numerous and
so rapidly made, that the whole of that sum was quickly bespoke.

A second loan of two millions was afterwards granted (13
and 1-1 Vic. cap. XXXI.), and although up to this time (Feb.

1867) the whole of that money has not been actually spent,

none remained unapplied for at the end of the year 1854.

The applications for it, indeed, were so large and numerous
that the Commissioners were very soon compelled to refuse loans

to landowners in those counties where the applications had been

larger than in others, and they were ultimately obliged to defer

applications altogether, even in those counties where they had
been comparatively few.

The amount of money actually expended under the Public

Money Drainage Act up to the end of last year (1866) was

3,869,142/., leaving 130,858/. still to make up the two grants

amounting to 4,000,000/.

The rate of progress at which the public money has been

expended will be seen from various published essays.* Up to the

end of October 1855 the expenditure had been 2,528,783/. l^s. Id.,

and up to the same date in 1861 it had amounted to 3,520,258/.

These figures, compared Avith the expenditure up to the present

date, show that in the first eight years the expenditure was, on an

average, about 316,000/. a year; in the next six years about

165,000/. ; and in the last five years about 70,000/. a year.

These differences are explained by the circumstances that the

Inclosure Commissioners were, as stated, very early obliged to

decline or defer further applications for loans, and that private

enterprise, in the shape of improvement companies, had stepped

* See "Land Drainage and Drainage Systems," Eidgway, London; and
" Journal of Society of Arts," Dec. 14th, 1855.
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in, to supply money to landowners from sources more generally

approved by the nation than the public exchequer.

4. While capitalists were busy in the establishment of private

companies as a medium of supplying money for land improve-

ments, a general Act was passed, called " The Private Money
Drainage^Act, 1849," (12 and l(j Vic. cap. C.) * the object of

which was to promote the application of j)rivate money to the

same purposes and upon the same principles and machinery of

action as had operated in tlie Public Money Act.

The term of years for which landowners could charge their

estates for the repayment of loans was the same under both

Acts, namely twenty- two years; but the great boon conceded by
the use of the public money at a low rate of interest became
manifest directly an effort was made to effect a private loan for

that period of years.

In Clause XXXIV. of the Public Money Act it was enacted

that the land improved should be charged " with the payment
to her Majesty in respect of such advance of a rent-charge after

the rate of 6Z. 10s. rent for every 100/. of such advance."

In Clause IX. of the Private Money Act it was enacted that

the Indosure Commissioners should issue a grant of rent-charge
" to be payable by half-yearly payments for and during the term

of twenty-two years," leaving the landowner to arrange with any
capitalist lending the money the rate of interest he should pay
for the same not exceeding 5 per cent., which under Clause IV.

of the Act was the utmost rate of interest the Inclosure Com-
missioners could sanction.

It was soon found that private capitalists could not advance

money at the same rate of interest,—viz. per cent.,—as the

Government were able to do, and, that as the rate of interest

they demanded corresponded Avith the fluctuating value of

money in the open market, the annual instalment exceeded

the amount tenants were prepared to pay for drainage. This
will be seen when it is pointed out that the annual instaliuent

to repay lOOZ. with interest at 4^ per cent, was 71. bs., and
at 5 per cent. 7/. 10s., instead of 61. 10s. with which the Govern-
ment were satisfied.

This, however, was not the only reason Avhy little was done
under " The Private Money Drainage Act, 1849." Capitalists

generally objected to advance money repayable by instalments

on the ground that they were unable to reinvest without loss the

portions of principal money when repaid, and that where the

* This Act has since been repealed by the Improvement of Land Act, 1864,
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liiilf-jeail}- payments wore small the aiTtangement altogether ceased

to be mutually advantageous.

That the Act did not realise the expectations of the authorities

by whom it was promoted may be inferred from the fact that,

up to this moment, the total sum expended under its provisions

is 269,579/. 5s. Id. ; while if we go back to the end of October,

1855, the sum expended was 128,723/., and to the same period

in 1861, 234,800/.

5. It was to supply the place of the " Public Money Drainage
Act" that the various companies were established under their

special Acts of Parliament, by which they Avere enabled to

transfer the rent-charg:es created under their Acts in such a^ffre-

gate amounts as would be acceptable to capitalists and corporate

institutions whose arrangements admitted of their dealing with

them. By this power they severally- gained the command of

unlimited capital. But as an object of primary importance they

sought and obtained an extension of the period for the repayment
of the money advanced to landowners.

6, As upon this latter point considerable difference of opinion

prevails, it may be desirable to explain the relative advantages

and disadvantages of short and long periods of repayment.

As a fundamental rule, it may be stated that, in proportion to

the durability of the improvement of property, so may be the

length of term over which the repayment of its cost may extend.

This rule is based on the same principles as fipply to the pur-

chase of different characters of property. If land, which is

imperishable, is purchased, thirty years' purchase is given for it

;

if houses, which are perishable, there is hesitation in giving for

them as much as twenty years' purchase.

On a general view the advantages of a short term for repay-

ment over a long one are so obvious that it is hardly necessary

to state them. The property improved becomes year by year

more and more valuable, while there is a greater chance of the

promoter of the improvement outliving the rent-charge, and
leaving the pioperty free to his successor. A tenant for life,

too, is sooner relieved from his responsibilities as to mainten-

ance, and all parties connected with the works^—-those Avho were

responsible for their execution as well as those who have

been benefited b}- them—are the sooner relieved from the risks

and objections which must occasionally arise from accidents

and defects. But as it follows, necessarily, that the shorter the

t(*rm the higher the amount of instalment, it often happens that

these advantages are purchased at a sacrifice of present income.
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Tho advantagos of a lenj^thened term over a short one arc not

so readily stat(>d, though tliey all merge into the one important

(juestion of whether the tenantry can afford to pay the annual

charge for repayment. There are a great many estates requiring

improvement, probably a majority, which are under disability

of entail or settlement, or are held by clergymen and others for

life, who are unable to provide money for improvements and

cannot afford to suffer any diminution of income. Such owners

will not voluntarily concur in any proceeding involving them in

the payment of an annuity larger than they can gain from their

tenants in the shape of increased rents. It is in such cases that

a lengthened term tells with great advantage, inasmuch as money
borrowed for and repaid within the different periods authorised

by the several Acts if reduced to figures results in the following

annual charges (when money is to be obtained at 4A- per

cent) :

—

£. s. (/.

22 years 7 5 0 per cent.

25 „ 6 U 0 „
31 „ 6 0 0 „
50 „ 5 0 0 „

Some few of the more wealthy landowners, who apply their

own money to improvements, are content with even a less return

than the lowest of these rates ; and as long as the works are as

durable as well-executed drainage, 4 per cent, in the improvement

of freehold land is a more profitable return for money expended
than 3 per cent, in the purchase of additional land.

But this view of the case does not apply to landowners who
have not spare money at command, or having capital desire to

employ it in other ways, though v/illing to improve their

property for the benefit of their successors as well as themselves

and tenants.

To such persons the questions which first present themselves

are—upon what terms can money be borrowed and repaid by
instalments? and what annual charge or increase of rent is it

right to put on the land for the required improvements ?

The first question will be answered by the figures just given
;

and with respect to the second, it is pretty generally admitted

that, although some lands will bear a much greater charge

than others, an increase of rent varying from 5 to 10 per cent,

on the outlay is what may fairly be expected from drainage

improvements. Something between 6 and 7 per cent, will re-

present the average rate of increased rent which has been charged.

In other improvements there are many questions of a special

nature involved which do not allow of such an easy treatment.

In the erecting of new farm buildings, for instance, the consider-

YOL. IV.—S. S. K
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ation due to repairs and maintenance—the cost of which new
buildings reduce,—the effect of the improved accommodation on
the renting value of the whole farm, the influence of good
buildings in securing men of capital as tenants, and a variety of

other points, all present themselves with varying force according

to circumstances ; and exactly in proportion as the benefit is

immediate or remote, direct or indirect, so will the greater or

less length of term for the repayment of the cost have weight.

In the building of cottages—an object increasing in importance

every day—the question assumes a different aspect. Cottages pay
Avorse than any other kind of estate improvement. Good dwellings

for the labouring classes, nevertheless, are indirectly as beneficial

to the owner and farm tenant as to the cottager, and it is the

opinion of those who would encourage cottage-building that the

term for repayment should be lengthened as much as the law

will permit, in order that the proportion of the annual instalment

to repay the cost may be reduced as much as possible.

One of the advantages from extending the term for repayment
most strenuously advanced by its advocates is that tenants

generally, and very naturally, look more to what they have to

pay as an increase of rent than to the durability of the work for

which they are to be charged. A tenant, for instance, who
desires to have his lands drained or his buildings made good,

expresses the wish to his landlord ; and the first point discussed

between them is whether or not the tenant will pay the annual

instalment by which the outlay may be repaid. " That," answers

the tenant, " will depend upon what money will be expended and
what amount of instalment will be charged," and the too fre-

quent result of the conference is that the work is limited to the

present views of the tenant without due respect to the future and
permanent interests of the landlord. If the tenant determines,

lor instance, that he can only afford to pay, for what he wants, a

given sum of money—say 60/. a year —the negotiation assumes

a simple arithmetical character. Supposing the period of repay-

ment to be limited to twenty-two years, and the annual instalment

is 11. bs. per cent, (calculated at 4J per cent, interest), all that

could be spent would be 826/. 10s. ; whereas if the period be ex-

tended to thirty-one years the amount that may be expended without

any increase of the annual instalment will be 990/., a difference

which, it may fairly be said, Avill more than pay the extra cost of

required durability. The consideration due to this view of the

case becomes very obvious when it is remembered that the In-

closure Commissioners, acting as protectors of the reversionary

interests, will not sanction the execution of any drainage nor

the erection of any buildings Vi^hich are not of a substantial

character, whereby the cost of such works is frequently raised
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beyond what the tenant, looking to his own interests only, would
desire.

In thus recording the views that prevail with many that have

carefully considered the subject, it is right that we should resist

to the utmost the evils that may arise from the extension of the

term for repayment beyond a reasonable period, and before

describing the powers of the several companies it may be well to

state that the privilege of charging for an unlimited period has

met with almost universal objection.

As if to run from one extreme to another, the first Drainage
Company's Act (the West of England Company's Act) obtained

after the passing of the Public and Private Money Drainage
Acts—which, as before stated, limited the period for repayment
to twenty-two years—contained provisions enabling landowners
to charge their estates in perpetuity,* i.e. to borrow money and
charge their estates with the cost without the obligation of

liquidating the principal. It is against this power, which is

liable to much abuse, that the greatest objection has been raised.

The next private Act obtained was that of the General Land
Drainage and Improvement Company, 1849, by which powers
were given to charge the cost of the more permanent improve-
ments, such as drainage, clearing, and inclosing land for the term

of fifty years, and for the erection of farmhouses and farm build-

ings for the term of thirty-one years. The fifty years' term,

however, has been but seldom adopted, and it may be here stated

that not only do the Inclosure Commissioners, the principal

Companies, including the General Land Drainage Company
itself, and the capitalists advancing the money, prefer a shorter

period, but that the majority of the landowners partake in the

same feeling, though it is obvious alike to all, that a few years'

extension may often operate favourably in securing better and
more durable work, and in preventing too great a charge upon
the tenantry. In such case only is it to be recommended, and it

will be observed that in the prospectus of the General Land
Drainage Company no refei'ence is made to their power to charge

for fifty years.

The two English Companies' Acts which have since been
obtained

—

i.e. the Land Improvement Company's Act and the

Land Loan and Enfranchisement Company's Act—do not con-

* Mr. Brodie, the Secretary to the West of England Company, in his letter to

the writer says, in speaking of the privilege referred to, " Consequently this

Company's Act enables owners to improve their estates without any outlay to

themselves, inasmuch as only the interest has to be paid ; and tenants willingly

pay, as additional rent, 5 per cent, on the cost of improvements. All other Acts
require the owners to liquidate the principal within a certain term of years, the

annual payment being more than tenants are v>illiug to pay."

K 2
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tain the power to charge for even as long a term as the less

period (thirty-one years) to which the General Land Drainage

and lmj)rovement Company are limited, and both the Iiish and

Scotch Acts are subject to the same restriction.

7. Having placed before the Society in a somewhat discursive

manner the arguments bearing upon the important point—the

period within which the cost of improvements may be repaid

—

we will now describe as briefly as possible the several powers

and modes of proceeding of the Companies.

I.—The West of England and South Wales Land
Drainage and Inclosuee Company.

This Company was incorporated by the Act 11 & 12 Vict.,

cap. CXLIL, for the purpose of " enabling owners of limited

interests in land to charge the same for the purposes of drainage,

irrigation, warping, embankment, reclamation, inclosure, and
ianprovcment."

It should be observed that this Company's Act does not extend

to the erection of farm buildings nor cottages, nor in fact to any

other " buildings" than those necessary and proper for executing

the contracts which are by the Act authorised to be made.

This Company has almost, if not entirely, devoted its powers

to the execution of works for landowners, though it docs not

withhold the application of its money where proprietors who
prefer it take the responsibilities upon themselves.

The terms upon which the Company execute works of improve-

ment are not very clearly stated in their prospectus, which sets

forth that after inspection of the lands to be improved a report is

made to the Company, a copy of which is furnished to the pro-

prietor, when the Secretary communicates the terms for which
the Company will execute the work. It is specified, however,

that 55. an acre is the charge for engineering and inspection visits

during progress of the works (exclusive of travelling expenses),

independent of the additional charges for provision of money and
the use of the Act.

Where landowners seek the use of the powers of the Act
simply to charge their estates with any outlay that they them-

selves may make, the Company's commission is 2\ per cent, on

the sum chargeable on the lands.

In no case is any investigation of title necessary.

The West of England Company do not limit their operations

to estates to be charged under their own Act, but undertake work
under other Acts of Parliament, either on commission or by con-

tract, for proprietors not rccpiiring to borrow the cost.
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II.

—

The General Land Pkatnage and Improybment
Company,

This Company was incorporated by tlio Act 12 tSc 13 Vict.,

cap. XCI., lor "the execution of draining, irrigating, warping,

and otlierwise iini)r()ving of waste and other lands, and the

executing of other improvement works in England and Wales."

The powers of this Company include the erection of farm-

houses, cottages for agricultural labourers, and farm buildings of

every kind, as well as the making of railways for agricultural

purposes, aqueducts, and embankments, irrigating with sewage,

with the important additional power of purchasing land by

agreement, not exceeding 1000 acres in extent, improving it and

selling it afterwards.

The operations of this Company are about equally divided

between the execution of work by commission for landowners,

and granting loans to landowners of the money they themselves

expend in works authorised and approved by the Inclosuro

Commissioners.

The works are classified under five heads, thus :

—

Under Class 1 a landowner may undertake the entire execution

of improvements by his own agent and employ his own funds for

the purpose, the Company engaging to repay him the amount
expended after the works have been approved and passed by the

Inclosure Commissioners.

A landowner who has partially drained his estate by means of

a Government loan, may thus obtain from the Company the

necessary money to complete the improvement, or to execute

such other improvements as farm buildings, roads, &c., not

authorised by the Drainage Loan Acts.

Under Class 2 a landowner may make use of the Company's
powers to execute the improvements as under Class 1, supplying

the money throughout, both for the works and the loan on the

estate, and employing the Company only to conduct the business

through all the official forms, and to convert his outlay and
expenses into a rent-charge on the estate.

By this arrangement a tenant for life may use his own money
to improve his settled estate without sinking it for the benefit of

his successor, but retaining it in the form of an annuity charged

on the same estate, as a provision for a younger branch of the

family.

Under Class 3 a landowner may commit the whole responsi-

bility of the improvement to the Company, who will undertake

the preparation of plans and specifications and the execution of

the works with a staff in constant practice ; or in the case of

buildings, by sub-contractors under the immediate superintendence
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of tlioir own surveyor ; the Company supplying the money re-

(juired for the purpose, and ultimately charging the estate with
the outlay and expenses.

Under Class 4 the Company undertake the execution of works
of drainage or other improvements on commission, for landowners
who may be desirous to avail themselves of the experience and
skill of the Company's officers and staff, but who may not desire

to charge the outlay on their estates.

Under this Class landowners who have secured a Government
loan, or who intend to spend their own money, may employ the

Company to execute the works on commission, and to make the

necessary advances for the purpose until all is completed.

Under Class 5 the Company, at the request and in consultation

with the landowner or his agent, will prepare the detailed plans,

specifications, and estimates in accordance with the requirements

of the Inclosure Commissioners, so as to enable the landowner to

execute the works by his own agent and with his own money,
and to receive repayment from the Company of the amount ex-

pended when the works have been approved and passed by the

Inclosure Commissioners, and the charge on the estate com-
pleted.

It should be understood that this Company does not enter into

"contracts" for works by which they can derive a profit, but

that a commission only is charged in addition to the actual cost.

The terms of the Company under each class of works are as

follows :

—

" Class 1. For all works executed on loans under this Class a

commission of 5J per cent, is charged on the amount paid to the

landowner.
" Class 2. Where the landowner only requires the powers of

the Company's Act to charge his own money on the estate, the

commission is 3^ per cent, on all works.
" Class 3. Where the Company undertake and are responsible

for the entire improvement, the commission on drainage is 7.v. Qd.

per acre, and the surveyor's charge is 4s. per acre, including

travelling expenses.
" On all other improvements the Company's commission is

1^ per cent, on the outlay, and the surveyor's charge is 5 per cent.

" Class 4. The charge for works executed under this Class is

9s. per acre for drainage (inclusive of travelling expenses where
the area exceeds 100 acres), and 5 per cent., with the usual sur-

veyor's charges, on all other improvements."
" Class 5. I he commission for works under this Class is 7^ per

cent., inclusive of all surveyor's charges.
" Where the outlay in any improvement exceeds 10,000Z.,

special terms and arrangements may be entered into.
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" With this Company, as with the last, no preceding investiga-

tion of title of any kind, &c., is required, nor is it necessary to

make any inspection of the title-deeds ; so that no legal expenses

arc incurred, and the only attendant charges are the fees to the

Inclosure Commissioners and the actual payments made by the

Company for stamps, advertisements, &c. These, however, with

the Company's commission, are all included in the capital sum
charged on the estate."

Mr. Horace Broke, the secretary, writes as follows :

—

" The rate of rent-charge, of course, depends upon the state of

the money market, besides being influenced to some extent by
the amount of the outlay ; the insurance olKces from whom the

loans are usually procured require about one-half per cent, more
than the current rate on ordinary mortgages, on account of the

advantage to the landowner of being able to pay off the debt by

instalments, and also expect a still higher rate on loans of less

than 2000?., because of the trouble of collecting and apportioning

the half-yearly repayments, which increases in an inverse ratio to

their amount. AH the charges created under the Company's
Act, in cases where the loan has exceeded 2000Z., have been

taken at 4J per cent., with two or three exceptions ; on smaller

loans the rate has been somewhat higher. The following table

shows the amount of annual rent-charge for repaying principal

and interest at those rates, according to the amount of the loan

and the number of years over which the charge has been spread :—

Amount of Loan. Tenn of Years. Rate per Cent.

£ s. (/.

From 500J. to lOOOZ. .. 22 7 10 11

1 » »

)

25 7 1 0

J I J

»

31 6 7 7

From lOOOL to 2000Z. .

.

22 7 7 6

25 6 17 6

> > > 3 • • 31 6 3 11

From 2000Z. upwards .

.

22 7 4 2

it 19 25 6 14 1

» J 9 9 " 31 6 0 4

" You are probably aware that under their Act this Company
generally spread the repayment of the charge over the period

of thirty-one years,* while the Lands Improvement Company

* The Company have, in fact, the power to charge for 50 years in cases of
land improvement, but they ha-ve seldom used it. In certain instances an exten-

sion of term would be exceedingly beneficial to reversionary as well as present

interests, and when a landowner in the prime of life applies his own personal

money to the drainage of a property in which his interest ceases at his death, under
Class II. of the Company's rules, there can be no reason why the full term of
50 years should not be adopted.
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cannot extend it beyond twenty-five, and the Government Drain-
ajje Acts fixed twenty-two years as the lowest term allowed.

" I forward with this letter one of the Company's prospectuses,

from which you will see the rates of commission which they

charge under their different classes of operations, which is of

course hiiiher where, in addition to finding the loan on comple-

tion of the improvement, they have also to undertake the respon-

sibility of executing the works, and paying for them during their

progress.

"For instance, in Class 1, i.e. where landowners execute

their own works, the commission is 5^ per cent, on the amount
of the loan ; in Class 3, Avhei'e the Company do everything, it

is in case of drainage 7s. Gf/. per acre, with 4s. per acre for the

surveyor's charges, inclusive of his travelling expenses ; and for

all other improvement 7i per cent, on the outlay, with 5 percent,

and travelling expenses for the surveyor,
" From a first glance at the difference between 5^ per cent,

and 12\ per cent., it might be inferred that it must always be

most economical for the landowner to execute his improvements
by his own agent ; but a little investigation will show that

this is by no means always the case ; even without examining
how far a land-agent can find time for the effective supervision

of large and special works, in addition to the ordinary duties

inseparably connected with the active management of landed

property.

"The figures would at first seem to stand thus, viz. :

—

Class 1. Class 3.

Outlay £1000 Outlay
_

.. .. £1000
Company's Commission .. 55 Company's Commission .. 75

Surveyor 50

Total £1055 Total £1125

" But to the first total must be added the cost of preparation of

plan to meet the requirements of the Inclosure Commissioners,

and of superintendence of the works, as well as the provision

of the money laid out during their execution ; and a fair estimate

of these expenses will prove them to make up a total which so

nearly equals, if in truth it does not exceed, the commission

charged by the Company, that any difference ought to be more
than compensated by the advantages derived from the employ-

ment of experienced and scientific engineers, who have especially

given their attention to agricultural improvements, as well as of

the skilled foremen who are regularly in their service.

" It is evident that this must be peculiarly the case in

respect of drainage ; where comprehensive and satisfactory
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results aro move likely to be obtained by adoptin<>- the advice

of those who are constantly in the habit of planninj^ similar

works on a larj^e scale, and with a view to include in one system

a considerable; tract of land.

" Besides the above-mentioned classes of operations, the Com-
pany frequ(>ntly, at the landowner's request, })repare the detailed

plans, sj)ecirications, and estimates, in accordance with the

retpirements of the Inclosure Office, so as to enable him to

execute the works by his own agents and with his own money,

and to receive repayment from the Company of the amount
expended after the improvements have been approved and passed

by the Commissioners, and the charge on the estate completed.

For the assistance rendered under this arrangement the com-
mission is 7^ per cent., inclusive of the surveyor's charge.

" Again, if a landowner wishes to lay out his own money in

effecting improvements, but desires to charge the cost upon the

estate, the Company will make the necessary application to the

Inclosure Office, and carry through all the other proceedings

re([uisite for giving to the landowner the benefit of their Act.

In such cases their commission is only 3^ per cent, upon the

outlay, while the landowner obtains a charge with a parliamentary

title, taking precedence of any other charges or encumbrances on
the estate, which may either be left as a provision for his widow,
or for the maintenance of infant children, or be employed as a

means of raising money at far less than the cost of an ordinary

mortgage.
" The Company likewise undertake drainage or other improve-

ments for landowners, who, while desirous to avail themselves

of the experience and skill of the Company's officers and staff,

do not wish to charge the outlay on their estates. In such cases

the commission is 95. per acre for drainage (inclusive of the

surveyor's travelling expenses, where the area drained exceeds

100 acres), and 5 per cent, on the outlay, with the usual surveyor's

charges for all other improvements. Under engagements of this

nature, which never go into the Inclosure Office, the Company
have executed very extensive works.

" In conclusion, I should beg you to remember, that the Com-
pany's profit is solely derived from their commission, and that

they make nothing either upon the loans or upon the contracts

for the works, procuring the former at the lowest rates at which
they can be obtained, and charging only cost price under the

latter ; while they give every assistance to the landowner in

economising the outlay, by facilitating arrangements for making
bricks and pipes upon the property, by employing all such
other approved materials as the estate may furnish, and by pro-

viding for their haulage by the tenants."
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III.

—

The Lands Impkovement Company.

This Company was incorporated by the Act of 16 & 17 Vict.,

cap. CLIV. (amended by subsequent Acts), for the improve-

ment of land, including- all the powers of the last-named Com-
pany with the addition of planting.

The Company proclaims itself specially as not undertaking;

works of improvement, and " wishes it to be understood that it

is of a strictly financial character, and that the details of the

plans and of the execution of the works are not interfered with

by them, but are controlled by the landowner and by the In-

closure Commissioners."

This Company's Acts permit :

—

" Firstly.—A landowner to contract for and obtain a loan from
the Company, for the execution (by himself) of improvement
works, with the sanction, in the first instance, of the proposed

outlay, and the subsequent approval of the works, by the Inclo-

sure Commissioners' Inspector, the Company receiving for the

loan (and expenses) a rent-charge upon the property, repaying

the same by half-yearly instalments, over a term not exceeding

twenty-five years.

"Secondly.—The Company, acting under the control of the

Inclosure Commissioners, will undertake (by means of a com-
petent contractor) to execute improvement works, taking a rent-

charge upon the property to repay the contract sum (and expenses)

by half-yearly instalments over the term agreed upon, not ex-

ceeding twenty-five years,

" Thirdly. —A landowner may also avail himself of the powers
of the Acts to charge the inheritance by way of rent-charge

with the outlay and expenses from his own funds for improve-

ment works executed by himself under the Commissioners'

approval."

The terms of this Company are quoted from their prospectus

as follows :

—

" In all cases the contract sum or loan, the Company's com-
mission, and the preliminary expenses of the Inclosure Com-
missioners' Inspector, and of the evidence as to the title to the

benefit of the Acts (together estimated not to exceed on the

average 7 per cent, on the whole loan if taken up in instalments

of not less than 500Z.) are charged in one sum upon the inherit-

ance for a term varying from fourteen to twenty-five years,

according to the desire of the applicant, under the approval of

the Commissioners.
" The Company's commission above alluded to, Avhere a land-

owner executes his own works and contracts for a loan from
the Company, is 5 per cent., which, as already stated, is added
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to the gross sum charged upon the inheritance, as that if 2000?.

were outlaid in improvements, about 2140/. (including all ex-

penses) would be charged on the lands.

" VVliere a landowner seeks only to charge the inheritance

with the authorised outlay from his own funds by Avay of rent-

charge, tlie commission of the Company is from 2\ to 3 per

cent., according to the amount outlaid.

" The evidence required as to right to the benefit of the Acts
is the production to the Company's solicitor of a certified copy
of the deed or Avill (or of a sufficient extract therefrom), under
which the applicant holds the lands to be improved, and should

that document, for a valid reason, not be forthcoming, the In-

closure Commissioners Avill accept a statutory declaration as to

the applicant's interest in the lands to be improved and charged

with the loan. In all cases the Commissioners will require the

Company to show that the parties interested as mortgagees in

the lands to be improved and charged, have been served with a

notice of the proposed loan. In Scotland, Yorkshire, and
Middlesex the register of incumbrance must be examined. The
applicant's own solicitors will be requested, at the option of the

Company, to serve the notices above mentioned, and these may
be effected by registered letter through the post-office.

" The solicitor's fee for investigation of evidence is regulated

by a per-centage on the loan, viz. 5s. per lOOZ. on loans up to

the sum of 10,000?., all excesses above 10,000/. at the rate of

2s. 6rf. per 100/. No fee to be less than 21. 2s., except in the

case of loans of and under 100/., where the fee will be only 1/. l.y.

" The rate of rent-charge to repay capital and interest in

twenty-five years is, at the present time

—

£. s. d.

" In England and Wales 7 10 per cent, per ann. for loans, or instal-

ments of loans, under 500Z.

„ „ 6 14 1 per cent, per ann. for loans, or in.stal-

ments of loans, above 500?.

"In Scotland ,= .. 6 14 1 per cent, per ann. for loans, or instal-

ments of loans.

" In making application for a loan, or for power to charge on
the inheritance the cost of numerous improvements to be made
over a term of years, it is not necessary to furnish detailed plans

of the whole intended works, but only complete plans, a general

specification of each class of building and estimates, for those

buildings to be executed within the following year."

IV.

—

The Land Loan and Enfranchisement Company.

This Company was incorporated by the Act 23 & 24 Vict., cap.

CLXIX., for the same purposes as the last, the outlay in which
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is to 1)0 repaid bj a torniinablo r(>nt-cliargc spread over a period

not exceedinji" twenty-five years. The powers extend to Great
Britain, Ireland, and the Channel Islands. The Company possess

the important special power of making advances for the en-

franchisement of copyholds, " repayable either in one sum, or

by way of annuity, spread over fifteen years ; and as to church
lands, such a number of years as may be agreed upon. This
power, it is believed, will be extensively used by landowners

who would hesitate to clog their estates with a mortgage debt,

but who Avould not have the same objection to charge the

enfranchised lands with an annuity which will cease after a cer-

tain number of years, and leave the lands free. In many cases

land so held might, by improvements (which would very likely

never be undertaken while it remained unenfranchised), be at once

made to produce an increased income, equal to, if not exceeding,

the amount of the annuity. The method of procedure is simple

and inexpensive, the costs being controlled by the Copyhold
Commissioners and charged on the land.

"The Company's leading object is the advance of money, but

the Company's officers are ready in all cases to assist land-

owners with advice and suggestions as to the best mode of

carrying out improvements ; and the Company will, if desired,

undertake the execution of the works."

The terms of the Company are stated as follows :

—

" The Company's commission on advances for improvements
is 5 per cent.

;
special terms may be arranged in respect to large

transactions. This, together with the preliminary expenses of

the Inclosure Commissioners' Inspector, is added to the amount
of the charge. No investigation of the landowner's title is neces-

sary. The Company simply require to be assured, through their

solicitors, that the applicant is the landowner within the meaning
of the Act. The rate of annual rent-charge for twenty-five

years, to repay capital and interest at the present time, ranges

from 11. Is. per cent, per annum on small transactions, to CZ. 12s. 4c?.

on larger amounts."

The terms for the enfranchisement of copyhold are a com-
mission of 5 per cent, on the sum advanced. The rent-charge is

lis. Id. for 15 years to repay principal and interest.

The features which distinguish these four Companies may be

shortly stated to be as follows :

—

The West of England Company almost exclusively apply

themselves and their funds to the execution of works by contract

or on commission.

The General Land Drainage and Improvement Company are

equally engaged in the execution of works on commission, and
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in thi; .idvanco of capital to landovvncis wlio dcsiro to execute

their works themselves.

The Lands Improvement Company, and the Land Loan Com-
pany, act only as a medium of supplying capital to landowners

who may desire to execute their works themselves, or to l(;t them
by contract, while the Inclosure Commissioners control the pro-

ceedings e(|ually of all the Companies where the outlay is charged

on the lands improved. The Land Loan Company alone have the

power to advance money for the enfranchisement of copyholds.

Before leaving this Ijranch of the subject it may be well to

observe that when comparing the cost of works executed through

different agencies under the sevenal Acts—namely, those per-

formed by the Companies for landowners with those performed

by landowners themselves or their agents—it is essential that the

details of the arrangements in each case should be fairly and
fully considered. In the former case it is generally so managed
that all materials and labour of every kind and description shall be

included in the contract, and paid for by the contracting Com-
pany, to be charged on the improved property, even though stone

and timber is supplied by the landowner and the haulage done

by the tenantry, while in the latter case home-found materials

are as frequently given without any charge or are furnished at a

nominal cost, and the tenants are required to do the haulage

Avithout payment or at a much less cost than in cases where there

is a contracting party to pay for it. There is no greater source

of misapprehension than that founded upon these varying prac-

tices, and comparisons are sometimes made disadvantageously to

a Company which, if the details were carefully dissected, would
be found inappropriate.

The Legislature evidently considered that it was right that the

whole cost of all legalised improvements should be charged on
the improved property, inasmuch as after two applications to

Parliament, the " Lands Improvement Company " obtained

powers to charge on estates the whole outlay in buildings and
planting in substitution of three-fourths the cost of the one,

and half the cost of the other. To resist this admitted principle,

and to limit the outlay to be chai'ged to less than the actual

total cost, could not fail to have the effect of preventing desirable

progress.

It should here be stated that the aggregate expenditure in

works executed in England and Wales under the several Com-
panies' Acts that have passed under the inspection of the Inclo-

sure Commissioners have been upwards of 4,000,OOOZ. * This is

* The total amount of money expended under the inspection of the Inclosure
Commissioners in iniprovemnts of all kinds under all the Acts, both public and
private, up to the date of this cssiiy, is as near as possible 8,000,OOU/.
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exclusive of moneys expended by the two operative Companies
for landowners who have not charged their estates, and which
proceedings do not come in any way under the surveillance of

the Inclosure Commissioners. They would amount to a con-

siderable addition.

8. Besides the several Acts already referred to there is the

general Act of the 27 & 28 Vict., cap. CXIV., entitled " The
Improvement of Land Act, 1864," which was intended to include

all the desirable powers of the several Companies. In fact, when
enumerating the objects intended by the term " Improvement of

Land," all the works specified in the various private Acts are

repeated. It goes, however, somewhat further, and includes in

its provisions one of the most important privileges which has yet

been granted to landownei-s with limited interests. It enables

them to subscribe to railways and canals, the construction of

which may benefit their estates, if the Inclosure Commissioners
approve of the object.

It can well be conceived that, with the present difficulties in

raising capital for the construction of railways, landowners might
very materially aid in securing a branch or local line by raising

money on their estates proportionate to the extent of benefit they

will derive, and by subscribing such amounts towards its con-

struction.

This provision is not sufficiently well known, for there can be

no doubt that, within cei"tain limits of amount, no improvement
so decidedly increases the commercial value of rural property as

the existence of railway communication.

But it cannot be withheld from the agricultural interest, that

however desirable it may be to have at command such general

powers as were gained by the " Improvement of Land Act,

1864," the same difficulty of securing money under its provisions

will prevail as attended the private Money Drainage Act

—

which it repealed—although the period for the repayment of

borrowed money may be extended from twenty-two to twenty-

five years. The medium of supply will still be wanted, and

nothing can be done without recourse to legal assistance, which

is altogether avoided with some of the Companies.

One further remark is necessary to conform to the conditions

expressed in the terms of the Society in reference to the influence

these various Acts have had upon agriculture.

Though the total amount, 8,000,000/., expended under them
amounts to but a small proportion of the money necessary to

effect all the improvements they were designed to promote, still

the money borrowed under their powers, if associated with that

which has been contemporaneously expended from private
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sources, would represent an aggregate outlay of no mean
amount.

The figures quoted include, in some instances, money laid out

in Scotland. If this were deducted, the average annual expen-

diture of borrowed money in England and Wales would probably

be reduced to about 300,000/. a year. But this amount does not

indicate the extent of benefit resulting from the operations of the

several Acts.

The effect has been felt far beyond the limits of the works
which have been executed.

Superior intelligence has been brought to bear, resulting in

an union of science with practice which cannot have failed to

offer examples highly advantageous to the country at large.

Moreover, at least one-third of the money expended has already

been repaid, and has returned into the channels whence it was
diverted.

The Inclosure Commissioners who have controlled the expen-

diture have been influenced only by the desire to act justly to

applicants for loans, as well as to the reversionary interests which
they are specially called upon to protect. Their Inspectors,

though not all selected from the same rank in life, have been

animated by one desire, to improve the quality of the works

they have been called upon to inspect ; and the landed interest

has had the additional benefit of the special skill and experience

which have distinguished the several Companies.

P.S. This article would be imperfect as an epitome of recent

Legislation on Land Drainage and Estate Improvements in England
and Wales, were not some reference made to two Acts of Parlia-

ment, which have passed the Legislature, since Mr. Pusey's Act
of 1840, for the improvement of outfalls.

The first which l)ecame law was that of the 10 and 11 Vict.,

cap. xxxviii., called " Lord Lincoln's Act," which merely pro-

vides for the compulsory clearing of existing ditches neglected by
those whose duty it is to keep them open : and the other is

known as the " Land Drainage Act, 1861," 24 and 25 Vict, cap.

CXXXIII., which enables owners of land to obtain compulsorily

an outlet for the water of drainage through any person's property

interposing between the lands drained and the natural outfall.

The expenses and trouble, of putting either measure into opera-

tion, practically act as a bar to proceedings under them as far as

simple outfalls go.

J. B. D,
22, Whitehall Place, Westminster,

February 1867.
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IX .— The Farminr/ Customs and Covenants of Enyland.

Uy Clement Cadle.

Prt7.e Essay.

It is obvious that in azi Essay on this subject the principal diffi-

culty of the writer is to so arrange the matter that it shall be

available with facility for reference by the reader, and at the

same time be so subdivided as to be fully discussed within the

limits usually assigned to an Essay in the ' Royal Agricultural

Journal ;' for it is a subject that is little understood as a whole,

while almost every agriculturist is necessarily more or less con-

versant with the customs pi'evalent in his own neighbourhood,

and, as is usual in these cases, most people think the system they

understand is the best that can be adopted. In applying to this

subject, which is as important as it is diversified, our experience

as agricultural valuers and land agents, we will first pass in

review the customs now existing, and afterwards make some sug-

gestions for an agreement to improve them, and at the same time

to ensure good farming, so that estates may be handed over in

satisfactory condition to incoming tenants.

We will first notice the customs as to the various times of

entry :

—

January 1st, New Years Day.—There are very few entries at

this date, and of those the customs would be similar to those of

entries at other dates in the neighbourhood.

February 2nd, Candlemas.—This is a very common time of

entry in the West of England, and the customs attending it are

similar to those of Lady-day entries in the same districts. The
incomer usually has the right to go upon the stubbles to plough

after the 1st of November, and often claims stabling for his

horses, and, in the house, room for their attendant.

On the 2nd of February the outgoer gives up the whole of the

land, except a meadow near the buildings, called a "boozy
pasture," for his cattle to run in till May the 1st; on many light-

land farms he also claims a right to consume his roots on the

land where they are grown until the 25th March.

The outgoer retains the use of yards and buildings, except

part of stable, until May 1st, to consume his hay, straw, &c.,

and he also claims use of the farm-house, except one room below

and one upstairs for servants, as before mentioned.

The outgoing tenant claims the right to plant an offgoing crop

on sometimes one-fourth, but usually on one-third, of the arable

land ; to two rooms in the house, and also to half the barns and

granaries for hai'vesting and storing the crop until 1st May
twelvemonth following the expiration of tenancy ; but many
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persons contend that such wheat crop must be planted before the

iJnd February, otherwise tlie outgoor h)ses his right to enter upon

the land to plant it.

The straw from such wheat crop belongs to the incoming

tenant. Much trouble often arises I'rom the outgoer refusing to

thrash to supply the incomer with straw, and sometimes even

going so far as to compel the incomer to thrash the crop so as

to get straw. To avoid this, a custom is becoming prevalent for

the outgoer to thrash his corn in the fields, leaving the incomer

to haul the straw home. This, however, should be resisted, as it

cannot be rightly claimed, the few years which have elapsed

since the application of steam to thrashing-machines not being

suHicient to establish a custom.

The outgoer is allowed the seed-bill, and often for sowing and

harrowing in, but must preserve the young seeds from the 1st

November, He has also to allow the incomer to j)lant seeds in

his offgoing crop.

It is seldom that any allowance can be claimed for manure,

improvements, tillages, or other work done by outgoers except by
agreement.

This is the principal time of entry in Cumberland, Hereford,

Monmouthshire, Lancashire, and the West Riding of York ; and

partly so in Cheshire, Ghrucestershire, Westmorland, Worcester-

shire, North and South Wales.

Lady Day.—There is greater diversity in the customs of

Lady-day takings than in those of any other entries. In many
instances they are identical with the customs of Candlemas
takings, while in others they resemble those of Micliaelmas,

whilst in a few respects they are distinct from either.

Commonly the incoming tenant takes possession of the meadow-
land some time previous to the commencement of the tenancy

;

in many instances he also goes upon the land to do the brush or

stubble-ploughing, and sometimes to plant the wheat and other

corn, whilst the outgoer retains a meadow, the house, buildings,

and yards, to consume his straw, fodder, and roots, until May 1st.

The outgoer is paid for his seeds, and in the West he takes an
offgoing crop, of which crop the incomer in some places takes

every fourth stock, and in others every third, probably as a set-off

against the rent of the land on which' it is grown. He also in

some instances claims to be paid for the preparation of land for

the spring corn, and sometimes for a portion of the artificial

food and manure.

As a rule, in the Eastern Counties the outgoer does not take

an offgoing crop ; and here he has to be paid for tillage done to

fallows, and other work performed in the previous summer; and
the taking assimilates in a great extent to Michaelmas entries.

VOL. IV.—S. S.
"
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The Lady-day oi- Candlemas entry is undoubtedly the best

time of year for arable farms, especially if the incomer has the

right of pre-entry to plough : but for grazing farms Michaelmas
is jierhaps preferable. This (Lady-day) is the principal time of

entry in the following counties :—Cheshire, Derby, Dorset, Hun-
tingdon, Leicester, Lincoln, Northampton, Nottingham, Rutland,

Shropshire, Somerset, Stafford, Warwick, North and East Ridings
of Yorkshire, and in North Wales.

It is also prevalent in Bucks, Bedford, Cambridge, Cornwall,

Cumberland, Devon, Gloucesteishire, Hereford, Northumber-
land, Nottingham, Surrey, Westmorland, Wilts, Worcester, West
Riding of York, and South Wales.
May Day.—There are only two counties in which this is the

period of entry, viz. :—Durham, and a portion of Northumber-
land ; and in these cases the customs so closely resemble those of

the Lady-day entries, that we do not deem any special notice

of them necessary.

Michaelmas.—This " taking " undoubtedly allows the outgoer

the greatest opportunity for fraud, should he be dishonest, as

it is impossible for the incomer's valuer to ascertain with

accuracy whether all the work charged for, such as scarify-

ing, harrowing, &c., has been duly executed
;
nevertheless, the

cost is generally less to the incomer, except when he has to pay
for manure.

In this taking the general custom is for the outgoer to prepare

the fallow and do the summer work, such as planting turnips,

which the incomer has to pay for, together with the rent, &c., of

that portion of the farm. The outgoer in some cases holds the

principal portion of the fold-yards, barns, stack-yards, and house,

until the spring, to consume his straw ; in others he gives up the

straw, &c., at a consuming price (usually two-thirds the market-

value) ; and in some cases the outgoer is paid half the cost of

fallowing the previous year. Where it can be effected it is

obviously better for both outgoer and incomer to pay the value

of crops, and let the outgoer plant them.

The outgoer is also repaid the bill for seeds, and sometimes

cost of sowing and harrowing in ; likewise in other cases an addi-

tional payment if the seeds are good. He is also allowed to

charge for liming and sheep-folding; but we very much doubt

whether any claim for corn consumed or for artificial manure
could be sustained, except by agreement, as the use of these is of

too modern a date to support a claim by custom.

In Kent, and a portion of Surrey and Sussex, there is a custom

to allow also for what are called half-fallows and half-dressings,

the allowance being made where only one crop has been taken

since such fallowing or dressing.
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The outgoor in many cases also claims to be allowed for the

manure made in the yards, &c.

This is the principal time of entry in the following :—Bed-

ford, Berks, Essex, Herts, Hants, Middlesex, Kent, Norfolk,

Oxford, Suffolk, Surrey, Sussex, and South Wales. It is also

common in Bucks, Cornwall, Cambridge, Devon, Dorset, Dur-
ham, Gloucestershire, Huntingdon, Leicester, Notts, Northamp-
tozi, Somerset, Worcester, and Wilts.

Having thus shortly treated of the periods of entry, we will

proceed to give the customs of each county, taking them in

alphabetical order to facilitate reference. Probably many a

reader will interest himself in the customs of his own county,

who would not go through a long article embodying those

customs under the heading of " date of entry."

The following customs have been compiled from various

sources, but principally from information given in answer to

direct application—we having written to upwards of 300 gentle-

men, including land-agents, agriculturists, and auctioneers, in

every county. We are also indebted to the ' Journals of the

Royal Agricultural Society,' Wingrove Cooke's ' Agricultural

Tenancies,' Dixon's ' Law of the Farm,' in addition to our own
pei'sonal experience and observation.

Bedfordshire.—This county had originally the Lady-day
system of letting. Michaelmas takings are now generally

adopted, and Lady-day entries are becoming rare. The farms

are usually held from year to year, leases being exceptional, but

latterly many leases have been granted.

The outgoing tenant cultivates the fallows, carts the manure
out, mows and stacks the hay. The valuation between the out-

going and incoming tenants comprises the hay, straw, and root

crop at a consuming price. Sometimes the outgoing tenant

browses his own straw and consumes his hay on the farm, but in

most cases it is valued to the incoming tenant, the straw at per

acre and the hay at per ton ; also the acts of husbandry on the

fallows, which include ploughing, scuffling, and cartage of manure,
also the value of the clover-seed, and the cost of sowing and har-

rowing-in of the same. The manure is left on the farm without

payment. The outgoing tenant retains half the house and home-
stead until the following Lady-day, for the thrashing and market-

ing of his corn.

We are indebted to Mr. Charles Stafford, of Bedford, for

iniormation respecting the customs of this county, and also for

j
revising the same. It has also been revised by Mr. M. Reynolds,

I of Old Warden.
Berkshire.—Michaelmas day is the time of entry in this

county ; the incoming tenant has the option of an entry at Lady-
L 2
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clay to sow the seeds and work the faUows, or he may leave this

work to be performed by the outgoing tenant, and to be paid for by
valuation. Tlie hay and straw are usually taken to at a feeding-

price, but in some cases tenants are allowed to sell wheat-straw.

The manure belongs to the incoming tenant, and nothing is

allowed for artificial manures or other improvements, unless by
special agreement. The buildings are usually put in repair when
a new tenant enters, and he is then bound to maintain them, the

landlord finding materials.

Mr. W. Bulstrode and the Committee of the Hungerford
Farmers' Club have revised the above, and are of opinion that it

is correct.

]>UCKlNGEfAMSHIRE.—The customs in the south and south-east

of this county are very similar to those just described. The entry

is usually at Michaelmas, the incoming tenant having the right

of entry on the 1st of April, to work the fallows and sow the

seeds, or he may allow them to be valued in the usual way
at Michaelmas, the valuation to include seeds, carting, and
ploughing. Hay, straw, &c., are taken at a consuming price.

The manure is left for the incoming tenant, and nothing is paid

for unexhausted manures or permanent improvements. Tenants

are supplied with materials in the rough, and have to keep the

buildings in repair. The outgoing tenant retains the use of the

])arn, and of part of the house, until the 25th of December, to

prepare his corn for market, and the use of the yards to the 26th

March, to consume his straw, &c. In cases where the incoming
tenant works the fallows, &c., the corn is often sold by auction,

and the outgoing tenant then gives up the whole of the farm at

Michaelmas.

In the north and west of this county the customs are very

different, nearly all the entries being at Lady-day (old time).

The incoming tenant has stable room for his team and lodgings

for his carter from Candlemas, to prepare the land and sow his

spring crops. An auction for the sale of stock is usually held

at Michaelmas preceding the termination of the tenancy ; but

the working horses and implements are not sold until after

Christmas, as the outgoing tenant has to put in the wheat crop

and draw out the manures, &c. The grass keeping and the hay

is usually sold to be consumed on the premises before the end of

the tenancy. In some instances the outgoing tenant retains the

use of the house and yards until the 1st of May. The corn

crops are generally harvested by the outgoing tenant, and the in-

comer has the straw and fodder at a consuming price ; but occa-

sionally the crops are sold, and then the purchaser has the use of

the barns and yards to consume the straw and fodder, &c. If

there is a crop of turnips it is usually sold, together with a rick
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of clover or liay to bo ronsumed with it, the outgoing tenant

accommodating the purchaser with hurdles, and in this case a

time is named by which the crop must be consumed, so that the

incoming tenant can prepare the land for barley. The tenant

keeps the premises in repair, being provided with materials in

the rough within six miles. The landlord usually finds draining

pijies as the tenant requires them.

Mr. George Bennett has kindly supplied us with information

respecting the customs for the north and north-west portions

of the county, and we are indebted to Mr. James Rolt, of Pen
Amersham, for the customs of the south and south-east.

CambridOESIIIKE.—The entries are at Michaelmas and Old
Lady-day, the tenancies being held both by the year and on
lease. If the incoming tenant thrashes the corn and carries it to

market (within ten miles), he takes the straw, &c., in payment

;

but if not, he pays for the straw, &c., by valuation. The hay is

taken to at a consuming price, and the manure at two-thirds its

value
;
draining and permanent improvements are not paid for,

except under agreement. The incoming tenant generally sows

the turnips and cole-seed, and pays for the acts of husbandry,

viz., ploughings, rolling, and harrowing, also the cartage of

farm-yard dung and artificial manures. Mangold is allowed

for at a consuming price. The outside of the house and buildings

is generally kept in repair by the landlord ; and the inside, and
also the gates, stiles, and fences, by the tenant. Sometimes,

however, the tenant makes all repairs, the landlord furnishing

rough materials.

ClIESHiriE.—Lady-day holdings from year to year are here the

custom. Generally with written agreements Avhich contain com-
pensation clauses. The incomer usually obtains possession of

the meadows and tillage land on the 25th of December, the

pasture on the 2nd of February, and of the boozy pasture, house,

and buildings on the 1st of May, Formerly the meadows and
tillage land were given up on the 2nd of February, together

with the pasture. The outgoing tenant takes his away-going

crop of wheat of one-half alter the green crop, and two-thirds

after summer fallows, and has an allowance for clover and grass

seeds which have been sown in the last year. Hoy and straw

may not be removed, except near large towns, when the occu-

pier must bring back an equivalent quantity of dung. The
outgoing tenant is allowed nothing for the manure left on the

premises. Compensation for improvements is very rare :, the

landlord having put the buildings into repaii', expects the tenant

to maintain them on being supplied with materials in the rough.

Revised by Mr. George Jackson, of Tattcnhall Hall, Chester.

Cornwall.—The holdings in Cornwall are chiefly divided
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between Latly-day and Michaelmas ; Midsummer and Christmas

takings are becoming exceedingly rare. The farms are usually

let on lease lor terms varying from seven to twenty-one years.

There are, however, several instances of verbal agreement from
year to year. Permanent and unexhausted improvements are not

allowed for, except in a few cases. Draining is usually per-

formed by the landlord, the tenant paying a percentage on the

outlay, but occasionally it is done jointly. The Lady-day valua-

tions comprise the growing wheat crop, and the acts of husbandry

on the barley, oat, and turnip land
;
and, on the Michaelmas

holdings, the acts of husbandry on the root crops and fallow. It

is, however, very usual, on a Michaelmas holding, to have a

special agreement for entry at Midsummer to prepare a wheat
tillage, and cultivate the roots, and on a Lady-day holding to

have an entry at Christmas or Candlemas to prepare the land for

spring crops, the outgoer being compensated for the land taken.

Hay, straw, and dung left on the farm are the property of the

incoming tenant. The outgoing tenant allows for the repairs

necessary to the gates, fences, thatched roofs, &c. The Michael-

mas tenant, on leaving, has the use of the barns and premises

until Christmas or Candlemas, and the Lady-day tenant until the

second week in May.
Cumberland.—Candlemas is here the usual time of entry,

but in some localities there are Lady-day takings ; leases and
agreements are the rule, and yearly takings are very exceptional.

Tenants are obliged by custom to keep their full stock of sheep

and cattle up to the time of leaving, and may then sell the hay
and straw which remain, but this custom is found to work very

badly, and now it is usually agreed that (except a specified quantity

of each), all the hay, straw, and roots shall be consumed on the

farm. The incoming tenant claims the manure free of charge.

The outgoing tenant is paid for the rent, rates, taxes, seed, and
labour on all dead or bare fallows in the last year, and the cost

price of clover and grass seeds sown the preceding spring, if left

uninjured. When the entry is at Lady-day, the outgoing tenant

is sometimes obliged to consume two-thirds of the hay, straw,

and roots ; and where the entry is for the land at Candlemas, and

the buildings at May-day, all the hay, straw, roots, &c., are to

be consumed, and the manure left for the incoming tenant.

When this last is the custom, the outgoer is only paid for one

ploughing and harrowing, seed, wheat, carting, spreading

manure, and the artificial manure put upon the dead fallow.

Gates and fences are left in tenantable repaii-, or the incomer is

paid for dilapidations.

Derbyshire.—Lady-day is the invariable time of entry in

this county, with a right of pre-entry on February 1st to plough
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stubbles and fallows, and also to manure meadows. The incomer

takes possession upon payment of the seed-bill, and, in most

cases, for manure left from last year, or such as will only benefit

the incomer ; in other cases the manure belongs to the farm.

The compensation to outgoing tenants for improvements is

limited
;
bones, lime, guano, rape-dust, cScc, are allowed for. The

allowance for half-inch bones extends over six years on grass-

land, when pastured ; if mown, for only half that time ; on some
farms one-third or one-half of the cost of the oil-cake consumed
during the last year is allowed. The farms are usually let on
yearly tenancies, and the occupier has to keep the buildings,

gates, fences, &c., in repair. Hay and straw are not generally

allowed to be sold off.

This has been revised by Dr. Hitchman, of the County
Asylum, and by the Agricultural Society.

Devonshire.—The change of tenancy takes place either at

Lady-day or Michaelmas. In some instances it is at Christmas,

but these are rare. There are very few agricultural customs in

this county. Nearly all the farms are held under lease or agree-

ment, and any question that may arise is regulated thereby. If

there is no lease or agreement the outgoing tenant may in most
instances sell everything off. When there are tenancies at will,

from year to year, they are determinable by a notice, which may-

be given by either party six months' previous to the termination

of any year of the tenancy. An auction is usually held, and
everything is sold off, including the manure. A tenant who
goes out at Lady-day does not sow the wheatcrop, except by
agreement. The landlord repairs the walls and slated roofs, in

some instances also the doors and floors ; the tenant has to do all

other repairs.

We are indebted to Mr. W. Rolstone Whiteway, of Orley
House, Ashburton, for an account and revision of the customs of

this county.

Dorsetshire.—Lady-day is the usual time of entry. The
incoming tenant generally enters upon the turnip land and mea-
dow on the 6th April ; other pasture and down-land, with two-year

old leys, on the Cith July ; and on the 10th October the remainder
of the arable land ; and on July the 6th of the year following

the remainder of the homestead. The incoming tenant is allowed

stabling, with straw for food and litter, and the use of the yards

for turning up manure ; he has also a cottage for his carter and
shepherd, and a portion of the farm-house.

The outgoing tenant generally takes the wheat and barley

crop, which is valued on the ground, and worked off by incomer.

Improvements and artificial manures are not allowed for. The
manure belongs to the incomine: tenant.
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Durham.—The farms arc commonly held from the loth May,
but a few are taken at Michaelmas. With respect to the May-
day takings, the outgoing tenant is allowed an away-going crop

on from one-half to two-thirds of the arable land, the straw from

which crop is to be left on the premises for the benefit of the

incoming tenant. The remainder of tlie arable land may be

entered on in January or February. The outgoing tenant quits

that portion of the pasture land which was depastured in the

preceding year on the 6th April, and the other portion on the

i3th May. He retains the use of the barns and stackyards until

the following Lady-day, on condition that he shall thrash his

crops so as to give the incoming tenant a regular supply of straw

for use during the intervening winter. The manure made during

the last six months belongs to the incoming tenant.

With respect to Michaelmas tenancies the whole of the pre-

mises are given up at that time, and the outgoer is paid for the

acts of husbandry on the fallows. The incoming tenant has to

take to the hay, straw, and roots at a consuming price. Tenants

do all repairs except those to walls, timber, and roofs. No
allowance is made for unexhausted manures or improvements.

Mr. Samuel Rowlandson, of the College, Durham, has supplied

us with most of the above information.

Essex.—The tenancies commence at Michaelmas, and the

outgoing tenant is entitled to the use of the barns until the

following Lady-day.

The incoming tenant has to pay for the acts of husbandry on
the root-crop and fallows, including the rent, and in many in-

stances the tithes and rates. Hay is valued to the incoming
tenant at two-thirds the market price. The outgoing tenant

may fodder out his hay and straw ; or the incoming tenant may
thrash the corn and take it to the market (not more than ten miles),

and take the straw, &c., to pay expenses. The manure is mea-
sured in heaps, and valued to the incoming tenant at so much
a yard.

Hay and straw may be sold off, on manure being brought back,

load for load. The tenant does the repairs, the landlord pro-

viding materials within 10 miles.

Gloucestershire.—The takings in this county arc chiefly, on
the Cotswold Hills at Lady-day, and in the Vale at Michaelmas;
but in those parts of the county which border Hereford and Mon-
mouth they are sometimes at Candlemas. With a Lady-day
taking, the incoming tenant pays for all acts of husbandry done
to the root-crops, with the full amount expended in artificial

manure during the last year, and for all winter ploughings,

manuring, young clover, &c. When bones are used, an allow-

ance of three years is made on the Cotswold, but not in the
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Vale. With a Michaelmas tenancy the incoming tenant tak(;s

to all the hay and straw at a consuming price, and pays for

acts of husbandry and for manure used on the root crop ; but

this paying lor the guano used with the root crops can scarcely

be called a custom, as it only dates back some 20 or 25 years
;

the outgoing tenant has the use of the barns, &c., to thrash and

market his corn, until the first week in May. The Candlemas
takings are the same as in Herefordshire.

There is a very injurious custom in this county, which compels

the out":oin<r tenant leavinn: at Michaelmas to knock the fruit off

the apjile and pear trees or leave them for the incomer, and as

the fruit is not ripe often until the end of October the trees are

much damaged in consequence, and the* outgoer is not allowed

the use of the cider mill to convert his fruit.

Most of the Cotswold farms are let on lease, but the farms in

the other portions of the county are more generally held as

yearly tenancies. The landlord usually makes the repairs to the

homestead, the tenant doing the hauling and finding straw for

thatch ; the tenant also maintains the interior of the house, and
repairs the gates, fences, tScc.

Mr. Villar, of Portland-street, Cheltenham, has favoured us

with an excellent paper on the tenancies of the Cotswold district,

and we have to thank the Gloucestershire Chamber of Agricul-

ture for a revision of the same.

HASirsHIRE.—Michaelmas is the usual time of entry, with a

pre-entry at May-day to sow root crops, and shortly before

Michaelmas on a portion of the arable land to prepare for wheat.

The hay and straw must be consumed on the farm, and the in-

coming tenant can only purchase it by agreement. The outgoing

tenant has therefore the right of holding the yards and barn

until May, to consume his hay and straw, and to thrash his corn.

The tenants do the repairs, and the landlord provides the

timber.

HerefORDSHIKK.—Here the holdings are for the most part

from Candlemas, though there are a few at Christmas and Lady-
day. On the Candlemas and Lady-day takings the outgoing

tenant is entitled to an away-going crop of wheat, on one-third

of the arable land, and he is paid for the acts of husbandry on
the young clover seeds, but not rent or rates. The outgoing tenant

keeps the house (except two rooms for servants and the stable),

and the "boozy pasture" until the 1st May, and has the use of

the barn and part of the stack-yard until the following 1st May,
to thrash his corn. The incoming tenant has no acts of husbandry
to pay for, and all the manure belongs to him

;
hay and straw

cannot be sold off. Tenants do repairs on being found materials

in the rough, the landlord first putting the holding in order.
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Hop-poles are usually valued to the incomino: tenant. Fixed
cider-mills and presses usually belong to the landlord.

We are indebted to Mr. Duckbam, of Bayshain Court, and
Mr. Taylor, of Thingebill, for revising the above.

Hertfordshire.—The usual time of entry is Michaelmas,
with a pre-entry upon the fallows at Lady-day. But this right

of pre-entry is fast becoming extinct by the outgoing tenant

working the fallows. The incoming tenant has then to pay for

the tillages, for the hay at a foddering price, and in some cases

for the manure ; in other instances he has only to pay for the

labour, and for the seed and sowing of the clover, and the acts

of husbandry on the root-crop. Rent and rates are not charged
on the fallows. Hay aftd straw may be sold off on the tenant's

bringing back an equivalent manure. The incoming tenant

now generally thrashes and markets the last year's crop of corn,

receiving the straw in payment. When this is not done the

outgoing tenant holds the barn and yard, until the 1st May en-

suing, delivering the straw, &c., to the incoming tenant as thrashed

out, and the new tenant has to pay for the thrashing, dressing,

cScc. The dung usually belongs to the landlord. The custom as

to repairs is very variable
; they are generally made according

to agreement.

We are indebted to Mr. J. A. Nickolds, of Stort Lodge,

Bishop's Stortford, for information respecting the customs of this

county.

Huntingdonshire.—Lady-day and Michaelmas are the times

of entry ; if the latter, the outgoing tenant is paid for all acts of

cultivation done preparatory to the next crop. Roots are taken

at a valuation, or the tenant is allowed until the 25th March to

feed them off. The hay and straw are usually taken to ; the out-

going tenant has the use of the barn, of stabling, and of part of

the farm-house until the 6th April, that he may thrash and market
his corn. No allowance is made for artificial manures or per-

manent improvements.

On Lady-day takings, the tenant, after having received notice to

(juit, may only sow wheat on such lands as the landlord may
direct; otherwise he must allow the incoming tenant to enter on

such lands any time after Oct. 1st, He must also allow his suc-

cessor to enter on the land for beans and peas after the 2nd Feb.,

and on the land for corn, grain, or seeds any time after the 1st

March. He is paid for the herbage of the land so entered on,

and for artificials used in the production of turnips and cole-

seed the last year. The outgoing tenant is allowed for young
seeds after fallow, if they are not damaged 'ly sheep or cattle.

The acts of husbandry are allowed on the fallows. The allow-

ance for lime is in equal proportions for lour years ; one-third
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is allowed for linsoed cake or other artificial food used the year

before quittinp^. The outgoing tenant is allowed for carriage

on materials for building, and on drainage tiles, and also five

years in equal proportions for the draining.

Contributed by Mr. W. Bowycr, of Southoe, Buckden.

IvKNT.—The time at entry is either at Old or New Michael-

mas. The outgoings in Kent vary very much in the diflcrent

districts. In the Weald of Kent nearly everything is paid for.

The incoming tenant takes the hay and straw at a feeding value,

and pays for all unused manures. He also pays for the tillages

with the rent, rates, and taxes on the fallows ; half manures are

paid for with the exception of guano, for which only a third

is charged; the incomer also pays for the clover and young seeds,

hop-poles, underwood, down to the stub ; and on the Chalk Hills

(except in the Weald) for the saintfoin, clover, and grass leys.

Improvements of almost all kinds are allowed for, including

planting young hops, and striking up the lands and hop-gardens

to allow the water to run off. Drainage is also allowed for, if v<'ith

tile, for ten years; and if with wood, for four years. The selling

off of hay and straw is prohibited in the Weald, but in many other

places it may be done on bringing back an equivalent in dung.

Compensation for buildings which have been erected is not made.

In East Kent the payment is not so heavy, and as a rule the

manure is not charged to the incomer, it being the property of

the landlord, and the tenant has only to pay for the labour thereon.

A correspondent who has supplied us with much valuable infor-

mation, but who does not wish his name mentioned, states that

the so-called half manures of the county are only one-third the

cost of the manures, and not always so much for guano.

Mr. S. G. Beales, Secretary to the Farmers' Club at Maidstone,

writes us that the above customs are considered almost correct,

but that in some districts they differ a little.

LaxCASHIKE.—The usual time to quit a farm in this county is

at Candlemas, but the tenant retains a pasture-field, called "the
outlet for cattle," and also the house and buildings, until May-
day. The outgoer claims half the wheat which is sown after a

green crop, and two -thirds of that grown after a fallow. The
manure belongs to the farm, the incomer, therefore, pays nothing

for it. Generally hay and straw may be sold off. In some parts

the meadows have to be manured at specified periods, but there

seems to be no general rule as to the intervals between each

manuring. The premises are put into repair when a tenant

enters, and the landlord expects him to keep them in a proper

condition on being found materials in the rough.

LeicestEKSHIKE and EutlaNDSHIRE.—About three-fourths

of the tenancies commence at Lady-day, and the remainder at
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Michaelmas. On a Michaelmas holding the incoming tenant

pays on the summer faUoios for one year's rent, rates, and the

acts of husbandry ; also for bought manures and their carriage,

together with the cartage and the spreading of the farm-manure.
The root crop he has to take at a consuming price, the bought
manures and carriage being also charged. On stubbles prepared

for wheat or tares, the incoming tenant has to pay the cost and
transit of any lime used, the cost of the ploughings, the carriage,

and the cost of the bought manure, together with the carriage of

any home-made manure, and on clover-seeds the expense of the

seeds and of sowing. Hay, clover, and straio, if taken by the

incoming tenant, are to be jiaid for at a consuming price ; if he

refuses to take these (but this does not often occur) the outgoing

tenant has the farm premises to convert the straw into manure,

but the hay and clover are taken too, though he may not remove
them.

On Lady-day entries the summer fallows arc paid for as at

Michaelmas. The incomer has also to pay for seeds of all sorts

which are sown, and from which the outgoing tenant has received

no lienefit ; also for the hay, clover, and straw that remains
;

il,

however, there is a great quantity, the price per ton is lowered.

The tenants usually do all the repairs, except to roofs, outside

walls, and main timbers ; sometimes the landlord provides rough

timber. For draining, an allowtmce is usually made for either

four years, when the tenant finds labour only ; or six years, when he

finds pipes also. The allowance for linseed and cotton cake is a

quarter of the cost for the last two years, and the same for lime,

but without the cost of the carriage for the second year.

Contributed and revised by Mr. W. Inett, of Ashfordby House,

Melton Mowbray. We also wish to thank Mr. Doubleday, of Long
("lawson. Melton Mowbray, for the trouble he has taken to obtain

information for us.

Lincolnshire.—The tenancies in this county are principally

yearly, and commencing at Old Lady-day for the arable land,

and on the loth of May for the homestead and the pasture land.

i'lie incoming tenant pays for all the bones and approved artifi-

cial manures used on the last year's root crop, also for the acts

of husbandry on the fallows, the cartage of manure, and, in some
cases, for the rent and rates on the fallows. The outgoing tenant

usually sows the wheat in the autumn before he quits, and some-

times the spring corn, for both of which he is paid for seed and

laljour, including the hauling of manure ; he has also to pay for a

(juarter of the last two years' cake-bill, and for the seeds sown
and harrowed the spring preceding quitting, if they have not

been stocked after the month of October, also for lime used on a

four years' principle. The incoming tenant has usually the
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privilege of pre-entry after Michaelmas to sow wheat, and after

Christmas upon lands intended for fallows, on payment of the

value of the sheep-keep (if any). In the Fen districts the out-

going tenant is allowed for claying, the outlay being generally

spread over five years. With respect to drainage, if the tenant

finds his own tiles he is allowed the cost, spread over five years;

but if the landlord finds them, the cost is extended over three

years.

We are indebted to Mr. Thomas Sneath, of Sleaford, for

information on the foregoing customs, and to Mr. Frederick

Andrews, of Lincoln, for a revision of the same,

]\[lDi)LESEX.—Michaelmas is the time of entry in this county.

The incoming tenant has to pay for dressings, half-dressings,

sowings, and manure ; and also for the seeds and sowing of the

clover. The metropolis being so close, hay and straw can always

be sold off, but the tenant must bring back a load of manure for

each load of hay or straw sold. It is usual for the incoming
tenant to pay for the manure, and the wheat-straw and hay are

taken to at a market price. Permanent improvements and unex-

hausted manures are not allowed. As to draining, the landlord

usually finds the pipes, and the tenant undertakes the labour of

laying them ; in other instances the landlord does the work and
provides the pipes, and charges a percentage on the outlay.

Mr. F. Sherbourne has been kind enough to write to us con-

cerning the customs of this county.

MoNMOUTHSHIEE.—The farms are usually entered upon at

Candlemas. The outgoing tenant takes an away-going crop of

wheat on one-third or one-quarter of the arable land, according

to the system under which the farm has been worked. In some
localities he has to leave a " land-share," viz. one-third on the

ley-ground and one-sixth on the fallow, which is considered the

property of the landlord, and which the incoming tenant takes

with the understanding that he is to leave the same on quitting

the farm. The incoming tenant takes the young seeds by valua-

tion (cost of the seed, with the sowing and labour) ; but he is

not compelled to take to anything else. On leaving, the outgoing

tenant can sell off the clover-hay, the straw, or roots (but not

the meadow-hay) ; he keeps the dwelling-house, farm-buildings,

yards, and what is termed the home-meadow until the 1st May,
and he has the further use of barn and granary, in which to

thrash and store his ofF-going crop of wheat, until the 1st day of

May in the following year.

Contributed by Mr, Thomas Stephens, of Huntfield House,
Chepstow.

Norfolk.—Old Michaelmas is the time of entry. The farms
are usually let upon lease, and there is no right of pre-entry.
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The incoming' tenant has to take to all the hay and roots at con-

suming value, and the grass seeds sown in the spring. There is

no away-going crop, but the incoming tenant has to thrash and
carry the corn to market, for which he receives the straw, chaff",

<S:c. All the hay and straw must be expended on the farm, and
the four-course shift is very strictly earned out.*

NORTHABIPTONSHIRE.—The tenancies commence at Michael-

mas and at Lady-day. With a Michaelmas entry the incoming
tenant pays for the acts of husbandry, seed, and labour, and for

the dead fallows.

The outgoing tenant is entitled to his full crop of roots, and
should the incoming tenant object to take to it, he may feed them
off on the ground until the first week in the following April ; and
if the incomer also objects to take to the hay and straw, the out-

goer retains the use of the homestead until Lady-day. With
Lady-day tenancies there is no away-going crop, but the tenant

is paid for the acts of husbandry, and the cost of the seed, &c.
;

and on the fallows the last year's rent and taxes. All the manure
belongs to the incoming tenant. Unexhausted improvements are

not compensated for, but an allowance is generally given for

draining, extending over three years, if the landlord has provided

the pipes.

NoiiTHUMBERLA.ND.—The entries are usually on the 13th of

May. There is a right of pre-entry after the 1st of December,
to plough the land about to be fallowed, to cart manure, sow,

and roll the seeds upon the spring corn. The incoming tenant

pays for the grass and clover seeds which have not been damaged,
and he reaps and carries to the stack the away-going crop of the

late tenant. The manure belongs to the incoming tenant. The
landlord keeps the walls and main timbers in repair, and the

tenant makes the other repairs. There are a few instances, how-
ever, in which tenants enter at Lady-day, as on the Duke of

Northumberland's estates, where the incoming tenant enters

upon all the land at Lady-day, and there is no away-going crop.

Nottinghamshire.—The entries here are at Michaelmas and
Lady-day, sometimes New Lady-day, but usually on April 6th.

On the Michaelmas tenancies the incoming tenant pays, on the

dead fallows, for the acts of husbandry, the rent, rates, and taxes,

also the manure or lime applied, and the labour of applying

them. He also pays for the turnips at a consuming price,

together Avith two-thirds of the cost price of the bones or other

approved artificial manures. On the grass-land he has to pay
for one-third of the value of the cake consumed in the preceding

* The manure was formerly left on the farm without payment, but now it is

customary for the incomer to pay the " spending " value of the manure left at

Michaelmas—C. S. R.
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su minor, iind for the h;iy and straw of the last summer at a con-

suming price, together with the seed-bill, and labour in sowing

the seeds.

On the Lady-day takings the outgoing tenant is allowed for

the wheat on fallows one year's rent, rates, and taxes, the acts of

liusbanchy, the manure and lime applied, cost of seed and labour

in sowing ; on the turnip-fallows, for two-thirds the cost of bones

or approved manures in some districts, and the whole in others
;

for hay and straw at a consuming price, likewise for the

manure made from produce of preceding summer, and labour

thereon, if any ; one-fourth the cost of the linseed cake con-

sumed in the last two years, or in some cases half the cost of

the linseed cake consumed the last year ; the seed-bill and labour

of sowing the seed-land, if not stocked after October 10th (if

stocked, nothing is allowed), and on the stubble-land ploughing

and harrowing, with cost of seed,

N.B. The paying for one-third of the value of the cake con-

sumed in the preceding summer seems somewhat doubtful, and
probably sufficient time has not elapsed to make this a custom.

Mr. George Beaumont, jun., of East Bridgeford, and Mr. H.
A. Hubbersty, of South Collingham, Newark, have supplied us

with the foregoing information.

Oxfordshire.—In the upper part of the county Michaelmas
tenancies are exclusively the rule, but about Banbury and the

Warwickshire side of the county the farms are entered at Lady-

day. The incoming tenant pays for the acts of husbandry on the

turnip-land, and also for the clover and other seeds sown with

the barley ; he usually takes the hay at a consuming price, but if

he refuses to take it the outgoing tenant is bound to consume
it on the premises. The tenant quitting at Michaelmas sows the

wheat before leaving, and is paid for the seed and labour. Com-
pensation is seldom made for improvements.

Mr. Charles Simmonds of Farnborough, near Banbury, has
kindly revised the above for us.

Shropshire.—The time of entry in Shropshire is Lady-day,
the outgoing tenant retaining the house, buildings, and a " boozy
pasture " until the 1st May ; the " boozy pasture " being
selected by the landlord or his agent. There is usually a right

of pre-entry on the stubbles after the 10th November, and on
the meadows after Christmas or Candlemas. The outgoing
tenant is allowed an off-going crop of wheat, of one-half after a
clover ley or brush, after a bare fallow two-thirds, and only one-

fourth of the arable land if farmed on the four-course shift. On
some estates the landlord or incoming tenant claims one-tenth
of the crop for tithe before the outgoer takes his, and the incomer
pays the value of the seeds, but if they have been depastured after
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the 1st of November nothing is allowed for tliem. There seems
to be no custom as to manure, as on some estates the incoming
tenant pays for it, and on others he does not ; but usually it is the

property of the landlord, and the incomer is not charged for it.

The incoming tenant has a right of pre-entry on the stubbles

after the 1st of November, the outgoing tenant having to find

stabling for his horses, and on the meadows at Candlemas (but

not on the pastures). The new tenant ploughs for his own spring

corn. Hay and straw must be consumed on the farm, and
whatever remains unconsumed on the 1st of May becomes the

property of the landlord.

We are indebted to Mr. George Hilditch, and Mr. James
Bourn, of Stourbridge, for information on the customs of this

county ; and to Mr. Bowen Jones and the Shropshire Chamber
of Agriculture for a revision.

SoMEliSETSHIllE.—Lady-day and Michaelmas are the usual

times of entry, but the greater number are at Lady-day. The
customs prevalent in this county are very diverse, differing

widely even in adjacent parishes. The four-course shift is the

usual one, but sometimes the three-field course is adopted on
deep and rich soils. With a Lady-day tenancy the outgoing

tenant sows the clover and other grass-seeds with the Lent corn

of the previous year, and also the vetches in the autumn of the

last year, and the seed is paid for by the incoming tenant ; the

seeds, however, must not be stocked after the 1st of October.

The outgoing tenant usually claims an off-going crop of wheat
on one-fourth of the arable land ; if not, the incomer has a right

of pre-entry to prepare and sow the same : under any circum-

stances the incomer has a right of pre-entry on November 1st to

the arable land not sown with wheat or turnips, to prepare for

spring corn, but in some cases the outgoing tenant does the

ploughing, sowing, tScc, and the incomer pays for the same.

When an off-going crop of wheat is taken the landlord has the

right of taking one-third of the crop by valuation when fit to

cut, and the outgoing tenant retains a portion of the barns, folds,

and premises until the 24th of June in the next year to consume
his crops. On a Michaelmas entry the tenant has a right of

pre-entry on June 24th to prepare for wheat, or he pays the

outgoer for acts of husbandry performed thereon. The outgoing

tenant is paid for his root crops, and he holds a portion of the

l)arn-buildings and folds until the following 25th of March to

consume his wheat crops. In the case of orchards, the tenant

must preserve the trees, and if any get destroyed he is obliged

to replace them with young stocks. Tenants in this county

cannot mow any meadow or grass-land more than once in any

one year, nor mow more than half the meadow land in any one
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year. Hay, straw, fodder, and roots cannot usually be sold off

the farm, and the manure in all cases belongs to the landlord,

and must be left for the incomlns^ tenant.

Mr. VV. H. Venn has been kind enough to write us on the

customs of this county, and we have to thank Mr. James Traslc,

of Highleaze, Yeovil, and Mr. T. C. Bennett, of Bruton, for a

revision of the same.

Staffordshiiie.—The farms here are usually let on annual

agreements, the entry being at Lady-day. The incoming tenant

pays for all necessary acts of husbandry on the fallows ; for the

young seeds, if they have not been stocked after November

;

and for the unconsumed hay and straw—hay, two-thirds
;
straw,

one-third—at two-thirds of the market price. Raw bones and
lime are allowed for, extending over three years.* Draining |
is paid for, the allowance extending over a period of seven

years. The outgoing tenant takes an away-going crop of wheat,

the breadth sown being in proportion to the rotation adopted
;

usually two-thirds after a fallow, and one-half from land on which
one crop of any kind has been taken since the fallow, less the

reaping and weeding.^

We were indebted in the first instance to Mr. James Wyley,
of High Onn, and Mr. James Bourn, of Stourbridge, for this

information, which has been confirmed and enlarged by a Report
from the Staffordshire Chamber of Agriculture.

Suffolk.—Old Michaelmas is the usual time of entry, the

outgoing tenant being paid for the acts of husbandry on the

fallows, and also the rent and rates on the same. The hay and
manure are taken by the incoming tenant at a valuation. Some-
times the landlord and sometimes the tenant does the repairs to

the buildings, &c., the landlord providing the requisite materials,

except straw for thatching. The tenant keeps and leaves all

gates, lifts, stiles, pales, posts, rails, fences, and going gear of

pumps in good repair, the landlord finding materials in the

rough. The straw, chaff, &c., of the last crop belong to the in-

coming tenant, who has to thrash and take the corn to market

* On most of the large estates under recent agreements, a portion of the

purchased manures applied to roots or grass consumed on the farm are allowed
for ; also a part of the purchased corn and cake, if consumed on the farm by
cattle or sheep during the previous year.—Bepo;-< of Staffordshire Cliamber of
Agriculture.

t Draining is usually done by the tenant, the landlord finding pipes. An
allowance is made for this, extending over four years ; but if the tenant pay for

the whole, seven years' allowance is taken.

—

Ibid.

X Repairs of buildings, gates, fences, &c., are done by tenant, the landlord
finding materials in the rough.

—

Ibid.
The game is usually reserved by the landlord ; upon the best managed estates

the tenants are allowed to kill thj rabbits from 1st of November to 1st of April.

—

Ibid.

VOL. IV.—S. S. M
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in consideration thereof. It is usual to mow only half the mea-
dow-land, but in many places the tenants mow the whole, and

compel their successors to take all the hay, but in such cases a

deduction is made by the valuers for an excessive quantity.

Draininpf done within four years is also a subject for allowance.

We are indebted to Mr. Hugh Cawley for information as to

the customs of this county, and for a revision of the same to Mr.

R. Bond, of Ipswich.

Surrey.—The tenancies commonly commence at Michaelmas.
The incoming tenant pays the rent and rates, and the acts of

husbandry on the fallows ; for half-fallows, young seeds, and
leys, for dressings and half-dressings of dung, lime, and sheep-

folding, for the hay and straw at consuming price, and for all the

manure he finds; also for the underwood down to the stem.

An allowance is generally made for drainage, extending over

from ten to twelve years. In making a fallow there should be

at least four ploughings, but t/ie time and manner in ivhich these

are performed make no difference in the valuation.

Communicated by Mr. John Simmonds, of Wokingham.
Sussex.—Tenancies usually commence at Michaelmas. The

customs are divided into two classes. One of these prevails in

the north and east of the county, where they are similar to those

of Kent and Surrey, the incoming tenant having to pay for

dressings, half-dressings, acts of husbandry, with rent and taxes

on the fallows, for manure and the hay at a consuming price ; he

has also to thrash the outgoing tenant's corn, and carry it to

market, or if he refuses, the outgoing tenant retains the yards

to fodder his stock until May-day, when the incoming tenant has

to pay for the manure.

In the remainder of the county the incoming tenant pays for

tlie acts of husbandry, the fodder of the straw, and the hay, at a

feeding price.

The tenant usually does the repairs, the landlord providing

materials in the rough within a stated distance.

Warwickshire.— Lady-day is the time of entry in Warwick-
shire. An outgoing tenant claims an away-going crop of wheat

on the fallows, but if it is a " brush " crop it is at the option

of the incoming tenant to take to it by paying for the seed and

labour, together with the last half-year's rent. The incoming

tenant pays also for the breaking-up of winter fallows, but he

pays nothing in respect of the work on a turnip fallow. He has

no right of pre-entry to prepare for the spring crop, and he often

makes an agreement with the outgoing tenant to do the work on

his behalf. Hay and straw cannot be sold off ; the manure
belongs to the incoming tenant. The tenant does the repairs.

Westmorland.—In the north of this county similar customs
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prevail to thoso existing in Cumberland, except that the takings

are usually on the (kh April instead of Candlemas ; but in the

south the outgoing tenant claims an away-going crop of wheat,

being two-thirds of the crop raised on fallow, and one-half that

raised on a " brush " crop. With this exception the customs

are nearly like those of Cumberland.

WlliTSiiiHE.— Tenancies commence at Lady-day and at

Michaelmas, but by far the greater number at the latter period.

The incoming tenant has usually the right of pre-entry to pre-

pare and sow the turnip-crop ; otherwise the outgoing tenant

does the labour and is remunerated for it. The incomer can

also enter to sow the clover-seeds with the outgoer's last crop of

Lent corn ; and at Midsummer he can enter on the second year's

ley to prepare for wheat. Manure belongs to the incomer. The
outgoer claims the use of a portion of the house, stable, and
yards, with the barn, until the Midsummer following, to consume
the straw and fodder. In some places near Swindon, where the

entries are at Lady-day, the incomer has a pre-entry to a portion

of the arable land to sow vetches, and the outgoer retains the

arable land sown with corn until the Michaelmas following the

termination of his tenancy.

The tenant does the repairs, the landlord finding materials

(except straw, lead for windows, and glass), within a certain

distance. Hay and straw must be consumed on the premises.

We are indebted to Mr. W. Spearing, of Kennett, near Marl-

borough, for a revision of the above customs,

Worcestershire.—In the middle and southern parts of the

county with few exceptions Michaelmas tenancies prevail. In

the north and north-eastern parts of the county there are many
Lady-day tenancies, and west of the Severn many of the farms

change hands at Candlemas, but these are gradually being con-

verted into Michaelmas tenancies. The customs, except as to

Michaelmas tenancies vary very much. The prevailing custom
on a Lady-day tenancy is for the outgoing tenant to take an off-going

prop of wheat from one-third of the tillage, which he thrashes at his

own convenience, leaving the straw for the incomer, and he retains

possession of the house, buildings, folds, and a " boozy pasture
"

until the 1st of May ; he must, however, provide accommodation
for the horses, and two rooms in the house for the men of his

successor. He is also paid for the seeds planted with the Lent
grain in the previous year, unless they have been stocked subse-

quently to Michaelmas. The incoming tenant has no right to

enter before Lady-day to plough, &c., unless by agreement, nor

can the outgoing tenant recover for acts of husbandry performed
by him. The customs attending a Candlemas entry are much
the same as the above. Upon the termination of a Michaelmas

M 2
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tenancy the out<^oing tenant retains possession of part of the

house and buiklings, with fold and boozy pasture, until the fol-

lowing- Lady-day, to consume the hay, straw, and roots ; he is

also paid for ploughing and acts of husbandry performed pre-

viously to the termination of the tenancy. Here, as in Glouces-

tershire, the apples and pears must be removed by September
29th, or they become the property of the landlord ; and the Coun-
cil of the Chamber of Agriculture of Worcestershire (to whom
we are indebted for most of the above) would recommend a

Michaelmas tenancy as the most preferable, with proper pro-

visions for the outgoing tenant to take the fruit-crop, which is

frequently not ripe by Michaelmas, in which case the trees are

often much damaged in gathering it before.

North Wales.—No farm customs appear to exist in this

portion of Wales. The farms are usually let from Lady-day,
with a pre-entry at Candlemas. In other districts, as on the

hills, we meet with Old Michaelmas and All Saints' Day
takings. The ofF-going tenant on a Lady-day taking usually

claims an away-going crop—on the fallow two-thirds of the

crop, and on the clover ley one-third. Should he, however, omit
to manure the clover ley, he forfeits his share of the crop ; in

some instances the incomer has to pay for seeds. If it is a

Michaelmas taking he only pays for seeds.

South Wales.—Tenancies usually commence at Michael-

mas, although in some counties (Radnor and Brecon, for in-

stance) Lady-day tenancies prevail. In the two counties named,
there exist customs very similar to those prevalent in Hereford-

shire, but when there is a Michaelmas taking there cannot be

said to be any custom except that the outgoing tenant sells

everything he possesses, including hay, straw, corn, and manure.

All the incoming tenant has to pay for is the seed sown with

the barley crop. Of late years a great deal has been done to

effect an introduction of agreements and to give a tenant-right,

but this is attended with difficulty. On some estates the incom-

ing tenant is compelled to purchase the manure, and in a few

instances the outgoing tenant has been prevailed on to work the

fallows, the incoming tenant paying the rent, rates, and acts of

husbandry thereon. The holdings are nearly all from year to

year, and leases are very seldom granted, there being on most of

the estates a feeling of confidence between landlord and tenant.

We have received from Mr. R. H. Harvey, of Haverfordwest,

an excellent paper on the Customs and Tenure of Land in South

Wales, a great portion of which we have embodied in the above.

Yorkshire, North and East Ridings.—In these portions

of the county the time of entry is at Old Lady-day. The out-

going tenant is allowed an away-going crop from a third of
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tho arable land. This is usually valued to the incomer before

liarvest ; the rent, rates, and taxes being deducted, as well as the

expense of harvesting, «Scc. The straw and chaff belong to the

incoming tenant. The ownership of the manure varies; on some
farms the incomer purchases it, on others it belongs to the farm.

Unexhausted manures and permanent improvements are not

usually paid for, but the principle of compensation is extending.*

The tenants usually keep the buildings and fences in repair,

but not the main walls or roofs, and the landlord provides ma-
terials in the rough.

Yorkshire, West Eiding.—Here the farms are generally

entered on at Candlemas, but where the West Riding abuts on the

North or East Riding the farms are usually let from Lady-day.

On the Candlemas takings the tenant does not take possession of

the buildings until May-day. The custom varies considerably.

In some instances the outgoing: tenant is even allowed on the

turnip or summer-fallow one year's rent and taxes as well as for

all manures purchased, the dressing of the fallows, and the manure,
making a deduction for the green crops. On the " half-tillage

land " (seeds, bean and pea stubbles) he is allowed half the

rent and taxes, the dressings, half the manure, three-quarters for

bones, and a third for guano, less one half the deduction for the

last green crop. For wheat he gets the full value, deducting a

year's rent, rates, &c. ; and on the fallows the acts of husbandry
and the manure. In other parts there is merely the full allow-

ance for acts of husbandry and manure on lands which have had
no crop, and after one crop, then one-half. The manure usually

has to be taken to by valuation. Purchased manures are paid

for at full cost if no crop has been taken, but after a crop the

outgoer receives one-half the value.

We are indebted to Mr. George Richardson, of 20, King
Street, Bridlington Quay, for information and revision concern-

ing the North and East Ridings, and to Mr. Matthew B. Hick,
of Wakefield, for revision of the customs of the West Riding.

Leases and Agreements.

^ Very much has been said and written upon the subject of

leases, a question which presents itself in so many diversified

forms, that it is difficult, if not impossible, to lay down any
general rule. Much depends on the character of the landlord,

the kind of farm, and the climate. But our experience has

* In the East Riding it is customary for the incomer to pre-enter and com-
mence ploughing and preparing the land (which is not included in the one-third

away-going crop) directly after the 1st of January, the outgoing tenant not inter-

fering at all with that portion of the farm, but he has generally to provide stable-

room for the incoming tenant's horses required for working the same. The customs
iu the North Riding are similar to those in the East.
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sliewn us that farmers prefer leases, as a rule, in proportion as

they are capitalists, that is, the more capital a farmer has to

invest, the more anxious he is to secure it. There is, however,

one point against leases as far as the tenant is concerned, which
we do not remember to have met with in the various discussions

on the subject, and that is, that at the expiration of the lease

the landh)rd invariably expects an increased rental, while a

yearly tenancy may, and often does, go on for the occupant's life

without any alteration of rent.

In fixing a time for a lease due regard should be had to the

system of cropping
;
twelve, sixteen, or twenty years, should be

the term if the four-course system is adopted ; if a five-course,

ten, fifteen, or twenty years. We think sufficient restriction

would be afforded as to cropping if it were provided that the

tenant should not take more than three corn and seed crops in

five years, and should have at least two-fifths of the farm under

a fallow, clover, or artificial grass crop (not seeded).

The giving of increased length of notice to quit is not so

desirable as it appears at first sight. Though it may enable an

outgoing tenant to reimburse himself, yet this is done at the

expense of the farm, and it is far better for the incomer to pay

instead. It is admitted on all hands that the better condition

the farm is in the more profitable it is to the tenant, and it is

obviously to the advantage of the incomer to pay at once for

unexhausted improvements, rather than to spend two or three

years with a greater outlay of capital, to restore the land to the

state it was in prior to the time when the outgoer learned that

he was about to leave.

It has always occurred to us that the greatest evil of the

present systems is, the leaving it to the interest of the out-

going tenant to get as much out of the land as possible. An
exactly opposite state of things might be produced, and in

a very simple manner, without the aid of tenant right, or

any complicated machinery, as follows : Presuming that how-
ever stringently an agreement is drawn, a tenant, if he wishes it,

will find ways and means to exhaust the land to some extent, we
would propose to make it decidedly to his interest to leave

the farm in a good state.

It is mostly considered very liberal to allow tenants for

unexhausted manures in the land ; but as in most cases the

tenant cannot remove the hay, straw, roots, &c., we would

propose to give him the full value of all the manure he expends,

for any crops during the last year of his tenancy up to a stipu-

lated amount, say 10s. or 11. per acre for all the arable land, and
also ^ of what he has expended during the year before. Act
liberally to the tenant with regard to corn and cake expended

;
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and you may bo sure that be he ever so bad a farmer, he will sec

that ho will get the benefit of tliis manure in his crops, and also

be paid a second time for it in money. What would be the

result? Why, when he quits his farm, and the landlord has it

to let, the applicants see good crops on the ground, and are

willing to give an increased rent. Thus the course we suggest

would tend to the landlord's advantage, and the landlord should

bear in mind that if the manure bo paid for a second time, he

does not pay for it but the incoming tenant; while the land-

owner gets the advantage of such increased rent. To the

incoming tenant, to whom at first sight the system appears

productive of hardship, we would say, " The outgoer has grown
good crops, the manure from which is left you in proportionately

increased quantity
;

" while you may be sure that the larger

crops the outgoer grows, the less likely you are to have your
land foul ; for it is a well known fact that however well land is

farmed, it will get foul with thin crops ; and that the best

extirpator of couch and weeds is a large crop of turnips or a laid

field of corn."

Then with regard to corn cake, (Sec, most agriculturists are

aware that fat animals, and those in best condition, leave the

best and most manure behind them, while from animals in poor

condition very little improvement reverts to the land ; we do not

think we are far wrong in stating that one full grown fat animal

will leave more benefit behind him than three poor ones. The
result of this is that the more liberal the outgoing tenant is, the

more benefit the incomer will get in the land.

With regard to draining and other substantial improvements,

if the former is done by tenant with the consent and concurrence

of the landlord in writing, in a permanent and substantial

manner, not less than four feet deep, with a correct plan of such
drains, then we think the tenant, upon giving up such plans, and
a satisfactory account of the cost of such draining, should be

allowed at the rate of 6f per cent, for every unexpired year less

than twenty from the completion of such draining, but if the

work has been done within two years he should be allowed

the full cost. This is the rate at which the estate would be

charged by a drainage company.
If the draining is not done in so substantial a manner, or if no

plan or record of cost be produced, then the cost should only be
extended' over ten years, or even less if the work should have

been very imperfectly performed. In case of new buildings

erected with consent of landlord, in a permanent and sub-

stantial manner, we think that the tenant should be allowed in

the same manner as that suggested in respect of draining ; but
in case the buildings are not erected with the landlord's consent,
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and he does not like to take them, then he should give the

outgoing tenant leave to remove them, but stipulating that he

shall make good the freehold.

We next give the form of agreement we would recommend
for adoption ; it has been compiled from various sources, and

embodies the Ijest part of Lord Lichfield's agreement, which we
consider as complete as any we have seen. We also adopt the

numbers to each clause for reference, but they need not be put on

in practice. The clauses may also be altered to suit special cases.

An Agreement made and entered into this day of ,

one thousand eight hundred and sixty-seven, between
(who and whose heirs and assigns are hereinafter called the Landlord)

of the one part, and of (who and

whose executors and administrators are hereinafter called the Tenant)
of the other part.

Whereby the said Landlord hereby agrees to let, and the said

Tenant hereby agrees to take, all that farm, lands, house, cottages,

buildings, hereditaments, and appurtenances thereto belonging, now
in the occupation of , known as ,

and situate in the Parish of , in the County of ,

and containing by admeasurement acres, or thereabouts, and
more particularly described in the Schedule hereunto annexed, from
the 25th day of March, 1867, to the 25th day of March, 1868 (or

end of term if for a lease), and so on year to year, until either the

said Landlord or the said Tenant shall give to the other of them
(six) or (twelve) calendar months notice in writing prior to the said

25th day of March in any year, at the clear annual rent of

pounds payable quarterly (if demanded), on the 24th day of June,

29th day of September, 25th day of December, and the 25th day of

March in each and every year during the continuance of this tenancy

;

but if not so demanded, then on the 29th day of September and 25th

day of March in every year. The Landlord reserving all mines,

quarries, minerals upon or under the same, and also all timber

and timber-like trees, sajjlings, and oak pollards now or that shall

at any time grow upon the said lands and premises, with power to

get and remove the same by himself, servants, or any person he or

his assigns may appoint, together with all game, hares, fish, and
rabbits, and the right for himself, friends, and servants to jirescrve,

shoot, sport, or otherwise Idll or attend to the same upon the said

lauds.

[Note.—If the Imxe is for a tarn of years, instead offrom year to year, the

above 7nust he altered to suit it.~\

Landlord's Covenants.

1. To either put the buildings in rep.air at commencement of

tenancy, or guarantee their being so put by outgoing tenant, such

repairs to be completed within three months of time of entry.

[Note.—// theformer tenant agreed to (jive vp the premises in repair, it fulls

upon the landlord to compel thefidfilment of agreement^]
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2. To keep the outer walls and roofs of all buildings in repair.

[Note.—The landlord should in all cases, for Ms own and tenant's ininrst,

Iceep the outer walls and roofs in repair ; and, in case of tliatrhed buildings,

ive think the tenant should be paid for the straiu used on such buildings at

a. consumimj prtcc.J

3. To provide, within one month after application is made iu

writing by tenant, such bricks, stone, lime, sand, and timber in the

rough, within five miles of the said premises, as may be required for

keeping the inside of the said pi'cmiscs in repair, and for keeping and
making good the gates, stiles, rails, and fences.

[Note.—We consider five milesfar enough, us it will generally command a
station ; but lohrre there is a fixed yard on. an estate, w where the town or

station is more than five miles off, the distance must be altered to meet it. If
the landlord covenants to have the gates, &c., 2>ainted Inj tenant, he should

himself 2> rovide pain t.']

4. To allow a fair projiortion of rent in case of buildings being

burnt or injured by fire, until they are restored, and to so restore

them in a reasonable time.

[Note.—In many agreements the tenant has to insure the buildings. Tlris we
do not consider right, as a tenant would not take afarm at so much rent

without buildings. Therefore if the tenant is to insure, a clause must be in-

serted to that effect.']

5. To pay the land-tax, chief rents, and landlord's property-tax.

[Note.—This clause is usually put in agreement, althougli the landlord is

bound to 2M!/ or allow the land-tax and jiroperty-tax.l

6. To allow for all damages done by game exceeding 20s. per acre

for each and every acre so injured, and for any damage done to crops

in the exercise of rights reserved in regard to mines, minerals,

quarries, or timber.

[Note.—This is a vexed question; but the landlord has a perfect right to let

his land under what conditions he phases; still tve think excessive damage
should be paid for, damage by rabbits excepted, if the tenant is allowed to

kill them.]

7. To permit the tenant to destroy rabbits at any time by ferreting

or digging on the said lands, but no dog to be used between the 1st

day of April and the 1st day of September.

[Note.—This clause can be altered to suit the vieivs of diff'erent persons ; hut
rabbits do so much damage, that tve are of opinion a tenant should be allowed
to destroy them at any time by ferreting and digging on the lands demised.

Tlie landlord ivould always have p)lenty in the woods and lands not let to

tenant, and the sport they afford does not comj)ensafe for the damage done by
fhem.]

8. To appoint a valuer in case of any dispute or disagreement,

within 14 days after notice has been given by tenant to that effect

in witing, the said notice to contain the name of his own valuer ; and
in case of non-compliance with this clause, to accept as final the award
of tenant's valuer.

[Note.— 'I7iis ice believe to be the best way to settle all dispides, and a much
more likely vjay to get justice to both parties than going to law.]
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9. To pay for the clover and grass seeds sowu the last year of

the tenancy; and if clean, 5s. to 30s. in addition, at discretion

of valuer.

[NoTK.— Tlds allowance is usual with the exception of latter part ; hut

tue recommend tJiis to induce the outgoer to ^mt the seeds on clean land,

much loss often arising to incomerfrom having to break up a field of seeds to

clean it the first summer
;
therefore it is better for him to pay for their

being free and cleanfrom couch!\

10. To pay for ploughing and autumn cultivation of stubbles,

carting and spreading manure on the seeds or meadow-land ; and also

for cleaning ditches, drains, and watercoui'ses in the autumn and

winter preceding end of tenancy.

[Note.—These works a tenant would 7iot do, if he knew he was going to leave

;

therefore, as it is done for the benefit of incomer, he should p)uy for it, as if

not done he would have to do it himself, and also have thefarm injured by

neglect in this respect.

If a Michaelmas entry, there will he the summer following cleaning and pre-

p)aring for wheat to be piaid for, and this clause should be altered to meet t'f.j

11. To take to the outgoing tenant's share of the crop of wheat in

the month of July after the expii'ation of tenancy.

[Note.—TJiis shoidd he a stipulation in all cases, and the valuers estimate the

. number of bushels of corn taketi, the price being left, if preferred, to the

average of two market-days ; say end of October and end of March.
Unless this be so taken, the outgoer retains a share of the buildings, &c., which

shoidd (dways be avoided, it being objectionable to have two masters, or two

sets of men on the samefarm. In a Michaelmas taking this clause will be

left o^<^.]

12. To take to a proportionate part of the hay, straw, roots, at a

consuming price.

[The tenant should also he bound to leave a proportion—say one-tenth-^of the

last year's hay and straw, for use of incoming tenant.'}

13. To pay all rates and tithe rent-charge becoming due before

commencement of tenancy.

[This clause is required to place the incoming tenant on the samefooting as he

will leave ujjon ; and it luill fall upon the landlord to sec that the previous

tenant fulfils his agreement.}

14. To allow for all the lime or artificial manui-e used upon the

arable land in the last year of the tenancy, not exceeding I.

;

and one-third the cost of lime, superphosphate of lime, or bones used

the last but one. For cake and corn used during the last year, one-

half the cost price, and one-fourth for that of the previous one.

This covenant is not to include the manure or feeding stuifs pm*-

chased with proceeds of hay, straw, or roots sold in accordance with

Clause 9 in Tenant's Covenants.

[Note.—This should not exceed twenty shillings for every acre of arable, ex-

clusive of dressings ajiplied to meadow land ; as although more would he

applied to some fields, this calculation would he amjjle for the wholefarm to

ivhich it applies; a less sum in some cases—say fifty pounds for every

hundred of arable land—would suffice.

Tliis clause is very liberal. We give our reasonsfor it elsewhere.]
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15. To allow for tlio land draiucd iu a pcrmanont mauncr witli

2-iucli pipes, and not less tlian 4 feet deep (provided it is done witli

tlio sanction of tlio landlord), on delivery of a plan of drains and

outfall, and an accui'ate account of cost, the fuU cost less onc-

twentietli part for eacli full year since such draining was done ; but

if such draining is not done in the above permanent manner, or if

without a plan or the sanction of landlord, then the said tbaining is

to be left to the valuers, who shall calculate the allowance to be

made, after the rate of not less than five, or more than ten years,

according to the manner in which it is done.

[Note.—This is also a very liberal clause, if the tuork he done in a substantial

maimer, for we see no reason why a tenant should not be alloiued at the same

rate us a drainage company, provided the work be done as ivell. Still the

landlord should have a voice in the matter, if he is to make himself respon-

siblefor full amounti]

16. To provide or allow for the grass-seeds used to renovate the

old pastures after draining, or for laying land down to permanent pasture

Avithin the last three years, such grass-seeds to be suitable for the

geological formation, or for the class of soil ; if used within the last

year for permanent pastui-e, the expense of preparing and cleaning

the land in addition.

[Note.—We think that in all cases three years will repay the tenant for laying

down to permanent jMsture, as he gets better crops in that time.

No stipulaiion is made as to mowing, for we believe it is better to mow than to

graze in the first yearj]

17. To allow one-third the cost of prepared grass manure foi" each

unexpii-ed year of the term of three years since such application ; and
if bones are used, then one-eighth the cost of the same for each un-

expired year less than eight since the application of the same.

[Note.—We should not recommend anything to be allowed for guano or nitrate

of soda, used on permanent pasture ; we consider it so stimulating that

although often of great benefit for the first year, it is apt to leave tlw pas-

turage worse afterwards.^

18. To allow for rearing new quickset fences, the same having

been kept clean and well taken care of, the full cost thereof, less one-

tenth part in respect of each year since the same was planted.

[Note.—The landlord can here insert, if he pileases, tJmt such fences are to he

planted tvith his own approval imuriting ; otherwisefences may be planted

when they are not desirable.^

19. For healthy fruit-trees, planted and properly preserved within

seven years, the full cost price.

[Note.—This clause can be omitted luhere no orchards are raised.^

20. For new buildings (with landlord's consent, if erected ill a

substantial and permanent manner), the full cost, less one-twentieth

part, for each expii-ed year ; but if such consent was not obtained,

then to be left to the valuers, who shall make their award with refer-

ence to the desirability of the erection and likewise to its suitability

to other buildings, deducting not less than one-tenth for each expired
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year ; or if it be not suitable, allowing outgoing tenant to remove tlic

same, ho making good any damage done to freehold.

[Note.— Thin, we think, (jives the landlord, sufficient voice in the matter ; as if

the tenant fails or neglects to get the landlord's consent, he does not get ftdl
value.']

Tenant's Covenants.

1. To appoint a valuer in case of dispute or disagreement within

14 days after notice has been given in writing by landlord or out-

going tenant, or accept as final the award made by his or their valuer

;

and to take to and pay the said outgoing tenant for the improvements,
rights, and i)rivilcges allowed him by landlord.

[Note.— 27iis clause should be in all agreements, to j^reveut lawsuits.^

2. To pay the said rent, rates, taxes, tithe rent-charge, and other

payments and assessments agreed ui)on (except chief rents, land-tax,

and landlord's property-tax), becoming due during his occupation,

and to allow the said landlord to deduct any of such payments that

remain unpaid at end of tenancy from the amount of valuation due
to him.

[Note.—From disagreement often arising as to award of division of these

payments, we have found it betterfor each party to pay all charges legally

becoming due during the tenancy, in preference to an a2^portionment of time

charges up to date of leaving thefarm^

3. To pay a rent of 20Z. per annum for every acre of meadow or

pasture land (described as such in Schedule) which shall be broken

up without consent of landlord in writing, such rent to be recoverable

as rent, or to be deducted from amount of valuation.

\_If the meadow land is very valuable the extra rent may be increased to thirty

or fifty pounds; it should be high, as the breaking-up has been done in

some cases after notice to quit has been given.

4. Not to cut down, lop, or top any timber- tree, sapling, or oak

pollard, without consent in writing of the landlord.

5. Not to plant two crops of wheat, or more than two white straw

crops in succession, on any of the said lands ; nor to have more than

three-fifths of the arable land under corn or seed crops of any kind

in any one year, and to have at least one-fifth under clover and grass

seeds, and one-fifth under roots, in each and every year of the said

tenancy ; and to cultivate and manage the said farm and lands in a

good and husband-like manner.

[Ti e believe by autumn, culiivation and use of ariificiul manure a tenatit may
take barley after ivheat, without injury to the farm ; having groivii itfor
some years ourselves, lue find the hurley of better quality, and the straw thus

grown enables thefarmer to meet the requirements of the chaff-cutting and
pulping system, which ivould not othencise be done ivhcre the tillage does not

exceed tivo-thirds the area. Where this course is objected to, it can be

altered.]

6. To keep the inside of the farmhouse and buildings, together with

the gates, stiles, rail and pail fences, hedges, ditches, watercoiurses.
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roads, bridges, and every part of the said promises (except outer walls

and roofs of houses and buildings) in good repair, order, and im\-

dition ; and so deliver up the same on quitting, tlie landlord finding

materials as provided in Clause 3 of Landlord's Covenants ; and to

allow the landlord or his agents to enter upon the said premises

to view tlio state of the repau-s as above ; and if, after two months'

notice in writing, the same be not put in such repair, the landlord is

allowed to do the same and to deduct the cost of same out of any

moneys awarded by valuers to bo paid by incoming tenant ; and in

case of any of the works being left undone at end of tenancy, the

valuers to deduct the estimated cost of doing the same from amount of

valuation.

[Note.—As we act very liherally to outgoing tenant, he shmihlfulfil Ids part

of the ugreeinent hi/ givhig up the premises in good order, or jtay for his

neglect.

We believe the most equitable way is for the landlord to keep the outer ivalls

and roofs in repair ; the tenant to do all the rest, including gates, stiles,

&c., on being provided timber in the rough and other materials at nearest

market-toivn or commercial place ; but in, the absence of such covenan t the

landlord cannot be compelled to repair, or find materials, even if burnt

doiun.

7. To prevent all thistles, nettles, and docks from seeding on any
part of the said farm, as also all weeds in the hedges, ditches, and
waste lauds ; and in case of neglect of this, the valuers to award
damages.

8. To allow his name to be used in any prosecution or action for

trespass in pursuit of game, or otherwise, at the landlord's expense,

and to sign any notices to warn off trespassers.

9. To consume upon the said farm all the fodder, hay, straw, haulm,

and roots of every description, which shall be grown upon it, except

that given up by valuation to incoming tenant, and tons of

potatoes, tons of hay, and tons of straw, which may be
sold in any year, on condition that the full value in money is retm'ned

to the farm in oilcake or artificial manure during the same year.

Notice in writing to be given to landlord of intention to make every

such sale ; and in case of landlord requiring it, tenant to send him
full accoimt of same, and also of the food or manure purchased in its

stead.

[Note.—Insert the number of tons the tenant is to he cdlowed to sell off in any
one year.'}

10. At termination of tenancy to leave on the premises, to be valued

to incoming tenant, one-tenth of the hay and straw of the previous

year, and not to remove any farmyard-manm-e, dung, compost, what-

ever ; and at end of tenancy to leave it free of charge for landlord or

incoming tenant, and to take proper care of the same.

[Note.— With a Candlemas taking, more than one-tenth of the hay and straw

should he left.]

11. To allow incomer to plant his seeds in ofi>going crop, such
seeds to be sown when the laud is dry enough to roll.
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12. Not to gi-azo the meadows (except the one named in Schedule)
after the 1st day of January, or the young seeds after the 1st day of

September previous to end of tenancy.

[Note.—If the tenant is paidfull value for his seeds, he should not he alloiued

to f/raze them aftei- the 1st of Septcmher ; or perhaps not at all, especially

with sheej}.}

13. To plough and jn'oporly manage the stubbles, plant the corn,

irrigate the meadows, and do any other work pointed out by landlord

or incoming tenant, in writing, in the autumn or winter i)revious to

end of tenancy, being remunerated for same by valuers or their

umpire.

[NoteJ— it is undesirahle to have tioo sets of men or two masters on the

same farm., it is hetter for the outgoing tenant to do the ivorh when called

upon.]

14. To give up the wheat crop by valuation in the month of July
next after the termination of tenancy.

[Note.— TJiis we believe to he the best way of settling the %vheat-crop, as it is

imjwssihle for the valuers to do justice while the corn is in the grass.']

15. To reside in the farmhouse dui-ing the continuance of this

tenancy, and not to assign or underlet the whole or any portion of

said premises without the consent, in writing, of the landlord or his

agent.

[Note.—If afarm is let as a hy-take, the clause to reside in the house shotdd

he omitted.]

Mutual Covenants.

1. It is mutually agreed by both landlord and tenant that any
disputes, arbitrations, valuations, and diiferences that may arise from
any cause, in respect to this estate and tenancy, shall be referred to

two valuers or parties, one to be chosen by the landlord and the other

by tenant ; and if either party shall neglect or refuse to appoint and
name a valuer within 14 days after notice in writing, with name of

valuer, has been given by other party, the said valuer duly appointed

shall proceed to the valuation, and his decision shall be final and
conclusive ; and in all cases, befoi-e the two valuers thus appointed

shall proceed to their valuations, they shall name an umpire to whom,
in case of their not agreeing, any matter may be referred for final

settlement.

2. If the tenant shall become bankrupt, or make any assignment

for the benefit of his creditors, or be put in prison for more than

days, or in case of underletting witlaout consent in writing, or if the

rent shall bo in arrear and unj^aid for five months after it shall have

become due, or if the valuers or their umpire shall decide the before-

mentioned covenants have been wilfully broken, the tenancy shall

cease and determine at the Lady-day following should the landlord so

determine, subject nevertheless to the compensation clauses of this

agreement.
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[Note,—In case, of havkrKptcy or insolvency, it is qnesiionnhle whether the

tenancy should not terminate at once, on the landlord compensating the cre-

ditors for tenant's interest in the farm,']

3. Also that this agreement shall take place on the 25th clay of

Marcli next, and continue in force from year to year nntil six calendar

months' notice, in writing, shall bo given by either of the said parties

to tlie other of them to <iuit the possession of the said premises previ-

ously to the end of the fii'st or any subsequent year that the same may
bo lield by virtue of this agreement, except the tenancy be terminated

by any of the clauses in mutual covenants.

In witness, &c.

[Note.—If any other taking excepting Lady-rday he adopted, that day must he

entered.

We believe six months' notice is quite sufficient, as it is opposed to 2^'>'^'i<^W^<^s of
good linshandry and mutual interest for tenant to have time to exhaust the

land. See reasons elsewhere.l

SCHEDULE.

No, on Plan. Description. Cultivation. Area.

A. R. p.

Clarence Street, Gloucester,

March, 1868.
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X.— Oil the Solubility of Pliosphatic Materials, with special

Reference to the Practical Efficacy of the various Forms in lohick

Bones are used in Agriculture. By Dr. AUGUSTUS Voelcker.

The comparative efficacy of bones, superphosphate of lime,

coprolites, and other purely phosphatic materials, depends in a
great measure on the facility with which they pass into the

watery liquids present in cultivated soils from which plants

derive their nourishment.

Coprolites, apatite, rock-guano, and other varieties of mineral
phosphates, scarcely produce a visible effect upon vegetation,

even when they are applied to the land in a finely powdered
condition and in large quantities, because they are not readily

soluble in water, and consequently cannot be assimilated by our

crops in quantities sufficient to promote a luxuriant growth.

In order to render mineral phosphates more useful, the manu-
facturing chemist, as is well known, dissolves them in sulphuric

acid, or, in other words, converts them into superphosphates.

Experience has not only proved this to be an economical way
of utilising mineral phosphates for agricultural purposes, but

has likewise shown it to be the only available means of converting

the inactive phosphatic minerals into powerful artificial manures.

If it be an admitted fact that such materials in a state of fine

powder are of little practical utility to the farmer, it follows that

manure-manufacturers should render phosphatic minerals as

completely soluble as possible by chemical treatment with acid.

It may, however, be questioned whether this proceeding is

equally well adapted or equally necessary for converting bone-

dust, boiled bones, ivory-dust, and such like materials, into

efficacious artificial manures.

It is found that in porous soils, even half-inch bones are

sufficiently soluble to yield abundance of phosphatic food to the

turnip crop, in accordance with the practice of many good far-

mers. It is moreover well known that the intimate admixture

of phosphate of lime with decomposing organic matters favours

the solution of the phosphate, and likewise that phosphkte of

lime is more soluble in the presence of ammoniacal salts than it

is in pure water.

The various conditions which affect the solubility of phosphate

of lime in water therefore have a direct practical bearing on the

application of bone manures in agriculture.

In the present paper I purpose giving a brief account of an

experimental inquiry having for its object to determine the

extent to which various phosphatic materials are soluble in

water and in some saline solutions. Having directed my atten-
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lion more espcci;illy to the circumstances which affect the solu-

bility of bones, 1 shall have occasion to offer some remarks on

t\\v. relative efficacy of the various forms in which bone manures
are presented to the notice of the agriculturist.

Solubility of jmre tribasic Phosphate of Lime (Bone-earth) in ;

distilled IVatcr.

In the first place, tribasic phosphate of lime, artificially pre-

pared, was chosen for experiment. Its preparation was simply

effected by pouring a neutral solution of chloride of calcium into

a solution of ordinary phos})hate of soda, taking care not to com-
pletely precipitate the soluble phosphate contained in the latter.

The precipitate produced under these conditions was washed
until a drop of the washings was not rendered in the slightest

degree turbid by nitrate of silver.

Dried and heated, it is a compound consisting of three

c(|uivalents of lime and one equivalent of phosphoric acid

—

hence its name, tribasic phosphate of lime.

100 parts contain :

—

Lime (3 CaO) 54-19

Phosphoric acid (P 0,) 45-81

100-00

Some of the precipitated pure phosphate of lime was left in a

moist gelatinous condition and in that state its solubility in water

was tested.

The remainder was burnt and afterwards fin^ely ground.

In each case a considerable excess of the gelatinous and moist

precipitated phosphate of lime and of the finely-powdered and
burnt phosphate was mixed with about half a gallon of cold

and distilled water, repeatedly shaken up from time to time,

and left in contact Avith the water for a week. The clear liquid

resting on the undissolved phosphate of lime was then drawn off

with a syphon and filtered perfectly clear through fine filtering-

paper. A pint of the clear solution was then evaporated to

dryness, and the heated residue finally weighed. In each case

two pints of liquid were evaporated separately, and the following

results obtained :

—

Amount of Phosphate of Lime (3 CaO, PO5) dissolved in

Pure tribasic phosphate of lime, pre-

cipitated, burnt and finely ground

Pure tribasic phosphate of lime, pre-

cipitated, and still moist

VOL. IV.—S.

1 Pint. Per Gallon.
Graius. Giainb.

1st Experiment -28 .. .. 2-24

2nd •27 . .. 2^16

Mean -275 . .. 2-20

1st Experiment -72 . .. 5-76

2nd „ •67 . .. 5-36

Mean -695 .. ... 5-56
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It will be seen that tribasic phosphate of lime in a j^elatinous

and still moist condition is much more soluble than it is after

being dried and burnt. In the latter condition, accordina; to

these experiments, 1 part requires 31,818 parts of water to effect

its solution, whilst in a gelatinous condition 1 part dissolves in

14,388 parts of distilled water.

Solubility of tribasic Phosphate of Magnesia in distilled Water.

Phosphate of magnesia being a constituent of the bones of all

animals, I tried some experiments with artificially prepared

tribasic phosphate of magnesia, obtained by pouring a neutral

solution of sulphate of magnesia into a solution of ordinary

tribasic phosphate of soda, and thoroughly washing the pre-

cipitated phosphate.

In distilled water phosphate of magnesia is considerably more
soluble than phosphate of lime, as will be seen by the fol-

lowing determinations.

Amount of Phosphate of Magnesia (3 MgO, 80^ dissolved hj

finely ground

Phosphate of magnesia in a

condition

: Piut of
DistUled Water.

Grains.

Per Gallon.

Grains.

1st Experiment •87 . .. 6^9«

2nd •89 . .. 7^12

Mean .. .. •88 . .. 7^04

1st Experiment 1-78 . .. 14^24

2nd 1^80 . .. 14:^48

Mean 1-79 . 14-36

Here again we see that the precipitated and still moist phos-

phate is much more soluble in water than that which had been

burnt and ground.

Solubility of Phosphate of Lime in Water containing 1 per cent, of
Chloride of Ammonium {sal ammoniac'), and in solutions contain-

ing 1 per cent, of Carbonate of Ammonia.

A large excess of phosphate of lime was placed in a bottle

and repeatedly shaken with a solution of chloride of ammonium.
After a lapse of seven days the clear liquid was drawn from the

undissolved phosphate of lime and filtered ; 1 pint was then

evaporated to dryness and the residue heated ; the heated residue

was dissolved in a few drops of hydrochloric acid, and the solution

precipitated with ammonia ; the precipitate was washed with a

little distilled water, and then dried, heated, and weighed, when
the following results were obtained :

—
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Amount deponiteil

In 1 Tint. IVr (JiiUon.

Grains. Grains.

\ , fv { 1st Expcrimenl, 2-77 .... 22-lG
PreciiMtai^^^^^

» 2-07 .... 21-36
(3 CaO, rO,) still moist ..(^^^0 .. .. 2-72 .... 21-76

In the presence of an ammonia salt, phosphate of lime thus

becomes much more soluble than in pure water.

The addition of 1 per cent, of sal ammoniac to the water em-
ployed in the preceding experiments increased the solubility of

phosphate of lime in distilled water nearly fourfold.

Carbonate of ammonia likewise renders phosphate of lime

more readily soluble than it is in pure water, but not to the

same extent as sal ammoniac, as will be seen by the following

results :

—

Amount of Phosphate of Lime dissolved by Water containing 1 per cent,

of Carbonate of Ammonia.

In 1 Knt. Per Gallon.

Grains. Grains.

I
1st Experiment 1-42 .... 11-36

Precipitated phosphate of lime < 2nd „ 1-40 .... 11-20

( Mean .. .. 1-41 .. .. 11-28

In the next place, I have to record some experiments which
have shown me that neither chloride of sodium nor nitrate of soda

has any effect in materially increasing the solubility of pure

phosphate of lime in water.

Amount of Phosphate of Lime dissolved by Water containing 1 per cent,

of Chloride of Sodium in solution.

Calculated

.
In 1 Pint. per Gallon.

Grains. Grains.

!lst Experiment '52 .... 4-16

2nd „ -55 .. .. 4-40

3rd „ -58 .. .. 4-64

4th „ -57 .. .. 4-56

Mean .. ., -555 .... 4-44

On comparing these results with those obtained by dissolving

phosphate of lime in pure distilled water, it might appear that

the presence of common salt had somewhat reduced the solu-

bility of the precipitated phosphate of lime ; I do not, however,

think this was really the case, for the precipitated phosphate used
in the salt experiments had been kept longer and become less

gelatinous and more dense than the specimen treated with distilled

water, and direct experiments have shown me that this difference

in the mechanical condition of the phosphate slightly affects its

solubility in water.

N 2
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Amount of Phosphate of Lime dissoked hj Water containing 1 per cent,

of Nitrate of Soda.

. , ... . Calculated
In 1 J'liit. p„

oiaiiis.

I, •,,11 1 , pv ( 1st Experiment "87 .... 6'96
1 rccipilalcd phosphate ot hnie )

'

g.gQ
in moist coudition .. ..

(
'[^

_ 6-88

The material employed in this experiment was recently pre-

pared and very bulky, and on this account dissolved rather

more readily than the phosphate of lime of another preparation

in the previous trial with distilled water.

Making due allowance for the differences in the meclianical

state of aggregation of the particles of the phosphate and the

unavoidable errors which attach to all analytical determinations

of that kind, I believe the results of the several determinations

decidedly prove that neither common salt nor nitrate of soda

increases the solubility of phosphate of lime in water.

In the next place, I determined the amount of phosphate of

lime which distilled water is capable of taking up from pure

bone-ash, commercial South American bone-ash, coprolites, and
a number of other phosphatic materials, mentioned in the sub-

joined tabular statement of results.

In operating upon phosphatic minerals, guanos, &c., it is not

sufficient merely to evaporate the watery solution to dryness
;

for,

besides phosphates of lime, water dissolves more or less car-

ijonate of lime, magnesia, and traces of alkalies, which, added to

the weight of the phosphate of lime, in many instances would give

quite erroneous results. By leaving an excess of the several

materials in contact with water for a week, and subsequently filter-

ing, a perfectly clear liquid was obtained in each case ; of this

two pints were evaporated separately to dryness ; the residue was
then dissolved in as little hydrochloric acid as possible, and the

solution precipitated with ammonia ; in some instances the pre-

cipitated phosphate was redissolved and thrown down a second

time with ammonia, and, after washing witlr a little water, dried,

burnt, and weighed.

The pure bone-ash was made from the shank-bone of a horse

;

and was washed with distilled water for a long time to free it

from all saline matter contained in it before trying the solubility

of the phosphate. Its composition in 100 parts was as fol-

lows :— t
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Composition of Pure Bone-ash (from Shanh-hone of a Horse).

Phosphoric acid 40-29

Lime 55-01

Ma<incsia '84:

Potash -25

Soila '03

Carbonic acid 2-99

Sulphnric acid traces

Chlorine traces

99-41

*Equal to tribasic pliosphato of lime (bone-carth) 87-29

Amount of Phosphate of Lime dissolved by Distilled Waterfrom the

following matenals

:

—
111 1 Pint.

Grains.

Calculated
I'lT Gallon.
Grains.

Pure bone-ash (from a very

, 1st Experiment
2nd
3rd

4th

.. -13 ..

.. -17 ..

.. -14 ..

.. -15 ..

•147 ..

.. 1^04

.. 1-36

.. 112

.. 1-20

.. 1^18

Commercial sample of American
1st ExjDcriment

2nd „
Mean

.. -25 ..

.. -22 ..

-235 ..

.. 2^00 ;

.. 1^76

.. 1^88

Peruvian p;uano

1st Experiment
2nd

.. -30 ..

.. -33 ..

.. :315 ..

.. 2^40

.. 2-G4

. 2^52

Konria mooria guano
1st Experiment
2nd
Mean

.. -15 ..

.. -18 ..

-165 ..

.. 1-20

. 1-44

.. r32

Somhrcro phosphate
1st Experiment
2nd

.. -10 ..

.. -11 ..

105 ..

•80

. •ss

. ^84
,

Monies' Island phosphate

1st Experiment
2nd
Mean

.. -13 ..

.. -12 ..

-125 ..

1^04

. -96

. 1-00

1st Experiment
2nd „
Mean

., -09 ..

.. -07 ..

-08 ..

. ^72

.
-56

. -64

Camhridgesbire coprolites

1st Experiment
2nd „
Mean

.. -08 ..

.. -07 .. .

•075 ..

. -64

•50

•GO
;

Estramadura phosphorite ..' 1st Experiment
2nd

.. •lo ..

.. •lo ..

. •lo
.

•10

1st Experiment
2nd
Mean

.. •or; ..

.. •OS ..

.

.. ^055 ..

.

. ^48

. -4:0

. -u

It will be seen that the earthy phosphates in Peruvian guano
are more soluble in water than the phosphates in bone-ash

;
these,
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in their turn, dissolve more readily than the phosphates in hard
rock guano or in coprolites. Indeed all the harder and crystallised

minerals in the preceding experiments yielded considerably less

phosphate of lime to water than the more porous and amorphous
materials.

Some of the preceding phosphatic substances were next shaken

with solutions containing separately 1 per cent, of chloride of

ammonium, 1 per cent, of carbonate of ammonia, 1 per cent, of

common salt, and 1 per cent, of nitrate of soda ; and the follow-

ing results obtained :

—

Amount of Phosphate of Lime dissolved by Water containing 1 per cent,

of Chloride of Ammonium (^Sal Ammoniac^

Pure bone-ash, yielding to'j in i Pint. Per GaUon.

distilled water 1-20 grains! G™ns. Grains,

of phosphate of lime perj .. '39 .... 3'12

gallon

Commercial bone

ing to distilled

grains of phosphate of lime
j

c,^^

per gallon "

Cambridge coprolites yield-
j Experiment -20

. -j after 12 days contact) g.'-g

\ vnth water \

'

•2nd
ing to distilled water "56

1

grains of phosphate perUj'g'^^

gallon

•18

•19

Suffolk coprolites, yielding] 1st Experiment '15

56 grains of phosphate > 2nd „ •IS

per gallon to distilled water) Mean .. .. •M

1-60

1^44

1-52

1-20

1-04

112

Amount of Phosphate of Lime dissolved ly Water containing 1 per cent,

of Carbonate of Ammonia.

Suffolk coprolites

1st Experiment 21 1^G8

2nd „ •22 1^76

Mean .

.

•215 1-72

1st Experiment •19 r52
2nd „ 21 1-68

Mean .. .. •20 1-60
Cambridge coprolites

In all the preceding experiments the presence of ammoniacal

salts increased the solubility of the phosphate of lime in the sub-

stances employed.

Solutions of nitrate of soda and of common salt of various

degrees of strength left in contact with finely-ground phosphatic

minerals for a week or longer, I found, dissolved no more phos-

phate of lime than distilled Avater did. It is needless to give

the detailed results, for they were uniformly negative.

Passing them over, I have now to refer to a number of experi-

ments instituted for the purpose of determining how far the

manuring efficacy of half-inch bones, fine bone-dust, and other
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forms In which bone manure is sold, is affected by their relative

solubility in w<ater.

The raw materials employed in the first series of bone experi-

ments were :

—

1. Very hard shank-bones of ox, coarsely ground.

2. Ordinary commercial bone-dust made from rather hard

bones.

3. Ordinary commercial bone-dust made from rather porous

bones.

4. The pith of ox-horns (sloughs), a very porous description

of bone.

5. Boiled bones (the refuse bones of glue-makers).

An excess of each of these substances was placed with pure

distilled water, in glass bottles, in some instances for three days,

in others for a week or 12 days ; the liquid was shaken at

intervals repeatedly, then allowed to settle and filtered clear.

The clear liquid was then evaporated to dryness, the residue

heated in a platinum capsule, and taken up with a few drops of

hydrochloric acid. The solution was then precipitated with

ammonia, and the precipitate collected, washed, dried, and
weighed, when the following results were obtained

Amount of Bone-pliosphates dissolved hy one gallon (70,000 grains') of

Distilled Waterfrom different kinds of Bone-dust and Boiled Bones.

Bone-phosphates
dissolved by a
Gallon of Water.

1 XT J v 1 1, r i 1st Experiment after 3 days . . "48 e,rains
1. Hard shank-bones from oxen ioj io .qa

1 2nd „ 12 „ -80 „

2. Commercial bone-dust (made) 1st Experiment after 1 week 3'68 „
from rather solid bones) . .

J
2nd

3. Commercial bone-dust (made)

from rather porous bones) . .
J

4. Pith of ox-horns

5. Boiled bones (ghie-makers')

refuse) |

In explanation of these results, I would observe that the mate-

rial employed in the first experiment was specially selected,

washed perfectly clean, and broken up into coarse bits, which,

before the experiment was begun, were long soaked in cold water

in order to free them from any soluble impurities always present

in ordinary bone-dust.

The very hard bone-dust, it will be seen, was scarcely at all

affected by water in the course of three days ; after a longer

period it was somewhat more dissolved ; but even then very little

phosphate of lime passed into solution, for the actual quantity of

bone-phosphates amounted to only eight-tenths of a grain per

gallon, whilst in seven days abovit four times as much was dis-

)>
4-24

))

>I
5-40

))
5-36

>>

)>.
5-90

!)
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solved from ordinary bone-dust. The two samples of porous bone-

dust, as miglit have been anticipated, were more soluble than ordi-

nary dust ; and the sample of boiled bones, which it should be

stated was reduced to a tolerably fine powder before being placed

in water, was slightly more soluble than the two preceding samples.

Boiled bones, or steamed bones as they may more appro-

priately be called—^for they are the refuse after the gelatine has

been extracted from them by high-pressure steam—vary greatly in

composition and in their solubility in water. In many instances

this bone refuse yields phosphate of lime far less sparingly

to water than good samples of common half-inch bones, from

which the fat and but little of the nitrogenous organic constituents

have been extracted by boiling.

But although in the present instance boiled bones in the shape

of glue-makers' refuse yielded more phosphate of lime to water

than the other substances employed did, it must not be inferred

that this refuse material always affords, with greater readiness, a

supply of soluble phosphates to plants.

The two samples of commercial bone-dust were both, as

usual in the case of green or fresh bones, impregnated with

grease, which in a great measure prevents their decomposition

and their solution in water.

Experiments loith hard Bonc-Dust.

In the next place, I tried some experiments to test the solu-

bility of bone-dust, m.ade from hard bones, containing but little

fatty matter.

The first sample was a specimen of very hard and fine dust

;

the second sample was coarser ; and the third about as fine as

the first, but made of bones not quite so solid. On analysis the

third sample yielded the following results :

—

Composition offine Bone-dust made duefly from hard solid Bone.

Moisture .. .. lO-SO

*Organic mattor 30-92

Phosphati's of lime and magnesia (bonc-eartli) .. 5244
Carbonate of lime 5'IG

Alkaline salts -84

Sand -28

100-00

*Containina: nitrogen .3-51

Equal to ammonia 4* 56

Separate portions of each of these three samples were placed

in glass-stoppered Winchester quarts, and shaken repeatedly with

distilled water, the proportions being 500 grains of bone-dust for

every decigallon of water. The liquid was then allowed to

settle, and alter 24 hours' standing it was drawn off and filtered
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perfectly clear. A weighed quantity of the clear solution was
acidulated with hydrochloric acid and evaporated to dryness in

a waterbath ; the amount of nitrogen in the dry residue being

subsc(|uently determined in the usual manner by a nitrogen com-
bustion with soda-lime. When a watery solution of bone is

boiled down to dryness some ammonia evaporates, especially

when the bones are in a state of putrefaction ; for this reason a

few drops of hydrochloric acid were added to the clear bone-solu-

tion, and thereby the volatilization of any ammonia prevented.

In another weighed quantity (generally 1 decigallon) of the

clear bone-solutlon the phosphates were determined by first

evaporating the solution to dryness, heating the residue in a

platinum capsule, and proceeding further as before described.

The bone-dust remaining undissolved was again shaken up
with as much distilled water as was employed in making the first

solution, it was then allowed to settle for 24 hours, and the filtered

liquid was treated precisely in the same way as the first solution.

In like manner a third solution was obtained from the same
bone-dust which was employed for making the first.

The object of these successive exhaustions with water was to

ascertain if, with the removal of the more soluble nitrogenous

constituents of bone, the solubility of the bone-phosphates re-

mained the same or became less.

In the first watery extract the proportion of nitrogenous organic

constituents, as we shall see presently, was much more consider-

able than in the liquids obtained by a second or third exhaustion

with water, and as some organic matters appear to exercise a
solvent action upon phosphate of lime, it was deemed desirable

to try the effects of successive portions of water upon bone.

Calculated per gallon the following results were obtained in

the several experiments :

—

Table showing amount of Bone-phospliates and of Nitrogen = to Ammonia
dissolved by 1 gallon of Distilled Waterfrom hard Bone-dust, digested for
24 hours in Cold Water, in the proportion of 500 grains to 1 decigallon

of Water.
Amount of Grains of

Bone-phosphates. Nitrogen = Ammonia.

[ 1st sokition .. MjS .... 9-10 = 11-05

1, Very hard bone-dii.st .. < 2nd extraction

I with water
1-40 = 1-70

Somewhat coarser bone- C 1st soUition .. 2-46 .... 13-26 = lG-11
diistmadecbieflyfrom] 2ud extraction ) n , 1 ^ aq o cc
solid bone .. ..( with water \^'^^ - - '^'^'^ = '^'''^

jlstsokition .. 2-80 .... G-30 = 7-GC

Fine bone-dust madel 2nd extraction 2-10 .... 2-10 = 2-55

chiefly from solid bone] 3rd extraction

\ -with water
80 .. .. -70 =
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The hard texture of these three samples, more especially that

of the first, obviously resisted the solution of the bone-phosphate

in water—a result agreeing well with that obtained in experi-

ments already cited.

Cold water in contact with bone-dust, it will be noticed,

extracts an appreciable quantity of nitrogenous organic matter,

more being present in the first than in the subsequent extracts.

The presence of a comparatively small quantity of soluble

organic matter, however, does not appear in these experiments to

have increased the solubility of phosphate of lime ; for whilst the

proportion of nitrogen present in the shape of organic matter was
much greater in the first than in the second or third solution,

the amount of phosphate of lime remained, practically speaking,

the same in each set of experiments.

Experiments with Spongy Half-inch Bone.

A sample of commercial bone-dust, made entirely from porous

spongy bones and boiled in an open copper, so as to extract

most of the grease, but not to act sensibly upon the gelatine of

the bone, was next experimented upon in the same manner as in

the preceding instances. The results stated per gallon are given

in the subjoined Table :

—

Amount of Bone-phosphate and of Nitrogen dissolved hy 1 gallmi of Water

from spongy half-inch Bone digested for 24 hours in cold water, in the

proportion of 500 grains to 1 decigallon of Water.

Bone-phosphate. Nitrogen. = Ammonia.
Grains. Grains. Grains.

Spongy 2-inch bone
|

let gallon of water 5-61 .... 27-30 = 33-15

2nd „ 2-45 .... 4-35 5-28

The results of this experiment show plainly that the nitrogen-

ous constituents and bone-phosphates are more easily dissolved

from porous though very coarse bone-dust than from fine dust

made from solid bone.

A portion of the nitrogen found in the first watery solution

of the spongy bone was present in the state of an ammoniacal
salt, for the bone-dust moistened with water on the addition of

soda-lime, liberated free ammonia, which was readily perceptible

by its characteristic pungent smell. The presence of an am-
monia salt accounts for the much larger proportion of bone-

phosphate in the first solution ; for direct experiments with

bone phosphate of lime and weak solutions of ammonia salt, as

pointed out above, show that the latter exercise a decidedly solvent

action upon bone phosphates.

Ammoniacal salts, being very soluble in water, cannot occur

in any appreciable quantity in the second watery extract of the
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bones ; this explains why much less phosphate was found in

the second than in the first solution.

Experiments with Bone-Meal and Ivory-Dust and Boiled Bones

{irfuse hones of ylue-mahers).

Ivory-dust and bone-shavings, being the turnings or raspings

of hard bones, contain rather less organic matter and more phos-

phate of lime than common bone-dust. The sample employed
in the experiments was thus composed :

—

MoisUiro 13-12

Organic matter 26'12

Phosphates of lime and magnesia (bone-earth) . . 53'74

Carbonate of lime 5'39

Alkaline salts '78

Sand -85

100-00

Containing nitrogen 3*28

Equal to ammonia 3*98

Ivory-dust, when free from sand, chalk, or other adulterating

matters, is a valuable refuse, which may be applied to all

purposes for which bones are used in agriculture. It is particu-

larly useful to the farmer for drying wet and very acid mineral

superphosphates. Coprolite superphosphate when rich in

soluble phosphate is very apt to get pasty in its transit from the

manure-works to the farmer, and in such a condition it is not

easily or advantageously applied to a root crop. Moreover, very

acid mineral superphosphates should not be applied as a turnip

manure without admixture with some other material, on light sandy

soils deficient, as is often the case, in lime or other basic mineral

constituents which abound in clays or marly soils, and which,

by neutralising or precipitating the acid phosphate and free sul-

phuric acid sometimes present in very acid superphosphates, pre-

vent injury being done to the young plants.

Ivory-dust is not only an excellent material for drying up and
greatly improving the quality of mineral superphosphates ; it is

likewise a very handy material for the production of home-made
bone superphosphate ; its dusty condition at once secures the

absorption of oil of vitriol, and a dry superphosphate can be
obtained from it without loss of time and without difficulty by
being mixed in a wooden tub* with 25 to 30 per cent, of brown
sulphuric acid diluted with an equal weight of water. Such
a mixture almost directly dries up sufficiently to admit of being
placed in a heap ; indeed it is only necessary to mix the acid and
ivory-dust as rapidly as possible together.

* A small tub or barrel cut in two may be employed for the purpose, and a
considerable quantity may be made in a short space of time.
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Whilst speaking; of ivorj-dust and its uses, 1 am anxious to

put purchasers of this refuse on their guard, for its powdery state

admits of the ready admixture of chalk, sand, ground gypsum,
and vegetable ivory, which adulterants are not readily detected

by the look or feel.

Vegetable ivory in appearance closely resembles bone-shavings

or Ivory-dust, but, being a vegetable production of the samo
chemical character as woody fibre, it has as a manuring agent

just as little value as sawdust.

Some time ago an adulterated sample passed through my
hands, and on analysis yielded results which, for sake of com-
parison, I place side by side with the composition of the pure

substance :

—

Composition of Ivory-dust.

Adulterated with Gypsum Good Ivory-
atid Vegetable Ivory. dust.

Moisture 10-01 .... 13-12

'Organic matter 40-40 .... 26-12

Phosphates of lime and magnesia (bone-eartli) .. 28-01 .... 53-74

Carbonate of limo 2-87 .... 5-39

Alkaline salts -77 .... '78

Sulphate of lime (sypsum) 14-44 .... none
Sand .. .. .'. .3-50 .... -85

100-00 100-00

*Containing nitrogen 2*15 3-28

Equal to ammonia 2-61 3-98

Besides gypsum a considerable quantity of vegetable ivory was
added to the adulterated ivory-dust, and in consequence both the

amount of nitrogen and of bone-earth was much less than in the

genuine commercial article.

Bones submitted to high-pressure steam may afterwards be

ground to a powder almost as fine as coarse flour, and, when the

process has been properly carried out, will be found not to have

lost much nitrogen. Such a sample of steamed bone-meal was
used in experiments on the solubility of bone materials, and

yielded on analysis in 100 parts :

—

Composition of Bone-meal [steamed).

Moisture 9' 11

'Organic matter 21-25

Phosphates of lime and magnesia (bone-earth) ()l-94

Carbonate of lime 4-68

Alkaline salts 1-70

Sand 1-32

100-00

*Containiiig nitrogen 2*84
Equal to ammonia 3* 45
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The bone-meal, ivon-dust, and boiled bones were cxlianstcd

with three successive quantities of water, and several solutions

were obtained, in which the amounts of" nitrogen and dissolved

bone-phosphates were determined as before with the following

results :

—

Table ahoicing the amount of Bone-phosphate and Nitmjen dissolved hy

1 gallon of Water lift in contact for 24 hours with Bone-meal and Jwnj-

dust, in the proportion of 500 grains to 1 decigallon.

Bouc-nical

Ivory-dust

)3oiic-phosi)li!it(.'. Nitrogen, Aniiiiuuiu.

1st solution y-io .. .. 7-01 8-51

2nd „ 2-80 .. .. 3-50 4-25

3id 1-70 .. .. 3-15 3-82

1st solution .. G-BG 8-33

2nd „ 2-45 .. .. 3-43 4-lG

;ird „ 2-80 .. .. 2-74 3-33

1st solution 4-20 .. .. 17-50 21-25

2nd „ 2-10 .. . 2-10 3-27

3rd „ 2-15 .. . 1-78 2-lG

Boiled bones (refuse bones

ol' j^lue-inakcrs) ..

In conformity with similar trials the 1st solution in each case

contained more phosphate of lime than the subsequent ones.

The glue-makers' refuse, it will be seen, yielded to water

about the same quantity of bone-phosphates as the ivory-dust,

and the bone-meal about twice as much.
These variations in the proportions of soluble phosphates in

the various forms in which bones are used in agriculture, no

doubt must have a considerable influence on the readiness with

which they are appropriated by our crops.

Experiments with rotten Bone-dust.

Professor Wohler, of the University of Gottingen, if I am not

mistaken, first pointed out that bone-dust, moistened with a

little water, in the course of a few days yields a considerable

quantity of phosphate of lime to water, and that this solubility

rapidly increases with the putrefaction of the gelatine.

Many years ago the late Mr. Pusey, it may be remembered,
suggested that bone-dust moistened with water and mixed with

ashes, sand, or porous earth should be placed in a heap, and the heap
kept moist by occasionally pouring water, stale urine, or liquid

manure upon it. Adopting this suggestion, practical men soon

lound that bones broken into rough pieces with a sledge-hammer,

may by this simple means not only be reduced to a finer state of

division, but also rendered much more efficacious as a manure
lor root crops. VVohler's direct experiments upon putrefying

bones afford a rational explanation of the benefit arising from
preparing bones in accordance with Mr. Pusey 's recommcnda-
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tion, and as his are the only experiments on record, I deemed it

desirable to try the same experiments upon perfectly rotten bones

which I had made with other forms of bone manure.

A sample of the bones used in my experiments, on analysis,

yielded the following results :

—

Composition of rotten Bone-dust.

Moisture 12-02

*Organic matter 28'71

Phosphates of lime and magnesia (bone-earth) . . 49'28

Carhonate of lime and alkaline salts 8'92

Sand 1-07

100-00

*Contaimng nitrogen 3 -44

Equal to ammonia 4'17

These bones had a dark colour, a pungent smell like rotten

cheese, and imparted a deep brown colour to water.

Mixed with a little water and soda-lime they gave off ammonia
abundantly, showing that they contained readily formed ammonia
in saline combination.

Three successive solutions were prepared as before, and the

amount of bone phosphate and of nitrogen determined in each,

when the following results were obtained :

—

Table showing the amount in grains of Bone-phosphate dissolved in 1 gallon of
Water left in contact with Rotten Bones for 24 hours in the proportion

of 500 grains of Bones to one decigallon of Water.

Bone-phosphate. Nitrogen = Ammonia.

( 1st solution 20-30 .... 28-70 = 34-85

Eotten bone-dust ..|2nd „ .. 10-50 .... 4-90 = 5-95

{ 3rd „ .. 6-30 .... 3-50 = 4-25

In comparison with all the other varieties of bone manure the

rotten bones, it will be seen, yielded a very considerable pro-

portion of phosphate of lime to cold water ; thus furnishing

another direct proof that bone-dust in a decomposed condition is

much more efficacious and quick in acting than fresh bones.

Boiling water, I find, dissolves a still larger amount of phos-

phate of lime than cold, as will be seen from the following

experiment, in which rotten bones in a far advanced state of

putrefaction were employed.

100 grains of such rotten bone-dust were boiled out with

10 ounces of water ; the liquid produced was filtered perfectly

clear, evaporated to dryness, and the amount of phosphate in the

heated residue determined as before.
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Tlie 100 grains gave 2'27 grains of soluble phospliate of lime.

A gallon of bone liquid, produced in this way, consequently will

contain as much as oG o2 grains of bone-phosphate. The inso-

luble portion of the bone was boiled out a second time with

10 ounces of water. The resulting clear liquid was found to

contain '49 of a grain of phosphate, or one gallon would contain

7"89 grains, showing that with the first reduction of the ammo-
niacal and nitrogenous compounds the solubility of the phosphate

of lime became greatly diminished.

The rotten bone-dust used in this experiment had in 100 parts

the following composition :
—

Moisture 21-55

*Organic matter 18-52

Phosphates of lime and magnesia (bone-earth) .. 39-24

Carbonate of lime and common salt 19-14

Sand 1-55

100-00

*Containing nitrogen 1'82

Equal to ammonia 2 '21

Ordinary bone-dust does not, or ought not to, contain more
than 1 to 1^ per cent, of alkaline salts

;
sometimes, however,

common salt, or a strong solution of brine, is added with a twofold

object in view—to increase by a cheap admixture the weight

of the bone-dust ; and to arrest or prevent fermentation, which
readily sets up when moist bones, especially those from which
most of the grease has been boiled out, and which are kept in a

heap. Fermentation is always accompanied by elevation of tem-

perature and partial destruction of all organic matter. A heap of

fermenting, or more correctly speaking putrefying, bone-dust

heats more or less strongly ; and besides the gases arising from

the destruction of organic matter, throws off a good deal of water

in the shape of invisible vapour. The loss in weight sustained

by keeping ordinary bone-dust in a heap for a period of 3 or

4 months, according to its condition, generally amounts to

from 1 2 to 18 per cent. Salt, as is well known, acts as a check

to fermentation and keeps the heap moist. In the sample of

rotten bone-dust used in the last-named experiment I found a

good deal of salt, which appears to have been mixed with it for

the purpose just referred to.

It may be suggested that the large amount of phosphates in

the watery solution of the last sample may have been due to the

presence of common salt. Direct experiments, however, have
shown me that the phosphates in bones are not rendered more
soluble in water by its agency. As the negative results ob-
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taincd by me by digesting various forms of bone-dust with
salt solutions have no special interest, I content myself by
mentioning only two or three which give as good a proof in su])-

port of the opinion just expressed as that afforded by the whole

series.

500 grs. of fine hard bone-dust and 200 grs. of salt were

mixed with 1 decigallon of water, and the phosphate dissolved

bv the saline liquid afterwards determined.

Under the same circumstances as those in which pure water

dissolved 2"80 and 2'10 grains of bone-phosphate per gallon, salt

solutions took up 2"10 and 2"40 grains of bone-phosphates re-

spectively, or almost precisely the same quantities as pure water.

I may mention in passing that lately a peculiar description of

bone-dust has been seen occasionally in the manure market. It

is imported from Belgium, and sold as prepared Belgian bones.

It is very brittle, generally rather damp, emits a strong ammo-
niacal smell similar to that of rotten cheese, and appears to

be a refuse obtained in the manufactory of gelatine or some such

substance. Prepared Belgian bones, like English glue-makers'

boiled or refuse bones, when dry are readily ground into a fine

powder, which though not so valuable as fine ordinary bone-dust

lor manure, may nevertheless be used with advantage both for

root crops and for pastures.

Three samples analysed by me a short time ago had the

following composition :

—

Composition of Three samples ofprepared Belgian Bones.

^. I, n. Hi.
' Moisture 22-(i6 .. 16-49 .. 27-73

*Orj:anic matter 10-12 .. 11-40 .. 8-81

Tribasic phosphate of lime (bone-eartli) .. 50-94 .. 60*84 .. 51-32

Carbonate of hme and alkalme salts .. .. 9-49 .. lO'OS .. 11-16

Sand -79 .. 1-22 .. -98

100-00 100-00 lOO'OO

^Containing nitrogc'U .. .. 1-14 1-28 -86

Equal to ammonia 1-38 1*55 1-04

Sample No. II. is by far the best of the three, for it contains

less moisture, and more nitrogenous matter and phosphates than

the other samples.

A still more valuable bone preparation than the preceding

may be obtained in works in which patent size is made, not by

boiling out the gelatine, but by dissolving the mineral portion

of bones by means of cold diluted hydrochloric acid, and leaving

the gelatinous tissue of bones behind.

In works wherein this plan is adopted large quantities of an
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acid li(jui(l, csscMitially a solution of bone-phosphate in hydro-

chloric acid, are obtained. By adding slaked lime or carbonate

of soda until the free acid is neutralised, the phosphates fall

down as a white voluminous precipitate, which after subsidence

may be collected, partially washed, and dried on a hot plate.

When carefully prepared in this way, precipitated bone-phos-

phates constitute a very valuable fertilising material, which is

readily assimilated by plants.

A reference to experiments given in preceding pages will show
that, in a precipitated state, phosphate of lime is far more easily

soluble in water, and more efficacious as a manuring agent than

in the shape of phosphatic minerals, bone-ash, or even fine bone-

dust.

When moderate care and skill are employed in the manufacture

of precipitated phosphates, an exceedingly light, dry, and very

valuable white powdery substance containing from 78 to 80 per

cent, of pure tri basic phosphate of lime can be obtained.

Generally, however, workmen add more lime to the acid

liquid than is necessary to precipitate the phosphates, and the

excess of lime falls down with the precipitate and afterwards

gets changed into insoluble carbonate of lime, which remains

mechanically mixed with the phosphates.

The addition of slaked lime to the acid liquid, I need hardly

say, produces chloride of calcium, which remains in solution.

The liquid containing this very deliquescent salt is seldom removed
as perfectly as it might be from the precipitated phosphates.

Prepared on a manufacturing scale the bone precipitate generally

contains some carbonate of lime with more or less chloride of

calcium, moisture, and water of combination. It is sold in com-
merce as bone-flour, and varies much in composition, and con-

sequently in value, as will be seen by glancing at the subjoined

analysis ;

—

Composition of two samples of Bone-flour {precipitated Bone-phosphates).

I. II.

Moisture and water of combiuatiou 30'20 .... 22'51

•Phosphoric acid 23-83 .... 3050
Lime

34-52

.... 40-65

Magnesia, chlorine, &c 9-92 .... 6-15

Sand 1-53 .... -19

100-00 100-00

*Equal to tribasic phosphate of lime (bone-earth) 52"04: 66*58

In a third very inferior sample I determined separately-

chlorine, carbonic acid, phosphoric acid, lime, &c. Uniting the

constituents found in the compound, its composition may be

stated as follows :

—

VOL. IV.—S. S. O
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Composition of a sample of inferior Bone-flour {^Commercial precipiLated

Uone-phosphatea).

Moisture (loss at 212° F.) 16-87

Organic matter and combined water ,. .. 5"01

Tribasic phosphate of lime 36-28

Carbonate of lime 4-65

Chloride of calcium 31-72

Insoluble siliceous matter (sand) 5-47

100-00

Chloride of calcium is a very deliquescent salt, which is

injurious to vegetation, and therefore ought not to occur in so

large a proportion as it did in this sample.

An excellent artificial manure for root-crops may be obtained by
mixing together 3 parts of prepared precipitated bone-phosphate

with 3 parts of Peruvian guano. Applied at the rate of 4 cwts.

per acre, the mixture will be found especially useful for root-

crops intended to be grown on light land.

Equal parts of precipitated bone phosphate (of a good sample),

Peruvian guano and common salt, and applied at the rate of

8 to 9 cwts. to the acre form a capital dressing for permanent
pasture.

Summary.

The chief points of interest embodied in the preceding pages

may be briefly summarised as follows :

—

1. Pure and dried phosphate of lime is sparingly soluble in

water.

2. In a moist state and the voluminous condition in which it is

obtained by precipitation from its solution, it is about four times

as soluble in water as it is after it has been dried and heated.

3. Ammoniacal salts added to water materially increase the

solubility of pure phosphate of lime, and of the phosphates in

bone-ash, coprolites, and other phosphatic minerals.

4. Nitrate of soda and common salt neither increase nor

diminish the solubility of phosphates in water.

5. Bone-ash is not sufficiently soluble in water to be used with

advantage by itself or mixed with other fertilising matters as a

manure.

6. The earthy phosphates in Peruvian and phosphatic guanos,

still containing a good deal of organic matter or salts of am-
monia, are sufficiently soluble in water to be readily appropriated

by plants.

7. The phosphates contained in coprolites, apatite, Sombrero
rock, Spanish phosphate, and other phosphatic minerals, especi-
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ally wlien tliey arc hard and crystalline, are very little acte.l

upon by water.

8. For agricultural purposes, pliospliatic minerals as well as

bone-ash should be treated with a cjuantity of sulphuric acid

sufficient to convert the whole of the insoluble phosphates therein

contained as completely as possible into soluble combinations.

It is a waste of good raw material to leave much of tire in-

soluble phosphates unacted upon by acid.

9. Insoluble phosphates present in superphosphate, or similar

artificial manure, have little or no practical value to the farmer.

10. The different kinds of bone-dust vary much in their

solubility and practical efficacy as manures.

11. Bone-dust made from solid bones, even when reduced to a

fine powder, is less soluble in water and acts more slowly on
vegetation than much coarser bone-dust made from porous or

spongy bones.

12. Fresh bones impregnated with grease do not readily enter

into decomposition, and are less valuable as a manure than bones

from which most of tlie fat has been removed by boiling in an
open copper.

13. Fat or bone-grease has no fertilising value whatever, and
as it retards the solution of bone-dust in water, it is decidedly an
objectionable constituent of fresh bones, as far as the agriculturist

is concerned.

14. Water dissolves much more phosphate of lime from rotten

than from fresh bones.

15. During the putrefaction of bones, soluble nitrogenous

organic compounds and ammoniacal salts are produced from the

gelatine contained in bones. These compounds act power-
fully and quickly as fertilising constituents, and are indirectly

useful in greatly enhancing the solubility of bone-phosphates in

water.

16. Bone-dust kept in a heap for a period of 3 or 4 months,

heats and becomes more efficacious as a manure than bone-dust

applied to the land fresh from the mill.

17. Ivory-dust (or bone-shavings) is frequently adulterated with

gypsum, fine sand, or vegetable ivory, but when genuine is the

best form in which bone can be used for the production of home-
made superphosphate.

18. High-pressure steam renders bones so brittle that they

can be readily ground into a fine powder, which is readily

assimilated by plants.

19. Bone-meal prepared by high-pressure steam contains not

much less nitrogen than ordinaiy bone-dust, and as a manure
is far more efficacious and valuable than the latter.

20. Placed in a heap with ashes or sand, and occasionally

O 2
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inoist:>ne(l with liquid manure or water, bone enters into putre-

faction, and becomes a much more soluble and energetic manure
than ordinary bone-dust.

An excellent way of rendering bone-dust soluble, it may also

be mentioned, is the Norfolk plan of putting it in alternate layers

between fresh farmyard-manure, and letting both ferment together

in a conical heap, covered up with earth to prevent the loss ot

any fertilising matter, and to secure it from penetration by heavy
rains.

Laboratory, 11, Salisbury-square, Fleet-street,

February 1st, 1868.

X!.

—

Report on the Trials of Fixed and Portable Steam-Engines

at the Bury St. Edmund's Meeting, 1S67.

The following Report was received by the Stewards of Imple-

ments at the Bury St. Edmund's Show too late to be inserted in

the last Journal.

To the Council of tlie JRoyal Agricultural Society of England.

My Lords and Gextlemex,—We have the honour to hand you our Eeport

of the Trials of Fixed Steam-Engines and of Portable Steam-Engines at the

Meeting of the Society held at Bury in July last.

Fixed Steam-Engines.

We awarded the First Prize to Messrs. Clayton, Shuttlcwortli, and Co.,

who exhibited an engine well designed and thoroughly well made, which
showed a very low consumption of fuel. The cyhnder was steam-jacketed,

and the jacket was in full use during the trial, although, from the relative

positions of the Society's boiler and the engines to be tried (it not being

possible to run the condensed steam from the jacket back to the boiler), the

water was suffered to escape.

The Second Prize was awarded to Messrs. Tuxford and Sons. This engine

also had a steam-jacketed cylinder, and was in other respects well designed

and very well made ; but during the trial the steam was not kept on the

jacket, and we believe that this had the effect of increasing the amount of

steam used.

The Engine of the Reading Iron Works Company we highly commended,
as in its consuinption of fuel it was but little above that of Messrs. Tuxford,

and the workmanship was very good. This engine was furnished with a

means of varying the expansion without stopi)ing the engine. This is an

extremely valuable adjunct to an engine when it is in charge of an intelligent

driver.

We commended the Oscillating Engine of Messrs. Deacon and Wood,
because, although a very cheap engine, it gave a very good result as to con-

sumption of fuel.

As regards the Portahlc Sfcaia-Eiiffiiics, whether single or double cylinder,

these, so far as noticed in our Award sheets, were put through a double

Uial, the second being at 50 per cent, of load in excess of the first.
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Single Cylindku Portable Engines.

In this class wc awarded the First Prize to Messrs. Clayton, Rhnttleworth,

and Co., who jirodnced a thoroupihly well designed and well made engine,

whicli did its work with an extremely small constimi)tion of fuel.

The Second Prize wc awarded to Messrs. Tuxford and Sous, whose engine

was also extremely well made and designed, and who gave proof of an economy

but little below that of Messrs. Clayton, Shuttleworth, and Co.

Tiie Heading Iron Works Company's ICngine we highly commended. It

was extremely well designed and well made. This engine was fitted with a

means of varying the expansion, similar to that employed in the fixed engine

by the same makers. See our remarks thereon.

We also liighly commended the Engine of Messrs. Brown and May, because

it gave, without any separate expansion valve, a very good economic resnlt.

It was a very plain, serviceable engine.

Of the Double Cylinder Portable Engines four only were tried twice.

The First Prize was given to Messrs. Clayton, Shuttlev/orth, and Co., whose

Engine, well designed and -well made, worked with great economy.

The Second Prize was given to Messrs. Ransomcs and Sims, whose Engine

•was of extreiuely good workmanship, and gave a performance in res]x'Ct of

coal differing but by a small fraction of a pound from that given by Messrs.

Clayton, Shuttleworth, and Co.

The Engine of Messrs. Tuxford and Sous well deserved the high com-
mendation we gave it, although we could not lose sight of the fact that its

price was higher than that of its competitors.

The Engine of Messrs. Brown and May we highly commended, because, as

in the case of their single engine, it was of a plain, serviceable class, and yet

gave a very good result,

We have the honour to be, my Lords and Gentlemen,
Your obedient servants,

John V. Gooch,
F. J. Bkamwell,
Jas. Easton,

Judges of Steam-EnffiveF,

London, Novomher 7, 1867.

To the Senioi' Steward of Implements at the Bury Sltow of the Royal
Agricultural Society of England.

My Lord,—We have the honour to submit for your Lordship's consideration

and that of the Council some recommendations as to the preparations for and
conduct of the trials of steam engines in future years, which are prompted
partly by the difficulties experienced this year, and the consequent delay of

our award and also of our report; and partly by the consideration of the fact,

that the circumstances under which the trials take place, although affording

results which are for many purposes very valuable, do not correspond with the

circumstances under which an engine would be worked by a purchaser.

The Fixed Steam Engines (as you are aware) arc supplied with steam from

a boiler belonging to the Society, but attended to by the workmen employed by
each exhibitor. Although there is not any clause forbidding the exhibitor to

heat the feed-water supplied to this boiler, nevertheless, there seems to have
been an understanding among them that this should not be done ; we think

it would be well if it were stated in the " conditions " hereafter to be pub-
lished, that the exhibitors will be allowed to apply any feed-water heater that
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tliey think fit, so long; as such heatev derives its heat from the exhaust steam

only, and so long as the heated water can be brought to the feed-pumps sup-

plied by the Society. Our object in making this sugg(!stion is to do away
with the anomaly that now exists between the performance of the fixed engines

and the portable engines—an anomaly largely due to the fact that nearly the

whole of the portable engines iise feed-water heaters, while the fixed engines

do not use them npou their trials.

'

It will be in your recollection that on this occasion two trials were directed

to be made with each portable engine. The first with the load equivalent to

the nominal power of the engine ; the second with the load corresponding to

a power 50 iier cent, in excess of the first.

We find the relative results of these trials (except in one or two cases, for

which we can partly account) to l)c so nearly alike, that we think only one

trial in respect of load need in future be made, such trial to be either with the

ordinary load or the excess load, as may be decided by the Council.

At this trial we think it should be ]nade a condition that only one man
should be allowed to attend to the fire, the oiling, the feed-water, the pre-

paration of the coal (such preparation to he made while the engine is running),

in fact, to attend to the whole work of the engine.

At the present time we have seen as many as six men engaged in attending

one engine
;

viz., one man breaking the coals into pieces the size of small

walnuts, another man putting these pieces on to the fire with a shovel like a

money-scoop, another man oiling the cylinders, another oiling the bearings,

another jmtting the feed-water into the heater by ladlefuls at a time, and
another ready for any odd job that might arise. This clearly is a condition

of things that could not exist in ordinary work, and we therefore think it most
desirable that in trials also made with portable engines, the whole attendance

for each engine should be done by one man.
At the same time we think it imjiortant for instruction to engine-makers

and to purchasers that the very best results to be obtained in reference solely

to consumption of fuel should be known, and we therefore are of opinion that

each exhibitor should be allowed to have a second trial at which he might
employ (as he now does) as many men as he pleases. It is clear that time

will not admit of three trials being made, two trials are the utmost that can

be attempted ; and we are of opinion that more useful results will be obtained

by the course we have ventured to suggest than by continuing the two trials

at different loads as at Bury.

We are also of opinion tliat it would be an extremely easy matter to make
provision for taking accurately the amount of water evaporated by each boiler

during the trial of its engine, and thereby to arrive at how much of the result

was due to the boiler and how much to the engine. We are aware, it may be

said, that the only thing in which the purchaser is interested is the final result

of work done by the engine for the coals consumed, and that he is not inte-

rested in the steps by which this result is reached ; but we are of opinion

that this is a very narrow view to take, and that the purchaser is the person,

above all others, interested in such details of information as are necessary to

enable makers of engines to discover the points which need correction, and
thus to keep up progressive improvements in the amount of work done for a

given quantity of fuel.

We also recommend that all brakes intended to be used should, previously

to the trials, in addition to being put into perfect working order, be actually

worked to a sufficient extent to overcome the effects of standing idle.

Each brake should have appointed to it an intelligent man, thoroughly

capable of working and regulating it with certainty.

As soon as it is laiown what number of engines are intended for trial, the

time necessary to make the trials should be precisely estimated, taking into
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account the number of brakes to be used ; and the Judges should so begin the

trials as to ensure their being completed by the evening of the Friday before

the show opens, and thus ensuring I'or tlieniselves time on tlie Saturday care-

fully to consider the resulls and make their awards, so that the exhibitors may
have them on the first day oi the show.

The water tanks should lie placed at a height of not less than 10 feet above

the level of the trial platform, and tlie hose-pipes and all outlets should be

not less than 2 inches inside diameter, and should be proved all tight and

secure.

With respect to the printed "conditions" of trial, we think that

—

Each boiler sliouUl bo fitted with check-valve for the feed-water in addition

to the two pump-valves specified in Clause 9.

Clause 13. Tlie examination should be made at such time and in such

manner as the Judges may determine.

" Special Arrangements."

Clause 4 should follow Clause 7, and read " his own driving strap " for each

description of engine. Several exhibitors at the Bury Show appeared to be

under the impression that the Society provided straps for portable engines.

Clause 8. Is not the first wiiek in July much too near the time of trial to

allow the necessary arrangements to be perfected '?

Clause 9 we think should be modified as follows :—All the fixed engines

intended for trial must be fixed in their places according to the order of trial

on the trial jjlatform by a given time, viz. by the of
,

and strictly in the position and under the conditions required ; and all portable

engines must be placed (so far as the allotted space will allow) also in the

order of trial : and those for which there is not room on the platform must be

drawn up in front of it not later than the evening of the day above-named.

We have the honour to be, my Lord, your obedient servants,

John V. Goooh.
F. J. Bramwell,
Jas. Easton,

Judges of Steam Engines.

November 7, 1867.

XII.

—

Statistics of Live Stock and Dead Meat for Consumption

in the Metropolis. By Robert Herbert.

Notwithstanding that the importations of foreign stock into

the United Kingdom during the last six months of 1867 were
considerably less than in the corresponding period in 1866, a

rather heavy fall took place in the quotations ; so that both

beasts and sheep have now declined to about their average value.

Several causes have operated seriously against price :—viz., the

unusually prime condition in which the stock has made its

appearance from nearly the whole of our grazing districts
;

the great increase, both here and on the continent, in the

slaughter of animals destined for consumption in the metropolis
;

and the restrictive measures in reference to the removal of
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beasts without the four-mile radius. Those measures have been
much cavilled at by the trade in general ; but so long as there

is a possibility of a fresh outbreak of disease, they will be

continued. The supplies derived from the continent—about

20,000 tons—were mostly disposed of at moderate currencies.

The total number of beasts exhibited and disposed of in the

metropolitan market was 138,520 head, against 148,320 head in

1866; 181,400 in 1865; 177,944 in 1864; and 168,232 head

in 1SG3. Lincolnshire, Leicestershire, and Northamptonshire,
forwarded 7510 more bullocks than in the previous corre-

sponding season. The increase from Norfolk, Suffolk, Essex,

and Cambridgeshire, was 1800 ; from other parts of England
240, from Scotland 321, and from Ireland 1472 head. The
latter, however, were mostly in very poor condition— the selling-

price having been only from 6Z. 10s. to 10^. each. As regards

the progress of crossing, it may be observed that nearly the

whole of the beasts from Scotland were crosses between Short-

horns and Ayrshire cows. Their quality was unexceptionably

good. Judging from the large number of pure breeds on sale

from our various grazing districts, the crossing system does not

appear to be on the increase in England.
The supplies of sheep brought forward in 1867 were 694,500,

against 708,260 in 1866 and 769,814 in 1865. The deficiency

in number was made good by the improved weight and condi-

tion of most breeds on sale. Throughout the six months the

trade was in a most unsatisfactory state, and prices gradually

gave way, until at one time the highest value of the best Downs
and crosses did not exceed As. Vdd. per 8 lbs. In 1866 that

description of stock sold at 6s. 6rf. per 8 lbs.

The few calves on sale commanded very full prices—viz.,

from As. 4rf. to 5s. 10c?. per 8 lbs.

Although the supply of pigs was only moderate, the pork
trade was heavy, at low prices—viz., from 3s. Ad. to 4s. 2c?. per

8 lbs. These quotations, owing to the high price of meal,

potatoes, &c., were very unremunerative to the breeders and

feeders.

The total numbers of stock exhibited in the six months

were :

—

Head.

Beasts 138,520

Cows 1250
Sheep 694,500
Calves 10,423

Pisis 14,034

In the seven previous seasons these were
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Iloasts. Shot'ji 1111(1 IjUiiibs, Culvcs I'igs.

1 SCO 1 45, 420 301

5

762 , 740 15, 766 15 470

1861 140 750 3187 774 200 12 ,441 20 lie

18G2 31 48 709 , 67

1

12 579 18 220

1863 .. .. 168,232 3127 761,070 14,822 17 550

1864 . 177,944 3221 769,814 17,967 19 300

1865 .. .. 1S1,4(I0 2177 890,160 21,532 16 151

1866 .. .. 148,320 2000 708,260 12,291 1" 480

The district bullock supplies, including Ireland and Scotland,

in the last six months were :

—

District Bullock Arrivals.

Northern
Districts.

Eastern
Districts.

Other parts of

England.
Scotland. Ireland.

I860 .. .. 66,140 9,500 20,.500 1 ,151 7,852

1861 .. .. 71,450 2,500 9,700 4,586 14,340

1862 .. .. 74,570 5,0.50 19,620 3,307 14,820

1863 .. .. 66,510 3,850 21,2.-)0 3,213 11,280

1864 .. .. 60,350 8,400 19,400 3,625 7,079

1865 .. .. 52,270 1,600 20,070 4,512 5,011

1866 .. .. 35,900 2,700 16,340 1,844 4,170

1867 .. .. 43,410 4,500 16,580 2,165 5,042

The total imports of foreign stock into London in the last six

months of 1867 amounted to 289,124 head, against 378,875 in

the corresponding period in 1866, 557,875 in 1865, and 362,709
in 1864. At the outposts the arrivals fell off considerably. The
heavy fall in the value of both beasts and sheep, but more
particularly in the latter description of stock last year, prevented

the usual number of animals being shipped from the continent.

Although the supply diminished, the general quality of the

stock exhibited signs of great improvement. The comparison of

prices stands thus :

—
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Average Prices of Beef and Mutton.

Beef.—Per 8 lbs. to sink the Offal.

1863. 1864. 1865. 1866. 1867-

Inferior

Middling ..

Prime

s. d.

.3 4
4 2

5 0

s. d.

3 6

4 G

5 G

s. d.

3 2

4 6

5 4

s. (i.

3 ^6
4 8

5 4

s. d.

3 2

4 4

4 10

Mutton.—Per 8 lbs. to sink the Offal.

1863. 1864. 1865. 1866. 1867-

s. d. s. d. s. rf. s. c?. s, d.

Inferior 4 0 4 2 4 6 4 0 3 2

Middling .. 5 0 5 2 5 6 5 2 4 2

Prime 5 10 .5 10 6 8 6 2 4 10

Imports of Foreign Stock into London in the last Six Months of 1867.

Beasts,
Sheep

.ind Lambs.
Calves. Pigs.

34 ^, ou i
1 0

O 1 QJ io i ,o^i

oUo
455 95 "27

3,228 3,917 197

911
132 9

538
337 16

9 68 16

2,069 2,974 76

755

1,655 284 473
4,061 27,162 13 749

306 2,701 43 343

7,349 45,138 2,058 10,774
344 8,648 121 933

176 362

134 70

3
31,015

1

3

284 1,.593 411

418 25,172
1,461
319 1,359 214

544 130

252 270 166

297 1,6G8 112 8,048

476
103

34,471 28,677 1

578
1

.";54

G2,764 200,088 5,3C9 20,903

From

Aalborg
Amsterdam
Antwerp
Barcelona
Boulogne
Bremen
Cadiz
Caen
Corunna
Dieppe
Dunkirk
Gerstemunde
Gibraltar

Gothenburg
Hamburg
Harburg
Harliiigen

Harliugen and Meive Diep
Hcppaus
Konigsberg
Lisbon
Medleublik
Moerdyk
Meive Diep
Oporto
Ostend
Randers
Randers and Aalborg .

.

Rotterdam
Seville

St. Petersburg
Tonning
Tronville

Vigo

Total
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Imports at Corresponding Periods.

Boasts. Sheep and Lambs. Calves. I'Igs.

I860 .. .. 59,817 243,804 19,.594 21,510

1861 .. .. 59,04!) 206,249 19,715 25,919

1862 .. .. 57,356 250,140 19,610 17,279

186.3 .. .. 61,4.35 241 ,209 17,497 18,936

1864 .. .. 70. 9:22 238,121 16,793 30,803

1865 .. .. 88,775 399,220 19,535 50,445

1866 .. .. 92,839 251,545 14,544 19,252

Rough fat was abundant and low in price—the average quota-

tion having been 25. 2(1. per 8 lbs.

Newgate and Leadenhall markets were heavily supplied with

meat. The trade generally Avas very inactive. Beef sold at

from 3s. to 4s. 6(?. ;
mutton, 3s. 2d. to 4s. Qd.

;
veal, 3s. lOd. to

4s. 8(Z.
;
pork, 3s. to 4s. 4(/. per 8 lbs. by the carcase.

The production of wool in England in 1867 was very large

—

viz., 125,000,000 lbs. or 18,000,000 lbs. more than in 1866.

This heavy growth, added to enormous importations from our

colonies, had a most depressing influence upon the trade. Prices

fell from 2d. to Zd. per lb., with every prospect of a further

decline in them, as we learn that the last clip in Australia and
at the Cape was considerably in excess of 1866. The high

duties upon wool and woollen goods in America tell seriously

against the trade as a whole. In order to show the extent of the

arrivals, we insert the annexed return of importations in the last

five years :

—

1867. 1866. 1865. 1864, 1863.

Bales. Bales. Baks- Bales. Bales.

Australian 412,641 348,628 332,560 302,177 241,630
Cape of Good Hope .

.

128,418 107,184 99,991 6 9,.309 68,922
47,010 79,732 54,228 58,909 64,458
15,865 40,475 24,696 32,684 31,853
2,770 710 876 3,419 1,305
8,135 14,205 12,085 8,2.58 0,935

21,258 45,021 37,147 37,829 34,693
149,703 1.54,497 123,451 158,122 145,530

Total .. ., 785,800 790,458 685,0.34 670,707 595,326

The closing prices of wool in 18G6 and 1867 were as

under :

—
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Fleeces :— s.

Southdown lioggetts .. .. 1

Halt-bred lioggetts 1

Kent fleeces 1
Southdown ewes and wethers 1

Leicester ditto 1

Sorts :

—

Clothing picklock 1

Prime 1

Choice 1

Super 1

Combing :

—

Wether matching- 1

Picklock ^
1

Common 1

Hog matching 1

Picklock matching ,. .. 1

Super ditto 1

1866. iser.
Ppi- lb. Per lb.

d. •S. d. .s. d. s. d.
(;• to 1 7 1 to 1 2h
7-i to 1 8d 1 2i to 1 O 1o~
7 to 1 8 1 1 to 1 u
41 to 1 1 1 to 1
«; to 1 7 1 1 to 1 2

7i to 1 9 1 oh to 1 (;

G to 1 7 1 to 1 f)

to 1 6 1 H to 1 4
4} to 1 5 1 o

to 1 3

8 to 1 8d 1 5 to 1 Hi
5h to 1 6* 1 2-i to 1

"

3^ to 1 4 1 0 to 1

lOJ to 1 lU 1 5 to 1 5h
7 to 1 7i 1 2h to 1 34
4i to 1 5 1 0 to 1 1

It will be seen from the above comparison that the decline in

prices since 1866 has been unusually severe, but our impression
is that, although possibly continental houses will be large buyers
of wool this year, there is very little room for any important
upward movement in the quotations. Production has evidently

overtaken the power of consumption.

4, Argyle Square, St. Pancras.

XIII.

—

Prizes to Engine Drivers. A Letter addressed to the

Editor, hy W. Wells.

Sir,— If you have a page to spare in the Journal, I think the

success which, at the four last meetings of our Peterborough

Agricultural Society, has attended the allotment of a Prize to

Drivers of Agricultural Portable Steam Engines, deserves to be

recorded.

I had long thought that the growing importance of the position

of these men in the agricultural world required to be recognised,

their careful services encouraged, and their interest in the

mechanical details of their duties stimulated. I had not heard

of any instances of special prizes being open to them, and I

determined therefore, in 1864, to olfer through the medium of

our Association a prize of lOZ., to which the following con-

ditions, drawn up after careful consideration by a Committee,

were attached.
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ExcaxK DuiVEus.

Class G. To the Driver of an Aj^ricultural Portable Steam Engine £. s. d.

who shall have shown the greatest, skill, care, and competence in the

management of the Engine, of whicli he shall have had charge not

less than 18 months, the sum of 6 0 0

To the second in merit as above 4 00
lOntries to be made on or before the 5th of May.—Blanlv Forms can bo

obtained of the Secretary.

It will be necessary that the Owner of the Engine shall certify :

—

1st. That during the time that the competitor has been in his service, no
accident whatever, either to ])roperty, life, or liznb, has occurred to

or with the Engine, tlnmmh his neglect.

2ndly. That he is quite satisfied with his management and care of the.

Engine, and that he can testify to his character for sobriety and
general good conduct.

The above considerations are chiefly to guide the Conmiittce or Judges in

making their awards, but they arc empowered to employ a competent practical

Engineer or Inspector. The person taking the hrst prize not to be eligible

again for three years, and no competitor to take the second prize twice.

Many considerations had to be borne in mind in settling the

above conditions. Besides special ability shown as an engine

driver, it seemed desirable that in the case of each competitor,

length of service, care of his master's property, and general good
conduct should have their due weight, while the varying circum-

stances connected with each engine should also be taken into

account. The certificate alluded to, which has to be filled up
by the employer, is in the following form :

—
Peterboroucui Agricultural Societt, 186 .

Certificate.

I of in the county of hereby recom-
mend to compete for the prizes in Class 5, and 1 declare

him qualified to do so, according to the rules and restrictions of the Societv.

Dated this of 186 .

The following Questions to be answered by the employer :

—

Questions. Answers.

1. How long has lived consecutivel}' in

your service as engine driver ?

2. Had you a satisfactory character from his previous

employer ?

o. For what length of time was he emploj'ed as engine-

driver by him ?

4. Are his habits strictly sober?

5. Is his general conduct satisfactory ?

G. Are you satisfied with his general management of

your engine and machine.''

7. Is he particular in keeping his engine and machine clean ?

8. Is he capable of doing small repairs ?

9. Has any accident whatever occurred to or with the
engine, cither to property, life, or limb, through his

neglect since he has been in your service ?

I hereby certify to the correctness of the above certificate.

(Signed)
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From tlie certificate, the length of service of the competitor

and his general conduct can be ascertained. There remain,

1st, his special competence as an engine driver to be tested
;

and 2ndly, his care of his engine to be proved bj inspection,

due allowance being made for its original cost, its age, and wear
and tear.

To arrive at a satisfactory conclusion as to the merits of the

candidates on these two points, it was determined that some
engineer of experience should be found to act as Examiner and
Inspector, and that after his examination and inspection he

should give in his report to the Committee : who then, con-

sidering it in connexion with the respective certificates of service

and general conduct, would be enabled to award the prizes.

These were the conditions of the first competition in 1864,

and no alteration has been made in them since.

The examination of the engine drivers is carried on in the

following manner. On the appointed day the competitors

having been duly entered and furnished with certificates by
their employers, appear in the yard at the back of the manu-
factory of Messrs. Amies and Barford. Here are standing ready

two agricultural steam engines, one in good working order, the

other out of repair. The men are drawn up at the end of the

yard, and the Examiner having summoned them one by one at a

time to wheie the engines are standing, examines them in any
way which seems to him best calculated to test their com-
petency.

Of course very considerable tact and judgment is necessary on
the part of the Inspector, a viva voce examination being an
ordeal, under which a rustic labourer— and many drivers of

agricultural steam engines are only ordinary labourers—would
be peculiarly liable to break down. A few simple questions

are put to them, they are perhaps asked to show their power in

stoking, or inquiries are made as to what they would do under

certain hypothetical emergencies, or again, they may be begged

to point out what is wrong, and how they would remedy the

wrong, in the engine out of repair. In the end, by marks or

otherwise, the Examiner arrives at a conclusion—necessarily

rather roughly formed—as to the order of merit in which the men
have proved their acquaintance with the art of engine driving.

Previous, however, to the day of competition, the inspection

of the engines at their respective homes has taken place by the

examining engineer, who, choosing his own time, and giving

no notice of his coming, visits in turn all those engines of which
the drivers have been entered as competitors.

Here again much judgment must be exercised, and in appor-

tioning credit to the men for the state their respective engines
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arc found in, all the varying circumstances of each must be

carefully considered and balanced.

The result then of the examination of the competitors on the

one hand, and of the inspection of the steam engines on the

other hand, form the ground of the examining engineer's report

to the Committee, who, however, before awarding the prizes,

reserve to themselves the power of further considering the claims

of the competitors in connexion with their certificates.

We have been very fortunate in hitherto obtaining the voluntary

assistance of a gentleman connected with the engineering depart-

ment of the Great Eastern Railway, who has given us in the kindest

manner his services as Examiner and Inspector gratuitously. On
an average in the four years, the number of engines to be inspected

has been 20, of these it is practicable to inspect 5 or 6 in one day,

and at little cost to the Society, as one of the Committee,

or some friend to the Association, has generally been found

public-spirited enough to provide a conveyance for the Inspecting

Engineer on his round of visits.

There seems a general impression in the neighbourhood, that

since the prize has been started a marked improvement has

taken place in the intelligent interest the men show in the care

and working of their engines. The entries have increased each

year
;
although, as our Association does not extend over a wide

area, they cannot be expected to increase greatly beyond their

present number.
One cannot read of the lamentable, and too often fatal acci-

dents with agricultural steam engines, without remarking how
often these casualties occur through the ignorance, as well as

carelessness of the drivers. It cannot therefore but be most
desirable to do something to promote among them a more
enlightened knowledge of their duties—something which will

encourage them to work with their brains, as well as by the rule

of thumb, and it is because I believe that the prize given by
our Association is really doing much in this direction, and
because I wish they were more general throughout the country,

that I send you these few lines, in case you may like to insert

them in the next number of the Journal.

I am, Sir, faithfully yours,

W.Wells.

Holme Wood, Peteriorough.
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XIV.

—

On the Use of Home-gro%on Tirnher when prepared loitli a

Solution of Lime. A Letter addressed to the Editor by

AuTiiuu Bailey Denton.

Dear Sir,—The abuse of home-grown timber in its application to

farm buildings having led the Enclosure Commissioners of Eng-
land and Wales to state in their memorandum of instructions to

persons using the powers of the Improvement Acts, that "in all

cases where fir timber is used, that obtained from Memel or Nor-
way, «ind battens from Dram, St. Petersburg, or other Norway
or Baltic ports, is to be preferred," the importance of their recent

decision with respect to home-grown timber, after it has been

prepared by being steeped in a solution of lime, cannot be over-

rated ; inasmuch as, not only may the cost of farm buildings be

reduced by its judicious employment, but the growth of suitable

timber on soils which might otherwise remain unproductive will

be encouraged. Thus, two branches of estate improvement
greatly affecting the interests of landowners may be advanta-

geously promoted.

In the month of March, 1867, Mr. Burton Borough, of Chet-

wynd Park, near Newport, Salop, applied to the General

Land Drainage and Improvement Company for the use of the

powers of their Act in the erection of certain farm buildings,

and carrying out certain other improvements ; at the same time

expressing his intention of using the fir timber grown upon
his estate where it could be profitably applied ; and desiring

an investigation into the system he was then adopting of

steeping the timber he used, after it had been sawn by steam

machinery to the proper scantlings, in a solution of lime. An
investigation of the process satisfied my father, acting on behalf

of the C(jmpany, that the object was not only desirable in this

particular instance, but that it might be found advantageous in

the majority of cases where suitable timber was growing on

estates. For many years the process of soaking fir timber of

mature growth in a solution of lime had been adopted on the

Chetwynd estate, and specimens of timbers used in the roofs of

buildings upwards of a quarter of a century ago, exhibiting an

absence of all decay from fungoid action or animal destruction,

having been laid before the Enclosure Commissioners, they inti-

mated their disposition to accept with equal readiness home-

grown timber so prepared, or foreign timber as ordinarily used,

if the trees selected for the purpose appeared suitable and of

sufiicient age, to their insjiector, Mr. C. Selby Bigge. Such being

found to be the case, Mr. Bigge reported accordingly ; and as he

has taken great interest in the matter, it is to be hoped he will
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bo indacod to favour the Society at no distant period with his

views on tlic subject.

In the meantime I trouble you with a few remarks in order

that those who are in a position to profit by the decision may
be induced to givo their early attention to the matter.

We have loiij; been in want of a cheap and generally appli-

cable mode of rendering timber more durable, either by ex-

pelling the saj) and filling up the pores of the wood with substances

(if a less changeable and destructive nature, or by so neutralising

the efiect of the sap and altering its character as to produce the

same result.

Sap, it is well known, is the first and most })owcrful cause of

decay in timber, since tlie fermentation of its albuminous com-
pounds is the cause of the production of cryptogamic, or lungoid

vegetation, and the deposit of tlie eggs of zylophagous insects.

Sap, also, is the primary cause of dry rot, for it is the putrefactive

fermentation of sap which affects in the first instance the woody
fibre, and inducing decomposition, causes that entire destruction

of the whole substance of the timber which too often brings

about the worst results.

Many methods of preventing these evils or arresting the pro-

gress of decay have been proposed. Some of them have for their

object the destruction or evaporation of the sap, and the conse-

quent closing up or hardening of the woody fibre. Others are

designed to attain the same result by the destruction of the albu-

minous constituents of the sap, or by forming insoluble preci-

pitates with metallic salts. To attain the first of these objects,

viz., the destruction or evaporation of the sap, heat, obviously is

the readiest agent, and from the earliest ages it has been a

common practice to char the ends of timbers intended to be

e.\posed to the action of damp or alternation of temperature.

Several improvements upon this expedient have been proposed.

Amongst others, I may mention the process of smoking timber

in a drying-stove, recommended by a French authority named
Guilbert. The processes, too, of preventing decay by the

total expulsion of the sap, and by the neutralisation of its pro-

perties, have had many exponents. Amongst others, 1 may espe-

cially refer to Mr. Kyan, who may be regarded as the pioneer

of the theory of injection, and whose method of injecting chlo-

ride of mercury is distinguished by his name. Burnett's system

of injecting chloride of zinc. Lege and Pironnette's system of

injecting sulphate of copper, Mr. Payne's preparation by in-

jecting sulphate of iron and muriate of lime, and Mr. Bethell's

process of creosoting, are all methods of similar character, though
employing different agents, the inventors of which follow the same
principle as that adopted by Mr. Kyan. Mr. Clift, In describing
Bethell's creosoting process, uses these words, which clearly repre-

YOL. IV,—s. S. r
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sent the effect intended and produced. He says :
" when injected

into a piece of wood the creosote coagulates the albumen, and thus

prevents putrefactive decomposition, and the bituminous oils en-

tering the whole of the capillary tubes encase the Avoody fibre as

with a shield, and close up the whole of the pores so as to entirely

exclude both water and air. These bituminous oils being in-

soluble in water, and unaffected by air, render the process

universally applicable." I quote these words because they fitly

describe the effect aimed at by the process oi injection, viz., the pre-

servation of wood when exposed to the influence of the weather.

The immersion of wood in a solution of lime renders it,

by the cheap and simple process of absorption, equally durable

when used above ground and under shelter, and will be found

worth equal attention. That timber, when immersed for a short

time in a solution of lime, undergoes much the same chemical

changes as when subjected to the action of metallic agents, or to

the process of creosoting, will be apparent from the following

statement of Dr. Voelcker, who, at the request of Mr. Bigge, has

analysed three specimens of the timber used. They were,

—

" 1. Piece of native Scotch fir grown in a peaty soil at Chet-

wynd Park, cut down in 1840, and used in a cart-shed after

having been soaked three weeks in lime-water. Age about sixty

years growth."
" 2. Piece of Scotch fir from the same wood as No. 1, but

not soaked in lime-water."

" 3. Piece of Scotch fir soaked in lime-water, about three

weeks since (December, 1867).

Upon these specimens the Doctor makes the following

remarks in a letter to me :

—

" I have found that the timber submitted to the lime process

contains considerably more lime than portions of the same wood
not soaked in lime-water, for timber thus soaked absorbs and

retains appreciable quantities of lime.

" Timber treated in this Avay, I am assured, stands the weather

remarkably well, and is not subject to the decay to which unpre-

pared timber is so liable. A ready explanation of the cause of

the benefit resulting from soaking wood in lime-water suggests

itself in the well-known property of lime to combine with

albumen, and similar nitrogenous compounds present in all wood,

to form with them insoluble and stable compounds.
" Soluble albuminous matters, I need hardly say, exist in

larger proportions in green sap-wood than in hard old wood, and

this is one of the chief reasons why young or green wood decays

so readily, for the soluble albuminous compounds in the sap of

the wood are prone to suffer decomposition in the presence ot

damp air, and their decomposition affects the woody structure

and causes its gradual decay.
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" They, therefore, are justly regarded as the primary cause of

the decay in timber. Soaking; in water, especially in running

water, to some extent removes from wood soluble albuminous

matters, and in some measure improves the condition of timber

by rendering it more capable to resist decay than otherwise. In

practice, however, it has been found that immersion in common
water does not satisfactorily remove the injurious albuminous

compounds, which by their subsecpient decomposition on ex-

posure to air cause the gradual decay of timber.

" Lime, like corrosive sublimate, precipitates albuminous
matters, and renders them inactive. Hence it is largely em-
ployed by sugar-boilers, for the purpose of removing such

matters from the juice of sugar cane. For the same reason it

appears to me well adapted to neutralise and render inactive the

soluble albuminous matters in timber, and thereby to protect it

against decay. I may mention further that wood immersed for

some days in lime-water takes up lime, in the shape of a perfect

solution, as caustic lime. On subsequent exposure of the wood
to the air, the excess of lime which remains in the wood after the

precipitation of the albuminous compounds gradually absorbs

carbonic acid, and the woody fibre throughout the whole mass of

the wood becomes coated with insoluble carbonate of lime. To
some extent the interstices of the timber become filled with

carbonate of lime, and the wood to some extent is mineralised,

which strikes me is an additional recommendation of the lime

process of protecting timber against decay."

Such is the chemical view of the question.

I will now give you the result of mechanical test, with a view
to show how far the impregnation of the wood with carbonate of

lime hardens and strengthens it, or the reverse. Upon this point

I have consulted Mr. David Kirkaldy, the value of whose expe-

riments upon the strength of materials is well known. The
following figures represent the result of the experiments he has

recently made to ascertain the resistance to a pulling strain and
a thrusting stress of four pieces of wood marked A, and four

marked B.
Pulling Stress.

A, B.

Stre.ss in lbs. per stress in lbs. per
No. Square Inch. No. Square Inch.

lbs. lbs.

1 G381 1 8961
2 5896 2 7782
3 5788 3 7302
4 4437 4 6441

Miiian .. 5(;2fi Mean .. 7622

p 2
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Thrusting /S/jtss.

stress in lbs. per ', Stress in lbs. per
No, Sfiuiire liicli.

lbs.

1 3325
2790

3 2638
4 2448

Mean .. 2800

No. .Square Incli.

lbs.

1 3305
2 2832
3 2722
4 2288

Moan .. 2787

The four pieces of wood marked A were from a tree cut down
last year and sawn up this winter. They were not steeped in

lime solution.

The Avood marked B was from the same tree, and was sawn
out at the same time. It was steeped in lime solution for about

three weeks.

Any comment upon these figures is superfluous, but the result

arrived at is I think very satisfactory, for, while under the thrustlnsj

stress there appears to be little or no difference between the two
conditions of wood, in the case of the pulling test the difference

is greatly in favour of the prepared wood.

Having given these short explanations of chemical and me-
chanical advantages, I have only to add a statement o( the means
by which the steeping is effected.

Pits or ponds may be constructed, varying in size and position

with the locality in which they are made, and the quantity of

timber to be soaked. The simpler their character the more pro-

fitable their use, A common pond, from which cattle can be

excluded, is perhaps the best soaking tank that can be adopted.

All that is essential is to have depth and size sufficient to steep

and hold timber of all characters and dimensions that may be

required upon the estate, and it is unnecessary to say that a little

outlay in the first instance to make the tank sufficiently com-
modious may be a means of saving in the end. Having
secured a good supply of water in the tank, the next point

is to immerse in it a sufficient quantity of lime to satisfy the

water, that is, to feed it with all it is capable of absorbing

and retaining—thus in fact, iin})regnating the water completely

with lime. To render this intelligible, we will assume that it

is intended to make it a steeping tank or pond 50 feet long and

20 feet wide ; this if filled with water G feet deep, will contain

37,500 gallons. As it requires only 88 grains of chalk or stone

lime to impregnate one gallon of water, 4(5 lbs. of lime will

satisf}' this quantity of Avater if equally distributed through its

bulk ; but as it is better to make sure of uniform effect, such a
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(|uantity should hv. used as will cover the bottom of the pond.

It will not recjuire many bushels to do this, and tlu? mixtiin! should

1)0 renewed at discretion as the pond receives iresh water. In

the solution thus made, the timber cut to the required scantlings

and sawn on all sides is placed, the larger pieces intended for

beams, &c., at the bottom of the bath, and the smaller timbers

intended for rafters, boards, skirtings, &c., at the top. In this

condition they remain for periods varying according to the size

of the timbers from three to nine weeks. They are then taken

out, and after being exposed for a few days to the sun and wind
are dry enough and read}' for use.

The woods most suitable for the process and most benefited

by its application, arc those of the order Conifera% though it may
be found when more generally tried that many other woods are

benefited by it. At present poplar resists the application.

It is needless to observe that it is not advisable to use young
trees, even though they may have grown rapidly, and attained

a size beyond their age. Forty years would probably be found
to be the earliest period of growth at which fir timber would be
serviceable for use. Mr. Selby in his book of ' British Forest

Trees,' p. 408, thus speaks of wood of the Coniferae tribe, " It

has also been used for roofing and other building purposes with
success, and found durable after having undergone the process of

steeping in lime-water ; this mode of protecting the fibre of

Scotch fir sap-wood was first practised by Sir J. Menteath, Bart,

of Closeburn, Dumfrieshire, some fifty years ago, and he finds

that sap-wood which unprotected would not have lasted thirty

years, after having been subjected to this treatment, shows not

the slightest symptoms of decay after having been put up more
than forty years. The solution is made by dissolving a small

quantity of quick lime in the water in which the wood is steeped,

and in which it ought to remain for ten days or a fortnight.

Kyanising, or the solution of corrosive sublimate, would doubtless

be equally, if not more, effective than the lime, but more costly

in its application."

I am afraid I have extended my remarks somewhat beyond
the limits of a letter, but as the writer of the Prize Essay on
Roofs for Farm Building, I have felt considerable interest in the

matter, and have been impelled to make the communication with

the hope that Mr. Burton Borough's proceedings may become
a profitable example to the country.

I am, dear sir, yours truly,

Arthur Bailey Denton.

22, Whitehall Place, 6th March, 1868,
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XV.

—

Tlie Agricultural Returns o/'1866 and 1867.

By James Lewis.

After many years of expectation and disappointment, agricul-

turists have at length been furnished with returns sufficiently

reliable for many practical purposes, showing the distribution of

the land under different kinds of cultivation, and of the cattle,

sheep, and pigs in each county of Great Britain, during the two
years 1866 and 1867.

So important an instalment of a complete system of agricul-

tural statistics has a strong claim to notice in these pages, and
although the appearance of the Returns within so short an interval

before the time for publication of the present number of the

Journal renders it impossible, both from considerations of time

and space, to analyse them as thoroughly as might be wished, it

seems desirable that, at any rate, their leading characteristics

should be indicated in conjunction with such a condensed view
of the statistics themselves as may serve for future reference and
comparison.

The first cattle census was taken on 5th March, 1866, and its

results were discussed in this Journal (Part II., Vol. II., s.s.

1866) ; at the same time it was announced that other statistics

were in process of preparation, and in December, 1866, Returns

were issued by the Board of Trade, giving the acreage of land under

crops, bare fallow, and grass, as ascertained in the preceding June
by the officers of Inland Revenue from occupiers of Jive acres

and upwards, in every county of Great Britain. The stock and
acreage Returns of 1866, form the first chapter of, or (more cor-

rectly) the introduction to, what agriculturists, economists, and
statists are alike interested in hoping will become an annual

series of statistics of agriculture, to be enlarged, revised, and per-

fected, as experience may suggest.

But whether the Returns are to appear annually or not—and
an expression in the official preliminary observations upon those

recently published seems to indicate that an annual series is con-

templated—it was wisely determined to obtain them in a more
complete form both for cattle and acreage in 1867 ; forms were

therefore sent by post to all occupiers of land and owners of

stock in Great Britain, with a request that they would fill in

their acreage under different kinds of cultivation and the number
of their live stock on the 25th of June, 1867, according to printed

instructions, and promptly return the schedules to the collecting

officers. The great number of occupiers and owners rendered a

large staff of persons necessary throughout the country to collect
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the Returns, and tlic oflicers of Inland Revenue (Surveyors of

Excise) were "selected by the Government as a convenient and
efficient local aj^ency to obtain the information with as little

trouble as possible to the occupiers of land."

It was explained by a circular letter that, in collectings agri-

cultural Returns, the only object was to obtain for the information

of the public reliable facts as to the home supply of corn and
cattle ; and for the purpose of showing- that nothing which could

in any way injure the interests of individual occupiers was
intended to be ])ublished, the Returns for the previous year were

largely circulated in the agricultural districts.

Farmers will soon begin to discover that any fears they may
have entertained of the application of the statistics to their own
detriment are chimerical ; but it is to be hoped that the plan

of widely distributing the Returns will not be discontinued

when the need which is at present recognised of removing
distrust is no longer felt. Those most intimately concerned in

the supply of agricultural produce are clearly entitled to early

and ample participation in whatever benefits are derivable from
such information as the Government and the public obtain

through their instrumentality.

During the months of June, July, and August of last year, the

collecting officers were employed in getting in the Returns,

which were afterwards carefully examined in London with the

view of affording correct data of comparison with subsequent

years ; this examination, entailing frequent references to the

collecting officers in different parts of the country, delayed

the publication of the Returns—a delay for which increased ex-

actitude sufficiently makes amends. It is believed that in future

an endeavour will be made to get the statistics tabulated and
printed at an earlier date, although much must depend in that

respect upon the correctness of the local returns ; their value

would be immensely enhanced if they were available for use by
the end of August or early in September.

The Returns for 1866 are republished with those for 1867 ; but

for several reasons—notably the difference in the date of the

stock returns in the two years, and the extension of the acreage

returns in 1867 to all occupiers in lieu of the previous limitation

to occupiers of five acres and upwards—the difference between the

results for the two years cannot always be taken as the actual

variation in the acreage under cultivation, or in the number of

live stock.

The total number of occupiers of land and owners of stock

from whom Returns were obtained in 1867 is thus given :

—
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Occupiers of

LanJ ow ning Stock,

anil Occupiers of

Land only.

Owners
ol Stock unly.*

Total Occupiers
of I-anil

and Owners
of Stock,

England and Wales 390, G60 8,029 398, G89

78,792 4,G29 83,421

Great Britain .. 469,452 12,058 482,110
j

For Ireland Mr. Donnelly does not give the number of distinct

occupiers, but of liohh'iif/s, which amounted in 1867 to about

(500,000 ; Lord DufFerin in his recent work on ' Irish Immigration

and Land Tenure ^
(pp. 201-2) states that the 600,000 koldincjs

in Ireland have 441,000 distinct and separate occupiers. And
although the fact is nowhere stated, there are strong reasons for

assuming that the 469,452 "occupiers" of Great Brtiain, as

given in the Returns, represent in reality the number of hold-

inr/s, two or more of which may be in the occupation of one

person. The Commissioners for taking the census of Great

Britain in 1851 obtained Returns of the number of farms and

farmers, the size of their farms, and the number of labourers

employed thereon, and in their Reportt it is stated that in England
and Wales, in 1851, there were 225,318 farms of all sizes (in-

cluding about 8000 of a less area than five acres), in Scotland

56,650 ; in Great Britain, therefore, an aggregate of 281,968

farms. It may be convenient to put the facts for 1851 and those

for 1867 in juxtaposition :

—

Mumber of
Farmers in

1851.

Xumber
of Ocaipiers in

1867.

Acreage under Cultivation. •

1851. 1867.

England and Wales .

.

Great Britain

225,318

5G,650

390,660

78,792

24,905,758

4,188,578

25,451 ,526

4,379,552

281,968 469,452 29,094,336 29,831,078

According to this statement, v/hich correctly represents the

facts as officially published, the number of farmers in Great

Britain has increased 66 per cent., while the acreage under culti-

vation has remained virtually stationary ; in both periods the

returned area actually farmed is deficient by a probably equal

(or inconsiderably differing) amount of hill or mountain pasture.

* Cows kept in towns for dairy purposes are included in the returns both for

1866 and 1867.

t Report of Census Commissioners for Great Britain, 1851 ;
(Part ii., pp. Ixxviii.

—Ixxxi.)
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At the census of" liSGl tlu; Coinmissionors, reckoninfi: upon tlu;

anticipated adoption of a system of agricultural statistics, did not

think it necessary to make full use of the information supplied to

them by the farmers ; but they selected a county from each of

the divisional groups into which England and Wales is classified

for registration purposes, and gave the numiier oifarmers therein,

which is subjoined for comparison with the number of occu-

piers making Returns in 18(57 :
—

NiimbPi- Numbui-
of " Farmers " iu of " Occupiers " in

1861. 1867.

Sussex 3,797 .... 7,903

Bucks 1,8GG .... 3,831

Cambridge 3,500 .... 4,770

Norfolk 6,373 .... 10,839

Wilts 2,074 .... 5,732

Salop 5,424 .... 10,102

Lincohi 9,971 .... 20,201

Cheshire 6,834 .... 11,493

North Hiding 7,099 .... 12,631

Cumberland 4,953 .... 6,539

52,791 .... 94,041

The number of farmers in these ten counties varied little

between 1851 and 18G1 ; but if the Returns just published under

the authority of the Board of Trade be (as in the absence of any

warning to the contrary it must be assumed they are) intended

for literal acceptance, then in the six years since 1861 the farmers

in those counties have nearly doubled in number. It is, however,

generally believed that the tendency of late years has been to

amalgamate farms, consequently to diminish the number of sepa-

rate occupiers ; and it is very desirable that the extent to which
that amalgamation is going: on should be determined with some-

thing like an approach to accuracy. If the Board of Trade will

accept a suggestion which has for its object the increased value of

the Returns, not only the number of distinct and separate occupiers,

but the number and sizes of their holdings will be introduced into

the series for 1868. In 1851 the Census Commissioners ascertained

that to every 1000 farmers in Great Britain the acreage of their

farms was distributed according to the following proportions :

—

England and ^Valcs. Scotland.

638 792

125
82 39
36 17
16 8

9 5
11 8

1000 acres and upwards 6

1000 1000
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It further appeared that there were nearly as many acres

(2,152,050) in th(! hands of 2038 l^nglish fanners havino^ farms

of 700 acres and upwards, as there were acres (2,141,990) in the

occupation of 97,800 small farmers ; and the Census Commis-
sioners remark upon this " that when agricultural statistics are

obtained, the comparative results of farming in the large and
small way will be evident." At present our Returns are defi-

cient in this particular, but as the object of the Board of

Trade should be to get the statistics of agriculture for Great
Britain into a form which shall admit of full and exact compari-

son with the admirably complete system that Mr. Donnelly has

long since perfected in Ireland, it may reasonably be asked that

information as to the number and size of holdings shall be in-

cluded in subsequent Returns. Meanwhile the statement, official

though it be, that the present occupiers of land in Great Britain

amount to 469,452 ; and that the average size of their farms is

about 63 acres (exclusive of woods, plantations, or mountain pas-

turage), must be accepted with reserve until an explanation, which
will remove the difficulties above referred to, is forthcoming.

The Commissioners of Inland Revenue in their Report for the

year 1866-7 (p. 15) state that "The owners and occupiers of

land in England have in many instances again shown reluctance

to affi)rd the information required, and have occasioned the'

officers much additional trouble. In Scotland they have, as

before, manifested the greatest readiness to make the returns,

and in that part of the kingdom there are very few cases in

which it has been necessary to resort to estimates."

To what extent the Returns for 1867 are the result of estimate

is not stated, but I am informed that the proportion is lower

than in the previous ^ ear ; the omission of this information

from the Cattle Census of 1866, which was remarked upon
in a former article in this Journal, was in some degree sup-

plied in a subsequent Parliamentary Return (No. 528, Session of

1866), whence it appears that of the 29,311,736 head of stock

accounted for in 1866 as existing in Great Britain, 677,577,

or a little over 2 per cent., were estimated by the collecting

officers in default of returns by owners. The ratio of defec-

tion varied greatly in different localities : in England 1*69 per

cent, of cattle, 3'15 per cent, of sheep, and 2"18 per cent, of pigs

were arrived at by estimate ; in Wales the corresponding ratios

were 1*64, 1*78, and 1*95 per cent. ; while in Scotland they were

•75, 'DO, and -38 per cent. Of the 34 Scotch counties the

Returns were complete in 7 for all kinds of stock, in 8 for

cattle alone, in 14 for sheep, and in 11 for pigs; in England
and Wales the county of Rutland supplies the solitary instance

of no defaulters under either head. The English Returns Avere

most defective in the following counties :

—
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( ' A T'l'f ir JViccntago
citinidttd.

I'pra'iitage

cstiiiiutttU CSlilHUti'ii.

Herts .. .. Wilts .. 12-2 Carmarthen .. .. !)-4

Herts .. 8-6 Middlesex .. .. G-7

Wilts ., .. Sussex .. 7-9 Wilts .. .. .. 5-7

(lavdii^iin .. 4-0 Devon .. 7-1 West Kiding .. fj-f)

3-9 Dorset .. G-7 Herts .. .. 5-4

3-8 Hunts ,. G'3 .. 4-3

Into thfi causes of the pre-eminence of these counties in the

matter of defective Returns it is not necessary now to enter ; but

it may possibly serve a useful purpose thus to have recorded

some of the most flagrant instances of omission, let us hope only

to indicate the measure of future improvement. The requsition

for particulars of their stock and acreage is a novelty to English
farmers, and the object and meaning of such a requisition are

probably as yet hardly understood ; in Scotland, on the other

hand, the farmers having long since been familiarised with these

statistics through the labours of the Highland Society, know
their value and give their hearty co-operation, and it may safely

be predicted that a similar acquiescence will gradually be

yielded south of the Tweed.
The subjoined statement gives in broad outline the results of

the Acreage Returns in 1866 and 1867 :

—

TOTAI, AREaI
in Statute

Acres.

Total Aceeage
returned under all kinds

of Cultivation.

Arable. Pasture.

1866. 1867. 1866. 1867. 1866. 1867.

England and

)

Wales . . ]
Scotland . . .

37,324,883

19,639,377

24,521,411

4,158,360

25,451,526

4,379,552

14,265,663

3,265,294

14,433,492

3,326,267

10,255,748

893,066

ll,ol,S,03

1,053,28

Gi'eat Britain .

Ireland . . .

Islands in BriO
tish Seas . j

56,9f)4,260

20,815,460

226,684

28,679,771
15,550,231

115,258

29,831,078
15,542,208

117,811

17,530,957
5,5-15,987

93,529

17,759,759
5,485,136

89,661

11,148,814
10,004,244

21,729

12,071,31
10,057,07

28,15

United Kingdom 78,006,404 44.345,260 45,491,097 23,170,473 23,334,556 21,174,787 22,156,54

Under the head of " arable " land in this table is included

the acreage under all corn and green crops, bare fallow, clover

and other grasses under rotation, and hops or flax ; the pasturage

is exclusive of heath or mountain-land in Great Britain, but

inclusive thereof in Ireland— a discrepancy which greatly

impairs the value of the Returns for comparative statistical

purposes.

The areas of the several divisions of the kingdom are taken

from the respective Census Reports of 1861, presumably the

most accurate sources of information in that respect
;
they are

inclusive of a certain amount of water area, which as nearly as
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civn be ascertained is about 952,000 acres in England and Wales,
1;);),000 acres in Scotland, and 500,000 acres in Ireland, making
altogether for the United Kingdom about 1,007,000 acres. To
ascertain the proportion ot" cultivated acreage (as returned)

to total area, deduction is first made for this water area, and
then it appears that 60 per cent, of the total land area of the

United Kingdom was returned in 1867 as under some sort of

cultivation, 31 per cent, of that cultivated proportion being
arable, and 29 per cent, pasture ; the proportions for the several

divisions were as follows :

—

rroportiou per cent. Cultivated.

Total. Arabic. Pasture.

Ireland 77 .. ,. 27 .. .. 50
England and Wales 70 .... 40 .... 30
Islands in British Seas 52 .... 40 .... I'i

Scotland 22 .... 17 .... 5

The discrepancies which these ratios bring to light arise from
tlie omission in the Scotch and English Returns of heath and
mountain pastures, which are included in the Irish Returns

:

that this is so will be more clearly manifest on comparing the

number of live stock sustained in the three kingdoms with their

respective areas.

Estimated
Population on

1st Jan., 1S67.*

Estimated
Total Lanil

Area in Statute

Acres.

Total Live Stock returned iu

1866. 1867.

I'^ugland and Wales .

.

Great Britain

Islands in British Seas

United Kingdom

21,40.3,597

3,162,091
36,372,883
19,484,377

22,899,542
6,412, 194

28,811,718
8,061,380

24,625,688
5,569,910

143,447

55,857,260
20,315,460

226,684

29,311,730
9,517,713

118,272

30,873,098
9,702,286

129,124

30,339,045 70,399,404 38,947,721 40,704,508

The anomaly which is most apparent in the Returns is the dis-

proportion of stock to the total area returned as under culti-

vation
;
Scotland, for example, appeal's to have nearly tivicc as

many live stock in proportion to her cultivated area as England,

but on the other hand, according to the Returns, Scotland has

only half as much pasture in proportion to her cultivated area as

England. In fact if the Returns of stock and acreage are

compared the results in the following table are arrived at, and
they sufficiently attest the necessity for bringing into any future

Returns the tracts of mountain or other pasture.

* The population used throughout this paper for each division of the United
Kingdom lias been estimated to a uniform date— 1st January, 1807—and will

therefore not agree with the iigures given in the IJeturns.
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Acres of

Land Area
to every 100

Pioportionato Number of Live Stock in 1kG7.

To To every 100 Acres of

ol

Population.

every 100
of

I'opuliition.
Total

Land Area.

Total
Cultivated

Area.

I'nstnri'.

England :iiul Wales 109 134 79 118 262

616 255 41 184 765

365 175 48 63 97

Islands in Hi'itish Seas .. 158 90 57 110 459

The cattle are returned for Scotland, but the pasturage on
which they feed is evidently to a great extent omitted.

It is much to be regretted that no means exist of anything like

a trustworthy nature for determining even approximately the

acreage in England and Scotland, which, although under no
cultivation, is available for pasture of cattle and sheep ; there

are estimates of the amount of land so available, but in the

absence of any reliable authority on the matter it seems of little

use to make such estimates the basis of deduction or inference at

the present time. No doubt, to get an accurate return of the

heath and mountain land fed over by sheep or cattle would be
difficult for such parts of the kingdom as are not yet included

in the Ordnance Survey, but something like an approximation
might probably be arrived at. Each occupier should be asked
to return separately (a) the acreage of enclosed meadow land;

(b) the actual or estimated acreage of liill-pasture, lieatli, or

mountain usedforfeed of stock.

As has been before remarked no actual comparison can fairly

be instituted between the Returns for 1866 and 1867 because of

the difference in the periods of enumeration of the live stock and
the alteration of the limits of holding ; and as regards the

acreage a modification of the Schedule in 1867 has further to be
taken into account. Under the heading of " Permanent Pasture

"

the Returns of 1866 comprised all "Meadow or Grass not

broken up in rotation (exclusive of Hill Pastures^ ;
" this excep-

tion was only intended to apply to large tracts of mountain land

with heathy and scanty pasture, but as there were reasons for

believing that a large acreage of '"' down " and other hilly grass

land was not returned in 1866 in consequence of too literal an

interpretation of the words of exception, the Schedule for 1867

was altered so as to include " down " land, and the heading

became " Permanent Pasture, Meadow, or Grass, not broken up

in rotation {exclusive of Heath or Mountain land) " in substitution

for " exclusive of Hill Pastures." This amendment, in conjunc-
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tion with the collection of Returns from all occupiers, instead

of those only who held five acres and upwards, has led to an
increase in the permanent pasture of 1867. That increase

amounts to 762,286 acres in England and Wales—towards

which Wales contributes 214,406 acres, the South - Western
Counties of England 180,496 acres, the South-Eastern Counties

74,337 acres, the West Midland Counties 64,273 acres, York-

shire 61,452 acres, the North Midland Counties 51,632 acres,

the South Midland Counties 44,997 acres, the North-Western
Counties 35,855 acres, and the Northern Counties 32,728 acres;

in Scotland the Increase of pasturage was 160,219 acres—chiefly

contributed by the Southern, Western, and Midland Counties
;

in Ireland where no alterations invalidate the comparison of one

year with another there was an increase of 52,828 acres of

pasturage, with a coriesponding decrease of 60,851 acres of arable

land. Tiie pasturage Returns of 1867 show an increase on those

of 1866 of 7 per cent, in England and Wales, and 18 per cent,

in Scotland, which must be ascribed to the alterations just

referred to ; the live stock increased 26 per cent, in England and
Wales, and 26 per cent, in Scotland, partly in consequence of

the extension of the Returns to all holdings, but partly also to

the collection of the Returns at two different periods of the year,

as well as to other circumstances to which reference will be

subsequently made.

The variations in the two years' Returns of arable land are

inconsiderable, and under this head therefore it may be assumed
that 17,759,759 acres represent with sufficient exactness the

extent of land under tillage in Great Britain in 1867.

A Table appended to this paper (Table I.) shows the distri-

bution of the arable and pasture land as returned in 1866 and 1867
for each county of England and Wales, and of Scotland. At the

present time it does not seem advisable to attempt any minute

analysis of those detailed facts
;
they are recorded for reference,

and will be valuable for use when the statistics of agriculture have

resolved themselves into a shape to admit of full investigation.

And this seems the proper place to give expression to a

regret that the Agricultural Returns of 1867, like those of 1865,

are tabulated for counties according to an alphabetical arrange-

ment, which, for reasons previously stated in this Journal, is

open to great objection, and for which there appears no sufficient

reason. The Board of Trade cannot possibly have any interest

in continuing thus to impair the great usefulness of these Returns

by adhering to the alphabetical arrangement in preference to

one based on a topographical system which has the sanction of

the best statistical authorities. It may be hoped that this

criticism will be accepted in the same spirit In which it is
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offered, and that the Returns of 1868 will be free from what
cannot but be regarded as a defect. The facts given in the an-

nexed Table V. have been remodelled from the Official Returns

in accordance with this view of the matter, but the labour thus

necessitated should hardly have to be incurred by the student of

future Returns.

Subjoined is the distribution of the arable land under the

various kinds of cultivation (see page 224).

According to this statement 55 per cent, of the arable land of

England and Wales was under corn crops in 1867, the corre-

sponding proportion for Scotland being 41 jier cent., for Ireland

38^ per cent., and for the adjacent islands 36 per cent. Under'
all kinds of green crops (including clover and artificial grasses

under rotation) the ratio of acreage to the entire arable area was
39 per cent, in England and Wales, 56 per cent, in Scotland,

56 per cent, in Ireland, and 58 per cent, in the Islands. The
proportion of bare fallow or uncropped arable land was "5 per

cent, in Ireland, 6 per cent, in England and the Islands, and

3 per cent, in Scotland. Flax culture employed 5 per cent, of

the arable land of Ireland, and hops in England occupied "4 per

cent, of the arable acreage.

The variations in the acreage under " bare fallow," as returned

for the two years, are partly owing to mistakes or misconceptions

in some districts as to the land that should have been returned

under that head.

Of the 64,280 acres bearing hops in England in 1867 nearly

two-thirds (40,762) were in Kent, 9989 acres in Sussex, 5335 in

Hereford, 2992 in Hants, 2421 in Worcester, and 2193 in

Surrey : the increase of nearly 8000 acres of hops in 1867 over

1866 is not accounted for in the Returns.

In so far as the Returns for the two years are comparable, the

following Table shows the fluctuations of the acreage under
cultivation for the several crops. Thus, in England and Wales,

16,465 acres more of wheat were sown in 1867 than in the

previous year; 16,968 more of barley; 12,854 more of beans;

226,064 more of clover and other grasses in rotation ; and 15,998
more of turnips and swedes. On the other hand, there was a
diminution of 20,729 acres of potatoes; 2516 acres of oats;

8567 acres of rye ; 2041 acres of peas
; 31,326 acres of cabbage,

kohl-rabi, and rape
; 32,999 acres of other green crops ; and

31,390 acres of bare fallow. In Scotland there was an increase

in the acreage under wheat, barley, potatoes, turnips and swedes,

and clover ; a decrease in the oat, bean, pea, and all green crops

except turnips and potatoes, as well as of acreage under bare
fallow. In Ireland, the extent of wheat and oat crop was dimi-
nished, while the barley acreage increased

;
potatoes were reduced
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by 48,808 acres ; clover and other grasses being increased 57,028

acres.

Deferring for the present any analysis of the facts relating to

the distribution of the acreage under different crops in each

county, it may be remarked that in twenty-one English counties

the wheat area was larger in 18G7 than in 1866, the increase

being very marked in Devon, the East Riding, and Sussex ; in

the remaining counties the wheat acreage had decreased in 1S()7,

the largest reduction occurring in Essex, Durham, and North-

umberland.

To what extent the variations in different counties, some of

which are very striking, in the acreage returned for the two

periods under the several crops are due to an improvement in the

Returns, to the alteration of the limit of holding, or to an actual

change of cultivation, time will not now admit of discussion.

Passing now to comment briefly on the distribution of the

Live Stock of the United Kingdom, the first noticeable point is

that no account is given in the Returns of the number of horses

in Great Britain. The cause of this omission although not

explained mav be surmised ; but it may be hoped that an

endeavour will be made, as objections diminish, to repair the

defect. In Ireland Mr. Donnelly enumerates the number of

horses, and classifies them according to age, distinguishing those

employed (1) for agricultural purposes, (2) for traffic and manu-
factures, and (3) for amusement or recreation. The horses in

Ireland so returned in 1867 numbered 522,348, including 3-1,1811

under one year of age, 34,797 one and under two years of age,

453,362 two years old and upwards ; and of these latter 396,816
were employed in agriculture, 26,966 in traffic and manufactures,

and 29,580 for amusement or recreation.

It should be remembered that in the propositions submitted

by Mr. Caird to, and which were adopted by, the Statistical

Congress of London in 1860, horses were specially included as

a necessary item in the returns of live stock.

According to the Returns the stock of cattle, sheep, and pigs,

in the United Kingdom, were distributed in 18G6 and 1867
as exhibited in the Table on p. 226.

In Great Britain there was an increase of 207,198 cattle,

^3,870,820 sheep, and 483,344 pigs in 1867 as compared with

1866 ; and this is explained partly by the difference in the

period at which the Returns of the two years were collected, and
partly, as regards pigs and sheep, by their exceptionally high
prices in 1866, which had the effect of increasing their number
in 1867. The heading of the column for "cows" in the

Schedules of 1867 v.'as altered to "cows and heifers in milk or

VOL. IV.—S. S. Q in
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in calf," and this alteration partly accounts for the apparently

greater increase of cows than of otlier cattle.

The increase of cattle in England and Wales and in Scotland

was at the rate of 4 per cent., while in Ireland the numbers
decreased ; the return of sheep increased 31 per cent, in England

and Wales and Scotland, and 13 per cent, in Ireland; pigs were

more numerously returned in England and Wales by 23 per cent,

in 1867 than in the previous year, but in Scotland and Ireland

the numbers decreased.

Returns of acreage under crops and of the number of Live
Stock in various foreign countries have been furnished by their

respective Statistical Departments to the Board of Trade, and the

principal facts will be found at the end of this paper (Table II.)

for convenience of comparison with those of the United King-
dom. Tlie estimates of foreign agricultural produce (Tables

III. and IV.) should remind the Board of Trade that a very

important item of information—supplied, by the way, in the

Irish Agricultural Statistics, and quoted in the Appendix hereto

(Table V.)—is yet wanting in the Agricultural Returns of Great
Britain.

In concluding this very hasty and imperfect sketch of the

Agi'icultural Returns, 1 cannot refrain from once more urging

that in future some better arrangement of the tabular matter

for each county should be adopted than the alphabetical one

which appears to satisfy the Board of Trade. Tlie Registration,

Poor Law, and Educational Statistics of Great Britain are pub-
lished according to a topographical arrangement, which brings

together in groups counties lying proximate one to another

;

and the advantage of this plan is that it admits of a broad
view being taken of the facts observed—an essential clement
in statistical analysis always, but particularly so Avhen time
and space are both limited. In the present case it has been
found impracticable to make use of the County Tables to any-

thing like the extent desired, for the want of time to throw the

facts into a properly comparable form ; hence little has been
attempted beyond a mere statement of some few of the features

of the Returns which most readily attracted attention.

Exception must also be taken to the basis upon which the per-

centages are calculated in the Returns. The calculations given

by the Board of Trade relating to the stock and acreage of the

United Kingdom are

—

1. Percentage of acreage under corn crops

„ „ green crops

„ „ bare fallow

„ „ clover, &c.

„ „ permanent pasture

to total acreage
'

returned as under
cultivation.

Q 2
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2. rroiiovtlouatc number of cattlo \ , i^^i l i i
^

1^ ^ ^ i to every 100 acres returned as under
" " ^ ' ^'

I
cultivation.

J. „ )

3. Percentap;e of acreage under tlic several kinds of corn crops to total

acreage under corn crops.

4. Percentage of acreage under the several kinds of green crops to total

acreage under green crops.

For each county percentages are given :

—

1. Of acreage under corn crops to total acreage returned as under culti-

vation.

2. Of cattle
]

'„ sheep
[

to total acreage returned as under cultivation.

" » pigs
)

Now, in view of the fact that the acreage returned as under
cultivation falls considerably short of the acreage available and
absolutely used for the sustenance of stock, and that this defi-

ciency is strongly marked in some counties, while in others it is

of small account, it seems clear that a basis less open to objec-

tion than that of the area returned as under culture should be

adopted for calculation. In comparative statistics the first con-

sideration ought to be to fix upon a unit of value that is

applicable to all the elements of comparison, and that is as

nearly as possible invariable in itself. To get the just measure

of variation in returns of acreage under different kinds of culti-

vation in different localties, and at different periods, the following

method of arranging the facts and calculating the ratios is

suggested. Take the County of Bedford as an example :

—

Total area 295'582

Returned as under cultivation in 1867 249,615
Unaccounted for 45,967

Pasture 73,250
Arable 176,365

Under corn crops 114,724
Under green crops (including: clover, kc, and I'.ops) 49,880
Bare fallow

;
11,761

From these facts the following ratios arc derived :

—

Per Cont.

1. Proportion of total area returned as under cM?itTOi;<'oM .. .. 84
2. „ ,, left unaccounted for 16
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Per Cent.

3. Proportion to c«7/;'yi(to; ; of pasture 21)

4. „ „ of arable 71

5. Proportion to am?v/j of corn crops Go

G. „ ,, of srci;n crops 28

7. „ „ of bare fallow 7

If necessary the corn and green crops might be subdivided

on the same plan.

In this wa\' the whole acreage of the county is accounted for,

and the yearly fluctuations in the mode of culture would be

indicated in the clearest possible way.

On the plan adopted by the Board of Trade it is made to

appear that the percentage of corn crops of Bedfordshire in

18G7 had decreased to 46 0 from 46'7 in 1866—the fact being

that there was an increase of 1600 acres under corn in 1867 ; the

inclusion of 5376 acres more pasturage in 1867 than in 1866 had
the effect of increasing the area under cultivation—the unit of

value—and thus the accuracy of the comparison is destroyed.

In regard to the percentages of live stock the basis adopted is

the cultivated acreage (as returned), and is therefore open to

similar objection : until the acreage available and used for the

sustenance of cattle is accurately determined the better plan would
be to estimate the percentages of stock to the total area of each

county, and, as a supplementary measure, to the population.

Under the circumstances thus affecting the principle^ upon
which the calculations in the Returns have been made it has not

been thought advisable to make any use of them whatever on the

pi^esent occasion. The difficulties involved in systematising the

Returns of Agriculture, and getting them into a proper working
order are fully appreciated, and it is only as a contribution

towards their perfection that the criticism thus offered has found

a place in the pages of this Journal. At any rate it is offered in

the utmost freedom from any desire to disparage the labours of

the Board of Trade, which have already been productive of

much benefit to the public in the information supplied.

Since the foregoing was written I have had the advantage of
hearing Mr. Caird read an interesting paper upon our Food
Resources before the Statistical Society of London, in which, while
reviewing some of the facts displayed in the Agricultural Returns,

and showing, with his usual ability, the capabilities of statistics

when judiciously employed, he expressed an opinion adverse to

the publication by the Government of any estimates of agricultural

produce, for the reason that there would be a danger of such esti-

mates being mistaken for actual facts by some, who would be
greatly misled thereby. An official publication ought, it was
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argued, to contain nothing but facts, and tlie Board of Trade was
therefore advised to continue giving only the acreage under the

several crops, leaving those who are interested in the subject to

estimate the produce for themselves. The following quotation

from an article in the ' Daily News ' (March 27th), on Mr.
Caird's paper, shows, for example, how the rule for estimating

the total yield of any given harvest is reduced by him to a very

simple formula :

—

" The agrictiltural Eeti;ms for the year will be published, after a little expe-

rience has aiade the collection of them more easy, in August or September.

These returns will give the number of acres laid down in each crop. The rate

of yield must be ascertained by the public for themselves ; but as ' the great

bulk of wheat in this country is produced along the eastern and southern sea-

board, from York to Devon, and the adjoining inland coiintics, extending over

little more than three degrees of latitude, within which climate and seasons are

very much alike, a few careful trials will very accurately reveal the yield over

the whole region.' The truth of tins has been shown by the trials made
annually in Hertfordshire by Mr. Lawes, which for more than twenty years

have proved ' a wonderfully accurate test of the general yield of the countrj-.'

As soon, therefore, as the acreage is known, it has only to be multiplied by the

jueld, as tested in a few typical localities, and the result of the harvest will be

obtained almost as soon as it is reaped."

Mr. Caird, I think, scarcely does himself justice in assuming
that what long experience, practice, and judgment have enabled

him to accomplish with so much facility and accuracy in the way
of estimates and calculations, would come naturally to others

whose opportunities of collecting and marshalling facts have

perhaps been comparatively few. Official estimates have at any

rate this advantage—they are based usually on a far more exten-

sive series of facts than would be available for use by any private

individual, and they are free from any possible suspicion that

they have been framed to support any particular interest. And
as regards estimates of produce, I cannot but regard them as

most essential if the farmers or the public at large are to reap the

full benefit derivable from agricultural returns. A farmer in

Devon or Cornwall may know very well the average yield of the

wheat crops in his district, and knowing also the acreage under

wheat, he can calculate the quantity locally produced ; but will

that satisfy him ? May he not desire also to know the yield in

the Northern or Midland counties, and in fact to get, as correctly

as possible, at the aggregate produce of the whole country, so as

to be able to reckon upon the consequent probabilities of the corn

market, particularly if he is in doubt as to whether he ought to sell

or keep back his own wheat? I cannot avoid the conclusion that

in these days of rapid communication the estimated aggregate

produce is of more importance to growers than the estimated

produce of particular districts ; and as the former can only be

properly ascertained by collation of estimates made for each

district, it is difficult to understand how it could be arrived at
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and made available for public use, unless it be included in the

scheme of Returns published by the Board of Trade, Mr. Caird

objects to official estimates, yet estimates have admittedly, and

from necessity, been freely employed in the Returns already pub-

lished ; and I am free to assert that were such of our Public

Departments as are in the habit of issuinj^ Statistical Reports to

adopt the rule of giving nothing but facts, those documents

would at once be deprived of a large measure of their interest

and value to the public. I do not think tliere is much probability

of an intelligent person being misled by estimates it they are

clearly declared so to be, and the data upon which they rest are

given ; of course if they are disguised as apparent facts they

forthwith become a source of fallacy and error.

But I cannot do better than quote here a paragraph taken from

that part of the programme of the London Statistical Congress

(1860), which was drawn up and signed by Mr. Caird himself,

defining most clearly the relation in which acreage returns and

produce estimates stand toward each other :—
" The advantage of agricultvual statistics is acknowledged more or less by all

civilised communities. But statistics being statements of fact, there has always

been found, in regaid to those of agriculture, a difficulty in the necessity that

was generally felt of supplying, along with the ascertained extent of land under
various crops, an estimate of the probable yield. In publishing such returns,

therefore, a distinction should be observed between that which is fact and that

which is estimate. Nor is there any practical difficulty in this, for, while the

facts (viz., the ascertained acreage) should be given as a reliable basis for esti-

mating the yield of crops, an estimate of that yield ought also to be afterwards

supplied, which, being an estimate merely, will be accepted only in so far as it

may accord with each man's private judgment."

And as to the utility as well as the perfect practicability of

getting these estimates of produce, I think the example afforded

by the Irish Returns for a series of years is conclusive. Mr.
Donnelly's estimates for the years 1865 and 1866 will be found

in the annexed Table V., with explanatory remarks upon the

plan adopted for securing trustworthy information.

In conclusion, I may perhaps be allowed to quote another

sentence from the article in the ' Daily News,' already referred

to:—
" The Returns, Mr. Caird tells us, also afford most valuable information upon

many other points. Among these he instances the relative productiveness of

large and small farms, and of corn and grass, the importance and wealth of

certain counties as compared with others, and the extent of farms as influenced

by climate and soU."

I presume that herein Mr. Caird is speaking prophetically about

what the Returns may be expected to include at some future time,

inasmuch as in their present form they do not throw the smallest

light upon several of the points referred to.
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Table T.—Acreage under Cultivation, and Live Stock in cacli County of

Estimated
I'oliulatiou

on
1st January,

ISBV.

ACREAGE

fOUXTIES. Year?.

Total Area
in

Statute Acres. Acreage not
Accounted for.

Totiil

Acreage
Keturned
as under

Cultivation.
;

ENGLAND. i
South Eastkun Counties :

/1866\
\1867j

930,105 478.792

1

r

1

200,059
•i02,977

278,733
275,815

\

o Kent /1866\
11867/

fill r>Afloil, o^o I

1

327,593
319,279

711,826
720,140

/1866)
\1867(

380,126 936,911 /
I

359,984
308,996

576,927
627,915

4. Hampshire /1866\
11867/

532,033 1,070,216 / 430,214
394,725

640,002
675,491

5. Berkshire
11866)

11867/
179,912 451,210 /

\

106,004
94,658

345,206
356,552

South Midland Counties :

6. Middlesex
n866\
11867/

2,414,022 130,136
{

70,257
71,226

109,879
108,910

7. Hertfordshire
/1866)
\1867/

176,809 391,141
{

68,152
59,045

322,989
331,496

8, Buckinghamshire >

/1866\
\1867/

170,494 466,932
,{

89,754
78,826

377,178
388,106

i

9. Oxfordshire ..
/1866)
\1867/

171 ,234 472,717 /

I

87,339
75,306

385,378
397,411

1

10. Northamptonshire /1866\
\1867/

oou , o JO /

\

107,622
96,556

522,736
533,802

11. Huntingdonshire ..
/1866\
\1867/

64,288 229,544
{

37,127
23,237

192,417
206,307

12. Bedfordshire
(1866\
11867/

141,909 295,582
{

53,292
45,967

242,290
249,615

13. Cambridgeshire
(18661

11867/
170,844 525,182

;{

62,042
56,475

463,140
468,707

j

Eastern Counties:

/1866\
\1867/

426,767 1,060,549
il

270,908
270,394

789,641
790,155

/1866\
\1867/

336,987 947,681
{

207,277
204,3.54

740,404
743,327

16. Norfolk (1866\
11867/

430,319 1,354,301
{

345,214
312,158

1,009,087
jl, 042, 143

* Under this head are included all corn and green crops, hops, clover, artificial grasses

under rotation, and bare fallow.
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GuEAT BiuTAiN ill 18G6 and 18G7 (condensed from tlio Agricultural Returns).

J\.l ilUH . ,is met

1

lUlIll ijliL' i-'LUk, n.
1

1

Cattle. Pigs.

185,741 92,092

,

215,286 32,036 149,540 33,710
182,375 93,440 1S8,674

I

35,302 1 14, 503 38,809

432,003 279,823 856,730 55,176 731,243 70,311
431,860 288,280 1,207,121 1 08,137 1,003,414 75,570

367,390 209,531 602,368 74,070 485,056 42,642
388,304 239,611 695,235 86,705 557,390 51,140

517,460 122,533 748,075 48,6S« 019,598 79,789
529,719 145,772 718,891 49,400 587,381 82,020

248,942 96,264 398,730 30,149 327,316 41,265
248,175 108,377 423,307 29,700 342,774 50,827

38 736 71 143 94 826
i

i

1 7 50

1

62 650 14 675
36^842 72 ',068 82',117 18^722 48^272 15^123

236 800 86,189 275 371 ! 23 202 217 930 34 239
241 ',097 90,300 282^889 23^784 217^099 42,006

171 192 354 121 5 1 840 39 266
207,094 181^012 459 ',81

9

57^448 340,474 52 'so

7

262,644 122,734 417,811 42,135 333,304 42,372
266,639 130,772 474, 565

1

41,615 374,809 58,141

270,946 251,790 548,465 74,202 435,837 38,300
271,709 262,003 702,781 90,114 556,712 49,055

140,360 52,057 162,090 17,667 117,821 26,602
151,071 55,236 209,773 20,534 159,423 29,816

174,410 67,874 242,559 25,513 180,250 36,790
176,365 73,250 258,824 25,004 192,835 40,085

392 437 70 703 •Jo , J.^O
394 ',858 73,' 849 423,148 35,581 321,699 65,868

628,947 160,694 535,692

1

54,310 378,705 102,077
628,444 161,711 648,020 ' 01,257 401 ,013 125,755

596,993 143,411 597,194 55,767 407,929 133,408
604,040 139,287 730,563 55,888 530,184 153,491

800,215 208,872 804,045 92,386 590,683 115>876
828,054 214,080 1,024,054 103,272 776,333 144,449

t Exclusive of heatli or mountain land.
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Tablk I.—AcRKAGi: niulcr Cultivatiox, and Livk Stock in each County of Great

ACllEAGE.

Kstimatpd
Population

on
1st January,

IHGT.

COUNTIES. Years.

Total Area
iu

Statute Acres. Acreage not
Accounted for.

1

Total
Acreage
Keturned
as under

Cultivation.

ENGLAND— coniiViMec?.
1

South Western Counties ;

17. Wiltshire
fl866\

\ 1867/
246,536 865,092

{

228,306
162,718

636,786
702,374

18. Dorsetshire ..
/1866)

11867J
191,469 632,025

{

233,426
203,611

398,599
428,414

19. DevoDshire ..
/1866\
(.1867/

594,524 1,657,180
{

727,940
675,558

929,240
981,622

20. Corn-n-all .. ..
/1866\
U8G7/

377,569 873,600
{

437,529
402,311

436,071
471,289

21. Somersetshire
/1866)

\1867/
445,423 1,047,220 /

I

311,616
275,125

735,604
772,095

West Midland Counties :

22. Gloucestershue ..
/18G6\
1x807/

501,955 805,102
!

206,831
195,527

598,271
609,575

23. Herefordshire /1866\
\l867/

128,693 534,823
{

139,876
135,066

394,947
399,757

24. Shropshire /1866\
ll8G7/

247,890 826,055
{

204,439
191,204

621,616
634,851

25. Staffordshire /1866\

U867/
840,023 728,468

{

179,806
157,159

548,662
571,309

26. Worcestershire /1866\
\1867/

326,375 472,165
{

103,784
96,079

368,381
376,086

27. Warwickshire /1866\
\1867;

618,689 503,946
{

119 228

107^178

444,718
456,768

North Midland Counties :

28. Leicestershire
/'1866\

\ 1867/
241,587 514,164

{

81,740
01,330

432,424
452,834

29. Rutlandshire
/18G6\
\18G7/

21 ,242 95,805
{

20,900
17,055

74,905
78,7.50

30. Lincolnshire ..
f I8G6)

\1867(
415,157 1,775,457

{

387,631
367,791

1,387,826
1,407,066

31. Nottinghamshire ..
/1866\
\1867/

308,225 526,076
{

108,574
98,803

417,502
427,273

32. Derbyshire ..
/186G)

\1867J
3GG,941 658,803

{

194,883
181,740

463,920
477,063

* Under this head are included all corn and green crops, hops, clover, artificial grasses

under^rotatiou, and bare fallow.
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Britain in 18(10 aiul 18f)7 (coiuleuscd I'rom tlic Agricultural lleturns)

—

coidinii.cd.

I.IVE .STOCK.

1

Arabic* I'iustiue.-|- Total Live Stock. Cattle. Sheep.

1

412,082
415,097

223,804
286,677

735,558
875,971 ! 75,228

590,822
725,585

01,012
75,158

223,081
221,773

175,518
206,641

601 ,301

607,291
,

70,002
64,028

492,623
495,999

58,076
47,264

618,368
638,760

310,872
342,862

1,047,678
1,1.^)8,117

1 184,077
190,843

769,126
864,279

94,4 75

102,995

340,581
349,067

95,490
122,222

497,621
611 ,578

1.33,652

135,154
300,049
408, 764

63,920
67,060

276,916
285,629

458,688
486,466

885,991
993,315

173,547
175,835

636,975
718,027

75,469
98,853

328,267
327,439

270,004
282,136

504,137
639,492

96,831
98,577

356,373
461,160

50,933
79,755

194,353
194,606

200,594
205,151

347,640
450,752

t

65,184
66,145

257,196
348,141

25,200
36,406

310,643
316,725

310,973
318,126

494,494
689,070

i
107,208
110,718

327,612
500,055

59,674
78,297

228,727
230,260

319,935
341,049

387,201
541 ,399

107,298
113,809

231,936
359,721

47,967
67,869

200,733
201,483

167,648
174,603

280,629
366,687

45,789
46,874

204,154
265,718

36,686
54,095

234,804
234,492

209,914
222,276

389,740
534,828

67,249
75,768

285,878
402,416

36,613
56,644

175,111
178,277

257,313
274,557

402,919
616,867

1

89,115
115,048

290,554
462,953

23,250
38,866

39,900
42^643

35 ,005

36,107
91 160

12S,'561

11 ,651

12,917 109,726
O , / 0*
5,918

1,002,259
1,,005,518

385,567
402,148

1,349,020
1,945,929

169,294
103,304

1 ,088,204
1,652,107

91,522
130,458

277,008
282, 124

140,434
145,149

341,780
424,554

67,165
65,574

245,532
319,707

29,083
39,273

151,994 i

153,147

j

311,926
323,916

320,769
426,668

113,195
120,983

176,122
258,473

31,452
47,212

t Exclusive of heath or racuntain land.
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Tai'.i.e T.—AcRKAGK \\\\\<ix Ci'LTivATiox, anil LivK Stock in each County oi Gekat

Estimatod
I'oinilatiou

on
1st Jiwiuury,

18G7.

ACREAGE.

COUNTIES. Years.

Total Area
in

Statute Acres,
j

Acreage not
Accounted for.

Total
Acreage

'

Returned
as under

Cultivation.

ENGLAND—co?i//)ii(etL

NoKTU Western Counties :

33. Cheshire j 1866)

11867/
53G ,3G4 707,078 !

1

f
225,225

I 211,461
481,853
495,617

34. Lancashire
/isecl

\1867/
2,692,300 1,219,221 / 510,394

\ 489,329
708,827
729,892

35. West Riding .. ..
/1866\
\18G7/

1,623,530

!

1,709,307 / 015,155

\ 564,770
1,094,152
1,144,537

SC. East Riding (io/7// /18GG)

(1867)
295,021 771,139

f 159,055

\ 144,340
012,084
626,793

37. North Riding
( 18001

11867/
264, 182 1,350,121 f 589,343

1 576,144
760,778
773,977

NOKTIIERN CorNTIES :

38. Durham /ISGGl

(.1867/
591,575

1

022,470 f 222,910

\ 232,920
399,566
389,556

39. Northumberland ..
/I 866)

11867/
367,945 1,249,299 1 592,310

\ 587,908
656,989
061 ,331 i

40. Cumberland ..
fl86Gl

211,115
i 485:901

503,031
515,372

41. Westmoreland /18G61

\1867/
02,318 485,432

[ f 271,556

j

V 203,482 221,950

WALES.

42. Monmouthshire ..
/186G\
\1867/

185,350 368,399 / 100,123

\ 158,086
208,276
209,713

SorTii Wales :

43. Glamorganshire ..
/1 8601

\1867/
380,754 547,494 / 314,260

\ 301,286
233,234
246,208

44. Carmarthenshire ..
/18G6\
\1867/

112,469 600,331 / 279,938

\ 131,393
326,393

1

474,938

45. Pembrokeshire
(1866\
11867/

97,.')2G 401,691
1 / 161,039

]
\ 144,532

240,0.')2

257,159

4G. Cardiganshire
fiseel

\1867/
73,089 443,387 1

( 240,899

\ 218,271

202,488
225,116

47. Brecknockshire /1866\
\1867/

61,714 460,158
1

( 277,676

\ 286,372
182,482
173,786

48. Radnorshire
/1866'1

\1867/
25 772 272,128 / 146,067

\ \ 136,910
125,061
135,218

* Under this liead are included all corn and green crops, hops, clover, artificial grasses

under rotation, and bare fallow.
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Beitain in 18GG aiul 18G7 (coiideuscd IVoin the Af^ricultural llcturns)

—

coidimicd.

1-1 \'K STOCK.

Avablc* rasturo.f 'I'l.tal l.lvc Stock. Cittle. Sheep.

179,114
181,972

302,739
313,645

247,725
448,999

93,044
112,998

90,989
200,074

57,092
69,927

234,374
230,490

474,453
499,402

470,542
588,549

202,5.52

201,363
217,015
337,495

50,375
49,691

480,302
487,821

613,850
656,716

701,585
1,119,233

189,341
211,175

500,190
815,041

72,048
93,017

471,064
480,944

141,020
145,849

534,251
609,318

^

04,809
59,512

410,853
549,780

52,589
60,026

409,152
408,594

351,626
365,383

034,743
895,143

119,233
129,915

462,038
698,633

5-5,472

66,590

212 ,979

206,422

ISC KB?

183,134
213 158

1

278^151 50,915 209,819
14, 1 40

17,417

327,105
313,934

329,824
347,397

738,5.39

972,557
78,431
73, 779

635,487
878,307

24,021
20,471

273,592
273,760

229,439
241,012

545,988
604,034

109,225
104,184

396,021
525,064

40,742
35,386

53, 945
55^584 166,306

287 405
385 ,'447

1

55 328

50^053 328,328
7 , 41.3

6,466

81,205
82,874

127,071
120,839

181.045 '

238,200

1

36,735
35,108

131,158
182,985

1 , 1 52

20,053

84,453
84,207

148,781
161,941

237,730
294,108 i

45,911
45,099

177,484
229,547

14,335
19,462

132,731
138,254

193,062
330,084

213,740
273,657

84,106
87,829

110,295
158,750

19,339
27,078

111,213
109,199

128,809
147,900

154,993
186,007

08,842
67,083

64,412
95,100

21,739
23,758

112,536
115,095

89,952
110,021

172,633
206,257

j

47,384
48,551

108,540
138,028

10,708
19,678

63,429
04,720

11«,053
109,000

249,486
343,284

1

29,604
31,180

212,51-)

300,1(17
7,307

1
1 , 'jy 1

43,363
41,114

82,098
91,104

214,7-28

280,582
28,000
28,150

181,370
243,947

5,340
8,479

E::cluiive cf heath or mountain land.
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Table I.

—

Ackeage under Cultivation, and Live Stock in each County of Great

Estimated
Population

on
1st .lanuary,

ISiiT.

ACREAGE

COUNTIKS. Years.
Total Area

in

iSt.'itute Acres. Acreage not
AccounteU lor.

Total
Acreage
Returned
as under

Cultivation.

WALES

—

continued.

NoKTU ALES ;

49. Montgomei'yshire
/18G6\
11867/

66,681 483,323 J
264,666

1 254,157
218,657
229,166

50. Flintsliire
/18661
\18G7J

70,C60 184,905 / 68,810
'

1 66,293
116,095
118,612

51. Denbiglishire
/18C6"!

\18G7/ 105,804 386,052 / 104,125

1 147,459
221,927
238,593

52. Blerionethshire
/186f;\

11867/
39,032 385,291 / 266,921

1 2G2,0G7
118,370
123,224

53. Caruarvoushire
/186f>\

ll867/
100,495 370,273 / 199,859

1 202,590
170,414
167,683

54. Anglesey
/18G6)

11867)
53,107 193,453 / 64,9.52

1 63,986
128,501
129,467

Englaitd and Wales .

.

( ISGGl

11867/
21,463,597 37,324,883 J

i J , oUo, 4 i £.

111,873,357

o 1 r;o 1 All
J,'l, uJ L , 4 L 1

25,451,526

SCOTlAim

Southern Col'nties r

1. Wigtown /18G6\
li8(;7/

41,3.H 327,906
( 200,218

1 194,8.58

127,688
133,048

2. Kirkcudbright
/186G\

11867/
42,138 610,343 / 457.725

'

1 449,427
152,618
160,916

3. Dumfries /186G1
11867/

74,616 702,953 / 498,364

1 478,748
204,589
224,205

4. Roxburgh
/IS6G1

ll8G7/
55, 154 428,494 / 268,142

1 244,742
160,352
183,752

SoiTH Eastern Counties:

5. Selkirk
/186G\
11867/

10,761 166,524 / 145,240

1 145,254
21,284
21,270

6. Peebles /18661
1X867/ 11,582 227,869 / 190,962

1 185,507
36,907
42,362

7. Berwick /]866\
11867/

36,671 302,951 / 125,671

1 118,295
177,280
184,656

8. HaddiDgton ..
(18661
ll867/

38,351 179,142
f 72,234

1 71,785
106,908
107>357

9. Edinburgh ,. ..
/18661
ll86?/

282,488 234,925 / 120,656

1 111,856

114,269
123,069

10. Linlithgow ..
/ 18661
11867/

43,909 81,113 / 26,439

{ 27,093
54,674;
53, 420

* Under this liead are included al! ci'.n and green crops, hop
5,

clover, artificial grasses

under rotation, aud bare fallow.
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Britain in ISfiG and 18fi7 (condensed from tlic Agricnltnnd licturns)

—

covd'uup/J.

LIVE STOCK.

Arabic*

1

Pasture.-|- Total Uvo Stock. C.ittle.

1

1

1

Sliccp.

j

Pigs.

1

97,5f)0 121 ,097 299, 732 58,628 220,241 20,863
100,482 128,684 365, 133 .59,510 277,059 28,.564

66,815 49,280 69,349 19,383 35, 106 14,860
67,880 50,732 103,001

1

21,153 64,580 17,208

125,245 96,682 223,789 46,695 150,565 20,529
;

127,542 111,051 285,951 46,438 212,598 27,115
'

44,659 73,711 270,137 i 33,343 235,091 7 , 703

46,013 77,211 335,602 33,284 293,697 8,621

72,246 98,168 202,329 44,072 1.39,317 18,940
73,955 93,728 226,860 42,414 164,180 20,272

72,703 55,798 87,017 35,427 33,715 17,875
75,290 54,177 101,168 33,835 49,702 17,631

1 i OfiK pro 10,/ yd , jUj-t

14,433,492 11,018,034 28,811,718 4,013,564 22,025,498 2, 772, 050

97,843 29,845 164,645

i

35,703 118,609 10,273
102,143 30,905 183,026 ' 34,527 140,076 8,423

90,741 61,877 316,414 34,658 271,467 10,289
94,567 66,329 404,320 34,231 361 ,428 8,661

132,039 72,550 434,462 44,364 371,480 18,612
134,610 89,595 555,445

J

43,287 494,853 17,305

128,901 31,391 332,715 16,084 310,537 6,094
129,087 54,665 495,548 14,547 476,025 4,970

15,735 5, 549 103,575 2,027 100,885 663
15,411 5,859 169,777 2,239 167,0.32 506

28,401 8,506 133,021 5,970 125,831 1,220
28,846 13,516 186,936 4,966 180,796 1,174

152,415 24,865 216,824 15,192 193,288 8,344
153,645 31,011 301,071 14,091 280,500 6,420

94,784 12,124 108,719 9,659 91,414 7,646
93,951 13,406 120,491 7,599 108,148 4,744

91,230 23,039 136,101 13,013 113,479 9,609
89,826 33,243 175,882 15,389 153,704 6,789

39,136 15,538 34,265 8,029 23,070 3,106
39,399 14,021 42,312 10,443 28,729 1 3,140

t Exclusive of lieath or mountain land.
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Table I.—AcRF.ACiE under Otti.tivatiox, and Live Stock in each County of Great

Kstimated
Population

on
1st January,

1867.

i

ACKEAGE.

COUNTIES. Years.
Total Area

|

in
\

Statute Acres,

j

Acreage not

Accounted lor.

Total
Acreage
lleturned
as under

Cultivation.

SCOTLAND— coiifiJHtt'tZ.

South Western Covnties :

/1866\
11867/

702,131 5G8,867 / 369,734

\ 361,291
199,133
207,576

19 A VT /186G\
\1867/

904 ^^85 735 262 / 475,423

\ 443,289
259,839
291,973

1 "5 T? (-111 T J*fl\T7iu. XVLlillCvV ..
/186G1

\1867/
I I 'i , JO 1

I

/ 81,108

\ 75,836
77,160
82,432

"XAri'tfTi '[\Ttt\t a XTr\ I'/iT'XTTTTro *

VV 1-oi i^XiLJljAJMJ v-'UL, > ili'-b .

/186G1
\18fj7/

IG, 169 109,375 / 91,108

I 89,079
18,267
20,296

/18G61
\18G7/

78,006 2,083,126 /1, 971 , 770
\i, 963, 397

111,356
119,729

iO. JL/UlllUal lull ..
/18G6\
\1867/

Oo ) o 1 "J
901 fton

'

/ 165,000

\ 164,713
39,800
40,087

/186G"!

\18G7/
/ 200,396

\ 194,874
95,479
101,001

JJjAfti ii l.iUljAiM-' \.yUui> 1. ll!jb .

IS. Clackmannan
/18GR

\1867
19,300 29,440

( 15,326

i

\ 16,068

14,114
13,372

19. Kinross
nSGSl
11867/

8,219 49,812 / 18,943

[

\ 18,882
30,869
30,930

20. Fife
(1866\
11867/

155,727 328,427
f 108,259

1 110,292
220,168
218,135

/18661

\1867)
1.30 801 l,OJL*i,UO'->

i
ri, 497, 297

! \1, 466, 408
31G.766
347,595

fl8661

tl8G7j
91J. OQQ

1 , —yo
I

5G8,7.50
f 340,555

j
\ 338,357

1

228,195
230,393

23. Kincardine ..
/1866)

\1867J
34,808 252,250 f 140,294

\ 136,957

1

111,956
, 115,293

24. Aberdeen
(18G61

1l8G7)
229,025 1,260,625 i / 710,039

1 706,033
550, 58G
554,592

/1866)
\18G7J

.58,700 439,219
( 285,030

I 286,011

! 154,189
153,208

/1866)

\1867J
46 , 334 340,000

f 243,284

\ 237,833
96,716
102,167

* Under this head are included all corn and green crops, liops, clover, artificial grasses

under rotation, and bare fallow.
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BniTAiN in ISGH and 1S()7 (condensed iVmu the Ap;ricuUural lieUirns)

—

conlinncd.

L1\'K .S l'OCK.

Arabic* I'usture.f Total Live Stock. Oittlc. Slioep. Pigs.

129,424
129,898

69,709
77,678

225,212
289,369

56,206
1 58,094

160,014
221,267

8,992
10,008

155,751
165,055

104,088
126,918

352,019
433,005

75,544
79,840

262,973
338,562

13,.502

14,603

44,667
45,637

32,493
36,795

50,370
60,681

21,513
23,423

26,503
34,911

2,354
2,347

14,706
14,595

3,561
5,701

43,820
45,540

8,252
7,765

34,318
36,638

1 ,250

1,137

58,362

,

63,808
52,994
55,921

764,154
952,124

57,831
56,908

700,621
890,131

5,702
5,085

26,784
25,889

13,016
14,198

65,165
84,728

10,504
12,387

53,405
71,139

1,196
1,202

65,624
66,400

29,855
34,601

111,461
139,028

21,396
24,261

86,392
111,746

3,673
3,021

11,058
10,224

3,056
3,148

12,833
17,437

2,104

1

2,629
9,468
12,905

1,261

1 , 903

24,590
24,031

6,279
6,899

27,764
41,505

4,028
1 5,003

22,450
35,743

1,286
759

186,088
185,041

34,080
33,094

135,175
129,951

27,297
30,483

93,685
90,063

14,193
9,405

246,932
245,429

69,834
102,166

578,567
760,743

66,150
69,898

494,635
677,654

17,782
13,191

210,738
208,710

17,457
21,683

200,166
201,651

23,645
39,941

156,653
153,476

14,868
8,234

104,375
108,026

7,581

7,267
67,371

!

74,463
'

21 ,529

23,321
41,073
47,695

4.769
3,447

525,246
530,986

25,340
23,606

257,506
337,382

133,451
146,297

109,292
176,959

14,763
14,126

144,965
144,976

9,224
8,232

98,122
109,860

36,542
38,866

55,409
65,498

6,171
5,496

88,938
91,457

7,778
10,710

95,256
108,983

j

20,406
20,847

69,078
83,278

5,772
4,8.58

t Exclusive of heath or mountain land.
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Taut e I.—AntEAGK under Cultivation, and Live Stock in each County of Great

Kstimatfd
I'upuliitioii

oil

1st January,
1SG7.

1

ACREAGE.

COUXTIIOS. Years.
Total Area I

in
j

Stivtnte Acres. Acreage not
Accounted for.

Total !

Acreage
i

Kotumed
as under

Cultivation.

SCOTLAND— conUnited.

N. Eastks CorxTrES—cow*''.

n866\
\18G7)

8,502 137,500
( 116, 328

\ 113,543
21,172
23,957

North Westekn Covxties :

28. Inverness f 1866)

11867/
80,853 2,723,501

la, 605,040
12, 611, .555

118,461
111,946

29. Ross and Cromarty / 1866)
\l8fi7j

81,646 2,016,375
(1,912,902
11,895,390

103,473
120,985

Northern Coi xties :

30. Sutherland .. ..
jl866\

11867J
23,841 1,207,188

ri, 191, 525
\l, 184, 230

15,663
22,958

31. Caithness
/1866\
\1867/

43,584 455,708 / 364,249

t 351,417
91 ,459

104,291

/1866\
\1867/

/18G61
\l8(i7/

32,935

32,010
j

598,726

C (1866)
1 471,7.56

(1807)
V 466,145

1 82,255

1
49,893

\ 50,326

Total of Scotland ..
/1866\
\1867/

3,162,091 19,639,377
(15,481,017
115,259,8-25

i

4,158,360
4,379,552

* Under this head are included all corn and green crops, hops, clover, artificial grasses

under rotation, and bare fallo-w.
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I'niTAiN ill 18(16 aiul ISfJT (coiulciised rrniii tlio Ai^vicuUiiral llctunis)

—

caul I iHi<:d,

LIVK STOCK.

Arable.* Pasture.t Total Live Stock.

i

Cattle. Slieep. Pigs.

17,443
-'1,420

3,729
2,537

26,500
29,420

[

5,232
5,297

19,862
23,007

1,406
1,116

79,170
79,937

39,291
32,009

571,928
720,314

45,334
45,066

522,006
670,886

4,588
4,362

90,423
102,235

13,050
18,750

338,352
406,914

36,109
34,185

293,754
366,908

8,489
5,821

12.994
18,375

2,669
4,583

176,780
209,534

11,262
10,413

1«4,060
197,477

1,4.58

1,644

73,240
77, 525

18,219
26 , 766

105,687
lis, 355

19,999
20, 1 14

82,676
95,205

3,012
3,036

65,027
69, OU

12,050
13,241

47,852
59,903

22,674
22,823

20,780
31,648

4,398
5,432

17,464
16,094

32,429
34,232

79,393
95,682

20,634
20,290

55,844
69,456

2,915
5,936

3,265,294
3,326,267

893,066
1,053,285

6,412, 194

8,061,380
937,401
979,470

5,255,077
6,893,603

219,716
188,307

* Exclusive of heath or mountain land.
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1'ablk II.

—

Statkmext of tlio Porur-ATioN, Arka, and Acreage under Crops and

by their respective

Tlie Area and Acreage are

Descrution of Cr.oi's, kc.
Shtpf.n *

(in 18CT). (ill 1X6").

Uexmauk

PKOI'EJt

(in 18G6).

Pr.nssiA *

(ill 1SG7).

WCRTEMBURG

(in l.?66).

Total Area 101,700,000
(exclusive of

lakes imd rivers).

79,967,736 8,662,937 68,562,743 4,826,823

ToTAii Acreage :

Under Crops and
1

Grass (exclusive of 1

Vineyards and Olive
1

Grounds^ * .. 1

10,767,250 — 5,606,601 41,173,913 3,010,598

Under Corn Crops 3,149,750 492,000 2,380.496 17,947,707 1,314,470

Under Green Crops 307, soot 149,127t 5,412,799t 324,269t

Bare Fallow 1,000,000 ? 440,453 6,253,556 248,644

Clover and other
j

Grasses under Eo-[
tation • . 1

1,250,000 ? 329,775 5,127,916 254,587

Permanent Pasture 5 , 000 , 000 ? 2,306,750 6,431,935 868,628

Corn Crops:

Wheat and Spelt

Barley or Bere .

.

Oats
Kye
Beans, Peas, and other"*

Kinds of Grain ../

95,000
587,500

1,396,250
712,500

358,500

13,750
127,250
267,000
25,750

58,2.50

119,845
683,245
826,140
518,320

232,940

2,848,842
2,279,074
4,558,148
6,837, 2:i2

1,424,421

543,586
234,679
320,550
102,864

112,791

Green Crops :

Turnips, Carrots,)

Mangold, Beet,[

Kape, Colza, &c.
)

350,000

17,500

6 7,.500 84,809

64,318

3,418,610

1,994,189

169,045

155,224

Population 4,160,677 1,701,817 1,717,802 18,491,220 1,748,328

Total Live Stock .

.

3,894,394 2,751,969 3,449,425 28,698,555 1.942,077

Cattle

Sheep and Lambs
Pigs

1,924,354
1,589,875

380, 165

952,158
1,703,814

95,997

1,193,861
1,874,052

381 ,512

6,111,994
19,329,030
3,257,531

974,917
703,656
263,504

* Estimate Iteturns. f Includes flax.

J Including green be.in and winter Ibdder.

$ The results of the Return talten in l.^UB are not yet
published.

II
Includes li<,99n,l.H(i acres of Indian com.

.Vote.—The Acreage l!ctunis for Holland include

66,1 7u, and for Austria '.m/A'Si acres under flax.

For RiLSsiA there are no Returns of Acreage under
Crops ; the Live Stock comprised iu the European and

Asiatic parts of the Empire numbered 25,444,000 cattle,

45,i:!0,«00 slieep, and l(i,o;i7,ooo pigs, taking the average

of the years 186;i-63.

For SwiTZEHLAND there are no Returns of the Acre-
age under eacli kind of Crop; in 1855, tlie aggregate

Acreage under Corn and Green Crops was 1,435,555

acres; and 3,527,431 acres under grass, meadows, and
pasture. The Live Stock in 1866 numbered 992,895

cattle, 445,400 sheep, and 304,191 pigs.
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Grass, in various FuUKKiN Countrti'^s, according to rii;TURN-s furnished

Statistic Ai, 1 )i',partmknts.

stated ill luMjtish Statute Acres.)

Bavaria

(in 18C3).
.

Holland

(in 1806).

Belqil-m }

(in 1856).

FlSANCE

(in 1862).

AusriUA ex-
clusive of Galicia

(e.xcept Cracow),
Jiukowina, the
Tyrol, and the

Military 1* rontitr

(in 1!<B6).

United States *

(in 1867).

18,776,343 8,209,992 7,211 ,000

-

132,787,000 116,051,441 1,804,679,040

11,049,282 — 4,521,386 82,661,408 65,941,608 —

4,576,688 1,346,330 2,484,493 40,273,378 26,384,108 41,184,547

• l,009,972t 469,290 709,124t 6,221,243t 1,719,244 ?

1,165,080 ? 159,112 12,869,655 7,534,019 ?

718,695 221,352 396,787 6,931,650 1,-302,434 ?

3,578,847 y 771,870 16,365,482 28,911,570 / Hay,

\ 16,323,852

1,041,035
835,456

1,115,015
1,449,929

211,205
104,945
235,332
507,138

804,758
110,130
541,347
721,492

18,683,435
2,717,478
8,319,688
4,820,745

3,662,164
2,755,415
6,573,921
6,978,008

12,304,894
542,175

6,894,091
1,396,123

135,253 287,710 306,766 5,732,032 6,414,600 20,047,26411

644,197 273,380 369,850 3,087,017 1,308,148 964,614

365,775 195,910 339,274 3,134,226i 411,096
( Tobacco,

1 236,363

4,774.515 3,552,665 4,940,570 37,547,000 34,432,890 31,445,080

6,123,826 2,877,909 2,299,552 52,725,355 33,661,786 59,087,641

3,162,387
2,039,983
921,456

1,270,893
1,088,016

, 519,000

1,257,649
.583,485

458,418

14,197,360
33,281,592
5,246,403

9,173,472
16,573,459
7,914,855

12,674,968
32,795,797
13,616,876

For Italy there are no Returns of tlie Acreage unde
each description of Crop. The total area under cultivi

tion is thus divided : Arable Land (including \'ine

yards) 27,507,650 Knglish acres ; Natural and Artificis

Meadows, 2,933,590 acres; Pemanent Pasture
13,493,620 acres; Kice Fields, 362,257 acres ; OUve Gar
dens, 1,3S6,917 acres ; and Chestnut Plantation;
1,462,830 acres. The Live Stock in 1867 numbere
3,708,635 cattle, 11,040,339 sheep, and 3,880,731 pigs.

r The Returns for SrAra in 1857 give a total area of

126,759,000 acres, of which 14,987,542 acres were under
corn crops, and 20,689,050 acres permanent pasture

1 The corn crops were thus divided: wheat, 7,311,892

,
acres; barley, 3,132,100 acres; rye, 2,961,863 acres;
beans, peas, kc, 1,531,687 acres. Potatoes occupied
509,503 acres. The Live Stock numbered 2,904,598

i cattle, 22,054,907 sheep, and 4,264,817 pigs.
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GEOLOGICAL OF HUNTINGDONSHIRE.



( 251
)

XVI,— On the Farming of Huntingdon. Bj Gilbert Murray.

Prize Essay.

This county is divided into four hundreds—Norman Cross, to the

north, containing twenty-five parishes
;
Kimbolton, on the west,

thirty parishes; St. Neot's, to due south, twenty-three parishes.

The length from north to south is about 30 miles ; from east to

west 23 miles. The extent is about 372 square miles, or 229,544

acres. The population was in 1831, 53,192 ; and in 18G1, 64,250 :

showing an increase of barely 20 per cent, during a period of

thirty years. The chief town, Huntingdon, situated on the

river Ouse, contains a population of 3,816, and returns two

members to Parliament. The chief market towns are Hunting-

don, St. Neot's, Ramsay, St. Ives, and Kimbolton.

Huntingdonshire is well situated both for land and water car-

riage. The river Ouse enters the shire on the south, passes St.

Neot's, flows north to Huntingdon, and thence in an easterly

direction to St. Ives, on its course to the Wash. It is navi-

gable for large boats throughout the whole length of its course

through the shire. The Nene, another navigable river, wends
along the northern border of the county by Peterborough,

and enters into the Wash below Wisbeach, in *Cambridge-
shire. The Great Northern Railway, which enters the county

at St. Neot's on the south, and passes almost directly through

the middle of the shire to Peterborough on the north, is inter-

sected by a branch of the Great Eastern, which connects Hun-
tingdon and St. Ires with Cambridge. The Midland enters the

shire on the south-west from Thrapston, passes Kimbolton, and
joins the Great Northern at Huntingdon.

The county is well provided with turnpike-roads, which are

kept in an efficient state of repair. The old North road from
London to York passes through the county, but is now little

used. The parish and occupation roads on the clayland districts

are not generally good ; burnt clay-ballast being the material

principally used in their formation, but where sufficient at-

tention is given to drainage, and gravel to the depth of from

4 to 5 inches is laid on the ballast, very serviceable roads are

formed, which, with a little attention, last for many years.

Great expense and difficulty in obtaining gravel is the only

bar to more extended improvements.

Neither is the county deficient in historical interest. Traces

of several Roman stations and encampments still remain, and the

great roads, the Ermine Street and Via Devana, passed through

the shire. It likewise contained two great abbeys, Ramsey and
Sawtry of St. Judith, with castles at Kimbolton and Huntingdon.

s 2
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In several churches the remains of Norman buildings are still to

be traced.

Apart from the fen-lands and the gravel of the Ouse valley,

the geological formation of the shire belongs to the Oolitic series,

and embraces calcareous grit, Oxford clay, cornbrash, blue lime-

stone, and great oolite.

The agricultural divisions are the gravels of the Ouse valley

on the south-east ; the fens on the north-east ; and the Oxford

clay, which extends over a wide area of the middle and western

parts of the shire. The other geological formations are of small

extent and possess no agricultural interest.

The air in the higher parts of the county is pui'e and bracing

;

in the fens mists are prevalent, and the atmosphere is generally

charged with moisture, yet the inhabitants are particularly

healthy, drainage having quite banished the attacks of ague, so

prevalent at one time amongst fenmen. Few trades are carried

on, the population being principally employed in the cultivation

of the soil and the handicrafts therewith connected, such as

brickmaking, malting, milling, brewing, lime-burning, &c.

The Government returns of 1866* give the following as the

extent in acres of the different kinds of crops :

—

Acres.

Wheat 43,406
Barley 21,083
Oats 10,889
Eye 635
Beans 13,483

Peas 4,935

Total average under com 94,431

Green Crops.
Acres.

Potatoes 2,517

Turnip.? mid .swedes • 3,445

Mangolds 3,746
Carrots 558
Cabbages, kolil-rabi and rape 4,485
A'^etches, Lucerne 5,COO

Total in green crops 20,751

Acres.

Bare fallow or uncropped arable land 13,403

Clovers and other artificial grasses under a regular rotation .. 11,775

Permanent pasture 52,057

Total number of acres under all kinds of crops, bare fallow) jgo 417
and gra.s.s

)

Woods, waters, roads and waste lands 37,127

* The returns for the year 1867, published since this Essay vas -written, -will

be found at pp. 214-247, supra.
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Of the total extent (140,3()() ivcres) of lands under cultivation

—

33 per cent, was undur wheat in 18GG.

K) per cent, barley.

8 per cent. oats.

it per cent, beans.

8 per cent, bare fallow.

15 jier cent, ureen crop.

8 per cent, clovers or cultivated grasses.

.'5 per cent, is devoted to the cultivation of rye and peas.

The Cattle in the county on the 5th day of March, 1866,

numbered 19,812, beinj^ in the proportion of 10'3 to each 100
acres of land under cultivation. The cattle-plague visited this

county with great severity, about 11 J per cent, of the whole stock

having either died or been sacrificed through the disease. Up to

the 3rd March, 1866, 10'83 healthy cattle were killed from having

been in contact with diseased animals, or from fear of infection

;

1789 died from the fatal effects of the plague ; and 467 were killed

in different stages of the malady. Neither was this loss the limit

of the unfortunate farmer's distress, for as the cattle could

not safely be replaced, for a considerable length of time, occu-

piers were not able to stock their land in the usual way, so as to

turn their herbage to proper account.

The number of Sheep in the county, in 1866, was 117,821, or

Cl'2 per 100 acres of the area of land under cultivation.

The Swine, of various breeds, or rather a mixture of different

varieties, numbered 26,602 ; a large per-centage to the aren.

Many of the strong stores, after they have gleaned the stubbles,

are sold to the farmers in the dairy counties, to be fattened

on whey and barleymeal ; and great numbers are yearly fed on
the inferior barleys in the county; but unless the price exceeds

10s. per score lbs., they leave little behind in the shape of profit

:

yet as they make a large quantity of good manure, the farmer is

generally satisfied if they pay for the food consumed. Breeding-

has latterly paid much better than feeding.

The great Fen-lands of the county may be said to commence
in the parish of Fen Stanton on the south-east, proceeding in an
easterly direction round the confines of the county, and emlnacing
parts of the different parishes of Holywell, Needingworth,
Bluntisham, Earith, Somersham, Warboys, Ramsey, Sawtry, Coii-

nington. Home, Stilton, and Yaxley, terminating at Farcet, on
the north, and covering an area upwards of 50,000 acres in extent.

The soil of this district is of a black peaty nature, composed almost

entirely of vegetable matter, resting on a subsoil of white marlv
clay, the depth of the peat varying from 3 to 7 or 8 feet. Drainage
is effected by open ditches, cut at suitable distances, to convev
the water into main ditches or droves. By the withdrawal of

water the peat becomes consolidated, and consequently reduced
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in bulk, and in order still fui tlier to reduce its thickness and get

closer to the claj-, burning lias been practised. To some extent

this practice prevails when the land is first reclaimed from a state

of nature. As cultivation proceeds, and by the application of

manures the growth and feeding off on the land of green crops

extends, the burning is discontinued, as by destroying the fer-

tilising effects of the manures it would then be a wasteful opera-

tion. After the land has been thoroughly drained, claying the

surface, to the depth of from 3 to 4 inches, is the great essential

to give the necessary consistency to the soil. This operation is

effected by digging through the peat where it does not exceed a

depth of from 3 to 4 feet, and producing clay on the spot, A
trench 4 feet in width having been opened, the peat is removed
until the clay is reached, which is then thrown out of the trench in

sufficient quantity to cover the surface-soil on each side to the

requisite depth. When a sufficient quantity of clay has been
thus thrown out, the peaty soil from the next length is thrown
into the vacant space, and the work proceeds in the same way as

trenching is generally performed, the peaty soil from the surface

taking the place ofthe clay,and the sides of the trench being levelled

down with the spade so as to leave the land in a fit state for the

plough. The cost of this operation varies from 50s. to 5/. per

acre. When well done the land is improved to an extent the

duration and value of which it is difficult to estimate.

The great drawback to the fen-land farmer is the utter uncer-

tainty of his crops ; a single night's frost in spring may blight his

prospects and destroy the fruits of many months' toil and expenses.

In favourable seasons good crops are grown : but to strangers they

are always deceptive, as they seldom turn out either of the quantity

or quality which might be supposed from their appearance. Four
quarters of wheat and five quarters of barley are about the average

of the best seasons. The soft nature of the soil and the large

quantities of straw produced preclude the use of the reaping-

inachine to any extent ; indeed the sickle and reaping-hook are

seldom used, both wheat and barley being almost invariably

mown and tied, at a price varying from Is. to 10s. per acre.

The fen-land is mostly cultivated on the four-acre system.

First year—green crops. The land when fairly treated produces

good crops of rape, turnips, kolil-rabi, and mangold, but is not

well suited to the growth of swedes. The best managers generally

draw off one-fourth of their roots for consumption by cattle in

the yards, and the rest are consumed on the land by sheep, eating

also cake or corn. Second-year—barley and seed-clovers do not

succeed except where the land has been clayed. Italian rye-grass,

which obtains most favour both for mowing and pasture, is very

useful in spring, as it invariably produces an early bite for the
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newlj-lambed ewes, and, witli a little cake, increases the quantity

and improves the quality of the milk. Third-year—seeds, either

grazed or once mown, and afterwards grazed by sheep ; tlie best

managers use oil-cake in considerable (juantity. Fourth-year—

•

wheat. The whole of the farmyard-manure is applied to the

roots, and sometimes supplemented by artificial fertilisers. Most
fen-farms have a portion of upland-pasture attached, which is of

vast benefit as an outlet for the stock.

The straw is converted into manure by the farm-horses and
store cattle : where no upland-pastures belong to the occupation,

the farmer either purchases young stock in the autumn, and sells

them again in spring to the graziers of Leicester or Northampton-
shire, who finish them off on their pastures ; or he takes them in

for the winter, finding the straw and labour of attendance, whilst

the owner of the cattle gives them 4 lbs. per diem of linseed-

cake. The Shorthorn breed is most prevalent
;

great numbers
of Irish Shorthorns being wintered in the fens. A good many sheep

are bred in the district, and fed off on the heavy crops of cole-

seed and roots which the land produces. Large quantities of corn

and cake are also used for sheep-feeding. The principal breed is

that of the improved Lincolns, which attain to great weights at an
early age, and yield a heavy fleece ; the soil and climate both being

favourable to their development. The farm-buildings, though not

generally on an extensive scale, and in some places only temporary

erections, are commonly equal to the requirements of the land
;

the farmhouses are in most instances better than the outbuildings.

Thrashing is invariably performed by portable engines, which
move from farm to farm as their services are required. Every
farm has its chaff-cutter and bean-mill, mostly worked by horse-

power. The ploughing is light work for two horses. Iron

ploughs of a modern construction are generally in use, with
all the modern grubbers, scufilers, and harrows, of the present

day ; both waggons and" carts are used, but the latter are cumbrous,
and a better model might easily be substituted. Autumn cultiva-

tion is practised to a considerable extent.

The farms are held under a yearly tenancy, at a rent of from
25s. to 3O5. per acre, the landlord paying the drainage tax, which
amounts to about 65. per acre. The landlord erects or puts in

efficient repair all buildings, gates, fences, »Scc., on the entry of

a new tenant ; and the tenant covenants to keep them in a

tenantable state on receiving the necessary rough timber at the

expense of the proprietor. The usual term of entry is Lady-
day. The incoming tenant pays for the seed and labour con-

nected with the wheat-crop, and also, where the work has been
properly performed, for all winter ploughing.

The recognised tenant-right extends over a period of three years
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in the case of artificial food, and the same for fertilisers; tte

farmyard manures are valued to an incoming tenant, and bay
and straw, if any, at a spending price.

Agricultural labour is here, as elsewhere, becomings more
difficult to procure, and the want of better and more extended
cottage accommodation begins to be felt. The present v/age of
ordinary labourers is 125. to 13s. per week.

The farm-horses are kept on oats, and cut hay and straw

(luring the winter and spring months ; and on green food, tares,

or Italian rye-grass, with an allowance of split beans or Indian

corn, in the summer
;
lying loose in the yards, they make a large

quantity of manure.

Some farmers keep a large number of store pigs, feeding theni

on mangold and beans in the winter ; and on tares and other

green food, with a limited supply of corn, in the summer. They
make a large quantity of straw into manure, but seldom leave

much direct profit behind.

I, The Fen Distiiict.

J. M. Heathcote, Esq., of Connington Castle, who owns tbe

entire parish of Connington, upwards of 3000 acres in extent,

is a liberal landlord and spirited improver.

The farm-buildings on this estate are mostly modern, sub-

stantial, and suited to the occupations ; Mr. Heathcote has like-

wise erected many very good labourers' cottages, containing a

living room, kitchen, and scullery, on the ground floor, and each
Laving three very comfortable bed-rooms, which open separately

into the landing and passage. These cottages are mostly buik
in pairs, a plan whereby a considerable saving in the cost of

construction is effected.

Mr. Heathcote has in his own occupation a farm of 400
acres, 200 acres being fen-land, and the other 200 acres sound
upland, which, with the exception of 20 acres, is all in per-

manent pasture ; the fen-land is farmed on the four-course system
of cropping. Of the ten horses kept, four are constantly em-
ployed on the estate. A flock of 120 breeding ewes, of the

improved Lincoln type is kept, and for these superior rams, pur-
chased at the celebrated Peterborough fairs, are used. The
produce, after a sufficient number of the best ew"e teggs have
been selected for the purpose of keeping up the flock, are fed ofl

on roots and cake, and are clipped and sold to the butcher

-tluring the months of April and May. A number of lambs, bought
in the autumn, are wintered and fed off in the spring, when
they are replaced by lean shearlings, which are fatted off with

cake or corn supplied on the grass. The regular number of sheep
liept on this farm is from 450 to 500.
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The cfittle consists of fourteen breeding cows, mostly pure-

bred Shorthorns ; and a pure-bred bull is kept, to which the tenants

on the property have access at a nominal charge. The stock

both in winter and summer average about 100 head, a great

part of which are turned out fat either from the pastures or the

stalls. Cake is used on the grass for both beasts and sheep ; a

practice whicli though not leaving a direct profit in beef and

mutton, does so in an improved pasture, which in a few years

shows the beneficial effects of this kind of management.

A great number of pigs are bred and fed on this farm ; not less

than seventy were on the list when the writer visited the yard.

The land produces a large quantity of straw, but this being

of inferior quality as fodder, the store beasts always receive with

it during the winter an allowance of either roots or oil-cake.

The wheat is of fair quality, and iij good seasons produces froia

four to five quarters per acre, but the finer varieties of white do
not succeed, as they appear to be peculiarly subject to blight and
mildew. The barleys are seldom of a malting quality, being

generally lean and light to the bushel
;
they produce from five to

six quarters per acre. Both barley and wheat are put in with

the drill ; two bushels of the latter and three of the former being

the quantities of seed used. The grass land of this parish is

good, well managed, and laid out in large enclosures. , We are

indebted to Mr. Heathcote's steward, Mr. Reid, for much of the

foregoing information.

The great modern improver of fen-lands in this county, is-

W. Wells, Esq., of Holme Wood House, who owns upwards of

8000 acres, chiefly consisting of fen, and whose drainage opera-

tions in connexion with the once celebrated Mere of Whittlesea

have had the effect, as described in the 21st vol. of the Journal

of this Society, of " blotting out from the map of England one
of its largest inland sheets of water, converting its bed into the

site of thriving farms, and reclaiming the surrounding peat bog.'*^

Camden, writing in the seventeenth century, describes the Mere
as " that clear lake so full of fish, called Whittlesmere, six miles

long and three broad, in a moorish country ;
" but Parkinson, in

his ' General View of the Agriculture of the County,' drawn up
for the consideration of the Board of Agriculture, and published

in 1811, saj's that Whittlesea and the other Meres were then "so
much filled up with mud, and grown up with aquatic matter,

that they were of but very little value as fisheries, either to tho

proprietors or the public." * Indeed, when taken in hand by ]Mr.

Wells, the !Mere v/as principally noted for the large flocks of
wildfowl which frequented its sedgy bogs, and was dreaded hy

* Parkinson's ' General View,' p. 20.
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the scanty population inliabiting its borders from the pestilential

vapours generated and discharged from its stagnant waters.

According, however, to Mr. Wells, in a paper contributed by
him to a former volume of this Journal,*

—

" Whittlesca Mere, in its ancient state, comprised IGOO acres, but at tlio

time when tlie works for its draining were commenced, tlie ordinary water-

acreage had diminished to little more tlian 1000 acres. Around the shores a

margin of silty deposit had been fonned, whicli, thougli often dry, was liable to

submersion upon the slightest rise of the water ill the Mere. Beyond this

margin of silt, which varied in breadth from 50 to 500 j-ards, and was valuable

for tlie excellent reeds it grew, there extended, especially towards the south and
west, where the level of the surrounding land was lowest, a largo tract of peat-

moss, which, though generally free from water during summer, was constantly

flooded in winter. On the north and east sides the level of tlie surrounding

land was higher—sufficiently high indeed to be cultivated by the aid of wind-
mills, and approaching more nearly to the borders of the Mere, left less room
for either the inner circle of silty reed-shoal, or for the outer circle of peat-moss.

"In addition to the area contained in the Mere, the reed-shoals, and the

peat-bog, there was much adjoining low-land, more or less under cultivation,

which would naturally be included in any scheme for the draining of the water

and waste land on which they bordered."

Various schemes for the drainage of the district had been
from time to time propounded, and among others Parkinson, in

his General Survey, furnished a plan and detailed particulars

" of a new river to be made about 20 feet wide and 4 deep,

which by carrying the Nene and other waters into the 40 feet

river would drain the greatest part of the Mere itself." Sir John
Rennie, on the other hand, proposed to effect the drainage* by
means of the Nene, but various considerations ultimately led to

the selection of the Ouse as the grand outlet for the waters. As
it was impossible to obtain a natural drainage for the Mere and
adjacent lands, it Avas not until after the passing of the Middle
Level Act of 1844, and the construction or enlargement of the

great marshland cut and other principal drains that the work, now
so happily completed, was deemed practicable. In the summer
of 1851, however, says Mr. Wells, it was felt " that the moment
for emptying the lake had arrived, and accordingly a point

nearest to one of the exterior rivers having been chosen, the

bank was cut through, and the long pent-up waters allowed free

passage to the sea."

To keep the bed of the Mere free from water, more especially

during the winter months, it was deemed necessary to erect a

set of Appold's centrifugal pumps, worked by an engine of 25-

horse power, and estimated to raise 16,000 gallons a minute,

with a 0-foot lift ; and fortunate indeed was it for the spirited

projector of the works that such provision had been made, for

* ' Journal of the Eoyal Agricultural Society, vol. xxi. p. 135.
;
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uftcr great labour and expense had been incurred In the endeavour

to adapt this newly accjuired tract of land to agricultural pur-

poses, on the 12th of November, 1852, the waters of the outer

rivers, increased in volume by the heavy rain, eflected a breach

in the newly formed banks, and in a few hours " Whittlesea

Mere was itself again.
'

Nothing daunted by this untoward event, Mr. Wells took

immediate steps for repairing the breach, improving and strength-

ening the banks in defective parts, and again expelling the water

from its ancient bed. How the work was effected may be best

stated in Mr. Wells's own words :

—

" It was reckonL'd that 1000 acres were covered again with water to a depth
of 2 feet 6 inches, and that if the pump could raise 20,000 gallons a minute,

it would take twenty-three days incessant pumping to clear off that amount.
This calculation proved correct, and in little more than three weeks the land,

but certainly not terra iirma, was agaui everywhere visible.

" The banks having been repaired and fortified, the work of reclamation,

and jireparing for the cultivation of the soil, was actively resumed. The com-
pletion of the main dyke, leading from a point in the liigh land, not very far

from the iwesent Holme Station, 3z miles long, and averaging 30 Let in width,

was an arduous undertaking, owing to the treacherous natm-e of the bed of the

Mere, through which, for nearly 2 miles of its length, it passed. Frequent
slips occurred, and continued to occur long after its first completion. From
the main dyke a number of smaller dykes branched off, i)assed through the

silty bed of the Mere, penetrated into the surrounding bog, and tapping it iu

all directions, brought a never-ending flow of water to be discharged by the

engine.
" The effect of this network of drains was quickly visible. The bed of the

Mere was soon covered with innumerable cracks and fissures, deep and mde,
so as to make it a matter of no small diCBculty to walk along the surface, while

in the surrounding bog the principal effect was the speedy consolidation of its

crTist, which by the end of the first summer afforded, even in those places

which had been long impassable, as safe and firm a footing for a man, as it

now does throughout almost its whole extent for a horse."

Since the memorable breach above recorded no further irrup-

tion of any serious importance has taken place : the steam pump
effectually maintains the drainage of from 3500 to 4000 acres of

fen land.

After the stagnant water had been removed, and the land

levelled so as to admit of horse-cultivation, the great obstacle in

the way of growing corn was the want of consistency in the soil :

under the influence of the frosts of Avinter and the dry winds of

March, it became so light that a high wind frequently wafted

several inches of it away into the nearest ditch, either carrying

the infant wheat plants away with it, or leaving them to linger

out a short existence with their tender rootlets exposed to all the

vicissitudes of climate. To remedy this defect, Mr. Wells de-

termined to cover the surface of the peat with a coating of clay.

In ordinary cases the surface-dressing of peat with clay is per-
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formed without any great expense or difficulty, as a sufficient

quantity of clay is found underlying the peat at such a depth

only as to admit of its being easily raised. Here, however, the

circumstances were totally different. The underlying clay was
at too great a depth to render the ordinary mode of proceeding

at all consistent with economy. The resources of Mr. Wells
were, however, equal to the occasion. On the higher level ot

his park, at a distance of about mile, clay was to be had in

sufficient quantity for all purposes, if only the cost of carriage

permitted its use. Mr. Wells met the difficulty by at once

causing a tramway to be constructed, and over this railway in

miniature the fertilising material was carried by truck after

truck till the whole surface of the Mere was covered to the depth

of from 2^ to 6 inches,* at a cost per acre of from 15/. to 16/.

But even this large expenditure has proved a profitable invest-

ment of capital, as land formerly worth scarcely one shilling per

acre, and yet subject to a drainage rate of six shillings, is no\y

let at from 205. to 30s. This, however, was not the only advan-

tage obtained, for in the course of the operations necessary for

the acquisition of a sufficient quantity of clay for fertilising pur-

poses, by the removal of the high ridge of land in the centre of

the park, the view from the mansion was greatly extende(],

and several new and pleasing features in the landscape were
opened up.

Nothing is more striking than the contrast between the appear-

ance of the reclaimed land and a small tract adjoining, which
Mr. Wells has allowed to remain in its original state, in order to

show the nature and extent of the improvements effected. The
reclaimed land, unlike its sterile neighbour, is capable of pro^

ducing good crops of roots which are eaten off by sheep ; the

appearance of the rick-yard when the writer visited the spot in

the winter of 1866-7, amply testified to the extent and excellency

of the cereals ; and the clayed land was occupied by promising

seed layers.

Mr. Wells cultivates two farms of about 300 acres each, 70 acres

of the 600 being upland pasture. The Home Farm of 332 acres

is worked on the four-course system. Steam-cultivation is ex-

tensively practised ; Mr. Crosbie, Mr. Wells's manager, asserting

that the cost of cultivation is only 4s. per acre, while he considers the

Avork both more cheaply and infinitely better done than that effected

by the use of horses. At Michaelmas, 1866, the second farm was
taken in hand, of which not more than a sixth part will at present

admit of steam-cultivation, the rest of the land being full of large

* A medium dressing of from 3J to 4 inches deep is generally considered
sufScient.
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trees of from 10 to 40 feet in length and from G to 18 inclies in

< drcumference, the remains of a submerged forest. Many of the

trees are in a good state of preservation : the largest specimens

lieing principally oak, the smaller kinds red willow and other

varieties. The removal of these trees costs a considerable sum
})er acre. The plan Mr. Wells adopts, the first time of culti-

vating, is to plough each field deeply by horse-power, so as to

find as many trees as possible, and remove them, in order that

steam-cultivation may be used for all subsequent operations,

even to drilling and harrowing in the seed corn. The neces-

sary implements for these operations are now in course of con-

struction.

It must here be observed, however, that deep ploughing is

objectionable on the clayed land until alter, in the course of

three or four years, the clay has become thoroughly incorporated

with the soil, and under these circumstances recourse is had to

the cultivator, which can be worked at the season most suitable

to produce required results, and with marked benefit to the

ultimate crop.

Mr. Wells has erected commodious and excellent homesteads

on some of the newly reclaimed farms, but their construction

was attended with great cost, as all the buildings had to be
supported on piles ; and even this has not proved satisfactory,

for although the highest ground has been invariably selected for

the sites, yet owing to the general subsidence of the surrounding

district the water level has been in several cases reduced below
that of the foundations, and where this has occurred the heads of

the piles have decayed, causing the buildings to diverge from

the perpendicular, and rendering it necessary, in some instances,

to renew the piles at a great outlay. On the estate are also

some very neat labourers' cottages, constructed of wood, the

walls being formed of feather-edged boards nailed to strong

posts, and well plastered and finislied inside, while the roofs are

carefully and substantially tiled. They are pronounced by the

inmates to be most comfortable.

A dim idea may be formed of the nature of the soil and the

difiiculties to be encountered in conducting improvements, from
the fact that during the period of nineteen years the land has

subsided 7 feet 3 inches.

Many of the fen-land farmers are now turning their attention

to the wintering of sheep in yards. In the early season of 1867
many farmers, owing to the difficulty and risk attendant on
the purchasing of beasts, confined themselves entirely to sheep.

Those Avho have had the greatest experience speak favourably of

the results
;
saying that the manure is better than that made by

cattle, and the sheep thrive much better than when kept on the
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land. A few slieep have suffered from lameness ; but losses from
this cause are not uncommon in the district when sheep are kept
on the land. Shearlings in general winter better than lamb-hoggs :

thej are fed on mangold, kohl-rabi, and turnips, with plenty of

clover-chaff and two or three fodderings of straw daily
;
they pick

the straw over when it is used for litter.

INlr. Thomas George, of Bythorne, Avhose death has been
announced since this essay was written, was the most extensive

tenant farmer in the county ; his occupation embracing an area of

IGOO acres, and its cultivation employing a team of from 55 to 60
horses. The land, although belonging to various owners, is not
detached, but lies well together. At Bythorne village, where Mr.
George resided, the owners being the governors of St. Katherine's

Hospital, London, the farm buildings, only recently erected, are

extensive, well arranged, and most substantial in character ; the

yards are dished out in the centre to the depth of five feet, and
all the buildings are provided with spouts for carrying off the

water. On the occasion of the writer's visit the yards were full

of store stock of different ages eating straw, turnips, and from
4 to 5 lbs. per head per diem of good linseed cake. A large

number of pigs are also kept ; hence the manure is of excel-

lent quality. The drainage of several fields is collected in

a reservoir above the yards, thus giving an unfailing supply

of water, and at the same time saving the labour and expense of

pumping.
A large number of young stock are reared on the farm, several

well-bred bulls being kept and used not only for heifers reared on
the farm but for purchased cows. Many of the latter annually

pass to supply the London milkmen, but always with the under-

standing that the calves shall be returned as soon as dropped. By
this means a superior breed is maintained. The steers are all

disposed of when from Zh to 4 years old ; the calves are kept

progressing, but not put to grass till they have attained the age

of from nine to twelve months.

Although the landlords erected the farm buildings, the tenant

has been at great cost in levelling and road-making. On this

farm some very comfortable cottages have been recently erected.

Mr. George also held a farm of 700 acres under the Duke of

Manchester on a 25 years' lease. A great portion of the land

was originally in old grass, which in its natural condition was of

very little value ; 500 acres, however, laid out in four fields, are

now in cultivation, and the whole having been drained at a

depth of from 3 to 4 feet, is sound enough to allow of sheep

being folded on the roots during the whole of the winter months.

On the farm are a comfortable farm-house and a compact and

substantial farm -yard, with suitable buildings, all of recent
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erection. The bringing this farm to its present state must Lave

been an expensive undertaking ; the cost of drainage, paring,

road-making, grubbing, &.C., having amounted to at least half the

value of the fee simple of the land in its natural state, while in

its present condition it gives satisfactory evidence of the results of

labour successfully applied, and capital judiciously expended.

Mr. George preferrecf tlie plan of hiring steam-engines and

machinery for thrashing, chaff-cutting, i^c, to that of purchasing

them himself. With fields 120 acres in extent, it might be

supposed that a more suitable place for the steam plough to

work could not easily be found ; but even if steam were used,

a large number of horses must necessarily be kept, as the

soapy nature of the land renders it necessary to take every

advantage of weather, and to employ all available strength to

get the manure on the land at the proper time. Considerable

quantities of artificial manures are used for the turnip crops.

Where the land will bear eating off, about one third to one fourth

of the roots are carted home and consumed by the stock in the

yards, the remainder being fed on the land, on the IGOO acres. A
breeding flock of about 1200 well-bred Lincoln ewes is kept.

After a sufficient number of theaves have been selected to keep

up the flock, the produce, together with 200 or 300 bought hoggs

and the draft ewes are sold off to the butcher. A very large

number of pigs are also fed, and when fat are sold to the Leicester

and Birmingham butchers
;

they are all weighed alive before

leaving the farmyard, and a certain allowance is made, which
pretty closely adjusts the charge to the butcher's weight.

An occupation of such magnitude requires much care to

direct and control the necessary operations ; but Mr. George,

Avho was a calculating and thoroughly practical man, was quite

up to the work, and although well supported by efficient bailiffs,

they severally took their instructions from himself. This occu-

pation is a good illustration of what capital and skill are capable

of performing on the waste lands of not only this, but many other

counties
; indeed, the land, although only of average quality

compared with -much that is still in a state of nature, produces

in its now improved state as much or more stock food than it

did when in grass, in addition to at least 3 quarters of corn per

acre annually :—a matter of no small importance to this country.

The writer has no hesitation in predicting that at the end of

twenty years the land will be worth double what it was in its

original condition.

Mr. William Sisman occupies the Buckdcn Lodge Farm, 549
acres in extent, of which 130 are in grass. Mr. Sisman is a breeder

of pure Shorthorns, and a successful exhibitor at many of the local

shows. He also admires a good hunter, and has taken many
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]5vizes with tliis class of stock. The number of cattle usually

kept by him is seventy, with a flock of 200 breeding ewes. No
store stock of any kind, with the exception of bulls, is ever sold,

everything being made off for the butcher. ]Mr. Sisman holds under
a 21 years' lease, commencing at Michaelmas, 18G5. The farm
has been entirely drained at the expense of the landlord, th(!

tenant paying 4 per cent, on the outlay. The land here approaches
nearer to the alluvium ; it is less adhesive

;
superior in quality

to that in other parts; and for the cultivation of the 419 acres

not in grass a team of IG horses is required. The farm is well

managed, and good crops are produced. A portion of the root

crops, with the addition of artificial food and cut chaff, is con-
sumed on the land by sheep.

Mr. A. Findlay's farm adjoins the foregoing, to which it is

similar in quality ; it is well drained, and the whole of the old

lands are thrown down level, a practice which seems to answer
here, for the land is in a high state of cultivation, although

practical men are agreed that on strong lands the levelling pro-

cess should be effected by slow degrees, even where the land is

thoroughly drained, otherwise the crops are perceptibly affected.

From Elton on the north-east, proceeding in a northerly direc-

tion, we pass through the parishes of Elton, Chesterton, Orton,

and Fletton. The soil of this district is of a less retentive cha-

racter than that of other parts, as it is near the escarpment of the

oolitic rocks, and in some places trenches on the gravels of the

Nene valley. On the gravels are grown good crops of roots,

which are mostly eaten on the land by sheep. Here heavy crops

of malting-barley are produced ; the land being mostly cultivated

on the four-course system. A good portion of stronger land

which has been drained is in permanent pasture, and the grass

lands of this district generally are managed in a very creditable

manner. The strong arable land is mostly worked on the four-

course rotation of three crops and a fallow ; but where the land

is thoroughly drained the six-course is followed. This land is

capable of growing heavy crops of roots, but they are uncertain,

and the injury often sustained by the land by their being fed off

counterbalances the advantages derived from their cultivation.

Where thorough drainage is effected, first-rate cereal crops, both

as to quality and yield, are produced. In many places the

inefficiency of the Government drainage is complained of, the

allegation being that on the retentive soils the drains are put in

too deep to take off the surface or rain water : but the error more
probably consists in the drains being too wide apart.

From Yaxley on the north, and extending round the inland

boundary of the fens as far as St. Ives on the east, is a belt of

upland, of superior quality. This we imagine is due to the fact
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that as the fens bocome relieved of their stagnant water, and
the surface of the ;soil is reduced to a lower level, the drainage

is gradually assisted. Here the land is more productive and is

generally laid out in large fields, surrounded by well-kept

hedges, with sufficient trees to give to the landscape a pleasant

appearance, without being injurious to the interests of the hus-

bandman. The grass land, though in general of second-rate

quality only, is' rapidly becoming improved in value, and the

benefit to be derived from a thorough system of drainage is

everywhere apparent ; the improvement being still more striking

where drained and undrained lands are brought in contrast side

by side.

The same mode of farming is here practised as that mostly

pursued on the strong lands of the county, viz., three-crops and
a fallow.

II. The Oxford Clay District.

The second division comprises the Oxford clays, and extends

from Diddington on the south, to Sawtry on the north, and from
Pidley on the east, to Keyston on the west, embracing an area

of about 120,000 acres in extent. The whole of this district is

composed of a retentive clay, varying in adhesiveness as the

oolitic rocks crop to the surface. The land, though not

attaining to a high elevation, partakes of an undulating character

which imparts a pleasant appearance to the landscape. The
fields are generally large, with only a few stunted trees in the

hedgerows ; and the hedges, though bad in many places, are kept
well cut. By far the greater part is under arable culture, and
in general well farmed ; in some places the grass lands have
been drained, and where this has been thoroughly performed, and
cake freely given for a series of years to the stock grazing on the

land, a great improvement in value has been effected.

There are now few farms where summer grazing is not

more or less practised. The system of breeding and weaning a

certain number of calves each year is becoming general through-

out the district ; these at from two and a half to three years are

either fattened off" on grass or finished in the stalls ; there are,

however, still hundreds of acres of grass land in the county of

very little value in procuring food for the million, unless the

numerous colonies of ants which inhabit them be turned to good ,

account by the game.

The only unenclosed land now left in the county is Gidding
Field. This, however, it is believed will shortly be enclosed,

as the necessary steps to accomplish it have already been taken.

In this neighbourhood, and proceeding in a south-westerly direc-

tion through the parishes of Thurning, Winwick, Hammerton,
VOL. IV.—S. S. T
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Catwoith, and Old Weston, is a great deal of poor grass land. At
Bvtliorne and Kcyston, on the west, some superior farming pre-

vails, and the land improves in quality with but little variation

till it reac hes the valley of the Nene, on the confines of the covmty.

About Kimbolton and Wornditch is some very tenacious land.

Kimbolton Castle, the seat of the Duke of Manchester, stands on
the gravel of Ouse valley, which here runs in a south-westerly-

direction for about a mile and a half, having a width of a

quarter of a mile, and being entirely surrounded by the Oxford

clays. His Grace has upwards of 500 acres in hand, which he

farms in a spirited manner. A good flock of Southdown
sheep is kept, and steam -cultivation is extensively practised.

From Kimbolton, taking a north-easterly direction, we pass

through some poor grass land in the parishes of Long Stow and
Easton to Ellington, where the soil improves in quality and
productiveness; then, taking a north-westerly direction through

Woolley, Barham, Leighton, Bromswold, and Buckworth, some
fields of poor grass land are again met with. The whole of the

arable land is here well cultivated. Both at Leighton and Buck-
worth sheep may be seen eating off kohl-rabi on the arable land

;

the mangolds are stored in heaps on the land where they grow,

the heaps by their size and number giving proof of a fair crop.

In both parishes there is a considerable extent of well-managed

grass land of superior quality. On the south at Yelling is some
inferior land ; but on the confines of the county, at Wood
Hurst and Warboys on the east, good farming prevails ; indeed

it may be said, without fear of contradiction, that, as managers

of strong land, the farmers of Huntingdonshire will bear favour-

able comparison with any in the United Kingdom.
The great stain on the farming of the county is the large extent

of poor, undrained, unproductive grass land, which yet remains

unimproved. As an instance amongst many of what may be

effected, an extensive agent and valuer told the writer that a few

years ago he valued a parish in this county, where a small pro-

prietor had some time previously purchased 120 acres of banky
grass land for 20/. per acre ; of this land he thoroughly drained

and broke up 60 acres, and the first three crops made 40/. per

acre, or twice the fee simple of the land : the remaining 60
acres were allowed to continue in their natural state and were used

as a sheepwalk, and these the valuer put at 145. per acre, while

he valued the other portion at 245.

The improved state of the strong lands of this county has prin-

cipally been brought about by drainage
;
indeed, on many farms

the produce has been doubled within a period of twenty years.

The spirit of improvement is now abroad, and doubtless ere long

a considerable increase will be gained. Indeed there is now little
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arable land which has not bocn once draluc d ; but in cases where the

drains have been put in at a depth of from 24 to 30 inc hes only, a

greater depth being found necessary, much of the work has had to

be gone over a second time, and the drains put in at a depth of

from 3 to 4 feet. Drainage has likewise had the effect of not only

producing a better quality of grain, but causing it to ripen both

earlier and more evenly. I had shown to me a sample of barley

grown near Kimbolton, on some of the most tenacious land in the

county, but now perfectly drained, which bore the appearance of

having been the produce of some of the best barley soils of the

county of Nottingham. The district under consideration pro-

duces on an average of years about four quarters per acre of wheat,

five quarters of barley, and four quarters of beans, the rent varying

from 18s. to 27s. per acre.

The new Union assessment has in some districts nearly doubled

the rates ; in a few years, when the roads have once been put in

a thorough state of repair, there will doubtless be a reduction.

Some parishes are at present paying three tenpenny rates,

Tenancg.—The land is mostly held on yearly tenancy ; tho

time of entry being Michaelmas and Lady-day. On some estates

the outffoine: tenant is allowed on valuation for unexhausted

manures ; the system, however, is not general
;
hay and straw are

valued to an incoming tenant at a consuming price ; seed and
labour, and the year's rates and taxes, being charged on the fallow

wheats.

Cropping.—Different systems of cropping are adopted ; but on
the strong land a modification of the four-course most generally

obtains. A portion of the first-year fallow being sown with winter

tares, is fed off by sheep, or mown green for the farm-horses

during the summer, and then properly cultivated ; another part

is sown with mangold, turnips, or kohl-rabi, which are generallj'

partly eaten on the land, and partly on the grass-land or by
sheep in the yards ; the remainder is treated as bare fallow, or

sown late with rape or mustard.

Second year.—Barley drilled at the rate of three bushels per

acre. As the use of the cultivator is preferred to that of the

plough, spring ploughing is avoided as much as possible before

the seed is deposited.

Third year.—Beans succeed the barley where tares were
grown upon the fallows ; the other portion being sown with
clovers, so that each crop comes alternately but once in eight

years. On all the stiffer kinds of soils broad clover alone is

grown, whilst, on freer soils, a mixture of trefoil and Italian rye-

grass is most in favour. The broad clovers are all put in with
the drill, the rows being from three to four inches apart. By
the adoption of this plan they are found to stand much better.

T 2
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Fourth year.—Wheat is sown after both beans and clover ;

the clover-brush, whether jjrazed or mown, is usually broken up
after Midsummer, and worked as a fallow. The seed, at the rate

of 2h bushels per acre, is always if possible put in with the

drill ; a good part, however, of the crop of 1867 was sown
broadcast, in consequence of the wetness of the season.

Where the land is well drained the six-course is often advan-

tageously adopted. 1st, fallow; 2nd, barley; 3rd, seeds, mown
or grazed ;

4th, wheat
;
5th, beans, manured

;
6th, wheat. With

a liberal application of purchased manure an increased produce

may thus be reaped, whilst the land need suffer no damage, if

the soil be of the best kind, and the management good.

Draining.—Practical men are agreed that drainage has done
more than anything else to improve the farming of the county.

The depth of the drains and their distance apart vary according

to the necessities of the soil ; but there is a growing desire

amongst the more intelligent class of farmers to go deeper than

formerly. Amongst others, however, the Government drains are

always thrown in the teeth of those who advise deep drainage,

although, as already stated, the Government system failed less

from the drains being too deep than from their being too far

apart ; it is nevertheless surprising how some of this land retains

the water, even when in close proximity to the drain.

The writer walked over a remarkably tenacious field belonging

to Mr. Chapman, of Wornditch, which had been drained 3i feet

deep, and 16 feet apart. Mr. Chapman being dissatisfied with

the result, had the drains opened, and, to the depth of about one

foot, straight thorns placed on the top of the pipes, after which the

soil was again filled in. The field has now a very good plant

of broad clover upon it, and when I walked over it on the 30th

of January, 1867, though shortly after a heavy fall of rain, it was
very sound, having no water standing anywhere in the furrows.

On some estates the drainage is done at the joint cost of

landlord and tenant, the landlord finding pipes, and the tenant

putting them in ; on others, again, the work is done at the sole

cost of the landlord, the tenant paying interest on the money
expended. This plan we consider most satisfactory both for the

owner and occupier, particularly where the land is held on yearly

tenancy. On large estates, where there is a staff of properly-

qualified men, the work is invariably better performed than when
done by the ordinary labourers on the farm ; the county, how-
ever, is noted for its drainers. A few years ago the writer had
the honour of officiating as judge at a county draining match, at

which there were upwards of forty competitors, more than halt

of whom did not break the ground above eight inches wide, and
several only seven inches, to go to a depth of four feet. One side
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of the drain Is cut perpendicularly from the surface to the bottom,

while the other gradually slopes from the top to the width of

the pipe at the bottom, each side being as smooth as if cut with

a plane. The price lor four-feet drains is from 2,s'. to 2s. Ad.

per chain of 22 yards.

Stock.—The stock of the district has been not less improved
than the cultivation of the soil.

Horses.—A good many horses are bred : the small farmers

confining themselves principally to cart-horses, which they break

in to team-work, selling the best of them to the London dealers

at five years old. The large farmers aim more at breeding good
weight-carrying hunters ; on most large farms a good half-bred

brood-mare may be found.

Cattle.—The cattle are mostly of the Shorthorn breed ; the

system of weaning is becoming more general, and there are now
few farms where breeding is not practised. Some few cattle

are sold as stores, but the greater part are made off fat from the

field or the fold-yard, at from 2J to 3 years old ; the heifers

being mostly sold down calving at the same age.

Sheep.—The breed of sheep most common is the improved
Lincoln, of which many good flocks have been in the county

for several years. Rams have been purchased or hired at Peter-

borough fairs from the flocks of Messrs. Kirkliam, Casswell,

Williams, and other equally celebrated- breeders, and their use

has produced the most satisfactory results. On some farms

the lambs are sold off at weaning time
;
they are now, however,

more generally kept on the grass-land through the winter, and
occasionally in the yard in bad weather they receive a small

allowance of mangold or kohl-rabi, with a liberal allowance of

cake, after which they are sold off to the butcher during the

summer. On some of the worst land, where only a few ewes are

kept in the winter, store tegs are purchased in April or May,
grazed through the summer, and sold about November, to be
fattened on turnips in Bedfordshire or Northamptonshire. About
a month before the lambing season begins the ewes are generally

kept in yards at night, and have a small allowance of corn, and
plenty of eut chaff. They run on the pastures during the day,

where they have a few mangolds thrown about for them.

Pigs.—The rearing and feeding of pigs is carried on to a con-

siderable extent. The Berkshires are the best adapted for bacon ;

the Suffolks and Neapolitans for pork ; the smaller variety pro-

ducing a finer quality of meat. Those intended for bacon
are generally kept in the yards in summer, and fed on beans,

wash, and offal : after having gleaned the stubbles they are put up
and fed on barley-meal, Indian corn, and miller's offals. From
eleven to sixteen score are the general weights they are fed to.
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Blanures.—The farmyard is tlie principal source from whence
manure is derived ; and such manure when well made is by
far the most valuable fertiliser that can be applied to strong

land. That, in this respect, there is an improvement on the

practice of former times is obvious, yet there is still ample
room for increased exertion. As the land becomes more freed

from water, and the cultivation of root-crops extends, the manure
of the farm will doubtless become better ; but at present oil-

cakes of difl'erent kinds are largely used with straw during

winter. Some difference of opinion prevails amongst practical

men as to the most suitable state in which to apply farmyard
manure. We are of opinion that when put on the land direct

from the yard in an unferraented state the greatest benefit is

insured at the least waste of manurial ingredients.

Implements.—Improved iron ploughs have almost invariably

superseded the old clumsy wooden implement, and iron harrows

are likewise becoming general. One-horse carts are in use on
some farms, but there is a singular clinging to the old, heavy,

broad-wheeled cart and the wooden-armed waggons of a century

ago. Chaff-cutters worked by horse-power are to be found on
most farms. Thrashing is done by portable steam-engines and
machines hired for the purpose. Few reaping-machines are

found on the clay-lands ; the sticky nature of the soil, particularly

in showery weather, precluding their profitable use. Coleman's
cultivators are used in the summer on the fallow lands ; and
Suffolk corn-drills are almost universal, the light steerage-drills

being of little use on the clays, particularly for putting in the

wheat-crop.

Harvesting Corn.—The scythe has entirely superseded the

sickle and the reaping-hook*; the cutting of corn is now inva-

riably performed by task at so much per acre, and the cart-

ing is done by the day. The advantages of tying up all the

different crops is generally admitted, and little corn is saved

in a loose state. The prices paid for mowing and tying

are from 6s. Qd. to Qs. per acre ; the rate of wages per day for

carrying being 3s. Qd. to 4s., with an allowance of beer. Some
farmers, instead of beer, give their men 20s. for the harvest,

which is not only better for the men, but saves a great deal

of trouble to the farmer. Thatching is commonly done by
piece-work, and costs from IQd. to Is. 'Id. per square.

Labourers Wages.—The regular men employed on the farm
ai-e paid weekly, generally on Friday evening. Common labourers

get lis. to 12s. per week
;
shepherds and horsekeepers, in addition

to a house and garden found rent free, receive from 12s. to 13s.

Labourers Cottages.—The agricultural labourers are generally

congregated together in the small villages and hamlets by which
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this part of tlie country Is dotted. It is true tlicre are some excep-

tions, yet 1 am <^ricvcd to say the majority of the cottages are of the

most miserable description, many of their walls !)oing only mud and

plaster, with dirt floors, and without sufficient sleeping-room

lor the separation of the di(r(nent sexes or the maintenance of

common decency. Happily Boards of Health are taking up the

question of cottage-improvement ; for great as have been the

efforts made to educate the agricultural labourer, the dwellings

must be improved before a high standard of morals can be ex-

pected among their occupants.

Farm Buildings.—These are mostly of an inferior kind, and
on many farms quite inadequate to the requirements of modern
times

;
many of the outbuildings being merely erections of clay

and stubble, and serving only as a temporary shelter for the stock.

It is not unusual to find a barn and cart-horse stable of a tolerably

substantial kind ; but the rest seem Improvised to meet the re-

quirements of the moment, and to be Increased in extent from

time to time, as Improved cultivation proceeds. The farmhouses

also call loudly for improvement : quite a revolution in society

has taken place Avithin the last quarter of a century, and why
should the farmer be compelled to lag behind ? Should he not

occupy the same social position as the tradesman or manufacturer

with an equal amount of capital embarked in his business ? This

is a landlord's question, and should have his serious considera-

tion, since it Is found that farms with good houses upon them
are much more inquired after than where the reverse is the

case, and that, too, by a superior class of tenants.

Mr. John Chapman, of Worndltch, near Kimbolton, who
has died since the following paragraph was written, occupied
about 1300 acres ; 900 acres being his own property, and 400
rented of the Duke of Manchester. The occupation is about

equally divided between grass and tillage. The farm is worked
on the four-course, and as Mi". Chapman was an extensive grazier,

he produced as much green crop as possible : viz., tares, man-
gold, kohl-rabi, and common turnips. Thorough drainage and
the liberal use of cake on the grass land for a great number
of years have produced pastures of good quality, and at the pre-

sent time 160 to 180 beasts are turned out fat each year, part

being sold from grass land, and the others finished off with
cake and roots in the stalls. Mr. Chapman preferred a good
Shorthorn to animals of any other breed. Many of his beasts at

Christmas, 1867, made from 30Z. to 40Z. each; and when the

writer visited his farm at the end of Januar}^ there were still

some beasts worth from 34Z. to 36Z. each left in the stalls.

On the farm about 1300 sheep of the improved Lincoln type
are kept. For some years rams have been used from the flock
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of Mr. J. H. Casswell, of Laugliton. No store-sbeep aie ever sold

off this farm, but everything is made fit for tbe butcher. Last

year large quantities of roots were purchased in the fen districts,

and, besides their price on the spot, entailed an expense for

carriage of six or eight miles by land and thirty miles by rail.

About a month before the lambing season commences the ewes
begin to have an allowance of cake and chaff ; the lambs are

supplied with cake as soon as weaned and are so kept until

they are sold to the butcher. This system of high keeping tells

favourably on both the fleece and the carcass, and continues

steadily to improve the quality and capabilities of the soil.

III. The Gravels of the Ouse Valley.

The third district comprises the gravels of the Ouse valley,

and covers an area of about 50,000 acres. Proceeding from
Huntingdon in an easterly direction, and embracing part of the

parishes of Hartford, Myton, Hemmingford Abbots, Hemmingford
Greys, St. Ives, Needingworth, and Holywell—then southward

through Brampton, part of Buckam, Offord Cluny, Offord D'Arcy,
Diddington, Paxton, and St. Neot's, from Brampton, interspersed

with patches of fen-land— it divides into two narrow branches,

one of which extends to Spaldwick on the west, and the other to

Alconbury Weston on the north-west. On the banks of the

Ouse is a considerable extent of very productive meadow land ;

the upland, under arable culture, being worked on the four-course

rotation of wheat, roots, barley, and clover, or mixed seeds. The
best farmers draw off one-third of the swede crop to be consumed
in the yards by feeding cattle. A great many sheep are bred and
fed in this district

;
large quantities of cake being used. The

frequent repetition of clover on the land and the high system

of farming increase the uncertainty of the crop. When the

plant fails a crop of peas is generally taken ; but in such cases

the succeeding wheat-crop suffers in productiveness.

Mr. John Jenkins, landlord of the George Hotel, Huntingdon,
occupies upwards of GOO acres of land in this neighbourhood, part,

of which is on the gravel and part on the Oxford clay. The light

land is worked on the four-course : the strong land is, 1st, wheat

:

2nd, fallow ; a large proportion of which is sown with tares, part

being fed off the land by sheep, and the other part cut and con-

sumed by beasts and horses in the yards, a crop of common turnips

being afterwards taken and consumed on the land by sheep.

During the early part of the season the land is ploughed up, and
being acted on by the winter and spring frosts, a turn or two of

the cultivator produces a good tilth for the succeeding barley-crop,

ijrd crop, barley, seeded down generally with broad clover, which
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is commonly drillecl in at the rate of from 16 to 2() lbs. per

acre ; the clover is either mown or fed off by sheep. On some
of the strong lands round Huntingdon the practice obtains of

growing mangold on the same land for a succession of years

;

large quantities of farmyard and other manure being used. By
adopting this plan the chances of obtaining a good crop are re-

duced almost to a certainty.

Market-gardening is extensively practised on the gravels from

Hemmingford and St. Neot's, to the confines of the county at

Eaton Socon ; the produce being sent to London, and manure
brought in return by the Great Northern Railway. This land

lets in small lots for the cultivation of garden produce, at from

Zl. to 5/. per acre. At St. Neot's a new corn exchange has recently

been erected at a cost of 4000Z.

St. Ives, on the east, is noted for its stock market, which takes

place every Monday, and, before the outbreak of the cattle-plague,

was one of the largest in the kingdom ; the charter having been

obtained from Edward I. about 1290. There are likewise two
large fairs held on Whit Monday and the 11th October every

year; the former having been established about the year 1110,

by a charter granted by Henry I. Both here and at Hun-
tingdon are extensive steam flour-mills, the property of Mr.
Potton Brown

;
they are fitted up with all the newest kinds of

labour-saving machinery, and a railway-siding runs up to the

mill door, where the trucks are unloaded of the raw material

and reloaded again with the finished article. Some idea may
be formed of the magnitude of these manufactories when it is

stated that at the two steam-mills and a small water-mill, belonging

to the same proprietor, forty-two pairs of stones are kept at work,

Mr. Brown likewise owns and occupies a large farm near Hun-
tingdon, which he manages in a spirited and superior manner.

Round Godmanchester is a considerable extent of very productive

meadow land, nearly the whole of the hay grown here being

sold off to supply the livery-stables of Cambridge and the racing-

establishments of Newmarket.
About three miles and a half to the east of Huntingdon is

My ton, a small parish of 1360 acres in extent, the soil prin-

cipally clay, but of superior quality, and not altogether so-

tenacious as that elsewhere found, Mr. W. Looker, who lives in

the old Manor-house, occupies upwards of 1000 acres, 200 of

which are in permanent pasture. The whole of this occupation has

been thoroughly drained at a depth of from 3 to 4 feet : of this a
portion has been done at the joint expense of landlord and tenant,

the former finding pipes and the latter the requisite labour ; whilst

the rest has been accomplished by capital borrowed from a Loan
Company, the tenant paying interest for a certain number of years.
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Mr. Looker farms on tlie four-course sLift ; one quarter fallow,

one quarter barley, one-eightli beans or peas, one-ei|^lith clover,

and one quarter wlieat. A portion of the wheat-breaks is seeded

with Italian ryegrass and grazed until the latter end of May,
when it is broken up to fallow, and after being exposed to the

influence of the summer sun and winter frost, it is sown with

barley early in the following spring. A large number of sheep,

as well as cattle, are bred and fed on this farm ; 100 tons of best

linseed-cake being consumed every year ; but scarcely any stock

is bought, and nothing is ever sold except to the butcher. A large

quantity of corn, in addition to cake, is consumed, mostly for pig-

feeding, which is here extensively practised for the Birmingham
markets : from 1200/. to 1500/. worth of improved Berkshire pigs

being annually bred on the farm and sold off. The tenant, a

thoroughly practical man, says that the sheep, which are of the

improved Lincoln breed, have greatly improved in character and
nearly doubled in numbers within the last ten years. The land is

held on yearly tenancy, and any undue advantage being taken of

the system is seldom or ever heard of.

Steam-cultivation.—There are upwards of twenty sets of steam-

cultivating tackle in the county, but as the Society's Commis-
sioners have already visited the principal steam-cultivated farms,

and their report is before the public, any details are here un-

necessary ; suffice it to say that the wheat everywhere on the

steam-cultivated land looks well.

Woods.—The woods in the county are of considerable extent
;

the timber consisting principally of oak and elm, and the under-

wood of hazel, ash, and willow. Little attention, however, is paid to

their profitable cultivation. The underwood is periodically cut at

from fourteen to sixteen years' growth. The price varies ; where
the timber-trees are numerous the underwood is less valuable.

The writer saw some on the Duke of Manchester's estate, at

Kimbolton, which had realised 14/. per acre ; the average price,

however, is from 6/. to 9/. per acre. The timber is generally

thinned at the same time that the underwood is cut. There is a

good demand for sound trees ; but the great difficulty to be en-

countered generally in dragging timber to the river or railway

considerably detracts from its value. There are a few ash

spinnies which, at twenty years' growth, make from 25/. to 30/.

per acre, the produce being used for hop-poles or converted into

hurdles. In the valley of the Ouse are many well managed
osier-beds, producing a rent of from 5/. to 8/. per acre.

Size of Farms.—Farms vary from 200 to 500 acres in extent

;

from 200 to 300 being the most common. The principal land-

owners are the Dukes of jNIanchester and Buccleuch ; the Earls

of Sandwich, Carrisford, and Harrington
;
Marquis of Huntly

;
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and Lords Chesliam, St. John, and Overstone, Mr. Heathcote,

Mr. Wells, Mr. Fellows, Rev. J. Linton, Captain Daberty, and
some of tbe Cambridge Colleges, are all considerable owners.

Improvements.—No county in England, probably, has been
more improved during the past fifteen years than the one under

consideration. In many parishes the produce of both corn and
wheat has been doubled

;
drainage, and the introduction of arti-

ficial feeding stuffs, have produced a revolution in the farming,

which a few j-ears ago the most sanguine never dreamed of; and
it is only fair to the tenant-farmers to state that they have not

failed to assist the landlords by freely contributing to the cost of

improvements. Drainage operations are still being conducted

with undiminished vigour. The quantity of oil-cake consumed
by stock is greatly on the increase, and more of the produce of

the farm is being converted into beef, mutton, or pork.

The manure is increased in quantity and improved in quality,

and its favourable effects are already apparent on the crops.

Improvements still required.—In treating on this subject we
feel as if treading on dangerous ground ; so much easier is it

to find fault with the doings of others than to rectify existing

evils. The farm-buildings and labourers' cottages require

serious consideration ; as improvement progresses the wants of

farmers increase ; when only little stock was kept, few buildings

were necessary
;
now, as the stock increases, the great want is

that of sufficient shelter and accommodation ; and in order to

attract tenants of capital, intelligence, and skill, comfortable farm-

houses must be erected for their homes. The agricultural

labourer requires a different domicile to the one he now occupies,

in order that he may be enabled to bring up his family in

decency, and start them out into the world respectable in appear-

ance and uncorrupted in morals.

A considerable extent of poor grass-land still requires improve-
ment by drainage and other means, and a greater degree of

attention might be advantageously bestowed on the woods. The
waste is frightful.

Note of the Geology op Huntingdonshire.

Huntingdonshire belongs to what is called geologically the

Oolitic system. It displays the characteristics of that range of
rock formation in its soil and physical appearance. The south-

eastern part of the county shows the iron-sand rising into

rounded shoulders of hills ; the larger part of the county, how-
ever, displays the Oxford Clay, which lies between the Middle
and Lower Oolite. The depth of the formation varies, but is
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generally about 700 feet. The hills on the confines of North-

amptonshire and Huntingdonshire are of the forest-marble of the

Lower Oolite, and overhang the Nene. There is a strip of

green-sand—the lower formation of the chalk—on the south-

eastern border. The stratification, thus pretty clearly defined,

ranges between the new red sandstone and chalk.

The Oolite is interesting in many respects. With this system

we pass from the fossils, whose forms and organisation bear

little relation to any which now crowd the earth, either vegetable

or animal. We pass, from what are called Palaeozoic forms,

into the stratifications where we can trace distinct approaches

to the vegetation and the animals of our own era. A new cycle

of being, in fact, meets us.

The Oolite has been better examined in England than in any
other country. Its Wealden, Oolite, and Lias groups, have
occupied the attention of our most eminent geologists, and yielded

rich results. The Oolite proper, indicated by its rounded grains,

resembling the roe of a fish, is an aggregate of rocks and clays,

and shelly or " brashy " sandstones. It is a marine deposit,

having been laid down in generally tranquil waters. It contains

grits, ragstones, and shelly bed, which, being exposed to the

atmosphere, crumble and form a sandy soil, called by the farmer

Cornbrash. The fossil-remains are very varied : remains of palms,

tree-ferns, cycas nearly approaching our existing cycas, and
zamia, indicating that though the great deposit was marine, yet

the vegetation of the solid land was abundant. The animal

remains give us representatives of almost every existing order.

The general appearance of an Oolitic district is pleasing

;

sometimes—as near and round Bath'—displaying very charming
scenery, both varied and picturesque. The Cotteswolds are well

known for their beauty of rural landscape ; but we do not find

any high mountains in such a district.

The Oolitic system is important in an industrial point of view.

Fine building stone, cement, and mortar, are got from it ; beautiful

marbles are quarried from it ; also alum, fuller's-earth, ironstone,

coal, and jet. In coal and ironstone the Oolite is very rich.

The Lias-land of Yorkshire is especially noted for the latter.

Northamptonshire also furnishes large quantities.

Huntingdonshire displays all the characteristics and yields

most of the Oolite : generally it is fertile, and repays cultiva-

tion. Even its fen-lands when drained prove very rich. Its soil

varies : patches of grome, sand, and clay, intermix with alluvial

clay. Peat is found in some places, and used for fuel. Like
some Oolitic districts, it is deficient in springs, but the Oolite

generally being so little broken by upheaval or other causes, is
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not notable for the number of its springes. The largest portion

of the county being clay, though dense Oxford clay, renders lack

of springs still more felt. Where the level is low the soil is

ilamp, and large patches of water, like the " Meres " Ramsey
and Ugg, give a peculiarity to the scenery. Aquatic wildfowl

frequent them, and, with their peculiar noises, add to the wild-

ness of the general effect. The county, however, is well drained.

Elvaston Hall, near Derby,

February, 18G7.

XVII.

—

History of the Rise and Progress of Hereford Cattle.

By H. H. Dixon.

Prize Essay.

"Herefordshire," according to old Fuller, "doth share as

deep as any county in the alphabet of our English commodities,

though exceeding in W, for Wood, Wheat, Wool, and Water."

Its green orchard alleys made it a more favoured spot than

Pomerania in his eyes. Its Golden Vale produced wool " known
to the honour thereof as Le'mster ore," and so long and lustrous

in its fibre that flockmasters were bidden not to envy the Taren-

tine and the Apulian. Its wheat was " worthy to jostle in

pureness " with that of Heston in Middlesex, which furnished

manchets for the kings of England, and its Wye salmon were
" in season all the year long."

The quaint old commentator gleaned thus much two hundred
years ago, in his circular rambles as chaplain to the Royalist

army, and before his day "painful Master Camden " had described

the county as " not willingly content to be accounted the second

shire for matters of fruitfulness." Still both writers are silent

respecting its cattle. The men were Worthies indeed, working

to a wondrous old age in the fields, instead of being " the pro-

perty of the chimney-corners," and ten of them, numbering more
than a hundred years each, could be found to dance the Moorish
before King James. Still the Whitefaces had no place in the

cornucopia of W's, and there are no " vaccine verses " (as Southey

styled John Hutchinson's) to atone under this head for the barren-

ness of prose. Drayton, who sang of " Fair Suffolk's JNIaids

and Milk," the hogs of Hampshire, and the calves of Essex,

and how
" Eicb. Buckingham doth bear

The name of ' Bread and Beef,'
"

spake only in his " blazon of the shires " of Woof and Warp, as

the attributes of Herefordshire. He does nothing towards con-
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finning the belief that this county of the light red sandstone is

the earliest home of the Middle-horn.

. Some are of opinion that the cattle of the county were ori-

ginally brown or reddish-brown, from Devon or Normandy, and
that the appearance of a white-faced bull-calf at Huntington in

the middle of the eighteenth century, was deemed akin to a

prodigy by the Tully of that day. Allusions are also found in

old chronicles to white cattle with red ears on the north side of

the Wye, with which the Welsh princes were wont to com-
pensate each other for injuries, or soothe an angry king. It is also

on record that Lord Scudamore, who died in 1671, introduced

red cows with white faces from Flanders, which may have
cropped up in the Tully bull-calf; so that, after all, the theory

of some of the Hereford breeders, that the pride of their pastures

and their platters have as indefeasible a two hundred years' title

to the soil as the " Duchess " tribe to Stanwick Park, or the Long-
horns to Bosworth Field, may be correct in the main. Old
cattle-books have it that one William Town sold " nine Hereford
oxen for on August 25th, 1694; and then a veil, which no
chronicler can lift, is drawn over their history till about 176G,

when Messrs. Tomkins (who was also a great breeder of Ryeland
sheep), Weyman, Yeomans, Hewer, and Tully, stood out from

their fellows, as the special champions of a county breed.

The late Mr. John Monkhouse, of The Stow, was, at the time

of his death, in the autumn of sixty-six, the oldest breeder-

link with the past. Speaking to us of 1809 when he and
his trusty cousin, Mr. Hutchinson, left Cumberland, to push their

joint fortunes on a Radnorshire farm, he thus epitomised the

Herefordshire breeders, who were then giants in the land :

—

" I found Ben Tomkins, Price of Ryall, and Smythies of the

Lynch, the great mottle-face men
;
Tully and Knight had the

best light greys ; and Walker of Burton Court, Hewer, Yeomans,
and Weyman, with his strong-boned tribes, were the most noted

for the white-faces. We young fellows thought we should like

to lay in a stock from Mr, Ben Tomkins, and so we drove over

to see him. He asked us a hundred guineas—not pounds, mind
you—for an in-calf heifer, to calve at Christmas, and that was all

the satisfaction loe had."

Mr. Eyton did not commence his Herd-Book until 1845, and

then the jealousy as to cattle caste between the rival breeders

of the white and the mottle-faces not only went far towards

jeopardising its success, but almost strangled it in its birth. The
mottle-faced party seem to have brought most influence to bear,

and, as Mr. Duckham has pointed out, by leading off with

"Leopold" (1), and throwing back "Aaron" (82), they dis-

arranged the whole of the numbering. It was not, however, a
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mere county strife of tlie white and mottled roses, as the dark

and the light grey breeds possessed some very loyal adherents.

All four had their claims allowed in the drawings on stone, and
the mottle-faced " Wellington," which was sold for 283Z. in 181G,

the dark-grey "Victory," the white-faced " Cotmore " (376)—

a

first prize Royal Agricultural Society's bull at Oxford—and the

light-grey " Brockswood," were the chosen portraits for the first

volume. Mr. Eyton did not receive any very hearty support,

and resigned his task after the second volume to Mr. VV. Styles

Powell, who died before he had comjileted the third, and Mr.
Duckham, the present editor, entered upon his labours in 1857.

A more able Registrar-General could not have been found.

The sixth volume carries the bulls down to "Zouavite" (2S05),

and contains entries—of which Mr. Naylor furnished 57, and
the late Mr. Rea of Monaughty, 60—from no less than 231
breeders. Among them are a few names from America, Canada,

Germany, Australia, Ireland, and Jamaica
;
but, with the excep-

tion of one in Aberdeenshire, there are no breeders further north

than Shropshire and Montgomeryshire.

The mottle-faces were generally supposed to be akin to the

dark, and the white-faces to the light-grey ; but the four varieties

have pretty nearly merged into the red with white face, mane,
and throat. In fact, it has been very reasonably argued from the

circumstance of "a Hereford Avith a red ring round his eye"
being specially alluded to in Mr. Brandreth Gibbs's ' History of

the Smithfield Club,' as one of the Show beasts in 1812, that the

Hereford of that day was chiefly connected in graziers' minds
with a white face. Still Mr. Monkhouse's evidence, which vir-

tually refers to the same period, does not favour the idea that

such a complete fusion of the sorts had then taken place.

Those cousins-german, the mottle-faces and the dark-greys, had
not many points of difference. In both of them small red spots

were plentifully interspersed among the white ; but in the former

these spots were of a darker colour, and more on the face and
feet, while the broad white stripe along the back was wanting.

The horn of the dark-greys was shorter, and had more of the
" Ayrshire cock," and no black tip. These dark-greys were also

smaller in size than the mottle-faces, smoother in their coats—

a

point which Herefordshire breeders do not covet—and better

both in their crops and their temper. The mottle-faces were
popularly known as "Ben Tomkins' sort;" but although they

made his fame at Wellington Court, he attributed much of his

success to the use of "Silver" (41), a white-faced bull. The
picture of that equally eminent breeder, the late Mr. Price of

Rjall, which meets the eye in so many West-Midland homes, is

as true an emblem of faith in the Plereford, as that of the late
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Mr. Frank Quartly in the " red and all red " Devon, as you roam
away to the west.

When the century was young, the Hereford breeders' pride

was wont to develop itself in giving show -yard challenges.

Mr. Meek, of Lichfield, was as unlucky in 1812, when he
accepted the Ryall defi to show a score of Hereford cows against

as many Long-horns, as he had been two years before, when he
himself threw down a challenge to the same amount to show
single bulls, and dare not meet Mr. Walker's " Crickneck

"

(175). Mr. Price did not shrink from giving the Short-horn men
the same offer in 1839, with twenty cows and a bull, when
Mr. Bates was flushed with his Oxford victories; but the Kirk-
Levington philosopher did not come to terms, and the stipulated

month passed over without any results. Mr. Ben Tomkins did

not care to send cows from home on such a mission ; but he

offered to pitch " twenty for a hundred " against all comers at

Hereford. The Rev. Mr. Smythies of The Lynch, " a singular

grand divine " (so Cheviot shepherds phrase it) among Here-

fords, as the Rev. Henry Berry was among Short-horns, felt

anxious to show five times as many of all ages for the same sum ;

and Mr. Weyman was ready to bring out his white-faced bull

" Stockton " (237) against all England for five times as much.
Such praiseworthy pugnacity met with no response, and the

breeders had to content themselves with a more solid proof of

excellence, in the prices made by the herd of Mr. Ben Tomkins
after his death in 1819. Twenty-eight breeding animals averaged

152/., and Lord Talbot, who always stood very stoutly by the

sort, gave 262/. 15s. for a cow, and considerably more for

a bull.

Long before this, Mr. Westcar, of Creslow, had set the hall-

mark upon the Hereford bullocks. He is said to have first

appeared at the Hereford October Fair in 1779, and it was with

beasts purchased there for forty years in succession that he won
so many first prizes from the very commencement of the Smith-

field Club Show in 1799, when cattle of all breeds came into

competition, and were merely classed as light, middle, and

heavy weights. He principally owed his success to the light

or Tully greys, and one of his most celebrated six-year-old

winners, whose dead weight was 268 stone of 8 lbs. was from

this stock, and by a white-faced bull. It was some time before

Mr. Tully felt quite reconciled to the fall of light-grey calves by

this sire, but Mr. T. A. Knight of Downton Castle fancied

them, and a tribe which Mr. Duckham has described as

" smaller in size, more even and firmer in their flesh, and with

an upward tendency of horn, showing that a commingling had
taken place with the light and dark grey," became known as
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tlie " Kni<i;ht's Greys." Some of those exhibited from the

Downton herd of late years have been perfectly white. Mr.
Salwey, of Ashley Moor, was a great admirer of the liglit-

jjreys, and it was with cows purchased at his sale in 1844 that

Lord Berwick laid that foundation, on which he built so judici-

ously, with white-faced bulls from the herds of Messrs. Hewer,
Carpenter, Longmore, and Williams, At his lordship's death,

eighteen years later, there was only one light-grey " Lord Grey "

in the herd, and Mr. Knight purchased him.

The love of good bullocks is an honest prejudice which
cleaves to the heart of the county. Its beef raising system is its

especial glory, and farm after farm has played its part well, not

only on the " home-fields " of Hereford and Leominster, and

under the Norman fortress of Ludlow, but in a wider sphere

each December and July, or on the Smithfield stones. It

would be invidious to speak of one county-man above another,

but crossing over the boundary line near Moor Court, with its

quaint gables and black Cheshire cross-gartering, and its recol-

lections of " Cotmore " (376), who could pull down 35 cwt. on the

scales, we enter Radnorshire, and reach Monaughty or the Monk's
House. Here for nearly half a century, the late INIr. Thomas
Rea followed up what the white " Snowball " had begun, with the

choicest bred sires from " Crabstock" (3U3) to "Sir Benjamin"

(1387), and "Grenadier" (961), and won fully two hundred
prizes. The late Mr. Marsh of Elkstone also backed up the

breed well outside the county limits ; and " Battersea " (1865),
and five Royal Society female firsts have graced at one and the

same time the Luddington herd near Stratford-upon-Avon.

"Claret" (1177), " Milton" (2114), and " Lady Ash" are still

well remembered names round Golding Hall in Shropshire,

although Mr. Hill has quitted it ; and we find solid traces of

"The Knight" (185), "Sir David" (349), and "Big Ben"
(248), in the Vale country near Welshpool. " Wonder " (420),
"Walford" (871), " Attingham " (911), "Albert Edward"
(859), and "Severn" (1382), have all borne their part in the

Attingham and Cronkhill pastures, which sent up in their day
twenty-seven firsts and seconds to the Royal Agricultural lists.

"Tom Thumb" (243), was a very favourite bull at Cronkhill,

and his lordship was wont to quote him as an instance of the

thriftiness of the sort :—" one which will get fat upon nettles."

The " Silver " tribe, consisting of the old cow, whose origin was
not very clearly known, six daughters and a calf, made 376/. 17.?.,

and one of them, the prize cow " Carlisle," by " Albert Edward "

(859), passed into Mr. Duckham's hands, as a doubtful breeder,

and became the dam of the double first " Commodore " (2472),
by " Castor " (1900).

VOL. IV.— S. S. U
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Hereford s have been bred at Woburn Abbey as far back as

1790. Three first Smithfield Club prizes fell to their lot, and it

was with three of the breed that John Duke of Bedford, in 1825,

beat three of the Hon. Charles Arbuthnott's Short-horns in a

sweepstakes. The Keightley, with its rather light flesh, white

sides, and deeper milking powers Avas a very choice tribe, but it

is the best of the Bright-eyes which is preserved with Mr.

Hewer's bull " B'avorite," in a pleasant pastoral picture, with a

sheep and shepherd background, in the Abbey Collection. The
breed has been well tested as milkers, but although we pressed

him hard on the point, Ricketts, the old herdsman, could not

speak to more than 16 quarts per day from any cow in the

height of the grass, and even after a third calving. The chief

difficulty with them at Woburn has been to make them milk,

and latterly they have merely suckled their calves, while Suffolk-

polls and Alderneys have been their dairy substitutes. As
regards milk, " the Herefords generally dry themselves fast

enough." Still, if in point of quantity they fall below many
other pure breeds, the quality of their milk, like the Galloway's,

is undeniable.

The Prince Consort's Flemish Farm (where the Herefords were
first specially located in 1855) has held its own well, under Lieut-

General Lord Bridport's management, both with fat and store

beasts at the Royal Agricultural and the two great Christmas
Shows. The Royal Farm winnings with the breed in these

three arenas, up to the end of 1867, amounted to 400Z. for 29
prizes, a large proportion of which were firsts, exclusive of gold

and silver medals. Among the latter, is the Birmingham Gold
Medal of 1851, for the best bullock in the yard, which was bred

by Mr. Stedman of Bedstone. " Brecon " (918), was the first

Hereford bull that the Prince Consort ever purchased ; and
his son " Maximus " (1650),—who goes back tlirough his dam
"Superb" to Mr. Price of Ryall's breed, and through his sire

to that distinguished winner, "High Sheriff" (356),—was the

first to bring the Royal Agi'icultural Society's orange card to

Windsor.
The rule as to not exhibiting any store stock not bred at the

Flemish Farm, was broken for " Adela," a purchase at Lord
Berwick's sale, when she came in " the holiday time of her

beauty," as a yearling heifer to " Battersea." She and " Maximus "

(1650), took a first there, when all Herefordshire with its fifty

entries could boast of no more than two ; and Shropshire,

Dorsetshire, Gloucestershire, and Warwickshire divided the

other four. Never did the supporters of the breed close their

ranks so well ; as the cow, two-year-old bull, j earling heifer, and

heifer-calf classes were universally commended. Eight prize
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takers out of the twenty-four were bred in or directly doscrndcd

from the Cronkliill herd, and "Ada," " Ade]a,"and " Adelina,"

were all of its Silver tribe. " Milton" (2114), the Gold Medal
bull was one of the eight, through his grandsire " Attingham"

(911), and "Matchless," which took the same honour among the

females, was a model of symmetry and making up. The breeders

of Herefords have always been keen showers. They began their

Royal Agricultural career with only 24 entries at Oxford, but

the numbers swelled to 97 at Battersea, and to 113 when the

Society was last within hail of them at Worcester. No men
have invested the cattle portion of their shows with more life and
novelty ; and the bull, cow, and offspring ; the bull, with three of

his calves ; and the cow groups, one for every fifty acres of

occupation, contrast pleasantly with the somewhat monotonous
routine elsewhere.

The late Mr. Clark Hlllyard, one of the oldest and most
eminent graziers in the Midlands, considered that in 1842 the

Hereford men were " breeding their beasts rather too fine, too

narrow in the chine, and too thin through the heart." Emulation
has been considerably quickened since then, not only by shows
and the Herd-book, but by the steady demand for steers from
other shires, which have " Joseph-like, a better coat than their

own." Deep, close-grained flesh and firm handling have been
consistently aimed at, and achieved in herds, as well as neat and
nicely covered points. We need not go back to " Cotmore

"

(376) for heavy-fleshed bulls, if we wished to draw a sample.

We may point to " Sir Benjamin " (1387), who weighed 24 cwt.

and girthed 9 ft. 6in., before he was three years old ; to his son
"Plato (2160), whose back was like a table; to " Will-o'-the-

Wisp (1454), whose twist seemed to fall below his hocks ; to

"Silvius" (1726), whose bosom almost touched the ground ; and
then to the gallant, fine-handling "Severn" (1382). As to

thickness, Severn's great rival "Claret" (1171) was almost un-

equalled ; and after his high pressure for shows, he was
thought to be so useless, that, when he went as a forlorn hope to

Shrawardine Castle, " those bet against him who had never bet

before," and saw him at the end of two seasons the sire of nearly

four score calves. " Sir Thomas " (2228) has also earned a name,
not only as a prize-heifer getter, but as having brought back
nearly 400 per cent, on his 100-guinea purchase of two years

before, when he again came to the hammer at 6 years and 10
months. The females can also speak for themselves, through
Mr. Perry's Worcester "Beauty" and the very different types of

the massive " Bella " and the elegant " Spangle the Second."

The lower price of good Herefords as compared with Short-

horns, brings*^ the best blood more within the tenant-farmers'

u 2
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reach. They rely on their own, and not on the parish bull ; and
it cannot be said ol" them, as it has been with too much truth of

others, that " a half-crown bull flourishes where a crown bull

starves." Still carefully as the blood may be attended to at

head-quarters, there is some truth in the remark that Herefords

are not a very favourite sort with the London butchers. The
fault is not with the beasts, but with this competitive age, which
forces a man to " grind up his saplings." It would be strange if

they or any other breed could bear a comparison with their fore-

runners of the more orthodox five-year-old beef era ; and salesmen

can say with justice that such noble bullocks as Westcar and
Rowlands used to pitch in Smithfield Market are not seen at

Islington now. White-faced cattle, like Black-faced sheep, are :•.

breed which of all others require time to ripen; and that is just

what their own thriftiness and modern usage combine to deny
them. Hence they flourished best under the old school of

graziers, who knew too well the roast-beef stomach they had to

deal with to offer it young steers, and sometimes, when capital was
plentiful, kept them even to six or seven years old. At present

they are more profitable to the breeder and the grazier than they

are to the butcher. In the grass-season, owing to their remark-
able aptitude to grow fat quickly, they are sent off to market,

earlier than the others. Many of them are disposed to get very

"creamy" in butcher's language, or to put on too much of their

fat outside, an: I thus they do not " prove " as they ought. It is

only with age that their meat attains its beautiful marbled
appearance, or iiitcrtnixture of fat and lean. The best come up
from the Midland counties between July and December ; a fair

number arc ij^iit ilom Herefordshire, and none from Norfolk.

An experienced feeder of both sorts writes us his opinion that

" they will not graze to the size of the best Short-horns, but are

quite their equals as feeders. They have generally," he adds,
" a good chance, as the graziers can pick a more sorty lot out of

them for his pet field, and therefore they often get the best of the

grass." This testimony, as far as we can ascertain, is quite con-

firmed both by general observation and experience since Mr.
Curwen's day.

A rough, curly coat is always preferred to a smooth one ; it

was possessed in perfection by Mr. Shirley's Gold Medal Smith-
field Club ox of 1859, and has been a still greater point of

ambition with breeders since. The dark-claret colour is more
orthodox than the light or yellow red. " Claret " (1177) himself

was a fine specimen of it, and his coat seemed almost black as

he stood in the shade of his house. Sparkiness is not liked, but

still it does not constitute a valid objection, or Mr, Naylor's
" Variety " would not have followed up her Bingley Hall first at
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!I3aker Street. Their fine, placid tempers arc a very groat point,

as they not only feed better, but will bear packing closer in the

strawyard, where the West Highlanders' horn is never in rest.

This remark does not applv nien>ly to bullocks, as we have seen

at Cronkhill three 2-year-()ld bulls enjoying a happy fellowship

in one box. In the yoke tliey combine the activity of the Devon
and the strength of the Durham. They are very little used in

their own county, but the Wiltshire men sometimes buy them at

Hereford Fair, and, after ploughing with them for a year or two
in teams of four or six on the downs, pass them on to the Bucks
graziers. We have met with eight of them in the drag-harrows

on a Sussex farm, whose tenant found them quite equal in powers

of draught to the county reds, and answering with as much do-

cility to the " Duke !

" and " Diamond !
" " Love !

" and " Lovely !

"

—exhortations and mysterious pricks of the goad, with which the

driver-boys guide their steps. Those who have tried all three

sorts assure us that they have not the pace of the Devon, but that

they go quite as fast as the Shorthorn. The late Mr. Forbes, of

Echt in the north of Scotland, used them in teams of six to

trench-ploughs, which turned up whin, heather, and stones to the

<lepth of nearly 14 inches. Despite the immense strain upon
them, they never broke step, Avhereas horses, if such a task had
been set them, would most probably have snapped every trace.

They are remarkably easy to break to the collar, but if there is a

Tecusant among them, he is pretty certain to be a mottle-face.

The great majority of the calves are dropped in April, May,
June, and July ; but the breeders, where they are not tied down
by the Royal Agricultural Show date of July 1st, prefer their

cows calving before the hot weather sets in. Yearling heifers

are very seldom put to the bull. Nearly all the calves are

suckled for six months, and run with their dams, unless they

come at the commencement of winter, and they are very rarely

weaned on oilcake. The young steers are fed upon grass and get

turnips and cut straw, and sometimes a little cake in the winter.

No pastures send them along quicker than those by the Wye
side. Ludlow, Leominster, and Hereford are the markets at

which they principally come out in their third autumn ; but
many of the more forward lots have been sent off before the

Hereford October Fair, and a great many never enter the fair at

all, but are lifted at once from the pastures. Hence the general

mass of buyers do not see the best of them, and remark, not

without reason, on the falling off both in number and stamp from
Avhat they can remember. Leading buyers will not wait as they
did when there were no railway facilities for travelling about
to see and for removing the lots, and the jvestige of a fair, be it
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liorse or cattle, is heavily discounted by so many previous bargains

in private.

Hereford Groat Fair takes place on the third Tuesday and
Wednesday of October, simultaneously with the Herefordshire

Cattle Show. " The red line tipped with white " begins ijearly

at the station, and extends right through the heart of the town
as far as the " Cornewall Lewis " statue, and also branches off past

the Cathedral. Eight thousand bullocks have been brigaded

there, but since the new Cattle Market was opened, seven or

eight years ago, the muster-roll has barely reached five. Car-

wardine the elder was once wont to fill Eign Street with his lot,

and his son still comes with a goodly number, and supports the

family name, as he marches up and down their ranks in his long

coat and with his trusty ashen plant. The younger steers are

generally offered at Leominster Fair on or about October 17th,

and there in old times the Midland graziers would meet Carwar-
dine, Pardington (who still pitches some large lots at Hereford),

Knight, and Jones, to learn from them privately what lots they

had, and to "take a feeler for the big day." Hereford seems
fairly invested by " white-faces " for the time being ; windows
are barricaded against them, and trap-doors burst in by them

;

but still the inhabitants acquiesce gracefully, and feel thankful

that such an invasion comes but once a vear. Many of the first

Midland and West-Midland graziers hail from this great Bullock

'Change each October, and chaffer with double zest for a lot, if it is

headed by something that looks likely to " train on for Christmas
year." " A real topper " has reached 50 guineas, if sold singly

;

and the late Mr. Monkhouse, who delighted to go through the mar-
ket on " Sam's " arm, and to put his hand on all the prime beasts,

more than once headed the quotations with a lot of his " Chieftain
"

(930) on "Madoc" (899) blood. The unsold lots are at their

places again by dawn on the second day, and sometimes a

show-beast bears them company, with his prize ribbons or

his show-card for a token on his head. A large number are sent

off by rail ; but the high road to the Midland pastures by Wor-
cester and Stratford-upon-Avon is still vocal for many days after

with the drover's cry.

Mr. Pusey once quoted, to the amusement of a Royal Agri-

cultural Society dinner audience, the dictum of a foreigner, that

" the English grazier rides in his coach, clad in a velvet coat,

and with chains of gold about him." The idea was a magnifi-

cent one, although it lost somewhat of its force from one of the

reasons given for such affluence, " because they rear cattle with

such big bone." Even Mr. Westcar, of Creslow, could not have

realised it, although he averaged lOUZ. Gy. each (according to his
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sale-book) for twenty of his Hereford prize oxen between 1799
and 1811. These bullocks passed their time, between Hereford

October fair and the block, in Creslow Great Field, whose 323
acres 3 rods and 2 perches can carry 220 bullocks and 200 ewes

with ease. No pastures develop beasts more quickly, and since

Mr. Westcar's day, the " Great Field " has fjenerally been

stocked with Herefords. When Mr. C. S. Read, M.P., wrote his

Prize Essay on Bucks Farming a few years ago, he found 90
Herefords among the 140 head at Fawley Court and Littimer in

the same district. " Putlowes Beef" also owes much of its

fame to them, and its " 98 acres of rich deep loam on strong clay."

The Lubbenham and Great Bowden clays carry them on well in

Leicestershire, and Glooston feeds them as fast as the noted
" One Hundred Acre " by the Welham side ; but the Leicester-

shire men stock harder than they used to do, and send them
off quicker and not so ripe in condition. ' The Gentleman's

Magazine ' does not tel 1 us whether they were the chosen ones,

when a party of Midland graziers met, and each determined to

present his best ox to Sir Arthur Wellesley after the victory at

Salamanca, but they and the white-faced runts now form the

staple of the Midland beef supplies to Smithfield.

The admirers of rival breeds are very apt to exalt their horn

at the expense of each other, and hence all comparisons must
be received with caution. It is rare, indeed, to find a man of

such strictly catholic mind, that either in judging or experi-

mentalising he is not in some measure fettered by a foregone

conclusion. However, there is no doubt that Herefords have

given the other breeds many " a fair, flat fall " in the Smithfield

Club lists. Still Creslow is a good deal nearer London than

Durham, and the northern graziers would hardly relish all the

risks of a walk to the coast as well as of shipment, and a long

and perilous voyage in a sailing-vessel, for the chance of a

small prize. " We can kill our own Christmas beef in Masham,"
Avas the proud reply of a Yorksliireman, when we once asked

him in railroad days, if a very grand roan in a close was meant
for London. Be this as it may, the Herefords took a long lead

from the foundation of the Smithfield Club, and up to 1851
inclusive, (after which period the different breeds were shown
in distinct classes) they had won 185 bullock prizes, or only

five less than the Short-horns, and all the other breeds put toge-

ther. The Short-horns made up their lee-way considerably

in the females, and taking the breeds by themselves, during
those fifty-three years, the Herefords are represented by 207 prize

takers, and the Short-horns by 174. At Smithfield the Herefords

put the finishing stroke to the old era in 1851, by winning the

gold medals with Mr. Longmore's steer, and Mr. Druce's Short-horn
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—Hereford heifer, and since tlien, with the new Scottish element
of heavy " Short-horn crosses," and magnified West Highlanders

to meet, they have twice taken the gold medal for bullocks, and
thrice for females. At Bingley Hall dming 1851-67, the gold

medal for the best bullock in the yard has nine times fallen to

their lot, and that for the best female seven times ; while the

''Ardington steer," the last that the late Mr. Philips ever

"trained," took the "best beast" honours of the yard in 1864.

The Berwick grey of Mr. Heath, who showed the best (Hereford)

bullock in the yard, three years running in Birmingham, will

long be remembered for its 9 feet 7 in. girth. It furnished one

of the eleven first prizes which this eminent Norfolk feeder

has taken at the Smithfield Club with steers of the Hereford
Ijreed, among which were the gold medallist of 1850, and the

cup taker of 1863. One of his four seconds girthed 9 feet

li inches, or 2 inches less than the cup steer ; and his Here-
ford cow filled a 9 foot tape at 3 years 10 months. It has been

said that " nothing but a baked apple ripens in England," but as

regards early maturity, and ripeness of all the points, the cynic

(if he had any eye for cattle) would have to make an exception in

lavour of Mr. Shirley's gold medal steer, the champion of the

two leading Christmas shows of 1859. He was a fusion of

white-face with mottle, so that both parties were fain to divide

the crown. Although he girthed 8 feet 7 inches, he had not

been "fed from the post." In fact, for seventeen out of his

thirty-one months he had met with ordinary calf and stirk treat-

ment, but never did steer answer more gallantly when his

owner descried his promise, and " called upon him " with the

oilcake.

The Hereford is very seldom crossed with the Short-horn,

although we have seen the blood blend nicely enough when it

has been pure on both sides. In Scotland, Mr. Lumsden, of

Auchry (who once owned '* Sir David " 349) is one of the few

who has found it pay to put a Hereford bull on a cross-bred or

pure Short-horn cow. One or two bulls have reached the Orkney
Isles, but the sort has made no head in the great beef-producing

counties of Banffshire, Morayshire, and Aberdeenshire, and it

has no share in those "heavy Scotch crosses" which are poured

into the metropolis Ijy the steamers, as well as by the dead-meat

and cattle-trains. Four score of Herefords were telegraphed for

by an Aberdeenshire cattle-dealer nearly two years since, when
the Ellon fortnightly market was likely to be short of supplies.

Their arrival proved the truth of Mr. Aitchlson's prophecy,
" Steam will be your Highland drover." At Woburn the Hereford

bull has been tried upon Suffolk-polls, but the cross, which came
with slugs instead of horns, somewhat lacked flesh and cba-
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racter. When a Short-horn bull is used the produce retains the

horns, with deeper flesh and more size, and is generally shot

with grey hairs on the quarter and under the belly. With
Ayrshires the Hereford bull has " nicked " admirably wherever

we have met with it, and throe-) oar old steers so bred have made
from 30/. to 40/. off grass. Their colour is nearly always red and

white in large flecks, and the head a good open one, with the

Hereford colour and horn. One so bred, and weighing 160

stone, of 8 lbs., at three off, made 60/. in a Woburn auction for

Christmas beef. Hereford on Alderney is also a success, and
the calves not unfrequently follow the colour of the bull, only

with a much darker shade of red. The cross improves the feed-

ing-power of the Alderney, and a cow of the first cross will be

quite as good " a cream-stainer " as her dam. The union of

Devon and Hereford has been tried, but the produce were lacking

in activity, and did not " farm the Devonshire hill-sides " like

the original Devon. Mr. Welles records the failure of the Here-

fordshire breeders to cross their white-faces with West Highland
kyloes, which communicated their wild temper to the progeny,

and did nothing for the beef; but Mr. Naylor succeeded to his

heart's desire when he put them to Galloway polls, and found

that the calves could stand the nip of a severe winter on the

Long Mountain under Moel-y-Mabb, even better than their hardy
dams. The Shropshire was once upon a time more of a smoky-
faced brindle, until it was " crossed up " about Pontypool and
Welshpool with the Welsh and Hereford cattle, and took the

coat of the one and the face of the other. Still their ancestrj'

will hardly repay inquiry, and has, no doubt, much in common
with the Montgomeryshire and Glamorganshire breeds, both of

which are nearly extinct. When they could claim to be a pure
breed, the Glamorganshire, except in its superior size and bone,

seemed to bear an affinity to the Devon ; and the Montgomery-
shire, with the substitution of black for red, was very like a

Hereford in its colour-marks.

To conclude, few counties south of Shropshire lack the Here-
ford bullock element. Surrey was represented in their ranks at

Leeds, and eleven other English and Welsh counties at Bat-

tersea. They have pushed their way into Cornwall, and Ireland

reports pretty well of them. The late Messrs. Rea did a good busi-

ness with Jamaica, and one importer recently won prizes for cross-

breds by them in seven classes ; in one of which lots of eight steers

were shown, after the Forres fashion. Canada has welcomed them,

and in 1820, Henry Clay, the statesman, imported two pairs of

heifers, and is said to have thought them as good " fill-pails " as

the Short-horns. Mr. Corning, who has had them for nearly

thirty years on the banks of the Hudson, about three miles below
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the city of Albany, and wlao took the precaution of laying him-
self in with well-bred ones at 100/. per head delivered, speaks of

them as thriftier than the Short-horn, very active in the plough,

and, on the whole, better suited for the western prairies than the

richer pastures of the States. The Australian settlers decidedly

prefer them to the Devons on the pampas, from the fact, inter

alia, that they have not half their pace, and take so much less

catching. On the continent they have gained no great hold, and

in the ranks at Poissy you very seldom find them. Still, if their

ramifications are not nearly so wide, and if they have not shown
the same peculiar aptitude for crossing as the Short-horn, it must
also be remembered that, as a breed, they have been maintained

principally by struggling tenant-farmers, and have not had one-

twentieth portion of the money expended on them. They may,

however, " rest and be thankful " with their bullock-patent. Dis-

putes, which may run high in the pastures or over " cakes and

ale," as to relative goodness of breeds, are all levelled by the

kitchen spit. Men know no politics in boiled or roast, and

history will not inquire what ox is supposed to have produced

the "Baron," which Hogarth's lean sentinel apostrophised at the

gates of Calais :

—

" Oh ! rare rosbif ! loved by mankind, if I were doomed to Lave ttee,

All dressed and garnished to my mind, and swimming in thy gravy,

I^ot all the country's force combined could from my fury save thee."

XVIII.

—

On 'Clover Allies as Fodder Plants. By James
BuCKMAN, F.L.S., F.G.S., &c., Professor of Geology and Rural

Economy.

In a former volume of the Journal (Vol. II., S.S., Part 2)

I described the different species of the true clovers, the genus

Trifolium. This paper will have reference to a series of plants

of the same natural order—Papilionaceae or Leguminosae—all of

which have been found more or less useful as fodder plants, and

in this light alone they will be considered.

The plants to be reviewed belong to the following genera,

and are subdivided according to their foliage.

Leaves. \ I. Vicia Vetch.

Pinnate. I II. Faba Bean.

Each leaf consisting of
|

III. Pisum .. .. • .• Pea.

several pairs of leaflets. ) IV. Onobrychis . . . . Saintfoin.

\ V. Liipinus .. .. Lupin.

Trifoliate, I Ji" ^/^Hiyp^ •• - l^^'J'''^'''-
consisting of three leaflets.

VII. Melilotus .. .. Mehlot.

VIII. Lotus Bird's foot trefoil.

IX. Medicago .. .. Medick.
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X. Lathyrus .. .. Vetchling.

XI. Ulcx Furze.

I.—ViciA

—

Yetch, Tare.

In this genus we Lave plants with about six pairs of leaflets

to each leaf, the terminal or end leaflet being transformed into a
tendril. The genus includes the following species which have
formed subjects for experiment with a view to cultivation.

Vicia angustifolia, Narrow-leaved Vetch.

Vicia angustifolia, var. sativa, Farm Vetch.

Vicia cracca. Tufted or Cow Vetch.

Vicia sepium, Bush Vetch.

Some fifteen years since I gathered some seeds of the Vicia

angustifolia with a view to experiments, which were carried on for

about five years ; and it may briefly be stated that from a plant

only a few inches in length was obtained one measuring more
than three feet, and that the seeds, which when first gathered

and partially dried weighed on an average half a grain each,

were first, after cultivation, doubled, and then, by selection, soon
trebled in weight : the larger seeds being chosen for this en-

nobling process.

These experiments showed how easily cultivated plants may
be produced from even unlikely wild forms, and if so, how
readily varieties may be introduced

;
nay, more precisely, that

our cultivated vetch, V. sativa, is but a cultivated form of the

V. angustifolia.

The increase in size and weight of vetch seeds by cultivation

and selection has an important practical bearing. In order to

show this I some time since selected from a market sample of

vetches two hundred seeds of three sizes, which I will dis-

tinguish as— 1, small; 2, larger ; and 3, largest. These on being
weighed and measured gave the following results :

—

Seeds.
Weighed Measured To the BusheL
in Grains. in Drachms. Seeds.

1. 200 210 ... 3i = 585,728
2. 200 330 .. .. 6 = 563,200
3. 200 865 .. .. m = 492,086

The seeds were planted in plots of equal extent, and yielded

fodder almost in proportion to the size of the seed, that of (3)
greatly preponderating. From this and subsequent trials in field

crops I am convinced that the larger even-sized vetches are the

best for seed and most profitable, in spite of hardy assertions to

the contrary often heard at market.
Though the V. cracca naturally seeks the support of bushes, it

BlFOIJATE.

Two leaflets.

Spixose.

Thorny,
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can yet be grown without. Its yield, however, docs not entitle

it to rank with the common vetch ; neither does that of the

V. sepium. experiment I have found the seeds of both

varieties most uncertain in coming up, and though possibly con-

tinued cultivation may greatly alter both plants, I can see no

reason to expect them ever to be of the value of the first species.

II.—Faba—Bean.

The use of the seeds of the F. vulgaris, common bean, is

well known, but the value of the whole plant as fodder is little

understood. The Scotch farmers, when growing beans for pulse,

cut them at least three weeks earlier in their ripening progress

than is done in England, and they find that the haulm is valu-

able for fodder, whereas in England it is commonly considered

to be all but useless. This might form a subject for experi-

ment
; my reflections, however, took a different turn. Crops of

beans are often found in which the formation of pods is reduced
to a minimum ; therefore to let the plant blacken upon the land

only to be cut for rough litter is extremely wasteful. In a case

of this kind in the dry summer of 1863 I cut down the stalks

soon after the abortive flowers had dropped, some of which, in

the green state, were eaten by horses and cattle, which relished

and seemed to do well upon them ; while the rest, dried into

hay and cut up with the chaff, were eaten greedily, and appeared

to be a valuable food. Indeed, I believe that the bean would
make a valuable plant to grow for fodder, yielding, as it might
tlo, a crop of hay twice the bulk and weight of clover in time to

be succeeded in the same season by turnips or late rape, to be

followed by either barley or spring wheat.

III.—PisuM

—

Pea.

The Pisum arvense in all its varieties is probably derived

from the wild sea-side pea found sparingly on our shores, as also

in parts of Europe, Asia, and America. The P. maritimum,

with its purple flowers, more nearly approaches our purple field

varieties than those of the garden, though the white garden peas

are extending into arable culture.

The pea, like the bean, has been grown almost exclusively for

its seed, but probably it may in many cases be more profitable to

gather it as a great fodder plant before the seed arrives at ma-
turity ; as stock will eat the green plant most greedily. An
analysis of the whole plant shows how valuable the dried herbage

must be, more especially for growing animals, owing to its high

percentage of nitrogenised, or flesh-forming substances ; it is

also rich in sugar and the supporters of respiration.
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100 parts of Peas, unripe Straw, and Fruit, contained.

Air, Dry.

Water 13-050

Nitrogeniscd or flesh-forming constituents 17-975

Substances not containing nitrogen applied in the

animal economy to support respiration or to lay

on fat :

—

a. Soluble in a solution of caustic potasli .. .. 35-9G;}

h. Insoluble in a solution of potash ., .. .. 28-760

Ashes 4-250

100-000

IV.

—

Ongerychis—Saintfoin.

Onohrychis saliva.

Onohrychis saliva, var. hifera.

These two names indicate tte varieties in the market, the

peculiarity in the second form being a capability of producing

two crops of foliage and flowers in one season.

The Onohrychis saliva, Sanfoin or Saintfoin is, according to

Bentham, " a native of limestone districts, in central and
southern, and temperate Asia ; much cultivated for forage, and
occasionally naturalized further northward ; in Britain believed,

to be truly indigenous in southern and eastern England, but not

recorded from Ireland."

In England it is extensively cultivated on the central or Cots-

wold range of hills, whereon the oolitic limestone extends
;

for,

like the Papilionacea', in general it delights in calcareous soils,

and its mode of growth peculiarly adapts it to the thin lands

by which calcareous rocks are so often covered. The plant is

remarkable for possessing a long tapering root-stock, which
descends deep into the crevices of the substratum. I have traced

it for as much as five feet in a downward direction, more or

less straight, according to the amount of resistance ; and as this

root-stock is perennial its lateral ramifications become more and
more strongly developed, and so, in spite of the thinness of the

soil, the abundant herbage of the plant is maintained ; its inor-

ganic elements being derived from a depth inaccessible to most
other species. These substances are thus brought to the sur-

face, and if the plant be wholly depastured, are left behind as an

augmentation of the usually thin surface soils which pertain ta

where it is cultivated, so that besides being in itself a useful

plant for its forage, the Saintfoin may be truly looked upon as a
pioneer of fertility in stony calcareous soils.

The crop, though truly perennial, dies out more or less

rapidly in proportion to the quantity of hay made from it, and
the age of the plant when cut

;
if, therefore, Saintfoin is to be
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maintained in vigour, tlie best method to obtain profit by its

growth is by depasturing or early cutting.

The seed of Saintfoin is sold in two forms ;—namely, ivhole,

that is each seed covered by its short somewhat triangular-

wrinkled legume ; and milled, in w^hich case the legume or husk
is removed, and the kidney-shaped pea-like seed, about twice

the size of a clover seed, is naked. Farmers usually employ
the unmilled seed as it is cheaper, but, unless very carefully

chosen, it may in the end turn out to be exceedingly dear, for

the seeds of the Poterium Sangnisorha (or False Burnet) so much
resemble it, in their rough outside and light brown hue, that,

although altogether differing in shape, being oblong and four

angled, they are often not detected. Now the sheep which
so highly relish Saintfoin will not eat Burnet unless starved down
to it, besides its growth is so much taller and coarser than Saint-

foin, with a quantity of root-leaves stretching all around upon the

surface of the soil, that it takes up a deal of space to the hind-

rance of the more nutritious plant, and, consequently, is a highly

mischievous weed. Bad, however, as its presence is, there can

be no doubt but that it is increasing very rapidly wherever

Saintfoin is cultivated. Some notion of the amount of weeds to

be found in Saintfoin may be gathered from the following cases :

—

Estimate of a Crop of Saintfoin in Berhshire—third year of groioth.

Per Cent.

Saintfoin 10
False Bumet 50
Other weeds 40

100

Estimate of a Crop of Saintfoin at Cirencester—third year.

Per Cent.

Saintfoin 5
False Burnet , .. 25
Bromus mollis, with occasional commutatus and racemosus)

varieties
J

Bromus sterilis 35

Other weeds 15

100

My own crop of the second year, at Bradford Abbas, has a

fair sprinkling of Bromus secalinus, a grass by no means common
in the district, and it may therefore be concluded that the seed

was brought in with that of the Saintfoin. This crop was grown
as an experiment on the sandy beds of the inferior oolite, and
yielded a large quantity of hay the first cut, but it is far less

permanent here than in more calcareous soils, and is now, in

its third year, nearly exhausted.
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Again as regards the varieties of the Bromus mollis. The
true mollis is found everjAvhcre, but in most districts one or the

other, and indeed very generally, all of the following forms

have been but recently introduced. Such are Bromus secalinns,

Bromus cornmutatus, Bromus racemosus, Bromus arvensis ; all

of which are becoming common in Gloucestershire, where ten

years ago the three first were somewhat rare to find, whilst the

latter has not been a denizen on the Wolds more than about ten

years ; in most cases their introduction can be traced to

Saintfoin.

Indeed to such an extent is " whole " seed mixed with weeds,

that I have counted as many as 370 weed seeds, principally

those of false Burnet, in a pint, equalling the enormous number
of 2G,680 weed seeds in a bushel

;
enough of such a plant to

take possession of the soil in two or three seasons. It must then

be safer to buy the " milled " seed, as that is far less likely to

be mixed with foreign matters. Saintfoin is usually sown with
barley, and should be drilled either between the drills of barley

when that crop is so sown, or else across the barley drills; if the

whole seed be broadcast it is " so light, that in harrowing the

ground too much, it is apt to be again brought to the surface."—{Stephens.) When made into hay it should be cut as soon as

the first flowers (that is, those at the base of the spike) show
themselves ; the advantages of this are :

—

1st. The hay is so much better.

2nd. The second crop of green leaves is so much more
abundant.

3rd. The weeds will not have ripened their seeds so as to

spread the pest wherever the hay is used.

4th. The duration of the crop will be ensured.

If depastured it furnishes a tolerably early feed for sheep, and
may be eaten off as often as three times. This plan is of great

advantage where the soil is thin, as the whole matter is retained
;

and the Saintfoin is thereby made a means of ameliorating the

soil.

V.—LUPINUS.

Various forms of garden Lupines have been employed as

fodder plants, amongst them the yellow, white, and blue varie-

ties. 1 have experimented largely upon the last two in marls,

in stiff clays, and on poor sands, and have found that they

succeed best on light soils of a poor description, which, indeed,

constitute their chief recommendation. It is, however, a very

uncertain crop, as plants of two feet high can be grown one
year, while in the same kind of soil scarcely six inches will

be attained in another. In my field and garden trials, after the
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crop has occupied the land during the whole of the wanner part

of the year, 1 have seldom obtained much ripened seed ; and
although according to Dr. Voelcker his analysis shews that

Lupines contain fully as much flesh-forming matters as the best

linseed cake, and a larger amount of ready-made oil than peas,

beans, and other leguminous plants, there is reason to believe

that the seed so analysed was of foreign growth, and more perfect

than that usually raised in this country. The bitter principle

in the seeds may be of use in pharmacy, but neither the seed

nor the light hairy-woolly foliage is of sufficient importance

to render the Lupine at all a valuable acquisition to either

our Cereal or Fodder List.

VL

—

Anthyllis—Lady's Fingeks.

Having written upon the varieties of A. vulneraria so recently

as last year—see ' Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society,'

Vol. n., s. s., part 1., page 161—I have little to add, except that

the plots then reported upon are now exhausted, so that it is not

so permanent as I had once conceived.

The general results of my experiments lead to the conclusions
—1st. That lady's-flngers can be much improved by cultivation.

2nd. That this plant can only be grown to a profit in tolerably

good soils. 3rd. That when repeatedly sown on poor land it is

apt to be too hairy and vapid either for green feed or the rick.

Vn.

—

Melilotus—IMelilot.

Of this genus we have two native species, namely :

—

Melilotus officinalis, Yellow Melilot.

Melilotus leucant/ia, White Melilot.

Yellow Melilot, which is often met with quite as a weed in

our corn-fields, is also a frequent inhabitant of waysides and

waste places. In cultivated land White Melilot is found less

frequently. The seeds of the so-called Bokhara Clover from

Asia, and the Cabool Clover from India, are larger than those of

our White Melilot and produce large succulent plants nearly a

yard high, but apt to get hard and woody with age.

The Yellow Melilot is smaller, and not inclined to be woody ;

but both species are remarkable for yielding a bitter aromatic

principle, identical with that of Fenugrozc seeds, so much used

lor flavouring cattle foods.

Reasoning upon this subject induced me to try a slight ad-

mixture of Melilot in mixtures of " seeds "—Ray and Clovers ;

the object being to impart additional flavour to seed hay, which

is often less aromatic than meadow ha}', the latter being flavoured
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with sweet vernal grass—a species which, curiously enough, is

highly endued with the same bitter and aromatic principle found
so abundantly in the Melilots. For my purpose I chose the

White Molilot,—though the yellow would doubtless answer as

well,—mixing at the rate of half-an-ounce to an acre in the

clover seeds,

My experiment in this way has proved so successful that I

have now a 50 ton rick of clover hay which cannot be excelled

for aroma and quality.

I may here mention that the Fenugraec

—

Trir/onella fanum-
groicuni—might be used in the same way, 'as its herbage and
seed are aromatic, but as it is a decided annual its seed could

not be sown with the clover, than the seed of which it is so

much larger, I have, therefore, adopted the plan of sprinkling

over each load of vapid or badly made hay a small quantity of

the powdered seeds of Fenugraec, much to the delight of my
cattle.

This is the only way in which the Melilots can be used, as

they contain too much flavour to render their use as self-crops

at all desirable, but I feel certain that the small admixture {

have indicated will be of benefit in artificial pasture, whether
for green food or the rick ; it would also, probably, impart

additional flavour to the meat fed upon it.

VIII.

—

Lotus—Bied's-foot Trefoil.

Lotus corniculatus. Small Bird's-foot of the Meadow ;

Lotus major, Larger Bird's-foot of the thicket and hedgerow
in damp soils, are the two only species of agricultural importance.

The former, valueless as a self-crop, may be advantageously

mixed with seeds in laying down permanent pastures in light

soils.

I have grown the larger species repeatedly, and consider it

more valuable than some of the newly-vaunted clovers and clover

allies. It is calculated to yield a large crop in positions which
would be far too wet for the successful growth of most other

plants of this tribe. I have always sown it in drills about six

inches apart, and have succeeded in getting an uniform plant of

a foot in height.

IX.

—

Medicago—Lucerne, &c.

Medicago sativa, Lucerne, flowers purple.

Medicago lupulina, Nonsuch Hop Trefoil of the farmer,

flowers yellow.

Lucerne is well known as a valuable soiling plant. It yields

a large quantity of good herbage at a very early period of the

VOL. IV.— S. S.
, X
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year, and will bear from two to three cuttings in the same season.

It is highly perennial, more especially if it be not too far ad-

vanced in growth at each cutting, and if kept well weeded. It

is much relished by horses, on which account a small breadth of

it is commonly grown near the homestead.

The hop trefoil of the farmer—not of the botanist, as this

name is by him bestowed upon the Trifolium procumbens—is

distinguished by the slightly twisted black legumes or seed-

pods. It is a valuable plant for mixing with clovers, saintfoin,

ray, and the different artificial grasses ; it yields a large quantity

of nutritious produce, highly important in the rick as it fills up
the bulk at the bottom, adding quality and increasing the

variety of the food—in itself a great advantage.

It does not yield sufficient weight as a self-crop, though for

the reason stated it adds greatly to the weight of a seed crop.

X.

—

Lathyrus—Yetchling.

Of this fine genus of plants it will only be necessary here to

describe the following native species :

—

Lathijrus pratensis, Meadow Yetchling, flowers yellow ; leaves,

bifoliate, with terminal tendrils.

Lathyrus aphaca, Yellow Yetchling, flowers yellow ; leaves

only seen in young plants.

Lathyrus sylvestris, Wild Hedge Pea, flowers purplish green.

Of these the first two have not made sufficient growth in

my plots to warrant me in recommending them for self-crops.

The L. jJTatensis might be mixed in permanent pasture, but

should be employed sparingly, as otherwise it would overpower

the rest of the herbage.

The peculiarities attending the herbage of the L. aphaca are

—that in seedling plants it commences by throwing out bifoliate

leaves, as these are afterwards diverted into long flexile tendrils,

the stipula> are enlarged to perform the leaf function. Hence
this plant, without possessing any true leaves, is capable of pro-

ducing a large quantity of green herbage.

The tall everlasting pea naturally grows in thickets and

hedge-rows, but in experimenting upon it in open ground, I

found that the seeds germinated readily, and the plant grew

rapidly ; it is however In the second year that It presents its

thick mass of matted foliage and pea-pods, and when these

are about half ripe the plant is fit for green food, or to be mad:-

into hay. It is highly relished by stock, but on account of the

length of its flexile stems it should be coarsely chopped into

lengths when green, or cut into chaff in the dried state.

I had a fair sized plot of this in operation for several years.
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and found it more perennial in its habit than most of the clover

allies. I feel convinced that it mii^ht be made a very useful

addition to our list of fodder plants.

XI.

—

Ulex—Furze, Gorse.

The Ulex Europaus in its adult state is a plant without

leaves, but, if the progress of its growth be traced from the seed,

it will be found much as follows :—Its cotyledon or seed-leaves

are oval ; the second leaves have a petiole or foot-stalk, broad for

their size, with a small leaflet on either side near the apex. The
next set of leaves have merely the petiole, after which the leaves

become wholly spinose. Now, as these spines, into which the

tips of the branches divaricate and which the leaves form, get

more and more woody and hard—with age, slowness of growth,

or poverty of soil—-it follows that furze when old requires to be

mechanically prepared before it can be eaten by cattle without

inconvenience ; hence an upright wooden mallet, having the

lower end tipped with iron, has been used to bruise the plant

;

where largely grown, iron rollers are employed for its more
expeditious and certain preparation.

Some thirty years ago it was grown so extensively as to warrant

the purchase of expensive machinery, but its claims are now
perhaps more loudly asserted than ever. This is perhaps attri-

butable to the natural propensities and habits of the plant, which
delights to grow on poor sandy heaths and commons ; its chief

recommendation being that it can be made to occupy extremely

poor soil. It must however be borne in mind that the poorer

the soil the less succulent the plant ; indeed it seems almost

an axiom that plants of high feeding properties require good
soils for their cultivation, and that plants which grow spon-

taneously on poor soils do not possess such good qualities.

Let not the reader suppose, however, that I would condemn
the furze on these grounds, as I feel Convinced that if properly

cultivated on tolerably good soil, its feeding properties will be

greatly enhanced, so as to become worthy of attention, more
especially as it takes so little from the land. As it may be

interesting to know the amount of solid matter taken from the

soil by furze and kindred plants, I extract the following from
Johnston :

—

Percentage of Mineral Ingredients taken from the Soil.

Green. Dry.

1. Lucerne 2-6 .... 9-5

2. Eed clover 1-6 .... 7-5

3. White clover 1-7 .... 9-1

4. Furze 0-82 .. .. 3-1

Whether these notes would equally apply to all the forms oi
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furze, such as Ulex Europa'us, Common Furze ; Ulex striduSy

Irish Furze ; Ulex nanus, Dwarf Furze, I cannot say, but I

should think that, for its upright habit and green soft growth,

the preference should be given to the Ulex strictus. If so, it is

a matter of no little interest to know that this plant, now so

"Strongly recommended for cultivation, was first observed in

Lord Londonderry's Park, county Down.
Hence, then, before I come to a conclusion, it behoves me tt>

try this dispassionately, as in all probability it may differ evea
more in its qualities than in its botany.

In sowing I would recommend it to be drilled in spring in.

rows as much as 18 inches or 2 feet apart, so that it may be
well cleaned from weeds in summer

; hoeing will greatly assist

its growth.

The first crop will be small, but it should be cut the first

year in order that it may stool out in the following spring

when, if it has taken well to the soil it will be a thick mass of

delicate green herbage in the second summer ; and from this

point its expansion will be more rapid according to circum-

stances ; it should be used as young as may be, as otherwise

it is hard and woody, more difficult to prepare for cattle, and
less nutritious.

In concluding these remarks upon the clover allies, it only

remains for me to recommend their more careful study to the

agriculturist, and more especially to students in the profession

;

as, apart from the great interest excited in the mind by their

beauty and peculiarities of structure, much good may be done

by carefully experimenting and collecting facts connected with

a family of plants from which we already derive much that is

good and practically useful.

Bradford Abbas, Sherborne, Dorset,

August 2, 1SG7.

XIX.

—

On the Composition and Nutritive Value of Trifolium

striatum, a new kind of Clover. By De. AUGUSTUS VoELCKER.

A NEW description of clover—the Trifolium striatum—improved

by a few years' cultivation, has lately been introduced into agri-

culture.

This plant is said to grow on every description of land, that

which is clover-sick included ; it certainly grows on the poorest

sandy soils, whereon broad-leaved clover either altogether refuses

to grow or produces but a miserable crop.

Trifolium striatum is very hardy, well suited for dry land, and

better capable of resisting injury by frost than other varieties of
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tho clover family. In those days of clover failure, it may there-

fore become valuable as a substitute for some of the sorts now
under cultivation.

Amongst the published clover analyses, that of Trifolium

striatum is not given, I therefore availed myself of the oppor-

timity that presented itself of ascertaining the compositicm of

a fair average sample, grown on a poor sandy soil in the

neighbourhood of Biggleswade
;
and, without further preliminary

remarks, I give its general composition, in the condition in which
it was received, and perfectly dried at 212^ Fahr.

Composition of Trifolium striatum.
Culculated Dry.

Water 55-4G

»J Organic matters sohible in water .. .. 6"76 .... 15'20

) Organic substances insoluLle in water) o±.aq ll'Z^
(cnidc fibre) \

" "

Miaeral matters (ash) 3-3S .... 7-58

100-00 100-00

*Containing nitrogen '92 .... 2-06

Equal to albuminous compounds (flesh-'l g.-rj 12*87
forming matters) /

The specimen analysed by me, it will be seen, contained only

55^ per cent, of water, or considerably less than the average

proportion in clover when green. As the average proportion

of water in the various kinds of clover generally amounts to

from 78 to 81 per cent., the trifolium analysed by me may have

been left too long in the field before it was cut down, and have

thereby become drier and more woody than it would otherwise

have been.

Trifolium striatum in its best condition is not so succulent or

so leafy as common red or white clover ; but the specimen
examined by me appeared to be exceptionally stalky and rather

4iver-ripe.

The following figures express the detailed composition of

Trifolium striatum in its natural state, and dried at 212° Fahr. :—
In Natural State. Calevilated Dry.

Water 55-4(5 ....

Oil and wax 1-52 3-39

'Soluble albuminous compounds .. .. 3-79 .. .. 8-50

Insoluble albuminous compounds .. .. 1-96 .... 4-40

Gum and sugar 2*96 0-70

Dicrestible fibre 12-64 .... 28-37

Indigestible woody fibre (cellulose) .. 18-29 .. ., 41-06

Soluble mineral matter 1-6G .. .. 3-72

Mineral matter insoluble in water .. .. 1-72 .... 3-86

100-00 100-00
'

^Containing nitrogen -606 .... 1*36

t Containing nitrogeu -314 .... 'TO
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Good red clover in a dried state contains on an average 3J per
cent, of fatty matter, 18 per cent, of albuminous compounds, and
27 to 28 per cent, of woody fibre. INIeadow-hay in the same state

3 per cent, of fatty matter, 10 per cent, of albuminous com-
pounds, and about 36 per cent, of woody fibre.

A comparison of the precedinj? analysis with the composition
of good red clover and with meadow-hay shows :

—

1. That the specimen of Trifolium striatum examined by me
contained about as much ready-made fat as meadow-hay and
somewhat less than clover.

2. That it was rather richer than meadow-liay in albuminous
compounds, and contained about one-third less of these com-
pounds than red clover.

3. That the proportion of indigestible woody fibre in the

Trifolium striatum was mucli greater than it is on an average in

red clover and meadow-hay.
I purposely abstain from drawing any practical deductions

from the preceding analysis
;

for, although it shows that the

sample analysed by me abounded in woody fibre, it does not

follow that Trifolium striatum generally contains so large an

amount.
In my paper on the growth of clover and its composition at

different periods of its growth, I have shown that the amount of

woody fibre rapidly increases towards the end of the process

of vegetation of the clover-plant, and pointed out the serious loss

in nutritive matter which takes place when clover is allowed to

become over-ripe before harvested.

It is quite possible that the sample when it readied me was
over-ripe. Nevertheless I place the analysis on record, in the

hope of having another opportunity of receiving the Trifolium

striatum in a less advanced stage of growth, and for the special

purpose of directing the attention of light-land farmers to a

species of clover which is likely to be of considerable value on

sandy soils where broad-leaved clover does not succeed.

11, Salishury-square, Fleet-street,

Feb. 1, 1868.
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XX.— On the Construction and Ilcatincj of Dairy and Cheese

Rooms. By Joseph Harding.

Prize Essay.

Dairy farming forms an important branch of the agricultural

economy of our country, and its produce is of scarcely less

moment in a commercial point of view. Cheese (of which I

intend more especially to speak) is the staple commodity of some
of our counties, and, as compared with the produce of other

countries, occupies the first place ; for though the Parmesan, the

Roquefort, the Gruyere, the Port de Salut, and several other

French and continental cheeses, are respectively good of the

kind, they are not equal to the best English cheese for substantial

character, and universal adaptation to clime and taste. The fact

of our method of manufacture being imitated by many foreign

cheese-makers is in itself an acknowledgement of our superior

excellence.

Our improvements of late years in cheese-making have been

many and important. Dr. Voelcker, in his Essays on ' Milk and

Cheese,' given in vols. 22, 23, and 24 of the 'Royal Agricultural

Journal' (which every dairy farmer should read and study), has

contributed important additions to our stock of scientific know-
ledge, which, when practically applied, enable us more easily

to convert our milk into cheese, perfect and pure in flavour.

But with all our improvements hitherto we have omitted the

most important. Our scientific knowledge and practical skill

will fail to succeed in the absence of (1) a proper Dairy, in which
the milk can be kept sweet ; and (2) a Room to ripen the cheese.

Throughout our dairy districts most of the farm-houses are

old, having an old-fashioned dairy-room attached, or immediately

under its roof, ill-ventilated, often damp and filled with impure
air, and not unfrequently in close proximity to stables, piggeries,

&c. It is a mistake to deposit so pure and delicate a material

as milk in such places. The amount of loss annually sustained

thereby is almost incredible
;
many hundred tons of cheese,

being in consequence thereof made of an inferior description, are

sold at \d. to 2c?. per lb. below the price which ought to

be realised ; whilst in hot and unfavourable seasons, such as

we occasionally get, many tons fall to pieces and perish. It

is not however to defective accommodation alone that our

large quantity of inferior cheese is due ; a rather large share

belongs to defective skill in the art of making cheese, which can
no longer be sheltered under the old-fashioned plea " that good
cheese could never be made from such pastures." Chemical
researches, and unquestionable practical experience, prove that
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good cheese may be made from all ordinary pasture-land. A
remedy for defective skill will, in the absenceof prejudice, be found
in proper dairy accommodation, and a little instruction. The
farmer cannot afford to make inferior cheese from whole milk,

nor should such a loss be imposed on the commonwealth. The
manufacturer of wares may make goods of first and second-class

quality, and from the latter he may realise the largest profit, but it

is not so with the farmer : the same milk from which he pro-

duces inferior cheese, would as easily, and at the same expense,

yield fine cheese, but with very different pecuniary results.

As soon as milk leaves the cow, the progress towards decom-
position in it commences, at a rate determinable by external

influences—such as a healthy or an unhealthy atmosphere. If in

our hot summer nights milk be deposited in an unsuitable room,

or come in contact with the effluvia arising from gutters or other

noxious places, or if meat be hung in its vicinity, it will readily

take the taint, and not as some imagine throw it off in the whey,
but retain it in the curd to ripen with the cheese, wherein the

llavour will not be mistaken.

Our best cheese is made once a day ; and it is necessary that

the milk should have lost its animal heat before the process of

cheese-making commences. It is true this cooling may be

hastened by plunging the vessel containing the milk into

cold spring water, but it is far better that nature should

perform her own work by reducing it to the required tem-

perature, in a dry, clean, open, and well-ventilated room
during the night, when the morning's milk, possessing less

animal heat, may be added to it with safety, and the rennet be

at once introduced. In order to ensure a Jijie cheese the milk
must be perfectly sweet, that the operator may have entire con-

trol over it, and be enabled to mould the future cheese as her skill

suggests. If the milk has by any means become acidified,

though to so small an extent that litmus paper fails to represent

the change, it will sometimes discover itself in some stage of

the process, to the surprise of the dairy-maid, and will com-
pletely baffle her skill.

It is therefore indispensable to the success of making cheese

that proper accommodation should be provided, on every dairy-

farm, for keeping milk sweet for at least twelve hours, or from

the evening's to the morning's milking. Our fathers appear to

have had but one object in view, viz., shelter from the sun's

rays; but, however desirable a cool dairy may be, unless it be also

thoroughly dry and sweet, milk will keep longer in a situation

exposed to all the vicissitudes of the weather in a higher tempe-

rature. If it were placed in the open field there would be little

doubt of its keeping sweet through one of our worst summer
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nights, and I question if art can much improve upon the method
which nature indicates. Still in the construction of our dairies,

superfluous means of ventilation, such as gratings placed under

or between the windows, should be avoided, as it is diflicult to

keep them air-tight in cold weather ; but a sufficient number of

windows properly arranged will be found advantageous.

Dairy Room.

The best position for a dairy, with cheese-room over it, is

liehind a dwelling-house which has a south aspect ; it should not

be under the same roof, but be a detached and separate building,

lying longitudinally north and south, or it may be connected

only on the south end with the boiler house, having a communi-
cation with the dwelling. At the side of the boiler-house, and
parallel with it, may be the scullery ; this would leave the dairy

buildings standing out clear of all impediments to the free cir-

culation of pure air. All outhouses, stables, piggeries, cow-
houses, &c., should be as far distant from it as possible. The
dairy-room should be capacious and lofty (10 feet in height), so

that when furnished it may still appear roomy. The floor,

which should be raised (not inconveniently) above the level of

the ground, ought to be composed of cement or some kind

of concrete, so as to be free from joints or cracks. It should be

made to incline from all sides to an escape drain, covered by a

patent sink-trap. Thus the room would be easily washed,

speedily dried, and kept sweet and wholesome.
The skirting should be of stone or tile, 10 or 12 inches deep.

Two or more good sized windows should be placed in either side

wall, not too high above the floor, nor opposite each other, and a

similar one in the end
;
they should be set low, as it is the floor

which chiefly needs ventilation. Instead of the sashes being fastened

to the window-frames in the ordinary way, they may be made to

slide back into a recess in the wall. All the windows ought

to be provided with two, if not three sashes ; the outer one of

finely perforated zinc, the second of glass, and the inner one
of canvas, to soften the rays of the sun. At intervals, around
the room and near the ceiling, should be placed ventilators,

which may be opened or shut at discretion, to allow accumulated
steam or foul air readily to escape.

At a convenient height supports should be built into the wall

round the room, upon which a shelf should be laid, to prevent

subsequent damage to the wall for want of the accommodation.
,

' The staircase leading to the cheese-room will be at one end,

under which should be ample and conveniently arranged cup-
boards with shelves, for the reception of the salt, jars containing

J
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rennet, cloths, and other things in daily use. Near this, in

one of the corners, should be placed a lifting apparatus, such
as may be seen at almost any warehouse, for the more easy con-

veyance of the cheese to the cheese-room.

The milk should by no means be brought into the dairy by
the milkers ; to avoid this a hole should be left in the wall

nearest the milking-yard ; outside should be placed a tin or zinc

receiver of adequate size, and connected therewith an open
conduit to convey the milk to the cheese-tub within. A stream

of cold water, governed by a stop-cock, should, if possible, be
introduced into the dairy. Provision should be made for con-

veying the whe}' in pipes from the cheese-tub to a capacious
cistern in the piggery. The pipes may be laid either above or

beneath the floor. In thus describing the dairy-room I have had
regard especially to cheese-making, but in principle it is equally

adapted for butter-making, the fitting-up for that purpose being

simply a matter of opinion and taste. For particulars upon
this head I would refer the butter-maker to Dr. Voelcker's

suggestions on the subject in his 'Essays on Milk' before

referred to.

Cheese Eoom.

In the construction of the building regard should be had to the

use of non-conductors of heat in the roof, such as straw beneath

the tiles, and having the tiles painted or otherwise whitened with

some adhesive material. The walls should be continued a foot

or two above the ceiling of the cheese-room. These precautions

would do much towards neutralising the intensity of the summer
heat. The windows should correspond both in position and

structure with those of the dairy below. As the extent of space

above will necessarily correspond with that of the dairy, it will

be larger than required for the quantity of cheese made. The
cheese room, however, should be smaller than the dairy, because

the cheese will ripen better in a reasonably small compass, and

the room will be more readily heated. A few feet, therefore, at

the most convenient end, may be advantageously partitioned off,

forming a useful room for the stowing away some of the summer
utensils during the winter months. The room should be about

9 feet in height, with at least two ventilators either through the

roof, or in the side walls, precisely the same as in the dairy

—

if in the side walls they should be made air-tight—'to be opened

at discretion.

The room should be furnished on three sides with tiers of

shelves of red deal, each shelf being 1^ inch thick. Of these the

lowest may be 8 inches from the floor, the top one 18 inches from

the ceiling ; the distance between each shelf being regulated by
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the thickness of the cheese made. The stands or racks on

Avhich the shelves are made to rest shoukl be fixed in sockets on

the floor, at the distance of 8 inches from the skirting of the wall,

and the tops fastened to the joists of the ceiling.

Heating the Eoo^is.

It was formerly held that the introduction of heat to the dairy

and cheese-room would be a very unreasonable and injurious

practice, but experience has taught us that the sun's rays and a

share of his heat are the best things we can have for drying and
purifying both rooms, and when these become insufficient, as they

do towards the winter months of the year, we must resort to arti-

ficial means to supply their place and maintain the desired tempe-

rature. Heat is not onlv the agent by which the whey is effectually

separated from the curd in the process of cheese-making in the

dairy, but without heat the cheese will not properly ripen in the

cheese-room. As it is not usual to heat the dairy, large quan-

tities of cheese are produced in the later months of the year, from

which the whey has not been extracted in the process of

making ; the curd and whey consequently become amalgamated,

ultimately forming a "pulpy" cheese which can never ripen

though submitted to any degree of temperature : such cheese often

proves a source of loss to the factor, and fails to give satisfaction

to the consumer. The maintenance of a temperature of from
54° to 64°, during the late cheese-making season in the dairy, would
very much tend to remedy the evil of " late made cheese."

The cheese-room must of necessity be heated. A Cheddar
cheese, when removed from the press to the cheese-room, at three

days old, contains a certain amount of moisture, but in a well

made cheese this will readily evaporate in a proper temperature,

and the cheese will ripen accordingly. If the temperature be
low or damp, or both, the process of evaporation and ripening

will be slow, and the moisture lodging in and about the rind of

the cheese will cause it to be thick and white, and will damage the

flavour. From observation we find that 20 cwt. of newly-made
cheese will give out nearly two pounds of moisture per twenty-

four hours ; it follows that the sooner the room is cleared of such

moisture the better. When the temperature descends below 50°,

evaporation should be promoted by the addition of artificial heat,

so as to expel all damp and noxious vapours from the neighbour-

hood of the cheese, thus facilitating its ripening and leaving it

as clean and rich looking as though it had arrived at maturity in

the summer months.

Various methods have been employed for heating the cheese-

room—steam, hot'air, but chiefly the stove—but all are now being
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superseded by hot water whicli is safer and more cleanly, and
dilTuses the beat more etjuably.

In the large dairies of Somersetshire, as also in other parts of

England and Scotland, Cockey's cheese-making apparatus is

employed, and with this is combined the heating apparatus for

the dairy and cheese-room. From a saddle-shaped boiler, fixed

in the boiler-house, iron pipes are laid to and from the cheese-

tub in the dairy, conveying hot water to a chamber or false

bottom beneath the tub. Pipes proceed from the same boiler to

and surround the cheese-room, and descending from thence to the

dairy, pass through it, and return to the boiler. Thus a com-
plete system of pipes is laid, by which the milk and whey in the

cheese-tub, and also the cheese-room and dairy, are heated.

A cistern, containing sufficient hot water for all the purposes

of the dairy servant, stands over the boiler, and the whole is heated

by one fire. To heat the dairy and cheese-room, a cistern stands

in one corner of the latter, half filled with water, and this supplies

ail the pipes down to the boiler. As the water heats, so it cir-

culates and does its work of hccating all the way round. At the

top of the cistern is a pipe communicating with the open air,

and forming a means of escape for accidentally created steam.

As the water leaves the boiler it is turned in the direction

required, by means of stop-cocks, and when the operation of

cheese-making is completed, it is only requisite to stop one, and
open another, for the heat to be transferred from the cheese-tub to

the cheese-room. The pipes in the cheese-room are laid in the

space between the cheese-stands and the skirting, thus throwing

up the heat behind the cheese, where it is most required. With
this system of heating, by a little attention, a tolerably uniform

temperature of from 50° to 65° may be maintained during the

winter months. It will also be found valuable, sometimes in the

summer, when the atmosphere is hot and damp ; if the water be

set on for an hour or two, it will soon dry the room, and restore

to the cheese its wonted healthiness. This is the best method of

heating known to me.

Conclusion.

Whatever we do should be well done, therefore every descrip-

tion of cheese should be good of its kind. The finest can only be

made from whole milk ; second quality, but good of its kind,

may be made from milk with half the cream removed; and even

skim cheese may be also good of its kind ; but there is no necessity

ttiat the cheese of whole milk should be made inferior, and con-

se([uently vary in value, as it too often does, from 5*. to 15s.

per cwt.

To ensure success, every impediment should be removed, and
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every facility rendered. When the cheese-makers of Scotland

laid aside the old Dunlop method of cheese-making, and adopted

the Cheddar method, they at once re-arranged their dairy and
cheese-room to meet the requirements of the new system ; the

result is that though they may not yet quite reach the standard

of excellence of our best Somerset cheese, yet they surpass us in

uniformity of quality.

The Americans, who are also adopting the Cheddar system,

spare no expense in providing every necessary convenience,

erecting suitable factories * and cheese-rooms, and obtaining

scientific and practical information from every available source.

Mr. X. A. Willard, M.A., who paid a visit to the cheese-making

districts of England, during the summer of 1866, in his official

report, delivered before the American Dairymen's Association in

the city of Utica, after speaking in the most laudatory terms of our

dairy management and cleanliness, says, "as regards appliances

for producing cheese, ice are greatly in advance of the English."

Strange indeed that so important a matter as our dairy accommo-
dation should be overlooked or neglected, seeing that the rent

of the landlord and the income of the farmer are to be derived

from it

!

In the description of the dairy and cheese-room here given, I

have had especial reference to the method employed in making
Cheddar cheese, as being the most scientific yet simple, and
involving the least possible labour, whilst the cheese is quoted
the highest of any English cheese in the London and other

markets ; but the arrangement of the dairy and cheese-room,

above described, is equally suited to all dairy purposes ; it is

inexpensive and simple, yet all that is required, enabling the

best cheese-maker to produce a uniform dairy of cheese, and
saving him from the mortification and loss now often inevitable.

The unskilful maker would be also benefited by having proper

appliances for making good cheese.

In such a dairy of 30 feet in length and IS to 20 feet in width,

the evening milk of 50 cows may be deposited in the cheese tub,

and will keep sweet till the ^morning, as nature requires no other

assistance than a dry room and thorough cleanliness. Another
great advantage is that it obviates the necessity of Sabbath
cheese-making, which is everywhere felt to be so objectionable.

If our dairy farms were thus furnished, the country would
derive the benefit of having a larger quantity of fine cheese, and
consequently less of the inferior article.

Marlisbury, near Bristol,

* See Note, p. 310.
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Note.—Reference has been made in the foregoing essay to

the introduction of cheese factories and the Cheddar system of

cheese-making into the United States of America. To these

causes may doubtless be attributed the great improvement
latterly observable in the best made American cheese, which
now finds a ready sale at high prices among the most fastidious

consumers in England. On these points much information has
been diffused by means of the annual reports of the American
Dairymen's Association — an institution having for its aim
" mutual improvement in the science of cheese-making, and
more efficient action in promoting the general interest of the

dairy community." From the reports of this Association,

and information derived from official sources, it appears that

whereas the factory system only took root in the United States

in the year 1851, and so recently as 1860 had only rami-

fied into seventeen branches, there are at the present time, in

active operation, not less than one thousand cheese-factories

—

working up the milk of nearly a quarter of a million of cows

—

and from many of them very excellent cheese of uniform quality

is periodically turned out. How the idea of these factories in

the first instance originated there are no means of determining

;

but it is a suggestive fact, as stated by Mr. Willard in a recent

address to the members of the Dairymen's Association assembled

at Utica, that about a century ago the farmers of the romantic

village of Cheddar, at the foot of the Mendip hills in Somerset-

shire, united the milk of their cows for the purpose of making a

large cheese ; this they did alternately at each other's houses,

and from that time to the present the best thick cheese of

Somerset has borne the name of Cheddar. To this joint-stock

method of production may probably be traced the germ of the

American factory system ; and it is not a little remarkable that

Mr. Willard, after having seen all the different styles of cheese in

Great Britain, does not hesitate to express his opinion " that the

Cheddar is the only process from which the American dairyman
can obtain suggestions of much practical utility." * He describes

the cheese as an article of a very high standard, deserving of all

the encomia from time to time conferred on it, and attributes its

pure and delicious flavour to the scrupulous care and cleanliness

with which all the operations from first to last are carried out in

well-conducted dairies. On this point the following remarks by
Mr. Willard are equally instructive and interesting, and all the

more so because he does not hesitate to expose and denounce many
objectionable features in ill-placed and badly regulated factories.

" The English dairyman lias a cleaner and better flavoured millc than gene-

rally obtains with us. The milking is performed with great nicety, in tin

* Third Annual Report of the American Dairyman's Asscc'ation (1867), p. 39.
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pails. At Mr. Harding's the milkers arc not allowed to enter the milk-room;
the ])ails being cnipUcd into a conductor at the window. The milk-rooms arc

perfect models of neatness. They have stoue-floors, and the joints of the

flagging are cemented together, so that no slops or decomposed milk can have
an entrance. 'J'liey arc situated in a cool airy place, and the walls are of

stone or of hollow brick, thus rendering them cool and of an even temperature.

Every part is well ventilated, and ont of the reach of disagreeable or foetid

odours. The floor, the utensils, and cheese apparatus are kept as sweet and
clean as the table and crockery of the most fastidious housewife.

"This condition of things I found imiversal wherever 1 went among the

dairymen ; at the Hoyal dairy near the Queen's palace at Windsor Castle, and
radiating from thence through all parts of England. Nothing connected with
cheese-making abroad struck me with more force and admiration than this

perfect neatness, and cleanliness of the dairy. In this respect they are greatly

in advance of us ; and in my opinion it is one of the chief reasons why they
are able to obtain that fine, clean flavour, which is a distinguished charac-

teristic of their choice cheese.
" There is nothing, perhaps, which indicates the progress and skill of our

American manufacturers more than the fact, that they are able to take nasty
milk from the hands of patrons, manipulate it among the foetid odours of

whey-slops, decomposed milk, and pig-sty emanations, and yet turn out a

cheese that will compete with the great bulk of English make. But these

conditions will not, and cannot produce the fine, delicate flavour of the best

Cheddar ; and it is one reason why there is such a great bulk of American
cheese condemned abroad, as ' not just right in flavour.' This putrid inocu-

lation does not show its whole character at first, but, like an insidious poison

in the blood, increases from week to week, until it puts on a distinctive

feature which spoils all the good materials with which it comes in contact.
" I saw American cheese abroad, perfect in shape and colour, rich in quality,

splendidly manufactured, and having a bright, handsome appearance that

would have placed it on an equality with the best in the world ; but the trier

showed a flavour that could be plainly traced to a bad or imperfect condition

of the milk before manipulation. I have been extremely mortified while
testing cheese abroad to catch the taste and smell of putrid rennet, and of the

stables."

It would be impossible in the limits of a note to discuss the

question as to how far the factory system is adapted to the habits

and requirements of the British dairy-farmer, more especially in

these daj s of self-reliance and private enterprise—two qualities

which cannot be sufficiently commended and encouraged ; but
the following quotations derived from the trade-circular of Messrs.

Morrell and Co., of Liverpool, issued on the 18th of July in the

present year, show that whatever defects of management may
exist in some of the American factories, the average price of

factory-made cheese greatly exceeds that of the produce of farm
dairies :

—

Factories.
Per cwt.

Fine factory .. .. 56s. to 58s.

Very good ditto .. 53s. to 56s.

Good ditto .. .. 44s. to 48s.

Medium 40s. to 43s.

Farm Dairies.
Per cwt.

Very good .. .. 44s. to 48s.

Good 40s. to 43s.

Medium 36s. to 40s.

Ordinary 26s. to 33s.

—Ed.
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XXI.

—

Danish Dairy Farming. By JoHN WlLSON, Professor

of Agriculture in the University of Edinburgh.

Falster is one of the most fertile of the Danish isles, and con-

tains probably the best managed and most productive estate in

the whole kingdom. Mr. Tesdorpf, the proprietor, is well known
as an advanced farmer of the advanced school, practically

acquainted with all the details of modern husbandry, ready from
his knowledge to appreciate all real improvements, and able and
willing to carry them out on his farms as soon as he is satisfied

that they are sound and suitable.

The entire herd of dairy cows—368 in number—are of the

Angel breed. Mr. Tesdorpf considers that this breed gives a

larger yield of milk, in proportion to its size and weight, than any
other breed. By judicious selection in breeding, and care and
good feeding from the birth, his stock has acquired proportions

and points far superior to what are usually to be met with in its

native districts, and he is sanguine that in the course of a few years

he will have secured a herd with milking qualities of a very supe-

rior description. The milk produce of each cow is noted daily,

and the best milkers are put to the best bulls, and each year fresh

heifer blood is bought in from the choicest stocks in Slesvig, and
a fresh bull obtained from a well-known herd in Zealand. The
cows are kept for half the year in the byres, and the other half

in the fields, where they are tethered in the usual Avay until

September, and then allowed to go loose. The strong feeding

they receive in the byres during the winter, aided probably bv
the want of proper exercise, causes a rather large percentage to

miss being in calf. The loss, too, by milk fever after calving is

rather high, being about 2 per cent.

The general management of the dairy is on the most improved
system

;
any improvements that are made, either in the mani-

pulation of materials, or in the utensils used, are from time to

time introduced. Besides a large staff of dairymaids and assist-

ants, there is a small 3 horse-power steam-engine to do all

the heavy Avork connected with the dairy. It grinds corn, &c.,

for the cows, works the churns, and supplies steam for the pre-

paration of the milk for cheese, and for cooking the food as well

as warming the chambers of the persons employed in the. dairy.

The whey from the cheese vats is carried by means of a pipe

direct from the dairy to the piggeries.

The following tabulated statement of the dairy returns made
up for the four quinquennial periods specified, not only testifies

to the care and exactitude with which the " Farm Accounts "

have been kept, but also gives an analysis of the dairy returns of
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a farm for a longor period, upon a larji^er scale, and witli a greater

minuteness of detail than has ever before been publislicd.

The clear profit of the dairy is shown in the table on page .'>14.

The cows after calving time, have yielded milk on the average

as follows (see Table, p. olf)).

After tabulating the dairy returns, the milking qualities of the

cows are divided thus :

—

Cows ciAVK Milk.

Year.

Under
1000
Pots

per Cow.

From
1000
to

1500.

From
1500
to

2000.

From
2000
to

2.500.

From
2500
to

30U0.

From
3000
to

.3300.

From
3500
to

4000.

Over
4IIU0

Pots
per Gov.-.

1861 6 17 24 50 67 36 13 3

1862 9 15 36 44 69 32 9 4

18C3 3 .5 21 39 57 59 25 5

18G4 6 •J 22 29 50 C2 28 13

1SG5 0 9 21 29 53 55 35 \:,

In regard to the quality of their dairy stock generally, I think

that in all probability it would be improved by a judicious intro-

duction of some of our blood—Shorthorn, Ayrshire, or Jersey.

In the management of all their leading dairies the old arbitrary
" rule of thumb," which still holds sway over too many of ours,

has entirely disappeared, and a philosophic treatment, based on
sound scientific principles, is the rule and not the exception.

The experiments quoted testify to its advantages. The dairv

now, instead of, as of yore, being the abode of ignorance, and
often too of superstition, is the centre of an enlightened and regu-

lar manufacture, where certainty replaces chance, and where the

waywardness of the dairymaid is checked and controlled by
the daily account she has to give of the produce committed to

her, while her skill and attention are encouraged by the regis-

tered returns. When Mr. Friis showed me his " Dairy Register

Sheet," I expressed my fears that any attempt to introduce such
an elaborate system of analysis into the dairy farms of this

country would have a very serious mental effect upon our dairy-

maids, Avhich would at once stop our proceedings. He replied

that on first showing it to his own head dairymaid she burst

into tears, and continued in a very distressed state of mind for

a full week afterwards. As she regained her composure, a few
figures were seen chalked on the board ; these rapidly increased,

until they reached the last column, when she acknowledged freely

the value of the daily details, which testified to her own skill

while recording her dairy returns, and declared that she would
VOL, IV.—S. S. Y
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never take tlie manag-cment of any otlier dairy unless she had the
comfort and protection of a similar arrangement. From that

day the success of Messrs. Friis and Segelcke's ' Dairy Register

'

was assured, and it is now finding its way into all the best dairies

of the country. In our ordinary manufacturing establishments,

even where there are none of those elements of disturbance which
always exist more or less where primary organic substances are

manipulated, as in butter and cheese making, such analyses of

results are sought for and valued. Would it not be well, then,

for us to introduce them (in a modified form, perhaps, suited ta

our different requirements) into our own dairies, where too com-
monly practices are quite independent of principles, where figures

are eschewed, and the " reign of law " all but unknown.
The cows are milked for about ten months after calving ; the

milking takes place twice a-day, at about 4'30 am. and 4'30'

P.M. The calves are sold as soon as dropped, at an average

price of 2 r.d. each ; a few of the best bred being retained ta

keep up the stock.

In the wintei", the milk is allowed to stand from 24 to 2&
hours, it is then skimmed, and the butter made from the

cream. In the summer, the milk is churned fresh, and always

gives a better return both in regard to quantity and flavour of

butter than Avhen made from cream. It is usually tubbed at

from 18 to 24 hours after it is made. Cheese is made from both

the skimmed and the churned milk, the refuse portion being

conveyed to the hog-pens. It is generally made twice a-day in

summer, and once in winter ; and in winter, both the cheese and
the butter are coloured with annatto. The cream or milk for

churning is generally set at 56° to 57° Fahrenheit in summer,
and at 61° to 62^ Fahrenheit in winter; the increase in tempera-

ture during the operation is about 4° in summer, and from 2° to

3° in the winter.

The quality as well as the quantity of the milk is a matter of

consideration to the farmer. In Mr, Tesdorpfs returns (p. 314)

is shown the practical bearing of the latter in the classification

of the cows according to their respective yields. The tabulated

returns of the Lillerup and Ourupgaard dairies during a con-

tinuous period of 26 months, as recorded in the accompanying

diagram, show the variation in the quality of the milk at different

periods of the year, and also the proportion of milk required for

each pound of butter produced.

Until within the last few years, the dairy management in Den-
mark was much the same as it existed a century ago. The
whole subject, however, in its theoretic as well as practical

bearings, has recently been submitted to the test of experimental

inquiry, which has rescued it to a great extent from the darkness
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and uncertainty attending its operations. Foremost in this good

service wore Mr. Friis and Mr. Segelcke,—the former testing

and proving practically at Lillerup the value of the principles

laid down and explained by his friend and fellow-worker.

Thanks to these enlightened men, the thermometer has now the

post of honour assigned to it in the dairy ; for the dairy farmer

knows well the important bearing it has upon his breeches pocket.

In a pamphlet recently published by Mr. Segelcke,* on the

" Theory and Practice of Dairy Husbandry,' it is shown that

—

1. The quantity of butter obtained by churning is dependent

on the temperatures used.

2. The temperature that gives the best result differs according

to the quality of the cream (more or less old).

3. At any temperature, higher or lower, the proportion of

butter obtained is diminished.

4. A considerable percentage of butter, which otherwise might
be obtained, is lost when the churning is not so regu-

lated. This loss may often be very large, as a difference

of only 2^ Fahr. may result in a loss equal to 4 per cent.,

Avhcreas where the thermometer is not regularly used,

the temperatures frequently vary to the extent of several

degrees.

The quality is also directly affected by the temperature at

which the cream or milk is set, and its increase during the opera-

tion of churning.

The following results of experiments carried out at Lillerup

show practically the bearing that attention to temperature has

upon the produce obtained (see p. 318).

The results of each of these four double trials showed that a

less proportion of butter was produced from the milk or cream
when the temperature at the end of the churning was 63° than

Avhen it was 60^° ; thus the difference of a single degree

(lleaumur)t was sufficient to affect the butter-yield to the amount
of from 4 to 5 per cent.

The average produce of butter obtained may be taken at 1 lb.

of butter to about 30 lbs. of milk. In dairies such as those of

Lillerup, Gjeddesdals, and Ourupgaard, and others under like

management, the proportion is more satisfactory.

The importance of duly registering the daily produce of the

dairy, and thus establishing a system of comparison and checks
in each department, was too obvious to need much persuasion to

* ' Meddelelfer vedrorende Meierivosenet,' &c., &c. Kjobenhavn, 1865.
'

t The temperatures are all registered in Denmark according to the Re'aumur
•scale, which bears the proportion of 4 to 9 to Fahrenheit, between the freezing and
boiling points.
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Influence of Temperature ox Churning (Lillerup).

Sots

of

Double

Experiments.

Temperature
in degrees

Fahrenheit at

Quantity
Churned in

lbs.

Butter

produce

in

lbs.

For 1 lb. of

Butter there
was required,

Time

occupied

in

Churning.

Therefore 1 lb. of

Cream gave the

same results as

5i lbs. of Sweet
mik.*

Commencement.

End.
Cream. Milk. Cream.

Sweet

Milk

used

to

1
lb.

of

Butter.

Percentage

propor-

tion

of

Butter

ob-

tained.

Mill.

1
/55f 60J 284-90 35-10 22 12-95 1-60 105 21-75 100

63 306 '72 37-28 22 13-94 1-69 43 23-24 93-6

2 60J 333-36 31-37 24^ 13-20 1-28 105 20-24 100

63 321 -59 31-18 231 13-68 1-33 39 21-00 96-4

/56 60^ 343-17 22-36 211 16-15 1-05 104 21 -92 100
. 3 \60i 60 347-32 22-63 21 16-54 1-08 68 22-48 97-5

4 m, 60i 340-94 22-53 20f 16-43 1-09 113 22-42 100

\60^ 63 340-56 22-47 20 17-03 1-12 45 23-19 96-7

insure its adoption as soon as a form of register was devised that

should comprise all the points on which information was desired.

The two forms of register f given at the conclusion, the one for

daily entries, the other giving the monthly summary, were
arranged by Messrs. Segelcke and Friis ; the returns already

given of Mr. Tesdorpf's dairy operations show how efficiently

they fulfil their intended object.

The dairy working arrangements are generally good. The
churns are necessarily of large capacities, generally in wood, and
worked either by horse or steam power. At Valbygaard, near

Slagelse, a new dairy has recently been erected, in which the

shallow rectangular pans or trays in enamelled iron that received

so much notice at the Great Exhibition in 1862, are used to contain

the milk. There are 48 of these pans, each 9x3 feet, arranged

in six rows of eight each. The cream is readily and rapidly

removed from the surface by means of a light wooden rake car-

ried upon two small wheels, which, travelling on the parallel side

edges of the pans or trays, enables the rake to sweep over their

entire surface. The dip of the rake into the pan is regulated

by a simple mode of adjustment. When all the cream is re-

moved the end of the trays is slightly tilted so as to discharge

the skimmed milk into an open trough at the other end, which

* This proportion is the mean of a series of trials undertaken at the same time

as the churning experiments.

t These are printed and published by P. G. Philipson, Copenhagen.
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conveys it direct to the cheese tubs, whence it passes out in the

shape of whey to the piggeries. The dairy herd on the farm con-

sists of 170 cows.

A comparison between the dairy management and produce of

our own country with that of Denmark woukl be valuable to both

countries, if the data of both were equally reliable. But unfortu-

nately this could not be insured, as, with a few exceptions, we
are not in possession of any dairy statistics that we could offer

for comparison, and even those are too limited in their details to

justify a verdict on either side. The following returns from our

own dairy records, however, may interest the Danish farmers,

and perhaps induce a more general attention to selection and
care in breeding, as adopted by Mr. Tesdorpf, and perhaps also

the introduction of foreign blood, possessing milking properties,

to cross with the best of their own. These returns are, no doubt,

to be relied upon, as far as they go,—still they must be only

taken for what they are worth—the milk produce of certain

dairies on a comparatively limited scale.

Our principal dairy breeds are the Ayrshire, the Channel
Islands, the Shorthorns, the Suffolk, and the Kerry. Some
published returns of two dairies of Ayrshire cows give the

annual milk produce per cow at 650 and 632 gallons respec-

tively. Three returns of dairies consisting wholly of Shorthorns

show a produce of 540 gallons, 630 gallons, and 765 gallons re-

spectively, or an average of 625 gallons per annum for each cow.
In two dairies where half-bred Shorthorns were kept, the yield

was 810 and 866 gallons respectively for each cow. In four

dairies in Ireland where pure Kerrys and crosses with Shorthorns

and Ayrshires were kept, the annual \ roduce per cow was re-

turned at 500 gallons, 600 gallons, 675 gallons, and 740 gallons,

respectively ; or an average, on the four dairies, of 630 gallons

per annum for each cow. A dairy of " pure Kerrys " * gave an
average of 488 gallons per cow, and another of the larger Irish

breed gave an average of 583 gallons per head per annum. In

the great London dairies these returns are greatly exceeded.

The cows kept are large-framed Shorthorn and Yorkshire
crosses, Avhich by good feeding bring the returns up to nearly

1000 gallons per annum for each cow kept. The custom in

these establishments is to dispose of a cow directly her milk falls

below two gallons a day, and buy another in her place.

The following milk return of one of our best managed dairy-

farms (Frocester Court) shows the relative produce of cows in

the successive years of their milking. The first lot were bought
in at two years old ; all the others at three years.

* A remarkably small native Irish breed.
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No. of Cows. Year of 31 ilk. I'roduce per Head.

1st 317 galls.

1") 1st 472 „
14 '^nd 535 „
15 3 I'd G16 „
''0 4th 065 „
18 5th 635 „
9 Gth 708 „

15 , . 01.1 651 „

The maximum reliable milk produce tliat we have recorded

was that of a single cow belonging to the keeper of the gaol at

Lewes, the details of which were authenticated by the Board of

Agriculture. In eight consecutive years she gave 9720 gallons,

or at the rate of more than 1210 gallons per annum. In one
year she milked 328 days, and gave 1230 gallons, which yielded

540 lbs. of butter, or at the rate of 1 lb. of butter to 22 lbs. of

milk. In the early part of the year 18GG a return was pub-
lished of the produce of a cow in a Vermont (U. S.) dairy,

which was stated to have given, in the previous year, a butter-

yield of 504 lbs., at the rate of 1 lb. of butter to 20 lbs. of

milk.

Quite recently too our Agricultural Journals have recorded

the butter-produce of an Ayrshire cow at 399^ lbs., in the ten

months between calving (March 10, 1SG6, and January 10, 1867),
besides supplying the family with milk and cream ; and of

another cow of the same breed which has supplied the owner s

family with milk and cream, and given for the three years,

1864-5 and 6, respectively, 269 lbs., 282J lbs., and 2741 lbs. of

butter.

The proportion of butter varies with the season and with the

breed of the dairy cows : the milk of the Ayrshire cow is gene-

rally richer in butter th.ui that of the Shorthorn or Suffolk, but

this again is not so rich as that of the Kerry or Channel Islands

breed. As a rule it has been found that the best returns have

been obtained in the later summer or early autumn months,

when we have returns of 1 lb. of butter to 20 lbs. of milk (Ayr-

shire breed) ; 1 to 19 (breed not stated) ; 1 to 19^ (Irish breed) ;

1 to 18i (Ayrshire) ; 1 to 17i (Ayrshire) ; 1 to 16| (pure Kerry)
;

and even 1 to 16 (Shorthorn) : this last, no doubt, was under

exceptional conditions. In all probability the average butter-

yield of our dairies is about 1 in 30, ranging between 25 to

35 lbs. of milk to 1 lb. of butter.

Ediiilunih, Dscanher, ISGO.
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XXII.— r//e Improvcmmt of Waste Lands. By D, Macrae.

It is 'remarkable that while Great Britain is sending forth hcv

sons all over the face of the earth to replenish and subdue it,

such large tracts at home are left uncultivated, though capital

as well as labour are abundant, home markets unrivalled, and

the privileges and blessings of home life unequalled. It is true

that where such lands abound the climate is often exceptional,

and though many spots are naturally fertile the larger proportion

of them would not be worth much for arable cultivation. Many
of these tracts, however, would make good grass land or woodland,

and in this respect their hilly nature or their watery skies would

not stand in the way of profitable outlay.

Fifteen years ago, I lived for a short time in one of the

lead-mining districts of Northumberland, where, at a very

high elevation, lands, which in their original state had been of

very little value, were reclaimed mainly by the workpeople

employed at the mines. In this district there are no large farms,

and very little arable cultivation is carried on near the spot to

which my remarks apply, but up and down the dale here and

there the fell-sides are dotted with cottages, many of them with

green meadow- fields attached. The lands in many places beyond
the fences which inclose these fields yield little else than heather

and coarse grass. The fields are chiefly in the occupation of

lead-miners, who spend 40 hours weekly (including meal-times)

in working underground ; their hours of labour being compara-

tively short, they find it a healthy change, both morally antl

physically, to spend some of their leisure hours in cultivating

the land. I believe that much of the grass land in the district

has been thus reclaimed. In many instances the work has only

been partially done, and much more is required to bring it into

a high state of cultivation.

As the operation of reclaiming must have been pretty much
the same throughout, I will refer to a few only of the fields

at the greatest altitude, about 1600 or 1700 feet, which, as far

as shelter is concerned, are most unfavourably situated ; and
especially to three meadows in the occupation of three miners,

whose cottages (built with stones) stand most exposed.

One of these fields was reclaimed about fifty years ago ; the

others were not until ten years later. In their wild state they, like

the land now adjoining on the higher side, grew heather with

an admixture of very coarse grass. The soil is a good strong

loam with a subsoil of sandy clay resting upon sandstone rock.

The process of reclamation consisted in burning and pulling the

heather, paring off and burning the turf, and spreading the ashes
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thereof on the land. The draining^, which was done with stones,

only aimed at the removal of springs. The land was fenced

principally with stone dykes. A good dressing of lime was
applied, as much as from 5 to 10 cart-loads to the acre. Where
peat-earth or any other good earth could be got conveniently, it

was mixed with the lime to make a compost, and cowhouse-

manure was afterwards used. I believe it is now generally con-

sidered preferable to use the lime by itself in the first instance,

and in after top-dressings, where lime is applied, to mix suitable

earth with it. The lands never were trenched, and, in conse-

quence of the large quantity of stones underneath the surface, are

unfit for the plough ; but as grass was the object, attention was
paid almost exclusively to the surface.

I saw a field being reclaimed by one of the workmen con-

nected with the mines in the same district and in the same way as

above stated, with this difference that the importance of thorough

draining being better understood, the work was more thoroughly

carried out than in days of old.

As the result of such operations, the lands yield fair crops of

hay ; while the unreclaimed lands adjoining are worth only from
about Is. 6rf. to 2s. 6d. per acre, inclusive of their value for

grouse shooting, although their soil for the most part appears to

be as fertile as that of the meadow-lands in their natural state.

As crops of hay are annually taken off these fields, they are

frequently manured with cowhouse-manure, lime, and compost.

The quantity of manure is usually limited to the production of

the miner's cow, calf, and pig; but in some instances that number
is doubled, and in not a few, a galloway, useful for carting home
the coals, peat, hay, &c., is added to the stock.

About 100 feet further down the same fell-side I saw a mea-
dow of about three acres, trenched as well as drained, which
had apparently been originally reclaimed in much the same
way as the others

;
but, in trenching, large heaps of stones were

raised out of the ground, and these were made available for the

draining, for renewing the old stone dyke, and making a bridge

over a small ravine. The drains, which were 18 feet apart and
from 3 to 4 feet deep, were completed about the beginning of

June, when the land got a moderate dressing of stable manure
and was sown with turnips, which however produced only a light

crop. The following spring the land was manured as in the pre-

vious year, and planted with potatoes, which promised very well,

but being affected by the disease, not much more than half of the

expected crop was realised.

This field has since been laid under grass, and now yields

good crops of hay, though for a while it grew less than before it

was trenched. This, however, is easily accounted for
;

as, in
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trenching, much of the best of the land on the surface probably

found its way to the bottom of the trench, and grass was sown
before the new soil had been puc into good condition.

The growth of cereal crops is out of the question in a climate

where the rainfall is excessive (amounting even in 1864 to 43*2G

inches), at an altitude of about 1360 feet, where the summer
season is short, and harvest weather precarious. All improve-

ments effected under such circumstances should be done mainly

with the view of enhancing the pastoral capacity of the land ; the

more so because I am not aware that any arable rotation, con-

sisting solely of green crops, has been adopted. To bring the

land to a high state of cultivation a large proportion requires to

be trenched
;

but, without incurring the heavy expenses thus

involved, much might be done by draining, liming, and manuring,

thereby destroying the heather and replacing it with grass.

With abundance of clay for making tiles and the very best of

lime, the utmost facilities are afforded for such improvements.

In many cases, lands might be reclaimed and improved by
granting allotments to the miners at nominal rents, on condition

of such lands being put into good order in a manner agreed upon.

In some instances it may be desirable for the proprietor to make
some outlay for fencing and a supply of lime, for which he would
naturally charge interest in the form of increased rent ; but as a

rule the proprietor should do as little as possible besides giving

security for a low rent by a lease or agreement for a term of years.

I have little doubt but that many of the miners of this district

would be glad of such an opportunity. Their work under-

ground is not so exhausting as to prevent their settling to some
real work above ground, and much might be effected by one
hour's work daily for five days in the week, and five hours, or

half a day, on Saturday—a holiday underground. Th:^ miner
would in this work have the assistance of his family, and occu-

pation of this sort would be likely to prove beneficial by employing
and training up the younger members to habits of industry when
not old enough to go out into the world or engage in the less

healthy labours of the mine. Many of the tasks connected with
grass land are but light, and the heavier work might be reserved

for the Saturday. Occupations of this sort give the men some-
thing more than grooves, ore, lead washing and smelting, to talk

and think about : in short, they become small farmers as well as

miners, and, so far as my observations have gone, interest them-
selves wonderfully in the practice of agriculture ; so that in

intelligent management of their meadows and stock they com-
pare favourably with professional farmers in some parts of the

country.

Pursuits of this nature have a tendency to prevent intemperance,
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raise the character of the man, and, followed in moderation,

recruit the frame when exhausted by underofround labour, whilst

they furnish the most restorative diet—a liberal home-supply of

pure unadulterated dairy produce.

Such possessions and occupations attach men to the locality in

which their lot may be cast, and give them more settled disposi-

tions w ith hearty contentment : whereas the man whose interests

are limited to the wages he receives in the mine or the workshop
is too often unsettled, and ready to listen to evil counsellers and
the voice of the agitator. The owner of the mines in the district

in cjuestion employs, I believe, over 2000 people ; and among
his large bodies of workmen I never heard of there being a strike

save one, which took place about twenty years ago, and was
limited to a part of the works only. Indeed, I have heard many
of the men regret that such an occurrence ever took place ; and
I believe that, without strong provocation, the present generation

will not take part in another.

It has been argued, that because miners in some localities

neglect the cultivation of their gardens, they are not likely to

pay any more attention to the cultivation of allotments. But
why are the gardens neglected ? Mainly, no doubt, because of

the miner's migratory habits, but partly because the gardens are

not of such importance as to engage his diligent attention. But
this objection may be obviated by granting him an allotment of

sufficient size to enable him to keep a cow, rear a calf, and keep

a pig or two. Indeed, once let a man be the owner of such pos-

sessions, and his migratory habits will speedily be checked ; his

disposition will be more settled ; he will become a better citizen
;

he will cultivate his allotment well, and be a much better gardener

than before he had the occupation of other land. Allotments,

however, should not be given to all comers indiscriminately,

more especially on first introducing the system into a new district,

but a selection of the best and most suitable men should be made.

Gardens, as a matter of course, go with cottages, without any

respect to the tastes and dispositions of the tenants. No wonder
that many are poorly cultivated !

In mining operations a large quantity of timber is required :

this has, in many cases, to be carted long distances, varying from

10 to 20 miles. Since, therefore, these waste lands are of con-

siderable extent, much ground might be profitably planted.

At the present time there are some thriving plantations of larch,

and of Scotch and spruce-fir ; of hardwood trees, the sycamore is

the most thriving. The plantations are at altitudes varying from

1000 to 1600 feet. Although the long interval between planting

and realising the crop is a great hindrance to planting on a large

scale, still many collateral advantages—such as the improve-
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mcnt of climate and provision of shelter for cultivated lands

—

are speedily attained.

If this twofold object be kept in view, and the land be judi-

ciously selected for planting, the benefit conferred on a hill-side

farm by the shelter gained will more than compensate for the

land taken. If, for instance, from a farm of 1000 acres,—worth

a rental of 10s. per acre, or 500/.,—100 acres be thus taken for

planting, at the end of ten years the cost of planting and rent

lost, with interest thereon, will amount to 13/. per acre, or loOO<?.

in all : but the shelter henceforth afforded will probably give

to the remaining 900 acres an increased value of 125. per acre,

or a total value of 540/. per annum, a sum which will pay a

small interest on the outlay, besides extinguishing the rent on
the land planted ; the thinnings, at say twenty-five years' end,

will produce about 3/. per acre, and reduce the charge to 10/-

per acre ; and the improved rent thenceforth will pay a fair in-

terest on the charge, whilst the ulterior returns will be so much
clear gain.

Even if this be an over-estimate, it can well stand being re-

duced, and may serve to indicate the nature of the benefits to be

derived, and induce us to investigate, more exactly than has been

done hitherto, the extent of the advantages of the shelter afforded

by trees to cultivated lands in exposed situations.

In some places, however, trees will not grow sufficiently high

in ten years to afford much shelter ; but generally where this

occurs, if the lands have been properly planted, it will be found
that in their natural state they are not worth IO5. per acre : in

which case a larger number of years than that above assumed
would elapse before the estimated charge of 13/. per acre Avould

be reached.

When in the North-West Highlands in the summer of 1865, I

measured larch trees in a plantation on the estate of Ardintoul,

Avhich at the age of twenty years were from 40 to 45 feet high, and
a large number of the trees in parts of the inclosure averaged
about 35 feet. The soil is loose sandy loam resting upon a

gravelly subsoil. The plantation rises from the seaside at an
inclination of something like 45 degrees, and the place where
I measured the trees is about 300 feet above the sea level and on
the bare side of the hill.

The prospects of the timber trade may perhaps afford an addi-

tional inducement to plant part of our waste lands, since the

demands made upon the natural forests of North America and
also of Norway and Sweden are so large as to threaten ultimate

exhaustion.

According to the published returns of timber entered for duty
during the year ending 31st December, 1864, it appears that
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3,466,532 loads of liewn, split, or sawn timber, were imported
into the United Kingdom, viz. :

—

Loads.

Timber sawn or split 1,986,081
Ditto hewn 1,480,451

Total .. .. 3,460,532

The estimated real value of the timber imported is stated to

be 11 millions, and the quantity is said to be so much as to be
without a parallel in Custom-house records ; the increase within

the previous twelve years having been as much as 77 per cent, on
sawn, and 60 per cent, on hewn timber. Indeed, notwith-

standing that iron is so much substituted for timber, par-

ticularly in ship-building, our annual consumption appears to

be on the increase, and as civilisation advances the demand will

very likely continue to grow. How long the natural forests can

supply the increasing demand upon them it may be difficult to

determine ; but should that supply begin to fall off a great impulse
would be given to the timber market, and the day may come
before very long, or at all events before plantations now being

made have arrived at maturity.

But the improvement of hill lands implies, at least, the de-

struction of some of the heather and a consequent encroach-

ment upon grouse-shooting grounds. It would be a pity to do
anything calculated to deprive our aristocracy, and those who
work hard at the desk in our busy towns, of the healthy recreation

of grouse-shooting. Whether grouse or the rearing of stock is

to predominate, will, in the long run, depend upon which is the

most remunerative. But is there not room for both ? Some of

the lands, in consequence of their altitude or barrenness, are fit

for nothing else but growing heather ; and where impiovements,

such as those suggested, are carried so far as to encroach upon the

grouse grounds, the plantations made, together with their influence

on the climate, would favour an equivalent increase of other

kinds of game. But before the heather is much encroached upon,

there is room for a great deal to be done in the improvement

of the existing grass land, much of which on the hill-side is in

its present state of little value.

An impression seems to prevail that because hills cannot <

be ploughed, and made to grow corn, potatoes, and turnips, there

is no resource but to leave them in a state of nature. All

other things being equal, I have yet to learn that grass will not

grow upon a hill-side as well as upon a plain, though, in the first

instance, it may be necessary to bestow some pains on the

preparation and cultivation of the soil. If the same efforts had
been made to increase the production of our pasturage as
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have been expended on our corn-growing lands, would tliey

not have been rewarded by equally good results?

I have hitherto spoken of such improvements as the miner,

with little aid from his landlord, may accomplish ; but to obtain

a thoroughly good state of cultivation, the land in most places

must be trenched, and this involves a large outlay. Much,
however, of the waste lands south of the Scottish Border affords a

much better subject to work upon, and the work itself could be

done much more cheaply than that in the north of Scotland, to

which I am about to refer. On the estate of Ardross, in Ross-shire,

thousands of acres of waste lands have recently been reclaimed,

nearly all of which have been trenched. I will give an outline of

these improvements as an example worthy of being followed

in England ; and if it cannot be said that in all cases they are

remunerative, yet owing to the difference of climate a better

return from similar work may be calculated upon.

The estate of Ardross, the property of Alexander Matheson,
Esq., M.P., is situated in the county of Ross, about 10 or 11
miles north-east of Dingwall, and stretches across from the shore

of the Frith of Cromarty to the confines of Dornoch Frith, near

Bonar Bridge, a distance of about 20 miles.

Ardross proper is almost surrounded by hills, and would have
formed one large " corry " or concave opening between hills,

with the lake of Achanacloich in the east, and the river Alness
running through the west from north to south, had it not been
that there are two hills in the centre which divide it into two,

or perhaps I might say three, valleys or straths.

These hills, though of considerable elevation, exhibit the

conical shape of the Northumberland fells rather than the pre-

cipitous form so peculiar to North Britain, and, with few excep-

tions, are not too steep for agricultural operations.

The climate is moist. The fall of rain during the year 1864
was 35 'S^ inches at an altitude of 450 feet. The season of

harvest is generally about the middle of September ; wheat
is largely cultivated, and also barley, but oats are the predominant
grain crop. The number of tenants before the improvements
commenced was nineteen ; the sheep-walk, including the arable

farms of Gledfield and the two Fearns, being then in the

proprietor's hands. Eighteen of these tenants had farms vary-

ing from six to twenty acres, consisting chiefly of shapeless,

half-cultivatted patches or crofts ; the one remaining farm of

Easter Ardross, which was Avell cultivated, being reputed to com-
prise about 400 acres. But the quantity cultivated in any shape

was a mere trifle compared with the vast uncultivated lands

around, which for the most part were covered with heather, inter-

spersed here and there with patches of coarse grass, bogs, and
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marshes, or in other parts studded with immense boulder-

stones, many of them more than 50 tons in weig^ht. Some
of these hill-sides are so closely clad with heather that there is

scarcely a blade of grass to relieve the monotony of the scenery.-

The extent of valuable plantations among which I do not

include birch, alder, &c.,was very limited. In what was then the

most valuable part of the plantations there are now some good
trees, viz., ash from 4 to 10^ feet in circumference, and oak from
7 to 9 ; one measuring 11^ feet in circumference.

The present proprietor in taking possession of his estate had
to make his first temporary abode in a shooting-lodge, erected

in the most central and convenient situation for proximity to

the grouse grounds. There were onlv one or two good farm
homesteads, and the farmhouse connected with the largest farm

Avas so inadequate that a new one had to be erected.

The improvements commenced in earnest in the spring of

1847 by planting Knocknavie plantation, comprising over 400
acres, and as the ensuing summer approached the estate became
alive with mechanics and labourers ; the work of building,

draining, trenching, dykeing. and road-making was commenced
simultaneously ; it was carried on with speed and regularity,

rarely equalled in rural districts, for several years, and even

lately was going on, although with abated activity.

A castle with ail fitting accompaniments has been built on

the site of the old shooting-lodge, on the top of the east bank of

the river Alness, and the surrounding pleasure-grounds comprise

between 700 and 800 acres, v/hich are well stocked with trees

and shrubs, and traversed by about 14 miles of walks from 5 to

6 feet wide. The river Alness runs through the pleasure-grounds,

meeting from the east the Tolly burn and from the west the

Lealty burn, whose deep and undulating banks embellish

the landscape.

At the same time commenced the erection of farm buildings,

the most important of which were provided with a thrashing-

machine propelled by steam, water, or horse power. Neither

were the wants or comforts of the smaller tenantry overlooked

or set aside for a time, for the work of cottage-building

commenced as early as that of the castle, and has been con-

tinued until an individual can hardly be found on the estate

who is not provided with a comfortable residence.

The plantations, excepting those within or adjoining the plea-

sure-grounds, are chiefly made upon the higher grounds, at

altitudes varying between 500 and 700 feet, and comprise over

4000 acres, which are divided into 16 or 17 inclosures ; 4 of

which contain between 400 and 500 acres each, 6 from 100 to

300, and the remainder less than 100 acres each. As the trees
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were planted about 3 feet apart, over 19,300,000 plants must

have been put in, of which about 15,000,000 were Scotch fir,

3,400,000 larch, and 900,000 oak, ash, elm, sycamore, spruce, &c.

The average cost of planting was about 3/. 3s. per acre, viz. :

—

£. s. d.

Fencing 13 0
Draiaing 0 4 0

Plants (4,840) 150
Planting Oil 0

£3 3 0

The low cost of planting is to be accounted for, in the first

place, by the plantations having been made in large masses. In

the next place, the Scotch fir and larch plants put in were very

young,—the larch being chiefly 1 year seedlings, 1 year trans-

planted, and the Scotch fir 2 years seedlings, 1 year transplanted,

which cost from 3s. 6d. to 5s. per 1000 ; and the cost of plant-

ing such young trees being much less than if they had been a

year or two older, inasmuch as no pits were required. They
were planted by making a deep slit in the shape of a T, into

which the plant was inserted, and then the ground was pressed

down by the planter's feet. The workmen chopped the heather

with their spades around the spots where the plants were put in

;

thus giving the plants an opportunity of getting the lead of their

next neighbours, while they were sheltered by that left growing
between them. Where vegetation is very rank it is always ne-

cessary to plant larger trees.

The common spade was the tool used for planting ; the work-
men generally preferring spades well worn down to new ones.

The men had all small canvas bags, about 16 inches long and
9 inches deep, tied round their waists to keep the plants in (say

from 30 to 50 at a time, according to size), and the planter, after

making the slit aforesaid with the right hand, bent down the

spade-handle towards the ground, thereby opening the slit, and
Avith his left hand he took a plant out of his bag and inserted it

into the slit, and then completed the operation by pressing

it gently with his feet.

The planting was always done by men, but a few boys were
employed in carrying the plants from where the carts left them
and serving them to the men as their bags got empty. The
men were in line, 3 to 4 yards apart, that space enabling them
to work freely, and one of the best men was selected for each
end of the beat.

The hardwood trees were planted in pits, the opening of which
cost about Is. per 100, and, in filling in, the best of the earth

VOL. IV.—s. s. Z
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was always put nearest tlu; roots, and the earth being filled in

it was gently trampled, and then the sod, being divided into two
halves, was laid on the top with the grass side under. The oak
plants, 3J feet high, cost 24s. per 1000; the elm, sycamore,

beech, «Scc., 18*-. ; and the spruce, 8s. 6d. per 1000. The men
were paid from 10s. to 12s. per week, the latter sum being that

most generally given to good hands. As the plantations were on
dry situations, on the tops of hills or on hill-sides, but little

draining was necessary. It was done by open ditches about 18
or 20 inches deep, at a cost varying between Is. 3d. and 3s. per

chain.

The plantations are fenced chiefly with turf dykes, which
cost, including clearing the foundation, from 2s. dd. to 3s. 8c?.

per rod. When made on flat ground or up and down hill-

sides they are made 6 feet wide at the foundation, 6 feet high
in the front, and 2 feet wide at the top. The front is kept

as nearly perpendicular as possible, whilst at the back there

is a regular slant from the bottom to the top. When the dyke
runs across the face of a hill it is easily made, the principal

operation required being clearing the foundation and building

the front. In that case the back consists partly of the hill-side

and partly of the loose earth removed in clearing the foundation.

In all cases the face of the dyke should consist of the best turf

regularly laid with the grass side under, in much the same way
as the bricklayer or mason places such materials as bricks or

stones. These fences have answered the purpose fairly; they

stand well during the first few years, but in course of time

settle down, so that a light beast would not have much difficulty

In getting over them ; if however they have sufficed till the

trees are grown large enough for making rails by running one

or two rails along the tops of the dykes, very efficient fences

are obtained at a moderate cost, or even if such rails are not

produced when required, a good fence capable of resisting the

most agile of mountain sheep Is made by running wires along

the top.

I will now refer more particularly to the growth of four of

these plantations, occupying situations of different character, three

of which I assisted in planting.

Knocknavie Plantation, comprising about 420 acres, stands

at an elevation of about four or five hundred feet, and is formed

on the north-west side of a hill of the same name. The soil

is light gravel. It v/as planted in the spring of 181:7 with

Scotch fir, larch, some spruce, and a limited number of hard-

wood trees, chiefly oak. In 1865 the larch and Scotch firs in the

best parts had attained to a height of from 10 to 20 feet, in
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others tliev ilid not average 10 feet, whilst again in other parts

the ground has been disaflore^ted, and is now under arable culti-

vation.

This land formerly produced a natural crop of Scotch fir, which
was cut down in 1843; in 1847 it was replanted, but without

any preparation of the ground either by grubbing or trenching.

Indeed there was not even a proper change of crop, for the last

planting consisted chiefly of Scotch fir, a circumstance no doubt

well accounting for the crop having to a large extent failed.

Schoolhouse Plantation stands at an elevation of about 500 feet,

and occupies the sides of a small ravine. The soil is strong

loam. It was planted in the spring of 18-17 with oak, ash,

sycamore, elm, &c., together with larch, spruce, and Scotch fir,

to act as nurses. This plantation has made remarkable progress
;

in 1865 the hardwood trees Avere from 20 to 25 feet high,

Knockdhu Plantation, which comprises about 58 acres, stands

at an altitude of about 700 feet, and is formed round the crown
of a conical-shaped hill. The soil round the base is a strong

loam, but towards the top it is thin and very poor. It was
planted in 1848 with Scotch fir and larch. The trees round
the base of the hill in 1865 ran from 15 to 25 feet high,

decreasing in size towards the summit, which is very much
exposed.

Brackra Plantation, which is formed on an inclined plane,

stands at an elevation of about 500 feet, and comprises about
273 acres. The soil is strong loam. It was 'planted in 1849
with Scotch fir and larch. Many of the trees in 1865 ran from
20 to 25 feet high.

The ground occupied by all the plantations here referred to,

with the exception of the Schoolhouse, had been more or less

covered with heather before the plantations were made ; and
before the plants were put in, there was no preparation of the

ground beyond making the necessary surface drains and clearing

away the underwood and rubbish.

Why so large a proportion of Scotch fir was planted, more
particularly as much of the land is well adapted for growing
hardwood, I cannot explain, unless it is to be attributed to the

fact of my countrymen being somewhat prepossessed in favour

of their native fir. At all events it has not increased the

beauty of the Woodlands ; on the contrary, it gives them a rather

dull appearance.

The work of reclaiming the waste lands consisted in draining
and trenching ; the land being trenched to the depth of between
16 and 18 inches. The drains were cut at various distances apart,

but generally within 40 feet. The leading drains were cut 4 and
5 feet deep, and the minor ones between 3 and 4 feet deep. The

Z 2
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question whether stone or tiles slioulcl have the preference in

draininsi^ was settled by the materials at hand, for the stones

encumberecl the ground. The quantity of land reclaimed and
improved amounts to over 5300 acres.

The work of reclamation was for the most part done by piece-

work, the men generally working in small companies of from 2 to

6. The lands are fenced with double stone dykes, stone face

dykes and wires. The double stone dyke, 5 feet high, cost

8s. od. per rod, and the stone face dyke Is. Ad. per rod. The
wire fences, consisting of 7 wires on iron straining posts, Ik inches

square and 70 yards apart, with larch posts between, cost about

7s. 2d. per rod, or when used along the roads with nothing but iron

posts and with iron stays at the curves, they cost about lis. per

rod.

I will now refer to a part of the land situated at an altitude

of about 500 feet, which was laid down as permanent pasture

after being reclaimed. The soil consists of a good strong loam,

with clayey subsoil resting upon sandstone. After the operations

of trenching, draining, fencing, &c., were completed, the various

fields were cultivated very much in the same way as the examples
given below.

Field No. 1, after being trenched and limed, was in the fol-

lowing year heavily manured with compost, consisting of moss
and sewage. It was then sown with wheat and seeds for perma-
nent pasture. The yield of wheat was 5 qrs. per acre, w^eighing

lbs. per bushel.

No. 2 was trenched and limed. The following year it was
manured with vegetable matter taken out of dried ponds, mixed
with ashes, and sown with turnips, which were eaten off by
sheep. The following year it was sown with oats and seeds for

permanent pasture. The yield of oats was 6 qrs. and 2 bushels

per acre, at a weight per bushel of 44 lbs.

No. 3 was trenched and limed, and in the following year

manured with 3 cwts. Peruvian Guano per acre, and sown with

oats, the yield of which averaged 6 qrs. to the acre. The next

year it was manured with about 28 cubic yards of farm-yard

manure and 3 cwts. Guano, and sown with turnips, the yield

being as nearly as could be estimated 25 tons to the acre. The
following year it was sown with barley and seeds for permanent

pasture, when the yield of barley was 5 qrs. and 6 bushels

per acre.

No. 4 was trenched and limed, and the following year it was

sown with oats and seeds for permanent pasture : it was wholly

manured with matter taken out of drained ponds. The yield was

6J qrs. to the acre, at a weight of 43 lbs. to the bushel.

This part of the reclaimed lands, consisting of 160 acres, was
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for some (iine let annually as grass parks by public auction, when
some realised as much as hi. per acre, and the average for a
series of 5 years is rc])orted to have been 3Z. 8s. 8cZ. per acre.

Such a rent as 5/. per acre for grass land is not unusual in the

neighbourhood of London or other large towns in England ; but at

Arch'oss (20 or oO miles from the nearest large town), for lands

which for ages had been allowed to remain in an unproductive
state, it is remarkable. The cost of trenching, draining, and
clearing was about 22/. 14a'. 3f/. per acre, viz. :

—

£. s. d.

Trenching 8 13 0
Draining (i 11 0
Blasting 5 2 0
Clearing 2 8 3

£22 14 3

There were besides, the expenses of fencing, but these, as well

as the cost of draining, were kept down by large quantities of

stones raised in the trenched ground being made available for

these purposes. But, on the other hand, great was the cost of

trenching, clearing, and blasting—a term suggestive of the large

numbers of boulder stones, with which the lands abounded, and
which could be removed by means of gunpowder only—I believe

it is no exaggeration to state that the blasting alone of some parts

cost above 10?. per acre.

For much of the foregoing particulars of the cost of the different

works, and also the statement respecting the grass-lands, I am
indebted to a report of the superintendent of the works, published

by the Highland Society. 1 have not been successful in obtaining

similar information respecting the arable lands, but I am able to

state that they are let at rents varying between 12s. and 35s. per

acre, and they are cultivated upon the five-course rotation, viz

:

oats, turnips or potatoes, barley or wheat, and two years' grass.

The sum given above as the cost of reclaiming the land is not

to be considered as an average for the whole work ; the average

would probably be a good deal in excess of the amount stated.

In common with the other improvements, upwards of 40 miles

of excellent roads have been made, generally 14 feet wide ; for

bottoming these, good materials were at hand in the stones which
Avere cleared off the trenched land.

The work carried on at Ardross has been no mere nibbling, nor
can it be called an encroachment on a large scale upon the margin of

a vast extent of uncultivated lands, it has been more like going
into the heart of an enemy's territory" and taking his citadel by
storm. Imagine for a moment a shooting lodge so closely sur-

rounded with the heather grounds that the sportsmen might well
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have had opportunities of baggin^j: at least stray birds from its

front door—imagine not only that building converted into a first-

class residence, but the adjoining lands metamorphosed into a
suitable demesne. To effect this thoroughly much land had to be
reclaimed at a cost which for purely agricultural purposes could

not be remunerative. Besides, some of the lands in the neigh-

bourhood of the Castle lands, on other parts of the estate, do not

pay a fair percentage upon the cost of reclamation. In fact, the

work has gone on where unquestionably it would never have been
undertaken without the further object of contributing to the

enjoyment of the proprietor and his tenants.

It is well known, at all events in the neighbourhood, that Mr.
Matheson has 'nken a very great interest in promoting the com-
fort and happiness of all his tenantry, and of none moie so than

the small holders. To enlarge and improve their occupations,

the (lands had in some instances to be reclaimed at a large

cost, and were then let on easy terms. As sheep - walks the

lands so reclaimed would have paid better ; as it is, they con-

tribute to the enjoyment of the owner and his tenants, and to

the wealth of the nation.

In taking a ramble along the boundary-line between the culti-

vated and uncultivated lands on an autumnal day, the contrast

on either hand is very striking ; for whilst a dry stone dyke
separates heather tall enough to reach the knee from the beauti-

fully green turnip-fields and the undulating yellow corn, the lands

lower down, which were but recently in a state of comparative

barrenness, are heavily stocked with sheep and cattle.

28, Hungerford Boad, Camden Boad,

London, N.

XXIII.

—

Annual Chemical Heport. Presented to the Council by

Dr. Augustus Voelckee.

At the request of the Chemical Committee I have carried out,

during the past season, as in former years, a series of field-

experiments, having special reference to the manuring agents

best suited to promote the growth of clover-seeds, and to the

most profitable application of such manures to permanent pasture.

The same manuring agents as used in the three preceding

years were again had recourse to in 1867, but applied in

various parts of the country to land differing in character.

I have now to report on the successful employment of potash

in promoting the growth of clover, more especially as in many of

my former field-trials, I'ecorded in the Society's Jouinal, the
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artificial application of potash-manures did not yield results

warranting the recommendation of such manures to the practical

agriculturist ; for even under conditions in which a beneficial

effect was thereby produced, the results were not sufficiently

marked to prove the economical advantage of laying out money
in the purchase of potash-salts. During the past season, however,

I. have obtained for the first time results showing in a most

decided manner the practical utility of employing potash-salts as

a fertilising agent in producing a luxuriant growth of clover

and clover-seeds.

The experiments to which I would direct particular attention

were tried under my superintendence by Mr. John Coleman, on

Lord Wenlock's home farm, at Escrick Park, near York. The
experimental field was of a poor sandy character, and the piece

selected as nearly as possible even, as regards the quality of

both the land and the grasses. The grass and clover-seeds were

sown the preceding year with a barley crop. The following

manures were applied on the 11th April, and the first cutting

was reaped on the 12th of June and the second on the 24th of

August, each plot being carefully weighed on the same day as

cut :

—

Plot.

1. Nitrate of soda, at the rate of 4 cwts. per acre.

2. Sulphate of ammonia „ „
3. Mineral superphosphate ,, „
4. Common salt „ „
5. No manure.
6. Muriate of potash „ „

7. Sulphate of potash „ „
8. Sulphate of lime „ ton per acre.

9. Mineral superphosphate and nitrate of soda, at the rate of 4 cwts. per

acre each.

10. Mineral superphosphate and muriate of potash, the rate of 4 cwts.

per acre each.

11. No manure.

No change was visible until about the 23rd of April, when
plots No. 1 (nitrate of soda) and No. 9 (mineral superphosphate

and nitrate of soda) could be distinctly distinguished from all the

others by their darker green colour and grosser growth, which
was apparent until the crops were cut.

The nitrate of soda, however, encouraged the growth of the

Italian rye-grass to such an extent that the clover was for

the greater part quite smothered, and the clover so choked that

when I saw the field afterwards, at the end of last October, hardly

a single plant of clover was visible on the plots to which the

nitrate was applied in spring. On the other hand, the clover

which grew very luxuriantly on plots 6 and 7, dressed with
muriate and sulphate of potash respectively, grew still more
luxuriantly on plot 10, dressed with mineral superphosphate and
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muriate of potash. The clover and rye-grass on ph)t 10 were
both h)ng, strong, and of excellent quality ; the clover especially

being distinguished by luxuriant broad leaves and a dark green

colour. On the whole, plot 10 yielded by far the best crop

both as regards quality and quantity.

The undressed plot yielded, in round numbers, 5^ tons of

green food in the first cutting, and nearly 2 tons in the second.

Muriate of potash, applied alone at the rate of 4 cwts. per acre,

produced, in round numbers, 6^ tons of green clover-seeds in the

first cutting and 3i tons in the second, or both cuttings gave an
increase of 2h tons of superior quality ; whilst mineral super-

phosphate and muriate of potash mixed together yielded 9 tons

in the first and nearly 5 tons in the second cutting, thus pro-

ducing altogether an increase of 6^ tons, or nearly double the

amount of green clover-seeds grown on the unmanured plot.

This large increase, it should be observed, was not produced at

the expense of quality, for, as noticed already, the crop on plot

10 was by far the best in quality of all the 10 plots, and up to

the present day the clover stands well here, whilst on most of the

other plots it is either less luxuriant or has in a great measure

disappeared.

Nitrate of soda alone produced, in round numbers, 8^ tons in

the first cutting and only 2 tons in the second.

This result is particularly interesting, inasmuch as it showed
that whilst this saline manure yielded a considerable increase in

the first cutting it left the land in a more exhausted condition

than land which has not been dressed with this special manure,

for the unmanured plot yielded 2J tons in the second cutting,

and that dressed with nitrate of soda only 2 tons.

Nitrate of soda thus appears to force an early growth of

Italian rye-grass for which it seems more suitable than for clover,

and is more useful when an early cutting is required, and the

farmer intends to grow a large bulk of green food for the use of

cow-keepers, instead of a good quality of grass and clover-seeds

for hay.

On sandy soils in a poor condition nitrate of soda produces

very coarse grass ; the Italian rye-grass in the instance before us

being little better than good oat-straw. On such soils nitrate of

soda should not be used alone, for it has an unmistakeable

tendency to exhaust the land.

Another interesting result to be found in these experiments

was that mineral superphosphate applied by itself gave hardly

any increase in either the first or the second cutting. This is

all the more remarkable, because, in the same set of experiments

tried in other parts of the country on soils not so light and sandy

as that on Lord Wenlock's farm at Escrick, mineral superphos-

phate produced a marked increase in the clover crop, and because
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tlie addition of muriate of potash to superphosphate, in the

Escrick exporinients, very materially raised the increase of

the crop over that produced by muriate of potash alone.

We may learn from these experiments that a most useful

fertilising agent like phosphate of lime may in some instances

remain ineffective, because the soil to which the former has been
applied is deficient in another equally essential plant-consti-

tuent, such as potash. The analysis of the soil from the' ex-

perimental field, indeed, showed only traces of potash, and this

no doubt is the reason why the artificial supply of muriate of

potash, especially in conjunction with superphosphate, was at-

tended with so remarkably good an effect, and also that the latter

alone did not produce a good result.

Whilst I have to report favourably on the employment of

a mixture of superphosphate and muriate of potash in the pre-

ceding experiments, and also in a similar experiment carried on
last season in Berkshire, by Mr. Kimber, of Tubney Warren,
Abingdon, I am bound to state, that in other experiments made
last season, potash had little or no effect in raising the produce of

the land. Indeed, my present experience leads me to think, that

Avhilst potash-salts in conjunction with phosphates are very

useful in the case of certain poor sandy soils, their special

application to land in a good agricultural condition, or to soils

containing an appreciable quantity of clay, does not appear to

yield results commensurate with the price at which potash-salts

can at present be bought.

1 have only briefly alluded to the chief points of interest which
1 noticed in the field-experiments instituted by me in 1867, as I

purpose giving a detailed account of them in a future volume of

the Society's ' Journal.'

In the past season my attention was occupied with an in-

vestigation into the chemical composition of drainage-water pro-

ceeding from land continuously manured with ammoniacal and
other nitrogenous manures, and from land left continuously un-

manured or dressed with mineral fertilisers only ; the materials

for carrying on this investigation having been kindly placed at

my disposal by Mr. Lawes. Drains were opened by his direc-

tions in the experimental field at Rothamsted, where wheat was
grown for more than 25 years in succession with a variety of

manures, both nitrogenous and mineral, and the drainage-water

from eleven sections of the field was sent to me at various times
throughout the year. The investigation which has already yielded

very interesting results, having an intimate and important bearing

on the exhaustion of land, and the physiological laws which
govern the growth of plants, is still in progress, and likely to

occupy my attention for the next two years, for it has opened
up quite a mine of theoretical inquirj-.
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In conjunction with this subject I have begun a laboratory

investis:ation of the nitrification which takes place in soils,

especially after the cultivation of certain crops.

The number of analyses made for Members of the Society

during the past season, as will be seen by the appended summary,
was fully as large as in the preceding year; not less than thirty

samples of water, and an unusually large number of limestones,

marls, and other minerals having been received by me.
Six cases of supposed poisoning were referred to me, and mis-

chief was reported to have been done in several instances by
inferior oil-cakes. Mixed and adulterated oil-cakes, I am sorry

to report, seem still to be more abundant in the market than

good and pure cakes.

Decorticated American cotton-cake of good quality, notwith-

standing the cecession of the American war, appears to be still a

scarce article, for most of the samples sent to me for analysis

were very old mouldy cakes, and some scarcely fit as food for

cattle.

The average proportion of ammonia in genuine Peruvian
guano within the last year or two has somewhat declined, and that

of sand slightly increased. Genuine first-class Peruvian guano
in 1867 probably contained on an average not much above 15 per

cent, of ammonia.
Amongst the analyses of more general interest I may mention

the following :

—

Composilion of Acorni.

Proportions of Husk and Kernel.

Husks 13-90

Kernels 86-10

100-00

1 lb. of fresh acorns when bought were put aside, and weighed

again on the 18th of November, before the analysis was made,

when it was found that the weight was reduced to IZ^ ounces.

The kernel when analysed was found to contain in 100

parts :

—

Moisture 40-88

Fatty matters 2-64

*Albuminous compounds (flesli-forming matters) 4-39

Starch, gum and sugar, &:c 46-74

Woody fibre (cellulose) 3-94

Mineral matter (ash) 1'41

100-00

* Containing nitrogen ' "03

Acorns, which are much relished by sheep and pigs, are sold

in ordinary seasons to farmers in Hertfordshire and elsewhere at
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1.9. 3(f, to Is. Gd. a buslicl ; a bushel weighing about ^ cwt.

The proportion of flesh -forming or nitrogenous matters in

them is very small, whilst that of starch and analogous fat-

producing compounds, is large. Acorn kernels contain but a

small quantity of indigestible woody fibre, and are excellent

fattening food for sheep.

Their composition affords another proof of the fact that the

economic value of food is much more dependent on the amount
of available non-nitrogenous than on that of nitrogenous com-
pounds contained theicin.

Beef Powder.

A sample of dried and powdered beef, prepared in Queensland
and sent to England in an ordinary flour-barrel, on analysis

yielded :

—

Moisairo 7-48

*Xitvo;2;enons (flesh-forming) matters .. .. G7'o6

Fat, extractive matters, &c 21'55

Mineral matters (ash) 3'il

100-00

* Containing nitrogen 10 "80

Composition of Feeding-meal sold in the neiglibourJiood of Reading
at prices varying from 5/. to 61. a ton.

A sample of such feeding meal on analysis was found to con-

sist of;

—

Moisture 3'77

Oil 119
*Albuminous compounds (flesh-iorminc! matters) 1'62

Woody fibre (cellulose)
"

.. .. 40-86

Oxides of iron and alumina 1-23

Carbonate of lime and a little magnesia, with) A^.gg
traces of alkaline salts j

^

Silica G-40

100-00

* Containing nitrogen -20

A glance at the preceding results shows that this meal, which
had the appearance of rice-meal, consists almost entirely of rice-

husks ground fine, and chalk ; the latter taking the place of the

starch of good rice-meal.

It is scarcely necessar}' for me to say that such a mixture is

worse than useless when given to animals in any quantity.

Composition of Feeding-meal recommended as Pig's Food.

Rice-meal when of good quality, in conjunction with other

food, may be given with advantage to pigs ; but rice-refuse meal
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which is often sold as pig's food, if containing, like a sample

recently analysed by me, scarcely any flour, and consisting

mainly of the indigestible outer husk of rice ground down fine

may endanger the health and life of the pigs fed upon it. This
sample contained in 100 parts:

—

Moisture 7-80

Oil 1-45

*Albuiniuous compounds (flesh-forming matters) 3'06

S'tarcli or diuestiblc fibre 21-77

Woody fibre^ (cellulose) 50-34

tMiueral matter (ash) 15-58

100-00

* Containiug nitrogen '49

t Containing silica 1.3"58

This refuse although not quite so bad as the preceding artificial

meal, is not much better as a feeding material than fine saw-
dust and ground flints.

Analyses made for Members of the Royal Agricultural Society,

December, 1866, to December, 1867.

Guanos 30
Superphosphates and similar artificial manures .. 63
Kitrate of soda and sulphate of ammonia .. .. 16
Eefuse manures 29
Bone-dust 11
Limestones, marls, and other minerals .. .. 53
Soils 18

Waters 30
Oilcakes (52

Pce.liiiu meals, and vegetable productions .. ., 19
1 iii iii r's small beer (clink) 4
Exaiij ilia Lions for poison .. ..' G
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Laboraiortj, 11, Salisbury-square, Fleet-street, E.C.

March, 1868.

XXIV.

—

Rise and Proyress of the Leicester Breed of Slieep.

By Henry H. Dixon.

Prize Essay.

" Brave men lived before Agamemnon," and Leicestershire had

good sheep before Bakewell's day. Two hundred years ago, " the

husbandman's acre staff, and the shepherd's hook were in this

county in state, and commanded manufactures to observe their

distance from them." Its famous Rothley Plain was a rabbit-
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Avarren and a sheep-walk as well, with public shepherds, who
made an annual ewe and wether draft from the lloeks. Writers

of the period, who intermeddled but little with farming-stock in

their essays and their lays, had a word to spare for its pastures,

and " the height and goodnesse of its sheep ;" and one of them
had " credibly heard that neither Lemster nor Cotswould can

exceed them, if one respect either largenesse of the bodie, fine-

nesse of the wooll, or goodnesse of the breed."

They might have already acquired a name in this bean-growing

shire, but still it is to Mr. Bakewell that they owe that improve-

ment which has kept them to this day in the front-rank of the

long wools. The late Mr. Creswell, of Ravenstone, was nearly

the last of those who attended the ram sales at Dishley. He
was there as a lad of fifteen, with his father ; and not many
months before his death,* he recounted to us with all the zest of

youth, how he watched the hirers drawing cuts for choice with

hay slips, or taking figured marbles out of a bag. There are

pictures extant of the great breeder in his drab Quaker-cut coat,

his jack-boots, and his periwig. Dine who might with him,
he would not break through his rule of having a small round
table to himself, in a corner near the window. Men of every

degree were found at that too hospitable board, and Mr, Coke
said with truth that " Dishley is the best inn on the road."

Arthur Young tarried there in his pleasant pilgrimage with
horse and saddle-bags to the Midlands, and studied his host

right well. He told, among other recollections of his visit, how
the ewes (which were never sold to breeders) were rotted before

they went to the butcher, by putting them on pastures, over

which, after May morning, water was always flowing.

Mr. Bakewell's black cob was as peculiar as himself. He
always rode with a loose rein, and without whip and spur, and
if it stopped, he only talked to it. Its tail was his peculiar

care, and was duly nicked and supported for a time by india-

rubber bands and pulleys, so as to attain the desired shape and
elevation. Black cart-horses of the " Old K " sort were nearly

as much his delight as long-horns and long-wools, but as the

story went, when he received a summons to show one of them in

London to George III., his Majesty looked much more at the man
than the horse. His management of vicious animals was remark-
ably eflfective. A horse which was sent to him as irreclaimable,

soon followed him like a dog up and down the Loughborough
corn-market, and a bull which arrived at Dishley, under the

escort of six cows and a man on horseback with a nine-foot

spike, was reduced to submission by a system of starvation.

* In 18C6.
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sleeplessness, and scrutclilng at the tail-liead, which was sup-

posed to go on for three or four consecutive days and nights.

The memoirs of this old Leicestershire worthy have never

been published, but his sayings, such as—" Money wears but

three lives ;" " Consume half the corn you grow Avith beasts, or

lay out half its price in cake ;" "Rise with the lark, and to bed
with the lamb ;" are still preserved with his essays in a MS.
book at Dishley. The essays are short, but take a wide range

—

from Punctuality to Salt and Saliva. He dwells much on the

necessity of having no water iu the fields where the ewes are

lambing, " on swimming home turnips, freight free to the

grating," and on using leaves for manure. With him good
cattle and sheep were a theme which never grew stale, and he
insisted much on the necessity of " a barrel or an egg form."

Ridgy backs and big bellies were his aversion, fulfilling as

they did his favourite metaphor of a horse's collar put on the

wrong side upwards. Against large bone, and carcases full

of offal, and "head and pluck, a load for a man," he also waged
vigorous war. There is a story that he improved his sheep

from a black ewe on Leicester Forest, and some Cheviot men
cherish a tradition that he bought from their forefathers ; but on
the origin of his flock he is perfectly silent. He does not

even allude to what Pitt, in his ' Leicestershire Survey,' which
was made before 1790, considered to be evidence of the purest

blood, viz., the cloven back, and " the loose bit of flesh behind

the shoulder, corresponding to the flank of a bullock."

Still the sheep lore in these papers is very rich and dis-

cursive. We are told more than once that the scrag or "collar"

of a ram should be " thick and bowed like a swan, so that the

drops from his nose may fall on his breast ;" that he should have
" an eye like a hawk, and a heel like a lark " the head long, and
thin between the eyes, and the ears tliin and free from wool."

To ewe-headed rams Mr. Bakewcll gave no quarter. He thought

them invariably light in their lean flesh, and delicate in consti-

tution. According to his creed " nothing but first-rate loins,

thighs, and scrags can support in-and-in-breedin<?-." Hence he

never wearied of citing the maxim of an old farmer, who went

to see a brindled cow, and placing his hand on the loin, spoke,

like an oracle, as follows—"strong loin, strong constitution."

" The hogshead or truly circular firkin shape " with " short,

light-boned legs, not much exceeding six inches in length," was
his Improved Leicester sheep mould, "on the plain principle,

that the value lies in the barrel and not in the legs." As
regards size he put on record that Mr. Stubbins had a ram 2 ft.

7-^ in. in height. One of his best Dishleys was 2^ in. less, but

measured 5 ft. 10 in. round the heart, 1 ft. 9^ in, across the
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hips, and 10 in. round tho scrag. Of the Lincolns he does not

speak very charitably, and as merely the fact and not the result

of his competition with Mr. Chaplin's gimmers is mentioned, it

would seem that the battle was ajjainst him. Upon his authority

the Lincolns of that day contained a barrowful of garbage, did

not feed till they were three-shears, and then ate more than an

ox. In " Mr. Tindal's great Lincoln, which weighed 67 lbs. a

quarter," he deigned to claim his part, but the flockmasters

—

" Where Lincoln's bell,

Flings o'er the fen its pondcrons knell,

A far renowned alarum."

were quite as proud as he. " I'd prick him in the nose or eye

and let it out, if I thought he had any of your blood," said Mr.

Tindal. " There is Dishley blood in his countenance ; I'd

know him in the dark by his skin ; can a goose, sir, produce an

eagle?" was the unbending rejoinder.

Dishley has not deserted the old sort, but Mr. Bosworth has a

divided allegiance, and 100 of his ewes are put to a Leicester

ram and 150 to a Lincoln. The portrait of a two-shear prize

wether, of Buckley blood, is a highly suggestive companion on

the dining-room walls to that of " the inventor " of the New
Leicesters. Of the original buildings none are left save the

vard gateway, the barn, and the shell of the shepherd's house in

the fields. The barn, v^hose roof is supported with large beams
like those of Leicester Castle, is 48 yards by 15, and was once

the graYiary of the Abbey of Garendon. Within a stone's throw

of it is the little church, which has been shut up for more than

twenty years. The lead still clings to its roof, but the doors are

mouldering on their rust-eaten hinges, and the windows are

broken in. Pigeons have made their habitation in every pew,
and hatched their young in the reading desk. As you explore

the aisle you wander like Ulysses amongst "infinite dung," and
it takes a diligent student to scrape it away, and decipher the

flat stone hard by the communion rails, which marks the last

resting place of our " Shepherd King." We know of no mor-
tuary parallel save that of the African chieftains, over whose
kraal-grave the cattle of the tribe are penned on the funeral

night.

]Mr. John Breedon of Rotherby was the last survivor of the

Bakewell Ram Club, whose rules bear date January 5th, 1790,
and pledged the twelve members (who paid 10 guineas each) to

" keep the transactions secret upon their honour." Mr. Paget
was the President of the Club, which held its earlier meetings
at the Bull's Head and The Anchor at Loughboro' alternately,

and fined each member a guinea for non-attendance. Mr.
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Walker, Mr. J. P. Stone, Mr. John Bennett, Mr. John Manning,
Mr. Joseph Robinson, Mr. Nathaniel Stubbins, Mr. Nicholas
Buckley, Mr. Bakewell, Mr. F. White, Mr. John Breedon, and
Mr. James Knowles, composed the rank and file. The rules

were made and kept with Draconic strictness. No member
might sell ewes or lambs to breed from unless he sold his whole
flock or dealt with members alone. Only 40 ewes could be
taken in to tup, and those must be the property of one person.

Not more than two dozen rams could be shown to any person or

company at one time ; and even members could only show their

rams to each other between the 1st and 8th of June, when the

general show commenced. On July 8th they were bound to

rigidly seal their pens for the space of two months. Certain

flockmasters were not to pay less than 100 guineas in their first

contract, and after that 30 guineas for wether getters. Not
more than 30 rams might be let by one member in one year,

and it was further enacted that there were to be no dealings with

flockmasters who showed rams in the market ; and that the

much dreaded members of the Lincolnshire Society should not

have a ram unless four joined and paid 200 guineas for him.

Mr. Bakewell was honoured with a private bye-law, which
forbade him from letting a ram within 100 miles of Dishley at

less than 50 guineas. Despite all these curious restrictions, in

1796 (the year after Mr. Bakewell died), no less than 16
English counties were in communion with the Club, as well as

Messrs. Culley, Robertson, -and Thompson on the Border.

Coke, " Bedford," " Egremont," and Collings, were also

honoured names in their correspondence, and there was a sturdy

rivalry between Philip Skipworth and the Lincolnshire men
Avho should bid highest for rams. The latter county had its

flockmaster's " House of Keys " at the Reindeer in Lincoln,

and drew up its rules " for the benefit of the public." They
were framed somewhat after the Leicestershire model ; and

bound over the members not to show at a market, or let more
than 100 rams, or serve ewes at less than 5 guineas each, unless

60 were sent.

The prices given for rams both then and early in the next

century admit of some modification, and Mr. Stubbins's sale

books, now yellowed and tattered with time, show that 500
guineas meant 420 guineas and so on. The copy of a letter in

one of them sheds still further light on the secretive tendencies

of the flockmasters of that date. Sir R. St. George writes to

Mr. Stubbins in 1797, respecting two score of ewes which were

to travel 80 miles by road. He prescribes the day's journey and
thus cautions the shepherd : "He must not wear a round frock

or any kind of fustian coat, or he may be taken notice of, and if
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lie is asked any questions, let him say ' I have orders frorn my
jnaster to answer no (juestions.'

"

Mr. Bakewell's flock went after its founder's death into the

hands of I\Ir. Smith of Dishh^y, and passed from him to Mr.

Honeybourne. It was finally dispersed amongst Messrs. Stub-

bins, Stone, Barford, Paget, Baker of Elemore, and Philip Ski])-

worth the elder, whose purchase of ewes laid the foundation oi"

the present Aylesby flock, as that of Mr. Stubbins (whose

nephews Joseph and Robert succeeded to moieties of his flock

in 1814) did of the Holmcpierrepont. The Leicester breeders

outside the charmed circle of the Club, were also a great band,

with Mr. Prinsepp of Croxall, Mr. Bettison of Plolme, Mr.
Creswell of Ravenstone, Mr. Burgess of Hugglescott, Mr. Green of

Normanton, Mr. Moor of Thorpe, Mr. Astley of Odstone, Mr.
Newton of Hoby, and Mr. Deverill of Clapton, as their chiefs.

None of the club's men had quainter sayings than Mr. Nicholas

Buckley. He would vow that cocksfoot was good grass, and
that if he " met with a sheep without a skin I'd have him ;" but

no one made a greater point of having his sheep Avell woolled all

over, firm in their handling, and with rare legs of mutton. The
late Sir Tatton Sykes was a staunch admirer of the sort ; and for

fifty-two summers he never once missed riding from Sledmere to

Normanton to see his rams, with a tenant or his huntsman, Tom
Carter, at his side. The Baronet was always on a young horse, and it

was his custom to lead it for the last mile of his day's journey, which
began soon after sunrise. He was wont for many years to come
twice—on June 10th, to see the rams bare, and again the first week
in September ; but the first showing gradually dropped into disuse.

The ]Messrs. Stone,—John of Qaorn and Thomas of Barrow,

—had rather a larger sheep than Mr. Buckley, as well as lighter

in the scrag and not so heavy in the coat. Mr. Farrow, of

Loughborough, did well with big sheep, and made such an
especial point of wool that the weight of each fleece was always

printed on the sale-card. Mr. Stubbins, on the contrary, liked a

"big park-ranging sheep," and laid more stress on firm mutton
than wool. " Soft mutton," as he said, " you may feed for ever,

and be no further forward." Mr. Creswell, senior, and his father,

hired both from Mr. Stone and Mr, Stubbins, and the former

hired rams from them thrice over at 300 guineas. Sir Tatton
never failed to rally him on his love for size, and gave as a reason

for not hiring from him that such a step would entail an enlarge-

ment of all the Sledmere doorways. The joke would have been
capable of extension in later days, as one of the present IMr.

Creswell's ewes has been in the habit, year after year, of bring-

ing a 15 lbs. lamb, " be the same more or less," whereas 9 lbs. to

10 lbs. is a good average.

Sir Tatton's first purchase of ewes comprised half a score at

VOL, lY,—S. S. 2 A
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10 guineas cacli from tlie late Mr. Sanday. He was wont to

say, " I would choose for myself. Sir, and I chose very badly
;

if there was one with very delicate, transparent ears, I took her."

The ten came in the Holmpierrepont waggon to Lincoln, and
there the enthusiastic young flockmaster met them with his shep-

herd and drove them a three days' journey to Barton Ferry.

The Baronet loved a small, thrifty sheep, and he did not look

for a very thickly planted fleece on the Wolds. He liked to

feel for the cloven back in a ram as the index of good, firm

flesh, and often pointed out with pride this little peculiarity in his

chesnut blood sire, Daniel O'Rourke. Only grass, turnips, and
hay were used in the manufacture of Sledmere wool and mutton

;

and cake, corn, and peas found no place in his fold-stores. In

his earlier days he always bid stoutly when he fancied a lot,

and at Mr. Robert Collings's sale he went as high as 156 guineas

for the shearling Ajax rather than be beaten by Mr, Baker of

Elemore. When the Cotgrave flock was dispersed in 1844, he
went up to 100 guineas for the three-shear N by D R ; and that

" pillar of the flock," D H, who clipped 14 lbs., and died shortly

before the sale, might have tempted him still farther. For some
years before his death he used his own blood entirely, and let

from 100 to 110 rams at Eddlethorpe to neighbouring ram-
breeders and his tenants, who made a large muster. It quite

brought back the Sir Roger de Coverley days to see him return their

quiet salutations as he rode out of the paddock after a letting,

with the Sledmere clergyman on a stout cob by his side. The
letting in the September of 1862 was his 59th, and his last.

His prices were not high ; and he was, we believe, only once

known to reach 60?.

He never would prepare anything for show, but the Sledmere

blood has gone well to the fore since his death, both in the hands

of Lord Bemers and Mr. Borton, at the Royal Agricultural and

the Yorkshire, as well as the Christmas shows.

On the afternoon of June 19, 1798—just five years after Mr.

Paget, the President of the Bakewell Club had sold a pen of

ewes at 62Z. a-piece,—Holmpierrepont in Mr. Nathaniel Stubbins's

hands, became a Dishley removed. The sum total of the

lettings on that day was 31 rams for 2,176?. l%s., and Philip

Skipworth went as high as 600 guineas. Seven years after, the

ewe-serving charge had not only been raised to 300 guineas for

70 and 200 guineas for 40 ewes ; but in 1805 the letting average

was nearly 100 gs. for 31 rams—subject to a liberal private dis-

count. In 1814, the division of the flock took place between Mr.

Joseph and Mr. Robert Burgess, the former remaining, as he had

done in his uncle's life time, atHolmpierrepont, and the latter going

to Cotgrave Place. In about four years, the brothers joined

flocks and lambed about 20 score of ewes annually ; and ]Mr.
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Joseph Burgess sold his moiety of the flock in 1834 for

4,772/. 18s. at the hammer. Mr. Sanday, whose father and

grandfather had both been ram breeders, came to Hohnpicrre-

pont in the same year, but as h)ng as the ram lettings continued

at Cotgrave Place, he confined himself to wethers, and won the

gold medal with a pen at Baker Street in 1842. The lettings at

Cotgrave Place were private, and the ram breeders of England
and Ireland made a great array in those three June days, two of

which were devoted to showing and the last to letting. Prices

had " settled " considerably since " the golden fleece era," and
12 guineas for 74 was the letting average in 1834. Fifty guineas

was spoken of as a good price for a ram, and Mr. Samuel
Bennett of Bedfordshire was thought a man of no small mettle

to give 110 guineas for a shearling three years afterwards. The
average then kept creeping up, and reached its limit in 1841,

when 117 rams were let within a fraction of 22 guineas. Hence-
forward it declined, and on Mr. Robert Burgess's death in 1846,

the Leicester venue was laid at Holmpierrepont, and the late

George Newton came from Cotgrave Place as shepherd. Mr.
Burgess's flock of 450 was sold in 1847 for about 4500/. or nearly

lOOOZ. more than Mr. Sanday had offered for it ten months
before. Eighty of the ewes and gimmers, with the pick of the

200 home ewes, ten of the Buckley's, fifteen from Mr. Hewitt's,

and ten from Mr. Mann's of Spaldwick, formed the new Holm-
pierrepont ewe flock, which generally numbered about 180,

N. by D R from a Holmpierrepont ewe came with them, and as

Sir Tatton who had hired him the year before, was fully alive

to his merits, Mr. Sanday did not get him under 105 guineas.

He was well worth the money, and W H and L X, D A and
D N with the rare forequarters, all left their impress on the

flock. The highest letting average was 30/. 12s. for forty in

1859, and 111 guineas was given by Mr. Thunder for a shearling

the following year. Mr. Sanday won his first Royal Agricul-

tural Society's prize at Northampton in 1847 for shearling ewes.

In 1854 no prizes were given, and in 1856 and 1858 he did not

exhibit. At five shows he won all the firsts, and according to

the Stewards' Report of the Royal Agricultural Meeting at

Worcester, where he showed for the last time, he won fifteen

first prizes, seventeen seconds, and ten-thirds for rams ; eleven

firsts and ten seconds for shearling ewes ; besides eighteen high

commendations in fourteen years. His sales in 1862-63 pro-

duced 5378/. 12s. 6d., or an average of 19/. 12s. for 173 rams,

and of 6/. for 333 ewes and gimmers ; and the highest ram price

was 140 guineas for the (three shear) gold medallist at Battersea.

The Dishley blood found its way to the Border in 17G7,
through Messrs. George and Matthew Culley, one of Crookham
Eastfield, and the other of Wark, who went from the banks of
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the Tees to the Tweedside. One or both of the brothers had
been pupils of ISIr. Bakewell. They were in partnership to the

end of tlreir lives, but took up different lines
;
George under-

taking- the management of the ilock, while Matthew was more
devoted to agriculture, irrigation, and essays. In process of

time, jNIr. Robert Thompson, who had also studied under Mr.
Bakewell, established a Dishley flock first at Lilburn, and then

at Chillingham Barns. The late Mr, Grey of Dilston confirms

Mr. Wilson's pamphlet as to this point, and adds that there were
two distinct Dishley families upon these Border farms. We
meet with no notice of these two tribes of " bluecaps " and
" red legs " in any Bakewell records, but they have often been

described to us by Mr. Grey. The blue-headed Leicesters,

which are now quite out of favour on the Border, were generally

rather tender when lambed, and soft-woolled on the scalp, which
made them very sensitive to fly galls. They were handsomer
and of greater length than the "red legs," very good feeders but

rather delicate, and light in their wool. Mr. Robertson of

Ladykirk, and Mr Thompson of Bogend, his tenant, bought
" blue caps " from Mr. Stone, which came, three or four in a cart,

from Leicestershire, and were met halfway. The " red legs " were
nearer the ground, very compact, with less fat and more fibre,

and were generally hardier and had a more closely planted fleece.

The C'ulleys and Robert Thompson, and the Kelso and
Northumberland men, came to the Ladykirk lettings, as well as

McDougall's of Cessford. At Chillingham Barns the fleeces

were hung up and ticketed for the early show, which gradually

merged into the September one. A few small men had
Cotswolds and Lincolns, but a great upstanding sheep was not

then the fashion on or over the Border. Mr. Grey, who joined

the ranks of the flockmasters soon after the beginning of the

century, had his " large Gs " from Messrs. Culley and Mr.
Thompson, but he liked the thick, short-legged Buckleys better,

and stuck to the sort for wether breeding. About 1815-20,

Lord Polwarth's agent bought some of his " large G " gimmers,

and also went for rams to Mr. Jobson of Chillingham ?>ew

Town. Luke Scott of Easington Grange, near Belford, was a

great character in those days. He clung to his little flock of

twenty Bakewells with desperate tenacity, even when his farm was
gone and he had to board them out. After Mr. Robert Thompson's
retirement, he would use no rams but his own, and when a very

favourite ewe broke bounds and was tupped by " a neighbour's

mongrel " (as he called it), he slaughtered her without mercy.

Such were the pioneers of the Leicester blood, and we may
now inquire into the result of their labours. As a pure breed,

and more especially as a cross to give early maturity, size, antl

fleece, it lias no rival from the Shetland Isles to Penzance. The
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n;\live Shetland cwcs, with tlieir 21b. flpoco, and thrrc-ycar old

mutton, at 4 lb. a quarter, have "nicked" so cli'ectually with

rams of the breed that the produce is bought up readily by a

certain class of dealers for the South. It has also had its full

share in " improving- away " the native Orkney sheep, which
were such connoisseurs in sea-weed, and such a puzzle to the

cottiers upon " sheep run day." Both these Island groups send

Leicester-Cheviots or " half-bred
s
" to the Aberdeen and Edin-

burgh markets, and some of the largest flock-masters in tlie

Orkneys have a Cheviot and a half-bred side of tlie hill, and

put all the older ewes to the Leicester. It is nearly fifty years

since the latter were introduced to Caithness by Mr. Horne of

Scouthal, but the lack of draining and enclosures was against

them. Border size is a great object with the Caithness ram-
breeders, two or three of whom are amongst the highest bidders

round the Kelso rings. Some of the farmers in that district

return the compliment by buying annually several score of half-

bred wether hoggs at the Georgemas tryst. The three-parts

bred "Caithness gimmers" have also become so popular, on
account of their length and hardihood, in Morayshire and other

great feeding counties, that the breeders now make a point of

separating them from the wether hoggs when they are pitched

for sale. The clayslate rock, which lies very close to the surface

in many parts of Caithness, is said to communicate a peculiarly

lustrous quality to the fleeces, and the wool commands quite as

high a price as the East Lothian in the auction marts. Kelso
rams are used to the Cheviot "cast ewes" in Easter Ross ; and
on tlie fine turnip soils of Morayshire, between the Findhorn
and the Spey, they and the English Leicester have quite super-

seded the Southdown as a cross, both on the score of wool and
climate. Banffshire stood second a few years since in a very

large class of shearlings at Kelso, with a ram of Border upon
Sanday and Wiley blood. In the "twenty parishes of Kin-
cai'dineshire " the Leicester is used extensively, as in Captain
Barclay's and Mr. Boswell's day, to Cheviots, half-breds, and
blackfaces. It is also bred and used to the same class of ewes
in the Kinnaird valley, and the dvi^eliers near the Seidlaw Hills

in Forfarshire remember how Keillor Watson " kept his " Bake-
wells " under a 500 yards altitude on their sides, and the South-

downs on the ranges above. On the braes of the Carse of

Govv'rie, Lord Kinnaird has had Leicesters for more than thirty

years, and puts them to Oxford-down ewes, besides keeping up
a pure flock. Perthshire can also draw its ram supplies from
Strathallan Castle and Keir. Lord Stratballan's go principally

to the Ochil Hill farmers, who put them to Cheviot and black-
lace ewes, and sell the lambs to the farmers in the valley

;

Avhile the Keir rams, Avhich are principally of Border with a
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slight infusion of Yorksliire blood, are sometimes dispersed at

the annual roup over ten or twelve counties. Clackmannanshire
also breeds Leicester rams for its own use, and half-bred and
" mule " lambs for the Fife feeders. The latter buy largely of

the same sort, as well three-parts-bred lambs at St. Boswell's

and Melrose fairs. They also buy half-bred hoggs from the

House of Muir trysts, ; and Doune furnishes many blackfaced

"cast ewes" from Argyleshire and Perthshire, to put to

Leicesters in West Lothian.

At St. Boswell's (July 18), half-bred and three-parts-bred

lambs from all the lowland districts have quite replaced the

original rough Cheviot hoggs, and three-year-old blackfaced

wethers and wether lambs. Melrose Fair, which is held a

month later, now brings out, instead of St. Boswell " shots,"

a large number of half-bred and three-parts-bred lambs, many of

them from the higher ground where the Cheviot once was
supreme. Leicesters on Southdowns, blackface, and Dorsets,

supply much of the winter lamb for Edinburgh and Glasgow
;

and the Lothian farmers find it more profitable to feed half-bred

lambs for eight months than three-year-old Cheviot wethers for

the same space. The East Lothian men put half-bred and
Cheviot cast ewes, from the upper and midland districts of the

Border counties, as well as Selkirkshire, to the Leicester, and
also breed " mules " for Yorkshire on farms at the foot of the

Lammermoors. They like the true Border type of ram, high on

the leg, and round in the barrel, with open coats, to correct the

closeness of the Cheviot, and go against " the bare-bellies,"

which do not suit for folding on their heavy clays. They also

prefer to see them with as little wool as possible on their heads,

so as to keep up the half-bred character in the lambs.

Half-bred ewes are put to the Leicester for St. Boswell's and

Melrose lamb supplies, in Gala Water and all along the low

district from Edinburgh to Hawick. The ewes which are wanted

to produce half-bred lambs on the arable farms come from the

hill flockmasters, who generally sell about two-fifths of their

Cheviot ewe lambs for the purpose. Some farmers breed Cheviot

ewes for themselves when they have a hill and an arable farm as

well, and the half-bred system can be pursued with advantage at

a considerable height above sea-level. It extends up Teviotdale,

Ewesdale, and Liddesdale, and along the Kale and Bowmont
Water to the foot of the Cheviots. It follows the course of

" the shallow, brawling Tweed," beyond Peebles, and nearly to

Lanark, and invades even the Vale of Yarrow. It has also

pushed its way into the upper parts of Dumfriesshire, and all

along the line from Dumfries to Carlisle ; and not a few " Penrith

hoggs " are turniped in Dumfries. Half-bred rams are also

specially bred in Bowmont-Water from five shear Cheviot ewes
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in tlae heij^lit of their milk, and they are sold as high as 12/. at

Kelso, but Leicester on half-bred answers best. Breeding " mules"
is a great Lanarkshire fancy ; and the English dealers bring

Leicester rams and take back black-faced hogg "shots" to put

to the Leicester in Yorkshire.
" The Barmshires," or Border Leicesters, are peculiar to the

Border counties of Roxburghshire, Berwickshire, and Northumber-
land. Mr. Angus, of Whitfield's, flock, is, as it were, the herald

of the breed, as you approach the district from the Newcastle

side, but the flocks are all smaller on the clays. The old grass

begins beyond Morpeth, and the traveller north by the rail skirts

the farm of the Rev. Mr. Bosanquet, of ' The Rock,' who annually

sells 100 rams at Kelso. They flourish on the banks of the

Bowmont-Water and all along the spurs of the Cheviot range,

but more especially in the warm and sheltered barley and turnip

soils round Kelso and Coldstream. Unless a hill farm is annexed
to the arable, the whole flock consists of Border Leicesters, and the

South Country Leicesters, or " blue head," is proudly eschewed.

The leading flocks have rather marked peculiarities. Some
excel both in size and fleece, while others have lighter fleeces and
smaller scrags, but more quality and fashion. A very big head
is the characteristic of one or two flocks, and another can generally

be told by " the bridge in front of the hock." Still, of late years,

there has been so much interchange of blood that they are

fast becoming more of one type, especially in their wool,

which has acquired much more staple and curl. The ewes,

which are remarkably good milkers, should lamb about the

middle of March, and when weaning time is come the farmer

will often give you the choice of " yow or cow " when the

cheese is put upon the table. The lambs are dipped a week
after the ewes are clipped, so as to keep the ewes clean. Wether
hoggs should be quick off the shears, and not be kept above
fourteen months, when they generally reach from 18 to 19 lbs. a

quarter. Their wool averages from 7 to 8 lbs. all round, and a

highly fed tup-hogg will clip to 12 lbs., according to the nature of

the soil. Clay land is favourable for wool on the belly, but the finer

bred they are the greater the difficulty in preventing it from peel-

ing. The lambs are generally born with a top-knot, but it comes
off; and if their whisker or their scrag wool is very plentiful,

they are pretty certain to peel below. Rams which have this

tendency are generally capital graziers, and get better fat lambs,

and are therefore in good request for crossing. Their hocks
should be rather away from them if they are to follow Cheviot

ewes on the hill side, and to travel on the undulating farms from
the banks of the Tweed to the Bowmont. They should also

have plenty of bone, and not be round in the shank. The heads
should be long and thin, without any tendency to a blue shade,
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the cars broad and erect, the nose brown coloured or hazel, with
an open nostril and a large expressive eye. The scrags are hard
to keep up to the proper thickness, but still the leg of mutton or

the gigot is the prime difficulty ; and there is also a tendency to

be too fat on the rib. As with the Dartmoors, a wide tail is a

great point. Since the introduction of so much artificial feeding,

the size has been considerably increased, and the ewes are

generally fatted off after three crops of lambs at from 2Glbs. to

JO lbs. a quarter. St. Ninian's, near Wooller, is the great fair,

late in September, for the cast ewes, but some are sold at Cornhill,

where they made as much as 63s. to 60s. the autumn before last.

Penrith dealers have been the principal ewe buyers at St. Ninian's

for the last five-and-forty years, and take on nearly all the lots to

ttie York and Harewood fairs. The best ewes are nearly always
picked up by the dealers in the pastures, and the price is governed

by St. Ninian's. Mid-ewe lambs are not sold, but are generally fed

off as shearlings Avith the wether hoggs and the shot gimmers.
Some of the best gimmers have fetched 201. apiece to go to Ireland.

Lord Polwarth's rams, as well as those of a few other flock-

masters, were sold by auction at home for many years. In 1846
the Kelso public sales were established on the second Thursday
in September, and 350 rams were entered, but 13Z. was the

highest price. Lord Polwarth's were first brought to Kelso in

1852. In 1820 his Lordship's home-average had only been

31. 15.?. for 35 ; whereas in 1865 it was oil. 18s. lOUL at Kelso
for the same number. His Lordship's top sheep went for 95Z.

that 3'ear, and for 106/. in 1867. The supply of rams has

become so large that some breeders in " the little kingdom of Scot-

land and'Northumberland," as it is called, have preferred taking

their lots into the Edinburgh sale ring; but even with this slight

take off, upwards of 2300 rams, the property of between fifty and
sixty breeders are sold annually in the four rings at Kelso.

There ai"e two or three grades of purchasers among the Irishmen

who come over in large numbers. Some go up to 15/., but a

great many cannot be tempted beyond 7/. The Caithness men
bid with great spirit, and there is generally a commission from

North Wales, at least every other year. Lord Penrhyn is in the

habit of getting them to cross his pure Leicesters. The cross

produces a hardier sheep, with wool as fine and a little longer in

the staple. The order of sale in the four rings is decided by lot.

Lord Polwarth's always make a very high average, however
low down in the list they may be drawn ; but it militates ver}'^

severely against the great majority of the lots if they are put up
after two o'clock. Still a lot of 85 from a noted breeder has

made as much as 11/. 2s. 8d., and 100 have also gone off pretty

late in the afternoon at 10/. 12s. 7d.

Durham and Yorkshire have been quite the home of the
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"Bakcwells" sinco the days of the brothers f-ollintjs, whose ram
sales were attended by Sir Tatton and Mr. Wii with unswerving

regularity, and did much towards establishing those county

flocks. The large-boned, hornless Teeswaters, "as big as a

jackass, and with long watery wool, whose sixteen-inch fibres

might be counted," according to Mr. Wethcrall, were reduced by

a cross with the Leicesters, and their grazing qualities so much
improved that the original type is wholly lost.

The Lincolns have been introduced on the Yorkshire Wolds,

but they did not answer, and required higher keeping. Many
farmers both in this and other counties have tried one cross of

the Lincoln on their Leicester ewes, and gained wool and size

without a sacrifice of that aptitude to feed which is the Leicester's

great characteristic ; but the second cross does not answer, as the

mutton has a tendency to be coarse. A few Lincolns are still

sent annually to the Masham districts of Yorkshire, which have

what they call a " Mug " tup, or Leicester of their own. He is

not a relic of tlie Teeswater ; and a "New Leicester" man will

not look at him. He stands well on his legs, and can travel

through the heather after the active speckle-faced ewes better

than the short-legged Leicester, which would " weary to nothing"

in such ground. The rams are hardy, and clip from 8 lbs. to

10 lbs. of wool, and in very rare instances 12 lbs. ; while the

ewes average 6 lbs. to 7 lbs. of wool, and are vei'y prolific. The
wethers will make up with good keep from 20 to 24 lbs. in

eighteen months ; but several of them are not cut, and dealers

carry on a large trade by taking them to Scotland. Many of

the best ones find a ready sale at Masham, Kettlewell, and
Skipton, where the farmers won't look at a pure Leicester, and
15/. has been made for "a regular topper." They seem to spring

from a union of the Leicester and Teeswater, but there has been
no " crossing out " for many years. A tendency to feather down
below the hocks is avoided as much as possible in the rams, and
so is too much wool on the head. The heaviest w"oolled sheep are

not chosen for the moor, but rather those with a light ringlet staple.

Almost every farmer in Wensleydale who has a little lowland
keeps a few " good-bred ewes " of the sort, which the}' put to

rams with the biggest fleece they can find. Many of them are

sold about Askrigg Midsummer Fair, but the best are kept back
iintil later in the year. This "Blue-cap" sort, as many term
them, came into special notice some seven-and-twenty years ago,

Avhen one of them by a pure Leicester from a half-Leicester and
Teeswater was shown at the Liverpool Meeting of the Royal
-igricultural Society. In shape and make he was a pure
Leicester, but was thought rather too big.

The ewes which the "Mug Leicester" follows on the moors
are principally brought as gimmers to Askrigg Market, from
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Lanarkshire, and have fetched as much as 45s. each. Such
is the eagerness of the farmers in the district, that they go the

day before to meet the droves, and buy them up before they see
" the hill." The Craven farmers have the longest purses, and
hence the small dalesmen have to be content with their leavings.

The "shot ewes" do not come from Scotland until the autumn,
and are bought for making fat lambs in the lowlands.

" Masham lambs," or the half-bred produce of the " Mug
Leicester " and the Scotch ewes on the moor, are generally

bought by dealers and resold at York Market for Derbyshire and
the Midland Counties, and as well as for many districts of the

East and West Ridings. They are first put on the stubbles

after harvest, and these, if late, always affect their price, which
has ranged from 18s. to 35^. for the best. The Moor ewes gene-

rally run there for four or five years, and if a ram suits them, no
money will tempt his owner, and he is kept till he is almost a

skeleton. Sometimes these half-bred or " mule " gimmers are

crossed again with the " Mug Leicester " for fat lambs or stores,

and in weight of wool and carcase they run the Leicester hard if

well done to throughout. The half-bred ewe generally breeds and
nurses well, but she is seldom kept more than two years on the

moor ; and after one crop of lambs on the lowlands she goes

off fat to the butcher. "The Swaledale lambs" are another and
a very hardy sort, between the " Mug-Leicester" and the native

horned sheep, which abound in Swaledale, Colsterdale, Dallow-

gill, and Akengarth, &c., and have close short coats and a hard

touch. They go to the wildest parts of Derbyshire at very much
lower prices than the lambs from the Scotch ewes, and are not

nearly such good feeders as shearlings.

As we thus glance rapidly at the effect of Leicester crosses

from Caithness to Cornwall, we may be excused under the

special circumstances of the year, for dwelling upon Leices-

tershire flocks. On the Harboro' side of the county, owing
to the recent prices of wool and the breaking up of land

as ancillary to pasture, they have steadily increased in size.

The land round Loughboro' is still famous for its wool and has

plenty of turnips and winter keep, but on the Hinckley side,

where the tendency is to lay down rather than break up, the

flocks are smaller and seldom number more than 50 ewes. Very

few flockmasters keep on an average more than 200 evves. The
soil of the county does not colour the wool like that of Devon
and Somerset, as the rams' coats prove when they return from

service. The Belvoir tenants go a good deal into sheep where

they have sufficient grass ; and sometimes take two clips of

wool, and winter their young sheep on the grass with cake and
turnip, but scarcely ever with cabbage. Those on the plough
land generally sell their lambs at Grantham Mid Lent Fair.
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The blue-headed Leicester is most liked, and the top knots are

kejTt oin the ewes as a preventive against flj-gall. Many of the

Duke of Rutland's tenants use the Lincoln ram, as they consider

them hardier than the Leicester, and as adding nearly 2 lbs.

all round to the fleece. Lincoln ewes are not in much recjuest,

as their fleeces become very much clotted upon strong land.

Cotswold ewes are thought bad feeders, and are rarely to be met
with, but Wiltshire Downs and Dorsets have been introduced for

the sake of putting to the Leicester for early lambs. Leicester,

Lincoln, Shropshire, and half-bred Leicester-Lincoln rams are all

used more or less. The " Shrops " have come into high favour

as a cross with the Leicester ewes, except on the Harboro' side,

where the wool is finer in the staple, but not so heavy. They
show great constitution on wet land and very few ewes miss to

them. The cross averages as much as the pure Leicester in

weight, but the latter cuts fully 1^ lbs. to 2 lbs. more wool.

Both local and London butchers like " the black foot in them "

as they phrase it. The great advantage of the union is that the

lean flesh of the Shrop corrects the fat back of the Leicester,

while the latter contributes thriftiness and weight of wool. Some
farmers breed from the first cross and very seldom go beyond,

but two or three flocks have been crossed from Leicesters into

Shrops, as black-faces were into Cheviots on the hills near Beattock.

Mr. Meire, the great Shropshire improver, first used Leicesters

on his Shrops to give them fatter backs, and then Southdowns to

darken the faces. The Leicesters are also gaining a strong hold,

both pure and as a cross, on those Herefordshire clays, of which
the Ryeland once had a monoply. The late Mr. Fisher Hobbs
gave it as his opinion, that the climate of Essex did not suit the

sort, and was unfavourable to the growth of wool. In Warwick-
shire the Hampshire Down ram on Leicester ewes is producing

tegs, which with high feeding have sometimes weighed 26 lbs. a

quarter in April. It has also proved a good cross for the Romney
Marsh ewes, though the lambs of the first cross did not stand the

Marsh so well as the native Romney, and it has not been found

advisable to carry it on to a second. It nicks well with the Exmoor,
and takes out the horn at once ; and Mr. John Overman has demon-
strated for several years in the great Christmas shows its high
feeding properties when combined with Southdown. Pure bred

Leicesters were thought too small for the Norfolk men, and
latterly the great staple of their mutton supplies have been by
rams—in which Leicester, and Cotswold, and Lincoln are most
judiciously blended—crossed with the Hampshire Down or

native ewe. The Cotswold on Leicester cross has never been
very happy, and the produce often comes rather nondescript in

shape, and with a tendency to lumpy shoulders.

Devonshire and Cornwall men have always been steady
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customers to the Leicester Ijreeders, and have had good ones on
their own account. The former have in fact kept nearly as keen

an eye on the Leicester pens at their shows, as on the " red and
all red " in the cattle ranks ; and Mr. George Turner has for a

series of years been a successful breeder and exhibitor of both at

the Royal and the Bath and West of England shows. Early in

the century Mr. Peters, of Penhallow, brought several waggon
loads of Leicesters, as well as shorthorns, from Bristol, where they

arrived by ship, and said that they were the " twin regenerators.

Still some of the Cornwall ewe stocks are of a very dubious kind,

especially on the high grounds, where they work on the heather

with the snipe. Many of them never taste a turnip, and have
scarcely any curl in their wool. The granite on these hills does

not suit them, as there is a formation above it through which the

water cannot percolate. The formation at a lower altitude is the

serpentine or greenstone, and when the greenstone is broken up,

and the yellow marl under crust is brought to the surface, it is

excellent corn and turnip land, and well adapted for grass or

turnips when drained. Two-thirds of the sheep go into the

Bristol and London markets, and while the Leicester ram keeps

up his price to improve the ev/es, the Shropshire ram is also in

vogue to put the coveted "black-foot" on to the half-breds.

What the native sheep of Ireland were like before the intro-

duction of the pure Leicester, is told with hideous fidelity by
George Culley, when he explored that country—Arthur Young
fashion—towards the close of the last century. None of the

original breed that we can hear of are left, and those who wish

to see what the Leicester cross has done, have only to glance

over the 80,000 to 100,000 sheep which are annually pitched at

Ballinasloe. Perhaps no other fair of the size in the United

Kingdom can produce such a level array. The top lots, two-

year old ewes and wethers, are real)}' wonderful sheep, and yet

they have not tasted a pound of cake or any artificial food. In

fact, the system of putting sheep on turnips is quite in its infancy

in Ireland. If well kept, the hoggs will cut from 6 or 7 lbs. of

Vi'ool ; it is shorter and closer than any of the breeds used for

crossing, and yet more open than that of "the original natives.
'

With the last named, the Dishley "nicked" exactly, and
reduced the size while it increased the weight of wool, and gave

an aptitude to fatten carl v. As high as 111 guineas has been

given for a ram, but the sale of pure Leicesters has not been so

good of late years, as breeders have gone for greater size. The
Cotswold cross Avas a failure, the Lincoln has done no good,

while the Border Leicester has made great headway. A pure

Leicester flock is not suited to Ireland, as the climate is too wet

for them, and they become delicate. The ewes are not found to

milk well, and the Invnljs cnnnot b'^ar up against the damp
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climate, unless highly kept on artificial food. As a cross for

the native breed they are unrivalled. The Sb.rops, on the con-

trary, do well as a pure breed ; but their wool is against them,

and they have been princi])ally used for getting early lambs

from the improved native ewes. The " mules " between the

Leicester ram and the Scotch black-face are also in considerable

lavour. Among the earliest improvers of the sheep the name
of Mr. French will always hold its place. Mi-. Astley, of Od-
stone, in Leicestershire, was one of the first who brought over

rams to Ballinasloe fair ; and Mr. Robert Holmes imported the

best ewes and rams he could get from the Burgesses. Gradually

the taste for a rather larger sheep set in, and for fifteen years at

least, the breeders have returned full handed from the Kelso ram
sales, and the Border Leicesters have carried the day. At the

Royal Dublin Society's show the largest prizes are given to Lei-

cesters, and both descriptions of them have classes to themselves.

A few words upon the last of the old-fashioned Leicester

breeders and we have done. Mr. Valentine Barford, of Foscote,

in Northamptonshire, had the same sturdy self-reliance as Luke
Scott, but under a happier star. He and his father before him
liad held one farm under the Dukes of Grafton for more than a

hundred years. It was their fixed belief that the Foscote flock

was the only one in the kingdom that could " present an
unbroken pedigree from the time and stock of Bakewell." They
got their blood originally from Mr. Joseph Robinson, of Wel-
lingborough Lodge, who was a member of the Club from 1783
to 1803 inclusive. The sheep, " ironically called Lumber," was
used for two seasons, and then they dipped deep into the blood

of " Dishley A." In 1810 they ended with " No. 4 of 1810, by
a grandson of C, alias Cade, alias Cuddy, of 1802," and bred

henceforth entirely from their own flock. Firm mutton, a well-

arched rib, a deep chest, and hardihood of constitution, were
Mr. Valentine Barford's cardinal points, and he would not allow

that he had held by purity of breed at any sacrifice of mutton.

If his sheep had not the size of other pure Leicesters, he main-
tained that many more of them could be kept for the same
money, and that there were always " more customers for a small

neat joint." He did not profess to pick over his rams for the

ewes, on the ground that " the worst is as likely to get good
.stock as the best ;" and he wormed all of them before he sent

them to the butcher. When other breeders paused to read the

])edigree papers, which he annually placed above his pens at

the Royal Agricultural show, he used to tell them, in his plea-

sant way, that lie studied nature, and that the reason he dared
to show his sheep quite bare was to prove that " I can breed
tiiem of the shape which you clip them into." Poor George
Newton could not understand their shapes at all, and was heard
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telling a brother shepherd, after a protracted survey, that " there

must be a touch of the goat about them."

At home Mr. Barford loved to be among his bees ; he said

that there was no cross-breeding there, and that he had learned

many a lesson from them in his craft. " Then if a wasp came,

I suppose it would be a Cotswold or a Lincoln," was a reply

which pleased him well. In the paddocks his sheep would
follow him up and down, looking, as he would say, "as plump
and as much alike as partridges ; " and his presentation picture

represented him with a book in his hand, as if he were reading

or preaching to them " upon the claims of long descent."

Cake and corn he passed by with contem})t, and maintained that

pure Bakewells should be " fed on vegetable food only, and be
open for inspection at all times of the year." He could boast to

the last of his full share of doublets, and his shepherd, who was
as old as himself, could say to any visitor, " Maister, touch 'em
across the hips—no trouble in lambing, I never helps them."

The folding doors in the hall at Foscote were always taken

down on his great day, and the same homily on careful in-

and-in breeding was delivered each year from the head of his

table after luncheon. Passing through his black-breasted reds,

which were all bred on the same principle, you reached the show
sheds. The rams, which he generally let at from 11. to 14/., were
tied up by the head like ponies in the first of them. They were

not inspected there, but the company seated themselves on
benches in the next shed before luncheon, and each sheep was
led out. The visitors might get up and handle them, and then

enter the other shed for the same purpose when the lots had all

been on parade,—but "handling one was handling all."

It was a great matter with him to have no top-knot, and yet

to keep a hard, well-woolled head, which could always defy the

fly. The top-knot never made its appearance by any chance at

Foscote, and when one of the rams was put to a score of Cots-

wold ewes in Oxfordshire, there was no trace of it among the

lambs. In order to pursue the experiment, six ewes of this cross

were selected and put to a Cotswold ram with an especially

grand top-knot, but the lambs of that generation lacked it, and

it only returned after a third Cotswold cross. None of the lambs

with the Barford blood in them were attacked with diarrhoea, and
they all came as large as Cotswolds. The recital of such facts is

but due to the old man's memory. We give them on the authority

of the Cotswold breeder who made the experiment. No testimony

could be more impartial, and no proof more sure, that even if size

has been sacrificed to an honest belief in a monopoly of the

Leicester tap-root, no blood can stand the test of time, and hold its

own in a cross, unless it has been kept " as pure as Eclipse."
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XXV.— On the Home Produce, Imports, and Consumption of

Wheat. By John Bennet Lawes, F.E.S., F.C.S., and

Joseph Henry Gilbert, Ph. D., F.R.S., F.C.S.

It is almost a truism to say that the characters of the seasons

exert a very great influence on the amount and quality of our

home-produce of wheat from year to year; and that upon the

amount of food which the crop supplies depends very materially,

though less than formerly, the general prosperity of the nation.

In a very able paper by Mr. Caird,* devoted in great measure to

the pointing out the important bearings of the Agricultural

Returns for 1866 and 1867, which were presented to Parliament

last year,t he estimates the cost of the wheat and wheat-flour

consumed in the United Kingdom at 30,000,000/. sterling more
for the year, in consequence of the bad season of 1867, than after

the good harvest of 1868 ; and that, out of this total 'extra cost,

27,400,000/. more would have to be paid for foreign corn after

the bad harvest than after the good one. He calls attention to

the influence which such a result must have upon the trade of

the country, and insists upon the great advantages which would
accrue from early knowledge as to the area and yield of our

various crops.

Hitherto the objections of farmers, whether valid or otherwise,

have been sufficient to prevent the legislature from requiring

returns to be made on these and other points comprised under
the head of ' Agricultural Statistics.' In Ireland for a number
of years past, and in Scotland also for a few seasons some years

ago, returns have, however, been collected. But it is only during

the last two years that voluntary returns have been collected

throughout the United Kingdom, as to the number of acres under
each crop, and some other points ; and in regard to the important

question of the amount of produce obtained, either per acre or

in the aggregate, no returns whatever have been collected ; nor is

any really reliable information available on the subject.

To meet this want, the managers of some of our best con-

ducted agricultural papers have, however, bestowed much care

and trouble in collecting, just before harvest, from correspondents

residing in various parts of the United Kingdom, opinions as to

the probable yield of the various growing crops. But as these

returns are, for the most part, made before the crops are fully

* Bead before the Statistical Society, March 17, 1868 ; and after-wards published

as a pamphlet under the title of ' Our Daily Food ; its Price, and Sources of

Supply.' Longmaus & Co.

t Agricultural Returns for Great Britain, -with Abstract Returns for the

Uuited Kingdom, 1867.
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ripe, they sometimes require considerable correction afterwards,

eitlier in consequence of changes in the weatiier before the produce
is secured, or when the results of the thrashing-machine are known.
Then, again, the terms "average," "over average," and "under
average," which are chiefly used in describing the crops, are but

vague and indefinite. They are, nevertheless, preferable to those

which are much more definite, when applied to crops not even
harvested. The returns so collected are, however, not only the

best at our command, but they are extremely valuable.

As is well known to many of the readers of this Journal, wheat
has been grown in a 14-acre field at Rothamsted, for twenty-five

years in succession ; the field being divided into plots, some of

which are unmanured, one receiving farmyard manure every

year, and the rest receiving, each a different description or amount
of artificial manure ; the same description and amount of manure
having been applied to the same plot each year, for the last

seventeen years. In all other respects the management is the same
over all the plots each year, and, as far as possible, the same year

after year. The result is, that the difference in the quantity and
quality of the produce from year to year is mainly due to the

varying characters of the seasons, Most of the plots are 6-lOths

of an acre each, but some are only 3-lOths.

After careful observation and comparison, for a series of years,

of the fluctuations of result obtained in the experimental wheat-

field from year to year, and of those in the crop of the country

generally, it was thought that the results of certain selected plots

would afford an useful indication of the general character of the

wheat-crop of the country. Accordingly, for the last six years,

as soon as the crop was thrashed, a statement of the produce

obtained on those plots, together with such comments as seemed
appropriate, has been sent to ' The Times ' for the information of

those interested in the subject. Referring to the results in that

field, Mr. Caird, in the paper above quoted, says that they " have

proved a very satisfactory index of the general yield over the

chief wheat-producing area of the kingdom, and are indeed the

most instructive series of facts for the guidance of the British

corn-grower on record."

However valuable and instructive the records in question may
be, in default of more directly applicable information, it will,

nevertheless, be seen further on, how very requisite is more
exact knowledge than can possibly be acquired by such means,

to enable us to form really reliable estimates of the total, or even

of the acreage, yield of wheat in the country at large. At the

same time, the collecting together and attempting to apply such

data as we do possess, will of itself be instructive ; and it is

hoped that the course of the inquiry will at least bring to view
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some useful and important facts in regard to the home-produce,

the foreign supph/, and the consumption of wheat—undoubtedly

the most important staple food of the population of the United
Kingdom.

For various reasons it will be convenient to confine the illus-

trations to the period commencing with the harvest of 1852 and
ending with that of 1868. Thus, so far as the results in the expe-

rimental wheat-field supply data for the calculations, the season

of 1 851 -2 is the first that could be brought under consideration
;

since, before that date, there was not the perfect uniformity in

the description and ainount of artificial manures used year

after year on one and the same plot as there has been from that

date to the present time. Again, not much before that time
had producers and importers thoroughly made up their minds
as to the influence on their relative positions of the changes

brought about by the establishment of free trade in corn a few

years previously
;

nor, perhaps, had the effects of that great

change on the consumption of wheat been, much earlier,

thoroughly established. The year of 1851, indeed, terminated

a period of lower prices of wheat than have since prevailed. In

the week ending October 11th, 1850, the Gazette price of wheat
was 35s. 6d. ; in January, 1854, under the combined influence of

a previous bad harvest and of war, it reached as high as 835. Sd.
;

and, during the past summer, the price has been twice as high as

in the first year of the period selected for our review. In the

three successive harvest-years (Sept. 1—Aug. 31) 1860-1, 1861-2,

and 1862-3, there were imported into the United Kingdom from

9,000,000 to 10,000,000 quarters of wheat annually
;

or, in the

first of the three, more than, and in the other two nearly, as much
as, would supply the total flour and bread consumed by one-half

of the then existing population. In 1854-5 and in 1855-6, on the

other hand, the imports were only sufficient for the requirements

of about 17 per cent, of the population. We have also had within

the period, in 1853 probably the worst harvest since 1816, and
in 1863 the most productive since 1884."

Since 1852 the population of the United Kingdom has in-

creased by about 3,000,000 = about 11 per cent.; and, inde-

pendendently of this great increase in the actual number of the

consumers of flour and bread, it is pretty certain that the amount
consumed per head of the population has also increased : in

Great Britain, perhaps, more directly as the result of Free Trade
in corn and the relaxation of many other restrictions on trade

and commerce ; but in Ireland in a greater degree than in either

of the other main divisions of the kingdom, as one of the results

of the much-lessened yield of the potato-crop.

VOL. IV.—S, S. 2 B
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Before attempting to apjjly the results in the experimental

Avheat-field as a means of estimating the home-produce of

wheat fiom year to year, and the consequent dependence of the

population on home and foreign supplies respectively, it will

be well to show how far the fluctuations in the experimental

crop, according to season, have accorded in general character

and direction with those in the crop of the country at large, so

far as these are ascertainable by reference to the published

opinions of various authorities, at the time or afterwards.

With a view to such a comparison, and at the same time to

provide for reference, in a very summaiy form, an useful record

of the wheat-producing characteristics of the different seasons,

there are given in the annexed Table (I.), some of the results

obtained on certain selected plots in the experimental wheat-field
;

and, side by side with these are given in the notes, after much
more detailed compilation in the first instance, and as correctly

as possible consistently with the necessary brevity, the substance

of the opinions of the various authorities quoted. The plots

selected are those the results of which have been published in
' The Times ' shortly after harvest for some years past, as already

referred to, namely :

—

Plot 3. Permanently unmanured.
Plot 2. Having 14 tons of farmyard manure each year.

Plots 7, 8, and 9. Manured respectively with different artificial

mixtures, the same being applied to the same plot each year;

the mean result of the three plots being taken to represent the

produce by artificial manure.

The mean result, each year, of these three Avidely-different

and characteristic conditions—without manure, with farmyard

manure, and with artificial manure—is taken to represent the

average produce for the year. The particulars given are^—the

actual bushels per acre ; the bushels per acre reckoned at the uni-

form weight of 61 lbs. per bushel ; the weight per bushel ; and
the proportion of corn to 100 of straw.

We shall refer in some detail, further on, to the question

of the probable average yield of wheat per acre in the three

main divisions of the United Kingdom ; but we may here

observe in passing, that Mr. Caird * estimates the average yield

in England at the present time to be 28 bushels. The coincidence

with this figure of the results obtained on the selected plots in

the experimental field, as recorded in the Table, is sufficiently

remarkable. Thus, if we take the column of actual bushels per

acre, we have, taking the average of the 16 years, 1852-67,

28-!i- bushels ; or if we take the average of 17 years (that is.

* ' Our Daily Food,' &c., p. 12.



TABLE I.

—
Pahticulahs of the Produce op Wheat on selected Plots in the Kothamsted Expebimental Field.

Mcau of riot 3 (without Manure) ; Plot 2 (with Fanuyard Manure) ; aud Tlots 7, 8, and 9 (mth Artificial Manure) ; also Notes giving a Summary of the published Opinions of virious Authorities on

the Wheat Crops of the Country generally.

IlualicJs per Acre. Weight per
ItusbuL Com to

SDMMARY OF THE OPINIONS OF ViVRlODS AUTHORITIES.

Iffil lbs.

per Busbel.

lb«. lUO SUaw. ExTLASATioit.—'* T. & ^t.^—Tbotxand XncmareA. "C."~Caird. "A. Q."—AsrieunuTal GatetU. "M. "L'^—^ark Lane Etprtu. "p. 1^,"—Farmer't Magatine.

"L. & Qy—Lawa and GUbeH (Jour. Royal Agrl. Soc, Eng.. vol. xxv., 18G4). "L."—^- B. Lawa (Utters to Tka Tiina).

1852 22j 2U 56J 49 1
home, much foreign at barvest 1>*5'.2, anil Imports good. F. M.—Largo area, good early proinlw" premature ripi'nirfi;, Imrv. -t. vuli) rodum<1, quail I/much damaged, foreign needed formixlng;

( uot early cuiisumcd, looted well U> barvist I8!i3; Imports Dioderatc, fiomc exports toAu&trallo. 1,, ft Q.—Full liulk, inir l \, I'ligljteil, mildewed, and gromi; considerably below average.

1853 14J I2i *n 31 S ([Uiiilly ; mucli foreign wunted. F, M.—Wet autumn and spring, area J below last, much^eavy land unsown, Imrv. Lii' , UjUiI ^ Ik I jiv average; biid crop In l-Vancc ; lost croji, ami f-iitatoesbflp;

( imports very large.pncea low, consumption large; homo used up at harvest ISSI, buClai^e slocks of foreign. L. & G.—H''<1 seed lime, much r«luotd ana. crop wnrsa limn l<)r muijy ycum post.

1854 35J 351 Cli 59 S averngLi yield, ve'^flnp cond^ioQ. F. TS..—Largest area known, especially on gotxTtonds, very fin^profpeet, yield ve^ large and very fine; Imporin liunlid, imi muL.-li Imlian corn 7'" u'k'sluet,

[ consumption reduced, unusually large aalea Qf home, and stovks amull at harvest luGS. L, & Q,—Good seed time, variable souon, late harvesi, but Urget>t erop lur maiiy i'van |u$t.

1S55 27g 27J 60 56
f C.—Nearly average per acre, A. Q.—Not above overage. M. L.—Area ttUl larger, young whcata promised well, crop nearly average. F. K,— Still larger area, promised well, liarvest slow,

< crop only average, foreign required for misliis, rapidly used, very little left nt liarvest lese ;
imporia only moderate, scarcity abrtad. prioea high, consumption reduced ;

polaloes abundant.

( Curresi-o.vui:nt n 'lima.—% bushels less than IB&l. L. St Q.—Much lei^ abundant than 18&4, and quality very various.

1856 29 27J 56i 53
( T. & N.—Abont as 1 N65. A. G.—Full avprflg;e urea, much atove average yield. M. I.,~In excess o(
I F. M.— Litlli' of laiS crop tii hand at harvesi 1856 ; more productive than 1855, but very bad quality

( bul 1357 harvest 3 weeks early. L. & G.—Large urea, hnt generally wot harvest, and crop badly got i

1855 in qoantitrbut not qnalily, yield various, red better than white, macli early thrashed,

ind condiUon ; largo imports f^om both Bultio and America ; demand for the Oontlneiit.

1S57 355 35 59| 7ti

( A. G.— Unusnnlly prodnrtive. M, L,—Young wheat promised well, unusually Inrge crop, cnorm
< early, very abundant, very fine quality; large supply from United States lo both Great Britain and
( old left- L. & G.—Less area than lu&O, gowd promise during summer, crop unusually productive,

oua yield. F. M.—Fnll, or over average oreo, fine promise throughout, harvest 3 weeks
Ireland, imjiorts generally large, slocks heavy throughout, harvest isM early, and much

1858 32J 32j 6lj 64
£ A. Q.—0\ vr average, but less than 185T. M.L,—Looked well early but too forward, very bulky, good promise, favourable harvest, fair quontity, good quality, stocks larpe nl hnrvpgt irgs, jiiid

} ofliT. F. M.—Proinieed well, not So good asexpceled, nearly equal 1836, but less than lnS7; grain shrivelled and light, about average quantity, mon- than 18SS or 1M56, (iii'i')ii,.lil5- l-rin r, ^imw
{ niur.' th^ni i!*5:

;
imports large, and much old on hand at next barvesU L.jt G.—Very luxuriant curly, dry June; very curly, good harvest; crops above average, though t'.v u-: oir .m. . ,iii:il i.i:.7.

1859 29J 2G1 54}
£ A. G.— B' fTe horveat 114 average, 55 under, 17 over average, M, L.—Splendid early promise, yield deflcient, low weight, much old at harvest 1S50; Dec., 130 avt r i^", 1 1:: iin.l. r, ir. i'Vi-r

\ iivi ragp. F. M.—Fair promise, quick ripening, damaged by pitcjrni3,qiliintily large, quality variable, woree than 185S, very much straw; Imports only mo(lerate ; towanh l),u w>( \~<;n nut niMth

( old left, and foreign stocks only halt us much us last year. L, &G.—Good promise, but stormy harvest and heavy cropsmuch injured; considerable bulk, bo( jiolil 1- lnw avLrjge and quality infinur.

18G0 25i 22i 53j 50
( A. G.—Aug. IS, out of 140, lia under average; Oct, 27, former report not gloomy enough, never promised well, ond mucb damaged since. M. X.— ''JH "'

' r.ii^e area, backward In sprlni^,

) deficient yield and condillon, altogether wretched, foreign required for mixing. F, M,—Crop deficient, condition very bud, mixture required for griniliof? ; iimmrls large thiuuglmut, yet small

S slocks maintained; in spring nsei) foreign accumulated; later home stocks much le^ than usual; imports large, bul new will be required early. L. & G.— l^nusuolty wet, stormy, and

( cold; harvest two or three weeks kte, crop bulky, groin much below average both quantity and quolity.

1801 2CJ 2C^ 58^ 62
( A. G.—Better than last, hut under average; 7G average, 114 below average. M, L.—Wet seed lime, s

} and spring unpromising, summer better
; crop below average in both England and Fmnc\ lhra:ihed we

( stocks of home small, of foreign full average. 1. ft G,—Iw'ow average quantity per acre, but fair

mall area, early condition poor, yield deOdeot, quality good. F, M,—neflelenl area; winter

1, quality good; imporU large from America and Baltic, prices declined; at harvest 1H02

or even good quality.

1SG3 31J 30g 59J 56
( A. Q.—Aug. le, wor^t for many year*. M. L,—Good seed time, much over average area. F- M.—Unusually large area in England, Scothind, and Ireland ; progreta piomisEng, then

} damaged; crop dellrient, both quantity and quality; enormous imports throughout; foreign required to grind with home; harvest 1863 three weeks early; 1862 crops nearly exhausted;

[ foreign stocks less than at lust harvest. L, & G,—Under average, much root-fallen and mildewed.

i8fi:J 38i 39i 62i 65
( A, G,—Unusual proiluctiveness, glorious harvest, one of the finest crops known, oil retumfi over average. M. L,—Less areo Ihon lust, Kood promise tliroughout, enormous produce, fine

\ qu.ilit>-. F. M.—Area large, but less than lost; good promii<o Ibrouglioul, ihree weeks early, most abundant crop known, quoUty seldom equalled; imports generally only moderate, and foreign

( stocks declined ; ot han'fst 1684, both home and foreign stocks verj- laiec, and home very good. L, & G,—Much jibovo average, both quantity and quality ; best yield for many years.

35J 36
£ A. G.-Sept. 24, good harvest, average; ScpL 13 (TnitKBR), full average, weight per bushel 2 lbs. less thon last M, L,—Averoae area, fair promise, quality Onc.slocljs very largo. F, M.—
} Area ubciut us Insi, progre« generally favourable, near haircst suffered on hght soils, afterwards aggrcgote more than cxpecteil, qujillly line ;

[mporljt small, much of isfla still left, stocks large,

{ bulb home and fonign, but little from America; at harvest 1886, fair amount of old left, L, {,Tiau:t, Oct. 19>—Good soils much above, poor below overage quaniiiy; quality above average.

31 Clg 74

( A. 0.—Aug, 12. flO Bvcmge. 76 below, 29 over; only on riovs Rood. S.ininpRSON.—Sept. 1, 20 bushels per acre=4 below average, only gorxl cloys over nvcnige, M. L,—Carae up well, good

) promise, good condition If early cut, then much nun unci .l,iiii,Ji.'c. iiirn^d .mt well as to quantity, much In only middling condition. F, M.— t^rly progress generally favourable, quantity fair

\ average, when early cut g.»d qualUy, ivc-t August, qii Jiiv
1 iinL. i, 1 m liitle fine, most middUng or low, much old len, new soon in market; eurly imports moderate, stock In fcYoncc large;

(home fair, ond foreign aociunulatwl at hor^-esi 1866, L. ) —Aggi'egnlo little, if ot all, below average quantity, quality moderate.

18G0 25J 25} 61J 51
C A. G.— f-itr -, 63 nnder, 21 over. Icm ilmi i -i;-, r,.i,M -ro\-i>F.\T rx Tiint- — i-rc

(depei^d. !. ,d''XS*lS^^^^*^^lV^..lV.d^''^,lT!w i'x.

.
, ,. |., ii -1, r iir i|

1
>^,iin « t . II i.. r ^ .1 n i

! t ^ir. F, jj.— Early promise good,

1. '
, 1, 1 . niiijj, home early reduced,

, ,,. ,ii ;
' .i.iy iiboveavcrage.

I8G7 21f 21 52

( A. G.- 112 under. 21 over. l..l...r ;
. .. i .•

i
.

V^t'ly'V' '

'"
'\i

'

1

'"

''T'hi'iv n'r^""*"'''
'

,''(>,.|,M_i:'iin!.,^\i\''lii'ii\HrViu''l!>.-''v'^^ F-'^M^'wilJlTr

11. \ety little old leit.'pncti higli
;
large arrivals, much will bo want<il,

;, .1 1, .It soils; laoover, I3iinder, «T average. S*twntiBsoN C^^n"*. Aug. 13).—

ii, .iit\ .in.; ...luiiiion, pmbably never equalled on good soils; shallow soils di^appolnlhlg.

hi cuil^ yield i over 1887. L. (Timti, Aug. 17.)—Arta over average, quantity probably34i 60

r A.G_^^-Ar.^.l.rp., ^hj.r,.,^

1 1 | r
'

il

) M.L.— G'"**! »ei-d lime, large area, promising through winter, severe ilnniglii in BUNimi.r, suliettd on ii^

( 20 per cent, over average, quality much over avernge. too hot for shallow and llglit soils.

28: 56J 57

28i 5Si 53

nj„a-,,.
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including the hijjli produce of 1868) 29^- bushels. If, on the

other hand, we take the column showing the number of bushels

per acre of 61 lbs. per bushel, the correspondence is still

closer. Thus, taking the average of the 16 years, we have 28v
bushels

;
or, taking the average of the 17 years (including 1868),

2^ bushels.

It is also remarkable that although the variation in the weight

per bushel from year to year has been so great as in several

cases to show a difference of from 10 to 20 per cent, between the

actual number of bushels measured and the number if reckoned

at 61 lbs. per bushel, yet, taking the average of the 16 or the 17
years, there is a difference of little more than half a bushel,

whether the actual measure, or the measure reckoned at 61 lbs.

per bushel, be adopted. It need hardly be said that the measure
reckoning 61 lbs. per bushel is by far the better indication both

of actual and of relative quantity.

A comparison of the figures in the Table with the briefly-

summarised statements from various sources given opposite to

them also shows a very general accordance. Thus, 1863, 1854,
and 1857 are shown to have been the most productive in the

experimental field, and they are admitted by general consent to

have been years of very great abundance in the country at large.

1833, 18G0, and 1867, on the other hand, gave very deficient

crops in the experimental field, and are generally admitted to

have been years of great deficiency throughout the country.

The figures show the harvest of 1853 to have been not only ex-

tremely bad, but the worst on our list ; and it is spoken of as

having yielded the shortest crop within the generation—indeed,

the worst since 1816. Owing to the Avet condition of the land,

much that had been intended for wheat was not sown with it at

all ; and much land throughout the country, as was the case in

experimental field, was not sown until the spring. Still we do
not for a moment assume that the crop of 1853 was, in the

country generally, at all relatively so deficient as was our own
spring-sown and, in every respect, very exceptionally bad crop.

Again, 1855 is spoken of as scarcely average, and 1856 as

about the same, or perhaps rather better, and the experimental
field indicated (at 61 lbs. per bushel), between 27 and 28 bushels

in both cases: rather more, however, in 1856, if reckoned in

actual bushels measure. A correspondent in ' The Times ' esti-

mated the crop of 1855 at 8 bushels per acre less than that of

1854, and this is very nearly the difference indicated by the

figures in the Table.

In regard to the harvests of 1862 and 1864, the agreement
between the results in the experimental field and the yield of
the country according to the recorded opinions, is less marked.

It is probable that, in the country generally, the yield per acre

2 r. 2
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in 1862 was not more than average, whereas in the experimental

field it proved on thrashing to be rather over average. The
area under wheat was, however, stated to be unusually large.

The imports were also large, and the harvest of 1863 was two to

three weeks earlier than usual, and hence the deficient yield per

acre in 1862 was comparatively little felt, and little influenced

prices.

The crop of 1864, again, was more above the average in the

experimental field than, according to the records, in the country

generally. But the wheat crop of that year was, relatively, very

much better on the heavier than on the lighter soils. It, more-
over, followed the enormous crop of 1863, and was very short in

the straw ; both of which circumstances would be likely to lead

to an under-estimate of its amount. Indeed, it was afterwards

spoken of as having yielded better than had been expected. The
surplus of 1863 no doubt materially influenced prices during
the harvest-year 1864-5

;
yet, considering the circumstances

above-mentioned, the comparatively small amount of the im-
ports, and the very low price, it is very probable that the crop

of 1864 was in reality considerably better than the published

reports represented it to be, and perhaps but little less above the

average than was the crop in the experimental field.

Leaving out of consideration for the present the question of

the degree of correspondence in the actual amount per acre, it is

obvious that there has, in point of fact, been a very general ac-

cordance between the fluctuations in the amount of produce from

year to year on the selected plots of the experimental field and

those in the produce of the country generally in the correspond-

ing seasons. The coincidence is, to say the least, very marked,

and much greater than could have been anticipated.

Sources and Character of the Data available.

We will now attempt to apply such data as are at command,
to estimate the amount of the home-produce, the foreign sup-

plies, and the consumption of wheat, in England and Wales, in

Scotland, and in Ireland, each separately ; also in Great Britain,

and in the United Kingdom collectively, during the 16 harvest-

years 1852-3 to 1867-8 inclusive. It will be necessary, how-
ever, first to consider, in some detail, the sources and character

of the data available for the purpose ; in order that a judgment
may be formed of how far the conclusions indicated are really

reliable, and how far the course of the inquiry serves to

show on what points more comprehensive and exact informa-

tion is essential before really trustworthy estimates can be made
in reference to the questions proposed, involving as thev do,

considerations of such great national interest and importance.
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The subjects to be considered arc—the extent of area under

wheat ; the average yield per acre ; the aggregate home-produce,

and the amount of it avaihable as human food ; the quantities

imported ; the number of consumers ; the consumption per head

<)f the population ; also some other points.

1. Area under Wheat.

On this very fundamental element of the inquiry the informa-

tion at command is extremely incomplete. Perhaps the average

number of acres under wheat, over a series of years, may be

estimated for each of the main divisions of the United Kingdom
with approximate accuracy. But a consideration of such records

as are available, showing the fluctuations in area from year to

year, indicated how desirable it was, if possible, to estimate the

variation from the average area each year. This, therefore, v.as

attempted with regard to England, which comprises so large

a ])roportion of the total wheat-growing area of the United
Kingdom. After much consideration, however, it was decided

that the uncertainty, or deviation from the truth, in regard to

the area in individual years, might be equally great, and the

average result over a series of years perhaps less to be relied

upon, if it were attempted to estimate the area for each indi-

vidual year, and for each separate division of the kingdom, in an
arbitrary manner, on the authority of mere opinions or general

statements.

After this explanation of the difficulties which beset the

question, and at the same time freely admitting the great need
of more complete and reliable data on the point, we may here

state generally, that, throughout the calculations, we have esti-

mated the area for the years preceding, intermediate to, or

succeeding those for which returns or reliable estimates are

available, by the simpler method of either adopting those

returns or estimates for the proximate years, or distributing the

tlifference between the figure adopted at one date and that at

another, equally from year to year.

P'or neither England nor Wales have we any official records

or estimates, of the area under wheat for any year within

the period of our review prior to 18G6. We have, how-
ever, for England Mr. Caird's estimate for 1850. This, so far

as we are aware, is the most reliable information available re-

lating to the period prior to the recent official returns. The
approximate accuracy of the estimate is, moreover, rendered the

more probable from the fact that it gives a somewhat higher
acreage than the recent returns ; the general opinion being that

the area under wheat has diminished durins: the last 15 or 20
years.
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The whole of our numerical records in regard to the area

under wheat in England are, then, as follows :

—

Acres.

For 1850—Mr. CaivcV.s Estimate 3,416,000

„ 186G—" Aa;ricultural Eetmii.s " .. .. 3,126,431

„ 1867— "Do. do 3,140,025

Adopting these figures as a basis, v*e have distributed the

diflference between the amount estimated for 1850 and that

returned for 186G equally from year to year among the inter-

mediate years.

For Wales the " Agricultural Returns " give us the area for

1866 as 113,862, and for 1867 as 116,733 acres; but we have
no information whatever in respect to anv other year. We
adopt, therefore, the official figure given for 1866 for each of the

preceding years.

In Appendix-Table I., p. 392, will be found the estimated

area under wheat in England and Wales collectively each year,

obtained by the simple addition of the figures adopted for each,

as above described.

In regard to Scotland, we have returns of the acreage under
wheat in 1854, 1855, 1856, and 1857, collected by the Highland
Society*; and for 1866 and 1867, we have the "Agricultural

Returns," collected by officers of the Inland Revenue Service,

under the auspices of the Statistical Department of the Board of

Trade. The results are as follows :

—

Table 11.

—

Area under Wheat ix Scotland.

Years. Acres.

1854 168,216

1855 191, .301

185G 203,328

1857 223,153

Mean 211,500

1866 110,101

1867 111,118

Mean 110,010

AlTHORITV.

ji Highland Society.

Inland Revenue Officers.

* 'Agricultural Stat stics of Scotland.' Report by the Highland and Agricul-
tural Society of Scotland to the Board of T/ade.
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It is generally admitted that of late years, in Scotland, the

breadth under wheat has considerably diminished, and that

under barley and oats increased. But, according to the figures

in the Table, we have within the period of the four consecu-

tive years for which returns are given by the Highland Society,

a variation in the proportion of about two to three ; and taking

the mean of the four years 1854, 1855, 1856, and 1857, we have

211,500 acres, against a mean of only 110,610 as returned for

1866 and 1867 by the Inland Revenue Department. Here,

then, is indicated a reduction of the area under wheat in Scot-

land by nearly one-half between the two periods, separated by
an interval of only eight years.

Such wide differences with actual returns seem to leave us

in as great uncertainty as when we have to rely upon carefully-

considered occasional estimates merely. It is possible that part

at least of the deficiency of area returned by the Highland Society,

in the first two years of their record, may be due to defective

machinery of collection in the earlier years of their inquiry ; and
it is, perhaps, more than probable, that the returns for 1866 and
1867 are lower than they should be, on account of the suspicion en-

tertained by the occupiers, of the object of returns collected by the

officers of the Inland Revenue Department. Such, however, are the

best data at command relating to the area under wheat in Scotland.

For each of the two years prior to the date to which the

Highland Society's first return refers, we have, for want of any
recorded information on the subject, taken the mean of their four

yearly returns ; and for the years intermediate between the two
sets of returns, we have distributed the difference between the

mean of the results collected by the Highland Society and the

mean of the more recent returns by the Inland Revenue officers,

equally from year to year. The fi-p'ures so obtained will be

found in the proper column in Appendix-Table II., p. 393.

We have for Ireland a return of the number of acres under

wheat, in each individual year to which our inquiry relates.*

The figures are given in Appendix-Table IV., p. 395. It will

be well, however, briefly to call attention here to the wide range of

fluctuation of area under the crop during the 16 years, 1852-18G7,

which these figures relating to Ireland indicate. The following

statement brings to view the most striking points :

—

First Year 1852 .... 353,566 acres.

Last Year 1807 .... 261,034 „

Maximum Area .. .. 1857 .... 559,646 „
Minimum Area .. .. 1863 .... 260,311 „

Mean, 16 Years .. 1852—1867.... 389,084 „

* ' Agricultural Statistics, Ireland.' ]SGS.
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Thus, the area in tho first year, 1852, was less than the mean
area of the sixteen years ; but it was one-third more than in the

last year, 1^67. The maximum area was in 1857, and it was
more than double the minimum, which was in 1SG3, only six

years later.

The fluctuation of area under wheat in Ireland, during: the last

16 years, has, therefore, according to the returns, been very great

indeed ; and it has doubtless, in reality, been very considerable.

The general result indicated is, a marked increase of area from

1852 to 1850, and a pretty uniform and very large area in 1856,

1857, and 1858 ; then a marked diminution to the minimum point

in 1863, and from that time to the present comparatively little

change. One element in the explanation of these changes

doubtless is, that, during the earlier years, the increase of area

was encouraged by a more than average yield per acre. The
yield was then only about average during the years of very large

area, and it then fell gradually to a very low point in 18G2.

After this the yield per acre again improved, but the area has

not in a corresponding degree been enlarged.

For the Isle of Man, and the Channel Islands, the "Agri-
cultural Returns" give us the area under wheat in 1866 and 1867.

But the area and the population of these islands constitute but a

fraction of 1 per cent, of the area and population respectively, of

the United Kingdom. Nor does the Registrar-General in his

estimates of the population of the United Kingdom include the

population either of these or of the other islands in the British

Seas. Upon the whole we considered it of very questionable

utility to take either the area or the consumption of these islands

into consideration, and we have therefore disregarded them in

the calculations.

We have now described the sources and character of the

data at command for the purpose, and adopted returns, or

estimates, as the case may be, of the area under wheat, in

England and Wales, in Scotland, and in Ireland, in each year

from 1852 to 1867 inclusive. The area for Great Britain, and
for the United Kingdom, can obviously be estimated by simple

addition of the proper items so determined. Accordingly, in

Appendix-Table III., p. 394, for Great Britain, and in Appendix-
Table v., p. 396, for the United Kingdom, the results of such

calculations are given.

2. Yield of Wheat per Acre.

It will be obvious that a knowledge of the average yield of

v\lu'at per acre, from year to year, is as important an element in

estimating the home-produce of the country as is that of the
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number of acres under the crop. \ et, it must be admitted tliat

there is as great a deficiency of authentic data in regard to this

point as to that of area. The only returns we possess are for

Scotland in 1854, 1855, 1856, and 1857, and for Ireland in

regard to each individual year included within the jieriod of our

inquiry. For England and Wales, which, taking the average

of a scries of years, piobably comprise more than 85 per cent,

of the total area under wheat in the United Kingdom, there

are no returns whatever.

The average produce of wheat per acre is estimated by various

authorities at amounts chiefly ranging from 28 to 32 bushels
;

some, however, go below 28, and others higher than 32. Per-

haps tlie most generally assumed average is 30 bushels. As
already referred to, Mr. Caird* estimated the average yield per

acre, in 1850, at not more than 26J bushels ; and he concludes

that, at the present time, it does not exceed 28 bushels. We
Lave ourselves always doubted the trustworthiness of the more
sanguine estimates.

Granting then, that, for England and Wales, comprising

about 8J tenths of the whole wheat-growing area of the country,

we have no official data whatever upon which to found an
estimate of the yield per acre from year to year, the question

arises—How are we to attempt to form such an estimate ?

It is freely admitted that the character of the data we have to

fall back upon is, a prioi'i, anything but satisfactory. Never-
theless, it is believed that, in the absence of actual records on the

point, the most reliable estimates available may, with proper

care and reservation, be founded on the amounts of produce per

acre obtained from year to year on certain selected plots (as

already referred to) in the experimental field at Rothamsted, in

which wheat has now been grown for 25 years in succession, and
for 17 years with the same condition as to manuring from year

to year on the respective plots.

It has already been shown that the fluctuations in the average

results obtained on the selected plots from year to year, have, in

the main, remarkably corresponded in general character and
tlirection with the fluctuations in the yield of the crop over the

country generally. But in attempting to get an actual figure to

represent the average produce of the country each year, it is

obviously essential carefully to consider the characteristics of

each harvest, both in the experimental wheat- field and over the

country generally
;
and, accordingly, if it should seem desirable,

to subject the actual experimental results obtained to modification

or correction, before adopting them as measures of the average

3 ield of the country.

* ' Our Daily Food,' &c., p. 12.
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There is sufficient evidence that the wheat grown at Rotham-
sted pretty generally weighs less per bushel than the average of

the home-grown wheats sent to the English markets. This is

more especially the case with the grain from the field devoted to

the growth of wheat year after year ; and the deficiency is gene-

rally the greater the less favourable the season, and the less the

actual weight per bushel. This, so far as the ??ow-experimental

fields, and the heavily artificially manured plots in the experi-

mental field, are concerned, is, doubtless, partly accounted for by
the greater bulk of these crops than that of the average in the

country.

Considering these circumstances, and the fact already referred

to, which Avill be further illustrated presently, that a given

number of bushels per acre may represent very different amounts
or weights of produce, and consequently of flour or bread,

according to the weight per bushel of the grain, it was obviously

desirable to reduce the actual number of bushels per acre to

bushels of a given weight. In the construction of the official

returns of the imports and exports of wheat and wheat-flour, the

quantities entered in cwts. are reduced to quarters by calculations

based on the assumption that foreign wheat averages a little

under 61 lbs. per bushel measure. On the other hand, the

average weight of home-grown wheat, over a series of years, is

probably a little over 61 lbs. per bushel.

The first modification to which the actual results obtained in

the experimental field are subjected, before adopting their

indications as a measure of the yield in the country generally, is,

therefore, to reduce the produce per acre into bushels of the uni-

form weight of 61 lbs.

Again, as the soil in the experimental field is a somewhat
heavy loam, with a subsoil of clay, and chalk below, and is of

fair average, though not high wheat growing capability, it

is obviously a question whether in the seasons most favourable to

the heavier soils, the results may not be rather more favourable

than those over the country at large, including the shallower,

lighter, and poorer soils. In reference to this point, it is, of

course, to be borne in mind not only that it is in such sea-

sons that the better wheat soils will have the advantage, but

also that it is upon the yield of these that the average much
depends.

The season in which, owing to the circumstances above alluded

to, the average yield per acre on the selected plots in the experi-

mental field might, if in any, be supposed to be in excess of the

average of the country generally, is 1864, as already referred to.

But, as then explained, it is considered pretty certain if there

were any excess at all, that it was by no means so great as might

be judged by comparison of the amount with the accounts given
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of the crop about and immediately after harvest. It has been

decided, therefore, not to alter the figure which the experimental

results indicate for the average yield per acre in 1864; and

even should the estimate be somewhat too high, any small error

in that direction will probably be more or less compensated in

the calculation of the aggregate produce, inasmuch as the area

was said to be over average, whereas in the calculations it has

been taken at the average only.

On the other hand, there are two years in reference to which
there could not be any doubt that the produce in the experimental

field was, even for the seasons, exceptionally bad. These are

1862 and 1853, to the latter of which reference has already been

made. For these two years, therefore, we disregard the results

in the experimental wheat field altogether, and arrive at an

estimate of their average yield per acre as follows :—According
to Mr. Caird, the general average of the country, irrespectively

of fluctuations due to season, would be about 27 bushels at

the dates in question
;
and, after a careful consideration of the

published statements respecting the crops, it is assumed that in

1852 the yield per acre was one-sixth, and in 1853 one-fourth

below the average of the period.

With these two exceptions, then, and after reducing in all

cases the actual number of bushels to bushels of the uniform
weight of 61 lbs., we adopt the results on the selected plots in

the experimental field as representing, as nearly as any existing

data enables us to estimate it, the average yield of wheat per

acre in England and Wales, in each of the sixteen years, 1852-

1867 inclusive. The results will be found in the proper column
in Appendix-Table I. p. 392.

It will be admitted to be a confirmation of the approximate
correctness of the estimates thus arrived at, that, taking the

average of the results given for each of the 16 years, we
get an average for the whole period of 28f bushels as the

yield per acre of the country ; whilst Mr. Caird's estimate of

26J bushels for 1850 and 28 bushels at the present time, would
give us an average of about 27J bushels per acre per annum for

the whole period. When, moreover, it is borne in mind that

we have had during the period perhaps more than an average
of favourable seasons, the agreement between the two estimates

comes to be nearer than at first sight appears.

For Scotland we have, as already noticed, returns of the

number of acres under wheat in 1854, 1855, 1856, and 1857 ;

and having also returns of the aggregate produce of wheat in

each of those years, it is obvious that from these data the yield

per acre each year can easily be calculated. The figures so

obtained are

—
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Bushels per Ac e.

.. 28f

.. 26|

.. 27f
.. 27^

Mean 27t ' '

'

The fluctuations from year to year here indicated are certainly

very small. The average for the four years is nearly 4 bushels

less than that of the estimates adopted for England and Wales
for the same period ; but it is only about 1 bushel less than the

average for England and Wales over the 16 years. As this is the

case, as we have no records Avhatever to guide us in reference to

any of the other years, and as according to the estimates the

average area under wheat in Scotland amounts to less than one-

twentieth of the total in the United Kingdom, and to not much
more than one-twentieth of that in England and Wales, we
adopt, for each of the years for which we have no records the

same figure for the average yield of wheat per acre in Scotland

as in England and Wales, This, it is true, as the above com-
parison of the results for the 4 years is sufficient to show, may
lead to inconsistencies in individual years. Nevertheless, the

method of estimate adopted is the best available ; and the figure

obtained for the average of the whole period will, probably, be

not far from the truth
;
though, perhaps, slightly too high.

For Ireland we have, for each of the 16 years, 1852-1867,

returns of the area, and estimates of the aggregate produce ; and

from these data the average yield of wheat per acre each year

has been calculated. The results are entered in Appendix-

Table IV., p. 395.

Below is given the average result over the 16 years for each

of the main divisions of the United Kingdom separately, and

for the whole collectively. The figures for Great Britain, and for

the United Kingdom, are not the mere arithmetical means of

those given for each of the separate portions, but they are the

calculated averages, having regard to the area under the crop in

each separate division :

—

Eetuexed or Estimated Average tield of "Wheat per acre per annv.m

over 16 years, 1852-1867.

Bushels.

England and Wales 28-J

Scotland 27s
Great Britain 28S
Ireland 235
United Kingdom 28i

Whatever objections may be raised to the method of estimate

adopted, or to the results arrived at, in regard to the subject of

1854
1855
1856
1857
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average yield of wlieat per acre, so far as individual years

are concerned, it is nevertheless believed that the figures given

above represent the truth as closely as existing information

enables us to approach it. Assuming the approximate accuracy

of the figures, it is to be observed that England and Wales,

comprising about 85 per cent, of the whole area, also give a

higher average yield per acre than Scotland, which comprises

only about 5 per cent. ; and Scotland, in its turn, gives a higher

yield than Ireland, comprising about 10 per cent, of the whole

area. Indeed, owing to the relatively small area under wheat in

Scotland, and in Ireland, the average yield per acre for the

United Kingdom is comparatively little below that for England
and Wales.

3. Aggref/ate Home-produce, and the Amount of it available as

Human Food.

For England and Wales the total home-produce is ascertained

by multiplying the adopted number of acres under the crop each

year, by the estimated number of bushels (of 61 lbs.) per acre,

and then reducing into quarters.

For Scotland the same method of calculation is adopted as for

England and Wales, excepting for the four years 1854-57,

for which the returns of the Highland Society give the aggregate

produce in bushels. These have simply been reduced to quarters,

regardless of weight per bushel, which, however, from the

columns showing the weight per bushel in each of the very

numerous districts, would appear to be on the average notably

below 61 lbs.

In the case of Ireland, the " Agricultural Statistics " give esti-

mates of the aggregate produce each year in quarters, and we adopt

the figures as they stand. They also give estimates, by weight,

of the average yield per acre ; but it is obvious, on dividing the

aggregate produce by the recorded number of acres, and com-
paring the result with that obtained by dividing the recorded

average yield per acre by 61, that the measure is given at a con-

siderably lower weight per bushel than 61 lbs. ; lower indeed,

than that for Scotland ; and doubtless, with the moist climate of

Ireland the weight per bushel does in reality average less than

in Scotland, and less still than in England and Wales.

Considering the comparatively small proportion of the area

under wheat in Scotland and in Ireland to that in the United
Kingdom collectively, there will be but an immaterial amount
of error due to taking the measure of the aggregate home-produce
of those divisions of the kingdom at a lower weight per bushel
than 61 lbs.

It will be obvious that the total home-produce, however accu-
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lately estimated, does not correctly represent the amount of

liome-grown wheat available for consumption as flour and bread.

A certain amount is each year returned to the land as seed. In

estimating the amount of home-grown wheat available for con-

sumption, therefore, we have deducted 2\ bushels per acre from
the estimated total produce. Doubtless less than this is devoted

to seed, over a large proportion of the area sown in the United
Kingdom ; but where drill husbandry is not adopted, the quantity

will be more. It will probably be so, more especially in the

greater part of Ireland, some portions of Scotland, and in some
of the northern counties of England. Considering, however,
that the quantity will average less over a large proportion of the

chief wheat-growing districts of England, the estimate of 2

J

bushels will probably not be far from the truth.

4. Imports.

For the whole period to which our inquiry relates, we have
returns either of the net imports of wheat and wheat-flour, or of

the imports and exports, from which the net imports can be
calculated, for the United Kingdom collectively, and for Ireland *

separately. To get the net imports, that is, the imports less

exports, for Great Britain, we have obviously only to deduct

those for Ireland from those of the United Kingdom.
Unfortunately, although we are thus able to determine from

the beginning the net imports into Great Britain, there are no
returns for England and Wales, or for Scotland separately, prior

to 1862. From that date, however, we have returns of both

imports and exports for England and Wales; and from 1865
returns of imports into Scotland. From 1862 to 1865 we have
determined the imports for Scotland by deducting those for Eng-
land and Wales from those for Great Britain

;
and, since that

date, the returns for Scotland are adopted ; and these deducted

from those for Great Britain, give the results for England and
Wales. There is some immaterial discrepancy between the

results so obtained and the actual returns for England and Wales,

but the plan was adopted to prevent inconsistency with the

figures given for Great Britain.

For the ten years preceding 1862, the date of the first separate

returns for England and Wales, we are obliged to rely entirely

upon our own judgment in the apportionment of the aggregate

imports into Great Britain, to England and Wales, and to Scot-

land, respectively. We have done it as follows :—For the six years

commencing 1862, for which we have the separate returns for

* Excepting for 1854, for -which we have not been able to procure the returns
;

and we liave therefore adopted for that year the mean of the figures given for

1853 and 1855 respectively.
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England and Wales, or Scotland, or both, the average total

amount available for consumption per head per annum in Scot-

land has been calculated, and it is assumed to have been the

same in each of the preceding ten years. This figure is mul-

tiplied into the number of the population for each year, giving

the estimated aggregate consumption, and from this the returned

or estimated amount of home-produce is deducted, and the

remainder is the quantity which, it is assumed, has been provided

by the net imports. The amount of net imports into Scotland

each year being so determined, this deducted from the returned

amount for Great Britain gives the estimated quantity of net im-

ports into England and Wales for each of the ten years in question.

In all cases, however, the imports are calculated, not for the

calendar, but for the harvest-years ; that is, from September 1st

of one year to August 31st of the next. In the case of the

returns for the United Kingdom for the whole period, and of

those for England and Wales and Scotland during the last few-

years, this has been done by the aid of the records for the

individual weeks or months. But so far as Ireland is concerned,

we have only had access to returns for each separate calendar

year
;
and, in its case, therefore, the imports for the harvest

years have been calculated by adding one-third of the imports of

one year to two-thirds of those of the next. For example—for

the harvest-year 1852-3 (Sept. 1st, 1852—Aug. 31st, 1853), one-

third of the recorded imports for 1852, and two-thirds of those

for 1853, taken together, are assumed to represent the imports of

that harvest-year, and so on.

Exceptional deviations from the above methods of record or

estimate are explained in foot-notes to the Appendix-Tables,
unless considered quite immaterial.

5. Population.

There are official returns, or estimates, of the population at the

middle of each year for the whole peiiod of our review—for

England and Wales, for Scotland, and for Ireland, each separately,

and for the United Kingdom collectively.*

In these records we have quite sufficiently accurate information

as to the total number of mouths there are to feed in each
separate part of the kingdom, and in the whole collectively, each
year. As, however, the figures apply to the middle of each year

we have estimated the number required to be fed by the home-
produce of each harvest and the imports of the twelve months or

harvest-year following (Sept. 1 to Aug. 31), by adding to the

* Twenty-ninth Acnual Efport of the Registrar-General, &c., &e. (1868), p. Ixx.
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number recorded for tlie preceding midsummer two-thirds of

the difference between that figure and the number set down for the

next midsummer, thus bringing the estimate up to the middle of

the harvest-year ; that is, to the end of February. For example,
the population set down as the consumers from September 1st,

1852, to August 31st, 1853, is calculated by adding to the

official estimate for midsummer 1852 two-thirds of the difference

between that estimate and the number given for midsummer
1853, and so on.

But in estimating the quantity of wheat required by a given

population by reference to the amounts of flour and bread recorded

in the dietaries of persons of different classes, sexes, and ages, it

is obviously necessary to take into account the number of each
description comprised in the total population. It happens, how-
ever, that the published records of dietaries do not enable us to

go more into detail in the classification of consumers, so far

as sex and age are concerned, than is represented by the division

into—males under fifteen years, males over fifteen years, females

under fifteen years, and females over fifteen years.

The following table shows the proportion of each of the

above divisions in 100 of the population of England and Wales,

in 1866 ; and it is only for England and Wales that we have

attempted to estimate the consumption per head, according to the

entries of bread and flour in published dietaries.

Per Cekt. in the Total Population of England and Wales (1866).

Ac 1:3. Male-s. Fkmales. Total.

Under 1 5 years 18-1 18-0 36-1

Over 15 years 30-4 .33 -5 63-9

48-5 M-5 100-0

6, Estimated Consumption of Wheat per Head of the Population

per Annum.

In 1855 * we published estimates of the average amounts of

certain constituents of food consumed in 24 hours by individuals

of both sexes and different ages. The results were obtained by

the calculation of 86 different dietaries, arranged in 15 divisions,

according to sex, age, activity of mode of life, and other

circumstances. It was obvious that the data were applicable

for arriving at some conclusion as to the amount of the products

* 'On the Sewage of London,' Journal Society of Arts, March 9, 1855.
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of wheat grain—flour and bread—consumed bj each individual

of the population.

The average amount of wheat consumed per head of the

population, per annum, had been variously estimated at from

6 to 8 bushels for the whole of Great Britain.* According to

the amounts of bread and flour registered in the dietaries selected

for the calculation, we were led, at the date referred to, to

conclude that not more than from (3^ to 6J bushels of wheat

were consumed per head of the population in England. On
reconsideration, with a view to this paper, of the data adopted,

and of the calculations then made, we are disposed to conclude

that the evidence supplied by the dietaries then consulted

indicates an average consumption of wheat per head, of the

mixed population of both sexes and all ages, of under rather

than over 6 bushels per annum.
The records of dietaries, even now at command, are by no

means so satisfactory as might be desired, as a basis for the

calculation of the consumption of wheat by an average indi-

vidual of the population. But, on a careful consideration of the

more recent data, and a comparison with the old, the result

so indicated is that the consumption of wheat in England and
Wales is over, but not much over, 6 bushels per head per

annum. Against this estimate founded on dietaries, there will

be found in detail in Appendix-Table I. (p. 392), and in sum-
mary below, the results arrived at on the basis of the popula-

tion, and of the amounts of the home-produce and the net imports

of wheat each year.

For Scotland and Ireland each separately, as well as for Great

Britain and the United Kingdom, the average consumption of

wheat per head can only be estimated on the basis of the popu-
lation and the amounts of the home and foreign supplies. The
results of all the estimates so made will be found in the respective

Appendix-Tables ; but the following is a summary of them :

—

Estimated Consumption of Wheat per Head, per Annum.

AND Wales.

1

1 Great
bcoiLA.VD.

1 Britain.
Ireland.

United
IOngdom.

First 8 years, 1S52-.53 to")

lS59-fiO
j

Second 8 years, 18G0-61 tol

1867-68 /

Sixteen years, 1852-53 tol

1867-8 1

Bushels.

5- 9

6- 3

C-l

Bushels. 1 Bushels.

4-2t '
5-7

4-2 6-0

4-2 1
5-9

:

Bushels.

2- 7

3- 3

3-0

Bushels.

5-1

5-5

5-3

* Porter's ' Progress of the Naliou,' 1851.

t Assumed, according to tlie average of the G yeais, 1802-63 to 18G7-G8, for

which returns of the separate imports into Scotland a.e .vaLlable.

YOL. IV.—S. S. 2 C
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We have now explained in detail the nature of the data at

command in relation to—the area under wheat ; the average yield

per acre ; the aggregate home-produce, and the amount of it

available for consumption ; the quantities imported ; the number
of consumers ; the probable amount required, or the amount
available, per head—in eac h main division of the United King-
dom, and in the whole collectively.

The result is that, unless we except Ireland, v/e have, neither

in reference to the separate portions, nor to the whole of the

United Kingdom, the necessary data relating to all the various

elements of the question. Such, however, is the best material at

our command ; and should some of the results, to which the

application of it leads, betray obvious inconsistencies, we shall at

least have succeeded in adding one more argument to the many
hitherto adduced in favour of the official collection and publi

cation of complete agricultural statistics.

7. General Considerations.

The following considerations will show how impossible it is,

without accurate information on points in reference to which we
do not possess it, to determine accurately, either the amount of

wheat available, or the amount actually consumed, within the

limits of any individual year.

However correctly the average area under wheat over a series

of years may be estimated for either, or for all of the main divi-

sions of the kingdom, the breadth is known to vary very con-

siderably from year to year, according to price, stocks of home
and foreign wheat, prospect of foreign supplies, and the characters

of the season and consequent condition of the land at the time

for sowing. Thus, it is known that the area was unusually small

in 1853; and it was reported to be deficient in ISlJl, and more
or less over the average in 1852, 1854, 1855, 1856, 1857, 1862,

1863, and 1864; whilst, owing both to the favourable character

of the seed time, and the high price of wheat, the area of the crop

just harvested (1868) was, it is believed, very large. But of the

actual or numerical result of all the above influences, upon which

so materially depends the accuracy of any estimates of the home-
produce in any particular year, we have had absolutely no in-

formation whatever in regard to England and Wales prior to 1866,

very incomplete records in regard to Scotland, but much more com-

plete so far as Ireland, about one-tenth of the whole, is concerned.

With regard to the average yield of wheat per acre in any

individual year, there is, so far as England and Wales and Scot-

land are concerned, even less to rely upon in the way of actual

record, than in regard to area.
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The harvest-year, which is the period of consumption to be

provided for, may be several weeks shorter or longer, according

to the earliness or the lateness of the two consecutive harvests.

The season just past is a striking illustration of this.

The stocks of home-produce in the stack-yard and the barn,

and of foreign wheat in the granaries, is very different at one

harvest period and at another. The amount carried over for

consumption from one harvest-year to another will, therefore,

vary very much accordingly. The quantity held over by the

farmer will, other things being equal, be at a maximum when
ths prices of grain are low, and two or more good harvests

succeed each other. It was estimated that at the harvest of 1865
there still remained over from the extraordinary crop of 1863,

and the abundant crop of 1864, wheat equal to from one-third to

one-half of an average crop ; and even at the harvest of 1866
some of the crop of 1863 remained unthrashed.

On the other hand, when wheat is kept for two or three years,

a considerable, but an unascertainable, loss results from destruc-

tion by vermin.

The iceight per huslicl of the (jrain will very materially affect

the amount of human food provided in a given measure of it.

Thus, not to take extreme ranges, a quarter of wheat at the

adopted average of 61 lbs. per bushel, will weigh 488 lbs. But
if the bushel weigh only 59 lbs, the quarter will weigh only 472
lbs. ; or if the bushel weigh 63 lbs. the quarter will weigh
504 lbs. There is here, then, a difference in the weight of a

quarter of wheat of 16 lbs., or about 3 per cent, below the

average if the weight per bushel be only 59 lbs., or of 16 lbs., or

about 3 per cent, over the average if the bushel weigh 63 lbs.

;

obviously, therefore, a difference of 32 lbs. per quarter, or nearly

7 per cent., between a crop of 59 lbs. and one of Go lbs. per

bushel. To illustrate the point in another way : if the average

produce for the year were 28 bushels per acre, and the weight
pe^ bushel only 59 lbs., it would only yield about as much
fiour as 27 bushels of the average weight of 61 lbs. ; but if

the weight per bushel were 63 lbs., the crop of 28 bushels would
yield about as much flour as 29 bushels at the average of 61 lbs.

per bushel.

Not only will there be a considerable difference in the amount
of wheat to grind in a given measure of it, according to the

weight per bushel, but there will, generally, be not only a lower

percentage of flour, but flour of a lower quality, from the wheat
of the lower weight per bushel. Then, again, the lower the

quality of the wheat the more, probably, will be dressed out and
used for other purposes than human food.

W hen, on the other hand, the supplies are large, and prices

2 C 2
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consequently low, a larger proportion of the inferior samples
of wheat will be given to the animals on the farm.

Lastly, the consumption per head of the population will vary,,

not only according to the amount of employment, and to the

price of wheat itself, but to that of other consumable articles.

If other food-stuffs are cheap a low price of wheat may but little

increase its consumption ; but if other articles are dear a rela-

tively low price of wheat will increase its consumption. Again^
if both wheat and other articles are dear, it may be a ques-

tion whether the consumption of the first necessary of life

—

bread—will not be increased rather than diminished, to com-
pensate for the necessary abstinence from, or limitation in the use

of, the less absolutely essential food-stuffs.

The above considerations are sufficient to show that, even if

we had complete and reliable information as to the area under
wheat, the yield per acre, the imports, and the population

each year, there are still other elements in regard to which
information would be required, before really trustworthy con-

clusions could be formed on some important points. Thus, as

will be seen presently, the inadequacy of the data in regard to

individual years is well illustrated by the great difference which
the results of the calculations, as they stand, would indicate in

the amount of wheat consumed per head in one year compared
with another.

The Results.

The following Table brings together some of the results

distributed in the several Appendix-Tables in regard to the

number of bushels available for consumption per head of the

population, in each main division of the United Kingdom, and

in the whole together, within each harvest-year. It also shows
the proportion per cent, in which the available supply was due

to home and foreign sources respectively.

Obviously, from the various causes which have been enu-

merated, the figures can only show the quantities available each

year, as represented by the estimated yield of one harvest and

the imports up to the next harvest, and not the amounts actually

consumed within the limits of each harvest-year.

Taking our illustrations on the point from the figures relating

to England and Wales, it is obvious, if we assume 6'1 bushels

of wheat per head per annum to represent the average con-

sumption, that in the two harvest-years 1852-3 and 1853-4, either

the total produce must have been greater than estimated, or

the supplies held over from the immediately preceding years

must have been considerable, or the rate of consumption at that
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period must have been considerably below tlie average of the

sixteen years According- to published reports, a good deal of

the crop of 1849 remained at the harvest of 1850; whilst the

imports were very large, and foreign wheat had accumulated

up to the harvest of 1851, though the home-produce was said to

be closely used up. The reports Avould show, however, that

stocks of both home and foreign wheat were, perhaps, more
than usually small at the harvest of 1852. Most probably the

consumption per head was lower at that date ; but we must
confess to the want of sufficient information to enable us to

decide upon the exact explanation of the facts.

With regard to none of the other years is there any difficulty

in showing how the estimated average requirement for the period

could be met ; but rather, on the contrarv, during some of the

later years, the figures indicate a surplus which the mere average

consumption would not dispose of.

Thus, the two deficient years of 1855-6 and 1856-7 stand

between the abundant harvest of 1854, and the both early and
abundant one of 1857. Again, the deficiency of the harvest-

year 1859-60, appears to be compensated by the surplus of

the two preceding years. Lastly, the deficiency Avithin the

harvest-years of 1866-7 and 1867-8, is, apparently, more than

compensated by the surplus available for carrying on from year to

year since 1861-2. Indeed, according to the figures, we ought

at the present time, to have considerable stocks of either home
or foreign wheat on hand. There is, however, no reason to suppose

that such exist. So far as the harvest-year just past (1867-8) is

concerned, the high prices are sufficient to show that there was
throughout a less than average supply; but it roust not be

forgotten that the period of consumption has been considerably

shortened both by the somewhat late harvests of 1867, and the

very unusually early one of 1868 ; and hence the figure repre-

senting the total quantity available per head has in reality had

to meet the requirements of considerably less than the assumed

period of twelve months.

The great fluctuation in the proportion in which the home
supplies provide the amount required of the staple food of the

population from year to year, chiefly due to season, but partly

also to variation in area, and partly to gradual increase in popu-

lation, is strikingly illustrated by the figures given in Table III.

;

but more strikinglv still by those in Table IV., below; which

shows the proportion in which the estimated produce of wheat

of each harvest provided the amount required during the suc-

ceeding harvest-year, supposing the amount per head required in

each individual year to be represented by the average amount
per head per annum over the sixteen years.
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Tai!i-e TV.—PnoroETiox supplied by tlie cslim.atcd Ilomc-prodiico each Year,

ill 100 of tlio estiiiuited Average i-oqnircmcnt per Head of tlic Population.

IlAKVEsr Ykaks.
England

AND Walks,
SCOTLAXI).

Great
Britain.

IltELAJJD. Unitkd Kinodoii.'

1852-3 64 36 59 47 57
1853-4 56 31 53 47 51

1854-5 103 36 95 57 89
18:->5-6 75 38 71 64 70
1856-7 74 52 71 67 70
1857-8 93 45 88 67 87
1858-9 85 48 81 74 79
1859-60 67 36 63 60 62
1860-1 54 29 53 54 53
1861-2 64 31 61 34 58
1 862-3 75 33 71 27 66
1863-4 97 40 92 37 87
1864-5 87 33 81 37 77
1865-6 72 26 68 37 66
1866-7 57 19 54 34 53
1867-8 46 17 44 30 43

Jlean 73 34 69 49 67

Thus, according to tlie estimates, the home-produce in Eng-
land and Wales was in 1854 fully equal, in 1863 nearly, and in

1857, not far short of, the estimated average requirements of their

populations. In 1853, in 1860, and in 1866, on the other hand,

little more than half, and in 1867 even less than half of the

wheat required by the population of England and Wales was
home-produced.
The figures relating to the United Kingdom collectively, show

contrasts nearly, though not quite as great ; and it is to be borne

in mind that it is in relation to the whole kingdom that the in-

dications are of the greatest interest and importance. In 1854,
1857, and 1863, the home-produce of the United Kingdom
supplied, according to the estimates, from 87 to 89 per cent,

of the average amount of wheat required by the total population;

but in 1867 only 43 per cent., and in 1852, 1853, 1860, 1861,
and 1866, only between 50 and 60 per cent.

In reference to the figures in the Tables (III and IV), and to

the above comments upon them, the great increase in the number
of consumers within the period must not be overlooked. Thus,
although the crop of 1863 is estimated to have been considerably

greater than that of 1854, it does not, owing to the increase of

population during the nine years, supply so large a proportion

of the wheat estimated to be required, as does the smaller crop
with the smaller population nine years previously.

The fluctuations due to season alone, apart fi'om change of
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area or increase of population, is bettor shown by reference to

the estimated yield per acre. The column of estimated average
yield per acre each year in England and Wales (Appendix-
Table I., p. 3512) will well illustrate the extent of this variation.

Thus the average yield per acre is estimated at only 20^ bushels

in 1853, and at 35)J bushels in 1863. That is to say, there was
a difference in the estimated yield per acre in the two years of

19^ bushels, equal to nearly 2^ quarters, or about two-thirds of

an average crop, due to variation of season alone. The average

yield over the 16 years was 28f bushels; it results, therefore,

that the crop of 1853 was 8^ bushels below, and that of 1863 11

bushels above the average. The result is, that whilst a very bad
season may yield only about, or even less than, half of the total

•wheat required by the population for a year's consumption, an
average crop has (according to the population at the time) pro-

vided from two-thirds to three-fourths, and an extremely good one
not much short of the whole required. A consideration of these

facts is sufficient to show the vast importance, at once to the pro-

ducer, the importer, and the consumer, of correct and early infor-

mation as to the quantity and quality of the crop of the country.

So much for the proportion, and especially the variation in

the proportion from year to year, according to season, increase

of population, and other circumstances, in which the home-
produce of wheat supplies the estimated average amount required.

There remains to be considered the equally important com-
plementary element of the question— what proportion of the

wheat consumed is obtained from foreign sources?

Taking the average of the whole period, the percentage of the

total wheat consumed which is provided by imports is, of

course, the difference between that supplied by the home-produce

and 100. But, inasmuch as the sum of the home-produce and
the imports of the harvest-year is sometimes more and sometimes

less than the average amount required, it is obvious that the

difference between the average total amount required taken as

100, and the proportion of it which is available each year from

home supplies (as shown in Table IV.) does not show the pro-

portion actually supplied from foreign sources within each

individual year.

The following Table shows the proportion in which the actual

imports within each harvest-year provided the estimated average

amount consumed per head of the population. The imports being

much more of a hand-to-mouth supply than the home-produce, they

naay be supposed to be much more nearly consumed within the

period for which they are set down ; and consequently the figures

in the following Table relating to the imports will so much the

more closely represent the actual dependence on imports in each
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individual year, than do the figures in Table IV. show the per-

centage in which the requirements of consumption were actually

met by the home-supplies within each year :

—

Table V.

—

Proportion supplied by the Imports each Year in 100 of the csti-

itiated Average requirement per Head of the ropulation.

llARVEST I EARS.
England

AND Wales.
Scotland.

Great
Britain.

J.n£i Lin.a u. TT . I.' .United ivi^gdoji.

1852-3 30 64 32 33 32

1853-4 31 69 36 23 34
185-J-5 10 64 15 23 17

1855-6 11 62 17 23 17

1856-7 20 48 22 19 23
1857-8 30 55 32 26 30
1858-9 18 52 22 43 25
1859-60 15 64 20 56 25
1860-1 49 71 51 59 53
1861-2 41 69 42 83 47
186-2-3 41 71 42 79 47
1863-4 28 69 31 73 36
1864-5 IS 60 22 73 23
1865-6 28 90 3-2 69 36

1866-7 31 62 34 73 38
1867-8 38 79 41 76 45

Mean 27 06 31 51 33

Looking for our illustrations to the column relating to the

United Kingdom, in relation to which the subject is of the

greatest national importance, it is seen that in 1854-5 and 1855-6

the imports supplied only 17 per cent, of the estimated average

annual requirements for the population of the period; whilst,

in 1860-Gl they supplied 53 per cent., in 1861-2 and 1862-3 47
per cent., and in 1867-8 45 per cent.

The average amount of wheat supplied by imports to the

United KIng(U)m over the whole period of sixteen years is 33 per

cent of the total amount estimated to have been consumed. It

is a significant fact that only once during the first eight years

of the sixteen was more than this average proportion provided
by imports, and that was after the exceptionally bad harvest

of 1853 ;
notwithstanding which, only 1 per cent, more, or

only 34 per cent, of the total lor the period (taken at the

average rate per head), was imported. On the other hand, only

once during the last eight of the sixteen years were the im-
ports below the average proportion of 33 per cent, of the total

estimated to be required ; whilst in four out of the other seven
they exceeded the average proportion by from one-third to one-

half or more. This is the case in spite of the fact of a some-
what higher yield per acre during the last than during the first
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eight years. Nor can it be accounted for by the dejjree in

which it is assumed that the area under wheat has diminished
of late years. It is without doubt to a great extent due to

increase of population; but if the estimates are to be relied upon,

there has also been an appreciable increase in the consumj)tion

of wheat per head of late years ; as will be seen by reference to

the summary of the results on this head given at p. 377.

To conclude:—In reference to the results recorded in Table V.,

it may be observed that, whilst taking the average of the sixteen

years the imports of wheat to the United Kingdom collectively,

supplied only 33 per cent, of the whole required; 51 per cent, of

the estimated consumption in Ireland over the same period, and
only 31 per cent, of that in Great Britain, were supplied by
imports. In each division of the country, however, the proportion

of the whole consumed has considerably exceeded the average

during the later years, and this is more especially the case so

far as Ireland is concerned.

Summary and General Conclusions.

Whatever anomalies may appear on consideration of the results

to which our data lead us in regard to individual yeai's, little

doubt need be entertained as to the approximate correctness and
the value of the average results over the sixteen years, or even
over the first eight and the second eight years of the period, so

far as most, if not all, of the main points—whether relating to

home-produce, imports, or consumption—are concerned.

The following Table (VI.) brings together at one view the

average results relating to each of the separate points of the

inquiry, for the first half, the second half, and the total period

of sixteen years.

It would lead into far too long a discussion were we to attempt

to direct attention in detail to the many points of interest brought

to view in the above very comprehensive Summary Table.

However interesting in certain points of view the average results

over the whole sixteen years may be, it is obvious that the real

interest centres, so far as most of the subjects are concerned,

much more in the direction and the degree of progress from time

to time. Leaving the reader to study the evidence of progress

from year to year in the Appendix-Tables, it must suffice here to

comment on some of the most prominent points which a com-
parison of the results during the first half and the second half

of the period of sixteen years illustrates.

Enough has been said already in regard to the sources and the

character of the data upon which the calculations are founded, to

indicate on what points the results must, with some reservation,

be accepted. With this precautionary observation we may pro-
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cecd briefly to direct attention to some of the most important
facts which the figures bring to light.

In regard to England and Wales the result is that, during the

Last eight years as compared with the previous eight, the area

under wheat is estimated to have diminished by about 4 per cent.,

the. yield per acre to have increased by little over 2 per cent., and
the total produce accordingly diminislied by about IJ per cent.

The diminution in aggregate home-produce available as human
food amounts during the last eight years as compared with

the previous eight, to \^ per cent. ; whilst there is an increase

in the imports during the same period of nearly 80 per cent.

—the result being an increase in the estimated total wheat
consumed in England and Wales during the last eight years

as compared with the former eight, of between 15 and 16 per

cent. Against this increase in consumption, however, there is

tin increase of population of little more than 9 per cent. The
result is a diminution in the proportion in which the total con-

sumption per head is supplied from home resources from 79 to

66 per cent., and an increase in the proportion in which the

whole is supplied by imports from 21 to 34 per cent. Lastly,

according to the figures, the actual consumption of wheat per

liead of the population has increased by nearly G per cent.

Since the apportionment between England and Wales on the

one hand, and Scotland on the other, of the imports into Great
Britain during the first ten years of the sixteen, was, to a great

-extent, arbitrary, as already explained, and since, owing to the

comparatively small figures for Scotland, any error in the appor-

tionment would more affect the results in regard to it than those

relating to England and Wales, the indicaticms of the figures

must of course be accepted with more of caution. It may be

stated in general terms, however, that whilst the area under the

crop and the total home-produce of wheat in Scotland would
appear to have diminished during the last eight years as com-
pared with the former eight, very much more, proportionally,

than in England and Wales, the imports, on the other hand,

must be supposed to have considerably increased
;
though whether

in a greater or a less proportion than in England and Wales, is,

however, doubtful ; as also is the indic ation of the figures

that the consumption of wheat per head of the population has not

increased.

The results relating to Great Britain are on most points more
satisfactory than those relating either to England and Wales, or

to Scotland separately. The conclusions in regard to Great

Britain are, that, comparing the two periods of eight years each,

the area has diminished during the latter half by nearly 6 per

cent., the yield per acre increased by rather over 2^ per cent., and
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the aggregate homo-produce available as human food diminished

by about 2f per cent. On the other hand the imports have
increased by more than 65 per cent., and the total wheat con-

sumed by about 14 per cent. The population has, however,

increased by scarcely 8J per cent. The general result is an

increase in consumption per head of more than 5 per cent., a

decrease from 75 to (J4 per cent, in the proportion in which the

total consumption per head is supplied by home resources, and an

increase from 25 to iiG per cent, in the proportion in which it is

supplied from imports.

The records botli as to home-produce and imports are more
complete for Ireland than for any other part of the United

Kingdom. The comparison of the results relating to the two
periods of eight years each shows a diminution of area under

wheat during the latter period of about 29 per cent., a diminution

in yield per acre of about 17 per cent., and a diminution of home-
produced wheat available for consumption of about 43 per cent.

Against this very marked reduction in the home supplies of

wheat in Ireland we have an increase in the imports of about

123 per cent. ; the result being an increase in the total wheat con-

sumed in the country of about 14 per cent., whilst the population

has diminished between 5 and 6 per cent. The general result is

an increase in the total consumption of wheat per head in Ireland

of more than 20 per cent. ;
and, of the total amount consumed

per head, there has been a diminution in that supplied by home
produce from 66 to 33 per cent., and an increase in that supplied

by imports from 34 to 67 per cent.

Obviously, the point of greatest national interest and importance
to consider is the progressive or retrogressive position of the

United Kingdom as a whole in regard to the several elements of

this wide question. Comparing the last eight with the preceding

eight years, the figures show a diminution of area under wheat in

the United Kingdom during the later period of between 8 and
9 per cent., an increase in yield per acre of about 1

'j-
per cent., and

a diminution in the total wheat supplied from home produce of

nearly 7 per cent. There is, on the other hand, an increase in the

foreign supplies of about 74 per cent. The result is an increase

in the aggregate amount of wheat consumed in the United
Kingdom of between 14 and 16 per cent., with an increase

of population of only about 5J per cent. Or, looking to the

consumption per head of the population, the proportion pro-

vided by the home supplies has diminished from 73 to 60 per

cent. ; whilst that supplied by foreign produce has increased

from 27 to 40 per cent. ; the result of the whole being an increase

in the total consumption per head during the later period of

between 8 and 9 per cent.
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The main conclusions from tlie whole inquiry, as brought out

by the comparison of the results relating to the first and second
periotls of eight years each, may be briefly enumerated as

follows :

—

1. There has been a reduction in the area under wheat in

each of the three main divisions of the United Kingdom
; very

large, proportionally, in both Scotland and Ireland, but compara-
tively small in England and Wales.

2. There has, pretty certainly, been a small increase in the

yield per acre in England and Wales, and probably in Scotland

also, hnt a marked diminution in Ireland
;
leaving, however,

still a small increased yield per acre in the United Kingdom
collectively.

3. There has been a diminution in the aggregate of home-
produced wheat in the United Kingdom

;
proportionally small

in England and Wales, very considerable in Scotland, and more
considerable still in Ireland.

4. Throughout the United Kingdom the imports have in-

creased enormously of late years, and in a much greater propor-

tion in Ireland than in Great Britain.

5. The aggregate amount of wheat consumed annually in the

United Kingdom has increased very considerably ; and the ratio

of increase would appear to be much the same in Gieat Britain

and in Ireland.

6. In the United Kingdom, collectively, the population has

increased considerably ; in much the greater proportion in

England and Wales, less than half as rapidly in Scotland, whilst

in Ireland there has been a diminution.

7. The proportion of the total wheat consumed per head of

the population, which is provided by home produce, has much
diminished throughout the United Kingdom ; in by far the

greatest degree in Ireland, very largel}' in Scotland, but much
less in England and Wales than in either.

8. In every division of the United Kingdom the proportion of

the total wheat consumed per head which is supplied from
foreign sources, has enormously increased ; in by far a greater

dptfree in Ireland than in cither of the other divisions of the

Kingdom.
9. The actual consumption of wheat per head in the United

Kingdom has notably increased ; more than 20 per cent, in

Ireland, but little more than 5 per cent, in Great Britain.

! 10. Taking the average of the last eight years the figures show
the annual consumption of wheat per head of the population to

have been about G bushels in England and Wales, scarcely 4|-

bubhels in Scotland, and only about 3^- bushels in Ireland
;
or, for
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the whole of Great Britain, about G bushels, and for the whole

of the United Kingdom about 5^ bushels per head.

11. Taking the population of the United Kingdom (including

the Islands in the British seas) to be at the present time about

30,800,000, and the average consumption of wheat per head per

annum to be 5-J bushels, this gives a present requirement of

rather more than 21 million (21,175,000) quarters.

12. It may be estimated that, at the recent rate of increase,

the population of the United Kingdom will have increased by
rather more than 1 million at the end of the next five years ; and
taking the rate of consumption per head as before, at 5^ bushels,

there would then be required nearly 22 million quarters
;

or,

assuming the consumption to have increased to 5f bushels per

head, the requirement would then be nearly 2'> million quarters.

13. Unless the home-produce of wheat in the United Kingdom
available as human food (about 12^ million quarters per annum
over the last eight years) should increase, it is obvious that, even
at the lower rate of consumption above supposed (p\ bushels per

head), there will be required over the next five years an average

importation of between 9 and 10 million quarters annually.
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XXVI.—On the Causes of the Benefits of Clover as a Preparatory

Crop for JVIieat. By Uu. Augustus Voelckeu.

Agricultui'AL chemists inform us, that in order to maintain

the productive powers of the land unimpaired, we must restore

to it the phosjjhoric acid, potash, nitroo^cn, and otlier substances

which enter into the composition of our farm-crops ; the

constant removal of organic and inorganic soil-constituents by
the crops usually sold off the farm, leading, as is well known, to

more or less rapid deterioration and gradual exhaustion of the

land. Even the best wheat-soils of this and other countries

become more and more impoverished, and sustain a loss of

wheat-yielding power, when corn-crops are grown in too rapid

succession without manure. Hence the universal practice of

manuring, and that also of consuming oil-cake, corn, and similar

purchased food on land naturally poor, or partially exhausted by
previous cropping.

Whilst, however, it holds good as a general rule that no soil

can be cropped for any length of time without gradually

becoming more and more infertile, if no manure be applied to

it, or if the fertilising elements removed by the crops grown
thereon be not by some means or other restored, it is neverthe-

less a fact that after a heavy crop of clover carried off as hay, the

land, far from being less fertile than before, is peculiarly well

adapted, even without the addition of manure, to bear a good
crop of wheat in the following year, provided the season be
favourable to its growth. This fact, indeed, is so well known
that many farmers justly regard the growth of clover as one of

the best preparatory operations which the land can undergo
in order to its producing an abundant crop of wheat in the

following year. It has furtlier been noticed that clover mown
twice leaves the land in a better condition as regards its wheat-

producing capabilities, than when mown once only for hay, and
the second crop fed off on the land by sheep ; for notwithstanding

that in the latter instance the fertilizing elements in the clover-

crop are in part restored in the sheep excrements, yet contrary

to expectation, this partial restoration of the elements of fertility

to the land has not the effect of producing more or better wheat
in the following year than is reaped on land from off which the

whole clover crop has been carried, and to which no manure
whatever has been applied.

Again, in the opinion of several good practical agriculturists

with whom I have conversed on the subject, land whereon
clover has been grown for seed in the preceding year, yields

a better crop of wheat than it does when the clover is mown
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twice for liay, or even only once, and afterwards fed off by
slieep. Most crops left for seed, I need hardly observe, ex-

haust the land far more than they do when they are cut down
at an earlier stage of their growth ; hence the binding clauses

in most farm leases which compel the tenant not to grow corn
crops more frequently nor to a greater extent than stipulated.

However, in the case of clover grown for seed we have, accord-

ing to the testimony of trustworthy witnesses, an exception to a

law generally applicable to most other crops.

Whatever may be the true explanation of the apparent anoma-
lies connected with the growth and chemical history of the

clover-plant, the facts just mentioned having been noticed not

once or twice only, or by a solitary observer, but repeatedly,

and by numbers of intelligent farmers, are certainly entitled to

credit; and little wisdom, as it strikes me, is displayed by
calling them into question, because they happen to contradict

the prevailing theory, according to which a soil is said to become
more or less impoverished in proportion to the large or small

amount of organic and mineral soil-constituents carried off in

the produce.

Agricultural experiences contradicting prevailing, and it may
be, generally current theories, are, unless I am much mistaken,

of far more common occurrence than may be known to those

who are either naturally unobservant or unacquainted with many
of the details of farming operations. Indeed, an interesting

and instructive treatise might be written on the apparent ano-

malies in agriculture, and a collection of trustworthy facts of tlie

kind alluded to would afford valuable hints to intelligent

farmers, and suggest matter for inquiry to chemists and others

engaged in scientific pursuits.

To me it seems inconsistent with the exercise of common
sense, and opposed alike to the Avhole tenor of a well-regulated

mind and the progress of scientific agriculture, to discuss ngri-

cultural matters in the dogmatic spirit too often so painfully

observable when people meet together for the discussion of

subjects relating to farm practice ; but still more painful is the

spirit which pervades tlie writings of certain scientific men who
are bold enough from isolated, or even a number of analogous

facts, to frame general and invariable laws, in accordance with

which they propose to regulate the profession of agriculture.

That there are certain fixed laws which determine the growth of

the meanest herb and the mightiest forest tree, no one can gain-

say, but it may well be doubted whether our corn or forage

crops would remain as flourishing as they at present are, if, in

peference to some pretty theory, the farmers of England suddenly

threw aside their past experience, and endeavoured to grow corn
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In accordance with a mathematical formula which men may
fancy they have discovered, and hy which they may suppose the

development of our corn-crops to be governed. Even great men,

by taking too general, or as it is often erringly termed, a com-
prehensive view of agricultural matters, sometimes totally mis-

represent the very law they are endeavouring to establish.

The patient investigation of many of the details, with which

those only are perfectly familiar whose daily occupation is in the

field or in the feeding-stall, is however often rewarded by success.

Mysteries which puzzle the minds of intelligent farmers are

cleared up, the influences which modify a general rule or practice

in farming operations are clearly recognised, and by degrees

principles are established, which, assigning the benefits or dis-

advantages of a certain course of proceeding to their real cause,

must ever tend to confirm the experienced in good practice, and
afford valuable hints in guiding those inexperienced in farm

management.
In the course of a long residence in a purely agricultural

district, I have often been struck with the remarkably healthy

appearance and good yield of wheat on land from which a heavy
crop of clover hay was obtained in the pi'eceding year. I have
likewise had frequent opportunities of observing that, as a rule,

wheat grown on part of a field whereon clover has been twice

mown for hay is better than the produce of that on the part

of the same field on which the clover has been mown only once

for hay, and afterwards fed off by sheep. These observations,

extending over a number of years, led me to inquire into the

reasons why clover is specially well fitted to prepare land for

wheat, and in the paper, which I have now the pleasure of laying

before the readers of the Journal, I shall endeavour, as the result

of my experiments on the subject, to give an intelligible explana-

tion of the fact that clover is so excellent a preparatory crop for

wheat as it is practically known to be.

By those taking a superficial view of the subject, it may be
suggested that any injury likely to be caused by the removal of a

certain amount of fertilising matter is altogether insignificant,

and more than compensated for by the benefit which results from
the abundant growth of clover roots and the physical improve-

ment in the soil which takes place in their decomposition.

Looking, ho^yever, more closely into the matter, it will be found
that in a good crop of clover-hay a very considerable amount of

both mineral and organic substances is carried off the land, and
that if the total amount of such constituents in a crop had to be
regarded exclusively as the measure for determining the relative

degrees in which different farm-crops exhaust the land, clover
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Avould have to be described as about the most exhausting crop in

the entire rotation.

Clover-hay on an average and in round numbers contains in

100 parts :—
Water 17-0

*Nitrogcnous substances (flesh-forming matters) .. 15*6

Non-nitrogenous compounds 59'f)

Mineral matter (ash) 7*5

100-0

* Containing nitrogen 2*5

The mineral portion or ash in 100 parts of clover-hay con-

sists of

—

rhosphoric acid 7'5

Sulphuric acid 4'3

Carbonic acid 18-0

Silica 3-0

Lime 30-0

Magnesia 8*5

Potash 20-0

Soda, chloride of sodium, oxide of iron, sand, loss, &c. 8'7

100-0

Let us suppose the land to have yielded 4 tons of clover-hay

per acre. According to the preceding data we find that such a

crop includes 224 lbs. of nitrogen, equal to 272 lbs. of ammonia,
and 672 lbs. of mineral matter or ash constituents.

In 672 lbs. of clover-ash we find :

—

I'hosphoric acid 51 5 lbs.

Sulphuric acid 29
Carbonic acid 121
Silica 20
Lime 201
Magnesia 57
Potash 134i
Soda, chloride of sodium, oxide of iron, sand, &c. 58

672 lbs.

Four tons of clover-hay, the produce of one acre, thus contain

a large amount of nitrogen, and remove from the soil an enor-

mous quantity of mineral matters, abounding in lime and potash,,

and containing also a good deal of phosphoric acid.

Leaving for a moment the question untouched whether the

nitrogen contained in the clover is derived from the soil or from

the atmosphere, or partly from the one and partly from the other,

no question can arise as to the original source from which the

mineral matters in the clover-produce is derived. In relation,

therefore, to the ash-constituents, clover must be regarded as one
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of the most exlKuistin"; crops usually cultivated in this country.

This appears strikingly to be the case when we compare the pre-

ceding figures with the (piantity of mineral matters which an
average crop of wheat removes from an acre of land.

The grain and straw of wheat contain in round numbers in

100 parts :

—

Grain of Wheat.

Water 15-0 ..

*Nitrogcncms substances (flesh-lbnTiinp;^
^^^.^

matters)

Non-nitrogenous substauccs

Mineral matter (asli) ..

Straw.

lG-0

4-0

74-0

fyl

100-0

* Containing nitrogen .. .. l*7f

The ash of wheat contains in 100 parts :

—

Grain.

Phosphoric acid 50'0

Sulphuric acid 0'5

Carbonic acid

Silica 2-5

Lime 3'5

Magnesia .. .. 11'5

Potash 30-0

Soda, chloride of sodium, oxide of iron,)

sand, &c j

100-0

•G4

Straw.

5-0

2-7

0

100-0

G7-0
5-5

20
13-0

4-8

100-0

The mean produce of wheat per acre may be estimated at

25 bushels, which, at 60 lbs. per bushel, gives 1500 lbs. ; and as

the weight of the straw is generally twice that of the grain, its

produce will be 3000 lbs. According, therefore, to the pre-

ceding data, there will be carried away from the soil :

—

In 1500 lbs. of the grain .. 25 lbs. of mineral food (in round numbers)
In 3000 lbs. of the straw.. 150 „ „ „

Total 175 lbs.

On the average of the analyses, it will be found that the com-
position of these 175 lbs. is as follows :

—

In the straw.

Phosphoric acid

Sulphuric acid

Carbonic acid

Silica ..

Lime .

.

Magnesia
Potash .. ..

In the grain.

12-5 lbs.

0-1 „

0-6 „
0-9 „
2-9 „
7-5

,,

7-5 lbs.

4-0 „

100-5
8-2

3-0

19-5

Soda, chloride of sodium,)

oxide of iron, sand, etc.
j

0-5

Total.

20-0 lbs.

ioi-1 „
9-1 „
5-9 „

27-0 „

7-8 „

25 lbs. 150 lbs. 175 lbs.
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The total quantity of ash-constltuents carried off the land in an
average crop of wheat thus amounts to only 175 lbs. per acre,

whilst a good crop of clover removes as much as 672 lbs.

Nearly two-thirds of the total amount of mineral in the grain

and straw of one acre of wheat consists of silica, of which there

is an ample supply in almost every soil. The restoration of

silica, therefore, need not trouble us in any way, especially as

there is not a single instance on record proving that silica, even

in a soluble condition, has ever been applied to land with the

slightest advantage to corn or grass crops, which are rich in silica,

and which, for this reason, may be assumed to be particularly

grateful for a supply of it in a soluble state. Silica, indeed, if

at all capable of producing a beneficial effect, ought to be useful

to these crops, either by strengthening the straw or stems of grami-

naceous plants, or otherwise benefiting them ; but after deducting

the amount of silica from the total amount of mineral matters in

the wheat produce from one acre, only a trifling quantity of other

and more valuable fertilising ash-constituent of plants will be

left. On comparing the relative amounts of phosphoric acid and
potash in an average crop of wheat and a good crop of clover-

hay, it will be seen that 1 acre of clover-hay contains as much
phosphoric acid as 2^ acres of wheat, and as much potash as the

produce from 5 acres of the same ciop. Clover thus unques-

tionably removes from the land very much more mineral matter

than is done by wheat; wheat carries off the land at least three

times as much of the more valuable mineral constituents as that

abstracted by the clover. Wheat notwithstanding succeeds re-

markably well after clover.

Four tons of clover-hay, or the produce of an acre, contains, as

already stated, 224 lbs. of nitrogen, or, calculated as ammonia,
272 lbs.

Y^ssuming the grain of wheat to furnish 1"78 percent, of nitro-

gen, and wheat-straw "64 per cent., and assuming also that 1500 lbs

of corn and 3000 lbs. of straw represent the average produce

per acre, there will be in the grain of wheat per acre 26"7 lbs.

of nitrogen, and in the straw 1\)'2 lbs., or in both together 46 lbs.

of nitrogen ; in round numbers, equal to about 55 lbs. of ammonia,
which is only about one-fifth tlie quantity of nitrogen in the pro-

duce of an acre of clover. Wheat, it is well known, is specially

benefited by the application of nitrogenous manures, and as clover

carries off so large a quantity of nitrogen, it is natural to expect

the yield of v/heat after clover to fall short of what the land might

be presumed to produce without manure before a crop of clover

was taken from it. Experience, however, has proved the fallacy

of this presumption, for the result is exactly the opposite, inas-

much as a better and heavier crop of wheat is produced than
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witliout the intercalation of clover. What, it may be asked, is

the explanation of this apparent anomaly ?

In taking up this inquiry 1 was led to pass in review the

celebrated and highly important experiments, undertaken by Mr.
Lawes and Dr. Gilbert, on the continued growth of wheat on the

same soil lor a long succession of years, and to examine likewise

carefully many points, to which attention is drawn by the same
authors in their memoirs on the growth of red clover by different

manures, and on the Lois Weedon plan of growing wheat.

Abundant and most convincing evidence is supplied by these

indefatigable experimenters that the wheat-producing powers of

a soil are not increased in any sensible degree by the liberal

supply of all the mineral matters which enter into the composition

of the ash of wheat, and that the abstraction of these mineral

matters from the soil, in any much larger proportions than

possibly can take place under ordinary cultivation, in no wise

affects the yield of wheat, provided there be at the same time a

liberal supply of available nitrogen within the soil itself. The
amount of the latter, therefore, is regarded by Messrs. Lawes and
Gilbert as the measure of the increased produce of grain which
a soil furnishes.

In conformity with these views the farmer, when he wishes to

increase the yield of his wheat, finds it to his advantage to have
recourse to ammoniacal or other nitrogenous manures, and depends
more or less entirely upon the soil for the supply of the necessary

mineral or ash-constituents of wheat, having found such a supply

to be amply sufficient for his requirements. As far, therefore,

as the removal from the soil of a large amount of mineral soil-

constituents by the clover-crop is concerned, the fact viewed in

the light of the Rothamsted experiments, becomes at once intel-

ligible ; for notwithstanding the abstraction of over 600 lbs. of

mineral matter by a crop of clover, the succeeding wheat-crop

does not suffer. Inasmuch, however, as we have seen that not

only much mineral matter is carried off the land in a crop of

clover, but also much nitrogen, we might, in the absence of direct

evidence to the contrary, be led to suspect that wheat after clover

would not be a good crop ; whereas the result is exactly the

reverse.

It is worthy of notice that nitrogenous manures which have
such a marked and beneficial effect upon wheat do no good, but

in certain combinations, in some seasons, do positive harm to

clover. Thus Messrs. Lawes and Gilbert, in a series of experi-

ments on the growth of red clover by different manures, obtained

14 tons of fresh green produce, equal to about 3f tons of clover-

hay from the unmanured portion of the experimental field ; and
where sulphates of potash, soda, and magnesia, or sulphate of
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potash and superphosphate of lime were emph)yed, 17 to 18 tons

(equal to from about 4^ to nearly 5 tons of hay) were obtained.

When salts of ammonia were added to the mineral manures, the

produce of clover-hay was, upon the whole, less than where the

mineral manures were used alone. The wheat sjrown after

the clover on the unmanured plot gave, however, 29i bushels of

corn, whilst in the adjoining field, where wheat was grown after

wheat without manure, only 15^ bushels of corn per acre were
obtained. Messrs. Lawes and Gilbert notice especially that in

the clover-crop of the preceding year very much larger quantities

both of mineral matters and of nitrogen Avere taken from the land

than were removed in the unmanured wheat-crop in the same
year, in the adjoining field. Notwithstanding this, the soil from
which the clover had been taken was in a condition to yield

14 bushels more wheat per acre than that upon which wheat had
been previously grown ; the yield of wheat after clover, in

these experiments, being fully equal to that in another field, where
verv large quantities of manure were used.

Taking all these circumstances into account, is there not pre-

sumptive evidence that notwithstanding the removal of a large

amount of nitrogen in the clover-hay, an abundant store of avail-

able nitrogen is left in the soil, and also that in its relations

towards nitrogen in the soil clover differs essentially from
wheat? Tlie results of our experience in the growth of the two
crops appear to indicate that whereas the growth of the wheat
rapidly exhausts the land of irs available nitrogen, that of clover,

on the contrary, tends somehow or other to accumulate nitrogen

within the soil itself. If this can be shown to be the case, an
intelligible explanation of the fact that clover is so useful as a

preparatory crop for wh'jat will be found in the circumstance

that during the growth of clover, nitrogenous food, for which
wheat is particularly grateful, is either stored up or rendered

available in the soil.

An explanation, however plausible, can hardly be accepted as

correct if based mainly on data which, although highly probable,

are not proved to be based on fact. In chemical inquiries espe-

cially, nothing must betaken for granted that has not been proved

i'V direct experiment. The following questions naturally suggest

themselves in reference to this subject : What is the amount
of nitrogen in soils of different characters ? What is the

amount, more particularly after a good and after an indifferent

crop of clover? Why is the amount of nitrogen in soils larger

after clover than alter wheat and other crops ? Is the nitrogen

])rescnt in a condition in which it is available and useful to

wheat? and lastly. Are there any other circumstances, apart

I'rom the supply of nitrogenous matter in the soil, which help to
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account for the beneficial (>nects of clover as a preparatory crop

for wheat ?

In order to throw some light on these questions, and, if pos-

sible, to give distinct answers to at least some of them, I, years

ago, when residing at Cirencester, began a series of experiments,

and more recently 1 have been fortunate enough to obtain the

co-operation of Mr. Robert Vallcntine, of Leighton Buzzard, v/ho

kindly undertook to supply me with materials for my analyses.

My first experiments were made on a thin calcareous clay

soil, resting on oolitic limestone, and producing generally a fair

crop of red clover. The clover-field formed the slope of a rather

steep hillock, and varied much in depth. At the top of the hill

the soil became very stony, at a depth of 4 inches, so that it

could only with difficulty be excavated to a depth of 6 inches,

when the bare limestone rock made its appearance. At the

bottom of the field the soil was much deeper, and the clover

stronger than at the upper part. On the brow of the hill, where
the clover appeared to be strong, a square yard was measured
out

;
and, at a little distance off, where the clover was very bad,

a second square yard was measured ; in both plots the soil being

taken up to a depth of 6 inches. The soil where the clover was
good may be distinguished from tlie other by being marked as

No. 1, and that where it was bad as No. 2.

Clover-Soil No. 1 {Good Clover).

The roots having first been shaken out to free them as much
as possible from soil, were then Avashed once or twice with cold

distilled water, and, after having been dried for a little while in the

sun, were weighed, when the square yard produced 1 lb. 10^ oz.

of cleaned clover-roots in an air-dry state ; an acre of land, or

4840 square yards, accordingly yielded, in a depth of 6 inches,

3'44 tons, or 3^ tons in round numbers, of clover-roots.

Fully dried in a waterbath, the roots were found to contain

altogether 44"67 per cent, of water, and on being burnt in a

platinum capsule yielded 6"089 of ash. A portion of the dried,

finely powdered, and well-mixed roots was burned with soda-

lime in a combustion-tube, and the nitrogen contained in the

roots otherwise determined in the usual way. Accordingly, the

following is the general composition of the roots from soil

No. 1 :—
Water 44-G75

*Orgauic matter 49-236

Mineral matter G-089

100-000

Containing nitrogen 1 '297

Equal to ammonia I'GTS
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Assuming the whole field to have produced 3^- tons of clover-

roots per acre, there will be 99 636 lbs., or in round numbers
100 lbs., of nitrogen in the clover-roots from 1 acre; or about
twice as much nitrogen as is present in the average produce of

an acre of wheat.

The soil which had been separated from the roots was passed

through a sieve to deprive it of any stones it might contain. It

was then partially dried, and the nitrogen in it determined in

the usual manner by combustion with soda-lime, when it yielded

•313 per cent, of nitrogen, equal to '38 of ammonia, in one com-
bustion ; and "373 per cent, of nitrogen, equal to "46 of ammonia,
in a second determination.

That the reader may have some idea of the character of this

soil, it may be stated that it was further submitted to a general

analysis, according to which it was found to have the following

composition :

—

General Covxposition of Scil No. I. {^Good Clover).

Moisture 18-73

*0r2;aTiic matter 9'72

Oxides of iron and alumina 13'24

Carbonate of lime 8'S2

Magnesia, alkalies, &c 1'72

Insoluble siliceous matter (chiefly clay) .. .. 47'77

100-00

* Containing nitrogen "313

Equal to ammonia '380

The second square yard from tlie brow of the soil where the

clover was bad produced 13 ounces of air-dry and partially

clean roots, or 1-75 tons per acre. On analysis they were found

to have the following composition :

—

Clover roots, No. II. {Bad Clover).

Water 55-732

*Organic matter 39-408

Mineral matter (asli) 4-860

100-000

* Containing nitrogen '792

Equal to ammonia .. ,. .. .. •901

The roots on the spot where the clover was very bad yielded

only 31 lbs. of nitrogen per acre, or scarcely one-third of the

quantity which was obtained from the roots where the clover was
good.

The soil from the second square yard on analysis was found,
when freed from stones by sifting, to contain in 100 parts :
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Composition of Soil, No, II. {Bad Clover),

Water 17-24

•Organic matter 9-64

Oxides of iron and alumina 11-89

Carbonate of lime 14-50

IMagnesia, alkalies, &c 1-53

Insoluble siliceous matter 45-20

100-00

2nd dctermiuation.

* Containing nitrogen 'SOG .. -380

Equal to ammonia •370 .. '470

Both portions of the clover soil thus contained about the same
percentage of organic matter, and yielded nearly the same amount
of nitrogen.

In addition, however, to the nitrogen in the clover-roots, a

good deal of nitrogen, in the shape of root-fibres, decayed

leaves, and similar organic matters, was disseminated througli-

out the fine soil in which it occurred, and from which it could

not be separated ; but unfortunately I neglected to weigh the soil

from a square yard, and am, therefore, unable to state how much
nitrogen per acre was present in the shape of small root-fibres

and other organic matters. Approximately, the quantity might
be obtained by calculation

;
but, as the actual weight of culti-

vated soils varies greatly, 1 abstain from making such a calcu-

lation, even though it might be done with proprietv, as I took

care in the following season to weigh the soil of different parts

of the same field.

Before mentioning the details of the experiments made in the

next season, I will here give the composition of the ash of the

partially cleaned clover-roots :

—

Composition of Ash of Clover-roots (j)artialli/ cleaned).

Oxide of iron and alumina 11-73

Lime 18-49

Ma2;nesia 3-03

Potash 6-88

Soda 1-93

Phosphoric acid S'61

Sulphuric acid 2-24

Soluble silica 19-01

Insoluble siliceous matter 24'83

Carbonic acid, chlorine^ and loss .. .. 8-25

100-00

This ash was obtained from clover-roots, which yielded, when
perfectly dry, in round numbers, 8 per cent, of ash. Clover-

roots washed quite clean, and separated from all soil, yield about

5 per cent, of ash ; but it is extremely difficult to clean a large
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quantity of fibrous roots from all dirt, and the precedinq^ analysis

distinctly shows that the ash of the clover-roots analysed by me was
mechanically mixed with a good deal of fine soil, for oxide of

iron and alumina and insoluble siliceous matter in any quantity

are not normal constituents of plant-ashes. Making allowance

for soil-contamination, the ash of clover-roots, it will be noticed,

contains much lime and potash, as well as an appreciable amount
of phosphoric and sulphuric acid. On the decay of the clover-

roots, these and other mineral fertilising matters are left in the

surface-soil in a readily available condition ^and in considerable

proportions when the clover stands well. Although a crop of

clover removes much mineral matter from the soil, it must be

borne in mind that its roots extract from the land soluble mineral

fertilising matters, which, on the decay of the roots, remain in

the land in a prepared and more readily available form than that

in which they originally occur. The benefits arising to wheat
from the growth of clover may thus be due partly to this pre-

paration and concentration of mineral food in the surface-soil.

The clover on the hill-side field on the whole turned out a

very good crop ; and as the plant stood the winter well, and this

field was left another season in clover without being ploughed
up, I availed myself of the opportunity of making, during the

folloAving season, a number of experiments similar to those of the

preceding year. This time, however, I selected for examination

a square yard of soil from a spot on the brow of the hill where
the clover was thin and the soil itself stony at a depth of 4
inches ; and another plot of one square yard at the bottom of the

hill, from a place where the clover was stronger than that on the

brow of the hill, and the soil at a depth of 6 inches contained no

large stones. >

Soil No. 1 {Clover thin), on the Brow of the Hill.

The roots in a square yard, 6 inches deep, when picked

out by hand and cleaned as much as possible, weighed in their

natural state 2 lbs. 11 oz. ; and when dried on the top of a water-

bath, for the purpose of getting them brittle and fit for reduction

into fine powder, 1 lb. 12 oz. 31 grains. In this state they were

submitted as before to analysis, when they yielded in 100

parts :

—

Composition of Clover-roots, JYo. I. (from hrow of the hill).

Moisture 4:-P>4:

*Orf;anic matter 26'53

Mineral matter GO'lo

100-00

Containing nitrogen '810

Equal to ammonia "991
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According to tlioso data an acre of land will yield 3 tons

12 cwts. of nearly dry clover-roots, and in this quantity there

will be about 66 lbs. of nitrogen.

The whole of the soil from which the roots had been picked

out was passed through a half-inch sieve. The stones left in

the sieve weighed 141 lbs. ; the soil which passed through

weighing 218 lbs.

The soil was next dried by artificial heat, when the 218 lbs.

became reduced to 185"487 lbs.

In this partially dried state it contained

—

Moisture 4-21

*Organic matter 9*78

tMineral matter 86-01

100-00

* Containing nitrogen '391

Equal to ammonia
t Including phosphoric acid .. .. '204

I also determined the phosphoric acid in the ash of the clover-

roots. Calculated for the roots in a nearly dry state, the phos-

phoric acid amounts to '287 per cent.

An acre of soil, according to the data furnished by the six

inches on the spot where the clover was thin, produced the

following quantity of nitrogen :

—

Ton. cwts. lbs.

In the fine soil 1 11 33
In the clover-roots 0 0 66

Total quantity of nitrogen per acre .. 1 11 99

The organic matter in an acre of this soil, which cannot be
picked out by hand, it will be seen, contains an enormous quantity

of nitrogen ; and although probably the greater part of the roots

and other remains from the clover-crop may not be decomposed
so thoroughly as to yield nitrogenous food to the succeeding
wheat-crop, it can scarcely be doubted that a considerable

quantity of nitrogen will become available by the time the

wheat is sown, and that one of the chief reasons why clover

benefits the succeeding wheat-crop is to be found in the abun-

dant supply of available nitrogenous food furnished by the de-

caying clover-roots and leaves.

Clover-Soil No. 2 from the Bottom of the Hill {Good Clover).

A square yard of the soil from the bottom of the hill, where
the clover was stronger than on the brow of the hill, produced
2 lbs. 8 oz. of fresh clover-roots, or 1 lb. 11 oz. 47 grains of
partially dried roots, 61 lbs. 9 oz. of limestones, and 239'96 lbs.

of nearly dry soil.

VOL. rv.—s. s. 2 E
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The partially dried roots contained

—

Moisture 5-06

*Organic matter 31'94:

Mineral matter GS'OO

100-00

* Containing nitrogen '804

An acre of tliis soil, 6 inches deep, produced 3 tons 7 cwts.

65 lbs. of clover-roots, containing 61 lbs. of nitrogen : that is,

there was very nearly the same quantity of roots and nitrogen in

them as that furnished in the soil from the brow of the hill.

The roots, moreover, yielded "365 per cent, of phosphoric acid,

or, calculated per acre, 27 lbs.

In the partially dried soil I found-
Moisture 4-70

•Organic matter 10'87

fMineral matter 8-i-43

100-00

* Contaiuing nitrogen -405

Equal to ammonia •491

•f
Including phosphoric acid .. .. -321

According to these determinations an acre of the soil from the

bottom of the hill contains

—

Tons. cwts. lbs.

Xitrogen in the organic matter of the soil ..2 2 0
„ clover-roots „ .. 0 0 61

Total amount of nitrogen per acre . . . . 2 2 61

Compared with the amount of nitrogen in the soil from the

brow of the hill, about 11 cwt. more nitrogen was obtained in

the soil and roots from the bottom of the hill where the clover

was more luxuriant.

The increased amount of nitrogen occurred in fine root-fibres

and other organic matters of the soil, and not in the coarser bits

of roots which were picked out by the hand. It may be assumed
that the finer particles of organic matter are more readily decom-
posed than the coarser roots ; and as there was a larger amount
of nitrogen in this than in the preceding soil, it may be expected

that the land at the bottom of the hill, after the removal of the

clover, was in a better agricultural condition for wheat than that

on the brow of the hill,

£.rperi77ients on Clover-Soilsfrom Burcott Lodye Farm,
Leighton-Buzzard.

The soils for the next experiments were kindly supplied to me
in 1866 by Mr. Robert Vallentine, of Burcott Lodge, who also

sent me some notes respecting the giowth and yield of clover

hay and seed on this soil.
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Foreign seed, at the rate of 12 lbs. per acre, was sown witli a

crop of wheat which j iekled 5 quarters per acre the previous year.

The first crop of ch)vcr was cut down on the 25th of June,

18G6, and carried on June 3{)th. The weather was very warm
from the time of cutting till the clover was carted, the thermometer

standing at 80^ Fahr. every day. The clover was turned in the

swathe on the second day after it was cut ; on the fourth day it

was turned over and put into small heaps of about 10 lbs. each
;

and on the fifth day these were collected into larger cocks and
then stacked.

The best part of an 11-acre field produced nearly 3 tons of

clover-hay, sun-dried, per acre ; the whole field yielding on an

average 2| tons per acre. This result was obtained by weighing

the stack three months after the clover was carted. The second

crop was cut on 21st of August and carried on the 27th, the

weight being nearly 30 cwts. of hay per acre. Thus the two
cuttings produced just about 4 tons of clover-hay per acre.

The 11 acres were divided into two parts. About one-half

was mown for hay a second time, and the other part left for seed.

The produce of the second half of the 11-acre field was cut on
the 8th of October, and carried on the 10th. It yielded in round

numbers 3 cwts. of clover-seed per acre, the season being very

unfavourable for clover-seed. The second crop of clover mown
for hay was rather too ripe and just beginning to show seed.

A square foot of soil, 18 inches deep, was dug from the second

portion of the land which produced the clover-hay and clover-

seed.

Soilfrom part of 11-acre Field twice moicnfor Hay.

The upper 6 inches of soil, 1 foot square, contained all the

main roots of 18 strong plants; the next 6 inches only small

root-fibres ; and in the third section, a 6-inch slice cut down at a
depth of 12 inches from the surface, no distinct fibres could be
found. The soil was almost completely saturated with rain when
it was dug up on the 13th September, 1866 :

—

lbs.

The upper 6 inches of soil 1 foot square weighed . . , , 60
The second 6 „ „ „ .... 61
The third G „ „ „ .... 63

These three portions of one foot of soil, 18 inches deep, were
dried nearly completely, and weighed again ; when the first

6 inches weighed Slj lbs. ; the second 6 inches, 51 lbs. 5 ozs.

;

and the third section, 54 lbs. 2 ozs.

The first 6 inches contained 3 lbs. of siliceous stones (flints)

which were rejected in preparing a sample for analysis; in the
two remaining sections there were no large-sized stones. The
soils were pounded down and passed through a wire sieve.

2 E 2
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The three layers of soil, dried and reduced to powder, were
mixed together, and a prepared average sample, when submitted
to analysis, yielded the following results.

Composition of Clover-scil, 18 inches deep, from part of 11-acre fieldy_

twice mown for hay.

/Organic matter 5'SG

Oxides of iron G"83

Alumina 7"12

Carbonate of lime 2'13

Mamesia 2-01

-§•5

Potash

Soda
Chloride of sodium .

.

Phosphoric acid

Sulphuric acid

( Insoluble siliceous matter

Consisting of :—Alumina
Lime (in a state of silicate)

Magnesia
Potash

Soda

74-61

•07

•08

•02

•IS
,

-11

4-37

.
4-07

•46

•19

•23

Silica 65-29

99^68

This soil, it will be seen, contained in appreciable quantities

not only potash and phosphoric acid, but all the elements of fer-

tility which enter into the composition of good arable land. It

may be briefly described as a stiff clay-soil, containing a suffi-

ciency of lime, potash, and phosphoric acid to meet all the re-

quirements of the clover-crop. Originally rather unproductive,

it has been much improved by deep culture
;
by being smashed

up into rough clods early in autumn, and by being exposed in

this state to the crumbling effects of the air, it now yields good
corn and forage crops.

In separate portions of the three las ers of soil, the proportions

of nitrogen and phosphoric acid contained in each layer of

G inches were determined and found to be as follows :

—

Soil dried at 212° Fiihr.

1st, 6 inches. 2iid, 6 inches. 3rd, 6 inches.

. ^249 .. .. •134 .. .. ^172

. •162 .. .. ^092 .. .. ^064

. •igS .. .. ^112 .. .. -078

Percentage of phosphoric acid

Nitrogen

Equal to ammonia

In the upper 6 inches, as will be seen, the percentage of

both phosphoric acid and nitrogen was larger than in the two

following layers ; while the proportion of nitrogen in the

6 inches of surface soil was much larger than in the next 6

inches ; and in the third section, containing no visible particles

of root-fibres, only very little nitrogen occurred.

In their natural state the three layers of soil contained

—
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let, 6 inches. 2ud, 6 inches. 3i J. 6 Inches.

Moisture 17-1I) .... 18-24 .... lG-(i2

Phosphoric acid -198 .... -109 .... -143

Nitrogen -134 .... -07.5 .... -053

Equal to ammonia '162 .... -091 .... -004

lbs. lbs. lbs.

Weight of 1 foot square of soil .. (iO .. .. Gl .. .. G3

Calculated per acre, the absolute weight of 1 acre of this land,

6 inches deep, weighs :

lbs.

1st G inches 2,013,600

2nd „ 2,057,160

3nd „ .. .. 2,746,280

No great error, therefore, will be made if we assume in the

subsequent calculations that 6 inches of this soil weigh 2J millions

oi pounds per acre.

An acre of land, according to the preceding determinations,

contains :

—

1st, 6 inches. 2nd, 6 inches. 3rd, 6 mches.

lbs. lbs. lbs.

Phosphoric acid .. .. 4,950 .... 2,725 3,575

Nitrogen 3,350 .... 1,875 .... 1,325
Equal to ammonia ., .. 4,050 .... 2,275 .... 1,600

The proportion of phosphoric acid in 6 inches of surface

soil, it will be seen, amounted to about two-tenths per cent. ; a

proportion of the whole soil, so small that it may appear in-

sufficient for the production of a good corn-crop. However,
when calculated to the acre, we find that 6 inches of surface soil,

in an acre of land, actually contain over 2 tons of phosphoric acid.

An average crop of wheat, assumed to be 25 bushels of grain,

at 60 lbs. per bushel, and 3000 lbs. of straw, removes from the

land on which it is grown 20 lbs. of phosphoric acid. The
clover-soil, analysed by me, consequently contains an amount
of phosphoric acid in a depth of only 6 inches, which is equal to

that present in 247^ average crops of wheat ; or supposing that,

by good cultivation and in favourable seasons, the average yield

of wheat could be doubled, and 50 bushels of grain at 60 lbs. a

bushel and 6000 lbs. of straw could be raised, 124 of such heavy

wheat-crops would contain no more phosphoric acid than actually

occurred in 6 inches of this clover-soil per acre.

The mere presence of such an amount of phosphoi'ic acid in a

soil, however, by no means proves its sufficiency for the produc-

tion of so many crops of wheat
;

for, in the first place, it cannot

be shown that the whole of the phosphoric acid found by analysis

occurs in the soil in a readily available combination : and, in

the second place, it is quite certain that the root-fibres of the

wheat-plant cannot reach and pick up, so to speak, every particle

of phosphoric acid, even supposing it to occur in the soil in a

form most conducive to " ready assimilation by the plant."
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The calculation is not given in proof of a conclusion which
would be manifestly absurd, but simply as an illustration of the

enormous quantity, in an acre of soil 6 inches deep, of a con-

stituent forming the smaller proportions of the whole weight of

an acre of soil of that limited depth. It shows the existence

of a practically unlimited amount of the most important mineral

constituents of plants, and clearly points out the propriety of

rendering available to plants the natural resources of the soil in

plant-food ; to draw, in fact, up the mineral wealth of the soil

by thoroughly working the land, and not leaving it unutilised as

so much dead capital.

The exact determination of phosphoric acid in a soil, it may-

be observed in passing, is attended with no difficulty, if certain

precautions, which it is feared are sometimes neglected by
chemists, be taken. I will, therefore, give a brief outline of the

plan—commonly known to chemists as the Molybdic acid plan
of determining phosphoric acid—which yields accurate results.

Not less than 100 grains, or better 200 grains, of the dried

and finely-powdered soil are digested for an hour or thereabouts

with 3 or 4 ounces of moderately strong nitric acid. The acid

solution is then passed through a filter, and together with the

washings from the insoluble portion of the soil left on the filter

is evaporated to a small bulk ; thus getting rid of the greater

part of the acid employed for effecting the solution. During
evaporation a large excess of molybdate of ammonia is added
to the solution, care being taken to keep it strongly acid.

If there be much phosphoric acid in the soil, a bright yellow

precipitate, consisting of molybdic and phosphoric acid, makes
its appearance at once ; if traces only be present, the yellow

precipitate appears only on the concentration of the liquid, after

the great excess of nitric acid has been expelled by evapo-

ration. The yellow precipitate containing the whole of the

phosphoric acid present in the soil, molybdic acid, together with

a little silica, and frequently some oxide of iron, is thrown on a

filter and washed with a solution of molybdate of ammonia ren-

dered strongly acid by nitric acid, until a drop of the washings

passing through the filter ceases to show a reaction of iron with

yellow prussiate of potash solution. It is then dissolved on the

filter in an excess of ammonia, and the ammoniacal liquid preci-

pitated with an ammoniacal solution of sulphate of magnesia,

which throws down the phosphoric acid as phosphate of mag-
nesia and ammonia. After standing at rest for about 12 hours,

the magnesia precipitate is collected on a small filter and washed
clean with strong ammonia-water. Together with the phosphoric

acid, traces of silica, and generally also traces of oxide of iron,

are thrown down with the magnesia precipitate. In order to

separate these impurities the precipitate is dissolved in a few
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drops of hydrocliloric acid, and the acid solution carefully evapo-

rated to complete dryness. The hard, dried residue is again

made acid with muriatic acid, a little water is then added, and
the liquid passed through a small filter, on which are left inso-

luble traces of the silica originally thrown down with magnesia.

A few drops of citric acid having been added to the acid solu-

tion, with a view of keeping any traces of iron in solution, strong

ammonia is finally added, which throws down a second time

phosphate of magnesia and ammonia, now free from silica and

oxide of iron. The precipitate is collected, washed with am-
monia-water, dried, burned in a platinum crucible or capsule,

weighed, and the phosphoric acid calculated from the weight of

the tri-basic phosphate of magnesia left on burning.

Following this plan and the precautions here indicated, the

smallest amount of phosphoric acid in a soil can be determined

with great precision. If the magnesia precipitate be not redis-

solved and freed from silica, as pointed out, a higher percentage

of phosphoric acid necessarily is obtained than the actual quan-

tity which the soil contains.

Clover-roots.—The roots from 1 square foot of soil were cleaned

as much as possible, dried completely at 212^, and in that state

weighed 240 grains. An acre consequently contained 1493i lbs.

of dried clover-roots.

The clover-roots contaiued :— Dried at 212° Fabr.

Organic matter 81-33

tMineral matter (ash) 18-67

100-00

* Yielding nitrogen 1-635
Equal to ammonia 1 • 985

t Including insoluble siliceous matter (clay and saud) 11*67

Accordingly the clover-roots, in an acre of land, furnished

24^ lbs. of nitrogen. We have thus :

Lbs. of Nitrogen.

In the 6 inches of surface soil 3350
In large clover roots 24a
In second inches of soil 1875

Total amount of nitrogen in 1 acre of soil) co^ni
12 inches deep \

^

Equal to ammonia 63745

Or in round numbers 2 tons 6 cwts. of nitrogen per acre, an

enormous quantity, which must have a powerful influence in

encouraging the luxuriant development of the succeeding wheat-

crop, although only a fraction of the total amount of nitrogen in

the clover-remains may become sufficiently decomposed in time

to be available to the young wheat-plants.
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Clover-soil from part of 11 -acre Field of Burcott Lodge Farm,
Levjliton Buzzard, once mown for Hay, and left afterwards for
seed.

Produce 2i tons of clover-hay and 3 cwts. of seed per acre.

This soil was obtained within a distance of 5 yards from the

part of the field where the soil was dug up after the two cuttings

of hay. After the seed there was some difficulty in finding a

square foot containing the same number of large clover-roots

as that on the part of the field twice mown
;
however, at last, in

the beginning of November, a square foot containing exactly 18

strong roots was found and dug up to a depth of 18 inches.

The soil dug after the seed was much drier than that dug after the

two cuttings of hay :

—

The upper, G inches deep 1 foot square, vrcighed . . 56
The next „ „ „ .. 58
The 3rd „ „ „ .. 60

After drying by exposure to hot air, the three layers of soil

weighed :

—

lbs.

The np] ier, 6 inches 1 foot square 491
The next „ „ SOJ
The 3rd „ „ 5U

Equal portions of the dried soil from each 6-inch section were

mixed together and reduced to a fine powder. An average

sample thus prepared on analysis was found to have the following

composition :

—

Ccmposition of Clover Soil once mown for Hay, and afterwards leftfor Seed.

Driod at 212° Fahr.

~ / Organic matter 5"34

.2 Oxides of iron 6'07

'o Alumina 4*51

^ Carbonate of lime 7*51

J Magnesia 1-27

^ ^ \
Potash -52

Soda '16

^ Chloride of sodium "03

^ Phosphoric acid '15

\ Sulphuric acid '19

i Insoluble siliceous matter . . 73"84

-S Consisting of:—Alumina 4-14

Lime (in a state of silicate) ;. .. 2'G9
'§•3

\
Magnesia '68

o<5 Potash -24

^ Soda _-21

V Silica 65'88

99-59

This soil, it will be seen, in general character resembles the
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preceding sample ; it contains a good deal of potash and phos-

phoric acid, and may be presumed to be well suited to the

growth of clover. It contains more carbonate of lime, and is

somewhat lighter than the sample from the part of the field twice

mown for hay, and may be termed heavy calcareous clay.

An acre of this land, 18 inches deep, weighed when very

nearly dry :—
Surface, G inches 2,407,900

Next „ 2,444,200

3rd „ 2,480,500

Or in round numbers every 6 inches of soil weighed per acre

2J millions of pounds, which agrees tolerably well with the

actual weight per acre of the preceding soil.

The amount of phosphoric acid and nitrogen in each 6-inch

layer was determined separately as before, when the following

results were obtained :

—

In Dried SoU.

1st, 6 inches. 2nd, 6 inches. 3rd, 6 inches.

Pcrceutcage of pliosphoric acid .. '159 .... "166 .... '140

Phosphoric acid -189 .... -134 .... '089

Equal to ammonia -229 .... '162 .... -108

An acre, according to these determinations, contains in the

three separate sections :

—

1st, 6 inches. 2nd, 6 inches. 3rd, 6 inches,

lbs. lbs. lbs.

Phosphoric acid 3975 .... 4150 .... 3500
Nitros;en 4725 .... 3350 .... 2225
Equai to ammonia 5725 .... 4050 .... 2700

Here again, as might naturally be expected, the proportion of

nitrogen is largest in the surface where all the decaying leaves

dropped during the growth of the clover for seed are found, and
wherein root-fibres are more abundant than in the lower strata.

The first 6 inches of soil, it will be seen, contained in round
numbers 2^ tons of nitrogen per acre, that is, considerably more
than was found in the same section of the soil where the clover

was mown twice for hay
;
showing plainly that during the ripen-

ing of the clover-seed the surface is much enriched by the nitro-

genous matter in the dropping leaves of the clover-plant.

Clover-roots.—The roots from 1 square foot of this soil, freed

as much as possible from adhering soil, were dried at 212°, and
when weighed and reduced to a fine powder, gave on analysis

the following results :

—

*Organic matter 64-76

fMineral matter 35-24

100-00

* Containing nitrogen 1-702
Equal to ammonia 2 '066

t Including clay and sand (insoluble siliceous matter) 26-04
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A square foot of this soil produced 582 grains of dried clover-

roots, consequently an acre yielded 3622 lb. of roots, or more
than twice tlie weight of roots obtained from the soil of the

same field where the clover was twice mown for hay.

In round numbers, the 3622 lb. of clover-roots from the land

mown once, and afterwards left for seed, contained 51J lb. of

nitrogen.

The roots from the soil after clover-seed, it will be noticed,

were not so clean as the preceding sample, nevertheless, they

yielded more nitrogen. In 64"76 of organic matter we have
here 1'702 of nitrogen, whereas in the case of the roots from

the part of the field where the clover was twice mown for hay,

we have in 81*33 parts—that is, much more organic matter,

and 1635, or rather less of nitrogen. It is evident, therefore,

that the organic matter in the soil after clover-seed occurs

in a more advanced stage of decomposition than found in the

clover-roots from the part of the field twice mown. In the

manure in which the decay of such and similar organic remains

proceeds, much of the non-nitrogenous or carbonaceous matters

of which these remains chiefly, though not entirely consist, is

transformed into gaseous carbonic acid, and what remains

behind becomes richer in nitrogen and mineral matters. A
parallel case, showing the dissipation of carbonaceous matter,

and the increase in the percentage of nitrogen and mineral

matter in what is left behind, is presented to us in fresh and
rotten dung ; in long or fresh dung the percentage of organic

matter, consisting chiefly of very imperfectly undecomposed
straw, being larger, and that of nitrogen and mineral matter

smaller, than in well-rotted dung.

The roots from the field after clover seed, it will be borne in

mind, were dug up in November, whilst those obtained from

the land twice mown, were dug up in September ; the former,

therefore, may be expected to be in a more advanced state of

decay than the latter, and richer in nitrogen.

In an acre of soil after clover-seed, we have—
lbs.

Nitrogen in 1st 6 inches of soil 4725
Nitrogen in roots .. .. 51i
Nitrogen in 2ud 6 inches of soil 3350

Total amount of nitrogen per acre in 12 inclies of soil 8I265

Equal to ammonia 98G7

or in round numbers 3 tons and 12\ cwts. of nitrogen per acre,

equal to 4 tons 8 cwts. of ammonia.
This is a very much larger amount of nitrogen than occurred

in the other soil, and shows plainly that the total amount of

nitrogen accumulates, especially in the surface soil, when clover
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is grown for seeds ; thus cxplainin<^ intelligibly, as it appears to

me, why wheat, as stated by many practical men, succeeds better

on land where clover is grown lor seed than where it is mown
for hay.

All the three layers of the soil after clover-seed are richer in

nitrogen than the same sections of the soil where the clover was
twice mown, as will be seen by the following comparative state-

ment of results.

I. II.

Clover-soil twice Mown, Clover-soil once Mown, and then
left for Seed.

Upper
6 inches.

2nd
6 inches.

3rd
6 inches.

Upper
6 inches.

Next
6 inches.

Lowest
6 inches.

Percentage of nitro-"!

gen in dried soil . . /
•168 •092 •064 •189 •134 •089

Equal to ammonia .

.

•198 •112 •078 •229 •162 •108

This difference in the amount of accumulated nitrogen in

clover-land appears still more strikingly on comparing the total

amounts of nitrogen per acre in the different sections of the two
portions of the 11-acre fields :

—

Percentage of nitrogen per acre :— « '^^<'^- ^nd s^^ches. 3rd « i^^iies.

*I. In soil, clover twice over ] 3350 .... 1875 .... 1325

fl. In soil, clover once mown and seeded > ^^25 3350 22^5
afterwards j

Equal to ammonia :

—

*I. Clover twice mown "

..1 4050 .... 2275 .... 1600

t II. Clover seeded J 5725 .... 4050 .... 2700

I. Nitrogen in roots of clover twice mown \ 24^
II. Nitrogen in clover, once mown and>

g-j^^

grown for seed afterwards . . . .
J

^

I. Weight of dry roots per acre from Soil I.) 1493-2-

II. Weight of dry roots per acre from Soil II. j 3622

*Total amount of nitrogen in 1 acre 121
5249*

inches deep of Soil I I
*

tTotal amount of nitrogen in 1 acre 121 019^1
inches deep of Soil II j

"^^"^

* Equal to ammonia 1 6374|

t Equal to ammonia J 9867

Excess of nitrogen in an acre of soil 12

1

inches deep calculated as ammonia in I

3502 '-

part of field mown once and then
[

^

seeded I

It will be seen that not only was the amount of large cloVer-

roots greater in the part where clover was grown for seed, but

that likewise the different layers of soil were in every instance
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richer in nitrog^cn after clovcr-seetl tlian after clover mown twice

for hay ; or as it may be expressed :—In 1 lb. of ammonia there

were 3592^ more of ammonia in the land where clover-seed

was grown than where other clover was made entirely into hay
;

or the former part of the same field produced rather more than

half the total quantity of nitrogen yielded by the latter.

Reasons are given in the beginning of this paper which it

is hoped will have convinced the reader that the fertility of

land is not so much measured by the amount of ash-constituents

of plants which it contains, as by the amount of nitrogen which,
together with an excess of such ash-constituents, it contains in

an available form. It has been shown likewise that the removal
from the soil of a large amount of mineral matter in a good
clover-crop, in conformity with many direct field experiments,

is not likely in any degree to affect the wheat-crop, and that the

yield of wheat on soils under ordinary cultivation, according to

the experience of many farmers, and the direct [and numerous
experiments of ^lessrs. Lawes and Gilbert, rises or falls, other

circumstances being equal, with the supply of available nitro-

genous food which is given to the wheat. This being the case,

we cannot doubt that the benefits arising from the growth of

clover to the succeeding wheat are mainly due to the fact that

an immense amount of nitrogenous food accumulates in the

soil during the growth of clover.

This accumulation of nitrogenous plant-food, specially useful

to cereal crops, is, as shown in the preceding experiments,

much greater when clover is ^rown for seed than when it is

made into hay. This affords an intelligible explanation of a fact

long observed by good practical men, although denied by others

who decline to accept their experience as resting on trustworthy

evidence, because, as they say, land cannot become more fertile

when a crop is grown upon it for seed which is carried off, than

when that crop is cut down and the produce consumed on the

land. The chemical points brought forward in the course of

this inquiry show plainly that mere speculations as to what can

take place in a soil and what not, do not much advance the true

theory of certain agricultural practices. It is only by carefully

investigating subjects like the one under consideration that

positive proofs are given showing the correctness of intelligent

observers in the fields. Many years ago I made a great many
experiments relative to the chemistry of farmyard-manure, and

then showed, amongst other particulars, that manure, spread at

once on the land, need not there and then be ploughed in, inas-

much as neither a broiling sun nor a sweeping and drying wind
will cause the slightest loss of ammonia, and that, therefore, the

old-fashioned farmer who carts his manure on the land as soon
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as lie can, and spreads It at once, but who ploughs it in at his

convenience, acts in perfect accordance with correct chemical

principles involved in the management of larmyard-manure.

On the present occasion my main object has been to show, not

merely by reasoning on the subject, but by actual experiments,

that the larger the amounts of nitrogen, potash, soda, lime, phos-

phoric acid, &c., which are removed from the land in a clover-

crop, the better it is, nevertheless, made thereby for producing-

in the succeeding year an abundant crop of wheat, other circum-

stances being favourable to its growth.

Indeed no kind of manure can be compared in point of

efficacy for wheat to the manuring which the land gets in a

really good crop of clover. The farmer who wishes to derive the

full benefit from his clover-lay, should plough it up for wheat as

soon as possible in the autumn, and leave it in a rough state as

long as is admissible, in order that the air may find free access

into the land, and the organic remains left in so much abundance
in a good crop of clover be changed into plant-food ; more
especially, in other words, in order that the crude nitrogenous

organic matter in the clover-roots and decaying leaves may have
time to become transformed into ammoniacal compoimds, and
these in the course of time into nitrates, which I am strongly-

inclined to think is the form in which nitrogen is assimilated,

par excellence, by cereal crops, and in which, at all events, it is

more efficacious than in any other state of combination wherein
it may be used as a fertiliser.

When the clover-lay is ploughed up early, the decay of the

clover is sufficiently advanced by the time the young wheat-

plant stands in need of readily available nitrogenous food, and
this, being uniformly distributed through the whole of the

cultivated soil, is ready to benefit every single plant. This equal

and abundant distribution of food, peculiarly valuable to cereals,

is a great advantage, and speaks strongly in favour of clover as a

preparatory crop for wheat.

Nitrate of soda, an excellent spring top-dressing for wheat
and cereals in general, in some seasons fails to produce as

good an effect as in others. In very dry springs the rainfall is

not sufficient to wash it properly into the soil and to distribute

it equally, and in very wet seasons it is apt to be washed either

into the drains or into a stratum of the soil not accessible to the

roots of the young wheat. As therefore the character of the

approaching season cannot usually be predicted, the application

of nitrate of soda to wheat is always attended with more or less

uncertainty.

The case is different when a good crop of clover-hay has been
obtained from the land on which Avheat is intended to be grown
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afterwards. An enormous quantity of nitrogenous organic matter,

as we have seen, is left in the land after the removal of the clover-

crop ; and these remains gradually decay and furnish ammonia,
which at first and during the colder months of the year is retained

by the well-known absorbing properties which all good wheat-

soils possess. In spring, when warmer weather sets in, and the

wheat begins to make a push, these ammonia compounds in

the soil are by degrees oxidized into nitrates ; and as this change

into food, peculiarly favourable to young cereal plants, proceeds

slowly but steadily, we have in the soil itself, after clover, a

source from which nitrates are continuously produced ; so that

it does not much affect the final yield of wheat whether heavy

rains remove some or all of the nitrate present in the soil. The
clover-remains thus afford a more continuous source from which
nitrates are produced, and greater certainty for a good crop of

wheat than when recourse is had to nitrogenous top-dressings in

the spring.

The remarks respecting the formation of nitrates in soils upon
which clover has been grown, it should be stated, do not emanate
from mere speculations, but are based on actual observations.

I have not only been able to show the existence of nitrates

in clover-soils, but have made a number of actual determinations

of the amount of nitric acid in different layers of soils on which
clover had been grown ; but as this paper has grown already to

greater dimensions than perhaps desirable, I reserve any further

remarks on the important subject of nitrification in soils for a

future communication.

SUMMAKY.

The following are some of the chief points of interest which I

have endeavoured fully to develope in the preceding pages :

—

1. A good crop of clover removes from the soil more potash,

phosphoric acid, lime, and other mineral matters, which enter

into the composition of the ashes of our cultivated crops, than

any other crop usually grown in this country.

2. There is fully three times as much nitrogen in a crop of

clover as in the average produce of the grain and straw of wheat

per acre.

3. Notwithstanding the large amount of nitrogenous matter

and of ash constituents of plants in the produce of an acre, clover

is an excellent preparatory crop for wheat.

4. During the growth of clover a large amount of nitrogenous

matter accumulates in the soil.

5. This accumulation, which is greatest in the surface-soil,

is due to decaying leaves dropped during the growth of clover,
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and to an abundance of roots, containing when dry from 1| to 2

per cent, of nitri)gen.

6. The clover-roots are stronger and more numerous, and more
leaves fall on the ground when clover is grown for seed, than

when it is mown for hay ; in consequence more nitrogen is

left after clover-seed than after hay, which accounts for wheat
yielding a better crop after clover-seed than after hay.

7. The development of roots being checked when the produce,

in a green condition, is fed off by sheep, in all probability leaves

still less nitrogenous matter in the soil than when clover is

allowed to get riper and is mown for hay
;

thus, no doubt,

accounting for the obse-rvation made by practical men that,

notwithstanding the return of the produce in the sheep-excre-

ments, wheat is generally stronger and yields better, after clover

mown for hay, than when the clover is fed off green by sheep.

8. The nitrogenous matters in the clover-remains on their

gradual decay are finally transformed into nitrates, thus affording

a continuous source of food, on which cereal crops specially

delight to grow.

9. There is strong presumptive evidence that the nitrogen

which exists in the air in the shape of ammonia and nitric acid,

and descends in these combinations with the rain which falls

on the ground, satisfies, under ordinary circumstances, the require-

ments of the clover-crop. This crop causes a large accumula-
tion of nitrogenous matters, which are gradually changed in the

soil into nitrates. The atmosphere thus furnishes nitrogenous

food to the succeeding wheat indirectly, and, so to say, gratis.

10. Clover not only provides abundance of nitrogenous food,

but delivers this food in a readily available form (as nitrates)

more gradually and continuously, and consequently with more
certainty of a good result, than such food can be applied to the

land in the shape of nitrogenous spring top-dressings.

Laboratory, 11, Salisbury-square, Fleet-street, E.C.
July, 1868.

XXVII.

—

On the Cultivation of Waste Lands on Mountain-sides.

By J, A. Slater.

In discussing the question how moorlands can be rendered pro-

ductive, it should be stated at the outset that if situated at very

high elevations above the level of the sea, it is questionable

whether their cultivation can ever be rendered remunerative.

The barren moorland, whose cultivation I am about to describe,

lies at an elevation of some 750 feet ; and is therefore not in the

most favourable climate for agricultural purposes. The soil of
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this tract is extremely banen, and in its natural state not worth
a rental of one sliilling per acre. It consists of a mixture of

numerous earthy ingredients, every one of which is totally infer-

tile ; coarse red sand, alternating Avith a light gray sand, coming
up quite to the surface. In some places a black earth, an inch

or two deep, is found, whilst running through the whole are

many gritstones, some of enormous dimensions. Over the whole
is spread a short, stunted growth of heath, though in some places

the land is too poor to grow even heath or moss. Such is the

unpromising nature of the soil to be worked upon.

First. It is desirable that, in accordance with the practice

usually adopted in North Staffordshire, but close to Cheshire,

the moorland intended to be cultivated should be divided into

square fields of four or five acres each, though fields of eight or

nine acres in extent may be found where nothing but heath or

gorse once grew. As stones are close at hand and plentiful, and
the cost of conveyance little or nothing, the cheapest and most
effectual method for inclosing the fields is by a stone wall

;

which, if well built to commence with, will continue good for

generations without further expenditure or care ; the original cost

being sixpence per lineal yard, more or less, according to the way
in which the work is done.

When the land is properly inclosed, the next process com-
mences with digging or trenching, and clearing it of stones

;

a work generally designated by the term " ridding." This " rid-

ding" is effected in two or three ways. The usual method is,

after making a trench twelve inches in depth, to put the surface

soil with the heath attached, at the bottom of the trench, and
then to cover it up by the still more barren subsoil. The surface

heath-clod is thus buried to the depth of 8 to 12 inches, and left

there for years to rot. The cost of " ridding " to the depth of

12 inches is usually from 25. to 2^. Q)d. per Cheshire rood of

64 square yards (8 X 8), which would be equivalent to 8/. or 9/.

per statute acre ; if less than 12 inches deep the cost will be less,

but never under Is. per 64 square yards. This method of rid-

ding, however, I do not approve, as I may have occasion here-

after to mention.

The first crop usually grown, after the clearing has been

effected, is a green crop, such as potatoes or turnips ; for my own
part I give the preference to the former, as the produce of

potatoes is much more satisfactory than that of turnips grown on

the newly turned-up soil. In the year 1867 the potatoes grown
on 15 roods of land of 64 square yards to the rood, yielded 7

loads of 240 lbs. to the load, all sound, as they usually are on

fresh ridded ground ; whereas the turnips grown in the same
field yielded not more than 5 or 6 tons per acre.
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The method of ridding above described is that usually

ridopted, but experience has taught me that instead of burying

the surface heath-soil it is far better to retain it on the surface.

At the same time the subsoil should be effectively stirred and

cleared of stones to the depth of 12 inches. This is a pro-

cess readily understood and easily taught to a workman by an

experienced person. By this means the surface soil, weak and
comparatively barren though it be (yet much superior to the com-
plete barrenness of the subsoil), is kept on the surface ready for

immediate use. The modicum of fertility, which by very slow

degrees has been increasing for ages, may thus by cultivation be

turned to immediate advantage, if the few fertile earthy ingre-

dients, found on the surface, be retained thereon to work
with. The sterile subsoil should not be brought to the surface

too freely, but rather incorporated gradually, as if the contrary

practice be followed, the result is certain to be injurious. In a

four-acre field, where formerly nothing but heath grew, I tried

the experiment, on one acre, of mixing too much of the lower

with the upper soil, and the consequence was a diminution of 50
per cent, at least in the value of the subsequent crop, as com-
pared Avith that on other parts in the same field. In opposition,

therefore, to the usual practice, and to what is now being done
(February, 1868) not a mile from where I am writing, I consider

it to be extremely desirable, in " ridding" heath-land, to keep the

surface soil on the surface, and to stir the subsoil to the depth of

12 inches. Indeed 1 have found that by pursuing this plan, the

corn and root crops are greater in after years, the grass is greener,

and far less manure is required to bring the land into profitable

condition.

Moreover it is highly important that the stirring and ridding

should not only be of the required depth, but done effectually,

and the moorland thoroughly broken, otherwise the subsequent

crops will seriously suffer. A five-acre field in my occupation

affords a complete exemplification of this truth. The ridding of

this field has been ineffectually done, the work varying in depth
from 3J to 12 inches, and the growing crop of oats indicates

precisely how the work has been executed. In one part of the

field the oats "yellow off in another, the produce is less than

10 bushels to the acre ; whilst in a third part of the same field

where the ridding has been thoroughly effected, the crops are

most satisfactory, reaching 40 bushels per acre with an abun-

dance of nutritious straw.

Experience has demonstrated most satisfactorily to myself
that where the ridding has been conscientiously performed, no
land will pay better as arable land, and that where the ridding

VOL. lY.—S. S. 2 F
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has been incomplete no land, as arable land, will pay worse ; in

fact, the plough cannot enter it at all without certain loss.

The rotation most profitable to be adopted will depend upon
the length of time that has elapsed since the ridding was com-
pleted. But for ten or twelve years after the heath-ground has

been cleared I would follow the four-course shift for the following

reasons : First, because in the newly recovered heath-ground

there is hardly any such thing as " clover sickness," and the

crops of clover are enormous ; and secondly, because frequent

cultivation and aeration seem to be beneficial, the air exerting a
wonderful influence upon the newly broken-up heath-ground.

In the first years the rotation would therefore be :—1. Turnips
or potatoes. 2. Barley or oats. 3. Clover. 4. Barley or oats.

On the clover showing a tendency to fail, as it would after a

certain number of years, I would adopt the five-course system,

keeping the seeds down two years. After cultivation and aera-

tion have done their proper work, I would finally have recourse

to the six-course system, keeping the seeds down three years.

This plan I would ultimately and steadily follow for several

reasons : First, because the clover and other seeds will never

fail
;
second, because the yield of grass available for pasture in

the second and third years will be more than double what it

would be, if allowed to lie in permanent pasture ; and lastly,

because the ground is greatly invigorated for future corn and
root crops, by being allowed to remain in grass for three years.

After this, the pasturing power of the worn-out seeds diminishes

rapidly, and they require to be ploughed up again to recommence
the rotation. Under this system every crop will be abundant,

none will fail, and the ground will be progressively improved.

It may be worthy of mention that last year I had the curiosity

to weigh a crop of turnips, the growth of 1867. I weighed three

drills of swedes, 100 yards in length. The first drill gave

6 cwt. 3 qrs. 2 lbs., the second exactly the same, and the third

7 cwt. From this it may be readily calculated that the crop of

swedes of 1867 was over 21 tons per imperial acre, while the

yellow Tankard turnips, grown in the same field, were over

28 tons per acre. Surely these will be considered satisfactory

crops, more especially when it is remembered that they were
grown with artificial manure alone, and that too on land where
nothing but heath formerly grew. The crop of potatoes of 1867
was not equal to that in former years, but those sold before

Christmas last realised upwards of 20Z. per acre.

In 1864 I attempted to grow a crop of potatoes that might be

considered a maximum, at least upon heath-land. This experi-

ment I tried upon 2 acres, and the yield appears almost incre-
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dible; the first acre giving 10 tons, and the second over 11 tons,

or 99 loads, of 252 lbs. to the load. These results, however,

were only obtained by extra preparation and by incurring extra

expense.

Where a field has been imperfectly cleared or not ridded to

the required depth, the corn on it will grow in patches, one part

of the field giving a full crop, whilst another will yield little or

nothing. This consideration subtracts considerably from the

value of the land, and from the desirability of devoting it to

arable culture.

But it is not to crops of corn that one looks for much profit

;

it is rather to the turnips and potatoes, the clover and grass,

which are cultivated as well as corn. Last year (1867) in a

four-acre field I grew upwards of 3 tons of clover-hay per acre

—

the result of two cuttings. This at the present price of clover

hay is equivalent to 147. or 15/. per acre, whereas last April

the price in this neighbourhood was 6/. per ton. This result

must be considered very satisfactory as regards the clover-crop

in a field which formerly produced nothing but heath. The
clover-crop, however, is not so much affected by imperfect

ridding as the corn crops are,—a fact which is manifestly indi-

cated by the less uneven appearance of the growing clover.

In these high districts, lying at an elevation of almost 800
feet above the level of the sea, it is very advantageous to have
belts of planting on the north and the east of the estate under

cultivation. Larch and Scotch firs planted in alternate rows,

some 20 to 30 yards in width are an effectual protection against

the cold and fierce winds that otherwise would sometimes blow
very injuriously. On the south side of one of these plantings in

heath-ground, at an elevation of 800 feet above the sea-level, I

have grown mangolds 14 lbs. each, 8 of them weighing a cwt.

Indeed, plantations judiciously arranged, besides giving indis-

pensable shelter to cattle, when the fields are in grass, afford an
advantage equal to, at least, 2^ or 3° of latitude in their effects

on the growing crops. These mountain-sides are much exposed

to cruel winds, which sometimes inflict serious injury on the

ripening com. I once had a field of ripe barley half-thrashed

by the fury of the winds ; but with the protection afforded by
plantations this calamity can never occur.

Where the ground is very uneven, irregular, and worked with
difficulty, by far the most profitable plan is to lay it down in

grass, and let it remain in meadow or permanent pasture.

Many years ago, a labouring man, in this neighbourhood pro-

cured for a trifle a piece of waste valueless ground, 5| acres in

extent, and 800 feet above the level of the sea. On this he with

2 F 2
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his own hands built for himself a hovel of a house, all of stones^

which he found lying around. He then set about ridding the

ground, which he did effectually, using no other instruments than

his spade and mattock. As soon as possible he laid it down in

grass, which maintained for him two milking cows, with a stirk,

summer and winter. On this the Avorthy man lived in simple

independence till he died some five or six years ago at the age

of eighty. The 5f acres were then put up for sale by auction,

and the property realised 330/. to be divided amongst the old

man's children, all of whom are prosperous and far above want.

On land like that I am describing, when devoted to arable

cultivation, and under a judicious rotation of cropping, I have
found it extremely advantageous (after the corn is cut) to depasture
" the seeds " in the autumn. Heath land seems to be peculiarly

adapted for the growth of the artificial grasses, and if the ground
has been properly laid down, " the seeds " show wonderful
vitality after the field has been cleared of the corn. In the

autumn of 1865, I turned 20 yearly calves and "twinters"

—

as two-year-old animals are locally termed—into a 6-acre

field newly laid down with grass seeds. The field main-
tained the calves in a grov/ing condition from October 31st to

November 21st, exactly three weeks. This result is not incon-

siderable in a field where nothing but heath once grew, and at

an elevation of more than 800 feet above the sea level. But the

greatest benefit is derived from treading the seeds by the calves

and twinters, inasmuch as by this means the ground becomes
consolidated, and the seeds fastened as it were in the light

ground so as to be enabled to stand the ensuing winter, however
inclement. By this treatment the crop of clover in the following

season is not diminished, but, according to my experience, fre-

quently very much increased. Hence I have found a double

profit in treading the seeds by young stock.

Before concluding I would just observe that the storm of wind
that occurred on the first day of the present month, February

1868, afforded a complete demonstration of the utility of having

belts of planting on high ground. At Eccles, 3 or 4 miles,

north of Manchester, the pressure of the wind was 31 lbs. on the

square foot, whilst on high ground 24 miles distant, at Bidston

Hill Observatory, it was 70 lbs. Thus the force of the wind
on high ground is more than two-fold greater than it is on low

ground. Hence may be inferred the great importance of planta-

tions when the breaking up of mountain lands is attempted.

It has been shown, I think, with sufficient distinctness that the

subduing of the barren wastes, and reducing them to fertility, is

a speculation that will pay, even when the climate is adverse,
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and the elevation as much as 1000 feet above the level of the

sea ; much more, therefore, will the enterprise be successful when
the conditions are more favourable, and the climate less unpro-

pitious. But independently of the gains, which are very con-

siderable—amountinpf sometimes to as much as 50 per cent., and

even more—arising from the judicious cultivation of the barren

heath, there is a consolation in knowing that every acre effectually

won from the waste or the wilderness adds so much to the

national resources, and increases the value of the property imme-
diately adjoining it.

Heaton House, Mushton, near Macclesfield.

XXVIII.

—

Statistics of Live Stock and Dead Meat for Consump-

tion in the Metropolis By Egbert Herbeet.

Although there was a decided falling off in the imports of

foreign stock during the first six months of the present year,

when compared with the corresponding periods in 1866 and
18G7, the general condition of the beasts and sheep at hand
was good

;
consequently the deficiency in the supply of imported

food was comparatively trifling. During the greater portion of

the season some remarkably fine stock was received in the

metropolis from Norfolk, Suffolk, <Scc. ; but towards its close the

weight and condition of both beasts and sheep, arising from
the severe drought in all parts of England, and the great scarcity

of pasture-food, fell off considerably. The season, therefore,

closed badly. The graziers in Lincolnshire, Leicestershire, and
Northamptonshire have, however, suffered severely. The
drought wholly prevented them from finishing off their beasts,

and many of them, owing to the scarcity of food, were com-
pelled in July to sell large numbers of beasts in very little more
than a half-fat state. The almost total failure of the turnip-crop,

and the moderate yield of the new barley and oats, have led to

the inference that meat, especially that of fine quality, will be

very high in price during the last three months of the present

year.*

The enormous growth of swedes in 1867 has been a great

boon to cattle-feeders
;
indeed, the cowkeepers of London—who

were well supplied with swedes till the end of July—would

* Fortunately, the country has been visited by some splendid rains, the growth
of grass has been somewhat rapid, the potato-crop has shown signs ofimpiovement,
and there is every prospect of a full average growth of white turnips.

—

August 18</t.
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have found it a matter of great difficulty to keep tteir cows alive

liad it not been for the splendid crop of roots grown in this

country last year. Although the restrictions compelling all

cattle exhibited in the Metropolitan Market to be slaughtered

within the four- mile radius from Charing Cross continue in

force, the trade throughout has been steady, and the fluctuations

in prices have been unimportant. Prime Scots and crosses were
2d. per 8 lbs, dearer at the close than at the commencement of

the first half of the present year. The general top quotation

has been bs. per 8 lbs. The arrivals of dead meat from Con-
tinental ports have been on a very limited scale

;
indeed, this

branch of the trade, which formerly occupied a rather important
position, appears to have sunk into comparative insignificance,

so trifling have the receipts lately been.

Although the imports have been diminished by more than

one-half, the supply of sheep exhibited has been fully equal to

the number last year ; but the quality of nearly all breeds,

arising from the scarcity of food, has shown a considerable

deficiency. Prime breeds have, therefore, been in improved
request at advanced rates ; but inferior sheep have moved off

slowly. The large quantities of meat brought forward in New-
gate and Leadenhall have prevented a serious rise in the quota-

tions. The best Downs and half-bieds, in the wool, have sold

at from 5s. 'id. to 55. 4f?. ; out of the wool, 4.v. ^d. to 4s. ^d.

per 8 lbs.

A large number of English lambs have been on offer, but

only moderate receipts of foreign. The trade has been fairly

active. At the opening of the season prices ranged from 8s. to

9s., but they soon receded to 5s. 6c?. to 7s. per 8 lbs.

The supply of calves has been somewhat limited ; neverthe-

less sales have progressed slowly at from 4s. to 5s. 4rf. per 8 lbs.

For prime small pigs there has been a healthy inquiry at full

currencies ; otherwise the market has ruled heavy, and the

quotations have been drooping. The highest price has been

4s. iid. per 8 lbs.

The hay crop has been very small throughout the country,

but its quality has been good. The root-crops having proved a

complete failure, a strong demand has sprung up for artificial

food, and a good business has been transacted in linseed, rape-

seed, and oilcakes, at advancing prices. The probable scarcity

of fat stock during the winter has also caused more firmness to

prevail in the tallow-market. The price of rough fat has ad-

vanced to 2s. 2^d. per 8 lbs.

The total supplies of stock exhibited in the Metropolitan

Cattle Market during the six months were as under ;

—
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Total Supplies of Stock Exhibited.

Beasts. Cows. Sheep nnd Lambs. Calves.
"

Pigs.

,
1861 109,812 3,005 604,650 ^.6,560 15,952

1S62 116,735 3 ,054 631,672 8 ,259 17,407

18G3 .. 120,045^ 3,005 628,072 10,449 16,435

1864 .. 131,694 3,014 622,330 9,935 17,679

1865 .. .. 130,977 3,086 614,766 12,189 16,028

1866 .. .. 107,816 1,220 677,560 6,721 12,953

1867 .. 108,180 1,400 674,670 8,468 11,200

1868 .. .. 108,380 990 789,250 8,729 10,145

From our own grazing districts the receipts have been liberal,

and have quite come up to previous years in number. The
condition of the Irish stock has been inferior. The annexed

Table shows the actual numbers arrived in the Metropolitan

Market :

—

District Bulloch Arrivals.

Northern
Districts.

Eastern
Districts.

Other parts of
England.

Scotland. Ireland.

I860 .. .. 4,000 68,520 21,420 5,033 1,477

1864 .. .. 62,170 19,980 9,918 2,740

1865 .. .. 1,000 54,460 17,570 11,797 2,517

1866 .. .. 5,290 31,188 12,680 8,800 3,000

1867 .. .. 400 36,630 14,110 5,632 903

1868 .. 1,000 47,800 18,329 5,842 3,206

Average Prices of Beef and Mutton in the Six Months.

Beef.—Per 8 lbs. to sink the Offal,

1862, 1863. 1864. 1865. 1866. 1867- 1383.

s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

Inferior 3 0 3 4 3 6 3 8 3 10 3 4 3 0
Middling .

.

4 0 4 4 4 6 4 8 4 10 4 4 4 0
Prime 4 8 5 0 5 0 5 2 5 10 5 0 5 0
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Mutton.—Per 8 lbs. to sink the Oifal.

1863. 1863. 1864. 1865. 1866. 1867. 1868.

«. d. s. d. S. (/. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

Inferior ;j G 3 10 3 8 4 4 4 0 3 6 3 2

Middling .. 4 G 4 8 4 6 4 10 .5 4 4 6 4 2

Prime 5 4 5 G J 2 5 10 G 0 5 0 5 2

The above figures show that prime stock has, this year, been

very firm in price ; but that a decline has taken place in the

value of inferior animals, caused by the very middling condition

in which they were exhibited.

The total imports of foreign stock into London have amounted
to 112,790 head, against 248,212 in 1867, being a decline of

135,422 head. The following Table shows the ports from
whence shipments took place, together with the actual numbers
shipped :

—

Imports in the first Six Months.

From 1

1

lieasts. i

1

Sheep
and Lambs.

Calves. Piss.

111 41 1

669
1,748 C,147 1,530 21

150
12G
12 31

221 4,325
91

730
5,159 5,918 29 21

611
892 1,372 36

5971,922 24, 101 26

G,399 13,237 839 216

Kbnigsberg 17

80

40
4,878
5,279

1,279
i 161128 "471 268

Pillau 5

329 123
220 14

Rotterdam 3,086 13,159 4,110 658

Vigo 1 ,0G5

24,423 7"i,7G5 6,838 1,674

At the corresponding periods in previous years the imports

into London were as follows :

—
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Imports at Corresponding Periods,

Bcusts. Sliocp nnd Lambs. Calves. Pigs.

1860 .. .. 17,193 76,415 7,965 2,492
1861 .. .. 22,045 46,674 6,187 4,309

1862 .. .. 11,462 49,332 9,459 883

1863 .. .. 16,701 91,206 11,445 1,229
1864 .. .. 29,460 85,920 10,392 14,212
18G5 .. .. 40,921 122,579 9,993 32,582
1866 .. .. 46,343 180,460 7,480 10,702
1867 .. .. 45,994 188,997 8,277 4,944

The returns issued by the Board of Trade give the follow-

ing imports of foreign stock into the United Kingdom in six

months :

—

1866. 1867. 1868.

Oxen, Bulls, and Cows 72,812 69,110 39,136

9,122 11,558 11,344

406,888 291,031 171,320

4,841 5,447 9,699
Pigs 29,873 13,776 8,405

The supplies of meat at Newgate and Leadenhall, although
almost entirely composed of the carcases of home-fed beasts,

have been extensive. Generally speaking the trade has been
quiet, and prices have been easy. Beef has sold at from 2s. lOd.

to 4s. Sd. ;
mutton, 2s. lOd. to 4s. lOd.

;
lamb, 4s. to 6s. 8c?. ;

veal, 3s. 4cZ. to 4s. 8c?. ; and pork, 2s. 10c?. to 4s. 6d. per 8 lbs. by
the carcase.

The high prices at which both beasts and sheep are selling

throughout the Continent, but more especially in France and
Holland, the failure of our root-crops, and the scarcity of hay,

lead to the conclusion that really prime meat will maintain
its present price for several months. Inferior stock, from the

large consumption going on, is likely to command strong quota-

tions during the remainder of the year.

The Wool Trade.

In the early part of the year, notwithstanding the high duties

levied upon woollen goods in the United States, there was an
improved feeling in the wool trade generally. Prices of colonial

wool, arising from the large quantities taken by Continental
houses, were on the advance. Since then, however, as the

imports have been on a very large scale, the quotations have
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given way \d. to ?>d. per lb. ; the quantity of colonial wool
advertised for the July sales amounting to 226,000 bales—

a

quantity greatly in excess of all previous years. The new clip of

English wool has turned out very large and of unusually fine

quality. Yet prices, in comparison with Colonial, have not suf-

fered materially, although the want of orders for woollen goods
for export has been much complained of. The annexed return

shows the

Imports of Wool in Six Months.

1866. 1867. 1868.

lbs. lbs. lbs.

Colonial and Foreign .. 101,948,949 117,220,028 96,458,474

Exports of Wool in Six Months.

1866. 1867. 1868.

lbs. lbs. lbs.

3 566,886 3,117,235 5,012,579
29 ,451,959 39,626,742 49,079,923
2 540,984 6,035,779 2,202,718

Total 35 ,559,829 48,779,756 56,295,220

The following are the current prices of home-grown wool in

London compared with those of the same period in 1867 :

—

1867. 1868.

Per 210 lbs. Per 240 lbs.

Fleeces :

—

£. s. £. s. £. s. £. s.

Southdown hoggetts ir, 10 to 17 0 15 0 to 16 0
17 10 to 18 0 16 10 to 17 0
17 0 to 17 10 15 10 to 16 0

Southdown ewes and wethers 15 0 to 16 0 14 10 to 15 10

IG 0 to 17 0 15 0 to 15 10

Sorts :

—

Clothmg and picklock .

.

18 0 to 18 10 17 10 to 18 0
16 10 to 17 0 16 0 to 16 10
15 10 to 16 0 15 0 to 16 0
14 0 to 15 0 14 0 to 15 0

Combing :

—

19 0 to 19 10 18 0 to 18 10

Picklock If) 0 to 17 0 14 10 to 15 10

14 0 to 15 0 12 0 to 13 0

20 0 to 20 10 18 0 to 18 10
Picklock matching 16 0 to 17 0 14 10 to 15 10

14 0 to 15 0 12 0 to 13 0

The above comparison of prices shows that the value of sorts

has been fairly supported, but that fleeces and most descriptions
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of combins;' wool have tliis year given way from Id. to fully l\d.

per lb. The severe pressure of eolonlal wools upon the market,

and the moderate shipments of woollen goods now being made
to the United States, render it uncertain whether prices will

recover themselves this year.

4, Argyle Square, St. Paneras.

XXIX.

—

Report on the Exhibition of Live Stock at Leicester.

By Edwaed Bowly, Senior Steward.

Since our pleasant meeting at the charming seaport, Plymouth,
one most interesting feature in our Live Stock Exhibitions has

been wanting, and it was indeed most cheering to find at

Leicester the roan, the red, and the white shorthorn, with the

white-faced Hereford, and the symmetrical Devon, in goodly
array before us.

The mind almost shrinks from contemplating all that we have

passed through during the three eventful years, 1865-1867 ; and

we would gladly bury in oblivion the recollection of the dreadful

rinderpest ; how it pursued its fitful course through our country,

sometimes carrying off whole herds in counties, then taking some
and leaving others, paralysing every effort, and, as it were,

mocking our endeavours to check its fatal course.

Many are the once happy families whom it has made desolate,

some in comparative affluence have been reduced to poverty, the

minds of not a few proprietors have given way under intense

anxiety, and the loss to our country may be counted by millions.

Surely a subject involving such serious consequences ought
never to have become the battle-field of party politics. Now
that the Cattle Bill has been withdrawn, we trust that the Orders
in Council will not be in the slightest degree relaxed, and that

the usual good common-sense of Englishmen may prevail, and
insure us a still more perfect bill next year. Our object is not

for the protection of our home trade, as some interested parties

have endeavoured to persuade the public, but to secure us from
the fearful consequences of a renewed attack of this dire pes-

tilence.

The show-yard was honoured with the presence of His Excel-

lency Drouyn de Lhuys, who charmed us with his courtesy,

delighted us with the great interest he took in all our arrange-

ments, and expressed great admiration of many of the animals

exhibited. His visit, we have reason to believe, was not under-

taken in his private capacity, but with the view of gaining

information for the establishment of a similar institution in
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France—a good omen for the future, as nothing is so likely to

secure to us the blessings of peace, as nations uniting together

to promote agricultural improvement.

HOESES.

This year for the first time horses head the catalogue of live

stock with 167 entries, which with few exceptions were present;

but, considering the valuable prizes in some classes offered, and
that our tents were pitched in the classic hunting fields of Eng-
land, the number was not equal to our anticipations.

Of the agricultural horses, which appeared first on the list,

Messrs. Turnbull, Crosse, and Steadman were Judges. In

Class 1, containing eight agricultural stallions, and Class 2, con-

taining ten, some difficulty was experienced by the judges in

awarding the prizes, owing to the mixture of the acknowledged
breeds, Lincoln and Clydesdale, with others supposed to possess

qualities adapted for their different localities. The first-prize

animals in both classes were extremely active, symmetrical, and
of great substance.

Of Suffolk stallions there were only five in Class 3, and four in

Class 4, but they were all first-class animals, and well deserved

the prizes awarded to them. The Suffolk mares, foals and fillies,

were equally good. Mr. Tennant's first-prize mare in Class 16
possessed remarkable symmetry and substance ; but her foal was
not equal to that of Mr. Attwater's second prize in the same class.

The Suffolks however, fully upheld the great name this breed has

acquired; and it may be mentioned that one of the judges who
officiated at Plymouth was struck with the great improvement in

their feet and legs which has taken place during the last three

years.

The Judges of Thoroughbred Horses, Hunters, Hackneys, and
Ponies were Sir George Wombwell, Bart, and Messrs. Atkinson

and Nainby. They had a very hot and hard day's work, having

more classes than the judges of the Agricultural Horses, as well

as a larger number competing. The ground, although on a

beautiful site, was hard and slippery, and prevented so good a

trial as was desirable. All hunters should be put into a gallop,

but this was impossible. This year too it was fortunately decided

to have no jumping, as unless the ground had been artificially-

prepared it would have been out of the question. We think, how-
ever, that under more favourable circumstances the public might
be again gratified with a performance which at all times creates

very great interest, and cannot fail to be financially advantageous

to the Society.

The sending every selected horse to the veterinary yard occu-
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pied much time : if by any other arrangement the necessity of

this course coukl be avoided it woukl much facilitate the work
of the judges. This we know is a difficult subject, but it is cer-

tainly open to future consideration.

The judges have very kindly sent us their Report. We are glad

to find that they notice favourably the younger hunters. We
thought them most promising, and if all are judiciously ridden

during the next two years they will be a valuable lot. We con-

sidered the older hunters very useful ; and it would be a man's own
fault if he did not make a good fight on any of them. " Lady
Derwent " was evidently the prize-taker, and she is a lady all over,

and fit to carry a lady : how she would do a " big one " after twenty

or thirty acres of steam-plough we, of course, had no opportunity

of testing. " Mountain Dew," we thought, looked like business,

and we should be well satisfied with a mount on him ; but the

horse of all others for a quick five-and-thirty minutes was Mr.
Tailby's " Orangeman," He looked like keeping close at " their

sterns " in any country. If a horse can stay that time without a
check it is all that is required, as no fox can live longer before

hounds of the present day, and the greater number will be pulled

down in half the time. " Orangeman " was unfortunately dis-

qualified from having been dressed for a splint.

In the Hunting Mare Class Captain Barlow's old " Silverlock,"

first at Bury, was eclipsed. She is of a right good old-fashioned

sort, and such an one as we should have felt very comfortable on
before she entered her teens. We sincerely wish Captain Barlow
every success in perpetuating her blood.

We were much taken with Mr. Cook's " British Queen," the

first prize in the Hackney Mare Class, and should prefer cantering

such an animal to covert to availing ourselves of any of the

modern appliances of rail or wheels of any kind. We had con-

siderable difficulty in getting the horses paraded in proper suc-

cession from the men not being in their places. We would,
therefore, suggest the erection of a clock in a conspicuous part of

the show-yard, and that a small fine should be imposed on all

grooms who are not with their horses at the time appointed for

their being brought into the ring.

We now come to the Judge's Report, which we subjoin as

follows :

—

Eeport of the Judges of Thoroughbred Horses, Hunters, Hackneys, and Ponies.

Class 5. Thoroughbred Hunter Stallion.—Considering the very liberal prize

offered by the Society for the best stallion in this class, we considered the
entry a very moderate one, and "Angelns" and "Naseby" decidedly the
two best.

Class 6. Hactney Stallion, not less than 14 hands 2 inches, nor exceeding
15 hands 2 inches.—Some very good animals were shown in this class. The
first prize stallion, " Ambition," being a remarkably fine goer.
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Class 7.—No entry in this class.

Class 8. Pony Stallion, under 14 hands 2 inches.—The entry in this class

was very moderate in quality.

Class 9. Hunter, Mare or Gelding, not less than 5 years old.—In this Class,

considering the liberal i^rize offered, wo thought that although the entry was
large, beyond the prize-takers there was little of superior merit. We expected

to see in this class a better show of strong, well-bred, weight-carrying horses. X
• Class 10. Hunter, Mare or Gelding, 4 years-old.—This was an." excellent

class, and some very good animals were shown. Wc considered Mr. John
Booth's 4 years-old (which has since taken the first prize for the best 4 years-old

at Grantham, Louth, DrifSeld, and at the Yorkshire Show at Wetherby) the

best. We consider this class to be the best class we had before us.

Class 11. Hunter, Mare in Foal, or with Foal at foot.—We considered this a

very bad class.

Class 12. Not less than 14 hands 1 inch, nor exceeding 15 hands.—Entries

were few in number, none requiring special remark.
Class 13. Hackney Mare or Gelding, not exceeding 15 hands 1 inch.—There

was a fair good show of animals entered in this class.

Class 14. Cob, Mare or Gelding, not exceeding 14 hands 1 inch.—This class,

in our opinion, does not call for any particular mention.

Class 15. Pony, Mare, not exceeding 14 hands.—This was a very good class,

and some very clever ponies were shown.

In conclusion, we beg to state to the Society that we were much disappointed

at the show of horses, hunters esijecially, considering the very liberal j^rizes

offered by the Society, and the celebrity for fox-hunting of the county in which
the Society held their meeting. Taking into consideration the great demand
there must be for horses in a county like Leicester, we fully expected to see a

very superior class of horses to those that were shovm at the Koyal Agi-icul-

tural Society's Meeting this year.

(Signed) George 0. Wombwell.

Joseph Atkinson.

C. M. Nainby.

Shorthorns.

Messrs. Drewry, Tallant, and Hunt were the Judges of Short-

horns, and report :

—

Class XX., Bulls over Three Years old.—In this class, containing twenty
entries, there were very many good animals. We awarded the first prize to No.

182, Mr. Booth's " Commander-in-Chief," a veiy large fine animal of

excellent quality and flesh, and which may be said to have only two faults,

viz., he has a little coarseness about his head, and is rather high at his tail head.

The second prize went to No. 176, Mr. Peel's "Knight of Knowlsmere,"

a large, good animal, whose chief defect consisted in his head being rather

coarse. The third prize was awarded to No. 173, Mr. Caless's " Huntsman,"

a very stylish looking animal, but rather deficient in his loins. The reserve

number was 174, Mr. Barclay's " Heir of Englishman," a very good evenly

made bull.

Class XXL, Bulls above Two and under Three Years old.—This class was

not strong either in number or quality. The first prize was awarded

to No. 196, Mr. Adcock's " Baron Geneva," which we considered much the

best.

Class XXn., Bulls above One and under Two Years old.—In this class,

altogether a very good one, there were twenty-two entries, and many
very superior animals. The first prize Bull, No. 201, Mr. Meadows's
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" Bolivar," was an animal perfect in form, witli a wonderful coat ; the only-

fault to bo found with him being the faded colour of his hair. The second

prize, No. 205, I^ady rii:;ot's " Rosalie," was a stylish animal of first-rate

quality, and showed good breeding. No. 214, the third prize, Mr. Walker's
" Cotswold Examiner," and 208, the lleserve Number, Mr. Fawkes's " Fra

Diavolo," were also veiy good bulls ; and the same may be said of 212,

Mr. Aylmer's "Prince Hopewell," No. 207, Mr. Fawkes's "Lord Belmore,"

No. 210, Mr. Peel's « Baron Beust," and No. 223, Lord Feversham's " Man-
chester."

Class XXIII., Bull Calves over Six and under Twelve Months old.—In
this class were many very good calves, No. 226, Mr. Foljambe's " Knight
of the Bath," being a wonderful animal of his age ; the second prize, No. 227
"Knight of the Crescent," also belonging to Mr. Foljambe, was also very-

good, and had he been as faultless in his hind quarters as he was in his fore,

would have taken first place. The Reserve Number, Mr. Fawkes's " Lord
Montgomery;" No. 229, Mr. Lynn's "Grand Sultan," and No. 228, Lord
Walsingham's " Wensleydalc," were all very good calves.

Class XXIV., Cows above Three Years Old.—Was a very good class, but
No. 253, Mr. Booth's " Lady Fragrant," was by far the best animal. The second

prize. No. 250, Mr. How's " Jolly Queen," was a very evenly made cow, but
rath'er tucked up, as if off her feed. Tlie third prize, Lady Bigot's " Queen of

Rosalea," was also good. The Reserve Number, 251, Mr. Tennant's " Miss Fare-

well," was a very fine cow, but rather deficient in her quarters ; she would
have been placed higher had it not been for this fault. No. 252, Mr. George
Game's "Lady Lucy," was highly corn-mended; No. 243, Mr. Foljambe's

"Cherry Blossom," No. 248, Sir W, De Capell Brooke's "Rose of Baby," and
No. 255, Mr. Bradshaw's " Beauty," were all very good animals.

Class XXV., Heifers in Calf or Milk under Three Years Old.—With the

exception of Her Majesty the Queen's " Alexandra," which was a good animal,
this was a weak class.

Class XXVI., Yearling Heifers.—This was a veiy large class, but after half-

a-dozen had been picked out, the remainder were not so good as we have seen

at previous shows. The first prize was awarded to No. 27G, Mr. How's
" Lady Anne," a very perfect animal ; the second prize to No. 282, Mr. Booth's
" Patricia ;'' the third prize to No. 279, Mr. George Game's " Duchess of

Towneley ;" and the Reserve Number, No. 283, Mr. Booth's " Lady Gaiety."

These were all good animals, and we had some difBculty in placing them.
Mr. Tennant's " Rose of York," No. 280, was also veiy good.

Class XXVII., Heifer Calves.—Was a very good class, the first p)rize. Lord
Penrhyn's " Waterloo 27th " being a very fine calf, with excellent quality;

while the second prize. No. 300, Mr. Stratton's "Ariel," is a very well made
calf, with a capital coat ; the Reserve Number, No. 292, Mr. Foljambe's
" Flora No. 298, Lord Penrhyn's " Waterloo 26th," and No. 295, the Rev.
W. H. Beaver's " Lady Culshaw," are also very good.

We consider tlie above a very just report, and it is pleasant to

find old acquaintances maintaining their previous high position.

Mr. Booth's "Commander-in-Chief" first entered public life at

Plymouth, where in moderate condition he obtained the second
prize as a yearling ; since Leicester he has obtained honours
wherever he has appeared. Although in some former years there

may have been a superior individual specimen, there has seldom
been a better class of bulls over three years old.

Mr. Meadow's splendid yearling bull "Bolivar" sustained the
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honours he obtained at Dublin in April, when he took the first

prize in his class, and the Townley or ' Irish Farmer's Gazette '

Plate, value 155^., as the best of all the prize animals then
present. " Bolivar " does not recross the Channel, having
obtained a new home in Lancashire with Mr. Brierly, of Rhode
House, near Manchester, where we have no doubt he will do
good service, and prove a cheap purchase at 300 guineas.

The yearling bulls, with scarcely more than two exceptions,

were a good lot ; and we were much taken with Mr. Fawkes's
pair as being animals of great promise, possessing size with

first-rate quality of flesh and beautiful coats. Mr. Blythe may be
congratulated on securing the "Reserve Number" for 120 guineas.

The cows were a grand class, probably the best we have ever

had. Here again Mr. Booth's " Lady Fragrant " supports her

early promise at Plymouth, where she obtained first prize as a

yearling. We doubt if a better animal was ever exhibited under
that distinguished name.

The judges very properly describe the two year-old heifer

class as a weak one ; and though very severe criticisms were
made on their decisions in this class, the public should consider

that shorthorn judges look to character as much as, or perhaps

more than, they do to points in an animal. It may be re-

membered that when Mr. Bates went to see "Belvedere," his

owner (Mr. Stephenson) was at the time from home, and the

bull locked up in his house. Mr. Bates, however, having, through

a crack in the door, obtained a good view of the animal's head,

decided to purchase him, and his decision proved to be right.

Although the first prize yearling heifer was quite first-rate, and

there were several other good animals, we think we have seen a

better class on the whole.

That the younger females were not equal to the older ones is

no cause for discouragement, since we know that very many
breeders of first-class shorthorns will not incur the risk of

training their animals for the show-yard, because by such training

many valuable animals have been sacrificed, and the usefulness

of a still larger number has been curtailed.

The late lamented Lord Ducie laboured for years, but without

success, to secure the exhibition of animals in a more natural

state than that in which they are usually shown ; so that we can

only say that it is a matter which must be allowed to take its

course, though time may perhaps work a cure.

Before taking leave of the shorthorns, we must say a word on

our friend Mr. Dent's closing remarks on the cattle classes at

Plymouth, as, although unintentional on his part, they are

calculated to mislead the uninitiated.

Pure shorthorns always have been, and with common care
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always will be, a great milking tribe. We admit that their

reputation has sometimes suffered, owing to young animals being

too much forced, and the milk vessels becoming so coated with

fatty matter that the usual development is impeded ; if, however,

the offspring of such animals are reared under more favourable

circumstances, they generally prove good milkers.

In ordinary herds indifferent milkers are never allowed to

have a second calf, while highly-bred shorthorns are too valuable

to be put aside on such a plea. This has also operated unjustly

against them as milkers ; but we are glad to report that three

highly-bred shorthorn cows, in ordinary condition, obtained the

first prize last month at Gloucester, as those best adapted for

dairy purposes, in competition with ten other lots.

Herefords.

The Herefords numbered thirty-two animals only in all

classes. In Class 30 only three competed for the three prizes

;

in Class 31 only one bull-calf appeared ; in Class 33, heifer in

calf or milk, there were only a sufficient number for the prizes

given, and the same may be said of Class 35, heifer calves.

Messrs. Franklin, Keary, and Anstey were the Judges of Here-
ford, Devon, and Sussex cattle.

They report that in Class 28, bulls over three years old, there

were several good animals, but not of surpassing merit. Mr.
Rogers takes the first prize in this class ; Mr. Williams the

second ; and Mr. Paramore the third : while Her Majesty the

Queen gets the Reserve Number.
They consider Mr. Arkwright's bull, which took the first prize

in Class 29, a good animal ; also Mr. Tudge's first prize bull in

Class 30. Her Majesty the Queen takes the second prize in this

class.

Mr. Arkwright takes the first prize in Class 32 of cows, which
the judges say " contains some good animals," but "nothing first-

rate." They consider Mr. Plumley's first prize two-year-old heifer

in Class 33 " a really good animal."

Class 34, yearling heifers, was extremely good, and contained

several excellent animals. Mr. Arkwright takes the first prize in

this class; Her Majesty the Queen the second; and Mr. Tudge
the third; and Mr. Arkwright gets the Reserve Number.

Devons.

The judges report that the show of Devons must be con"
sidered good, and perhaps beyond the average.

Class 36, bulls over three years' old, was large, and had
several superior specimens. Mr. Geo, Turner takes the first

prize, Viscount Falmouth second, Mr. Davy the third, and
VOL. IV.—s. S. 2 G
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Mr. Bodley the Reserve Number ; while Messrs. Farthing and
Buller are commended.

In Class 37, bulls above two and under three years old, Mr.
Farthing's was the only entry ; the judges, however, considered

his bull worthy of the first prize.

Class 38, yearling bulls, was well filled, and contained several

animals of great merit. Mr. Jno. A. Smith takes the first prize,

Mr. Walter Farthing second, and Mr. J. H. Buller third ; Mr.
William Smith gets the Reserve Number ; and Mr. Umbers is

commended.
Class 39, bull calves. Although small, this was a pretty good

class. Mr. Walter Farthing takes the first prize, Mr. George
Turner the second, and Mr. Jno. A. Smith the Reserve Number.

Class 40, cows. This was a large class, and filled with many
meritorious animals, Mr. Jno. A. Smith taking the first prize,

Mr. William Smith the second, and Mr. Walter Farthing the

third, while the Reserve Number falls to the lot of Her Majesty the

Queen, and Mr. John A. Smith obtains a high commendation.

Class 41, heifers in-calf. The foregoing remarks on cows will

apply equally to this class : they were a good lot. Mr. T. H.
Buller takes the first prize, Mr. C. Hambro the second, and Mr.

Walter Farthing the third ; Mr. Geo. Turner the Reserve Number ;

Her Majesty the Queen is highly commended, and Mr. Geo.

Turner is commended.
Class 42, yearling heifers, was a small class, not meriting any

great commendation. Mr. William Smith takes the first prize,

Mr. Jno. A. Smith the second, Mr. Walter Farthing the third,

and Mr. Hambro the Reserve Number.
Class 43, heifer calves. Several nice growing animals were

exhibited in this class, in which Her Majesty the Queen stands

first, Mr. Jno. A. Smith second, Mr. T. H. Buller gets the Reserve

Number, and is also highly commended, and Mr. Geo. Turner is

commended.
SussKX Cattle.

Only five animals represented this breed in three classes,

a number insufficient for the award of prizes, and on these the

judges remark "there was no animal of superior merit."

Channel Islands.

The same judges officiated in these classes as in those of " other

established breeds," and we have great pleasure in giving their

reports :

—

In reference to the Channel Islands cattle, the Judges consider the breed

well rejiresented in the three classes. In Class XLVII. the first prize is carried

off' by a bull of superior merit, which, indeed, for neatness of form, combined

with size, can rarely be excelled. Although in this class only live animals

are entered for competition, the Judges specially recommend that the second

prize be given to No. 399, inasmuch as the aidmal is highly deserving.
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In Class XLVIII. fifteen Cows are exliibitcd. In this class tliero arc some very

excellent specimens, which show unmistakable signs of superior quality.

Besides those to which prizes have been adjudged, the Judges favourably

notice in particular No. 4 12 and No. 402, cows of the Guernsey breed ; these

the Judges have highly commended.
In Class XLIX. there is not the same degree of competition as in the latter

class, although it ,would appear the entries have been more numerous. In

this class the first jirizo is taken by a small heifer, which owes her superiority

particularly to the fine development of her udder, and to her general appear-

ance as an excellent milker.

C P. Li-: CoRNU.'k -r, t„„^

Jno. Ellis,

LeicesU-r, July IGth, 1868.

Other Established Breeds.

Classes 50, 51, and 52.

In the classes comprising Other Established Breeds " there was neither the

number of entries nor the variety of cattle that might have been anticipated.

Most prominent and in greatest number were the longborns, or Dishley

breed, so much improved and appreciated some century ago by Bakewell,

Princeps, and other eminent breeders of that day in Leicestershire, Staffordshire,

Lancashire, aud other counties ; of these there were mauy excellent specimens,

the first prize bull being a splendid animal, and as near as could be perfect

of his order. When the many good points of this description of cattle are

considered, their great length, substance, and consequent weight, combined
with a heavy flesh of excellent quality, and what is of great importance, their

ascertained adaptation to the soil of this and adjoining counties, we see

much reason why they should not be allowed to deteriorate, but would suggest

that notwithstanding the supposed superiority of the improved shorthorns,

they might in this part of England be more extensively bred, and grazed

to advantage.

In the Cow Class, LI., were some excellent animals of the longhorns, many
ofthem being, to all appearance, good milkers, and at the same time calculated

to feed to a great weight when required.

The Heifer class ofl'ers little to remark on, and must be regarded somewhat
as a weak one numerically and otherwise ; there being but few entries, while

a useful Yearling Longhorn Heifer, and one or two neat polled Norfolks, to

which j^rizes were adjudged, were alone worthy of notice.

We cannot close this brief Report without a word in commendation of two
exquisite Brittany Cows shown in Class LI., one of which especially

appeared to us perfect of her kind.

Jno. Ellis, )

Chas. p. Le Coknu, f
°

Leicester, July 16th, 1868.

Sheep.

Leicesters.—The fine old breed of Leicesters, which have
reigned predominant in the county since the days of Bakewell,

were well represented.

The judges, Messrs. Twitchell, Leighton, and Mann, report
" Class 53, Shearling Rams, of fair number and quality ; Class 54,
the Older Rams, not quite equal to former years ; Class 55,
Shearling Ewes, were large in number and of superior quality

;

Class 56, breeding ewes, not generally good." Lieut.-Col. Inge,
' 2 G 2
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Mr. Sanday, Mr. Borton, Mr. Geo. Turner, Jun., and Mr. Wm.
Brown were the prize takers, and Lord Berners and Mr. Riley

were highly commended.

COTSWOLDS.

Although few of the old breeders on the Cotswolds exhibited,

the classes were well filled. The Judges, Messrs. Clarke, Lord,

and Bartholomew, report :

—

That Class LVIL, Shearling Earns, is not equal to former years, wliile

Class LVIII., older Earns, is very superior. They also consider Class LIX.,

Shearling Ewes, generally good, and equal, if not superior, to those sheep

heretofore exhibited at Royal shows.

LiNCOLNS AND OTHER LONG WoOLS.

The same judges officiated in these classes, and report :

—

In Class LX., Shearling Earns, we found nineteen in number, and some
few of them tolerably good, but some cross-bred amongst them, which we
think should be shown in a class to themselves. We consider the class in

general only moderate in quality.

Class LXI., Rams of any age.—We found in this class some very good

specimens of Lincolns, and altogether a good class of breed.

Class LXII., Shearling Ewes, was a very good lot generally, and highly

creditable to the breeders.

Oxfordshire Downs.

Messrs. Turner, Little, and Newton adjudicated the prizes in

the Oxfordshire Downs, Hampshires, and Southdowns, and we
have great pleasure in giving their excellent report :

—

The class of Oxfordshire Shearling Earns was tolerably represented as to

numbers, there being twenty-one entries. There was nothing particularly

striking in any of the animals exhibited. Mr. Wallis's sheep were not quite

so symmetrical as those he has shown on former occasions ; he was, however,

successful in carryiug off the first and second jDrizes, and Mr. Roberts, a new
exhibitor, the third prize. Mr. Bryant's shearlings did not come up to their

former standard. Mr. Treadwell's sheep are well formed, heavy animals, but

their coats too much resemble the Cotswold for sheep bearing the name of

Downs, hence most jjrobably the disqualification of his two pens of shearling

ewes by the inspectors of shearing ; had they not been set aside, the award of

the Judges would have been materially altered in the ewe class. There was
not much competition in the old sheep class ; not sufficient, indeed, to enable the

Judges to award the third prize ; Mr. Wallis is first, and Mr. Treadwell

second, with two useful well formed sheep, Mr. Wallis's sheep in this class

being of good quality and character. In the Shearling Ewe class there was
not much competition, Mr. Treadwell's two pens being disqualified. Mr.
AVallis won the first prize easily ; the second prize was awarded to Mr. Over-

man's pen. The contrast in the coats of these and Mr. Treadwell's was so

great that it was difficult to reconcile their belonging to the same class of sheep.

Hampshire Downs.
The show of Hampshire Downs was very limited, there being only sixteen

entries altogether, viz., 9 shearling rams, 4 older rams, and three pens of

shearling ewes.
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The first prize in the [Shearling Ram class was awarded to a large sheep

of very good quality (but not quite the right stamp about the head for the

improved Hampshire), belonging to Messrs. Russell, Darti'ord, Kent ; Mr. King's

second prize being more in the form of the improved Hampshire, though not

so large, was of good quality and very compact. Mr. Coles's third prize was
still smaller. Mr. J. Rawlence's shearlings were not quite in the form in

which he usually exhibits them ; one of his was selected for the reserve

number ; but he makes up for his short comings in this class by taking first

and second jirizcs both for old rams and shearling ewes with animals of great

size, and of tine symmetry and quality, and which fully sustain the reputation

of the Rawlence flock. There were not sufdcient entries in either class to

enable the Judges to award the third prize, but they recommended a special

"prize to Mr. R. Coles' s old sheep. All Mr. Rawlence's sheep deserved the

honours they gained, although so few were exhibited in the classes.

N.B.—The Judges venture to call the attention of the Council to the state

of tlie coats of some of the sheep exhibited in this class. The coats were
so thoroughly saturated with oil or grease, that it prevented the proper

examination of the animals ; the hands of the Judges being made disgustingly

filthy, and their clothes spoiled, without any corresponding good to the sheep.

They venture to hope some steps may be taken to prevent the nuisance in

future.

SOUTHDOWNS.

The aristocratic Southdowns were as well represented as usual, there being

56 entries, viz., 28 Shearling Rams, 19 Rams of any age, and 9 pens of

Shearling Ewes. In the Shearling Rams, Mr. Ryder exhibited two very

superior sheep, one of which wrested the laurels from the Merton flock for the

first time for some years ; and Mr. Ryder also took first prize for the aged
Rams, with as perfect a specimen of a Southdown Ram as has been exhibited

at the Royal or any other show for many years, the ram's only fault being

that he was docked too short, or rather that his tail was too small, but this

was not of much importance when every other point was marked " excellent."

Lord Walsingham's sheep, although full of quality, were not so good and
matching in form as on many former occasions. His Lordship was awarded
second and third prizes in the Shearling class, and second in the older Ram
class. Sir W. Throckmorton taking third in the latter class. His Grace the

Duke of Richmond sent five very neat well-made sheep. There were .some

very good specimens of Shearlings from Lord Radnor's and Lord Sondes's flock.

The class of Shearling Ewes did not produce anything remarkable on this

occasion, but there was very good competition, none of the entries being very
inferior. Lord Walsingham took first prize with a very good pen, but they
were not quite so even as usual. To Lord Radnor was awarded the second

prize, and the Duke of Richmond took the third. Sir W. Throckmorton's
pen was " highly commended ;" but for their lightness of wool and tendency
to nakedness about the head and ears, they would probably have displaced

his Grace for the third prize.

Shropshikes.

Again we have a report from the judges upon which we
cannot improve, and have great pleasure in transcribing it.

Pursuing this course, we place the Hampshires a little out of

their order in the catalogue :

—

This is one of the largest and most important classes in the show,
numbering 69 entries

;
amongst them are many good serviceable sheep, and

taken as a class generally, the character shows that although Shropshire
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breeders have not arrived at that uniformity which is so desirable, yet that is

becoming one of the leading points with the large majority of the exhibitors

;

but we foimd a few animals wanting in the special type and character of the

breed.

Class LXX.—This is also a numerous class, and a very superior one, con-

taining 23 entries, which are a great credit to the exhibitors, and show the

care and attention which has been bestowed in the breeding. We ijronounce

them not only one of the most numerous, but one of the best exhibitions

of aged rams.

Class LXXI.—This class, including 17 entries, is an exceedingly good one

;

and although we had not much difficulty in arriving at our decisions, yet

we felt we were leaving a lot of good animals worthy of all the notice that the

Judges could give them, and, taken as a whole, the class does gi'eat credit

to the breeders.

In making our selections we have endeavoured to pick out a class of animals
that, while carrying good size with early maturity, a good weight of wool
of fine quality, and being capable of exposure in this varied climate, are also

likely to reproduce in their species uniformity of type and character, which is

a very desirable point in this as in all other established breeds of sheep.

We regret to find tlie difficulty that has again occurred respecting shearing,

and we would urge upon exhibitors to lend all assistance they can to the

Council of the Eoyal Agricultural Society of England in arriving at some
satisfactory solution of this matter, which has a tendency to weaken the

exhibition of classes wherein it occurs.

Thos. Horley, Jun.,

Jno. Woods.

Pigs.

Messrs, Edmonds, Druce, and Slater were the Judges of pigs,

and report them to be " on an average of former years in number
and merit, and nothing to call forth special remark."

The boars in the Berkshire class were not equal to those of some
former years. Sir William Throckmorton's first prize sow in

Class 83 is a fine specimen of the breed, but not being able to

get her on her legs, we could not see her to advantage. The
ten sows in this class v/ere superior to the boars. The young-

sows were a still better lot. The three, belonging to Mr. Smith
of Henley-in-Arden, which obtained the first prize in Class 88,

are first-rate animals.

There were many fine specimens in the large and small white

breeds, as well as those not competing in the above classes.

Many animals, however, were sadly too fat for breeding purposes.

It appeared rather infra dig. to see breeding sows reclining, and

opening their mouths like young birds in a nest to receive food

from their attendants. If they, like parent birds, had to seek

for worms in the present drought instead of moulding balls

from the meal bags, their pets might be more prolific.

General Eemarks.

The show of live stock at Leicester must be pronounced a

great success. It is difficult to trace improvement year by year

;

we can only form an estimate by looking back over a more
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lengthened period. Whilst we have at present no individual

specimens of animals superior to those exhibited by Mr. Bates and
others at Oxford in 1889, the number of good animals has

certainly immensely increased throughout the United Kingdom.
In those days it was the exception to find a pure-bred bull in the

farmer's hands; now no intelligent man is without one. It

should ever be remembered that in breeding we can only assist

nature, and that our efforts are confined within narrow limits ; so

that the great object of exhibitions being to increase the numbers
of superior stock of all kinds throughout the kingdom—when this

has been done, as it certainly has been—much has been achieved.

To report progress, we must for one moment refer to our

implement department. In 1839, drill husbandry was by no
means general

;
mowers, reapers, and steam thrashing machines

were unknown in practice ; and steam ploughing was considered

an Utopian idea. Our present state as regards this department
is evidence that the progress during the last 30 years has

exceeded that of the two previous centuries.

The Royal Agricultural Society has contributed in no small

degree to this extraordinary development. The council may
have made mistakes, and may not on all occasions have done
everything that was possible ; but we cannot believe that the

severe remarks on its actions made at the last General Meetinsr

will be endorsed by the members generally ; remarks which, it

is to be hoped, were made in good faith, although under much
misapprehension.

The Society has never yet met with the encouragement it

deserves ; instead of having only 5000 members, we ought to

have 10,000. The names of many owners of broad acres are

still absent from our subscription list, and as every Englishman
is deeply interested in increasing the produce of our soil, there

is an extensive area over which we are justified in looking for

support.

Now that we have a Royal Prince as our President, and are

going to visit the most important mercantile district in the world,

let us hope new light will burst forth upon us, and that the

Royal Agricultural Society of England will occupy a higher
position than it has ever yet done, and be entirely worthy of the

fine old country which it is our pride and happiness to call our
home.
We are glad to report the continued success of our Sunday

service in the show-yard. We had an attentive congregation of
upwards of 500 herdsmen and grooms. The clergyman of the
parish, taking for his text the 23rd Psalm, preached a very
impressive and appropriate sermon, which was listened to with
great interest. We think the attendance of stewards and other
officials on the occasion has an influence for good.
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We sliall ever retain the most pleasing reminiscence of our

(lays of stewardship, and the many happy hours spent at Ply-

mouth, Rurv, and Leicester. To our friend Mr. Gibbs we feel

peculiarly indebted : his unvarying amiability and ever ready

help in times of difficulty made the office a pleasure rather than

a toil. To his untiring energy and methodical arrangement we
must attribute the success which has for so many years attended

our exhibitions.

Siddington Mouse, August 227id, 18G8.

XXX.— General Report on the Exhibition of Implements at the

Leicester Meeting. By William Sanday, Senior Steward.

The present paper will be one of very modest pretensions. It

is at no time an easy matter to write anything very readable

upon a trial of Implements. There is little variety or novelty in

one Show as compared with another, and the only substantial

ground is cut from under one's feet by the detailed Report of

the Judges which is appended. To this I must refer all who
take a practical interest in the subject. At the same time there

may be perhaps some few remarks upon the general character-

istics of the Show, which, though sufficiently obvious in them-
selves, it may yet be worth while to put upon record in a brief

and summary form.

Lord Cathcart, who was Senior Steward last year, speaks of

the exhibition of implements at Bury " as perhaps the best ever

known." These words were doubtless true at the time, but they

have ceased to be true now. There can be no doubt whatever

that in the implement department at least. Bury was surpassed

by Leicester. Both in magnitude and in excellence the Show
this year is without a parallel in the history of the Society.

The improvement in the quality of the implements exhibited

was as marked as the increase in their number, and yet it would
be difficult to pick out any one point in which the advance has

heen made. It has been for the most part an advance in con-

struction generally, and has not depended upon any one new and
striking invention. In this respect it would seem that we have
gone almost as far as it is possible to go, though on the other

hand there is no saying where the progress of science will tend.

Some fresh surprise is often I'eady for us just Avhen it is least

expected.

In the ploughs, however, there is one distinct novelty
;
though

even here the novelty is not so much in the idea itself as in the

application of it. Since our last trial, or perhaps I should say

within the last five years, ploughs have been fitted with patent
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axles. This is a very great and obvious improvement, rendering

it mucli easier to make alterations in the settling, while at the

same time the friction of the wheels and axles is greatly reduced.

The value of the improvements in ploughs generally was well

tested. Twenty years ago no one would ever have thought of

trying to drive a plough through land such as that which was

experimented upon at Leicester.

The harrows now used in steam-cultivation appeared to work
admirably. But the real centre of interest was the trial of steam-

cultivators themselves, though, strange to say, the attendance of

the public was meagre in the extreme. It would seem as if

the novelty of the thing had worn off, and steam-cultivation was
beginning to be regarded as an established fact. This, at least,

is the only way in which the apparent apathy of the public can be

accounted for. Certainly the trials were not at fault, for never

since the Society was formed have they been so interesting or so

thorough. The conditions under which they were carried on

were exceedingly severe. The land was as hard as iron. It

seemed about as " arable" as solid rock. And yet it can hardly

be regretted that it was so. The test applied to the steam-culti-

vators was this year at least a crucial test, and it only served to

bring out all the more triumphantly their extraordinary powers.

At one time, indeed, there was a doubt as to whether, con-

sidering the excessive hardness of the soil, and other difficulties

that had arisen, it would not be well to defer the trials until the

autumn. But the judges felt that they could make their awards;

the exhibitors were consulted, and expressed their willingness to

submit to the trials without delay ; and a special meeting of the

Council concurred in the opinion, to which the stewards cor-

dially assented, that the trials should be held then and there.

I venture to think that this decision was right, and that the

result of the trials could not have been different nor more
satisfactory. The one prominent moral of the show may
be said to be this,—that in a few years every operation of field

tillage will be performed by steam. How this will be done
is another question, but the general direction that will be

taken it is not very hard to predict. The machinery is so

expensive, that it will not be worth the while of individual

farmers to provide themselves with it. It will be best taken

up as a distinct speculation, and sets let out for hire. The
plan has been tried with considerable success in the district

from which I am writing, the charge for hire being 1/. per acre

twice cultivated. It might be thought that as a consequence of

the increased use of machinery, fewer hands would have to be
employed ; but the probability is that, as has pieviously been
the case, fewer hands will not be employed, but the land will be
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more thoroughly worked ; or at least a man will be able to

choose between these two alternatives.

The changes which have been made in the organisation of the

implement department worked extremely well. The work was
better apportioned, and the addition to the number of the judges

M'as a manifest advantage. There was, however, a slight mistake

in the miscellaneous department, which in future years may be

easily avoided.

I cannot allow this opportunity to pass without adding my
testimony to the indefatigable way in which the judges each day
carried on their work. The circumstances were very arduous

and trying. The heat was such as is seldom known in England,

and the number of implements exhibited, as well as the close-

ness of the competition, such as has never been known at any of

the Royal Society's shows.

Some of the judges, in order to get their work finished, were
compelled to carry on their investigations by night as well a s

day, and their awards gave general and complete satisfaction.

I am sure we owe them our best thanks.

For my own part, too, I should not like to close these remarks
without expressing the deep obligations I am under to my fellow

stewards for their very energetic, able, and efficient assistance all

through the show. In retiring from a place in the administration

of the implement department, 1 have the satisfaction to know
that it is left in thoroughly competent hands.

Holme Pierrepont.

B,eport of the Judges on Horse Ploughs, dx.

The prizes offered by the Eoyal Agricultural Society in this department

were as follows, viz. :

—

£.
For the Class of Wheel Ploughs 30

„ „ Smng Ploughs 20

„ „ Subsoil Ploughs 10

„ „ Paring Ploughs 10

After meeting the Stewards and receiving instructions, we resolved that,

as had formerly, and very properly, been done, a subdivision of the Class of

Wheel Ploughs should be an-anged ; and we decided that the Wheel Ploughs
should be divided into three Classes, viz. General Purpose Ploughs, Light

Land Ploughs, and Deep Land Ploughs. We next visited the various Stands

in the yard, and took down the numbers of the implements considered suitable

for trial, and selected sixty-one implements variously constructed, some of

which were soon on their way to the field for competition. Of three fields

shown by the Stewards we selected two, which we considered most suitable

for the effectually carrying out, as far as possible, a perfect test of the

implements.
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Class I.

—

General Purpose Ploughs.

Wlied Phughs.—Tv/c\vo were selected and chosen for trial in this Class

;

each liavinp; allotted to it about the third part ol' an acre of land.

The conditions witli reference to this important class of implements were

that each plough should in three binits get to a depth of six inches ;
four bouts

at six inelies
;

lour, at seven and a half ; and the remainder at nine inches.

The laud on which this trial took place was i)retty even, and having been

some time ago loosened and broken, the work was much better executed than

could at first sight be expected ; but after careful inspection during its pro-

gress it was quite evident that several plots were much better done than

others, in the cuttings of furrows and levelness of bottom, and we therefore

selected six for a second trial. The soil in this case was much tougher and

more retentive than in the former instance ; the work being done at one uniform

depth of seven inches.

Messrs. Cooke and Co. (139), Hornsby (1070), Lewis (1119), Howard

(2214), Ball and Son (1553), Kansome (4349), were the selected competitors.

The quality of the work by the whole was so superior as to necessitate us to

go to the severer test of clearing the bottom of the furrows, so as to show that

part of their work as well as the surface. This test was rather considered by
some of the exhibitors to be "unbecoming ;" at all events it was unexpected.

However, it so exposed that most essential part of the plough's work as to

enable us to make a further selection for the " final trial," viz., Messrs. Hornsby,

Eansome, and Howard ; each to take four bouts at seven inches deep.

After laying bare the soil and using the scraper across the whole piece, we
found the work altogether superior ; but taking into consideration how they

stood with each other in the two former trials, we at once placed them thus,

awarding to

—

Messrs. J. and F. Howard (No. 1214) 9

Messrs. Eansome and Sims (No. 4349) 5

We highly commended in this Class

—

Messrs. Hornsby (No. 1070).

Class II.

—

Light Land Ploughs.

Wheel Ploughs.—In this Class nine implements were selected, and about a
corresponding piece of ground allotted to each, viz., one-third part of an acre.

The conditions under which these ploughs were arranged to work were to take

three bouts to get into a dejjth of five inches ; six bouts at five inches ; and
the remainder at six. The ploughing altogether was very well executed by
each, yet still we were enabled to mark out a superiority in the work done
by Messrs. Ransome, Howard, and Hornsby, whose implements were again

selected for a second trial.

The ground in this case was adjoining and of similar character to that

which the General Purpose Ploughs had for their final trial : the conditions,

one uniform depth of six inches. All the comiJctitors executed their work
most admirably, but the application of the test exposing the cut at the bottom
enabled us to make the following award :

—

£.

Messrs. J. and F. Howard (1211) (3

Messrs. Eansome and Sims (4346) 4

Highly commending Messrs. Hornsby (10(38).

Class III.

—

Deep Land Ploughs.

Wheel Ploughs.—Five ploughs represented this Class, and a most formid-
able appearance they had with their teams of four horses each, evidently causing
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great interest to the lookers-ou. The conditions agreed upon as to the work
required of them were—three bouts to get into a depth of ten inches ; five

bouts at ten inches ; and the remainder at twelve. The soil from its appear-

ance at the surface gave us the idea that it would be the most even and easy to

work of any we had ap[iointed, but we were immensely surprised to find, at the

depth of ten inches (which never before had been stirred), a most retentive

clay with beds of pebbly gravel turning up in huge masses, not even breaking

in pieces by the action of the ploughs. As may be supposed, this was a

most severe test for the horses as well as the implements ; but we must make
mention of the superior work done by a few of them, notwithstanding the

obstructions. Messrs. Cooke, Hornsby, Eansome, and Howard were selected

for a second trial ; the conditions being a depth of ten inches, as we found
that even at this depth the temperament and strength of the horses were
greatly trespassed upon. The soil was similar to that in the first trials,

though, if possible, of a more pebbly, cohesive character ; exhibitors pro-

nouncing it much more difficult ground. Messrs. Kansomc's work was very
superior to that of all others, turning the furrow, and leaving a better

horse-walk than any of the rest. We therefore awarded

—

£.

Messrs. Eansome and Sims (4354) 6

Highly commending Messrs. Cooke and Co. (111).

,
Class IV.

—

Swing-Ploughs.

In dealing with these implements we could not for a moment entertain the

idea of dividing them into three classes, from the almost utter impracticability

of a man satisfactorily holding a swing-plough for deep purposes. Indeed,

with only "General Purpose and Light-land Swing-Ploughs" we shall have

no small difficulty in ascertaining the iilough's merits; for the character of

the work so much depends on the efliciency of the ploughman, regardless

of the mechanical construction of the implement. Wo therefore have divided

Swing-Ploughs into two classes only : General Purpose and Light-land Ploughs.

General Purpose Ploughs.

Swinq-Ploughs.—Seven ploughs were presented for trial in this class, the

ground being in the same field as, and of similar texture to, that ploughed in the

first trial of General Purpose Wheel-Ploughs. The conditions arranged were, to

get into depth of six inches in three bouts : four bouts at six inches ; four at seven

and a half; and the remainder nine. At the very first outset the stress put on the

ploughman's abilities—causing one of the crack competitors to say, " I hope
never again to see a swing-plough trial "—i)roved the accuracy ofour idea that we
cannot, with any degree of positiveness, amve at a just conclusion as to the

mechanical construction of the implement where so much depends on the

ability of the ploughman. However, after much patience on our part, and

incessant jerks up and down of the ploughs when at the depth of nine inches,

the first trial was ended ; and we must give the ploughmen great credit for their

work, which on the whole, and especially under the circumstances, was well

executed. However, as might be supposed, som.e had to be blackballed ; and

we selected five for a second trial, viz., Messrs. Cooke, Hornsby, Ball and Son,

Howard, and Eansome, who were required to take four furrows each, at seven

inches deep. Tliis trial was soon completed, and we awarded the following

prizes :

—

£
Messrs. J. and F. Howard (1217) 8

Messrs. Eansome and Sims (4351) 4

Commending Messrs. Cooke and Co. (112). Messrs. Hornsby and Sons

(1073), Messrs. Pall and Son (1556).
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Class V.

—

Lkjht-land Ploughs.

Swing-Ploughs.—Six plouglis in this class were presented, and again the

crack ploughmen were at their posts. Messrs. Ransome, Howard, Sail and
Son, Cooke and Co, Ilornsby, and Vickcrs, were the representatives. The con-

ditions being read over—which were three bouts to get into a depth of five

inches, six bouts at five inches, and the remainder at six—they started in the

same field as in the case of the last trial, and about the third part of an acre

was allotted to each. Evidently depth had great influence upon the i)lough-

meii's exertions, as they appeared much more comfortable in the execution of

this work than the former ; but even here also showing how dependent was
the success of the implement upon the plougluuan's abilities in keeping the

plough steady, maintaining a uniform depth, and cutting a level bottom.

Three, viz., Messrs. Ransome, Hornsby, and Howard, were selected for a second

trial, and to take four bouts at six inches deep. It may be supposed that with
three such implements, each wielded by the crack ploughman and horses of the

firm, the work would be wtU done : but it was beyond that,—it was excel-
lent. However, after applying the test of laying bare the furrows we were
enabled to decide and make the following awards, viz. :

—

£
Messrs. J. and F. Howard (1218) 5

Messrs. Ransome and Sims (4348) 3

Commending Messrs. Hornsby aud Sons (1072).

Class VI.

—

Subsoil-PlougJis.

Ten subsoil-ploughs were entered for this class, and the conditions were to go
one bout at six inches, and one bout at seven inches below the furrow taken out

in the first instance at a depth of six inches, thereby removing the soil to a
depth of thirteen inches. So much depended upon the horse-power applied

that we were somewhat dubious as to the selection we ought to make for a
second trial. However, we finally fixed upon Messrs. Howard, Ransome,
Mellard, and the Reading Iron Company. The implements of these firms

were taken to another field, where the dynamometrical trials were being
executed by a steam-engine of Messrs. Fowler and Co. This gave us a decided

advantage in selecting the best implement; for there was no jibbing, no
kibble-tires breaking, but, on the contrary, one steady pull. If the imple-
ment could pierce the soil, it was compelled to do so; if defective in con-
struction, the fact was proved at once. A similar depth of seven inches was taken
again, below a 6-inch furrow. Two of the implements at once had to succumb
to the pressure put upon them ; the one broke, and the other would not enter

the ground at the depth. We had, therefore, to select from the two which
did superior work, and awarded as follows :

—

£
Messrs. J. F. Howard (1240) G

Messrs. Ransome and Sims (43G4) 4

Class VII.

—

Paring-Ploughs.

There were five entries in this class. As the state of the land was so un-
suited for paring, owing to its brittle and baked surface, we could not expect to

see work executed proportionally as well as that before witnessed witli the
other ploughs. However, under even all difficulties, some of the work was
very fairly done, and we awarded

—

£
Messrs. Ransome and Sims (4358) 6
Messrs. J. and F. Howard (1214) 4

Highly commending Messrs. Ball and Son (15G0).
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Three Digging-Plonghs were shown at work : these most effectually smashed
up the land at a dei^th of six inches, and we think them desirable imple-

ments, especially for autumn and spring cultivation. Although merely an

additional differently-formed breast attached to the ordinary plough it com-
pletely pulverises the furrow in the action of turning. We highly commended
the three exhibited, viz., Messrs. Eansome (4357), Howard (1214), and
Hornsby (1070).
Two Double-furrow Ploughs were also put to work by Messrs. Howard and

Uansome. Each had two horses attached, and the soil being extremely light

(a vetch stubble) they both did their work beautifully and with perfect ease to

the horses ; in an ordinary texture of soil we believe the same work could be

accomplished by three horses with similar ease, thereby saving one horse and
one man. A like attempt was made with a double-furrow plough (2515) of

very pecidiar mechanism, invented by Mr. Pirrie of Scotland, and manu-
factured by Messrs. Fowler and Co., price 15/. Its work was very deficient

in exactness to that of the two former ; but the exhibitor having a single-plough

(2516) on the same principle (price 7Z.), he particularly begged to have it tested,

and we therefore obliged him by placing it on similar conditions to those

attaching to the General Purpose Plough. To furnish a coiTect test, we gave it

two bouts in the dynamometrical trials ; but we regret that in the case of this,

a new inventor and exhibitor, we cannot s]5eak more favourably of its work

;

the proof of draught by the dynamometer being much more than that of any
of the other ploughs tested.

So near 23erfection has the plough become in the artistic models presented,

that it was a matter of deep consideration with us as to the mode to be
adopted for determining how far the acme of excellence was to be obtained.

Ultimately, we directed that their furrows should be laid bare at the bottom,

so as to expose that part as well as the surl'ace. This was accomplished by
a spade and a small piece of wood acting as a scraper crosswise of the
furrows, giving us the best and only test of the evenness of the cut at the

bottom. We fear the exhibitors may have considered us rather too severe in

our test ; but on account of their excellence alone were we driven to such an
extreme investigation. However, we hope they will give us credit for having
done our best iu the emergency wherein by the excellence of their imple-

ments they placed us. All the final trials were thus conducted ; and we must
acknowledge that in many instances the work done was very superior, con-

sidering the difiicult ground of clay and beds of pebbles that had to be

encountered.

In conclusion, we beg to tender our best thanks to the Stewards who so

kindly and efficiently attended to our needs. We confess that what with the

oppressive heat of the weather, and the very near approach to equality of

excellence in the implements exhibited, our duties were rather onerous ; but

we beg most thankfully to acknowledge that they were to a great extent

relieved by the Stewards' assistance, and by the promptness of Mr. Johnson
(Foreman of the Field), who was ever ready in the supply of horses, as well as

in having the ploughmen promptly marshalled to order for other trials.

John Wheatley.
Thomas P. Dods.
George M. Hipwell,

For the following table of results obtained on dynamometrical trials of

ploughs—tested by the aid of a steam-engine—the Judges arc indebted to

Mr. Amos, to whom they desire to tender their best thanks. The Judges also

gi-atefully acknowledge the valuable services rendered to them in this depart-

ment by Mr. Cheeseman.
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Meport of Trials of Cultivators, Clod-cruslicrs, Boilers, and Harrows,

Class IV.

—

Cultivators.

1st Trial.—These implements were tried on a piece of tare-stubble, from
which the crop had been recently removed, and Avhich was in a tolerably

friable state on the surface, but exceedingly hard and tough below ; so much so

that only two out of the eighteen selected for trial were able to withstand the

severity of the strain. We therefore came to the inevitable conclusion that

the implement No. 405, exhibited by Mr. E. H. Bentall, which did its work
most admirably, and the cultivator No. 49, exhibited liy Mr. C. Clay—and
those only—had any claim to a prize. At the same time we should be sorry to

condemn all the other implements, as many of them would certainly be most
useful and efficient on light soils.

2nd Trial.—Owing to the very exceptional state of the ground, we were
requested by the Stewards to give this class a second trial, which took place on
a piece of land which had been steam-cultivated, and afterwards iised in the

clod-crusher trials. Here also Bentall and Clay held their own against all

comers ; but several which broke down on the previous trial made good work,

particularly Messrs. Hunt and Pickering's, No. 508, which we Highly Com-
mend. The implements also of Messrs. G. Ball, Coleman and Morton, and
Mellard and Co., proved useful for light soils.

On the whole, we consider that the cultivator that will do its work under
the greatest difficulties, will also do so under other and more favourable cir-

cumstances, and therefore must be considered the best ; we therefore award
the First Prize, of 131, to E. H. Bentall (No. 405) ; the Second Prize, of 71,

to Mr. Clay (No. 49) ; and highly commend No. 508, exhibited by Messrs.

Hunt and Pickering.

Class V.

—

Clodcrushers.

Clodcrushers were put to work on the laud which had been steam-culti-

vated by Howard's tackle, some portion having been also steam-harrowed. It

was in a very rough state, and admirably suited to test the capabilities of a

clodcrusher. Sixteen implements were selected for trial, being a very large

increase on the number (8) tried at Newcastle. But it was apparent that

a large majority of them were simply variations of the principles which dis-

tinguished the prize implements on that occasion, and although perhaps

imjiroved in some minor details of construction, they liad no claim to take

precedence of the original inventions. Our attention, therefore, was soon con-

fined to the four implements noticed in our award, and which we tested a

second time on land worked by the cultivators on their second trial, after

which we came to the conclusion that the Beverley Iron and Waggon Company
were still to the fore in this class, and we award them the First Prize, of 11/.,

and the Second Prize, of 9/., to Messrs. Amies and Barford for their Press-

wheel Roller, fitted with scrapers ; also fore-steerage wheel in lieu of shaits,

which we consider a very great improvement in the case of such heavy rollers.

We also highly commend W. Crosskill and Sons (No. 23), and commend
E. Cambridge and Co. (No. 89).

Class VI.

—

Hollers.

Ten rollers were selected in this class, and were tried on the land used for

the horse-plough trials, and subsequently for the trial of heavy liarrows over

the same ground. In this class we had little difficulty in arriving at a decision.

Considering the Water-Ballasting Poller (No. 228) of Messrs. Amies and Barfurd
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still superior to any other, we awarded t.liem the First Prize, of 6Z., and the

Second Prize, ot" 4/., to the Beverley Iron and Waggon Company. We also

Highly Uommend Amies and Barford's Metal-Ballast Poller (No. 232), which
has been improved since the Newcastle Meeting by division into 3 instead of

2 cylinders. We thus fully corroborate! the Newcastle awards. We also

commend Mr. W. Lewis's 13-Oylinder Roller (No. 1127), and Messrs. Holmes
and Son's 1-Horse 3-cylinder Poller (No. 1042).

Class VII.

—

Harrows.

Twenty-six sets having been selected out of the very large number exhi-

bited, we proceeded to test them on the ground which had been ploughed by
horse-iX)wer. It was, however, in such an unfavoiu'able state, that only the

tlrag find other heavy harrows could work it ; but this was not of much conse-

quence, as most of the lighter harrows were merely modifications of the heavier

implements.

Owing to there being only one class—and the small amount of 10^ only

being available for prizes—for harrows of all descriptions, we had considerable

difBculty in making our awards, and would suggest to the Council that in

future, harrows should be divided into foin- classes, viz., Drag, General Purpose,

Light Seed, and Chain.

Having well considered the merits of the different implements, we came to

the conclusion that Messrs. Howard still maintain their position in this class,

and are entitled to the First Prize, of 131. The Second Prize, of 11. , we award
to Messrs. Pansomes and Sims ; their Jointed Harrows being especially worthy
of praise. We highly commend the Potary Harrows (No. 3781) of Messrs.

Ashby and Jeffrey, which work in a very efficient manner. We also highly

commend the Drag Harrow (No. 1666) of Mr. T. Perkins, Hitchin, exhibited

by Mr. W. F. Johnson, of Leicester, which faced the rough ground exceedingly

well. Everett's "Twitch Extirpator" (No. 1041), exhibited by Holmes and
Sons, we also highly commend, as a very useful and effective implement on
light soils. The Adjustible Harrow on carriage (No. 5), invented and exhi-

bited by H. Denton, Wolverhampton, also claims our notice. The harrow is

carried to and fro, and worked either wholly or in part by means of a windlass,

its entire manipulation being within the power of a boy, which is a manifest

advantage over the ordinary chain-harrow ; we therefore highly commend
No. 5.

We also commend the original chain-harrow, No. 97, exhibited by E. Cam-
bridge and Co.

In making our awards we have taken into consideration the price of each
implement as catalogued, also strength and simplicity of construction, and such
other points as in our opinion will be appreciated by the general purchaser.

The unprecedentedly hard state of the trial-grounds was, on the whole, not

favourable to a perfectly satisfactory trial, but at the same time we do not

think that the best implements have suffered by the severity of the test.

We regret that the Society's Pule No. 30 practically prevents a third prize

being given. This, we think, operates in some instances to the prejudice of the

exliibitor.

in conclusion, we beg to thank the Stewards for their unremitting attention

during the performance of our duties.

VOL. IV.—S. S
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Schedule of Awakis.

Exhibitors.
Cata-

logue
No.

Amount of Prize.

Class IV.
j

IS Cultivators
j

C. Clay
Hunt and Pickering

40,5

49

508

13Z.

7

Highly Commended.

Class V. (

IG Clodci'ushers <

Beverley Iron and Waggon Co.
Amies and Barford
VV. Crosskill and Sons ..

E. Cambridge and Co

907
221

23
89

IIZ.

9

Highly Commended.
Commended.

Class VI.
j

10 Rollers \

Amies and Barford
' Beverley Iron aud Waggon Co.
Amies aud Barford

228
909
232
1127
1042

6Z.

4
Highly Commended.
Commended.
Commended.

f

Class VII.

2j Harrows

|^

Ransomes and Sims
Ashby and Jetfrey

Holmes and Sons ,

E. Cambridge and Co

1256

4375
3781
1666
1041

5

97

7

Highly Commended.
Higlily Commended.
Highly Commeudcd.
Highly Commended.
Commended.

Francis Sherborx.
Willlam Roberts.
Thomas Chambers, Juu.

Meport of the Judges for Brick and Tile Machines and Miscellaneous

Articles.

Silver Medals.

Turnwrest Ploughs ; Kansomes and Sims (4361).
(Jlodcnisher, fitted with Shafts and Patent , Turntable

;
Amies, Barford,

and Co. (222).

Combined Straw, Corn, and Hay Stacking Machine : Amies, Barford, and
Co. (244).

I'air of Patent Wrought-Iron Wheels ; Beverley Iron and Waggon Company

Diamond Millstone Dressing-Machine
;
Bryan Corcoran and Co. (3394).

Patent Tube-Well and Pump; J. Lee Norton (3549).
I'atcut Revolving Archimedian Screw Ventilator ; J. Lee Norton (3569).
Patent combined Revolving Liquid Manure Drill

;
Clayton, Shuttleworth,

and Co. (5471).
Patent Stone Breaker; H. R. Marsden (5742).
Patent Safety Steam Boiler and Superheater ; James aud Frederick Howard

(1289).

Commended.

Improved Grindstone-Frame for Grinding Reaping-Machine Knives : William
rnitli (2648).
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Cliaflf-Cuttcr with Leather Strap and Pulleys; James and George Haywood
(300'J).

Roimd Combined Bin and Troufjh, with Patent Self-supplying Action;

William Coleman and Peter Love (1378).

Long Combined Bin, Trough, and Hay-Eack ; William Coleman and Peter

Love (1879).

Patent Road Locomotive Crane Engine
;
Aveling and Porter (5970).

Set of Draining Tools, Hunt and Pickering (854).

The Tables above will show the Awards of the Judges of the Miscellaneous

Department, but will be no guide to the weary task allotted to them in having

to look over the goods deposited in sheds extending to the length of 2 miles

and 30 yards—the implement sheds being 9500 feet long and the machinery in

motion 1150 feet. In the weather which signalised our meeting we must say

that it was very hot work to inspect such an immense collection of articles,

exceeding by 1565 the number collected together at any previous show,

whilst there were not less than 105 more stands. The time fixed for the

Miscellaneous work was from July 14th at 5 p.m. terminating on Wednesday
evening the 15th.* To this task was added the trials of brick and tile

machines ; the yard being opened on Wednesday at 5s. to see the said trials.

The Judges began at 9 a.m., and this work was not finished till 5'30.

Owing to the quality of the clay given by the Society and the heat of the

weather combined, we can truthfully say that all trial was a complete failure.

Under these circumstances we allowed the cxliibitors to use their own clay

or what friends brought them, but failure was the predominant rule, and
they one and all worked so unsteadily that we cannot pretend to give the

tables of power required. As to the quality of work done, the awards must
tell what was the opinion of the Judges ; but we must add, that, if this time

of the year for trials of steam-ploughs be bad, it is still worse in such a

tropical season for any men or their machinery to make bricks, and more
particularly to make straight tiles, except under properly-constructed sheds

and the usual appliances of a regular tilery. We must leave these trials

to the kindness of the public who witnessed them, and who would see that we
worked hard to make them efficient.

AVithout wishing to deal hardly with the Implement Committee, we must
say that one day for the Miscellaneous Department of this year (more so than

at any previous meeting of the Society) was far too little. If four days had
been allowed we could perhaps have given a very good account of the nume-
rous and various articles exhibited

; notwithstanding that there are many
entries of goods that are reallj' anything but agricultural.

Tile and JBriclc Machines.

Prizes. £. s. d.

7 10 0
7 10 0
5 0 0

Brick-making machine, J. Whitehead (5655) ..

Tile-making 'Machine, ditto (5652)
Brick-making Machine, J. D. Pinibld (5405) .

.

Draining Tools.

Silver Medal.

* ^ye were allowed Thursday by the Stewards, but had to -work on Friday
morning.

2 H 2
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We venture to make the following remarks on some of tlie articles to
which we awarded Medals, viz. :

—

(222). The Patent Turntable is a great improvement to heavy rollers^

because all strain is taken from tlie horse in turning on the headlands, and
the wheat or barley or any seed sown is nowhere likely to be twisted up.

(244). The Hay-stacking Machine, also applicable for stacking straw (when
threshing with steam), is an excellent invention. For hay-stacking it enables

the farmer to carry bis stacks to a great height, and the raising the elevation

gives room for a horse to work under it. By carrying up a stack to this great

height, both straw and labour are saved in thatching, and the more pressure

hay receives the better its quality, if ]iroperly put together.

(394). The Diamond Millstone Dresser is very clever, and where a regular

stone-dresser cannot be had nuist be of service.

(3548). Patent Tube-Well and Pump. On this we say but little; it

answered perfectly, and was highly appreciated by every individual who
saw it.

(3569). Screw Ventilators—recommended for the cure of down draught in

chimneys, and also for ventilating stables and warehouses— ought to be
effective.

(5471). The Revolving Liquid Manure and Drop Drill, exhibited by Messrs.

Clayton and Shuttleworth, is very clever and simple, and must, we think,

answer well. We wished for a trial but were prevented by the shortness of

our time, as well as owing to the fact of the article being shown out of its

right year. Thanks to triennial trials

!

(5742). The " easy going " Stone Breaker speaks for itself.

(1289). The Patent Steam Boiler of Messrs. Howard is well worthy of the

attention of engineers and others who use fixed engines.

The articles " Commended " were considered well worthy of being noticed,

and we recommend them to the attention of agriculturists.

Taking a retrospective view of the Showyard, we call to mind several stands

well worthy of notice in addition to those we have dotted down. And first

wc must remark on the two sheds occupied solely by the goods of Messrs.

Hunt and Pickering, of Leicester, and numbering 403 articles, amongst them
being a set of Draining Tools, for which we awarded the Silver Medal. We
know not of such an effort having been before made to meet the Society in

any town which they have visited, and hope that Messrs. Hunt and Pickering's

example may be followed at many future meetings.

The Special Steam Pump of Messrs. Tangye Brothers and Holman (5537)
appears well adapted for the purposes named in the Catalogue, being remark-

able for strength and simplicity ; but as we had not time properly to inspect

it, we refer our readers to the Judges' Report of last year.

The Oil Tester of Messrs. Norton (3587) seems really to test the lubricating

properties of oil most satisfactorilj'.

After rushing past about forty-five sets of ploughs and harrows in Stand

174 (Messrs. Ransome and Sims), which articles had been under the inspec-

tion of competent men in the " baked " uj) fields, we found " The Star " Hay-
maker, a newly-improved implement (why so called, having first arisen in the

"West," we know not), and we recommend it to the notice of farmers at the

next trials of such machines. We, of course, could not undertake to try it;

but if it be really a good thing, as it appears to be, whether the makers or the

farmers are the greater losers we leave to others to decide. While, however,

upon the subject of hay-makers, we may mention that among the horse-rakes we
had many improvements pointed out, especially one by Mr. R. Boby (324), for

a new Patent Semi-self-acting Horse-Rake ; but how it will act in practice we
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cannot say; the driver, instead of lifting the rake to unload it, lets go tlie

handle, and it clears itself. To justify us in making any further remark, it

would be quite necessary for us to see the implement at work. In fact, the esta-

hlishment of triennial trials seems to require that the Judges of Miscellaneous

Articles should have time allowed for the trial of any implement into which
some supposed improvement may be introduced, and which they may consider

.deserving of attention. For instance, we have spoken of novelties in a liquid

manure-drill, a hay -maker, and a horse-rake. Because it is not their special

year of trial it is no valid reason why a Society like ours should wait for probably

two years before it announces this improvement to the public. The Society

ought rather to be on the " look out " for advanced movements, and should be

the first to herald them forth for the benefit of farmers. It is absurd to defer

any deserved commendation of an implement because it belongs to a special

class assigned to a special year. If the imjirovement be sufficient, let it be at

once published under the Society's authority. It cannot prejudice the decisiou

when the great triennial competition comes round, nor can it give any imdue
advantage to an exhibitor so long as the Society provides men who will decide

oa the strict merits of the machine.

To us it appears that the " Miscellaneous " Judges should commence their

work at the same time as the other Judges. The alteration in this rule at

Leicester was fraught with inconvenience and disadvantage. All the medals
might thus be carefully awarded (after any necessary trials had been made) on
the evening before the first public show-day. It is due to successful exhibitors

that it should be so ; and any lighter subjects requiring commendation might
be left till the following morning, if they had not received previous attention.

But some one exclaims, "This would make it necessary to have all articles in

the yard a week before the first show-day." Not so
;
although it seems that the

attendance of the Judges was this year deferred until Tuesday night, the 14th,

in consequence of the implements not being in the yard. Exhibitors would
simply have to be informed that all implements qualified to compete for

medals must be in the show-yard at the time field trials commence ; and this

regulation would not at all necessitate the whole of the non-competing articles

being sent in at so early a period, nor would it drive the Judges into the

scarcely justifiable haste of selecting in four-and-twenty hours half a score of

the best and most original points of interest in a catalogue of over six thousand
articles, forcibly reminding them of a somewhat parallel position of unpleasant-

ness, of people

—

" Doomed to the hardest fate of man alive,

To make three guineas do the work of five."

In fact, days required to be multiplied into weeks to judge of all that was
"novel in application or an improvement in detail."

We hope that all visitors saw the Combined Reaping and Mowing Machine
(1507) of Messrs. Hancock and Foden, on an entirely new principle ; but of

course we could not see it tried, and doubt whether it was not as difficult

for the consulting engineer as ourselves to make calculations on its probable
effectiveness. We understood, however, that it never had been tried, and we
never found the owners at their stand. Stand 51, occupied by W. F.Johnson,
of Leicester, had a very large collection of useful and also of ornamental goods,

—ploughs, rollers, harrows, corn-drills, garden-seats, ice-safes, and " what-
nots." The new implement by W. Smith of Foston, Yorkshire, in the shape
of a 16-feet Self-feeding Sheep-Eack (3493), suitable for all kinds of food, the
price being 71. 10s., was in our estimation a good and very cheap article. The
Cooking-Kam;es of W. Barton, of Boston, Stand 99, were neat in appearance,
and apparently economical in their consumption of fuel.
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A Patent Corn-Scveon, with a Eevolving Brusli underneath (2G98), hy
Thomas Corbctt, of Shrewsbury, appeared very effective, and the Brusli easily

removable. We should have made remarks on the Kevolvinp; Harrow of

Messrs. Holmes of Norwich, but find it was tried and " highly commended "

by other Jud<ies.

In conclusion, we must say that the Department this year was verj^ Miscel-

laneous indeed. The work of proper inspection was prevented by the short

time allowed ; but nothing that can be called strictly nevj for the general use

of farmers was to be found, though many " machines " seemed — so to speak

—

to think themselves hardly used for not being considered agricultural imple-

ments ! To one and all of the exhibitors, whether winning or losing, our

thanks are due for tlieir general civility and kindness. Wbile such a temper
exists the Society is sure to flourish ; but we again say that our time was so

limited, and the sun was so hot, that we do not think we can have given
satisfaction. We did our best, however, and hojoe that the Society and its

members will be satisfied.

We thank the Stewards, as well as the Consulting Engineer, Mr. Amos, for

their repeated assistance and advice.

Edward Wortlet.
John Thompson.

H. B. Caldwell.

Heport of the Judges on Steam Cultivation at Leicester.

The Society having thought it advisable to allow an interval of a few years to

elapse between the competitive trials of Implements for Steam Cultivation have
not, since the Newcastle Meeting in 1864, brought the subject under the notice

of the Judges, until this year at the. Leicester Meeting, when the following

Prizes were offered :

—

Class I.—The best application of Steam Power for the Cultivation of the

Soil.

First Prize £100
Second Prize 50

Class 11.—The best application of Steam Power adapted for Occupations of

a Moderate Size.

First Prize £50
Second Prize 25

Class HI.—For the Class of Implements for Steam Cultivation, including

Ploughs for Steam-power, Cultivators, Harrows, Windlasses, Anchors,

Eope Porters, &c.

Prize £100

In addition to the above, the Viceroy of Egypt, as a memento of his visit to

Bury St. Edmund's at the time of the Meeting there of the Society, offered a
magnificent piece of plate of the value of 2001., for the best implement lor the

cultivation of the soil by steam-power, suitable for foreign countries where
repairs are difficult to execute. Before we enter into the details of the trials,

we may state that the Council had intended that they should be of a prelimi-

nary character only, and that a further trial should be made in the autumn,
when the crops had been gathered ; on commencing our trials, however, it

soon became apparent to us that, as regards the relative merit of the different
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systems and implements (with the exception of the windlasses), we had ample
means at our disjiosal of arriving at a eorrcct judtiinent. Considering these

circumstances, and the great expense to which the ISocietj' and the Exhihitors

would be subjected by a second trial in the autumn, we thought it our duty
to lay the facts before the Steward';, in order that they might determine

whether or not it would be expedient to have the double set of trials. 1'hc

Exhibitors, on being consulted b}' the Stewards, unanimously came to the

resolution that they did not wish the second trials to be carried out, and
therefore the Council determined tliat the Leicester trials should be final.

The progress of steam-cultivation since the trials at Newcastle, in 18G4, has

been eminently satisfactory, not so much on account of novelties introduced, or

striicing improvements adopted ; for with the exception of a strengthening and
perfecting of details, there is in reality little that is new—but because the

merits of steam-cultivation have become largely understood and appreciated

—

because tenant-farmers occu]:]j-ing areas sufticient for the employment of steam
have adopted it, and have not only not been disappointed, b>it, on the contrary,

have found great benefit from its use—-because those occupying smaller farms

Lave gladly availed themselves of the opportunities of making use of steam-

power by hire—and because the cereal produce on strong land has manifestly

increased under the influence of steam-cultivation ; for all and each of these

reasons we may safely assert that a gi-eat work has been done.

The elaborate reports of the Inspection Committees appointed by the Society,

in which are recorded the results of steam-cultivation on 135 selected farms,

have undoubtedly gone far to open the eyes of the less sanguine and adven-
turous to the advantages to be reaped from steam-culture. It is a gratifying

fact suggestive of the influence of the rejiorts, that our principal makers of

steam-cultivating machinery have been unusually busy during the last ten

months, and that the home-trade has never hitherto been so active. We may
fairly assume that steam-cultivation is now a well-established fact, and may
reasonably conclude that in process of time the steam-engine for cultivating

purposes will be commonly used upon every farm, and be as thoroughly appre-
ciated as the thrashing-machine.

We commenced our duties on Wednesday, July 8tb, by selecting from the

Show^-yard such machinery for steam-cultivation as we deemed it desirable to

test ; we then adjourned to the trial-fields situate about one mile from the

Show-ground, in the parishes of Knighton and Aylestone. The fields were

generally small, varying from 7 to 15 acres ; the surface tolerably level.

Under ordinarj' conditions the soil would have come under the description

of strong loam with stones, and would not have been considered stiff, or hy
any means difficidt to move. But having been undisturbed since the pre-

vious corn was sown, and being thoroughly baked by the extraordinary

heat of the weather, its hardness was excessive ; and the working of it

afibrded an admirable test of the strength of the implements, as well as the

power of the engines. About 100 acres were devoted to steam-cultivation,

and the work of the first day consisted in selecting various fields for the

different trials, marking out lots, and getting the machinery into place, our
directions being admirably carried out by Mr. Elphick, the field-steward.

As at Newcastle a preliminary trial was considered necessary, in order to

ascertain the peculiarities of the various systems, and to decide as to which
class each came under, if a further trial were reqiured. In these prelimi-

nary trials it was jiroposed to allow one hour to each, and to notice the area,

the depth, and the quality of the work.

At this stage it may be well to emimerate the various systems which entered

into competition.
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^lessrs. Fowler and Co., of Leeds, exhibited four diffcrcut sj'stems :

—

Catakipie
Number.

2482. Two Traction Engines (each furnished with one winding-dnim) to

move on opposite headlands, and draw the imiDlements to and fro

between them.

2483. Two Traction Engines (each furnished wth two drums) to move on
opposite headlands, and intended to work two imijlements at the

same time to and !Vo between them.

2485. One Traction Engine, furni.shed with patent chivdruni, to move on
one headland, to work with a travelUng disc anchor, moving on the

opjwsite headland.

2484. One Double-drum Traction Engine to move on one headland, and
work with a travelling disc anchor, moving on the opposite head-

land.

Messrs. James and Frederick Howard, of Bedford :

—

1194. Apparatus consisting ot Portable Engine, windlass, snatch-blocks,

anchors, and porters, on the roundabout system.

ilessi-s. Aveling and Porter, Piochester :

—

5967. Traction Engine, separate windlass (Fowler's patent), snatch-blocks,

anchors, and travelling porters, on the roundabout system.

Messrs. Tasker and Sons, Andover :

—

5516 Traction Engine, by Clayton, Shuttleworth, and Co., driving wind-
& 5517. lass by strap, snatch-blocks, anchors, and p>orters, on the round-

about system.

Mr. E. Hayes, Ston}' Stratford, Bucks :

—

15 & Portable Engine, windlass driven by strap, snatch-blocks, anchors,

16. and porters, on the roundabout system.

In addition to the above we had to adjudicate upon a large collection of

steam-driven implements, ploughs, cultivators, diggers, harrows, rollers, &c.

Class I.

The prizes in this class being olfered for the best application of steam power
for the cultivation of the soil, without regard to the extent of the occupations,

we had no hesitation in restricting the entries to such systems as worked on
the direct principle, believing that on large areas steam could be more
economically and efBciently employed in this way than on the roundabout

system.

Having come to this conclusion, it was apparent that Fowler and Co. were

alone in the field, and the only point to determine was which of their systems

was most meritorious.

The absence of Messrs, Howard's double engines was a source of much
regret to those who had visited the trial fields anticipating a keen struggle

between the celebrated firms of Fowler and Howard.
Thursday afternoon and Friday were devoted to the preliminary trials of all

the systems, these trials being, so far as regards 2482 (the two single drum
engines) and 2483 (the two double drum engines of Fowler's), also the final

trials.

We will now describe Fowler's systems, in the order given above :

—

Xo. 2482 consists of two 10-horse power single cylinder traction engines, with

one winding drum each, such drum lying in an horizontal plane, that is,

having its axle vertical. The drum is placed below the boiler, and is driven

by a spur wheel on the circumference of the drum, receiving motion from a
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a pinion on the lower end of an nprifi;lit shaft, driven by bcvil wheels from the

fly-wheel shaft of the engine, and ])ut in and out of gear by a clutch.

On the upjier side of tlie drum is a break surface, surrounded by a break

band, the upper edge of this band is notched to receive a paul, which falls

into the notches and arrests the band when the drum is paying out, but

permits the band to revolve freely with the drum when the latter is winding

in. This automatic arrangement of break band insures a definite strain on the

tail rope, which strain, however, can be varied (before starting) at pleasure.

Tliis arrangement being automatic, renders suixTvision by those in attendance

unnecessary. The coiling of the rope on the drum is also automatic. This is

performed by a lever, having its fulcrum on a fixed pin attached to the

framing, and placed below the drum, the inner end of the lever being

caused to rise and fall by the action of a cam, worked ofl' the drum by spur

gearing.

The outer end of the lever projects beyond the circumference of the drum,
and carries two guide pulleys, between which the rope passes in its way to the

drum. In this manner, as the guide pulleys rise and lall by the action of the

cam, they coil the rope on the drum with the greatest regularity, a point

of very considerable importance, as it saves the machinery from jars in the

winding on, and the rope from unnecessary wear and tear. The mode of

working a pair of these traction engines, with their single winding drums,

is now so generally known, it is almost superfluous to state that in operation

one engine is upon the one headland and the other on the opjwsite, and that

the rope is alternately wound and unwound from each engine, carrying the

plough or cultivating implement with it from headland to headland, the move-
ment along the headlands being effected by the progressive motion of the

engines themselves.

This system, therefore, has the important advantage of doing away with
all anchor carriages and snatch-blocks.

It is from this cause, and from the fact of each engine being competent

to travel about and take its own place, that this system can be got to work
within from three to five minutes, according to the length of furrow, from the

time of the engines entering the field. In the present instance, the furrow

was about 9 chains in length, the engines were placed on the U]3per headland,

and three minutes sufticed for one engine to traverse the field, laying out

rope, and drawing the cultivator behind it.

Experiment No. 1.—A patent balance 5-tined extra strong cultivator, with
bevel beams, was first tried ; the average measured depth was 7^^ inches,

corresponding to a weight of 40 stones 4| lbs. per superficial yard, the bottom
fairly level throughout ; the points on the cultivator being 2i inches wide,

and made of chilled iron. Owing to the extreme hardness of the bottom, the

wear on the points was excessive, and three required to be replaced, the change

occupying 3 minutes, the time required to reverse the implement at the head-

land varied from 10 to 14 seconds—averaging 12 seconds.

The rate at which the implement travelled was much less rapid than under
ordinary conditions ; the average run occupied 3 minutes, or equal to 2 to 2 ^
miles per hour. The usual complement of attendants consists of 2 engineers,

1 ploughman, and two strong lads for the porters, who assist in reversing

the implement; in addition to the above it is good policy to employ one

extra man unattached, to generally superintend and lend a baud when
required.

The time of working, including setting down, was one hour ; the area dis-

turbed 3 roods 25 perches, equal to about 9 acres, for a day's work (10 hours)

;

a good result, the state of the surface being considered.

Experiment No. 2.—A 7-tined balanced cultivator, 2498, was next worked
with 6 tines, five actually in work, the sixth running in the furrow steadied
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the motion of the imiilcraont, and insured all the ground being moved. Tlie

average measured de[)th w:is Of inches, corresponding to a weight per super-
ficial yard of 35 stones 12 lbs., the bottom more even than in the previous

experiment. The width cultivated at each turn was 4 feet 6 inches, whilst

the implement, if furnished with all its tines, was calculated to disturb 5 feet

3 inches. The time of work was again one hour, the area cultivated 3 roods

G perche.'! ; 7 acres 3 roods 20 perches per day of ten hours.

Experiment No. 3.—The last implement, which was worked by the pair of

single drum engines, was a four-furrow digger (2494), which can be used as a
plough by substituting mould-boards for the skeleton breasts.

The depth of the digging varied ; at first the deptli was greater than after-

wards, when, owing to the hard bottom, the shares became much worn. The
.nverage depth was 8 inches, corresponding to a weight of soil moved per super-

ficial yard of 43 stones 4 j lbs. The floor was left very even. The time of running
was 1 hour, the area dug 2 i-oods 11 poles, being at the rate of 5 acres 2 roods

30 perches per day.

The pace at which the implement moved was barely 2 miles per hour.

We may here notice a very simple alteration which has been made by
Messrs. Fowler in all their balance implements, viz., the application of an arm
consisting of a bar of iron projecting slightly upwards from each end of the

implement, over a hook in this arm the tail rope is carried, and the con-

siderable pressure thus obtained tends to keep the implements steady

to their work, and counteracts the vibration caused by the uplifted frame at

the forward end of the implement.
The cost of the two engines, with the rope poi'ters and 800 j'ards of

steel rope, is 1224Z. ; the 5-tine cultivator costs 60^., making the total cost

1284?.

' No. 2423, Foiuler's two 10-horse power single cylinder traction engines,

with two winding drmns on each engine, are generally so similar to the single

drum engine, 2482, that they may be described in a few words, by saying that

the difference between these engines and 2482, consists simply in their having

each two drums, the drums themselves being similar to the single drum
of 2482. The mode of employing these engines is novel ; one of them is

placed on each headland, and there are two ropes and two cultivating imple-

ments passing from engine to engine.

In this way both engines have one drum each at work at the same time,

and one drum each unwinding at the same time. It is intended that the

implements, starting simultaneously from the two engines, should traverse

half the width of the field, meeting in the middle, and then return to their

respective engines.

We consider this a costly and complicated system, which has been called

forth by a fancied objection that has been urged against the two single drum
engines (namely, that only one engine is working at a time), Viut is not a veal

improvement in the art of steam ploughing, and we believe that any
theoretical advantage apparently due to the fact of both engines working at

the same time, is more than counterbalanced by tlie extra cost and weight

of the engines,* and, above all, by the fact, which was proved in the experi-

ment, that it is not possible in practice to make the two implements perform

tlieir journeys with such regularity that the engines should work without

interruption. It appears to us that even with the best management, a

stoppage arising from one engine having to wait for another is inevitable.

The method of working the double drum engine is as follows :—The two

* In actual practice it is found that for the short time one engine stands, whilst

the other is ploughing in the single drum system the steam can very well be

accumulated, and that therefore a smaller boiler is sufficient.
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cnciines bcinf; placed on opiiosite headlands, one cultivator is set to work first,

in order to leave room Ibr the other to pass without coniiiii; in contact. In
finishing work, it follows tliat more work is done on one half the ground than

on the other.

Starting from the opposite ends at a given signal, each engine mnst be
driven like clockwork, otherwise the cultivators do not reach the centre at the

same time; the one nmst wait for the other, and in this way, even in the

hands of Fowler's experienced workmen, fi-om 40 to 50 seconds were frequently

lost. The cultivators were each fitted with 5 tines, the average depth worked was
about 5'i inches, corresponding to a weight of soil moved per super yard of

28 stones 9 lbs. The bottom was not particularly even. The hands employed
were 2 engineers, 2 ilrivers, 2 porter boys, and several extra hands assisting.

Aveling's travelling porters which were used, have been imjiroved since the

Newcastle meeting.

In these trials the sj-stem reallj- condemned itself, and wc have no hesitation

in passing over in our award of prizes this complicated arrangement, which
was clearly unmanageable, even by the most skUled hands. The area culti-

vated in one hour was 1 acre 1 rod 31 perches, being at the rate of 14 acres

1 rod 30 perches jter day of 10 hours, a poor result, considering the

small depth to which the soil was moved, and that a double set of im-
lilements, of porters, of implement men, and porter-boys were employed,
that 1600 yards of rope were in use in lieu of 800, and that the apparatus,

with the two implements, cost 19H. more than the pair of single-drum engines.

No. 2482, and the one implement. Although we have thus most unhesita-

tingly condemned the use of two engines, each having two drums, we think it

right to call attention to the fiict that the emiiloyment of two such engines

admits of means of utilizing in aid of the traction the strain on the tail-rope,

while, as far as we know, no such means are applicable in the case of the two
single-drum engines, but Messrs. Fowler had not a|iplied this means to their

double-drum engines, and even had they done so, it would not have altered

our award, because we consider the defects of the system too great to be
counterbalanced by a saving in power ; we shall have, however, to revert to

this question when describing Messrs. Fowler's fourth direct-acting system,

viz., that in whicli the double-drum engine is used in conjunction with a
travelling anchor.

No. 24:85 consists of one 8-horse power traction engine, fitted with Fowler's

patent clip-drum, working in connexion with a travelling disc-anchor, and
drawing an implement fitted with slack gear. This is the old system, and it is

the only one in which at present the strain upon the tail-rope is utilized in

aid of the traction.

A little consideration will make it obvious how, in the clip-drum, this

advantage is obtained ; that side of the rope which passes from the cultivating

implement to the drum, and which rope is hauling the implement, clearly has
upon it as much strain as is necessary to piill the impkment through the soil,

and to pull out the tail-rope ; but the rope which is coming oft' the other side of

the clip-drum is that very tail-rope itself, which has its own proper tension

as tail-rope. Thus the power required on the one side of the drum to haul

the implement and the tail-rope, is balanced by the strain on the other side

of the drum, produced by the tail-rope itself, so far as that strain extends
;

and, therefore, it is merely the difference betvpeen the strain of the tail-rope and
the strain of the implement-rope which the engine has to work, instead of being
the whole strain of the implement-rope imrednced by that of the tail-rope.

This saving in power is probably fully equal to the difference between the power
of the 10-horse power engine used in one case, and the 8-horse power engine
used in this case.

The clip-drum has so long been before the public, and is generally so well
known, that a few brief words will sufSce to describe the apparatus. It is a
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slicavc revolving; on a vertical Sjiindle placed below Uic boiler of a traction

engine, and driven much in the same way as the drum of citlier the single or
double-drum engine. The edge of this sheave is furnished with the clips

(hinged jaws), which close upon the rope, and thereby enable the drum
(althougli the rope merely bears on half the circumference of the drum) to

make an eflicient grip upon that rope and to haul it.

Below the clip-drum is a coiling-drum, for the purpose of receiving the

rojje when the aiijjaratus is out of use and is travelling from field to lield.

The endless rope, which passes round the clip-drum, is carried to the opposite

headland, and tliere passed round the sheave of the travelling disc-anchor.

This again is a well-known implement, consisting of a grooved-pulley to

receive the eudless-rope, which pulley is supported on a frame provided with
sharp cutting disc-wheels, competent to cut tlieir way deeply into the soil, and
thereby resist the lateral strain of the endless-rope. Movement along the

headland as the work progresses is efl'ected by means of a small windlass, set

in motion by a friction-band from the pulley-wheel, which windlass coils a
rope attached to a fixed point forward on the headland.

The anchor-man can at any point release the friction-baud which drives

the windlass, when the movement is instantly stopped.

Besides the advantage of utilizing the strain upon the tail-rope, which is

happily a necessity of the clip-drum arrangement, there are other meritorious

points, amongst them the simplicity, cheapness, and lightness of the apparatus.

On the other hand it is asserted \>y some persons, but we know not with
what truth, for the counter assertions are equally strong, that the clip-drum
wears out tlie rope more than other systems do, that the clijis themselves

require frequent renewal or readjustment, and that the ingenious piece of

machinery, " the slack-gear," on the implement bj' which the rope kee))S

itself always tight, is apt to get out of order; as we have said, we do not

think these allegations are proved, and it is indisputable that the work done
in proportioyi to the original cost of the apparatus, and to the power emjAoyed,

is, as we should have expected from the utilization of the strain of the tail-

rope, far greater than that exhibited by any other system that came under
our observation.

On the Saturday this engine was tried with the following results in 1

hour 49^ minutes, it cultivated 1 acre 3 roods IG^ perches, or equal to 1 acre

and 2 perches per hour, or 10 acres and 20 perches per day of 10 hours.

The pace of travelling was over 24 miles per hour, the weight of soil moved
30 stones 4 lbs. per superficial yard, or 916 tons per acre, corresponding to a

depth of 5^ inches, while the number of tons moved per nominal horse jxiwer

per hour was 114j. The cost of the engine with the travelling anchor, and 800
yards of wire -rope, and 20 rope-porters, is only 6481.

The last system exhibited by Messrs. Fowler and Co., in Class I., consisted

of the double-drum engines, working with a travelling disc-anchor, and we
look upon this as a very practical application, and one likely to supersede to

some extent the clip-drum, jirovided the objections made by some persons to

the clip-drnm, and to which we have alluded, are valid. Worked in this way
we regard the double-drum engine as a really useful machine to the farmer,

which, as far as we can see, it never would be, if worked in pairs as already

described.

In order, however, that a double-drum engine, applied to a travelling-

anchor may successfully compete with a clip-drum in point of economy of

power, it is absolutely necessary that an apparatus be applied to it, by which
the strain of the tiiil-rope may be utihzed in aid of the traction ; such an appa-

ratus was used many years ago by Messrs. Fowler in their windlasses, for the

rovmdabout system, and we can see no practical difficulty in applying it to

the double-drum ; that this is an important jioint will be readily understood,

ivuen we state that at a little over 2^ miles per hour, an ordinary low strain
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on the tail-rope if not utilized, absorbs 3} horse power of 33,000 lbs. lifted

1 foot high per minute.

Messrs Fowler and Co. worked with the above double-drum engine a 4-

furrow balance plough, fitted with Kent breasts, the latter diflering materially

from the ordinary turn-furrow, in being longer, inclining upwards at a greater

angle, convex, and narrow, with an uniform surface I'rom end to end, the

advantage consisting in getting rid of the furrow, without the squeeze and
pressure which, in ordinary ploughs consume considerable draft. The work
was admirable considering tlie state of the ground. Owing to the lateness

of the hour, the trial was only continued for 29 minutes, and the small

area jiloughed was not computed, we, therefore, also in this instance give

the results of the Saturday's working. On this occasion the G-tine cultivater

was used, and in 1 hour 18 minutes 1 acre and 33 perches was cultivated,

being at the rate of 3 roods 28 perches per hour, or 9 acres 1 rood 4 perches

]ier day of 10 hours ; the weight moved was ])er superficial yard 35 stones

2 lbs., corresponding to a depth of 6f inches, or 10G3 tons per acre ; the work
done was admirable. The price of one of the engines, with 1200 yards of rope,

20 rope-porters, and 1 disc patent travelling anchor was TQGl.

Having carefully considered the advantages of the four systems which have
been so fully described, we unanimously decided that the best mode of direct

steam cultivation brought under our notice is that in which a pair of single-

drum engines working on opposite headlands draw the implements to and
fro between them. There is a simplicity and adaptability in this system
which does not appear to exist in any other.

With regard to the second prize, we have thought it right to divide it

equally between the clip-drum with travelling-anchor, and the duoble-drum
engine with travelling-anchor ; both systems possessing much merit, and
affording opportunities for direct steam cultivation, in cases in which the best

application could not be adopted.

Our awards therefore are as follows :

—

First Prize, of 100?., to John Fowler and Co.. for their two engines with
winding-drums (No. 2482).

Second Prize, of 251., to John Fowler and Co., for their clip-drum engine
and travelling-anchor (No. 2485).

251., to John Fowler and Co., for double-drum engine and travelling-anchor

(No. 2484).

The following Table will exhibit the results of the trials in an easy form
for purpose of comparison. (See following page.)

We believe that neither this Table in Class I., nor that which is to follow in

respect of Class XL, requires much explanation beyond that which can be
obtained by reading the headings of their columns.

It will no doubt be remarked that there is not in the Table any column
to contain a statement as to the amount of coal consumed. This point was not

lost sight of by us, but we felt that unless several hours were allotted to each

trial, no reliable result as to the coal consumed could bo arrived at ; we there-

fore determined not to run the risk of tabulating results which might be to a

large extent affected by circumstances into which we will not now enter, but
which will readily occur to those who have been engaged in steam engine

trials.

We had the less regret in omitting the record of the coals consumed,
because at the present day so many farmers know from their own practical

experience the amount of fuel required for the daily work of portable engines
of a given number of nominal horses power. It therefore appeared to us that

when we stated the nominal power of the various engines and the respective

acreages cultivated per day, we had put the practical farmer into possession of

those elements which would enable him to arrive at the cost per acre of fuel,

oil, tallow, and other such matters.
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Implement Trials at

The best Application of Steam Powepv for the Cultivati'

Name
of

I^xhibitor.

System.
Catalogue
Number,

Engines, Implements," and
Apparatus Employed.

Cost. Observations.
Means of

Transport.

Number
of Men
and Lads
Engaged.

£.

Fowler Direct 2482

2505

2 Single Cylinder Traction En. \

giiies, 10 inch Cylinder, 1 foot 1

ytroke, each with singleDrums, 1

800 j'ards of Steel-wire Rope, \

and 10 Porters, cost 1224Z. . I

A 5-Tiue Balance Cultivator
j

(e.xtra strong), cost 601. . . J

1234

The Trac-
tion-engines

themselves.

Engines ,
'.

Plough . . 1

Porters . .

'

»> 2498

2494

Ditto, but with a 7-Tine Culti-

vator, 6 Tiues in work.

Ditto, but with a 5-Furrow Digger

Fowler Direct 2483

2505, 2506

2 Single Cylinder Traction En-N
gines, 10 inch Cylinder, 1 loot

Siroke, each with double
Drums, 1600 yards of Steel- ^

wire Rope, and 20 Porters, (

cost 1355i

2 5-Tlne Balance Cultivators, 1

1475

The Trac-
tion-engines

themselves.

Engines .

Ploughs . .

Porters . .

Fowler Direct 2485

2505

Traction Engine with Clip,
Drum, Si inch Cylinder,! foot

J

Siroke, 800 yards Wire Rope, 1

20 Rope Porters, and a 5-Disc \

Travelling Anchor, cost 648?.
[

Balance 5-Tine Cultivator, with
]

Slack Gear, cost 60!. , . .'

708

In getting to

work tlio rope
was coupled
up across by
mistake, this

caused the
time in get-

ting to work
to be much
longer than
it would
otherwise have
been.

The Trac-
tion-engine

itself.

Engine . ,

Plough . .

Anchor . .

Porters . ,

Fowler Direct

t >

2184

2498

Traction Engine with double i

Dram, I200yards of Steel-wire

Rope, 20 Rope Porters, a 6-

Disc Patent Travelling An-

?-Tine Cultivator, 6 Tines in

836

The Trac-
tion-engine

itself.

Engine . .

Plough . .

Anchor . .

Porters . .
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Leicester.—Class I,

F TUE Soil.—Taiuilar Statement of Systems Tkied.

1

veiling

frtim

starting

1

place

to

Trial

Field.

Time

occupied

in

getting

ready

to

work

after

entering

Trial

Field.

Xominal

Horse-power

of

Engine.

Time
at

Work.

Area
Cultivated.

Area
Cultivated

per Day
of

10 Hours.

Weight
of

Earth
moved
per

Super-
ficial

Yard.

Depth
of

Earth
moved.

Tons of

Earth
moved
per
Acre.

Tons of

Earth
moved
per

Uour.

Tons of
Earth
moved
per

nominal
Horse-
power

at Work
per

Hour.

Nature
and

Condition
of the

Soil.
_

(Quality

of the
^Vork.

Tin. Mill. H. M. A. 11. r. A. 'R. p.

""ere

the

eld.

3 2 10-

H. P.
work-
ing

alter-

nately.

1 0 Q 3 25 9 0 10 564i lbs.,

calculated

from the

depth.

1i inches
measured.

1219 1105 110} Strong
Loam with

Stones.

Sole good
and level.

1,

1 0 0 3 6 7 3 20 502 lbs.,

calculated

from the

depth.

6} inches
measured.

1081 854 85} >>

ii

1 0 0 2 11 5 2 30 606 Ihs.,

calculated

from the
depth.

8 inches

measured.
1309 Hi 74} Very even

and
smooth
floor.

ere

the

Id.

9 2 in-

H.r.
1 0 1 1 31 14 1 30 401 lbs.,

calculated

from !the

depth.

5{ inches

measured.
865 1250 62} >

'

A fair

bottom.

20 s

H. p.
1 3 16 10 0 20 424 lbs. 5J inches,

calculated

from tiie

weight of

soil

moved.

916 923 116 Seeds pas-

tured af-

ter Barley
Light land

but very
dry and
stony.

Very good.

t 10

H. P.

1 28

!

1 0 33

1

l_9 1 4
1

492 lbs.

i

1

6i inches,

calculated

from the
weight of

soil

moved.

1063 986 98} Very good.

1
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Class II.

The best application of Steam Power adapted for Occupations of Moderate Size.

In tliis class were tried four roundabout systems, and two direct acting

systems.

Tiie deciding trials took place on Saturday, July 11th, in a field of about
12 acres, previously divided into six ^wrtions.

The competitors were arranged as follows :

—

Lot 1, Aveling and Porter]

Lot 2, J. and F. Howard I Roundabout.

Lot 3, Tasker and Sons
)

Lot 4, Fowler, with clip-drum and travelling disc-anchor. Direct.

Ljot 5, Edward Hayes, Roundabout.
Lot (>, Fowler, with double drum engine and travelling disc-anchor. Direct.

On Friday night the above were ordered to place themselves in a field about

a quarter of a mile from the scene of action.

The en2;ines and tackle were drawn up side by side. The different sets

were started so as to work clear of each other. The time of travelling to the

field, with all particulars as to the mode of progression, whether by horse-

power or traction; the time occupied after reaching the field in preparing for

work ; the time occupied in actual work ; and the nature of the work ascer-

tained by numerous observations, and by actual weight of soil moved, were

all data by which we were enabled to arrive at a decision as to the merits of

the different systems, which systems we will now describe :

—

ioi 1.—Aveling and Porter, who by their excellent traction-engino

work. Fowler's implement and Fowler's winding-drums, exhibited

a combination, consisting of a 10-horse-power traction-engine, £
No, 59G9, price 420

Working Fowler and Go's roundabout apparatus, comprising doiible-

drum windlass, cultivator, porters, snatch-blocks, &c. (5067) .. .. 250

670

If with eight of Aveling's travelling-porters, in lieu of ordinary porters, then
181. extra.

The windlass consists of a strong axle, supported upon carrying or bearing

wheels ; on this axle the two drums run loosely.

The drums are furnished with spur-wheels at their outer edges, into which
gear at all times two pinions (also loose) upon the driving shaft above.

Motion is communicated to this shaft from the steam engine by means of

another shaft with universal joints, which allows for a certain amount of

irregularity in the adjustment of the windlass relative to the engine. On the

top shaft is a long sliding clutch, which can be put into gear so as to drive the

pillion of tiiu one drum or the other. The tension upon the outgoing rope

is regulated by an ordinary break. The engine must be stojiped in order

to reverse the drums. The engine named "Leicester," made by the exhibitors,

who have devoted much attention to traction engines, appeared to be excellently

manufactured, and to possess very great steering facilities, there being a

leading-wheel in front of the ordinary steering wheels. The whole steering

"was readily managed by a young lad.

The time occupied in reaching the field was eight minutes; the time of

getting to work after the field was reached was forty minutes. The engine

drew after it a waggon carrying the snatch-blocks, anchors, &c. ; and also

drew a train composed of the windlass, the cultivating implements, and the

porters.

The implement used was a 5-tine bevel beam cultivator on the balance

principle.
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Owing to the cxtvcinc liardncss of tlio ground, one sliare was removed from
cacli cud, and the iniitlemcnt took four furrows or breadths at once, going on
an average (if'*, inches deep, as calculated from tlie weight moved, and leaving

a capital surface.

Notwithstanding the relief atforded by the removal of one share, the work
severelj' tried the anchors, and occasional delays occurred in consequence.

This partly accounts for the comparatively sm:'.ll area worked.
The area dug or cultivated was 1 acre 1 rood 17 perches in 2 hours 49

minutes, being at the rate of 1 rood 37 perches per hour, or 4 acres 3 roods
10 perches per day of 10 hours.

In each experiment several iiortions of the soil were weighed and compared
with the actual weight of a portion of solid ground, and the depth moved

:

the number of tons j)er acre were thus ascertained.

The weight of the undisturbed soil in tliis field was as follows : 1 yard
square, first 6 inches deep, 30 stones 13 lbs. ; second G inches deep, 37 stones

5 lbs. The deeper we go down within certain limits, the heavier become a
the soil.

The weight of a yard square of the depth cultivated by Aveling and Porter

reached an average of 32 stones 5 lbs., or 978 tons IG cwts. per acre.

The actual average depth in this case, though apparently more, was only
G'{)r inches, when truly ascertained by calculation of the weight moved.

Lot 2.—Messrs. J. and F. Howard's celebrated "Roundabout" system is

too well known to the public to need a lengthened description.

The apparatus (No. 1194 in catalogue) includes a 10-horse-power portable

engine by Clayton, Shuttlcworth, and Co., a separate windlass, IGOO yards of

rope, anchors, and a double-action 5-tine cultivator : price complete, 5001.

'J'he windlass, driven by a shaft with universal joints, is very efficient and well

made, moving the cultivator by a rojic properly carried and very well anchored.

The cultivating implement itself (to be noticed later on, among the imple-

ments tried), which is double-acting, works with great steadiness, takes a good
hold of the ground, and leaves a very level bottom.

It consists of a strong iron frame on 4 travelling wheels, capable of carrying

5 strong tines (4 only were in use), with jocks or points in both directions,

various sized soles being fitted in the centre between the points. The tines

rock on the frame ; the distance through which they rock can be adjusted.

This abilitj' to rock is a very important advantage.

In travelling to the field no less than eight horses were employed. The
time occupied was 6 minutes in moving, and 58 minutes in preparing for work,

—a long period as compared with that of direct sj'stems. It must, however,

be borne in mind that sometimes, with a little arrangement, two or even three

fields may be cultivated without shifting the engine.

The work when once started was continuous
;
every part appeared well

balanced ; and the pace was good, as was proved by the fact that 2 acres 34
perches was moved to an average depth of 5f inches in 2 hours 14 minutes.

The weight of a superficial yard of soil the depth cultivated was 29 stones 10 lbs.

In this windlass, as in all the other detached windlasses, there is not any
mechanical means of coiling the rope on the drums ; whereas the important

point of uniformity of coiling depends upon the skill of the man in attendance,

coupled with the judicious placing of the snatch-blocks in front of the windlass.

Loi 3.—W. Tasker and Sons' apparatus consists of a 12-horse

power Double Cylinder Traction-Engine, by Clayton, Shuttlcworth, £
and Co. (No. 5516), costing 440

(No. 5517) windlass, ropes, porters, and anchors, by exhibitors

;

wrought-iron Cultivator by W. Smith, 5 tines 196

VOL. IV.—S. S.

636

2 I
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The princi]nl novelty in Messrs. Tasker's system is tlieir windlass, Ti-liich

consists of two rope drums, running loose upon a fixed axle, sujjported by the

travelling-wlicels of the windlass. Motion is communicated to these drums in

the following manner :—Running loose upon the axle already mentioned, and
between the two drums, is a driving-pulley, which receives movement from a
belt driven from the flj'-wheel of the engine. On each side of this pulley is

a spur-pinion ; these pinions gear into small wheels carried on two short

shafts, working in bearings fixed in the dnmis. These shaits have at their

outer ends other toothed wheels, which work in internal spur-wheels, also

loose upon the axle. The outsides of these spur-wheels are turned, to act as

breaks, and are provided with break-bands, which can be tightened by levers

in the ordinary manner. So long as these break-bands are both loose no effect

is produced upon either of the drums, although the driving-pulley may bo
revolving, because the shafts contained in, and carried by, the drums, find

less resistance in making the loose internal cog-wheels revolve, than in making
the drums themselves revolve

;
but, so soon as one of the break-bands is tight-

ened, so as to liold its internal geared wheel, then the wheel internal to the

drnm, causes that drum to revolve.

The other drum is at the same time delivering the slack-rope, and the ease

with which it does so is regulated by the adjustment of the break on its

internal geared wheel. Thus in this windlass the break is used both to set m
motion the winding-drum, and to regulate the tension on the paying-out

rope. There is no necessity whatever to stop the engine when changing the

motion of the drums, the whole of that operation being performed by the slacking

of that break-band which had been tight, and tightening that which had been
slack. It may be noticed as a point of merit in this windlass that, as the

driving is done through the intervention wholly of the friction of a break-band,

there is thus ability for the machine to relieve itself in the event of the culti-

vating implement being suddenly stopped by any obstacle. Although it has

been stated above that there is no necessity to stop the engines when the

drums are reversed, nevertheless in practice the engineer eases the steam
during the time that operation is taking place. This ability of the windlass

to yield, in event of an obstacle meeting the implement, is one which renders it

peculiarly fitted (by a re-arrangement of the parts) to be driven from the

engine by a shaft with universal joints, but (as already stated) the exhibitors

have constructed it to be driven by a belt from the engine, which mode of

driving is in itself a means of allowing a yielding to take place in the event

of the cultivator meeting with a serious obstruction. This driving by means of

a belt is attended by certain advantages : one is, the power of yielding men-
tioned above ; another is, that the windlass and engine need not be very accu-

rately placed in reference the one to the other. But there are objections to the

use of the strap, the principal one being its liability to become loose, or even

to run off in wet weather. To a certain extent this might be guarded against

by providing a portable cover for the strap.

We noticed a considerable improvement in the mode of anchoring the

snatch-block pulley, which is attached by chains to two claw-anchors fixed at

different angles on the headland. When the implement is being turned, the

hinder anchor can be detached and brought forward without stopping the

implement.
The apparatus was drawn to the field by the traction-engine and 2 horses

in 7 minutes, and was got to work in 37 minutes.
The implement—one of W. Smith's cultivators, with 5 tines, furnished

with broad feet—was not suitable for the hard and baked surface, and left a

very irregular and ridgy bottom, disturbing a considerable depth at one ]iart,

and Ixirely entering the soil at another ; the work altogether being inferior to

any douc by Howard's or Fowler's tools.
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Tlie area of work done was, 2 acres and 8 perclies, iu 3 hours 23 minutes, or

at the rate of G acres and 9 perches per day of 10 hours.

The average depth was only 4 J inclies ; the weight per superficial yard

318 pounds, tjivinn- 687 tons per acre, and -tlG tons moved per hour.

The tons moved per hour per nominal horse-power were only 34^, hut this

small result is in part due to the fact tliat the engine {12 horse-power) was iu

excess of the work it had to do, and was worked at much less pressure than

other engines.

Lot 4.—Messrs. Fowler and Co.'s 8-horse Clip-drum Engine, with tra-

velling disc-anchor, working one of their 5-tine cultivators,. has been so fully

described in'the other class," that we need only remark that the time occupied

in moving to the field was 5i minutes, preparing for work, 29 minutes.
_

For the area cultivated, the time occupied in such cultivation, the weight of

earth moved, &c., see the record already given in respect of this engine in

Class I.

The number of tons moved per hour per horse-power was greater in the

case of this clip-drum engine than in that of any other system tried, whether

in Class I. or in Class II. This result corroborates the soundness of the views

we entertained as to the importance of utihsing the strain on the tail-rope.

We have not, however, awarded a prize to this engine in Class II., because

wc consider its cost—648?., or, with the implements, lOSl.—renders it unfit to

compete successfully in the small-occupation class.

Lot 5.—Edward" Hayes, Stoney Stratford, Bucks, exhibited his 10-horsc

Portable Engine and Patent Windlass, working W. Smith's combined culti-

vator.

The windlass is ingenious, and deserves notice. It consists of a frame on

4 wheels, provided with a main shaft, in the centre of which is mounted a

loose pulley, driven by an indiarubber strap from the engine. On each side of

this central pulley is placed another pulley, also loose upon the shaft, having a

spur-pinion attached to it. Each of these pinions gears into a pinion on a

se])arate short shaft, turning in a bearing on the under side of the drum. The
other ends of these short shafts are provided with other spur-wheels, gearing

into internal wheels attached to the winding-drums, which are also loose upon

the shaft ; so that if the driving-strap is caused to run on one of the side

pulleys, the pinion attached to it drives the internal wheel attached to one of

the winding-drums.

To the outside of each winding-dmm there is applied alternately (namely,

during the time of the running-out of the slack-rope) a break, such break

being moved by a long sliding bar, carrying the strap-fork, for shifting the

strap from one pulley to the other.

The object of this arrangement is, that when the strap is on one pulley, the

break is applied to the winding-drum (the then paying-out drum) on
the other end of the shaft, and vice versa. In addition to this arrangement
there is a small cylinder, provided with a piston, acting by pressure of the

water from the boiler, connected with two other breaks, which are apjilied to

the two side pulleys when the change of motion takes place, and it becomes
necessary to stop them. The same lever which moves the bar to move the

strap, also opens a valve to allow the water to act in this small cylinder.

There is furtlier arranged a stop to hold the sliding-bar in position, the bar
itself being always ready to move by a charged spring. Such stop can be
withdrawn at pleasure by a long string laid across the field to one of the

anchor-men ; and this is especially useful in case of accident—if the anchor be
out of sight of the windlass, from being round a corner, in the hollow of a
field, or in foggy weather. This arrangement has some advantages : the
engine can be driven at an uniform speed throughout

;
consequently the en-

gineer reverses the windlass, and, to some extent, looks after the coiling of the

2 I 2
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rope. Working by a strap enables the macliinery to be move readily fixed,

nice adjustments are not necessary, and an ordinary portable engine can be

used.

We have already, when reporting; on Tasker's windlass, entered into the

consideration of the advantages and disadvantages of driving by a strap. It is

true that indiarubber, with canvas on it—sucli as is used by Mr. Hayes—will

resist wet, but it is liable to tear or fret in the edges where it runs throu<;Ii

the strap-fork ; whilst leather is apt to get very soft, and to stretch in wot
weather. The framework of the windlass is, as was previously stated, carried

on four wheels, their axles being at right angles to the central shaft ; there-

fore when the wheels sink into the ground they are well able to resist the side

strain of the rope when winding, and do not require the fastenmgs usually

applied to fix windlasses.

The drums are very small, the rope, therefore, has to endure a sharp curva-

ture in winding on. Little or no attention is paid to the coiling, which is,

consequently, badly done. We have previously alluded to the importance of

regular coiling, as, if that be not obtained, the friction and wear on the rope are

largely increased. When at work, both the engine and the windlass vibrate

much more tlian in any other arrangement that came under our notice. There
is, moreover, a complication about the windlass that is objectionable.

It will be seen from the preceding descri[)tion that the power has to pass

through a train of three wheels, and the short shaft can'ying a pinion at each

end, previously alluded to, which is thereby subjected to the whole strain of

the ap]iaratus, and is only provided with one central bearing, which, although

rather long, is not capable of resisting the strain without very great wear.

The trial of this apjiaratus was not successful : partly from the absence of

practical exjierience, the setting down of the tackle proved a most tedious

business ; when at length ready for work, tlie anchor at either end constantly

dragged, and the cultivator could not get into the hard ground. The depth did

not exceed 4 inches, and in many places the surface was merely scratched.

At last the stoppages were so numerous that the exhibitor discontinued the

work.

Lot No. 6.—Fowler and Co.'s Double Drum Engine and Travelling Disc-

anchor, having already been described, may be but briefly alluded to.

The work with a 6-tined cultivator was admirable, and confirmed and
increased the fa\ onrable impression which the preliminary trial had given us.

After reaching the field, 18j minutes sufficed to get out all the tackle and start

work.

As in the case of all Fowler's implements exhibited at Leicester, the trans-

])ort was effected by the traction engines themselves without the aid of

iiorses.

For the area cultivated, the time occupied in such cultivation, the weight

of earth moved, &c., see the record already in Keport of this engine in Class I.

Even more than in the case of the clip-drum does the i)riceof this ap])aratus,

766?., or with the implement 826/., preclude it, in our judgment, from being

eligible for a prize in Class II.

This completed the trials in Class II., which, it will be remembered, related

to " The best application of steam power adapted for occupations of a mode-
rate size."

The wording of the prize list being somewhat indefinite, we were left to

decide what area constituted an " occui)ation of a moderate size." I'eferring

to the voluminous Reports of the Inspection Committee, it appears that, with
one or two exceptions, 250 to 300 acres of arable land was the smallest farm
on which a set of steam cultivating machinery could be profitably emi.)loyed

without being occasionally let out to other farmers. We assume the smaller

area of 250 acres as representing occupations of a " moderate size." With such
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occupations as these the original cost of the apparatus becomes veiy important,

and, in the cousidoi-ation of tliis original cost, there of necessity must be
weighed the power which the diflerent ploughing systems possess of being

worked from any ordinary jiortable or traction engine, because at the ])resent

day many small farms are alreadj^ provided with such engines, and if they
can bo made available it is clear that the extra outlay for the mere apparatus

required for cultivation is com[\anitivelj' moderate, amounting only to about

250Z. or something less. There was not exhibited at Leicester any direct

sj'stem made up of a travelling anchor and a travelling windlass driven by an
ordinary poi-table or traction engine ; in the absence of any such arrange-

ment, and considering all the points we have above alluded to, we are driven

to the conclusion that the roundabout system which can be worked by an
ordinary portable engine is the only one exhibited at Leicester which fulfils

the conditions under which the prizes in Class IL are offered by the Society.

Whilst expressing this opinion (in explanation of the course we adopted)

we must not be taken as saying that, in our judgment, the roundabout system,

under all circumstances, is as good a system of applying steam cultivation as

is the direct. On the contrary, we believe it might often be more to the

advantage of farmers holding moderate occupations to combine to purchase a
set of " direct acting tackle " rather than tliat each man should rely upon the

roundabout system ; or that it would be to the advantage of each owner to

hire " direct steam tackle " from those persons who let it out. But, according

to the instructions contained in the prize list, we were precluded from taking

these questions into our consideration.

Bearing in mind the conditions as to the cost of the apparatus, which, in our
reading, excludes Nos. 4 and 6 from being fit for " occupations of moderate
size," we were unanimous in awarding the first prize of 50?. to No. 2, Messrs.

J. and F. Howard, of Bedford ; while the small amount of work done by
No. 1, the indifferent character of the work of No. 3, and the small amount of

it, and the withdrawal from the trial of No. 5, prevented our awarding the

second prize to any of the competitors. (For tabulated statement see

pp. 478-481).

Class III.

The Society wisely placed at the discretion of the Judges the sum of 100?.

to be divided, as appeared desirable, among Ploughs, Cultivators, Harrows,
Windlasses, &c.
The implements were tested, as at Newcastle, by the strain on the hauling

rope, as indicated by the Newcastle dynamometer. A spring dynamometer
was hung between the tail-rope and the implement, and thus the amount of

back strain to be deducted from the gross strain was ascertained.

Messrs. Howard's Roundabout System was employed throughout to draw
the implements of the various exhibitors. The qualities of the engine and
tackle though severely tested, were successful under the test, as after the

apparatus was once well set, the work proceeded without stojipage.

PJoiigJis for Steam Power.

The only competitors in this Class were ^Messrs. Fowler and Messrs. Howard.
The latter commenced with an enormous spring-balanced, double-acting.

2-furrow plough, for very deep work (1199), which, we understand, is prin-

cipally intended for the foreign trade. Owing to the state of the ground, only
one share and mould-board were employed at each end ; a grand furrow, 12 to

13 inches deep by 17 inches wide was very well turned ; three observations

being taken.

Their 4 -furrow Spring Balance Plough (1198) was not so successful. The
depth of the furrow varied from 4 to 7 inches ; this was probably due to bad
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Implement Trials at*;

The best Application of Steam Power adapted for Occupations

Name
of

Exhibitor.

Aveling
aud

Porter.

Howard

Task(r

System.
Cata-

logue
Number.

Round-
about.

Round-
about.

Round-
about,

5969

5967

5516

5517

Enginoa, Implements, and
Apparatus limployed.

Patent Agricultural Loco-\
motive, 10^ inch Cylinder,

cost 420Z

Set of Steam Ploughing
and Cultivating Appa-
ratus, invenU'd by J.

Fowler of Leeds, and T.
Aveling of Rochester,
consisting of a Windlass,

)

with 16U0 yards of Steel-

wire rope, 1 set of double
Snatch- blocks, 4 single

Snatch-blocks, Anchors,
and Porters, 1 Fowler's
Balanced 5-Tine Culti-

vator, 4 Tines at work,
cost 25CZ '

If with 8 Patent Travelling
Porters, in lieu of others,

then extra

Portable Engine (10-Horse-\
power, by Clayton and

'

Co.), cost 25Ul. . . .

Windlass with 1600 yards
Steel-wire rope, pair of
double Snatch-blocks, 4

single ditto, 8 Anchors,
10 lever Porters (No.
1207), cost 25(i2. , . .

Patent double-action Steam-
Cultivator, with 5 Tines
(No. 1191)

Double Cylinder Traction'

Engine (by Clayton and
Co.), cost 44 OJ. . . .

Windlass and Double
Snatch-block, 4 Snatch-

blocks, 8 Anchors, 10

Porters, 1600 yards Steel-

wire rope, Wrought Iron

5-Tine Single Acting
Cultivator (Smith's), cost

106!.

Cost. Observations.

4 Tines 'only
at work.

Trial much
delayed by
changing

points and
drawing of

670 anchors.

Means of

Transport.

The Trac-
tion-engine

itself, and it

drew a train

of windlass
imj>lements
and porters

after it, and
ako the
waggon.

4 Tines only
at work.

Engine did its

work at a

very low pres-

sure, whicli

partly ac-

counts for the

poor results

per nominal
horse-power.

8 horses.

The lYac-
tion-cnglne

itself and 2

horses.

i
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Leicesteb.—Class II.

Moderate Size.—Tabular Statement of Systems Tiued.

1

Is
'.-3

Time

occupied

in

getting

ready

to

worlc

after

entering

Trial

Field.

Nominal

Horse-power

of

Engine.

Time
at

Work.

Area
Cultivated.

.A.rea

Cultivated

pvr Day
of

10 Hours.

Weight
of

Earth
moved
per

Super-
ficial

Yard.

Depth
of

Earth
moved.

Tons of
Earth
moved
per
Aero.

Tons of

I-2arth

moved
per

Hour.

Tons of
Earth
moved
per

nominal
Horse-
power
at Work

per
Hour.

Nature
and

Condition
of the

,
SoU.

Quality
of the

Work.

Mill. Min. n. M. A. 11. r. A. R. p. lbs.

40 10- 2 '19 1 1 17 1 3 10
SI; .470 47 .Seeds p.TS- Good

U.P. inches. turcd af- bottom.
ter Barley.
Light land,

but very
dry and
stony.

6 53 in- 2 14 2 0 34 9 3 25 416 5i S99 O90 89 Very
H.l'. inches. good.

37 12- 3 23 2 0 8 6 0 9 313 4| 637 416 34 f Inferior.

i

H.P. inches.
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Implement Trials at

The best Application of Steam Power adapted fopv Occupations of

Name
of

Exhibitor.

Number

of

Lot.

,

System.
Cata-
logue

Number.

Engines, Implements, and
Apparatus Employed.

Cost. Observations.
Means of

Transport.

Numlior
ol .Men

and ]mU
J-jigagei

£.

Fowler . 4 Direct . 2485

2505

Traction Entrine with Clip.

Drum, 8i- incli Cylinder,!

1 font Strnkc. Mill .v;irds

of Wire II"]"-. llnpe
'

Porters, and a 5-l*i^c 'I"ra- /

veiling Anchor, cost 04sJ.

Balanced 5 Tine Cultivator, J

with Slack jeax, cost COi.

70S

In getting to

work till- rope
was coupled

up across by
mistake, this

caused tlie

tin^e in get-

ting to worl;

to be much
longer tlian

it would other-

wise have
been.

Tlie Trac-
tion-engine

itsolf.

Engine . . I

Plough . . i

Anchor . . 1

Porters . . 3

1

Hayes . 5 Kound-
abont.

15

16
17

Portable Engine, lO^- inch^
Cylinder, cost 2"nl. . . 1

Patent self-acting Windlass,

A 3, and 5-Tined Cultivator \
combined, 6 Anchors, 6 (

Snatch bloclis; 20 Rollers,

3 Levers, 1400 yards
Stjel-wire rope, cost 175!. /

550

Tlie failure of

tlie trial was
partly due to

the insuffi-

cient penetra-

tion of the an-
chors into tlie

very hard
ground.

Horses

Fowler . 6 Direct . 24S4 Traction Engine withN
Double Drum, 1200 yards
Steel-wire rope, 20 Hope 1

Porters, a 6-Disc patent )

Travelling Anchor, cost
|im

6-Tine Cultivator, cost 60!. )

826

Tlie Trac-
tion-engine

its-ilf.

Engine . .

Plough . .

Anchor . .

Porters . . :
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Leicester.—Class II.

MoDKiJATE Size.—Tabular Statement of Systems Tried.— continiied.

\'jliing"

Irwiu

starting

I)Iace

to

'J'rial

Field.

Time

occupied

in

getting

ready

to

worli

after

entering

Trial

Field.

Nominal

Horse-power

of

Engine.

Time
at

Work.

Area
Cultivated.

Area
Cultivated

per Day
of

10 Hoiu-s.

Weight
of

Kuth
moved
per

Super-
ficial

Yard.

Depth
of

liarth

moved.

Ton.s of
Earth
moved
per

Acre.

Tons of
Earlli

moved
per

Hour.

Tons of
Earth
moved
per

nominal
Horse-
power

at Work
per

Hour.

Nature
and

Condition
of the

Soil.

Quality
of the

AVorlj.

Min. MiD. H. M. A. E. P. A. A. p. lb.s.

5i 29 8-

H.P.
1 49i 1 3 16 10 0 20 424 5i

inches,

calcu-

lated

from the
weight
of soil

moved.

916 928 116 Verj-
good.

'

•• • 10-

H.P.
Did not
finish.

182 2i
inches,

calcu-

lated

from the
weight
of soil

moved.

•• Verj- Ij.nl.

18{ 10-

H.P.
1 18 1 0 33 9 14 492 6i

inches,

calcu-

lated

from the

weight
of soil

moved.

1063 936 98i Very
gootj.
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settinn;, as we Imvc seen very mucli better results with this imiilement. It,

however, appears somewhat light for such very heavy work.

Fowler and Co. led off with a o-furrov/ Balance l'lou2;h (2495) for deep
work

;
only two sets of shares, &c., were used at each end of the implement,

which made the furrows 12i inches by 13 inches, leaving the same upright
and well exiwsed to the air.

Fowler and Co.'s 4-furrowed Patent Balance Plough (2491), fitted Avith the

long, straight, Kent breasts, made excellent work, leaving a regular surface

that could be distinguished from that produced by any other implement. The
particulars of draft will be seen by reference to the subjoined table.

Both Howard's and Fowler's Deep Ploughs are meritorious, and are occa-

sionally valuable in England.
We awarded prize of 121. to Fowler and Co.'s 4-furrow plough with Kent

bveasts (2491); highly commended Fowler and Co.'s 3-furrow deep plough

(2495) ; and also highly commended J. and F. Howards 2-furrow deep i^lough

(1199).

Cultivators and Diggers.

The trial of these implements occupied a considerable time and excited

much interest. Ploughing may occasionally be necussary, but the great bulk
of steam-work will be disturbing and breaking without inverting, and the

cultivator and digaerto precede it when the surface is hard, are the implements
most in vogue, and with wliich nearly everything can he accomplished.

Fowler and Co. exhibited their Bevel Beam 5-tinc Cultivator (2505), first

introduced at the Newcastle Meeting.

The difference between this implement and the digger is so slight that the

work is nearly identical, the forked breasts of the latter jiossibly producing a

rougher siarface ; but both operate in the same way as an ordinary ])lough, viz.

by removing a portion of soil and passing it off to a loose side, and this

should always distinguish between a real cultivator and a bastard implement
like the digger, which figures under two characters.

The tines of the real cultivator force their passage through the soil by lifting,

throwing the soil on either side, and riving it up indiscriminately; whereas

the great bulk of soil disturbed by a digger, such as the tool in question,

is thrown to the right of the imi)lement. The im])leuients are adapted for

difi'ercnt operations : for autumn work, acting on a bard unmoved surface, we
greatly prefer the digger, as making deeper work, leaving a better bottom if

properly set, and throwing up the soil in a rougher condition, most suitable for

atmospheric action. The work of the Bevel Beam Cultivator was decidedly

superior.

Fowler and Co. next tried their large 7-tined Balance Cultivator (2498),
working only 5 tines. This is a true cultivator, and more suitable to cross-

land already smashed than to go into a hard soil. This is shown in the much
smaller weight of soil moved per square yard. The bottom was ridgy and
uneven ; and the depth, as calculated from the weight, was 5 inches.

Fowler and Co.'s new Cultivator (2496), principally intended for light land,

is really a novelty ; and promises to be most valuable for double-engine work
on large areas.

The width of im]tlement is 7 feet 8 inches without the wings, which increase

it to 12 feet ; it carries a large number of tines, and consists of a strong frame

on 3 wheels.

The tines are independent of the travelling frame, though carried on it

when in work; by a lever action they can be lifted whilst the inqilement is

turning. The position (in height) of the i'rame in reference to the wheels, and
consequently the depth of the tines, is adjusted b}' a screw in front.

The engine travelling forward on the headland slews round tlie head of the
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cultivator sufficiently far for the o]iposite engine to complete the turn. Con-
sidering the unfitness of the groun(l, tlie work was extremely good, sufiicicutly

showing what might bo acconii)Uslied under more favourable conditions. The
steadiness of the implement was a point deserving of notice, contrasting with

the jumping tendency of balance implements, steadied though they are by tlic

rope-lever before referred to.

Tlie cost of the cultivator is 75?.

The last implement in the class tried by Messrs. Fowler and Co. was their

4-furrow Digger; this was the plough-frame (24!)1) fitted with plough-share,

&c., but with digging-breasts in place of ordinary mould-boards. The work
was very deep and good, vide Table.

Messrs. Howard worked their 5-tined Pieversible Cultivator with Rocking
Tines (part of the set No. 1194) 4 tines only in work—a capital cultivator for

small occupations. It is not capable of moving a great weight of soil ; but
what it does, is always well done. The regularity of the bottom, partly in

consequence of the sole-plates, was noticeably good. The rapidity of reversing

at the land's end is also great, and altogether we were favourably impressed

\\it\i trhe work done. In very foul land, the distance between the under side

of the frame and the ground is not sufficient to prevent choking up.

Messrs. Howard next worked the Plough-frame (1198) fitted as a Digger
;

but the depth moved was small, and the work done only iudifierent.

Lastly, Messrs. Howard showed a large Cultivator (1192) suitable for light

soils, cai)able of carrying 9 tines and moving a width of 7 feet 10 inches.

The space between the wheels, however, is only G feet 10 inches, the extra

foot being cultivated by tines removable at pleasure. The arrangement for

deepening the tines was very inferior to that of Fowler's large implement. In

light soils this cultivator of Howard's would doubtless prove a very useful tool.

The work at Leicester Avas very irregular ; in some places it was out of the

ground, at others it went in well, and, as will be seen, moved more soil than

Fowler's implement of a similar kind.

Hayes and Tasker competed with Cultivators on W. Smith's principle (Hayes,

17; Tasker, 5518). We can only state that the work was inferior, the depth
variable and never great, and the area moved small. Whatever may be the

capabilities of these implements in soft soils, it was evident they were not
fitted for tlie hardened surface at Leicester.

Our award was as follows :— £
To (249G) Large Cultivator for light land—J. Fowler and Co 15

„ (2498) Seven-tinod Cultivator—J. Fowler and Co 12

„ (1194) Five-tined Cultivator for moderate occupations— Messrs.

Howard 12

Class of Earrows, Hollers, and Clodcrushers.

We were not able to subject the implements competing in this class to any
dynamomctrical tests. Even had time permitted such trials to be made, the

extreme roughness of the surface would have greatly interfered with the ob-

taining of accurate results, neither were such tests necessary, since the excel-

lence of these implements depends comparatively little on the draught they
require, but very largely upon their efficiency ; and working them over some
deeply dug land gave us a very accurate notion of their merits.

Fowler's " Implement-frame " (2500), with its sensitive steerage, is a very
useful application, carrying with equal facility harrows only, or harrows
one-half, and a Croskill roller or Norwegian harrow ; thus the surface can be
crushed and harrowed at the same time, and a great area passed over in a
day.

The harrows themselves jump more and are less efficient than those of Messrs.

Howard (1203), which made excellent work.
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Dynamometer Experiments,

Name of Exhibitor.
Cataloi^ue

Number.
Description of Implement.

Width
talcen by
Imple-
ment.

Number
of Yards run

whilit
Dynamometer
iudex in Gear.

Ft. In. Yards.

J. & F. Howard 1199 j Patent 2-Furrow Steam Plough, l-'i
1

K3
°« 104

Ditto Ditto Ditto ditto 1 t,3

°B 106

Ditto Ditto Ditto ditto 1 5i . 116

J. Fowler & Co. 2495
(.3-Furrow Patent Balance French"!

\ Plough, 2-FuiTows in work . . /
2 81

Ditto Ditto Ditto ditto 2 51

Ditto 2491
(4-Furrow Patent Balance Plough,)

\ 4-Furrows in work J

3 5 94

Ditto Ditto Ditto ditto 3 5 111

J. & F. Howard 1198 4-Furrow Steam Plough 3 n 77

Ditto Ditto Ditto ditto 3 n 112

Dynamometer Experiments,

J. Fowler & Co. 2505
(Patent Balance 5-Tined Cultiva-'l

I tor, fitted as a Digger . . . . /
4 '8 97

Ditto Ditto Ditto ditto 4 13 101

Ditto 2498
i'7-Tined Patent Cultivator, 5)

4 1 89

Ditto Ditto Ditto ditto t 1 97

J. & F. Howard 1191
(Patent double-action Steam Cul-l

I
tivator, 4 Tines in work . . . .

J

3 ci 112

Ditto Ditto Ditto ditto 3 61 130

E. Hayes 17
fl, 3, and 5-Tined Cultivator com-]

\ billed, 3 Tines in work .. ../
2 21 117

Ditto Ditto Ditto ditto 2 23 122

J. & F. Howard 1191
(Patent double-action Steam Cul-"»

\ tivator, fitted as Digger, 4 Tines

/

3 6| 83

Ditto Ditto Ditto ditto 3 99

J. Fowler & Co. 2491
|4-Furrow Plough, Tined as al

3 95

Ditto Ditto Ditto ditto 3 99

Tasker & Son 5518
f Wrought-iron Cultivator, 5 Tines 1

2 91

Ditto Ditto Ditto ditto 2 n 104

J. Fowler & Co. 2498 6 If 102

Ditto Ditto Ditto ditto 6 If 125

J. & F. Howard 1192 Steam Cultivator, 9 Tines .

.

7 Oi 124
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Steam Ploughs.

Time
occupied

ill the
Run.

Total draft

in lbs., in-

cluding the

stniiii put
on by the
Tail-rope.

Strain

(approxi-
mate) uf

the
Tail-rope.

Net draft (ap-

proximate) in

lbs. to draw the
Implement

exclusive of tiie

strain of the

Tail-rope.

Weight of

Karth
moved per
Superficial

Yiu-d.

Weight of

Earth
moved per

Acre.

Depth of
Eanh
moved.

Time reiiuired

to CuUivate n:i

Acre, assnuiin;;

the Iniplemcii
to go cuntiiiu-

ously on with-
out stopphig ur

turning.

> ff Lbs. Lbs. Lis. Lbs. Tuns. Inches. n. M.

2 0 1S24 532 1292 990 2140 3 U

2 0

2 0

2115

2392

5.32

532

1583

1860

990

990

2140

2140

3 9
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Messrs. Amies and Barford exhibited two Ribbed Eollcvs, one to turn round
at the end, the other to be drawn baclavard« and forwards. The stecra':;e of

the former was too liglit, and soon brolio ; the other worlied better, but the

leverage for guiding was iusufficieut.

We awarded as follows :— £
To {'2[)00) Fowler and Co.'s Frame for varions Implements 8

„ (1203) Howard's Harrows 7

We awarded Messrs. Fowler the prize of 101. for their Travelling Disc

Anchor, which for ingenuity, simplicity, and efficiency still stands far ahead of

every competitor.

Windlasses and Application of Poiver thereto.

At Newcastle the Windlasses were subjected to a dynamometrical test, in

order to ascertain the absolute friction in transmitting the power through them
—a test which the Judges on that occasion were enabled to carry out satisfac-

torily in consequence of the beautifully uniform plastic condition of the soil,

which afforded a regular steady resistance to the implement being drawn by
the windlass under trial. It was sought to repeat these experiments at

Leicester, but after a very considerable time had been expended in endeavour-
ing to make the best arrangements, it was found to be absolutely impossible to

obtain a steady resistance without resorting to expedients which the time then

at our disposal did not admit of our employing. The friction-tests, therefore,

of the windlasses had to be abandoned. We however had no difficulty in

coming to a decision as to the merits of the windlasses— that is, the hauling

implements ; and we awarded prizes as under to the Clip Dram of Fowler

(2485), which utilises in aid of the traction the strain of the tail-rope ; to

the Double Drum of Fowler (2484), which is applicable to work either

with the travelling anchor or with the roundabout system, and which has such

excellent self-acting coiling-gear ; and to the Windlass used by Howard with

his roundabout system (1194).
£

2485. Fowler's Clip Drum Windlass 8
2484. Fowler's Double Drum Windlass 8
1104. Messrs. J. and F. Howard's Windlass 8

It now remains to revert to the fact that his Highness the Viceroy of Egypt
as a memento of his visit to the Bury Meeting, and as an evidence of the great

interest he takes in the question of steam-culture, offered through the Society

a magnificent piece of plate, " as a Prize for the best Imidement to be driven

by Steam Power, combining strength with simplicity of constraction and suit-

able for foreign countries where re]>airs are difficult to execute."

The Prize valued at 200?. consisted of a massive silver-gilt vase (having a

suitable inscription), and a set of handsome goblets.

This Prize we awarded to the firm of John Fowler and Co., as we consider

their machinery as exhibited most suitable for foreign countries where repairs

are difficult to execute.

We cannot conclude our report without bearing grateful testimony to the

attention and ability of the Field Stewards, Messrs. El])hick and Smith, and

the great value of the assistance they rendered us. The experience of the

former, dating from the Chester meeting in 1858, and added to year by year,

renders him peculiarly valuable in facilitating the various arrangements re-

quired, but which the Judges, without such assistance, could not hope to carry

out. It has been our pleasant duty on ])revious occasions to tender our sincere

thanks to the Stewards of Implements for their assistance, and for their anxious

care to forward the work and to bring matters to a satisfactory conclusion ; but
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never were such (hanks more deserved than on the ]irescnt occasion. It v> as

quite evident that the geiitk-men in office considered their position as no sine-

cure, hut as one involving grave responsihilities, which tliey ably discharged.

To Mr. Amos, tlie Society's Engineer, and to his son, Mr. J. Amos, who co-

operated with him, we are also much indebted for cordial assistance on all

occasions, 'i'o K.xhibitors and to their agents we offer our thanks iox tlicir

courtesy and willingness to oblige: this was very marked througliout. If there

were a tendency on one or two occasions to be somewhat obtrusive, and to

become suggestive, it was easily accounted for by the extreme anxiety on the

part of agents for the interests of their employers. We may be allowed to

confiiTU a suggestion made in the Newcastle IJeport respecting the trials of im-

plements for steam-power, viz., that they shall be arranged to take place at

the earlier part of the time before the public crowd upon the Judges and con-

siderably hinder the work. It would also be desirable to limit the attendance

npon each implement to the maker or agent, and the workmen, and to keep
every one else outside the ropes. The public can learn little or nothing whilst

the-dynamomctrical tests are in progress, and the work is much expedited when
the course is clear.

We think the Royal Agricultural Society may fairly congratulate itself on

having largely assisted in establishing steam-culture in this country, and by
its example in several foreign countries, to the great and lasting benefit of man-
kind ; for it is greatly owing to the course followed by the Society in trying

and proving all machines tlidt in any way promise a chance of success in any
branch of agi'iculture, that the breaking down of old prejudices and the early

distribution of the knowledge of practical facts is due ; and the enlightened

advocacy by the Society of all sound improvements in agricultural machinery
has greatly encouraged implement-makers and inventors to persevere with every

good and promising scheme, as they have felt that although they might expect

no favour, they were at all times certain of a fair field. Thus the steady pro-

motion of improvements has undoubtedly been secured in the safest manner.

The special means adopted in the appointment of Inspection Committees for

the purpose of sifting statements and accumulating facts specially affecting

steam-cultivation, and the placing them prominently before agriculturists (who
might in many cases have some difficulty in collecting and comparing state-

ments for themselves) has greatly tended to promote sound views on the

subject, and thereby necessarily to extend the application of machinery of the

best kinds, and thus enable all to reap the benefits to be derived from the prac-

tical application of modern science and practice.

It is now a I'act, and we trust that this Eeport may have some practical

effect in making it known through the length and breadth of the land, that a
farmer (or small club of farmers) may at an outlay of 1284Z. become possessed

of the most improved direct tackle, capable of conveying itself to the field to

be ploughed or cultivated, and in three minutes from the moment of its arrival

may be ploughing or cultivating at such speed as will complete a field of nine

or ten acres in ten hours ; or should such outlay be considered too great in

certain cases, then nearly the same rate of cultivation may be attained with

another set of direct tackle, costing 708?., though in this case some time would
be lost in fixing the tackle ; or if a farmer has only a small farm of say 250
acres, and possesses a common portable engine, he may for an outlay of 2.50Z.,

equal to a pound per acre, acquire a set of roundabout tackle that will enable

him with his engine to cultivate at a somewhat less rate than above named,
though he would in this case have to use his horses to take the engine and
tackle to their place, in the same way that he would have to do if required to

take the engine and thrashing-machine to a stack of wheat to thrash.

As tliis country has ever taken the lead in developing manufactures and
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comincrcc, and as it has also constantly led the van iu adopting every species

of mechanism calculated iu any way to help the farmer in 2>rodueing the

fruits of the earth in the greatest perfection and abundance, so the Koyal
Agricultural Society may fairly claim to have been foremost in promoting in

every way possible the practical application of all real improvement ; and we
feel that we may safely state our ojjinion to be, that in no one direction have
the exertions of the Society been more successful than in the promotion of

steam-cultivation of the soil.

F. J. Bramwkll,

e. a. cowpee,

John Coleman,

John Hemsley,

John Eooke.

Septemlcr lUh, 1868.

END OF VOL. IV.—SECOND SEEIES.
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GENERAL MEETING,

12, Hanover Squake, Wednesdat, December 11, 18G7.

EEPOKT OF TPIE COUNCIL.

Since the last General Meeting in May, 1 governor and 97

members have died, and 177 new members have been elected, so

that the Society now consists of

76 Life Governors,

82 Annual Governors,

1383 Life Members,

4001 Annual Members,

15 Honorary Members,

making a total of 5557.

jNIr, John Baldwin, of Luddington, Stratford-on-Avon, War-

wickshire, has been elected a Member of Coimcil in the room of

Mr. Pope, deceased.

The half-yearly statement of accounts to the 30th of June,

]867, has been examined and approved by the auditors and

accountants of the Society, and has been furnished to all members

in the last number of the Journal. In consequence of the large

expenses attendant on the Show at Bury St. Edmund's, and the

protracted trials of implements, the Council have been compelled

to sell out 2000Z. of the funded property, which now stands at

16,027/. 195. 7d. in the New Three per Cents., and the cash-
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balance in the hands of the bankers on the 1st instant was

369/. 85. Id.

The collection of the arrears of subscription has been steadily

progressing, nevertheless a considerable sum is still due to the

Society. It is found that many members cease to pay their

subscriptions under the impression that in this way they can

terminate their membership ; but the Council desire to remind

them that by the bye-laws of the Society all members are bound

to pay the annual subscription until they shall withdraw by a

notice in writing to the Secretary.

Notwithstanding the unavoidable absence of cattle, the Show-

Yard at Bury St. Edmund's was well filled with a fine display

of horses, sheep, pigs, and poultry, and was remarkable for

the most extensive collection of implements and machinery yet

brought together.

The Mayor and Corporation of Bury St. Edmund's and the

Local Committee used every exertion to forward the wishes of

the Society during the preparations for the Meeting and the

period of holding it.

The Council have purchased an entirely new set of offices and

entrances for the Show-yard at a cost of 80G/., which it is hoped

will last for many years. They have every reason to be satisfied

with the new contractor for the Show-yard works (Mr. Penny),

and have given him the contract for a further term of four years.

The Council have settled the Live Stock and Implement Prize

Sheets for the Country Meeting to be held next year at Leicester,

and, with a view of enabling the stock and the men in charge to

return home with an absence of only one Sunday, have arranged

that the Show shall open on Thursday, the 16th, and close on

Tuesday, 21st of July.

The list of implements for trial will comprise ploughs, culti-

vators, harrows, clod-crushers, rollers, tile and brick-machines,

and draining tools ; and Prizes amounting to 225/. will be offered

for the best application of steam-power to the cultivation of the

soil. The sum of 2595/. is offered in Prizes for Live Stock, to

which 227/. has been added by the Leicestershire and Waltham
and the Loughborough Agricultural Societies; and 100/. has

been offered by the Sparkenhoe Farmers' Club in Prizes for

Cheese.
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It has been resolved by the Council to apportion England and

Wales into eight districts as follows :

—

(A.) Durham, Northumberland, aud XorLh and East Eidiugs of York-
shire.

(B.) Cumberland, Lancashire, Westmoreland, and Webt Eiding of York-
shire.

(C.) Derbyshire, Leicestershire, Lincolnshire, Xorthamptonshire, Notting-

hamshire, Eutlandshire, and AVarwickshire.

(D.) Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire, Essex, Hertfordshire, Huntingdon-
sliire, Norfolk, and Sufiblk.

(E.) Berkshire, Buckinghamshire, Hampshire, Kent, Middlesex, Oxford-
shu-e, Surrey, and Sussex.

(F.) Cornwall, Devo^hire, Dorsetshire, Somersetshire, and Wiltshire.

(G.) Gloucestershire, Herefordshire, Monmouthshire, Worcestershire, and
South Wales.

(H.) Cheshire, Shropshire, Staffordshire, and North Wales.

The Council have determined that district B, comprising the

counties of Cumberland, Lancashire, Westmoreland, and the

West Riding of Yorkshire, be selected for the Country Meeting

of 1869.

During the course of this year alterations have been made

in the scheme of Education adopted by the Council ; it is no

longer connected with the Cambridge and Oxford Middle Class

Examinations,

The next examination is fixed to take place at the Society's

House in Hanover Square during the week commencing April

20th, 1868 ; forms of entry are prepared, to be duly filled up and

returned to the Secretary (together with a certificate of having

acquired the elements of general education) on or before the

29th of February next. Any member of the Society may be

present at an examination. On this occasion it is not thought

advisable to place any limit on the ages of candidates, from the

desire to remove every obstacle in the first instance to a candidate

coming forward ; with the same object in view, an unsuccessful

candidate at one examination (unless some reason should inter-

vene beyond mere want of success) will be permitted to compete

at a subsequent examination.

Every candidate will be required to satisfy the examiners as to

his knowledge of the science and practice of Agriculture, and

likewise as to proficiency in book-keeping ; and he must pass an

examination either in land-surveying or in mechanics as applied

to Agriculture : beyond this it is left to his option which one of
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the following three subjects he will take up, viz. :—Botany,

Geology, or Veterinary Science.

Successful candidates are to be placed in two classes, and will

stand in order of merit. Certificates (specifying the subject in

which a candidate shall have satisfied the examiners) will be

granted to successful candidates, and any one obtaining a first-

class certificate shall thereby become a Life Member of the

Society ; these, with additional Prizes in money or books, con-

stitute the rewards lield out to competitors.

By Order of the Council,

H. Hall Daee,

Secretary.
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X

Dr.

EOYAL AGEICULTUEAL
Half-teakly Cash Account

To Balance in hand, 1st July, 1867 :—
Bankers
Secretary

To Sale of £2000 New 3 per Cent. Stock

To Income :

—

Dividends on Stock

o • 4- £. s. d.
Subscriptions :

—

Governors' Annual 20 0 0

Members' Life-Compositions .. 147 0 0

Members' Annual 1 , 642 1 0

Journal :

—

Sales by Murray 136 2 1

Advertisements 37 9 6

To Country Meetings:

—

Bury St. Edmund's Meeting

£. s. d.

1,815 4 0
46 13 5

236 8 3

1,809 1 0

173 11 7

£. s. d.

1,861

1,888

17 5 J
18 6 J

2,219
4,888

0 10

1 0

£10,857 17 9

Balance-Sheet,

£. s. d.

22,364 15 1

800 0

2,895 16 10

2,219 0 10

676 16 0

1,896 11 4

^ „ .^1 LIABILITIES.
To Capital :

—

Surplus, 30th June, 1867

Show-Yard Plant, value

Less Surplus of Expenditure over Income during

the Half-year :

—

Expenditure
Income

Bury St. Edmund's Meeting:

—

Difference between Receipts and Expenditure,

the latter exceeding the former by

£. s. d.

23,164 15 1

2,573 7 4
I

,

|£20,591 7 9

BRIDPORT, Chairman of Finance Committee.

QUILTER. BALL, & Co.



SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.
FROM 1st July to 31st December, 1867.

xi

Cr.

By Expenditure :— £. s. d.

Establishment

—

Official Salaries and Wages .. .. 344 IS 0

House Expenses, Kent, Taxes, &c. 360 15 3

Journal :-

Printing 431 IS 0

Postage and Delivery 16417 6

Prize Essays 130 0 0

Other Contributions 39 1 1 0

Steam Cultivatiou Reports . . 73 0 0

Editor's Salary 250 0 0

Chemical:—
Consulting Chemist's Salary

Veterinary :

—

Investigation at Driffield .. .. 12 15 6

Grant to RoyalVeterinary College!
^ ^

(half-year) j

Postage and Carriage
Education
Country Meeting Plant (Entrances)

By Country Meetings :

—

Bury St. Edmund's
Leicester

By Balance in hand, 31st December, 1867 :

—

Bankers
Secretary

£. s. d.

711 13 3

1,089 7 0

150 0 0

112 15 6

23 14 7

2 6 6

806 0 0

7,550 8 9

61 18 8

329 16 4
19 17 2

£. s. d.

2,895 16 10

7,612 7 5

349 13 6

£10,857 17 9

31sT December, 1867.

ASSETS.

' By Cash in hand
By New 3 per Cent. Stock 16,027Z. 19s. 6d. cost'

By Books and Furniture in Society's House .

.

By Country Meeting Plant

By Leicester Meeting, preliminary expenses

• Talue at 02=z£.U,H5 Is. 2d.

Mem.—The above Assets are exclusive of the

amount recoverable in respect of arrears of

Subscription to 31st December, 1867, 'which at

that date amounted to l,084i.

£. s.

349 13

15,379 15

2,000 0

2,800 0
61 18

;£20,591

Examined, audited, and found correct, this 6th day of February, 1868.

WILLIAM COPELAND ASTBURY,! Auditors 07i behalf

FRANCIS SHERBORN, / of the Society.
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( xiii
)

%ticmtt Mtttinq, 1868:

ON THURSDAY THE IGth OP JULY, 1868, AND FOLLOWING DAYS.

SCHEDULE OF PRIZES.

I.

—

Live-Stock Prizes offered by the Society.

Special Prizes offered by the Leicestershire and Waltham, and the Loughborough
Agricultural Societies are marked thus *.

HORSES.

Agricultural Stallion, foaled before 1st Jan. 18G6,
not qualified to compete as Suffolk

Agricultural Stallion, foaled in the year 1866,
7iot qualified to compete as Suffolk

Suffolk Stallion, foaled before the 1st of Jan. 1866
Suffolk Stalhon, foaled in the year 1866
Thorough-bred Stallion, suitable for getting hunters

Stallion, not less than 14 hands 2 inches, nor
exceeding 15 hands 2 inches, suitable for getting

Hackneys
Stallion, not less than 16 hands, suitable for

getting Coaclihorses

Pony Stallion, under 14 hands 2 inches

Hunter, Mare or Gelding, not less than five years

old

Hunter, Mare or Gelding, four years old

Mare, in foal, or with foal at foot, suitable for

breeding Hunters
Mare, not less than 14 hands 1 inch, nor exceeding

15 hands 1 inch, in foal, or with foal at foot,

suitable for breeding Haclineys
Hackney, Mare or Gelding, not exceeding 15 hands

1 inch, four years old and upwards
Cob, Mare or Gelding, not exceeeding 14 hands

1 inch, four years old and upwards
Pony Marc, not exceeding 14 hands
Agricultural Mare and Foal, not qualified to compete

as Suff'olk

Suffolk Mare and Foal

Agricultural Filly, two years old, not qualified to

to compete as Suffolk

Suffolk Filly, two years old

No Tliird Prize will he given unless at least Six
animals be exhibited, except on the Special re-

commendation of the Judges,

First Second Third
Prize. Prize. Prize.

£. £. L.

25 15 5

20 10 5
25 15 5
20 10 5

100 50 10

25 15 5

25 15 5
20 10 5

*50 *25
*30 *15

25 15 5

20 5

*20 *10

*20 *10

15 10 5

20 10 5

20 10 5

15 10 5
15 10 5



XIV Prizesfor Live Stock.

(All Ages calculated to July 1st, 1868).

CATTLE,

Short-Horned.

Bull, above tlu'ce years old

Bull, above two and not exceeding three years old

Yeaiiing Bull, above one and not exceeding two
years old

Bull-Calf, above six and not exceeding twelve
mouths old

Cow, above three years old

Heifer, in-milk or in-calf, not exceeding three
- years old

Yearling Heifer, above one and not exceeding two
years old

Heifer-Calf, above six and under twelve months old

Hereford.

Bull, above three years old

Bull, above two and not exceeding three years old

Yearling Bull, above one and not exceeding two
years old

Bull-Calf, above six and not exceeding twelve
months old

Cow, above three years old

Heifer, in-milk or in-calf, not exceeding three

years old

Yearling Heifer, above one and not exceeding two
years old

Heifer-Calf, above six and under twelve months old

Devon.

Bull, above three years old

Bull, above two and not exceeding three years old

Yearling Bull, above one and not exceeding two
years old

Bull-Calf, above six and not exceeding twelve
months old

Cow, above three years old

Heifer, in-milk or in-calf not exceeding three

years old

Yearling Heifer, above one and not exceeding two
years old

Heifer-Calf, above six and imder twelve months old

No Tliird Prize will he (jiven in Classes 20 to 43
unless at least Six animals he exhibited, except

on the Special recommendation of the Judjes.

First

Prize.

Second
Prize.

Third
Prize.

£.

25 15 5

25 15 5

25 15 5

10 5

20 10
"5

15 10 5

15 10 5
1 0 no

25 15 5

25 15 5

25 15 5

10 5

20 10
'5

15 10 5

15 10 5

10 5

25 15 5

25 15 5

25 15 5

10 5

20 10
"5

15 10 5

15 10 5

10 5



Prizesfor Live Stock. XV

Reference
Number In

Certificates.
CATThE,—continued.

First

Prize.

Second
Prize.

Tliird

Prize.

Qass.

44
46
46

Sussex.

Heifer, in-millc or in-calf, not exceeding three

£.
15
15

15

£.

10
10

10

£.

47
48
49

Channel Islands.

Heifer, in-milk or in-calf, not exceeding three

15
15

15

10
10

10

50
51
52

Other Established Breeds.

Not including the Shorthorn, Hereford, Devon,

Sussex, or Channel Islands Breeds.

Heifer, in-milk or in-calf, not exceeding three

No Second Prize will be given in Classes 44 to 52
unless at least Six animals he exhibited, except

on the Special recommendation of the Judges.

SHEEP.

15
15

15

10
10

10

53
64
55
56

Leicester.

Pen of Five Shearling Ewes, of the same flock .

.

Pen of Five Breeding Ewes, which have suckled

20
20
15

*15

10
10
10

*10

5
5

5

57
58
69

Cotswold.

Pen of Five Shearling Ewes, of the same flock .

.

No TJiird Prize will be given in the Ram Classes

unless at least Six animals be exhibited, nor in

the Ewe Classes unless Six Pens be exhibited,

except on the Special recommendation of the

Judges.

20
20
15

10
10
10

5
5

5



Prizesfor Live Stock.

SHEEP

—

continued.

LiNCOLX AND OTHER LoNG-WoOLLED.

Not qualified to compete as Leicesters or Cotswolds.

Shearlinc;; Earn
Kam of any other age

Pen of Five Shearling Ewes, of the same flock ..

Oxfordshire Down.

Shearling Earn
Ram of any other age
Pen of Five Shearling Ewes, of the same flock

Southdown.

Shearling Earn
Earn of any other age

Pen of Five Shearling Ewes, of the same flock

Shropshire,

Shearling Earn
Eam of any other age

Pen of Five Shearling Ewes, of the same flock

Hampshire and other Short-Woolled

Not qualified to compete as SoutJidoicns

or Shropshires.

Shearling Eam
Ram of any other age

Pen of Five Shearling Ewes, of the same flock .

.

No Tliird Prize will he given in the Ram Classes

unless at least Six animals he exhibited, nor in

the Ewe Classes itnlcss Six Pens he exhibited,

except on the Special recommendation of the

Judges.

First Second
Prize. Prize. Prize.

£. £. £.

20 10 5

20 10 5
15 10 5

20 10 5
20 10 5
15 10 5

20 10 5
20 10 5
15 10 5

20 10 5
20 10 5
15 10 5

20 10 5

20 10 5

15 10 5



Prizesfor Live Stock. XVII

PIGS.

Boar of a large white breed

Boar of a small white breed

Boar of a small black breed

Boar of the Berkshire breed

Boar of a breed not eligible for the preceding classes

Breeding Sow of a large white breed

Breeding Sow of a small white breed

Breeding Sow of a small black breed

Breeding Sow of the Berkshire breed

Breeding Sow of a breed not eligible for the pre-

ceding classes

Pen of three Breeding Sow-Pigs of a [large white

breed, of the same litter, above four and under
eight months old

Pen of three Breeding Sow-Pigs of a small white

breed, of the same litter, above four and under
eight months old

Pen of three Breeding Sow-Pigs of a small black

breed, of the same litter, above four and under
eight months old

Pen of three Breeding Sow-Pigs of the Berkshire

breed, of the same litter, above four and under
eight months old

Pen of three Breeding Sow-Pigs of a breed not
eligible for the preceding classes, of the same
litter, above four and under eight months old ..

WOOL.

Six Long-wooUed Hog Fleeces

BUTTER.

6 lbs. of Fresh Butter, in 1 lb. liunps

"10

First Second
Prize Prize

£. £.
10 5
10 5
10 5
10 5
10 5
10 5
10 5
10 5
10 5

10 5

10 5

10 5

10 5

10 5

10 5

VOL. IV.—S. S. c



XVIU Special Prizes.

Special Peizes, amounting to £100, offered by the
Sparkenhoe Farmers' Club.

Reference
Number in

Certificates. CHEESE.
First

Prize.

Second
Prize.

Third
Prize.

Class. £. £. £.
92 For the Best Six Cheeses exceeding 45 lbs. each 10 7 3

93 For the Best Six Cheeses exceeding 35 lbs. each,

10 7 3
94 For the Best Six Cheeses not exceeding 35 lbs. each 10 7 3

95 For the Best entry in the above classes 15
A.\J XJtXiiy Llial\X Ul O-lVdUL Vl liU iiUo iiittULL

factured the best entry 5

97 For the best Six Stilton Cheeses

All Cheese to be made by the Exhibitor in the year

1867. No Cheese to have been bored or in any
way tried.

Exhibitors may make 1, 2 or 3 Entries in one

Class, and they are not allowed to enter in any
other Class.

10
"7 '3



Conditions relating to Live Stoch. XIX

CONDITIONS EELATING TO LIVE STOCK.

Cattle.

1. No bull above two years old will bo eligible for a prize unless certified to

have served not less than three different cows (or heifers) within the three

months preceding the 1st of June in the year of the Show.

2. All bulls above one year old shall have rings or " bull-dogs " in their

noses, and be provided with leading sticks.

3. No cow will be eligible for a prize unless certified to have had a live calf,

either between the date of entry and that of the Show, or within the twelve

months preceding the date of the Show.

4. No heifer, except yearlings, entered as in-calf, will be eligible for a prize

imless she is certified to have been bulled before the 31st of March in the year

of the Show, nor will her o\vner afterwards receive the prize until he shall have
furnished the Secretary with a further certificate that she produced a live calf

before the 31st of January in the subsequent year.

Horses.

5. All foals must be the offspring of the mare along with which they are

exhibited for the prize.

6. There shall be an examination by the Society's Veterinary Inspector of

all horses selected by the Judges for prizes, or reserve, or commendations, and
such other horses as they may think fit.

7. The hunters and hacks in Classes 9, 10, 13, and 14, and the ponies in

Class 15 must all be ridden during the Show, and must therefore be provided
with saddles and bridles.

8. A charge of 11. for the accommodation of a horse-box will be made for

each entry of horses in Classes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15,

16 and 17, which includes hay, straw, and green fodder.

9. A charge of 10s. will be made for the accommodation of a stall for each
entry in Classes 18 and 19, which includs hay, straw, and green fodder.

Sheep.

10. All rams, except shearlings, must have been used in the present season.

11. The ewes in each pen must be of the same flock.

12. Sheep exhibited for any of the prizes must have been really and fairly
shorn hare after the 1st of April in the year of the Exhibition ; and the
date of such shearing must form part of the Certificate of Entry. Two
Inspectors wiU be appointed by the Council to examine the sheep on their

admission to the Show-Yard, with instructions to report to the Stewards any
cases in which the sheep have not been really andfairly shorn hare.

c2



XX Conditions relating to Live Stock.

Pigs.

' 13. The three sow-iiigs in each pen must he of the same litter.

14. The breeding sows in Classes 80, 81, 82, 83, and 84, shall be certified

to have had a litter of live pigs within the six months preceding the Show, or

to be in-pig at the time of entry, so as to produce a litter before the 1st of

September following. In the case of in-jjig sows, the prize will be withheld

until the Exhibitor shall have furnished the Secretary with a certificate of

farrowing, as above.

15. No sow, if above eighteen months old, that has not produced a litter of

live pigs, shall be eligible to compete in any of the classes.

16. The Judges of pigs will be instructed, with the sanction of the Stewards,

to withhold prizes from any animals which shall appear to them to have been
entered in a wrong class.

17. All pigs exhibited at the coimtry meetings of the Society shall be sub-

jected to an examination of their mouths by the Veterinary Inspector of the

Society ; and should the state of dentition in any pig indicate that the age of

the animal has not been correctly returned in the Certificate of Entry, the

Stewards shall have power to disqualify such pig, and shall report the circum-
stance to the Council at its ensuing monthly meeting. l\o pig shall be oiled

or coloured while in the Show-Yard.

18. If a litter of pigs be sent with a breeding sow, the young pigs must be

the produce of the sow, and must not exceed two months old.

19. All disqualifications will be published in the awards of the Judges.



Rules of Adjudication. xxi

EULES OF ADJUDICATIOX.

1. As tlie object of the Society in giving prizes for cattle, sheep, and pigs, is

to promote improvement in breeding stock, the Judges in making their awards
will be instructed not to take into their consideration the present value to the

butcher of animals exhibited, but to decide according to their relative merits

for the purpose of breeding.

2. If, in the opinion of the Judges, there should be equality of merit, tliey

will be instructed to make a special report to the Council, who will decide on
the award.

3. The Judges will be instructed to withhold any prize if they are of opinion

that there is not sufScient merit in any of the stock exhibited for such prize

to justify an award.

4. The Judges will be instructed to give in a reserved number in each class

of live stock
;
viz., which animal would, in their opinion, possess sufficient

merit for the prize in case the animal to which the prize is awarded should

subsequently become disqualified.

5. In the classes for stallions, mares, and fillies, the Judges in awarding the

prizes will be instructed, in addition to symmetry, to take activity and
strength into their consideration.

6. The Judges will be instructed to deliver to the Director their award,
signed, and stating the numbers to which the prizes are adjudged, before they

leave the yard, noting any disqualifications. They are to transmit under
cover to the Secretary, before the 1st of August, 1868, their reports on the

several classes in which they have adjudicated, in order that each report may
be included in the General Report of the Exhibition of Live Stock at

Leicester, to be published in the Journal of the Society.



Prizes for Implements and Machinery.

IT.

—

Implement and Machinery Prizes offered by the
Society.

I. Steam Cultivatiox. £.

The best application of Steam Power for tlic cultivation of the

soil First Prize 100
Ditto ditto ditto Second Prize 50

The best application of Steam Power adapted for occupations of

a moderate size , First Prize 50
Ditto ditto ditto Second Prize 25

For the Class of Implements for Steam Cultivation, including Ploughs
for Steam Power, Cultivators, Harrows, Windlasses, Anchors, Kope
Porters, &c , . 100

IT. Drainage.

For the Class of Tile and Brick Machines 20
For the best set of Draining Tools Silver medal

ITT. Ploughs.

For the Class of Wheel Ploughs 30
Ditto Swing Ploughs 20
Ditto Subsoil Ploughs 10
Ditto Paring Ploughs 10

IV. Cultivators.

For the Class of Cultivators 20

V. Clodcrushers.

For the Class of Clodcrushers 20

VT. EOLLERS,

For the Class of Pollers 10

VII. Harrows.

For the Class of Harrows 20

VIII. Miscellaneous.

Awards to Agricultural articles, and essential improvements therein

(10 silver medals)



Conditions relating to Machinery.

CONDITIONS EELATING TO MACHINERY.

Steam-Engin£s.

All engines must be fitted with a steam-indicator, in addition to the ordinary

spring-balance.

1. The implements for steam cultivation will be tested by dynamometer,

if possible, and such experiments made as will enable the Judges to ascertain

the relative value in usefulness of such implement.

2. The steam boiler of each engine must be provided with a pijie or tube,

the thread of which must be equal to the " half-inch gas-pipe thread," for the

purpose of attaching a forcing pump ; and each boiler will be tested to any

pressure the exhibitor thinks fit ; but a pressure not exceeding one-half the

" test " pressure, is the utmost that will be allowed at any time during the

whole time the steam is up for the Judges' purpose.

3. Any engine which is entered for competition, or for working in the yard

of " machinery-in-motion," which, from defect in construction, or any other

cause, is, in the opinion of the Judges and Consulting Engineer, "unsafe,"

shall not be allowed to work on the Society's premises ; and further, the

word " unsafe " shall be attached to the engine during the remainder of the

exhibition.

4. The brick and tile machines will be tested by a dynamometer, where

practicable ; and machines intended to be worked by steam powei', must be

provided with proper riggers, pulleys, or drums, for the application of power

to the machines. Those machines intended to be worked by hand-power,

must be provided with a pulley not less than 4 inches wide ; and such puUej*

or rigger must not be less in radius than the radius of the crank which is

sent with the machine, and by which it is usually worked.

5. Every exhibitor of pipe-machines will be expected to bring a die,

2f inches diameter, with the "button" or "triplet" 2 mches diameter; and

the machine must cut the pipes to the length of 2i inches : also other dies,

with triplets, for pipes varying from 1 to 4 inches diameter, or for longer

liipes, if the machine is capable of making them.



xxiv Conditions relating to Machinery.

G. The ploughs to be drawn by horses will be tested by dynamometer, care

to be taken that the state of the land, the depth and width of furrow, be as

nearly equal as possible in each set of experiments.

7. It is advisable that all heavy mills, fixed engines and similar machines

be fixed on wheels to facilitate removal.

*^* Forms of Certificate for entry, as well as Prize-Sheets for the Leicester

Meeting, containing the whole of the conditions and regulations,

may be obtained at the Office of the Society, No. 12, Hanover Square,

London, W.

DATES OF ENTRY.

CiiKTiFicATES for the entry of Implements for the Leicester Meeting must be

forwarded to the Secretary of the Society, No. 12, Hanover Square, London

(W.), by the 1st of May, and Certificates for the entry of Live Stock by
the 1st of June. Certificates received after those respective dates will not

be accepted, but returned to the persons by whom they have been sent.

The Prizes of the Royal Agricultural Society of England, and all Prizes

offered by the Leicestershire and Waltham, and the Loughborough Agri-

cultural Societies, are open to general competition.



( XXV )

AWAEDS FOE 1867.

Class V.

The Prize of 251. was awarded to Mr. J. Bailey Dentox, of

22, Whitehall Place, London.

Class XI.

The Prize of 10?. was awarded to Mr. J. Harding, of Markspuiy,
Bristol.

VOL, IV.—S. S. d



( xxvi )

The Council have fixed the following rates of Charge for Analyses to

be made by the Consulting Chemist for the bond-fide use of Members
of the Society ; who (to avoid all unnecessary correspondence) are

particularly requested, when applying to him, to mention the kind of

analysis they require, and to quote its number in the subjoined schedule.

The charge for analysis, togetlier with the carriage of the specimens,

must be paid to him by members at the time of their application.

No. 1.—An opinion of the genuineness of Peruvian guano, bone-

dust, or oil-cake (each sample) 5s.

„ 2.—An analysis of guano
; showing the proportion of moisture,

organic matter, sand, phosphate of lime, alkaline salts,

and ammonia .. .. .. .. .. .. 10s.

„ 3.—An estimate of the value (relatively to the average of

samples in the market) of sulphate and muriate of am-
monia, and of the nitrates of potash and soda .. .. 10s.

„ 4.—An analysis of superphosphate of lune for soluble phos-

phates only .. .. .. .. .. .. 10s.

„ 5.—An analysis of superphosphate of lime, showing the pro-

portions of moisture, organic matter, sand, soluble and
insoluble phosphates, sulphate of lime, and ammonia .. £1.

„ 6.—An analysis (sufficient for the determination of its agricul-

tural value) of any ordinary artificial manure .. .. £1.

„ 7.—Limestone :—the proportion of lime, 7s. 6c?. ; the prop)or-

tion of magnesia, 10s. ; the proportion of lime and mag-
nesia .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 15s.

„ 8.—Limestone or marls, including carbonate, phosphate, and
sulphate of lime, and magnesia with sand and clay .. £1.

„ 9.—Partial analysis of a soil, including determinations of clay,

sand, organic matter, and carbonate of lime .. .. £1.

„ 10.—Complete analysis of a soil .. .. .. .. .. £3.

„ 11.—An analysis of oil-cake, or other substance used for feeding

purposes
;

showing the proportion of moisture, oil,

mineral matter, albuminous matter, and woody fibre

;

as well as of starch, gum, and sugar, in the aggregate £1.

„ 12.—Analyses of any vegetable product .. .. .. .. £1.

„ 13.—Analyses of animal products, refuse substances used for

manure, &c. .. .. .. .. from 10s. to 30s.

„ 14.—Determination of the " hardness " of a sample of water

before and after boiling .. .. .. .. . 10s.

„ 15.—Analysis of water of land drainage, and of water used for

irrigation .. .. .. .. .. .. .. £2.

„ 16.—Determination of nitric acid in a sample of water .. .. £1.

N.B.

—

The above Scale of Charges is not upplicahle to the case of persons,

commercially engaged in the Manufacture or Sale of any Substance sent for
Analysis.

The Address of the Consulting Chemist of the Society is. Dr. Augustus
VoELCKER, 11, Salisbury Square, London, E.G., to -which he requests that all

letters and parcels (postage and carriage paid) should be directed.
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iWemJicvs!' Yfsttvimx^ i^iibtUges*

I,

—

Sekious OB ExTKNsrvE Diseases.

No. 1. Any Member of the Society who may desire professional attendance

and special advice in cases of serious or extensive disease among his cattle,

sheep, or pigs, and will address a letter to the Secretary, will, by return of

post, receive a reply stating whether it be considered necessary that Professor

Simonds, the Society's Veterinary Inspector, should visit the place where the

disease prevails.

No. 2. The remuneration of the Inspector will be 21. 2s. each day as a

professional fee, and 11. Is. each day for personal expenses ; and he will also

be allowed to charge the cost of travelling to and from the locality where his

services may have been required. The fees will be paid by the Society, but

the travelling expenses will be a charge against the applicant. This charge

may, however, be reduced or remitted altogether at the discretion of the Coimcil,

on such step being recommended to them by the Veterinary Committee.

No. 3. The Inspector, on his return from visiting the diseased stock, will

report to the Committee, in writing, the results of his observations and pro-

ceedings, which Report will be laid before the Council.

No. 4. When contingencies arise to prevent a personal discharge of the

duties confided to the Inspector, he may, subject to the approval of the Com-
mittee, name some comjietent professional person to act in his stead, who shall

receive the same rates of remuneration.

II.

—

Oedinaey ok Othek Cases of Disease.

Members may obtain the attendance of the Veterinary Inspector on any
case of disease by paj-iug the cost of his visit, which will be at the following

rate, viz., 2.1. 2s. per diem, and travelling expenses.

III.—CONSTTLTATIONS WITHOUT VISIT.

Personal consultation with Veterinary Inspector ., .. 5s.

Consultation by letter .. .. .. .. .. .. 5s.

Consultation necessitating the writing of three or more letters. 10s.

Post-mortem examination, and report thereon.. .. .. 10s.

A return of the number of applications during each half-year being required

from the Veterinary Inspector.

IV.

—

Admission of Diseased- Animals to the Veteeinaky College
;

Investigations, Lectuees, and Eepokts.

No. 1. All Members of the Society have the privilege of sending cattle,

sheep, and pigs to the Infirmary of the Royal Veterinary College, on the same
terms as if they were Members of the College

;
viz., by paying for the keep

and treatment of cattle 10s. 6d. per week each animal, and for sheep and
pigs " a small proportionate charge to be fixed by the Principal according to

circumstances."

No. 2. The College has also undertaken to investigate such particular classes

of disease, or special subjects connected with the application of the Veterinary
art to cattle, sheep, and pigs, as may be directed by the Covmcil.

No. 3. In addition to the mcreased number of lectures now given by
Professor Simonds—the Lecturer on Cattle Pathology—to the pupils in the
Royal Veterinary College, he will also deliver such lectures before the IMembers
of the Society, at their house in Hanover Square, as the Council shall decide.

No. 4. The Royal Veterinary College will from time to time furnish to

the Council a detailed Report of the cases of cattle, sheep, and pigs treated
in the Infirmary.
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MEMOEANDA.

Address of Letters.—The Society's office being situated in the postal district

designated by the letter W, members, iu their correspondence with the

Secretary, are requested to subjoin that letter to the usual address.

General Meeting in London, May 22ud, 18G8, at Twelve o'clock.

Meeting at Leicester, July 16th, 1868.

General Meeting in London, in December, 1868.

BIoNTHLY CooNCiL (for transaction of business), at 12 o'clock on the first Wed-
nesday in every month, excepting January, September, and October : open
only to Members of Council and Governors of the Society.

Weekly Council (for practical communications), at 12 o'clock on all Wednesdays
in February, March, April, May, June, July, and November, excepting the
first Wednesday in each of those months, and during adjournment: open to

all Members of the Society, who are particularly invited by the Council to

avail themselves of this privilege.

Adjoornments.—The Council adjourn over Passion and Easter weeks, when
those weeks do not include the first Wednesday of the month; from the first

Wednesday in August to the first Wednesday in November ; and from the

first Wednesday iu December to the first Wednesday in February.

Diseases of Cattle, Sheep, and Pigs.—Members have the privilege of applying to
the Veterinary Committee of the Society ; and of sending animals to the

Eoyal Veterinary College, on the same terms as if they were subscribers to

the College.—(A statement of these privileges will be found in the present

Appendix.)

Chemical Analysis.—The privileges of Chemical Analysis enjoyed by Members
of the Society will he found stated in the Appendix of the present volume.

Local Cheques.—Members are particularly requested not to forward Country
Cheques for payment in Loudon ; but London Cheques, or Post-office

Orders on Vere-street (payable to H. Hall Dare), in lieu of them. All

Cheques are required to bear upon them a penny draft or receipt stamp,

which must be cancelled in each case by the initials of the drawer. They
may also conveniently transmit their Subscriptions to the Society, by re-

questing their Country Bankers to pay (through their London Agents) the

amount at the Society's Office (No. 12, Hanover Square, London), betwei-ii

the hours of ten and four, when official receipts, signed by the Secretary,

will be given for such payments.

New Members.—Every candidate for admission into the Society must be pro-

posed by a Member; the proposer to specifiy in writing the full name, usual

place of residence, and post-town, of the candidate, either at a Council meet-
ing, or by letter addressed to the Secretary.

Packets by Post.— Packets not exceeding two feet in length, width, or depth,

consisting of written or printed matter (but not containing letters sealed or
open), if sent without envelopes, or enclosed in envelopes open at each end,

may be forwarded by the inland post, if stamped, at the following rates :

—

One Penny for every quarter of a pound or fraction of a quarter of a pound.

*„* Members may obtain on application to the Secretary copies of an Abstract of the Cliarfer

and liye-Laws, of a Statement of tlie Uencial Obiccts. &c., of the Society, of Cheniirnl

and Veterinary Privileges, and of otlier printed papers connected with special dcinu t-

ments of the Society's busiucbi-.
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GENERAL MEETING,

12, IIakover Squake, Wednesday, JIay 22, 1808.

KEPORT OF THE COUNCIL.

Since the last General Meeting in December, 4 governors and 42

members have died, the names of 189 members have been

removed from the list, 139 members have been elected, so that

the Society now consists of

75 Life Governors,

74 Annual Governors,

1409 Life Members,

3888 Annual Members,

15 Honorary Members,

making a total of 5461, being a decrease of 97 names.

It is with great regret the Council have to announce the death,

on the 12th instant, of Mr. P, H. Frere, the highly respected

and talented Editor of the ' Journal.'

While the expenditure of the Society is yearly increasing from

the greater extent of its prizes, and the costly nature of the pro-

longed and scientific trials which are required for implements,

the Council regret to observe this diminution in the number of

members, and they are driven to the necessity of asking whether,

if the Society is fulfilling the objects for which it was instituted,

it receives the support which it deserves. In promoting the im-
provement of the breeds of stock, in testing the quality and

usefulness of the implements required for the cultivation of the

soil, in making detailed inquiry into the relations of science

with agriculture through the researches of practical and profes-

sional men, and in spreading information by means of their

Journal, their efforts have been continuous—and on the whole.
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they believe, successful. More recently they have endeavoured

by direct action to encourage the education of agriculturists ; and

though this question has provoked much difference of opinion

both in the Council and amongst other members of the Society,

it is one which, having been attempted, the Council would regret

hastily to abandon. The Council are anxious in all these matters

to progress, and to carry out the objects for which the Society

was incorporated with vigour and completeness ; but to do this

requires the active sympathy and aid of the Landowners and

Tenant Farmers of the country, which can only be obtained

by an addition to the number of subscribing members of the

Society.

The Council have elected Mr. William John Edmonds, of

Southrop, Lechlade, Gloucestershire, to be a Member of Council

in the room of Mr. Lawrence, resigned ; and Mr. Robert Charles

Ransome, of Bolton Hill, Ipswich, in the room of Mr. Hudson,

resigned.

The half-yearly statement of accounts to the 31st December,

1867, has been examined and approved by the auditors and

accountants of the Society, and, together with a balance-sheet

for the whole year, 1867, and a statement of the Country Meeting

account for Bury St. Edmund's, has been published in the last

number of the 'Journal.' The funded capital stands at 16,027/.

19s. Id. in the New Three per Cents., the sum of 2000Z. remains

on deposit with the Society's bankers, and the cash balance in

their hands on the 1st instant was 3243/. lis.

The Leicester Meeting to be held from the 16th to the 22nd

July promises to exceed that of Bury St. Edmund's in the

Implement Department. The entries of Horses, Cattle, Sheep,

Pigs, Cheese, Butter, and Wool, will remain open as usual till

the 1st of June. In order to enable a larger number of the

Members to attend the General Meeting of the Society held

annually during the Country Meeting, the Council has deter-

mined that it be held on the Saturday in the week of the Show.

After careful consideration the Council have resolved

—

(1.) That in order to reduce the number of implements to be

tried at each Show so as to afford time for thorough testing, it is

desirable that a further subdivision in the classes should be

made ; and have adopted the following classification of Imple-

ments for trial :

—
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1869.— Machines and Implements for the Harvcstinrf of

Crops : viz. — Mowing machines, reaping ditto, bay-

making ditto, Lay collectors, liorse rakes, carts and

waggons, liquid-manure carts.

1870.—Fixed Engines worked hy Steam and other Power,

and Machines for the preparation of Food for Stock

:

viz.—Fixed engines, chaff cutters, cake breakers, corn

crushers, corn mills, linseed mills, turnip cutters, root

pulpers, steaming apparatus, dairy implements, bone

mills, guano breakers, coprolite mills, tile machinery,

draining tools, flax-breaking machines, horse gears.

1871.—Machines for the Cultivation of the Land hy Steam-

power and Traction-engines.

1872.—Portable Steam Engines and 3Iachines and Imple-

ments for the preparation of Crops for Market : viz.—
Portable steam engines, thrashing machines, straw ele-

vators, seed shellers, corn-dressing machines, corn screens,

barley hummel! ers, corn-drying machines.

1873.—Machines and Implements for the Tillage of Land by

Horse-power : viz. — Ploughs, harrows, rollers, clod-

crushers, cultivators and scarifiers, digging machines,

potato diggers, drills, horse-hoes, and manure distri-

butors.

(2.) That it be considered an invariable rule that the trial of

each class of implements shall take place under the superintend-

ence of three judges.

(3.) That the prize-list and all the conditions connected with

the exhibition and trial of implements shall be published at

least twelve months beforehand, and, if practicable, not later

than the 1st of July in the year preceding each Show.

(4.) That the trials shall commence sufficiently early for them

all to be concluded, and the awards made known, before the

opening of the Show to the public.

(5.) That at Leicester the trials of tillage implements worked

by horse-power shall commence on Thursday, the 9th of July;

and all such implements, if intended for trial, must be delivered

in the Show-yard not later than Tuesday, the 7th of July.

(6.) That a preliminary trial of machinery for the cultivation
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of tlie land by steam shall take place at Leicester, and a selection

of machines then be made, for further trial after harvest.

Mr. Larking', the representative in England of the Viceroy of

Egypt, having expressed to the Society the great interest taken

by his Highness in promoting the science of Agriculture, and

also the pleasure derived from a visit to their Show-yard at Bury

St. Edmund's during his short stay in this country, announced

the anxiety of his Highness to offer a Prize Cup to be awarded

by the Society at their next show of agricultural implements,

and the Council have resolved on accepting the offer of his

Highness the Viceroy of Egvpt, of a prize " for the best imple-

ment for the cultivation of the soil by steam-power, combining

strength with simplicity of construction, for use in foreign coun-

tries, where skilled labour for repairs is difficult to be procured."

This Cup, which is of the value of about 150/., will be competed

for at the Leicester Meeting, and finally awarded at the adjourned

trial after harvest.

The examinations of Candidates for the Society's honours and

prizes in connexion with Education have recently taken place in

the Society's house, where twelve candidates presented them-

selves out of eighteen who had entered, and in the opinion of the

examiners the competition has been superior in its kind to that

on former occasions. The terms approved of by the Council

required that every candidate should satisfy the Examiners in,

the following subjects—viz. : In the Science and Practice of

Agriculture and in Bookkeeping, as well as in Land Surveying,

or in Mechanics as applied to Agriculture
;

consequently to

pass in Bookkeeping was essential to success. In this subject,

however, no one candidate has succeeded in obtaining even the

minimum number of marks fixed by the examiners, who report

as follows :

—

" To entitle a candidate to a first-class certificate he must

obtain 75 out of the 100 marks allotted to this subject

—

to a lower class 30 marks. We have been unable to

apportion the lowest minimum (30) to any one candi-

date, consequently they all come under the category ' not

passed.'

"

The result is that no classification has been made, nor have

any certificates been granted. The fijllowing prizes have, how-
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ever, been awarded to tlie undernamed candidates * as having-

shown respectively the highest merit in each subject named :

—

£. s. <?.

ociencc aiul 1 ractice oi Agnculturs? S. H. Walton 10 0 0

.. T. J, Elliot 10 0 0

.. Ct. K. Walton 10 0 0

/R. G. Scrivcu

It. J. Elliot

5

5

0

0

0

0

5 0 0

R. Brydeii 5 0 0
5 0 0

The Council have determined that the Annual Country Meeting

in 1861) shall be held at Manchester, subject to the usual con-

ditions.

The district for the Country Meeting of 1870 will include

the counties of Berkshire, Buckinghamshire, Hampshire, Kent,

Middlesex, Oxfordshire, Surrey, and Sussex.

By Order of the Council,

H. Hall Dahe,

Secretary.

* For tha Examinatiou Papers, see p. Ixx infra.
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ROYAL AGRICULTURAL
Half-yearly Cash Account

To Balance in hand, 1st January, 18C8 :— I £. s. d.

Bankers '
i 329 16 4

Secretary ' 1917 2

To Income :

—

Dividends on Stock
I

23-1

Subscriptions :— ^' ^'
^'

Governors' Annual 380 0 0

Members' Life-Compositions .. 350 0 0

Members' Annual 3,029 7 0
3,759 7 0

Journal :

—

Advertisements 1636
To Country Meetings :-

Bury St. Edmund's Meeting 840
Leicester 4,049 10 C

£. s. d.

349 13 6

4,009 18 8

4,057 14 G

£8,417 6 8

Balance-Sheet,

^ _ , liabilities.
To Capital :

—

Surplus, 31st December, 1867

Surplus of Income over Expenditure during the

Half-year, viz. :— £. s. cl.

Income 4,009 18 8

Expenditure 2,440 7 10

To Bury St. Edmund's Meeting:

—

Difference between Receipts and Expenditure,]

the latter exceeding the former by .. ..J

£.
20,591

s. d.

7 9

£.

1,569 10 10

22,160 18 7

183 5 ti

£21,977 13 1

BUIDPORT, Chfiinntin of Finance Committee.

QUILTER. BALL, & Co., Accountants.

I



SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.
FROM 1st January to SOth June, 1868.

xsxix

Cr.

By Expenditure :— £. s. d.

Establishment-
Official Salaries and Wages .. .. 344 18 0

House Expenses, Kent, Taxes, &c. 35 ti 1 10

Journal :—
Printing 411 2 0

Postage and Delivery 109 0 0

Advertising 6 18 6

Stitching 78 0 8

Prize Essays 35 0 0
Other Contributions 107 11 6

"Wrappers for 3 parts 27 0 0
Editor's Salary ..' 250 0 0

Chemical :
—

Consulting Chemist's Salai-y .. 150 0 0

Grant for Investigations .. .. 200 0 0

Veterinary :

—

Professor Ernes for Keport onj
^ ^

Veterinary Congress at Viennaj
Grant to Royal Veterinary College)

^ ^
(half-year) J

Education
Postage and Carriage
Advertisements
Subscriptions paid in error, returned

By Country Meetings :

—

Bury St. Edmund's
Leicester

By Deposit Account with London and Westminster'!

Bank /

By Balance in hand, 30th June, 1868 :
—

Bankers
Secretary

£. s. d.

2,440 7 10

2,G40
2,000

1,336 13 0

£8,417 6 8

30th June, 1868.

ASSETS. n Ji. s. a.

By Cash in hand 1,336 13 0

By Deposit Account 2,000 0 0

By New 3 per Cent. Stock 16,027?. 19s. 6d. cost* l.'3,379 15 7

By Books and Furniture in Society's House .. .. 2,000 0 0

By Country Meeting Plant 2,800 0 0

Less at Credit of Leicester Meeting
* I'aiue a« 95=£15,226 lis. 6i.

Mem.—The above Assets are exclusive of the

amount recoverable in respect of arrears of

Subscription to SOth June, 1868, which at that

date, including those of the current year,

amounted to I594L

23,516
1,538

£21,977 13 1

Examined, audited, and found correct, this 4 th dav of August, 18fi8.

FRANCIS SHERBORN, Auditor.
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snow AT LEICESTER,
JULY, 1868.

STEWARDS OF THE YARD.
Stock.

j

Implements.

Edward Bowly, William Sandav,
William Wells, William Tonn,
David ]!eynolds Davies, Sir A. K. Macuonald, Dai-.t.

Forage.

William Sanday.

Honorary Director of the Show.
B. T. Lrasdreth Giiiiis.

JUDGES OF STOCK.
Thoroughbreds, Hunters, Hackneys,

and Ponies.

Joseph Atkixsox,
C. M. Nainby,
Sir G. WoMBWELL, Bart.

Cart Horses.

Alexander Tukxrull,
Henry Crosse,

James Steadmax.

Shorthorns.

G. Drewry,
Thomas Hukt,
V. TallANT.

Herefords, Devons, and Sussex.

W. Franklin,
H. W. Keary,
Samuel Anbtey.

Channel Islands and other Breeds.

C B. Le Cornu,
John Ellis,

Joseph Druce.

Leicester Shscp.

Georoe LEuaiTo.N,

George Mann,
t. twitchell.

Cotswolds and Lincolns.

Charles Clarke,
iUcnARD Lord,
William Bartiiolosi kw.

Oxfordshire Downs, Hampshire, and
Southdowns.

J. S. Turner,
E. Little,

li. J. ^s'ewton.

Shropshires.

T. Horley Jun.

J. Woods.

Pigs.

Albert Edmonds,
Samuel Druce,
J. B. Slater.

JUDGES OF WOOL.
W. Agar, W. H. Ellis.

JUDGES OF BUTTER AND CHEESE.

H. E. Emberi.in, E. Etches.



Stewards, Judges, ^ c, at Leicester.

Inspectors of Shearing.

Hr:.vi;Y Boxe, J. B. Woukjiax.

Veterinary-Inspectors.

FUOFESSOR SiMONDS, PrOFESSOK VaUNEIX.

JUDGES OF IMPLEMENTS.

Steam-Cultivators.

F. J. Bramwei.l, C.E.

E. A. Cowi'EK, C.E.

.John Coleman,
John Rooke,
JoHK Hemslev.

Brick and TUe Machines and
Miscellaneous.

II. B. Caldwell,
.1. Thompson,
]]dward Woetley.

Ploughs.

T. P. DoDS,
G, M. HiPWELL,
J. Wheatley.

Cultivators, Clod-Crushers, KoUers, and
Harrows.

T. Chambers Jun.

F. Sherborn,
W. Roberts.

Consulting-Engineer,

C. E. Amos.



(
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AWARD OF PRIZES.

Note.—The Judges were instructed, besides awarding the Prizes^

to designate as the Heserve Nuiniber one animal in each Class, next

in order of merit, if it possessed sufficient merit for a Prize—in

case an animal to which a Prize was awarded should subsequently

become disqualified.

Special Prizes offered hj the Leicesters7i ire and WaltJiam, and the Lov(jhlorou(jh

Agricultural Societies, are marked thus (*).

HOESES.
Agricultural Stallions foaled before the 1st of January, 1866.

William Welcher, Upwell, Wisbeach, Cambridgeshire : First Prize,

for " Honest Tom," bay, 3 years-old ; bred by himself ; sire, " Thumjier ;'

'

dam, " Beauty ;" sire of dam, " Eniiieror."

Eael Beauchamp, Madresfield Court, Malvern, Worcestershire : Second
Prize, 15^., for " Young Lofty," bay (Clydesdale), 7 years-old ; bred by
Mr. S. Clark, Manswrae, Kilbarclian, lienl'rewshire.

John Edmondsox, Extwistle, Burnley, Lancashire : Tuird Prize, 51., for

" Young Samson," dark brown, 4 years-old ; bred by Messrs. Fitton and
Rawstron, Stoneyclifte, Middleton, Manchester

;
sire, " Young Nonpareil

sire of dam, " Young ISTapoleon."

John Henderson, Horslcy Hill, South Shields, County Durham : the Reserve

Numher, to "Victor," brown, 3 years-old ; bred by himself; sire, " George
II. ;" dam, " Damsel ;" sire of dam, " Farmer's Glory."

Agricultural Stallions—Two Years old.

Henry Hitchcock, Chittcrn Allsaints, Hcytesbury, Wilts : First Prize, 20/.,

for " Lion," grey roan (Wiltshire) ; bred by himself
;
sire, " Britain dam,

" Smart sire of dam, " Grey Duke."

John Manning, Orlingbury, Wellingborough, Northamptonshire: Second
Prize, 10/., for " Conqueror," dark brown ; bred by Mr. D. Hipwell,

Maidwell, Northampton
;

sire, " Prince of Denmark ;" sire of dam,
" Black Prince."

Her Majesty the Queen, Windsor Castle : Third Prize, 5/., for " Sandy,"

bay (Clydesdale); bred by Her Majesty; sire, "The Farmer;" dam,
" Young Nell ;" sire of dam, "Britain."

Thomas Middleton, Lyddington, Uppii gham, Rutlandshire : the Hescrve

Numher, to " Rutland Hero," dark brown ; bred by Mr. Scott, Carlton,

Rockingham, Northamptonshire
;

sire, " Farmer's Glory ;" sire of dam,
" Champion."

Suffolk Stallions foaled before the 1st of January, 1866.

William Wilson, Baylham Hall, Ipswich: First Prize, 25/., for "The
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Prcsidcnt," clicstnut, 3 years old ; bred by Mr. J. A. Piggott, Beckingliam

Hall, AVithani, Essex; sire, Mr. Barthropp's "Hero;" sire of dam, Mr.
Pledgers " Heart of Oak."

Thomas Crisp, Butley Abbey, Wickliam Market, Suffolk : Second Prize,

15Z., for his chestnut, 3 years-old; bred by Mr. Frewer, Debenhani,
Suflblk

;
sire, " Duke."

Thomas Crisp, Butley Abbey : Third Prize, 5?., for " Cupbearer," chestnut,

4 years-old ; bred by Mrs. Sargent, Jlarlesford, Wickham Market ;
sire.

Crisp's " Conqueror ;" sire of dam, Crisp's " Prince."

Manfred Biddell, Playford, Ipswich : the Beserve Number, to " Punch,"
chestnut, 4 years-old ; bred by Mr. Frost, Shadingfield, Beccles, Suffolk j

sire, " Suffolk Captain."

Suffolk Stallions—Two Years old.

George David Badham, Bulmer, Sudbury, Suffolk : First Prize, 20?., for
" Fitz-Emperor," chestnut ; bred by Mr. Dupons, Sudbury

;
sire, " Chester

Emperor."

William Wilson, Baylham Hall, Ipswich, Suffolk : Second Prize, 10?., for

his chestnut ; bred by Mr. Sjirawle, Stonham, Suffolk ; sire, Wilson's
" Britton ;" sire of dam, Fair's " Prince."

Isaac Kist, Tattingstone, Ijiswich : Third Prize, 5?., for " Young Champion,"
chestnut, 2 years-old ; bred by Sir Edward Kerrison, Bart., Brome Hall,

Scole, Suffolk
;

sire, " Champion ;" dam, " Bragg ;" sire of dam, " Eoyal
Duke."

Tlioroughhred Stallions, suitahle for getting Hunters.

Sir George Cholmlet, Bart., of Newton Eillington, Yorkshire : First Prize,

lOOL, for " Angelus," chestnut, 8 years-old ; bred by himself
;

sire,

" Orpheus ;" dam, " Nutmeg ;" sire of dam, " Nutwith."

William Gulliver, Swalcliff, Banbury, Oxfordshire: Second Prize, 50?., for

" Naseby," bay or brown, 20 years-old ; bred by Mr. S. Davis, Swerford

Park, Chipping Norton
;

sire, " Cotherstoue ;" dam, " Victorine ;" sire

of dam, " Speculation."

Earl Spencer, E.G., Althorp, Northampton ; Third Prize, 10?., for

"General Hesse," chestnut, 11 3-ears-old ; bred by Mr. Wyatt, Nut-
bourne, Emsworth, Hants

;
sire, " Nabob ;" dam, " Lady Alice ;" sire of

dam, " Lanercost."

Oswald Batnes, Pownall Hall, Stockport, Cheshire : the Beserve Nuniber, to
" Lancer," bay, 3 years-old ; bred by Mr. E. Worthington, Heald Green,

Wimslow, Cheshire
;

sire, " Heapy ;" dam, " Cairngorm."

Stallions not less than 14 hands 2 inches nor exceeding 15 hands 2 inches^

suitahle for getting Hachneys.

Charles Beart, Stow Bardolph, Downham Market, Norfolk : First Prize,

25?., for " Ambition," red roan, 5 years-old ; bred by himself
;

sire,

"Cambridgeshire Phenomenon ;" sire of dam, Mr. Baxter's "Performer."

Frederick Barlow, Hasketon, Woodbridge, Suffolk : Second Prize, 15?., for

" Lucifer," black brown, G years-old ; bred by himself
;

sire, " North
Star;" dam, "Gijisy ;" sire of dam, "Warrior."

William King, North Luffenham, Stamford, Eutlandshire : Third Prize, 5?.,

for his bay or brown, 4 years-old; bred by himself; sire, "Footstool;"

dam, " Lady Liveden ;" sire of dam, " Oscar."
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CuAni.ES Beart, Stow Eardolpli : the lleserve Nnm'ber,\o\\\5 red roan, 6 years-

old; hred by himsslf; sire, Baxter's " Performer;" sire of dam, Hewert-
son's "Champion."

Pony Stallions under 14 liands 2 inches.

-JosiiPH Baldock, Cropwell Butler, Bingham, Notts : First Prize, 201., for

"Little Jack Plorner," chestnut, 5 years-old; bred by himself; sire,

" Comet ;" dam, " Peg."

Charles Groucock, Stanfield Hall, Wjonondham, Norfolk : Second Prize,

10?., fi3r " King Arthur," chestnut, 8 years-old ; breeder unknown
;

sire,

" Arthur."

Andrew Doyle, Plas Dulas, Abergele, Denbighshire : Third Prize, 51., for

" Tramp," brown (Welsh), 4 years-old ; bred by himself
;

sire, " Bantam ;"

dam, "Gipsy."

The Marchioness of Hastings, Donuington Park, Derby : the Eeservc

Number, to "Bobby," brown (Highland), aged; breeder unknown.

*E:unter 3Iares or Geldings not less than Five Years old.

Edmund Hornby, Flotmarley, Ganton, Yorkshire: First Prize, 50/., for

" Lady Derwent," bay mare, 5 years-old ; bred by Thomas Cordmer,
Hesbertou, Yorkshire

;
sire, " Coddrington ;" dam, " St. Bennett ;" sire

of dam, " Sursingle."

Captain E. N. Heygate, Buckland, Leominster: Second Prize, 251., for

" Mountain Dew," dark brown gelding, 6 years-old ; bred by himself

;

sire, " The Era ;" dam, " Whiskey ;" sire of dam, " Whindhound."

WiiiLiAM Gilford, North Luffenham, Putlandshirc : the licservc Numher, to

his bay gelding, 5 years-old ; bred by Mr. Myers, Gletton, Uppingham
;

sire, "Ugly Buck;" sire of dam, "Pollard."

*IIunter Mares or Geldings—Four Years old.

John B. Booth, Killerby Hall, Catterick, Yorkshire : First Prize, SOL, for

" Brigadier," dark brown gelding ; bred by Mr. W. Clark, Killerby,

Darlington
;

sire, "Young Voltigeur ; sire of dam, " Freedom."

John Drage, Moulton Lodge, Northamj^ton : Second Prize, 15?., for " Gay
Lad," brown bav gelding ; bred by Mr. Dainty, Thorpe Malsor, Kettering

;

sire, "Ugly Buck ;" sire of dam, "Old Hazard."

William Higgins Potterton, Boughton Grange, Northamjiton : the Reserve

Numher, to his black gelding ; bred by himself; sire, " Lovett ;" sii-e of

dam, " Cotherstone."

Mares in foal, or icith foal at foot, suitable for hrceding Hunters.

John Byron, Kirkby Green, Slcaford, Lincolnshire : First Prize, 251., for

" Maid of the Heath," chestnut, with foal, aged ; breeder unknown.

Captain E. N. Heygate, Buckland, Leominster, Herefordshire : Second
Prize, 15?., for " Whiskey," dark brown, with foal, 14 years-old ; bred

by Mr. Doggs, Annan, Dumfriesshire
;

sire, " Windhound;" dam,
" Nancy ;" sire of dam, " Dick Andrews."

John Thomas Borinson, Leckby Palace, Topcliffe, Thirsk, Yorkshire : Third
Prize, '5?., for " Go-a-head," dark bay, with foal, 10 years-old ; breeder

imknown
;

sire, " Sir William ;" sire of dam, " President."
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Jonx BoRLASE TiBniTs, Barton Sc;i<;rave, Kettering; : the Beserve Numher, to

"Queen of the Vale," bay, with foal, 12 years-old; bred by Mr. W.
Bayliss, Ilogston, Aylesbury

;
sire, " Newton ;" sire of dam, " Milesius."

Mares not less than 14 hands 1 inch, nor exceeding 15 hands 1 inch, in

foal, or with foal at foot, suitable for breeding Hachneys.

Fkancis Cook, Thixendale, York : First Prize, 201, for " British Queen,"

bay, with foal, 10 years-old; bred by himself
;

sire, "British Champion;"
dam, " Evening Star ;" sire of dam, " Wildfire."

William Solomon Woodroffe, Normanton-on-Soar, Loughborough, Leices-

tershire : Second Prize 10.'., for " Gipsy," chestnut, with foal, aged

;

breeder imknown.

Alfred Robert Howland, Ludesdon House, Thame, Oxon : Thied Prize,

5?., for " Poll," brown, with foal, 21 years-old; bred by Mr. T. Parsons,

Waterstock, \Vheatley, Oxon ; sire, " Merry Driver."

Edward Bailet, Sen., Barkby, Leicester : the Reserve Numher^ to " Black

Fanny," black, with foal, 20 years-old ; bred by himself; sire, " Nimvod
dam, " Fanny."

*Hackney Mares or Geldings not exceeding 15 hands 1 inch. Four Years

old and upwards.

Algernon Hack, Buckminster, Granthan, Lincolnshire : First Prize, 20T.,

for his bay gelding, 7 years-oid ; bred by himself; sire, " The Prior."

Frederick Wollaston, Shenton Hall, Nuneaton, Leicestershire : Second
Prize, 10?., for "Eric," chestnut gelding, 5 years-old ; bred b}' Mr. Swan,
Barwell Fields, Hinckley ;" sire, " Eric."

Mrs Baillte, Illston Grange, Leicester : the Beserve Numher, to " Birthday,'"

brown mare, 6 years-old ; breeder unknown.

*(7oZ> Mares or Geldings, not exceeding 14 hands 1 inch. Four Years old

and upwards.

Charles Grodcock, Stanfield Hall, Wymondham, Norfolk : First Prize, 2C?.,

for " Champagne Charley," grey gelding, 7 years-old ; breeder unknown.

John Warth, Sutton, Ely, Cambs: Second Prize, lOZ., for " Zingari," led

roan mare, 5 years-old ; bred by Mr. W. Flanders, Littleport, Ely
;

sire,

" Prickwillow."

Sir Arthur Grey Hazlerigg, Bart., Noseley Hall, Leicester : the Beserve

Number, to " Rannoch," c;rey gelding, 6 years-old ; bred by himself
;

sire,,

" Bea-y-ghlo ;" dam, "Alma."

Pony Mares not exceeding 14 hands.

John Warth, Sutton, Ely, Cambs : First Prize, 151., for " Matclilcss,"

dark chestnut, 5 years-old ; bred by Mr. W. Cockle, Aldieth, Ely,

Cambs.
;

sire, " Prickwillow."

Frederick Barlow, Hasketon, Woodbridgo, Suffolk : Second Prize, 10?., fov_

" Piccadilly," black, 7 j'ears-old ; breeder unknown.

Charles Groucock, Stanfield Hall, Wymondham, Norfolk: Third Prize,

51., for " Pretty Seeusan," bay, 7 years-old ; breeder unknown.

Richard Milward, Thurgarton Priory, Southwell, Notts: the Bcscrv^
Numbsr, to " Alice," bay, about 4 years-old ; breeder unknown.

VOL. IV.—S. S. /
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Agricultural Mares and Foals.

William TE^'NAXT, Barlow, Selby, Yorkshire : First Prize, 201., for " Jet,"

black, 12 years-old ; bred by Mr. K. Burton, Cliff, Selby
;

sire, " Niger ;"

dam, " Jet;" sire of dam, " Blaze."

John Gay Attwater, Britford, Salisbury : Second Prize, 101., for " Violet,

chestnut
;
age and breeder unknown.

SuffolJc Mares and Foals.

Samuel Wolton, jun., Kesgrave, Woodbridge, Suffolk : First Prize, 201.,

for "Violet," chestnut, 6 j-cars-old ; bred by himself ; sire, "Canter-
bury Pilgrim ;" dam, " Empress ;" sire of dam, " Marquis."

Agricultural Fillies—Two Years old.

Egbert Marple, Aston-on-Trent, Derbyshire : First Prize, 15^., for his

chestnut roan ; bred by himself
;

sire, Mr. Styche's " Champion
;
dam,

" Dimon."

Thomas Baldwin, Earlswood, Tanworth, Hockley Heath, Warwickshire :

Second Prize, 10?., for his red roan ; bred by the executors of the late

T. Baldwin, Burnt Green Farm, Bromsgrove
;

sire, W. Wynn's " Sensa-
tion ;" dam, " Smiler sire of dam, Baldwin's " Prince."

Her Majesty the Queen, Windsor Castle : Third Prize, 5?., for " Meg,"
brown, Clj-desdale ; bred by Her Majesty

;
sire, " The Farmer dam,

" Young Mary ;"' sire of dam, " Britain."

Suffolk Fillies—Two Years old.

IiIajor Fuller Maitland Wilson, Stowlangtoft Hall, Bury St. Edmund's,
Suffolk : First Prize, 151., for " Bury Empress," chestnut ; bred by
Mr. Frost, Stoke, Colchester

;
sire, " Har\vich Emperor dam, " Darby ;"

sire of dam, " Britton."

Major Fuller Maitland Wilson, Stowlangtoft Hall : Second Prize, lOZ.,

for " Violet," chestnut ; bred by Mr. Green, Manningtree
;

sire, " Harwich
Emperor ;" dam, " Depper ;" sire of dam, " Boxer."

IsA.Ac Hist, Tattingstone, Ipswich, Suffolk : Third Prize, 51., for " Blossom,"

chestnut, bred by ]\Ir. Bolton, Buxhall, Stowmarket
;

sire, " Conqueror ;"

dam, " Diamond ;" sire of dam, " Punch."

Isaac Eist, Tattingstone, Ipswich : the Beserve Numhcr, to " Scott," chestnut

;

bred by Sir E. Kerrison, Bart., Brome Hall, Scole
;

sire, " Champion
dam, " Diamond ;" sire of dam, "Havelock,''

CATTLE.

SJtortlwrns—Bulls above Tliree Years old.

Thomas Christopher Booth, Warlaby, Northallerton, Yorkshire: First

Prize, 251., for " Commander-in-Cliief " (21,451), roan, 4 years 1 month
1 week 4 days-old, bred by the late Eichard Booth ;

sire, " Valasco

"

(15,443) ;
dam, " CampfoUower ;" .sire of dam, " Crown Prince " (10,087).

Jonathan Peel, Knowlmere Manor, Clitheroe, Yorkshire : Second Prize, 151.,

for " Knight of Knowlmere," white, 4 years 9 months 1 week (J days-old,
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bred by himself; sire, " Sir James" (1G,980)
;
dam, "Princess Maud;"

sire of dam, " Prince Arthur " (13,497).

William Calebs, Bodicote House, Banbury, Oxon: Thied Prize, 5?., for

" Huntsman" (21,9G3), roan, 4 years 7 months 2 days-old, bred by him-

self
;

sire, " Dusty Miller " (17,7(55) ;
dam, " Annie " (6833) ; sire of dam,

" Captain Shaftoe."

George Eobertson Barclay, Keavil, Dunfermline, Fifeshire : the Beserve

Numhcr, to " Heir of Englishman " (24,122), roan, 3 years 2 months

2 weeks 1 day-old; bred bv himself; sire, "Englishman" (19,701);

dam, " Seraphina 13th ;" sire of dam, " John O'Gaunt" (16,322).

Shorthorns—Bulls above Two and not exceeding Three Years old.

AYilliam H. Spencer Adcock, Farndish, "Wellingborough, Northamptonshire

:

First Prize, 2bl., for " Baron Geneva," roan, 2 years 5 months 3 weeks
6 days-old; bred by himself; sire, "Duke of Geneva" (19,614); dam,
"Adeline ;" sire of dam, " Sir Colin Campbell" (16,961).

Lady Pigot, Branches Park, Ne^vmarket : Second Prize, 15Z., for " Charles

le Beau," roan, 2 years 9 months 3 weeks 2 days-old; bred by herself;

sire, "British Flag" (19,351); dam, "Lady Grandison ;" sire of dam,
"Gainforth 5th" (12,913).

Thomas Edward Pawlett, Beeston, Sandy, Bedfordshire : Third Prize, 5?.,

for " Baron Warlaby," red and white, 2 years 9 months 1 week 1 day-old
;

bred by himself; sire, " Breastplate" (19,337); dam, "Faithful;" sire of

dam, " Sir James " (16,980).

Hugh Aylmer, West Dereham Abbey, Stoke Ferry, Norfolk : the Beserve

Number, to " General Hopewell," roan, 2 years 4 weeks old ; bred by
himself; sire, " General Hopewell " (17,953); dam, " Miss Goldschmidt ;"

sire of dam, "The Rajah" (18,665).

Shortliorns—Yearling Bulls above One and not exceeding Two Years old.

Joseph Meadows, Thornville, Wexford, L-eland : First Prize, 251., for
" Bolivar," roan, 1 year 2 months 3 weeks 5 days-old ; bred by himself

;

sire, " First Fiddle " (19,749); dam, "Blossom 5th;" sire of dam, "Duke
of Bedford " (11,378).

Lady Pigot, Branches Park, Newmarket : Second Prize, 151., for " Rosalie,"

roan, 1 year 7 months 4 weeks-old ; bred by herself
;

sire, " Ravenshope "

(22,631) ;
dam, " White Ladye ;" sire of dam, " Valasco " (15,443).

Thomas Walker, of Stowell Park, Northleach, Gloucestershire : Third
Prize, 51., for " The Cotswold Examiner," roan, 1 year 9 months 2 weeks-
old; bred by himself

;
sire, "Slimbridge Duke;" dam, "Kiss 5th;" sire

of dam, " Majesty" (18,309).

Francis Hawkesworth Fawkes, Farnley Hall, Otloy, Yorkshire : the Beserve

Number, to " Fra Diavolo," roan, 1 year 3 months 3 weeks 1 day-old

;

bred by himself; sire, "Friar Tuck" (21,781); dam, "Blue Cap;" sire

of dam, " Royal Oak " (16,873).

Sliorthorns—Bull Calves above Six and not exceeding Twelve Months old.

George Savile Foljambe, Osberton Hall, Worksop, Notts : First Prize, 10?.,

for " Knight of the Bath," roan, 8 months 1 week 3 days-old ; bred by
himself; sire, " Knight of the Garter" (22,062) ;

dam, "May Fly;" sire

of dam, "Imperial Windsor" (18,086).

/2
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George Savile Foljambe, Osberton Hall : Second Peize, 57., for " Kniplit

of the Crescent," red, 10 months 2 weeks 5 days-old ; bred by himself;

sire, " Knight of the Garter " (22,002) ;
dam, " Miss Nightingale sire of

dam, " May Duke " (16,553).

Peancis Hawkesworth Fawkes, Favnlcy Hall, Otley, Yorkshire : the Reserve.

Number, to " J.ord Montgomery," roan, 9 months 3 weeks 1 day-old ; bred
by himself; sire, " Lord Cobham" (20,10-1); dam, "Magnolia;" sire of

dam, " Eoyal Oak " (16,873).

Shorthorns—Cows above Three Years old.

Thojias Cheistopher Booth, Warlaby, Northallerton, Yorkshire : First
Prize, 20?., for " Lady Fragrant," roan, in-calf and in-milk, 5 years

4 months 1 day-old ; bred by the late Richard Booth
;

sire, " Lord of the

Valley" (14,837); dam, " Lady Blythe ;" sire of dam, "Windsor"
(14,013).

James How, Broughton, Huntingdon : Second Prize, 107., for " Jolly Queen,"
roan, 4 years 3 months 2 weeks 6 days-old, in-calf and in-milk ; bred by
Mr. John Logan, Maindee House, Newport, Monmouthshire

;
sire, " Prince

of the Empire" (20,578); dam, "Vestal Queen;" sire of dam, "Prince
Alfred" (13,494).

Lady Pigot, Branches Park, Newmarket : Third Prize, 57., for " The
Queen of Rosalea," roan, in-calf and in-milk, 3 years 11 months 3 weeks
5 days-old; bred by herself

;
sire, " Ravenspur" (20,628) ;

dam, "White
Ladye ;" sire of dam, " Velasco " (15,443).

Robert Tennant, Scarcroft Lodge, Leeds, Yorkshire : the Picservc Nurriber,

to " Miss Farewell," red and white, in-milk, 4 j'cars 3 months 2 weeks-
old ; bred by Colonel Towneley, Towneley Park, Burnley

;
sire, " Duke of

Wharfdale;" dam, "Frederick's Farewell;" sh-e of dam, "Grand Duke
of Wetherby."

Sliorthorns—Heifers, in-milk or in-calf, not exceeding Three Years old.

Her Majesty the Queen, Windsor Castle: First Prize, 157., for "Alex-
andra," roan, in-calf, 2 years 6 months 2 weeks-old, bred by Her Majesty;

sire, " Prince of Saxe-Coburg " (20,576) ; dam, " Annette ;" sire of dam,
" Prince Alfred " (13,494).

Lady Pigot, Branches Park, Newmarket : Second Prize, 10?., for " The Dame
of Rosalea," roan, in-calf, 2 years 11 months 2 weeks 1 day-old, bred by
herself; sire, "British Flag" (19,351); dam, " White Ladj-e;" sire of

dam, " Velasco " (15,443).

LoED Walsingham, Merton Hall, Thetford, Norfolk : Third Prize, 57., for

" Thoughtless," light roan, in-calf, 2 years 3 months 3 weeks 6 days-old
;

bred by himself
;

sire, "Merton Beau" (20,345); dam, "Dauntless;" sire

of dam, "Great Mogul" (14,651).

James Bailey, North Lodge, Mansfield, Nottinghamshire : the Beserve Xum-
her, to " Juanita 2nd, ' roan, in-calf, 2 years 1 month 3 weeks 3 days-old

;

bred by the late Mr. W. Fletcher, Radmanthwaite, Mansfield
;

sii'e,

" Prince of Butterflies ;" dam, " Juanita ;" sire of dam, " Schamyl Bey."

Sliorthorns— Yearling Heifers above One and not exceeding Two Years old.

Jamks How, Broughton, Huntingdon: Fiest Prize, 157., for "Lady Anne,'

red and white, in-calf, 1 year 10 months 2 weeks 2 days-old ; bred by Mr.
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J. Logan, of Muindcc House, Newport, Monmouthshire ;
sire, "Prince of

the Empire" (20,578); dam, " Ladye Elinor;" sire of dam, " Sir Koger"
(16,991).

Thomas Christopher Booth, Warlaby, Northallerton, Yorkshire : Second
Prize, 10^., for " Patricia," roan, 1 year 3 mouths 2 weeks-old ; bred by
himself; sire, "Lord Blithe" (22,12G); dam, " Alfreda ;" sire of dam,
"Prince Alfred" (13,494).

Georoe Garne, Churchill Heath, Chipping Norton : Third Prize, 5?., for

" Duchess of Towneley," red, in-calf, 1 year 11 months 1 week 1 day-old

;

bred by himself; sire, "Duke of Towneley" (21,(515); dam, "Donna
Inez ;" sire of dam, "Goudomar" (17,985).

Thojias Christopher Booth, Warlaby : the Eeserve Number, to " Lady
Gaiety," roan, 1 year 5 months 3 weeks 5 davs-old ; bred by himself;

sire, " Lord of the Valley " (14,837) ;
dam, " Lady Ely the ;" sire of dam,

" Windsor" (14,013).

SJiortJiorns—Heifer Calves above Six and under Twelve Months old.

Lord Penrhyn, Penrhyn Castle, Bangor, Caernarvonshire : First Prize, 101.,

for " Waterloo 26th," red and white, 10 months 1 week-old ; bred by him-
self; sire, "Duke of Geneva " (19,614) ;

dam, "Waterloo 24th;" sire of

dam, " Cherry Duke 2nd" (14,265).

KiciiARD Stratton, Walls Court, Bristol : Second Prize, 51., for " Ariel,"

rich roan, 8 months 2 weeks 4 days-old; bred by himself; sire, " Bude
Light ;" dam, " Miranda ;" sire of dam, " Knight of the Lagan."

George Savile Foljambe, Osbevton Hall, Worksop, Notts: the Eeserve

Number, to " Flora," roan, 7 months 2 weeks 5 days-old ; bred by himself

;

sire, " Falstaff ' (21,720) ;
dam, " Florence ;" sire of dam, " Imperial

Windsor" (18,086).

Herefords—Bulls above Three Tears old.

Thomas Rogers, Cosall, Brampton Bryan, Herefordshire: First Prize, 25?.,

for " Batter Hall " (2406) ;
red, white face, 5 years 11 months 4 days-old

;

bred by Mr. T. Poberts, Ivington Bury, Leominster; sire, "Sir Thomas"
(2228) ;

dam, " Duchess ;" sire of dam, " King James " (978).

John Williams, St. Mary's, Kingsland, Leominster, Herefordshire: Second
Prize, 15/., for "Sir George," red, white face, 4 years 11 months 2 weeks
2 days-old ; bred by Mr. B. Rogers, The Grove, Pembridge, Leominster

;

sire, " Interest ;" dam, " Prettj'- Maid :" sire of dam, " The Grove."

Joseph Rawle Paramore, Dinedor Court, Hereford : Third Prize, 5?., for

" Dinedor," red, white face, 4 years 8 months 2 weeks 2 days-old ; bred

by himself; sire, "The Jew "(2266); dam, "Young Countess;" sire of

dam, « Carlisle " (923).

Her Majesty the Queen, Windsor Castle; the Eeserve Number, to "Decep-
tion," red, white face, 5 years 11 months 1 week 6 days-old ; bred by the

late Mr. J. Kea, Monauglity, Knighton, Radnorshire
;

sire, " Sir Benja-
min ;"' dam, " Nonsuch ;" sire of dam, " Wellington."

Herefords—Bulls above One and not exceeding Three Years old.

John Hungerford Arkwright, Hampton Court, Leominster, Herefordshii-e

:

First Prize, 2ol., for " Sir Hungerford," red, white face, 2 years 10
months 1 week-old; bred by himself; .sire, "Dan. O'ConneU" (1952),
dam, "Nutty;" sire of dam, " Mortimer" (1328).
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Thomas Duckham, Baj-sham Court, Ross, Herefordshire : Second Petze, 15Z.,

for " rteginald," red, white face, 2 years 11 months 3 days-old ; bred by
liimself

;
sire, " Frauky " (1243) ;

dam, " Carlisle ;" sire of dam, "Albert
Edward " (1859).

James Taylor, Strctford Court, Leominster, Herefordshire : Thied Peize,

51., for " Challenge," red, white face, 2 years 8 months 4 days-old ; bred
by himself; sire, "Santiago" (2742); dam, "Damsel;" sire of dam,
" Gay Lad 2nd " (1589).

William Lort, The Cotteridge, Birmingham : the Eescrve Niimher, to " King
Theodore," red, white face, 2 years 8 months 6 days-old ; bred by him-
self; sire, " Gamester " (2000) ;

dam, "Loo;" sire of dam, "Gambler"
(1247).

Herefords— Yearling Bulls above One and not exceeding Two Years old.

William Tudge, Adforton, Lcintwardine, Herefordshire : Fikst Peize, 25?.,

for "Brandon," red, white face, 1 year 11 months 1 week 1 day-old;

bred by himself; sire, " Chieftain 4th " (2458) ;
dam, " Darling ;" sire of

dam, " Carbonel " (1525).

Her Majesty the Queen, Windsor Castle : Second Peize, 15?., for "Prince
Leopold," red, white face, 1 year 9 months 1 week-old ; bred by her

Majesty
;

sire, " Deception ;" dam, " Maud ;" sire of dam, " Windsor."

Joseph Rawle Paeamoee, Dincdor Court, Hereford : Third Peize, 5?., for

"Chancellor," red, white face, 1 year 10 months 4 days-old; bred by
himself; sire, " Portly " (2165) ;

dam, " Cherry 2nd ;" sire of dam, " The
General " (2817).

Herefords—-Bull Calves above Six and not exceeding Twelve Months old.

AViLLiAM Tudge, Adforton, Leintwardine, Herefordshire : First Prize, 10?.,

for " Laudseer," red, white face, 11 months 2 weeks 5 days-old ; bred by
himself

;
sire, " Artist ;" dam, " Darling ;" sire of dam " Carbonel "

(1525).

Herefords— Cows above Tliree Years old.

John Hungeefoed Arkweight, Hampton Court, Leominster, Herefordshire t

FiEST Prize, 20?., for " Hampton Beauty," red, white face, in-calf,

4 years-old; bred by himself; sire, "Sir Oliver 2nd" (1733); dam,
"Beauty."

Her Majesty the Queen, Windsor Castle : Second Peize, 10?., for

" Agnes," red, white face, in-milk, 5 years 2 weeks 4 days-old ; bred by
Mr. James Eea, Monaughty, Knighton, Piadnorshire

;
sire, " Sir Benja-

min ;" dam, " Sweetbriar 2ncl ;" sire of dam, " Wellington."

Henry Rawlins Evans, jun., Swanstone Court, Dilwyn, Leominster : Third
Prize, 5?., for "Stately 2nd," red, white face, in-calf, 8 years 3 months
2 weeks 1 day old; bred by himself; .sire, "Rambler" (1046); dam,
" Stately ;" sire of dam, " Swanstone " (1072).

Thomas Rogers, Coxall, Brampton Bryan, Herefordshire : the Beserve Nitmber

to " Gentle Annie," red, white face, in-milk, 3 years 11 months 1 week
3 days-old; bred by himself; sire, "Grove 2nd "(2556) ;

dam, "Gentle."

Herefords—Heifers in-milk or in-calf, not exceeding Three Years old.

Samuel Plimley, Alderbury, Shrewsbury : First Prize, 15?., for his red,

white lace, in-calf, 1 years 9 months 3 weeks 3 days-old ; bred by him-
self; sire, " Hazard ;" dam, " Lucy ;" sire of dam, " Lord Kelson."
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Joux PKOs^^E^, Honeybovirnc Grounds, Broadway, Gloucestershire : Second
Pkize, \0l., lor " White Rose," red, white face, in-milk, 2 years 8 months
2 days old; bred by himself; sire, "The Jew;" dam, "Marigold;" sire

of dam, " Dutiful."

Jonx Prosseu, Honeybourne Grounds : Third Prize, 5?., for " Carrie," red,

white lace, in-milk, 2 years 9 months 1 week 4 days-old; bred by him-
self ; sire, " The Jew ;" dam, " Dell ;" sire of dam, " Lacey."

llercfords—Yearling Heifers above One and not exceeding Two Years old.

John Hungerford Arkwright, Hampton Court, Leominster, Herefordshire :

First Prize, 15?., for his red, white face, 1 year 5 months 1 week 3 days-

old ; bred by himself; sire, " Hampton Oliver ;" dam, " Gaylass ;" sire

of dam "KiflfRaff."

Her Majesty The Queen ; Second Prize, 10?., for " Duchess de Bront^"

red, white face, 1 year 11 months 2 weeks 1 day-old ; bred by her

Majesty; sire, " Deception ;" dam, " Phoebe;" sire of dam, "Brecon."

WiLLi.\M TuDGE, Adforton, Leintwardine : Third Pkize, 5?., for " Diadem,"

red, white face, 1 year 11 months-old ; bred by himself; sire, " Cliief-

tain 4th" (2458) ;
dam, " Deborah;" sire of dam, " Pilot" (2156).

John Hungerford Arkwright, Hampton Court : the Eeserve Number to

his red, white face, 1 year 11 months 3' weeks 4 days-old; bred by
himself; sire, "Hampton Oliver;" dam, " Violet ;" sire of dam, " Mor-
timer" (1328).

Merefords—Heifer Calves above Six and under Twelve Months old.

"William Tudge, Adforton, Leintwardine : First Prize, 10?., for " Silver

Star;" red, white face, 10 months 3 weeks-old; bred by himself; sire,

"Stanway" (2790); dam, "Duchess 3rd;" sire of dam "Harold"
(2029).

John Williams, St. Mary's, Kingsland, Leominster, Herefordshire : Second
Prize, 5?., tor "Flower Girl," red, white face, 11 months 3 weeks-old;
bred by himself

;
sire, " St. George ;" dam, " Bed Kose ;" sire of dam,

" Biff Baii"."

Devons—Bidls above Three Years old.

George Turner, Brampford Speke, Exeter, Devonshire : First Prize, 25?.,

for " Albert Victor," red, 3 years 6 mouths 1 week 3 days-old ; bred by
himself; sire, "Leotard;" dam, " Vaudine ;" sire of dam, " Palmer-
ston

."

Viscount Falmouth, Tregothnan, Truro : Second Prize, 15?., for " Sun-
flower," 5 years 4 months 3 weeks 5 davs-old ; bred bv himself; sire,

" Duke of Chester " (404) ;
dam, " FlowerV sire of dam,'" Uncle Tom."

Thomas Davy, Flitton Barton, Xorth Molton, South Molton, Devonshire:

Third Prize, 5?., for " Duke of Flitton the 3rd," red, 3 years 8 months
1 week-old; bred by himself

;
sire, "Duke of Flitton the 2nd;" dam,

" Picture ;" sire of dam, " Palmerston."

John Bodley, Stockley Pomeroy, Crediton, Devonshire : the Eeserve Number,
to " Lincoln," red, 4 years 6 months 1 week-old ; bred by himself; sire,

"Champion" (588); dam, "Myrtle" (2191); sire of dam, " Emperor "

(193).
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Devons—Sulls above Two and not exceeding Three Years old.

Walter Farthing, Stowey Court, Bridgwater, Somersetshire : First Prize,

251., for St. Audries," red, 2 years 6 months 2 weeks 4 days-old; bred

by Sir A. A. Hood, Bart., M.F.. St. Audries, Bridgwater
;

sire, " Master
Ellic ;" dam, " Dairymaid."

Devons— Yearling Bulls above One and not exceeding Two Years old.

John A. Smith, Bradford Peverell, Dorchester, Dorsetshire: First Prize,

25?., for " Triumph," red, 1 year 2 months 4 weeks-old ; bred by him-
self

;
sire, " Trio ;" dam, " Young Hebe " (2450) ; sire of dam, Davey's

"Napoleon 3rd" (646).

Walter Farthing, Stowey Court, Bridgwater, Somersetshire : Second
Prize, 151., for " Master Arthur," red, 1 year 2 months 6 days-old ; bred

by Sir A. A. Hood, Bart., M.P., St. Audries, Bridgwater
;

sire, " Master
Ellic;" dam, " Miss Battcrsea;" sire of dam, " Sir Peregrine."

James Howard Buller, Downes, Crediton, Devonshire : Third Prize, 51.,

for his red, 1 year 9 months 4 weeks 2 days-old ; bred by himself.

William Smith, Higher Hoopem, Exeter, Devonshire : the Reserve Number,
to his brown, 1 year 2 months 4 weeks-old ; bred by himself ;

sire,

" Young Exeter ;" dam, " Cherry."

Devons—Didl Calves above Six and not exceeding Twelve Months old.

Walter Farthing, Stowey Court, Bridgwater, Somersetshire : First Prize,

\Ql., for " Napier," red, 8 months 1 week 3 days-old; bred by himself;

dam, "Julia;" sire of dam, " Lord Quantock."

George Turner, Brampford Speke, Exeter, Devonshire : Second Prize, 51.,

for " Earl of Leictster," red, 6 months 3 weeks 2 days-old ; bred by
himself; sire, "Albert Victor;" dam, "Duchess 1st;" sire of dam,
" Napoleon."

John A. Smith, Bradford Peverell, Dorchester, Dorsetshire : the Reserve

Number, to "Blink Bonny," red, 8 months 2 weeks 6 days-old ; bred by
himself; sire, " Trio;" dam, "Curky ;" sire of dam, " Duke of Flitton

"

(613).

Devons— Cows above Three Years old.

John A. Smith, Bradford Peverell, Dorchester, Dorsetshire : First Prize,

20Z., for " Daisy," red, in-milk, 4 years 6 months 1 week-old ; bred by him-

self
;

sire, " Constitution ;" dam, " Daisy " (1909) ; sire of dam, " Sher-

borne " (119).

William Smith, Higher Hoopem, Exeter: Second Prize, 101., for his

brown, in-calf, 5 years 5 months 3 weeks 1 day-old ; bred by himself

;

sire, " Astonisher " (562) ;
dam, " Broad " (1820) ; sire of dam, " Albert

"

(360).

Walter Farthing, Stowey Court, Bridgwater, Somersetshire : Third Prize,

ol., for " Lady," red, in-milk, 5 years 6 months 3 weeks 3 days-old ; bred

by Sir A. A. Hood, Bart., M.P., St. Audries, Bridgwater ;
sire, " Per-

fection ;" dam, "Lady;" sire of dam, " Sir Peregrine."

Her Majesty the Queen, Windsor Castle : the Reserve Number, to " Rose

of Detimark," red, in-millc ; bred by her Majesty ;
sire, " Colonel ;" dam,

" Fancy ;" sire of dam, " William."
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Devons—Heifers in-milh or in-calf, not exceeding Three Years old.

James Howard Bui.ler, Downcs, Crcditon, Devonsliire : First Prize, 15?.,

I'or his red, in-calf, 2 years 8 months 3 days-old ; bred by himself.

Charles Hambho, Milton Abbey, Blandford, Dorsetshire: Secokd Prize,

10?., for " Mary," red, in-calf, 2 years 11 months 4 weeks old ; bred

by himself
;

sire, " Lord Derby " (GG7)
;
dam, " Lina " (2354) ; sire of

dam, " Sir Oliver."

Waltek Farthixg, Stowey Court, Bridgwater, Somersetshire : Third Prize,

51., for " Miss Bessie," red, in-calf, 2 years 5 months 4 weeks 1 day-

old; bred by himself
;

sire, "Viscount."

George Turner, Brampford Speke, Exeter : the Bescrve Number, to " Lady
Mary," red, in-ealf, 2 years 5 months 3 weeks 6 days-old ; bred by him-
seK; sire, "Leotard;" dam, "Lady Devon;" sire of dam "Kapoleon."

Devons—Yearling Heifers above One and not exceeding Two Years old.

WiLiiiAM Smith, Higher Hoopern, Exeter, Devonshire : First Prize, 15?., for

his brown, 1 year 8 months 2 weeks-old ; bred by himself
;

sire, " Young
Exeter;" dam, " Buttercup."

John A. Smith, Bradford Peverell, Dorchester, Dorsetshire : Second Prize,

10?., for " Fancy," red, 1 year 8 months 2 weeks 5 days-old ; bred by
himself; sire, "Earl of Exeter;" dam, " Fancy" (1977); sire of dam,
" Constitution."

Walter Farthing, Stowey Court, Bridgwater, Somersetshire : Third Prize,

5?., for " Miss Laura," red, 1 year 6 months 3 weeks 6 days-old ; bred
by himself

; sire, " Viscount ;" dam, " Lofty ;" sire of dam, " Sir

Peregrine."

Charles Hambro, Milton Abbey, Blandford, Dorsetshire : the Beserve

Numler, to " Princess," red, 1 year 10 months 2 weeks 4 days-old ; bred
by himself

;
sire, " Goldfiuder ;" dam, " Prim ;" sire of dam, " Palmer-

ston."

Devons—Heifer-Calves above Six and under Twelve Months old.

Heb Majesty the Queen, Windsor Castle : First Prize, 10?., for " Rosa,"

red, 11 months-old; bred by her Majestj^
;

sire, " Prince Alfred;" dam,
" Daphne ;" sire of dam, " Saracen."

John A. Smith, Bradford Peverell, Dorchester, Dorsetshire : Second Prize,

5?., for " Picture," red, 9 months 1 week 1 day-old; bred by himself;

sire, " Earl of Exetei- ;" dam, " Picture ;" sire of dam, " Constitution."

James Howard Buller, Downes, Crediton, Devonshire : the Beserve Number,
to his red, 7 mouths 5 days-old ; bred by himself.

Sussex—Bulls above One Year old.

William Marshall, Bolney Place, Cuckfield, Sussex : First Prize, 15?.,

for "Napier," red, 1 year 4 months 2 weeks 2 days-old; bred by him-
self; sire, "Midsummer;" dam, "Dash;" sire of dam, "Dorris."

Sussex—Cows above Three Years old.

John and Alfred Heasman, Angmering, Arundel, Sussex : First Prize,

15?., for " Ada," red, iu-milk, 8 years 5 mouths 3 weeks 4 days-old;
bred by themselves; sire, "Marquis "(16) ;

dam, "Greatham."
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Sussex—Heifers in-milk or in-calf, not exceeding TJiree Years old.

John and AiJ'KED Heasman, An^iniering, Arundel, Sussex: First Prize, lol.,

for " Leicester," red, in calf, 1 year 9 months 1 week 5 days-old ; In'ed

by themselves, sire, " Prince Arthur " (129) ; dam " Plymouth" (1024) ;

sire of dam, "Duke" (97).

William Marshall, Bolney Place, Cuckficld, Sussex : Second Prize, lOL,

for " Caroline," red, in-calf, 2 years 10 months 4 daj^s-old ; bred by himself;

sire, "Midsummer;" dam, " Cowslip;" sire of dam, " Prince ALt'red,"

Cliannel Islands—Bulls ahove One Year old.

Clement Fallot, St. Saviour's, Jersey: First Prize, 15?., for "Sultan."
light brown, 2 years 3 months 4 days-old (Jersey) ; bred by C. Lesbirel,

Trinit}-, Jersey
;

sire, " Prince ;" dam, " Flower " (53).

Philip Gaudin, Spring Farm, St. Martin's, St. Helier'.<;, Jersey : Second
Prize, for " Clement ;" light red, 1 year 11 months 3 weeks 2 daj's-

old (Jersey) ; bred by Mr. E. (jibaut, St. Lawrence, St. Heller's, Jersey

;

sire, " Willie ;" dam, " Clementine."

Clement Pallot, St. Saviour's Jersey : the Eeserve Numher to " Black-

tail" (93); grey, 1 ^'car 2 months-old (Jersey): bred by J. Horman, St.

Peter's, Jersey
;

sire, " Imperial " (37).

Channel Islands—Cotes above Three Years old.

Philip Gaudin, Spring Farm: First Prize, 15/., for "Ladybird," grey,

in-milk, 4 years 10 mouths 1 week-old (Jersey) ; bred by himself : dam,
" Maid of Plymouth."

Philip Gaudin, Spring Farm: Second Prize, 10?., for " Lady Best," light

brown, in-milk, 7 years 2 months-old (Jersey) ; bred by himself.

Philip Gaudin, Spring Fann : the Eeserve Number, to " Brunette," dark
brown, in-milk, 6 years 2 months-old (Jersey) ; bred by himself.

Channel Islands—Heifers, in-millc or in-calf, not exceeding ThreeYears old.

Clement Fallot, St. Saviour's; First Prize, 15?., for "Shorthorn," pale

red and white, in-calf, 2 years 3 months 3 weeks G day.s-old (Jersey);

bred by himself; sire, " Welcome," dam, " Shepherdess" (20).

Philip Gaudin, Spring Farm, St. Martin's, St. Heller's, Jersey: Second
Prize, 10?., for " Camelia," red and white, in-calf. 2 years 4 weeks 1

day-old (Jersey); bred by himself; dam, "Maid of Plymouth."

Philip Gaudin, Spring Farm : the Eeserve Numher, to " Fanny," red and
white, in-calf, 2 years 1 month-old (Jersey) ; bred by Mr. E. Gibaut, St.

Lawrence, St. Helier's.

Other established breeds, not including the Shorthorn, Hereford, Devon,

Sussex, or Channel Islands breed,—Bulls above One Year old.

The Duke of Buckingham and Chandos, Stowe Park, Buckingham : First

Prize, 15?., for " Conqueror," red brindled, 4 years 2 months 1 week-old

(Longhorn); bred by Mr. Godfrey, Wigston Parva, Hinckley, Leicester-

shire.

Joseph Holland Burbery, The Chase, Kenilworth, Warwickshire : Second
Prize, 10?., for his coloured and white, 3 years 3 months-old (Longhorn)

;

bred by Mr. Twycross, Canley, Coventry.
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Lord Sondes, Elmliam Hall, Thetford, Norfolk : tlic Reserve Numher, to
" Cupid," red, 3 years G months-old (Norfolk Pulkd) : bred by Mr. T.
Brown, Marham Hall Farm, Downbam, Norfolk.

Other estabUshed breeds—Cows above TJiree Years old.

KiciiAED Hemming Chapman, Upton, Nuneaton : First Prize, 151., for

" Brindled Beauty," brindled and white, in-milk. 5 years 3 months 2
weeks-old (Pure Lonpihoru).: bred by himself; sire, "Old Sparkenhoe,"
dam, " Fillpail ;" sire of dam, " Washington."

John Godfrey, Wigston Parva : Seoond Prize, 10?., for " Red Rose," red and
white, in-milk and in-calf, 9 years 2 months 3 weeks-old (Longhom)

;

sire, " Perfection ;" dam, " Fillpail ;" sire of dam, " Conqueror."

.Sir John Harper Crewe, Bart., Calkc Abbey, Derby : the Reserve Numlcr
to " Lofty," red, in-milk and in-calf, about 7 years-old (Longhorn) ; bred
by the late Hon. R. Curzon, Hagley Hall, Statfordsbire.

Other established breeds,—Heifers in-milJc or in-calf, not exceeding

Three Years old.

Richard Hemming Chapman, Upton, Nuneaton : First Prize, 15L, for
" Rose of Disbley," coloured and white, in-calf, 1 year 1 month 8 weeks
3-days old (Lon<;horn) ; bred by himself

;
sire, " Earl of Derby ;" dam,

" Countess of Leicester ;" sire of dam, " Sir Richard Warner."

Lord Sondes, Elmbam Hall, Thetford, Norfolk : Second Prize, 101., for

"Cherry IVth," red, in-calf, 2 years-old (Norfolk Polled); bred by
himself.

Lord Sondes, Elmbam Hall : the Reserve Number to " Kate," red, in-calf,

2 years old (Norfolk Polled) ; bred by Mr. W, Bradfield, Ramsley Farm,
Elmbam.

SHEEP.

Leicesters—Shearling Earns.

Lieut.-Colonel William Inge, Thorpe Constantino, Tamworth : First
Prize, 201., for his 1 year 4 months-old ; bred by himself

;
sire, " C," sire

of dam, " B."

George Henry Sanday, Holme Pierrei^ont, Nottingham ; Second Prize, lO/.,

for his 1 year 4 mouths-old ; bred by himself; sire, " D X."

John Borton, Barton House, Barton-le-Street, Malton : Third Prize, 5/.,

for his 1 year 3 montbs-old ; bred by himself.

George Turner, Jun., Alexton Hall, Uppingham: the Reserve Number,
to his 1 year 3 months 2 weeks-old ; bred by himself.

Leicesters—Earns of any other Age:

George Turner, Jun., Alexton Hall, Uppingham, Leicestershire : First Prize,

201., for his 2 years 3 months 2 weeks-old ; bred by himself.

John Borton : Barton House, Barton-le-Street, Malton : Second Prize, lOZ.,

for his 3 years 3 months-old ; bred by himself.

George Henry Sanday, Holme Pierrepont, Nottingham : Third Prize, SI.,

for his 3 years 2 months old ; bred by himself.
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John Boeton, Barton House : the Reserve Number, to his 3 years 3 months-
old ; bred by himself.

Leicesters—Pens of Five Shearling Fives of the same Flock.

LiEUT.-CoLONEL WiLLiAM Inge, Thorpe Constantino, Tamworth, Stafford-

shire : First Piiize, 151., for his 1 year 4 months-old; bred by himself,

John Borton, of Barton House, Barton-le Street : Second Prize, 10^., for

his 1 year 3 months-old ; bred by himself.

LiEUT.-CoLONEL WiLLiAM Inge, Thorpe Constantine : Thikd Prize, 51., for

liis 1 year 4 months-old ; bred by himself.

William Brown, High Gate, Holme on Spaldinn; Moor, Yorkshire : the

Heserve Number, to his 1 year 3 months-old ; bred by himself.

Leicesters—*Pens of Five Breeding Ewes which have suclcled Lambs
until the First of June, 1868.

Lieutenant-Colonel Inge, Thorpe Constantine, Tamworth, Staffordshnc

:

First Prize, 151., for his various ages ; bred by himself.

William Brown, High Gate, Holme on Spalding Moor, Yorkshire : Second
Peize, 10?., for his various ages ; bred by himself.

Lord Bekners, Keythorpe Hall, Leicester : the Reserve Number, to his various

ages ; bred by himself.

Cotswolds—Shearling Sams.

Thomas Brown, Marham Hall Farm, Downham Market : First Prize, 20?.,

for his 1 year 4 months 2 weeks-old ; bred by himself.

John Gillett, Oaklands, Charlbury, Oxon : Second Prize, 10?., for his

1 year 4 months 2 weeks-old ; bred by himself.

John Gillett, Minster Lovell, Witney, Oxon : Third Prize, 51., for his

1 year 3 months 2 weeks-old ; bred by himself.

Thomas Brown, Marham Hall Farm, Downham Market, the Reserve Number,
to his 1 year 4 months 2 weeks-old ; bred by himself.

Cotswolds—Mams of any other Age.

John King Tombs, Langford, Leclilado : First Prize, 201., for his 3 j'cars

4 months-old ; bred by Mr. Lane, of Broadfield, Northleach, Gloucester-

shire.

John Gillett, Minster Lovell, Witney, Oxfordshire : Second Prize, 101., for

his 4 years 3 months-old ; bred by himself.

Thomas Brown, Marham Hall Farm : Third Prize, 51., for his 3 years

4 months 2 weeks-old ; bred by himself.

Thomas Brown, Marham Hall Farm : the Reserve Number, to his 2 years

4 months 2 weeks-old ; bred by himself.

Cotswolds—Pens of Five Shearling Ewes of the same Flock.

John Gillett, Minster Lovell, Witney, Oxon.: First Prize, 151., for his

1 year 3 months-old ; bred by himself.

Thomas Brown, Marham Hall Farm, Downham Market, Norfolk : Second
Prize, lOZ., for his 1 year 4 months 2 weeks-old ; bred by himself.

John King Tombs, Langford, Lechlade, Gloucestershire: Third Prize, 5?.,

for his 1 year 4 months-old ; bred by himself.
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Thomas Brown, Mai'ham Hall Farm : the liesei-ve Number, to his 1 year

4 months 2 weeks-old ; bred by himself.

Lincolns and other Long Wools—Shearling Rams not qualified to compete-

as Leicesters or Cotswolds.

Robert Wright, Xocton Heath, Xocton, Lincolnshire : First Prize, 201.^

for his 1 year i months-old; bred by himself.

Charles Williams, Carlton-le-5Ioorland, Newark ; Second Prize, 10?., for

his 1 year 3 months 2 weeks-old ; bred by himself.

William Francis Marshall, Branston, Lincolnshire : Third Prize, 5?., for

his 1 j'car 4 months 2 weeks-old ; bred by himself.

Robert Wright, Nocton Heath : the Beserve Number, to his 1 year 4
months-old ; bred by himself.

Lincolns and other Long Wools—Bams of any other Age.

William Francis Marshall, Branston, Lincolnshire : First Prize, 20?., for

his 4 years 4 months 2 weeks-old ; bred by the late Mr. T. B. Marshall,

Branston.

William Francis Marshall, Branston : Secont) Prize, 10?., for his 2 yeai's

4 months 2 weeks-old'; bred by the late Mr. T. B. Marshall, Branston,

Lincolnshire.

Messrs. Budding, Panton House, Wragby, Lincolnshire, the Beserve Number,
to their " Young Champion," 2 years 3 months 3 weeks-old ; bred by
themselves; s. "Champion."

Lincolns and other Long Wools—Pens of Five Shearling Eices of the

same Flock,

Thomas Cartwright, Dunston Pillar, Dunston, Lincolnshire: First Prize,

15?., for his 1 year 4 months-old ; bred by himself.

John Pears, Mere, Lincolnshire : Second Prize, 10?., for his 1 year 4 months-
old ; bred by himself.

Robert Wright, ISTocton Heath : Third Prize, o?., for his 1 year 4 months-
old ; bred by himself.

Thomas Cartwright, Dunston Pillar: the Beserve Number, to his 1 year
4 months old ; bred by himself.

Oxfordshire Downs—Shearling Hams.

George Wallis, Old Shiflbrd, Bampton, Faringdon : First Prize, 20?., for

his 1 year 5 months 2 weeks-old ; bred by himself.

George Wallis, Old Shifiord : Second Prize, 10?., for his 1 year 5 months
2 weeks-old ; bred by himself.

Joseph Roberts, Caswell Farm : Third Prize, 5?., for his 1 year 4 months-
old ; bred by himself.

George Wallis, Old Shifiord : the Beserve Number, to his 1 year 5 months
2 weeks old ; bred by himself.

Oxfordshire Dotcns—Hams of any other Age.

George Wallis, Old Shiflbrd : First Prize, 20?., for his 3 years 5 months
2 weeks-old ; bred by himself.

John Treadwell, Upper Wincbendon, Aylesbury, Buckinghamshire : Second
Prize, 10?., for " Brackwell," about 6 years 4 months 2 weeks-old

;

bred by the Executors of the late Samuel Treadwell.
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CuARTiES Howard, Biddenham, Bedfordshire : the JReserve Number, to his

2 years 4 months 2 weeks-old ; bred by himself.

Oxfordshire Downs—Pens of Five Shearling Ewes of the same Flocl:

Geokge Wallis, Old Shifford, Bampton, Faringdon : First Prize, 15Z., for

his 1 year 5 months 2 weeks-old; bred by himself.

Hexry Overman, Weasenham, Brandon, Norfolk : Second Prize, lOZ., for

his 1 year 4 months 2 weeks-old ; bred by himself.

Sir Henry William Dasiiwood, Bart., Kirtlington Park, Oxfordshire : Third
Prize, 5L, for his 1 year 4 months-old; bred by himself.

<JiiARLES Howard, Biddenham : the Reserve Number, to his 1 year 4 months
2 weeks-old ; bred by himself.

Southdowns—Shearling Hams.

William Bigden, Hove, Brighton, Sussex. : First Prize, 201., for his 1 year

4 months-old ; bred by himself.

Lord Walsingham, Merton Hall, Thetford, Norfolk : Second Prize, lOZ.,

for his 1 year 4 months-old ; bred by himself.

Lord Walsingham, Merton Hall : Third Prize, 5L, for his 1 year 4 months-
old ; bred by himself.

Lord Walsingham, Merton Hall : the Beserve Number, to his 1 year 4

months-old ; bred by himself.

Southdowns—Bams of any other Ago.

William Rigden, Hove, Brighton, Sussex : First Prize, 201., for his 2 years

4 months-old ; bred by himself.

Lord Walsingham, Merton Hall: Second Prize, 10?., for his 3 years

4 months-old ; bred by himself.

Sir William Throckmorton, Bart., Buckland, Faringdon, Berkshire : Third
Prize, 5Z., for his 2 years 4 months-old; bred by himself; sire, "Old
Duke."

Lord Walsingham, Morton^ Hall : the Beserve Number, to his 3 years

4 months-old ; bred by himself.

Southdoicns—Pens of Five Shearling Fives of the same Floclc.

Lord Walsingham, Merton Hall, Thetford, Norfolk : First Prize, 15?., for

his 1 year 4 months-old ; bred by himself.

The Earl of Radnor, Coleshill, Highworth, Wilts: Second Prize, 10?.,

for his 1 year 4 months-old ; bred by himself.

The Duke of Richmond, K.G., Goodwood, Chichester, Sussex : Third
Prize, 5?., for his 1 year 4 months-old ; bred by himself.

Sir William Throckmorton, Bart., Buckland, Faringdon, Bci'ks : the

Beserve Number, to his 1 year 4 months-old ; bred by himself.

Shropshires—Shearling Bams.

James and Edward Crane, Shrawardine, Shrewsbury : First Prize, 20Z.,

for their 1 year 3 months 2 weeks-old ; bred by themselves
;

sire, "Young
Celeln-ity ;" sire of dam, " Tern."

Thomas Mansell, Adcott Hall, Shrewsbury: Second Prize, lOL, for his

1 year 4 months 2 weeks-old; bred by himself; sire, "Conservative;"

sire of dam, " Maccaroni."

i
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Thomas Mansell, Adcott Hall : Third Prize, 5Z., for his 1 year 4 months-

old; bred by himself; sire, " Conservative;" sire of dam, "Maccaroni."

GEORfiE Griffiths, Old Hall, Hanmer, Whitchurch, Shropshire: the Hescrve

Nnmher, to his " I'ridc of Hanmer," 1 year 3 months 1 week-old ; bred

by himself
;

sire, " The Pride of Agden ;" sire of dam, " Commonwealth."

Shropshires—Bams of any other Age.

John Evans, Uffington, Shrewsbnrj% Salop : First Prize, 20Z., for " Ufling-

ton," 2 years 3 mouths-old ; bred by himself; sire, " Nonpareil ;" sire of

dam, " Emperor."

James and Edward Crane, Shrawardine, Shrewsbiirj' : Second Prize, 10?.,

for " Crosswood Hero," 2 years 3 months-old ; bred by themselves
;

slrc,

" Chieftain ;" sire of dam, " Young Tern."

CharIjES Byrd, Lyttywood, Staffordshire : Third Prize, 51., for " Viceroy,"

3 years 4 months 2 weeks-old ; bred by Mr. Charles Reynolds Keeling;,

Yew Tree Farm, Penkridge, Staffordshire ; sire, " Grindle ;" sire of dam,
" Model."

Edward Holland, M.P., Dumbleton Hall, Evesham : the Beserve Number,
to "Roj'al Ranger," 2 years 4 'months 1 week-old ; bred by himself

;

sire, " Ranger ;" sire of dam, " Worcester Royal Special."

Shropsliires—Pens of Five Shearling Ewes, of the same Flock.

John Evans, Uffington, Shrewsbury, Salop: First Prize, 15?., for his

1 year 3 months-old; bred by himself.

Lord Chesham, Latimer, Chesham, Buckinghamshire : Second Prize, 10?.,

for his 1 year 2 months 3 weeks-old ; bred by himself.

John Coxon, Freeford Farm, Lichfield, Staffordshire : Third Prize, 5?., for

his 1 year 3 months 2 weelvs-old ; bred by himself.

Joseph Beach, The Hattons, Brewood, Staffordshire : the Beserve Number,
to his 1 year 4 months-old ; bred by himself.

Hampshires and other Short Wools—SJtearling Earns.

Robert and John Russell, Horton Kirby, Dartford, Kent : First Prize, 20?.,

for his 1 year 5 months-old ; bred by himself.

Stephen King, Bockhampton Farm, Lambourn, Berkshire : Second Prize,

10?., for his 1 year 4 months 2 weeks-old (West Country); bred by him-
self.

Robert Coles, Middleton, Norton Bavaut, Warminster, Wiltshire : Third
Prize, 5?., for " Young Victor," 1 year 4 months-old ; bred by himself.

James Rawlence, Bulbridge, Wilton, Salisbury, Wilts : the Beserve Number,
to his 1 year 5 months-old (West Country) ; bred by himself.

Hampshires—Mams of any other Age.

James Rawlence, Bulbridge, Wilton, Salisbury, Wilts : First Prize, 20?.,

for his 3 years 4 months-old (West Country) ; bred by himself.

James Rawlence, Bulbridge : Second Prize, 10?., for his 3 years 5 months-
old (West Coimtry) ; bred by himself.

Robert Coles, Middleton, Norton Bavant, Waniainstor, Wilts : Third Prize,

5?., for " King Victor," 2 years 4 mouths-old ; bred by himself.
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Hampsliires—Pens of Five SJiearlitig Ewes of the same Floclc.

James Rawlence, Bulbridgc : First Prize, 15Z., for his 1 j'ear 5 montlis-old

West Country ; bred by himself.

James Rawlence, Bulbridgc, Wilts : Second Prize, 107., for his 4 years

5 months-old (West Country); bred by himself.

James Rdsseli,, Petham Court, Eynsford, Kent : the Reserve Number, to his

1 year 5 months 2 weeks-old; bred by himself.

PIGS.

Boars of a Large Wliite Breed.

Richard Elmhibst Dctckering, Northorpe, Kirton-Lindsey : First Peek,
101., for " Victor 2nd," 2 years 9 months 1 day-old ; bred by himself

;

sire, " Cultivator 1st ;" dam, " Countess of Leicester ;" sire of dam,
" Victor 1st."

James and Feedeeick Howard, Britannia Farms, Bedfordshire : Second
Prize, 5/., for " Victor," 1 year 10 months-old ; bred by Mr. Duckeriug,

Kirton-Lindsey, Lincolshire
;

sire, " Cultivator 3rd ;" dam, " Queen
Bess."

William Eaedley, Larkton Hall, Malpas, Cheshire : the Reserve Nuniber,

to " Cheshire Lad," 3 years 1 month 1 week 3 days-old ; bred by himself;

sire, " Hampton ;" dam, " Larkton Lass."

Boars of a Small White Breed.

Peter Eden, Cross Lane, Salford, Manchester, Lancashire : First Prize,

107., fov " Lord Nelson," 2 years 6 months-old; bred by Mr. Thomas
Crisp, Butley Abbey, Wickham-Market, Suflblk.

William Hatton, Addingham, Leeds, Yorkshire : Second Prize, oZ., for his

1 year 10 months-old ; breeder unknown.

Thomas Atheeton, Chapel House, Speke, Liverpool : the Reserve Number, to

his 1 year 9 months-old ; bred by himself.

Boars of a Small Black Breed.

George Turner, jun., Alexton Hall, Uppingham: First Prize, 101., for

his 1 year 8 months 2 weeks-old (improved Essex) ; bred by himself.

Rev. William Holt Beever, Pencraig Court, Ross, Herefordshire : Second
Prize, .">7., for " Black Prince 4th," 1 year 10 months-old (Black Suffolk)

;

bred liy himself; sire, " Black Prince 1st;" dam, "Black Diamond 4th
;"

sire of dam, " Black Prince 1st."

William Hemming, Coldicott, Moreton-in-the-JLarsh, Gloucestershire : the

Reserve Number, to his " Master M'Thoraas," 1 year 2 months 2 weeks

2 days-old (Suflblk and Essex) ; bred by himselt
; sire, "Lord Butley"

dam, " Miss Holdway 3rd ;" sire of dam, " Ben Macato."

Boars of the BerTcsMre Breed.

Joseph Smith, Henley-in-Arden, Warwickshire : First Prize, 10?., for

" Young Punch," black, with little white, 1 year 2 weeks 2 days-old ; bred

by himself; sire, " Young Henley ;" dam, " Gipsy Queen ;" sire of dam,
"Sir Walter."
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llus&KLL S\VA^\v•ICl;, the Royal A;j;ricuUui'al CoUcco Farm, Cirencester, Glou-

cestershire : iSEcONU I'liiZK, 5^., for "Othello," black and white, 10 months
1 day-old ; bred by Cajitain Stewart, Saint Bridge House, Gloucester

;

sire, " Sampson ;" dam, " British Queen ;" sire of dam, " Tim WhifHer."

Heber Humfrey, Kingstone Farm, Slirivcnham, Berkshire : the Iteserve

Niiviher, to "271 M," black, with little white, 6 months 3 weeks 6 days-

old ; bred by himself; sire, " Souse Genteel ;" dam, " Butter Basket."

Boars of a Breed not eligible for the preceding Classes.

EicuARD Elmhirst DuckerinCt, Northorpe, Kirton-Lindscy, Lincolnshire :

First Prize, lOl, for " Comet," white, 2 years 7 months-old (middle)

;

bred by himself; sire, "Dreadnought;" dam, "Lily;" sire of dam,
" Gafler Green."

Peter Eden, Cross Lane, Salford, Manchester : Secoxu Prize, 51., for " King
Lear 2nd," white, 2 years 1 month 2 weeks 4 days-old (middle) ; bred by
himself; sire, " King Lear ;" dam, " Pride of the Village."

"William Hattox, Addingham, Leeds, Yorkshire : the Beserve Number, to

" King of the West," white, 4 years 2 months 1 week 2 days-old (middle)

;

; bred by Colonel Townley, Burnlej', Lancashire.

Breeding Soics of a Large White Breed.

Peter Eden, Cross Lane, Salford, Manchester : Fiest Prize, 10/., for

"Lucy," 2 years 3 months-old; bred by Mr. R. Dickin, Lancashire Hill,

Stockport, Lancashire
;

sire, " Victory ;" dam, " Gijjsy Queen."

EiCHARD Elmhirst Duckering, Northorpe, Kirton-Lindsey : Second Prize,

5/., for "Countess of Leicester," 2 years 3 weeks-old; bred by himself;

sire, " Cultivator 2nd ;" dam, " Princess Eoyal ;" sire of dam, " Cul-

tivator 1st."

-James and Frederick Howard, Britannia Farms, Bedford : the Beserve

Number, to " Miss Kate," in pig, 1 year 4 weeks-old ; bred by themselves
;

sire, " Hero ;" dam, " Betsy."

Breeding Sows of a Small White Breed.

William Hatton, Addingham : First Prize, lOZ., for his 1 year 10 months-
old; bred by Mr. Thomas Foster, of Bingley.

Peter Eden, Cross Lane, Salford, Manchester, Lancashire : Second Prize, 5?.,

for " Violet," L year 10 months 1 week 1 day-old ; bred by himself
;

sire,

" King Lear ;" dam, " Snowdrop."

Thomas Atherton," Chapel House, Speke, Liverpool : the Beserve Numher,
to his 2 years 8,months-old ; bred by Mr. Peter Eden, Salford.

Breeding Sows of a Small Black Breed.

Thomas Crisp, Butley Abbey : First Prize, 10?., for his 2 years 1 month
1 day-old, in pig ; bred by himself.

Thomas Athebton, Chapel House, Speke, Liverpool, Lancashire : Second
Prize, 5Z., for "Formosa," 1 year 3 daj's-old, in-pig (Black Suffolk);

bred by Mr. G. M. Sexton, Wherstead Hall, Ipswich, Suffolk.

Breeding Sows of the Berkshire Breed.

Sir William Throckmorton, Bart., Buckland, Faringdon, Berkshire : First
Prize, 101., for " Queen," black, with little white, 2 years-old ; bred by
himself; sire, "Young Champion;" dam, "Favourite;" sire of dani,
" Old Champion."

VOL. lY.— S. S. a
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Thomas Crisp, Butley ALbej' : Fecokd Prize, 5Z., for his black and v.'hitc,

2 years 8 mouths 1 week-old, iii pig ; bred by himself.

Arthuh Stewart, Saint Bridge House: for "Young Sukey," black-, \\it\i

little white, 1 year 3 weeks 5 daj'S-old, in-]^ig ; bred by himself
;

sire,

" Teddy ;" dam, " Old Sukey ;" sire of dam, " Samson."

EusSELi, SwanWICK, the Royal Agricultural College Farm, Cirencester, Glou-
cestershire : the Beserve Number, to " Yoimg Sally," black and white,

1 year 10 months 3 weeks-old; bred by himself; sire, " 2nd Duke of

Gloucester ;" dam, " Sally the 2nd."

Breeding Sows of a Breed not eligihle for the preceding Classes.

Peter Eden, Cross Lane, Salford, Manchester : First Prize, 10?., for his
" Queen of Trumps," white, about 3 years-old (middle) ; bred by Mr.
Thomas Foster, Crow-nest, Bingley, Yorkshire

;
sire, " Cupid."

EiCHAKD Elmiiirst Duckering, Xorthoi-pe, Kirton-Lindscy, Lincolnshire

:

Second Prize, 51., for his white, with blue spots, " Primrose," 2 \ears

9 months 3 days-old (middle); bred by himself; sire, "Victor 1st;"

dam, " Lady Byron ;" sire of dam, " Cultivator 1st."

AViLLiAM Hatton, Addingham, Leeds, Yorkshire : the Beserne Nunxbcr, to

his white, 2 j'ears-old, in-pig (middle) ; bred by himself.

Pens of TJiree Breeding Soio Pigs of a Large Wiiife Breed, of the sanie

Litter, above Four and under Bight Months old.

Matthew Walker, Stockley Pavk : First Prize, 10?., for " Tulip," " Snow-
drop," and " Crocus," 7 months 3 weeks 2 days-old ; bred by himself

;

sire, " Eobin Hood ;" dam, " Marian ;" sire of dam, " Wainman."

EiCHARD Elmhirst Duckering, Northorpe : Second Prize, 51., for "Pose,"
" Shamrock," and " Thistle," 7 months 3 weeks 6 days-old ; bred by him-
self; sire, "Cultivator 3rd ;" dam, " Princess Eoyal ;" sire of dam, "Culti-

vator 1st."

George Chapman, Seamcre, Yorkshire : the Beserve Numher, to his 7 months
1 week 6 days-old ; bred by himself

;
sire, "Fair Play;" dam, " Xancy."

Pens of Three Breeding Sow Pigs of a Small White Breed, of the same
Litter, above Four and under Eight Months old.

Earl of Eadnor, Coleshill, Highworth, Wiltshire: First Prize, lOA, for his

8 months-old (Coleshill); bred by himself; sire, " Lavington ;" dam,
" D."

Hugh Atlmer, West Dereham Abbey, Stoke Ferry, Xorfolk : Second Prize,

51., for his 7 months 2 weeks-old ; bred by himself ; sire, " Perfect Cure ;"

dam, " Lucky Link ;" sire of dam, " Butley Hero."

Lord Wenlock, Escrick Park, Yorkshire : the Bear-rve Number, to his G months
1 week 3 days-old ; bred liy himself

;
sire, " Chance 2nd ;" dam, " Lily."

Pens of Three Breeding Soio Pigs of the Berlzshire Breed, of the same

Litter, above Four and under Eight Months old.

Joseph Smith, Henley-in-Ardcn, Warwickshire : First Prize, 101., for his

black and white, 7 months 3 w^eeks 5 days-old, bred by himself; sire,

" Young Henley ;" dam, " Lady Birmingham."

Herer Humfrey, Kingstonc Farm, Shrivenham, Berkshire : Second Prize, 5/.,

for his "271 A, li," and "C," black, with little white, C months 3 weeks

1 day-old, bred by himself
;
sire, " Souse Genteel ;" dam, " Butter Basket."
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Hebeh IIUMFRKY, Kin;istonc Farm: the llcserve Numler, to bis "271 V,

E," and " F," black, with little white, G months 3 weeks 6 dayb old

;

bred by himself
;

sire, " Souse Genteel ;" dam, " Butter Basket."

Fens of Three Breeding Soio Pifjs of a Breed not eligible for the prcf e-

ding Classes, of the same Litter, above Four and under Eight nionihs

old.

George Chapman, Seamcre, Yorkshire : Fiust Pkize, 10/., for his white .n d

blue, 7 months 2 weeks-old (middle); bred by himself; sire, "Fair Play ;'

dam, " Seamere Pride."

PiiCHAED Elmhirst Duckering, Xorthorpe, Kirton-Lindscy : Second Prize,

5!., for " Faith," " Hope," and " Charity," 7 months 2 weeks 1 day-old

(middle), white; bred by himself; sire, "Dreadnought;" dam, "Latly

Biron ;" sire of dam, " Cultivator 1st."

WOOL.

*Six Long-Woolled Hog Fleeces.

Ciin:-<TOPHER Barroby, Baldersby, Thirsk, Yorkshire : First Prize, 10?., o:

his Leicesters, grown by himself.

Charles Bosworth, Dishley, Loughborough, Leicestershire : Second Pi.ize,

21., for his Leicesters, grown by himself.

BUTTEE.

*Six Pounds of Fresh Butter, in One Pound Lumps.

The Agricultural Colony, Coalville, Leicester : First Prize, 51.

The Rev. Georgy W. Straton, of Aylestone Piectory, Leicester : Seconi>
Prize, 21.

CHEESE.

Special Prizes offered by the Spaekenhoe Faemees'

Club.

For the Best Six Cheeses exceeding A^lbs. each.

Francis SrENCEi;, Clayhrook Magna, Lutterworth, Leicestershire : First
Prize, 101.

William Neal Berry, Stoke Golding, Hinckley, Leicestershire: Seconi>

Prize, 11.

Tom Cattell, Bitteswell Field, Lutterworth : Third Prize, 37.

For the Best Six Cheeses exceeding 35lbs. each, but not more than 45 Fos.

Samuel Wtkes, Aston Flamville, Hinckley : First Prize, 10?.
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William Trivett, Market Boswortb, Leicestershire : Skcond Prize, V.

William Kuttall, South Croxton, Leicestershire : Third Prize, 3/.

For the Best Six Cheeses not exceeding 36Z&S. each.

William Ward, Attleborough Goise, Niiueatou, Warwickshire: Fir.-t
Prize, 10^.

Samuel C. Pilgrim, Out-Woods, Burbage, Hinckley : Second Prize, 11.

John Harding, Atterton, Nuneaton : Third Prize, 3?.

For the Best Entry in the above Classes.

Samuel Wykes, of Aston Flamville, Hinckley : the Prize of 157.

To the Dairymaid or Servant who has manufactured the lest Entry.

The Dairymaid of Samuel Wykes, Aston Flamville, Hinckley: the Puizs
of 51.

For the Best Six Stilton Cheeses.

Ezra Peel Smith, Xew Parks, Leicester : First Prize, 10?.

Thomas M. Evaxs and John Stafford, Campbell Street, Leicester : Second
Prize, 71.

William Stannage, of Twyford, Melton Mowbray : Third Prize, 51

IMPLEMENTS.

Steam Cultivation.

John Fowler and Co., 71, Cornhill, London, and Steam-Plough Works,
Leeds : the Gold Cup, ofl'ered by his Highness the Viceroy of Egypt,
" For their 10-Horse Power Double Set of Hauling Apparatus, invented
and manufactured by themselves, being the best Implement for the Culti-

vation of the Soil by Steam-Power, combining strength with simplicity of

construction, for use in foreign countries where skilled labour for repairs

is difficult to be procured."

John Fowler and Co. : First Prize, lOOZ., for their 10-Horse Power Double
Set of Hauling Apparatus, invented and manufactured by themselves.

John Fowler and Co. : Secon'd Prize, 25?., for their 10-Horse Power Single

Set of Hauling Apparatus, invented and manufactured by themselves.

John Fowler and Co. : Second Prize, 25?., for their 8-Horse Power Single

Set of Hauling Apparatus, invented and manufactured by themselves.

James and Frederick Howard, Britannia Works, Bedford : the First

Prize, .50?., for their Set of Patent Steam-Cultivating Apparatus, invented,

improved, and manufactui-ed by themselves.

John Fowler and Co. : the Prize of 12?., for their 4-Furrow Patent Balance

Plough : invented and manufactured by themselves.

John Fowler and Co. : the Piize of 12?., for their 7-Tine Patent Balance

Cultivators for large occupations : invented and manufactured by them-

selves.
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James aiul Fm'.nEiucK Howard : the Prize of 12/., for their 5-Tincd (Uilti-

vator for small occujjatious
;
iuvented, improved, and mauufactured by

themselves.

John Fowler and Co. : the Prize of 15?., for their new P.-ttent Light Land
Cultivator: invented and niannfactnred by themselves.

JoHX Fowler and Co. : the Prize of 8/., for their Frame for Harrows, Piollcrs,

&c. ; invented and manufactured by themselves.

Jajies and Frederick Howard : the Prize of 7/., for their Patent Steam
Harrows ; invented and manufactured by themselves.

JoHif Fowler and Co. : the Prize of 10?., for their Disc-Travclliug Anchors

:

invented and manufactured by themselves.

Jonx Fowler and Co. : the Prize of 8?., for their Double-Drum Windlass on
Engine : iuvented and manufactured by tliemselves.

John Fowler and Co. ; the Prize of 8?., for their Clip-Drum "Windlass on
Engine ; invented and manufactured by themselves.

James and Frederick Howard : the Prize of 8?., for their Double-Drnm
Windlass on Frame : iuvented and manufactured by themselves.

John Fowler and Co.: Highly Commended for their 3 -Furrow Patent

Balance French Plough, fitted with Kent Breasts, invented and manu-
factured by themselves.

James and Frederick Howard : Highly Commended for their Patent

2-Furrow Steam Plough, invented and manufactured by themselves.

Ploughs.

James and Frederick Howard : the First Prize of 9?., for their Patent Iroro

Wheel Pkiugh for General Purposes, mvented and mauufactured by them-
selves.

Hansomes and Sims, Orwell Works, Ipswich : Second Prize 5?., for their

Iron Beam Plough with 2 wheels, for General Purposes, invented and
manufactured by themselves.

James and Frederick Howard : the First Prize of G?., for their Patent

Iron Light Land Wheel Plough, invented and manufactured by them-
selves.

PiANSoMES and Sims: the Second Prize, 4?., for their Iron Light Land
2-Wheel Beam Plough, invented and manufactured by themselves.

Pansomes and Sims: tlie Prize of 6?., for their Iron Deep Land Beam Plough,

invented and manufactured by themselves.

James and Frederick Howard : the First Prize of 8?., for their General

Purpose Patent Iron Swing Plough ; invented and manufactured by
themselves.

Ransomes and Sims : the Second Prize of 4?., for their General Purioose

Iron Beam Swing Plough ; invented and manufactured by themselves.

James and Frederick Howard : the First Prize of 5?., for their Light

Land Patent Iron Swing Plough; invented and mauufactured by them-
selves.

Ransomes and Sims : the Second Prize of 3?., for their Light Land Iron Beam-
Swing Plough : invented and manufactured by themselves.

James and Frederick Howard : the First Prize, of 6?., for their Double Sub-
soil Plough : invented and manufactured by themselves.
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RA.NSOJIES and Sims : the Secon'd Pkize of 4Z.,' for tlicir New Iron Piido^ng

01 Subsoil Plough, 2 wheels : hivcuted and manufactured by themselves.

Ransomes and Sims : the First Prize, of 6Z., for their Paring Plough,
2 wheels, invented and manufactured by themselves.

James and Frederick Howard : the Second Prize, of 4?., for their Paring

I'longh ; inventud and manufactured by themselves.

Raks >3ies and Sims : Silver Medal, for their Turn Wrest Plough, with

patent wheels; invented by J. Skelton, Lostwithiel, improved and
manufactured by themselves.

Richard Hornsby and Sons, Spittlegate Works, Grantham : Highly Coji-

mended for their General Purjiose Wheel Plough ; invented and manu-
factured by themselves.

Richard Hornsby and Sons : Highly Commended for their Light Land
AVheel Plough ; invented and manufactured by themselves.

John Cooke and Co., Lincoln : Highly Commended for their Deep Land
Wheel Plough ; invented and manufactured by themselves.

William Ball and Son, Rothwell, Kettering : Highly Commended for their

Paring Plough ; invented and manufactured by themselves.

Richard Hornsby and Sons : Highly Commended for their Digging Plough :

invented and manufactured by themselves.

James and Frederick Howard : Highly Commended for their Digging

Plough ; invented and manufactured by themselves.

Ransomes and Sims : Highly Commended for their Digging Plough ; invented

and manufactured by themselves.

John Cooke and Co. : Commended for their General Purpose Swing Plough

;

invented and manufactured bv themselves.

Richard Hornsby and Sons : Commended for their General Purpose Swing
Plough ; invented and manufactured by themselves.

"William Ball and Son : Commended for their General Purpose Plough;

invented and manul'actured by themselves.

Richard Hornsby and Sons : Commended for their Light Land Swing
Plough; invented and manufactured by themselves.

Richard Hornsby and Sons : Commenced for their Wheel Plough for deep

cultivation : invented, and manufactured by themselves.

Cultivators.

Edward Hammond Bentall, Heybridge, Maldon, Essex : First Pkize, 13Z.,

for his Broadshare and Cultivator ; invented and manufactured by liim-

self.

Charles Clay, the Stcnnard Works, Wakefield : Second Prize, 11., for his

Cultivator ; invented and manufactured by himself.

Hunt and Pickering, Leicester : Highly Commended for their 5-Tine

Cultivator; invented and manufactured by themselves.

Clodcrushees.

The Beverley Iron and Waggon Company (Limited), Beverley, Yorkshire;

First Prize, 11^., for their Clodcrusher with self-cleaning action, im-

proved and matiufactured^by themselves.
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Amies, Bai(foi;d, .and Co., Queen-street, Northampton : Second Prizk,

for tlieir Clodcrusher for Horse or Steam-power ; invented and manu-
factured by themselves.

William Crosskill and Sox.s, Beverley : Highly Commended for their

Clodcrusher : invented by W. Crosskill, improved and manufactured

by themselves.

EOLLERS.

Amies, Barkord, and Co. : First Prize, GL, for their Wrought-irou Adjustable

Water Ballast l\oller ; invented and manufactured by themselves.

The Beverley Iron and Waggon Company (Limited) : Second Prize, 4.1.

,

for their Plain Field Holler
;
improved and manufactured by themselves.

Amies and Barford : Highly Commended for their Wrought-irou S-Cj'Iinder

Eoller : invented and manufactured by themselves.

Harrows.

James and Frederick Howard : First Prize 13?., for their 4-Beam Jointed

Iron Harrows, invented and manufactured by themselves.

Eansomes and Sims : Second Prize, 11., for their Heavy Jointed Harrows

:

invented and manufactured by themselves.

Ashby and Jeffrey, Stamford, Lincolnshire ; Highly Commended for their

Pair of Rotating Harrows ibr two horses ; invented and manufactured by
themselves.

Walter F. Johnson, Leicester : Highly Commended for his Set of Drag
Harrows

;
invented, improved, and manufactured by T. Perkins, Hitchin.

Henry Denton, Wolverhampton : Highly Commended for his Adjustable
Chain Harrow, with carriage ; invented and manufactured by himself.

Holmes and Sons, Prospect Place, Norwich : Highly Commended for their

new Rotary Harrow or Twitch Extirpator: invented by T. Everett,

Creake, improved and manufactured by themselves.

Cambridge and Co., St. Philip's Works, Bristol : Commended for their Notched-
Wheel Roller and Clodcrusher : invented b}^ W. C. Cambridge, improved
and manufactured by themselves.

William Lewis, Salopian Works, Shrewsbury: Commended for his Cast-
iron Land Roll, invented and manufactured by himself.

Holmes and Sons : Commended for their Wrought-irou Land Roller; manu-
factured by themselves.

E. Cajibridge and Co. : Commended for their Tine and Chain Harrow,
invented by W. C. Cambridge, improved and manufactured by them-
selves.

Tile and Brick Machines.

John Whitehead, Albert Works, Preston, Lancashire : First Prize, 71. 10s.,

for his Solid Brick-making Machine
; invented, improved, and manu-

fnctured by himself.

John Whitehead : First Prize, 1L 10s., for his Double Box Steam-power
Drain-pipe, Tile, and Brick-making Machine ; invented and manufactui-ed
by himself.

J. D. Pinfold, Worcestershire Works, Rugby: Second Prize, 51, for his
Brick and Tile-making Machine, invented and manufactured by himself.
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Draining Tools.

lluxT and Pickering : Silver Medal, for their collection of Solid Cast Steel

Shovels and Draining Tools ; manufactured by W. Hunt and Son.

MISCELLANEOUS.

James and Fisederick Howard : Silver Medal, for their Twenty-horse-

power Safety Steam-Boiler and Superheater ; invented and manufactured

by themselves.

Amies, Barford, and Co. : Silver Medal, for their Press-Wheel Poller and
Clodcrusher ; invented and manufactured by themselves.

Amies, Barford, and Co. : Silver Medal, for their Combined Straw, Com,,

and Hay Stacking Machine; invented and manufactured bj' themselves.

The Beverley Iron and Waggon Company (Limited) : Silver Medal, for

their ])air of Patent Iron Wheels, with Patent Axle and Oil-Boxes j

invented and manufactured by themselves.

Bryan Corcoran and Co., 48, Mark Lane, London: Silver Medal, for

their Diamond Millstone Dressing Machine ; invented by Golay, Switzer-

land ; manulactured by ALather and Son, Edinburgh.

James Lee Norton, 38, Belle Sauvage Yard, Ludgate Hill, London : Silveb.

Medal, for his Patent Tube Well and Pumi) ; invented and manufactured

by himself.

James Lee Norton : Silver Medal, for his Patent Pevolving Archimedian
Screw Yentiiator; invented by John Howarth, Farnworth, Manchester.

Clayton, Shdttleworth, and Co., liincoln : Silver Medal, for their Patent

Combined, Two-row Eevolving Liquid Manure and Drop Drill ; invented

by J. C. GiUyatt
;
improved and manufactured by themselves.

H. E. Marsden : Silver Medal, for his Patent Stone Breaker ; invented by
E. W. Blake, United States

;
improved and manufactured by himself,

W'lLLiAM Smith, Kettering : Commended for his improved Grindstone Frame ;

invented and manufactured by himself.

James and George Haywood, Derby: Commended for their Chaff-Cutter,

with Leather Strap and Pulleys ; invented and manufactured by them-

selves.

W^. CoLEM.\N and Peter Love, Northampton : Commended for their Round
Combined Bin and Trough, and for their Long (Combined Bin, Trough, and
Hay Back ; invented and manufactured by Peter Love.

AvELiNG and Porter, Eochester : Commended for their Patent Locomotive-

Crane Engine ; invented by T. Aveling : manufactured bj' themselves.
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(Assails antr l^cpovtss.

AWARD FOE 1868.

Class X.

The Prize of 20?. was awarded to Mr. Henry Hall'' Dixox,

8, Warwick Gardens, Kensington, for his Essay on the Leicester

Breed of Sheep.

«
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EDUCATION COMMITTEE.

Emmination Papers, 18 G8.

QUESTIONS ON PEACTICAL AGEICULTUEE.

Time alloicedfw ansioering these Questions, 9 a.m., to 1 p.m.

No. 1. On a farm of 1000 acres of arable land of mixed character of
soil

;
light, moderate clay, and loam—but on all of which roots, such

as turnips, mangold, &e., can be advantageously grown—state the

number of acres which should be imder cultivation for roots per
annum, and the proportion of each description—also what description

of root is best adapted for and should be planted on each kind of soil.

No. 2. Suppose a piece of 10 acres of swedes, the v/eight of which
is estimated at 14 tons per acre. How many young sheej) (commonly
called tegs) would be required to consume the swedes on the whole
piece in a mouth, presuming the sheep had only chaff with them, and
also presuming that each sheep had half a pound of cake or corn per

day?

No. 3. Taking a farm as described in No. 1 question. What will

be the horse-power required for 100 acros for its proper cultivation?

How much of that power may be dispensed with by the introduction

of Fowlers double-engine steam plough (12 horse-power each engine) ?

Give a detailed description of the cultivation for a root crop, com-
mencing from the time that the previous corn crop has been carried

from the laud in course for roots to the time of such land being pre-

pared and ready for the turnip drill the following spring. (1) If per-

formed with horse-power; (2) If performed with steam-j)ower and
horse-power combined.

No. 4. Describe the best method of planting potatoes, the quantity

cf seed required per acre, the selection of such seed and whether to be
planted whole, or, if cut, how ?—and, the after cultivation.

No. 5. How often should farmyard manure be applied to arable

land, for what crops—in what state—at what time of year—what
quantity at a time ? State also whether all descriptions of soil should

be treated alike with regard to manuring : if not, state the principal

differences.

No. 6. Describe the best method of draining tenacious clay soils

with high-ridged lands, comparatively porous soils, and also wet and,

as it is called, spriwjij gravel or other soil, giving depth, width between

drain, and cost per acre, presuming daily wages to be 2s. and that no
hard rack has to be cut through.

No. 7. What is the best method of improving grass land, such laud

being moderately poor clay ?
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No. 8. Supposing grass laud wortli HOs. an acre to rent, liow much
stoclc per acre ought it to graze througli the year, and what sorts ?

No. 9. Give a description of the points to be observed in selecting

cattle for grazing, and state also what character of cattle should be

selected for stocking land, the grass from which is not rich enough to

feed grazing stock.

No. 10. What would be the probable weight of a cubic yard of

English hay wliich had been well made and grown on land worth 50s,

an acre to rent ?

No. 11. State the course of cropping to bo pursued on a farm of

strong land adapted for wheat and beans—but on which, from its cold

nature, roots could only be consumed on the land in early autumn and
late spring.

No. 12. Taking a farm as described in No. 1 question. State the

principal implements required and the number of each (1) presuming

horse-power only employed (2), presuming steam-power employed as

well.

No. 13. Taking a farm as described in No. 1 question—with the

addition of 100 acres of grass land,—give a detailed account of the

management of breeding ewes on such a farm from September to

lambing time, and from that time to the time of weaning the lambs.

No. 14. Taking a farm as described in No. 1 question, such farm
having with it 100 acres of grass, what number of cattle, sheep, and
pigs would be required to stock it '?

No. 15. Give a detailed account of the work to be done in thi-ashing

a rick of wheat with a six-horse-power steam thi-ashing machine one

mile from the farmstead ; Vvhat number of hands would be required,

their several duties, and the number of horses required to cart straw

and corn to the farmstead and barn.

QUESTIONS IN CHEMISTEY.

Time allowed for answering tliese Questions, 2 p.m., io 4 p.m.

No. 1. Describe the process of preparing sulphuric acid as usually

carried on in this country, and explain the chemistry of it. Show
how to ascertain (1) the degree of dilution of a sample, (2) whether it

contains lead (3) whether it contains arsenic.

No. 2. Give an account of the chief properties of the element carbon.

Give some explanation of the action of charcoal filters, stating the

experimental facts on which your explanation is based.

No. 3. What is the formula for ammonia ? Show how the nature
and the relative proportions of the constituents are demonstrated.

Explain v/hat are meant by derivatives from ammonia by substitution,

giving one or more examples of such compounds and indicating by
equations how they are obtained.
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No. 4. Explain the effects of burning on the chemical constitution

of soils ; and point out the precautions (from a chemical point of

view) which must be taken in applying this agency and the reasons

for them.

No. 5. In what combinations occur usually the following elements,

in soils
;

P., S., K., Na., Si., Ca., Mg.

No. 6. Describe in general terms what takes place when the follow-

ing liquids percolate through a fertile soil :

—

Solutions of Nitrate of Soda.

„ Sulphate of Ammonia.
„ Chloride of Potassium.

„ Chloride of Sodium.

„ Superphosphate of Lime.
Town Sewage.

No. 7. Describe the chemical properties of the chief constituents of
milk, and a good plan of analysing milk.

No. 8, How would you proceed in determining the nutritive value
of new articles of food, such as palm-nut meal, foreign grains, feeding
cakes, &c.

QUESTIONS IN MECHANICS.

Time allowed for answering these Questions, 10 a.m., to 1 p.m.

No. 1. A rope from a windlass, having a strain of 2640 lbs. upon
it, passes along a headland and round a pulley, drawing a steam plougli

across a field ; the direction of the plough is at right angles to the

headland.

Required the strain in lbs. on the shank of the anchor which keeps
the pulley in position.

Also give the metliod of findinpi; it in the case of any angle other

tlian a right angle, and \vork it w here the direction of the plough is

4-5 degrees to the headland.

No. 2. The diameter of the safety-valve of a steam boiler is 25-

inches, the length of the lever from the centre of the fulcrum to that

of the weight is 26 inches and the distance of the centre of the fulcrum

from that of the valve is 3^ inches ; the weight applied to the lever

is 20 lbs.

Required the pressure per square inch in the boiler to be in

equilibrium with the weight on the valve.

No. 3. A loaded cart weighs 5000 lbs. ; the diameter of the wheels

is 4 ft. 9 in. 'J'hc cart has to be drawn into a barn over a thi-eshold

35- inches high.

Required tlic force in lbs. to draw the cart over the threshold,

fraction excluded.
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No. 4. A wagou is laden with hops, the width of the wheels to tlio

outside of the tires is 5 feet, the load has sliiftcd aud the centre of

gravity is found in a line at 2 feet within the outside of the near side

Avliecls, and at a height of 9 feet above the ground.

Kcquired the diflerenco in level of a road or of a hill-side wlien the

whole would bo in equilibrium and just on the point of upsetting.

No. 5. The druna of a threshing machine makes 1000 revolutions

per minute, its diameter is 22 inches, aud the weight of one of its

beaters is 174- lbs.

Eequired the force in lbs. necessary to hold the beater in its posi-

tion on the drum.

No, 6. There is a "draw-well," fitted with a windlass, rope, and
bucket, the depth of the well to the water is 100 feet, the bucket

filled with water weighs 110 lbs. ; the rope is elastic, and it will

stretch 10 foot before the tension will lift the bucket.

Required the units of work to be done in raising the bucket

through the space of 100 feet, exclusive of friction and the weight of

the rope.

N.B.—The imit equals 1 lb. weight, raised one foot high.

No. 7. A fir pole is 65 feet long, rests upon a support at each end;
its diameter at one end is 9 inches, at the other 6 inches ; its specific

gravity is '052.

EeqHired the weight in lbs. upon each of the supports, also the

distance of the centre of gravity from either end of the pole.

No. 8. There is a stream of water passing through a farm with a

fall of 6 feet ; it is desirable to apply the power and to obtain a force

-of 330,000 units of work per minute.

(1) What, in yom* opinion, would be the best description of v/heel

to employ ?

(2) What should be the diameter, the width, and the velocity of

the wheel at the periphery '?

(3) What should be the depth of the float-boards or buckets ?

QUESTIONS IN BOTANY.

Time allowed for answering these Questions, 2 p.m. fo 4. p.ii.

No. 1. Distinguish between a parasite and an epiphyte ; aud men-
tion the parasitical flowering plants which are injurious to our

growing crops, giving the name of each parasite with the plant it

commonly attacks.

No. 2. Define a root, stem, tuber, corm, bulb and rhizome.

No. 3. Mention the natural order to which the common coltsfoot

and dandelion belong, and describe aud contrast their respective

flower-heads.
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No. 4. Give the botanical names and natural orders of the follo'vving

plants :

—

(1) rape, (2) lucerne, (3) saintfoin, (4) parsnip, (5) buckwheat, (G)

sorgiiuni.

No. 5. Describe the inflorescence of the common wheat, barley,

oats, and rye, noting especially the characters Vt'hich distinguish them
from one another.

No. 6. Eefer the four plants marked A, B, C, and D, to their re-

spective natural orders, stating the reasons why they are so referred.

No. 7. Describe the plant A briefly in English technical language,

noticing the organs in their proper sequence.

QUESTIONS IN GEOLOGY.

Time allowed for answering these Questions, 9 a.m. to 11 a.m.

No. 1. Upon what principles are the stratified rocks classified?

No. 2. Name the fossils which especially characterise the three

great divisions of the fossiliferous rocks.

No. 3. Give the geological formations in which coprolites, and
other aggregations of i)hosphatic matter, have been found.

No. 4. Arrange in the order of superposition the chief divisions of

the cretaceous system, pointing out their mineral characters, and the

nature of the soils derived from each by disintegration.

No. 5. Define the terms marl, chalk, loam, shale, slate, pan,

travertine, and mould, and esplain their origin.

No. 6. Give the geological position of the Vv'^enlock, Lias, Aymesti-y,

magnesian, and carboniferous limestones, stating the formations im-

mediately above and below each.

No. 7. Explain the meaning of outcrop, dij^, strike, and imcon-

formability of strata, and give illustrative cliagrams.

No. 8. Give the composition of rock-salt, gypsum, and alum-shale,

and name the geological formations in which these substances are

usually sought for in England.

No. 9. In what counties in England and Wales are the following

systems respectively foimd at the surface : silmiau, carboniferous,

permian, triassic, and oolitic?

No. 10. How may the " boulder clay " be distinguishfxl from clays

of older geological age ?

No. 11. Explain the meaning of the terms " permeable " and
" impermeable " strata, and point out their respective infliience on the

overlying soils.

No. 12. What districts of England are especially characterized by

strata of Eocene age ?
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QUESTIONS IN LAND-SURVEYING.

Time allowed for ansiverimj these Questions, 2 p.m. to 4 p.m.

No. 1. Explain the object of land-measuring and also of land-

surveying. In illustration of your remarks calculato tlio acreage of

the field shown on the adjoining sketch and state whether you con-

sider the measurements on the sketch arc sufficient to give an accurate

sm-vey of the field, and if not, show how you would survey it.

KoTK.— riio ilirnensious given arc in links, and the offsets are set off

perpendicular to the main line by the cross staff.

No. 2. Given a rectangular field of 10 acres, 3 acres of which is

intended to be planted with mangel wm*tzel, and the other 7 acres

with Swedish turnips. Sketch the field and show how you would
divide the 3 acres from the other 7,

No. 3. How would you measure across a river 30 yards wide in

chaining a main line.

No. 4. A field was measured on a plan which was supposed to be
on the scale of 3 chains to an inch, and the area was found to be
12a. 2r. 25p. It was subsequently discovered that the scale of the

lilaa was really 4 chains to an inch. What is the true area of the

field '?

No. 5. If 5 heaps are made from a load of manure, and the heaps
six yards from centre of one heap to centre of next, how many loads

will be required to manure a field of 20 acres, supposing the rows to

be 12 yards apart ?

No. 6. Describe how you Would ascertain the difference in level

between two points with a spirit level. (1) When tlio points can

both be seen from one position of the level. (2) When the points

cannot both be so seen ; and illustrate your remarks with a sketch.

Also describe any other method by which you could ascertain the rise

and fall of land for the purpose of cutting a drain to dry a pond.
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MEMOEANDA.

Address of Letters.—The Society's office being situated in the postal district

designated by the letter members, in their correspondence with the

Secretary, are requested to subjoin that letter to the usual address.

General Meeting in London, in December, 1868.

General Meeting in London, May 22nd, 1869, at Twelve o'clock.

Meeting at Manchester, in July, 1869.

Monthly Council (for transaction of business), at 12 o'clock on the first Wed-
nesday in every month, excepting January, September, and October : open
only to Members of Council and Governors of the Society.

Weekly Council (for practical communications), at 12 o'clock on all Wednesdays
in February, March, April, May, June, July, and November, excepting the
first Wednesday in each of those months, and during adjournment: open to

all Members of the Society, who are particularly invited by the Council to

avail themselves of this privilege.

Adjournments.—The Council adjourn over Passion and Easter weeks, when
those weeliS do not include the first Wednesday of the month; from the first

Wednesday in August to the first Wednesday in November ; and from the

first Wednesday in December to the first Wednesday in February.

Diseases of Cattle, Sheep, and Pigs.—Members have the privilege of applying to

the Veterinary Committee of the Society; and of sending animals to the

Royal Veterinary College, on the same terms as if they were subscribers to

the College.—(A statement of these privileges will be found in the present
Appendix.)

Chemical Analysis.—The privileges of Chemical Analysis enjoyed by Members
of the Society will be found stated in the Appendix of the present volume.

Local Cheques.—Members are particularly requested not to forward Country
Cheques for payment in London ; but London Cheques, or Post-office

Orders on Vere-street (payable to H. Hall Dare), in lieu of them. All

Cheques are required to bear upon them a penny draft or receipt stamp,
which must be cancelled in each case by the initials of the drawer. They
may also conveniently transmit their Subscriptions to the Society, by re-

questing their Country Bankers to pay (through their London Agents) the

amount at the Society's Office (No. 12, Hanover Square, London), between
the hours of ten and four, when oflficial receipts, signed by the Secretary,

will be given for such payments.

'Sev/ Members.—Every candidate for admission into the Society must be pro-

posed by a Member; the proposer to specifiy in writing the full name, usual

place of residence, and post-town, of the candidate, either at a Council meet-
ing, or by letter addressed to the Secretary.

Packets by Post.— Packets not exceeding two feet in length, width, or depth,

consisting of written or printed matter (but not containing letters sealed or

open), if sent without envelopes, or enclosed in envelopes open at each end,

may be forwarded by the inland post, if stamped, at the following rates :

—

One Penny for every quarter of a pound or fraction of a quarter of a pound.

*»* Members may obtain on application to the Secretary copies of an Abstract of the Charter
and Bye-Laws, of a Statement of the General Objects, &c., of the Society, of Chemical
and Veterinary Privileges, and of other printed papers connected with special depart-

ments of the Society's business.
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The Council have fixed the following rates of Charge for Analyses to

be made by the Consulting Chemist for the hona-fide use of Members
of the Society ; who (to avoid all unnecessary correspondence) are

particularly requested, when applying to him, to mention the kind of

analysis they require, and to quote its number in the subjoined schedule.

The charge for analysis, together with the carriage of the specimens,

must be paid to him by members at the time of their application.

No. 1.—An opinion of the genuineness of Peruvian guano, bone-

dust, or oil-cake (each sample) 5s.

„ 2.—An analysis of guano
;
showing the proportion of moisture,

organic matter, sand, phosphate of lime, alkaline salts,

and ammonia .. .. .. .. .. .. 10s.

„ 3.—An estimate of the value (relatively to the average of

samples in the market) of sulphate and muriate of am-
monia, and of the nitrates of potash and soda . , . . 10s.

„ 4.—An analysis of superphosphate of lime for soluble phos-

phates only .. .. .. .. .. .. 10s.

5, 5.—An analysis of supei-phosphate of lime, showing the pro-

portions of moisture, organic matter, sand, soluble and
insoluble phosphates, sulphate of lime, and ammonia .. £1.

„ 6.—An analysis (sufficient for the determination of its agricul-

tural value) of any ordinary artificial manure .. .. £1.

„ 7.—Limestone :—the proportion of lime, 7s. Gd. ; the propor-

tion of magnesia, 10s. ; the proportion of lime and mag-
nesia .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 15s.

„ 8.—Limestone or marls, including carbonate, phosphate, and
sulphate of lime, and magnesia with sand and clay .. £1.

„ 9.—Partial analysis of a soil, including determinations of clay,

sand, organic matter, and carbonate of lime .. .. £1.

„ 10.—Complete analysis of a soil ^ . . .. .. .. .. £3.
„ 11.—An analysis of oil-cake, or other substance used for feeding

purposes
;

showing the proportion of moisture, oil,

mineral matter, albuminous matter, and woody fibre

;

as well as of starch, gum, and sugar, in the aggregate £1.
,,12.—Analyses of any vegetable product .. .. .. .. £1.

„ 13.—Analyses of animal products, refuse substances used for

manure, &c. . . . . . . . . from 10s. to 30s.

„ 14.—Determination of the " hardness " of a sample of water
before and after boiling .. .. .. .. . 10s.

„ 15.—Analysis of water of land drainage, and of water used for

iiTigation .. .. .. .. .. .. .. £2.

„ 16.—Determination of nitric acid in a sample of water .. .. £1.

N.B.

—

Tlie above Scale of Charges is not applicaile to the case of persons

commercially engaged in the Manufacture or Sale of any Substance sent for
Analysis.

The Address of the Consulting Chemist of the Society is, Dr. Augustus
VoELCKER, 11, Salisbury Square, London, E.G., to which he requests that all

letters and parcels (postage and carriage paid) should be directed.
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#leml)ev!ES* Vtimrnxn i|rtbikge0*

I.

—

Serious or Extensive Diseases.

No. 1, Auy Member of the Society who may desire professional attendance
and special advice in cases of serious or extensive disease among his cattle,

sheep, or pigs, and will address a letter to the Secretary, will, by return of

post, receive a reply stating whether it be considered necessary that Professor

Simonds, the Society's Veterinary Inspector, should visit
,
the place where the

disease prevails.

No. 2. The remimeration of the Inspector will be 21. 2s. each day as a

professional fee, and 1/. Is. each day for j^ersonal expenses ; and he will also

be allowed to charge the cost of travelling to and from the locality where his

services may have been required. The fees will be paid by the Society, but
the travelling expenses will be a charge against the applicant. This charge

may, however, be reduced or remitted altogether at the discretion of the Coimcil,

on such step being recommended to them by the Veterinary Committee.
No. 3. The Inspector, on his return from visiting the diseased stock, will

report to the Committee, in writing, the results of his observations and pro-

ceedings, which Report will be laid before the Council.

No. 4. When contingencies arise to prevent a jiersonal discharge of the

duties confided to the Inspector, he may, subject to the approval of the Com-
mittee, name some competent professional person to act in his stead, who shall

receive the same rates of remuneration.

II.

—

Oedinaiiy or Other Cases of Disease.

Members may obtain the attendance of the Veterinary Inspector on any
case of disease by paying the cost of his visit, which will be at the foUowmg
rate, viz., 21. 2s. ^lev diem, and travelling expenses.

t III.

—

Consultations without visit.

Personal consultation with Veterinary Inspector .. .. 5s.

Consultation by letter .. .. .. .. .. .. 5s.

Consultation necessitating the wi-iting of three or more letters. 10s.

Post-mortem examination, and report thereon.. .. .. 10s.

A return of the number of applications during each half-year being required

from the Veterinary Inspector.

IV.

—

Admission of Diseased Animals to the Veterinary College
;

Investigations, Lectures, and Efforts.

No. 1. All Members of the Society have the ]3rivilege of sending cattle, «.

sheep, and pigs to the Infirmary of the Eoyal Veterinary College, on the same
terms as if they were Members of the College

;
viz., by paying for the keep

and treatment of cattle 10s. (id. per week each animal, and for sheep ai^.
pigs " a small proportionate charge to be fixed by the Principal according to

circumstances."

No. 2, The College has also undertaken to investigate such particular classes

of disease, or special subjects connected with the application of the Veterinaiy

art to cattle, sheep, and pigs, as may be directed by the Coimcil.

No. 3. In addition to the increased number of lectures now given by
Professor Simonds—the Lecturer on Cattle Pathology—to the pupils in the

Pioyal Veterinary College, lie will also deliver such lectures before the Members
of the Society, at their house in Hanover Square, as the Council shall decide.

No. 4. The Royal Veterinary College will from time to time furnish to

the Council a detailed Report of the cases of cattle, sheep, and pigs treated

in the Infirmary.
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Ashby, T. W Rutland Terrace, Stamford

Ashby, J. W..Knaptoft, Husbands Bosworth, Rugby
Ashcroft, Thomas, . .Walford, Eccleshall, Staffs.

Ashdown, S. H. . . .Uppington, Wellington, Salop

Ashhurst. John H . . . . Waterstock, Oxford

Ashlin, John.,.Firsby, Spilsby

Ashmore, John. . .Norton, Evesham
-f-Ashton, Henry. . .Woolton, Liverpool

-j-Ashton, T. Henry. . .Temple Langherne, Worcester

Ashton, T. M Deeping St. Nicholas, Spalding

Ashwin, Manley C....Ryon Hill, Stratford-on-Avon

Ashworth, Charles E. ... Fairfield , Manchester

j-Askew, Sir H., Bt Pallinsburn Ho., Coldstream

•fAskew, Watson. ..Pallinsburn, Coldstream

Asten, William. . .Oddingley, Droitwich

fAstley, F.L'Estrange.. .Melton Constable, Thetford

*fAston, S. .. .Bushwood Lodge, Henley-in-Arden

i-Atchison, Wm.. . Bowling Iron Company, Bradford

-j-Atherton, Tho.. . .Chapel House, Speke, Liverpool

+Athorpe, J. C. . . .Dinnington Hall, Rotherham

Athreton, George T....Broomliill, Carlisle

[•Atkinson, James. . , Winderwath, Penrith

-f-Atkinson, J. H. H.. . . Angerton, Morpeth

•j-Atkinson, W.. . .Gt. Rapers, Bures St. Mary's

Atkinson, William. ..Ashton Hayes, Chester

Attenborough, J. ...Brampton Ash, Market Harliro'

Attenborough, Richard. . .Whilby Grove, Reading

Attwater, J. Gay. . .Britford, Salisbury

Aveling, Thomas. . .Rochester

Avery, Thomas Charles. . .Gloucester

+.4very, Wm. Howard. ..Stockton Grange, ShifTnal

Awbery, F. D.. . .St. Lawrence Wootton, Basingstoke
j

-fAylesford, Earl of. . .Packington Hall, Coventry. i

f-Aylmer, H.. . .West Dereham, Stoke Ferry, Norfolk
j

-{-Aylmer, J. B.. ..Fincham Hall, Downham, Norfolk
|

Aylraer, John II.. . .Walworth Castle, Darlington
\

I

fAylmer, R. B.. . .Westaore Abbey, Swaffliam

fAynsley, J. Murray... Underdown, Ledbury

fAytoun, R. Sinclair, M.P.. .Inchdairnie, Kirkcalilie-

B.

fBabington, Prof. Charles Cardale. . .Cambridge

Bacchus, W. E Brampton Ash, Market Harboro'

fBack, John Alfred. ..The Old Hall, Wymondham
Bacon, Eev. H.. . .Baxterley Rectory, Atherstone

Bacon, James, Pluckley, Ashford, Kent
Bacon, Samuel, jun.. . .RatclilTe Culey, Atherstone

fBackhouse, Edmund... Polam Hill, Darlington

BadcocU, Benjamin. . .Broad Street, Oxford

Badcock, P 4, Aldridge Rd.Villas,Westbourne Pk..

Badcock, Eev. T. . . .Fleckney Vic., Mkt. Harboro'

Badham, George.. .Wingmoor, Cheltenham
Badham, G. D.. . .Bulmer Tye, Sudbury

Eagot, Rev. R. Wolfe. . .Foulstown Glebe, Ivildare

fBagot, Lord.. .Blithefield, Rugeley, Staflordshire

Bagshaw, John. . .Belstead, Ipswicli

Bailey, Edward. . .Leicester

fBailey, Henry. . .Nanty Glo House, Newport, Moti.

fBailej, James. . .Nynehead, Wellington, Somerset

fBailey , Wm. . . . Hazling, Belford, Northumberland

•f Haillie, Evan. ..St. Austin's, Torquay

fBaillie, Hamilton. . .Ash Hall, Cowbridge

Baillie, Wm. Hunter. ..96, Upper Harley Street, W.
Baily, Rev. H. G....The Vicarage, Swindon

Baily, J U.3, Mount St., Berkeley Square, W.
Baily, T.F 11, Queen Street, May Fair, W.
Bainbridge, E. M.. . .Leazes Villa. Newcast.-on-Tyne-

Bainbridge, Robt. S.. . . Woodliorn Grange, Morpeth

Baines, John. . .Knighton, Leicester

Baker, Anne.. .Grendon, Atherstone *

Baker, Benjamin Heath . . . Acle, Norwich

Baker, C. . .Half-moon Passage,Gracecluirch-st., E.G.

tBaker,SirE. Baker, Bart.. .Ranston Ho., Blandford

Baker, G. W.. . .Orwell Park Office, Levington, Ipsh,

Baker, H. Orde Lloyd . .Hardwicke Court, Gloucester-

fBaker, Hugh Massey. . .Kidnall, Malpas, Cheshire

Baker, James. . .Drayton Bassett, Tamworth

Baker, John. . .Hockley, Rayleigh, Essex j j

-{-Raker, John. .

.

-j-Baker, J. Lake. . . Hargrave, Kimbolton

Baker, Robert. . .Garmston, East Retford

fBaker,T. Barwick L.. .HardwickeCourt, Gloucester-

Baker, Thomas. . . Barton, Cambridge

Baker, William. . .Moor Barns, Atherstone

fBaker, Wm. H. . .Vernon Cottage, Shanklin, I.W.

tBaldwin, John. . .Luddington, Stratfotd-on-Avon

Haldw i 1, Thomas. . .Glasnevin, Dublin

Baldwin, Thomas

Baldwin, Wm. Hen,. . .Normanton Hall, Normanton

Balfour, D Balfour Castle, Kirkwall, N.B.

Ball, William. . .Rothwell, Kettering

Ballard, Philip.. .Leighton Court, Bromyard

fBalmer, Thomas. . .Fochabers, N.B.

Balston, Thomas. . .Chart Sutton, Staplehurst

Bamlett, A. C....Thirsk

Bancroft, William. . .Clifton Campvill, Tamworth.
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Bangham, George A....Itricls;noitli, S:Uop

•f-Bankes, John Scott. , .Sou^lilon Hall, Northop

flianks, John Jackson. . . Kendal

Ilannennan, AlcxaiiiU'r. .. Lytham, I«anc;ishire

llannerman, Henry. .. Ilunton Court, Maidstone

liannister, J, S... Weston, I'embrid^re, Herelbrdshire

liantock, Tliomas. . .Merridale Ho., Wolveriiampton

lianyard, Thom;is, jun.. . .Uorninijsea, Cainbs.

liarber, George. . .Titlington Mount, Alnwick

Barber, Miles. . .BarlboroiiKh, Chestertk'ld

Barber, S. \V. . .Hayton Oistle, East lietford

Barber, William, .. Klni Hill, Grimley, Worcester

fBarbour, George. , .Bolesworth Castle, Chester

•f-B;irbour, R.. , .Bolesworth Castle, Chester

Barchard, F.. . .Horsted I'lace, Horsteil, Uckfleld

Barclay, John . . . Falmouth

•{Barclay, G. U. . . . Keavil, Dunfermline, Fifeshire

Barford, William. . .Peterborough

Baring, Hon. .-Vlex.. . .Bath House, Piccadilly, W.
Baring, John. . .Oakwood, Chichester

Barker, C. S....12, Buckingham St., Adelphi, W.C.

•(Barker, Edward. . .Pickburn, Doncaster

(•Barker, G. I. Kaymond. . .20, Uoyal Crescent, Bath

fBarker, H.li. Raymond. . .University CI .SullblkSt.

Barker, J. H.. . .Rowsley, Bakewell, Derbyshire

Barker, Thomas. . .Bramall Grange, Stockport

Barker, Walter R. H ^^antage

Barlow, F. . .The Shrubbery, Hasketon, Woodbridge

Barnard, Charles. , .Norwich

Barnardiston, Nathaniel C. . , .The Ryes, Sudbury

•(•Barneby, William. . .Clater Park, Bromyard

•(•Barneby-Lutley, J. A.. .Brockhami»ton, Worcester

Barnes, C. ..Chorley Wood House, Kickmansworth

Barnes, Ralph. . .Exeter

+Barnes, T., .M.P. .. .The Quinta, Chirk, N. Wales

Barnes, Thomas.. .Westland, Moynalty, co. Meath

•(•Barnes, Wilson. . .Toft, Bourne

•(•Barnett, Charles. .Stratton Pk., Biggleswade, Beds

Barnett, Henry, M.P. . . .Glympton Park, Woodstock

Barnett, R.. ..Meopham Court, Gravesend

Barnett, William E.. . .Newcastle-on-Tyne

Barnwell,Re v.L. E.M... Deeping St. Nicholas,Spalding

Barrass, Matthew. .Killingwortli, Ivewcastle-on-Tyne

Barratt. John R Panton House, Wragby, Line.

Barrett, John B.... Milton House, Steventon, Berks

Barroby, Miss Elizabetli. . .Dishforth, Thirsk

•(•Barrow, John James. . .Normanton Hall, Southwell

•(Barrow, Wm.. . .Bilbrooke House,W'olverhampton

•(Barstow, Charles D.. . .Garrow Hill. York

Barter, George. . .Nunnington, Hereford

Bartholomew, W.. . .Waddington Heath, Lincoln

•(•Barthropp, N. G.. . .Hacheston, Wickham Market

tBarton, Charles... Holbrook House, VVincantou

fBarton, Charles. . . Fylield, Lechlaile

Barton, Charles. . .Coin P.ogers, Northleach

Barton, George. . .Tottington, Thetford

Barton, Gerard. . .Fundenhall, Wymondham

fBarton John. . .Westleigh Lodge, Leigli, Lanciisliire

fBarton, Rev. H. N... St. Ervan Rectory, Padstow

+Barton, J. H Stapleton Park, Pontefract

Barton, Richard. . .Caldy Manor, Birkenhead

•(Barwell, Thomas. . .Leicester

BaskerriUe, H.. .Crawshay Park, Reading, Berks

I

Bass, Mich.iel T., M.P. . . . Burton-on Trent

j

Bass, W.. . .Duckinfield Lodge, Asbton-under-Lyme

I Bassett, Richard. .. Bonvilstone, CardilT

I

Batchelor, T. B. . . . Maindee, Newport, Monmouthsh.

I

Bate, Edward ... Kelsterton, Flintshire, N. Wales

Bate, Richard Stokes. . .Badger, SliilTnal

Bate, Samuel. . .Springfields, Newcastle-under-Lyme

+Bateman, Henry ., .Asthall, Witney, Oxon.

Bateman, J.. . .Croxton Hanmer, AVhitchurch, Salop

(Bates, George. ..Blaxhall Hall, Wickham Market

Bates, J...Umberleigh Ho., Atherington, Barnstaple

Bates, Thomas. .. Eaton Green, Luton, Beds.

Bathurst, Earl. . .38, Half-moon Street, W.

I

Bathurst, Lt.-Col.. . .Clarendon Pk., Salisbury

' tBatson, Thos Sydney College, Bath

Batt, William Henry . . .West Drayton, Uxbtidge

fBattcock, F. . . Hemingford .\bbotts, bt. Ives, HunS

I

fBatten, John. . .Yeovil

^

Battle, John R Potter Hanworth, Lincoln
' Baumback, Henry. . .South Elmham Hall, Harleston-

•(•Baxendale, J.. . . Woodside, Whetstone, N.
Baxendale, Richard B.. . .Woodside, Whetstone, N.

Baxter, H. J...Cheadle, Manchester
Baxter, Robert. ..Doncaster

Baxter, Thomas. . .Acton Grange, Warrington

fBayden, Thomas. . .Hythe, Kent
•(-Bayden, Thomas, jun.. . .Hythe, Kent
Bayes, Charles. . . Kettering

Bayley.Capt. D Friarstown Ho., Tallaght, Dublin.

Bayley, Thomas. . . Lenton, Nottingham
Bayly, John. . .Plymouth

Bayning, Lady. . . Honingham Hall, Norfolk

I

Bayzand, Jos Kingley, Alcester, Redditch

j

Beach, John A The Park, Redmarley, Newent
•(•Beach, SirM.i;.H.,Bt.,M.P.WilliamstripPk.,Fairrd.

Beacliell, John. . .Rawcliffe, Selby, Yorkshire

Beadel, Wm. James. . .Chelmsford

Beadon, Rev. F.... North Stoneham Rectory, Hants.

i
Beale, E. J....237, High Holborn, W.C.
Beale, Jos.. . .Manor House, Burbage, Hinckley

fBeale, William. ..Larkins Farm, Chiddmgstone
Beales, William. .. Barton Hall, Mildenhall

Bealey, J. Edward. . .Bloxwich, Walsall, Staffs.

Beamand, William. . .Newcastle, Clun, Salop

tBean, Alf. W.. . .Dansom Park, Welling, S.E.

tBearcroft, E.. ..Mere Hall, Droitwich

f Beard, Frederic. . .Horton, Canterbury

Beard, John. . . Linton, Burton-on-Trent

Beard, C . .Bury St. Edmund's
Beard, W.. . .Tormarton, Cross Hands, Chippenham-
Beards, Thomas. . .Stowe Park, Buckingham
Bearn, William. ..I-inedon Hill, Higham Ferrers

Beart, Charles. . .Stow Bardolph, Downham .Market

fBeart, Robert .. .Godmanchester, Huntingdonshire
Beasley, John. . .Brampton, Northampton

fBeattie, James. . .Newbie House, Annan, N.B.
Beauchamp, Chas. D 93, Lansdon ne Road, W\
Beauchamp, Sir T. W. B., Bt. . . Langley HI., N orw iclt

Beaumont, K. B Woodhall, Barnsley, Y'orkshire,

Beaumont, Francis H.. . .Buckland Court, Reigate

flieaumont, Geo., jun Bridgeford Hill, Notts
+Beaumont, J. A Park House, Wimbledon, S.W.

j

tl'eaumont,W.B.,M.P..ByweUHall,Newc.-on-TyDe
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Beaven, C. . . Ivy Ho. Farm, Shipton Moyne, Tetbury

Beaven, James. . .West Leaze Farm, Swindon

Beck, Charles W Upton Priory, Macclesfield

Beck, J... .St. Ann Street, Lynn, Norfolk

Beck, Peter, . .Siirewsbury

Beckitt, Richard. . .Watton Abbey, Driffield

Beckwitli, Rev. H. . Eaton Constantine, Wellngtn.,Sal.

fBeckwith, Thos. Percival. . .9, Eccleston Squ., S.W.

Beddoe, Richard C. . . 4, Wlietlierell Place, Clifton

Beer, Jas. Henry. . .29, St. George's St., Canterbury

Beever, Rev. William Holt. . .Pencraig Court, Ross.

Beevor, Henry. . .lilyth, Worksop

fUegg, David, JI.D.. . .Canons Park, Edgware, N.W.
Belcher, Cliarles. . .The descent, Bedford

{Beldam, Valentine. . .Royston, Hertfordshire

Bi-U, Ancill...The Manor Ho., N. Kyme, Sleaford

fBell, Daniel. . .Hollins, Wliitehaven

Bell, Capt. Henry. . .Clialtont Lodge, Cheltenham

Bell, John. ..Breaks Hall, Appleby, Westmorelaj: '.

Bell, Matthew. . .Bourne Park, Canterbury

Bell, Robert. . ,lSewcastle-on-Tyne

Bell, Thos.. .Marlborough Cres., Newcastle-on-Tyiie

Bell, Thomas. . .Plaistow, E.

Bell, William. . .Cramliiigton, Northumberland

Bell, J. Williams, . .Gillingham, Bath

Bellairs, George Clarke. . .Newarke, Leicester

Bellew, J. Froude. . .Stockleigh Court, Crediton

Bellyre, Edwin F Chirk, North Wales

Beman, Thomas. . .\^'eston-Subedge, Broadway

f-Bence, Capt.. .. Kentwell Hall, Long Melford

Bence, Henry A Thorington Hall, Saxmundham
Benington, T. . .Wallingfen Ho., North Cave,Yoiks.

fBennell, Joseph . . . Hitchin, Herts

Bennet, Philip. . . Rougham Hall, Bnry St. Edmund's

tBennett, B. E. . .Marston Trussell Hall, Rugby

Bennett, E. . . .Bedstone Ho., Aston-on-Clun, Salop

Bennett, E. Gasking. . .Plymouth

Bennett, Rev. Henry Leigh. . .Thorpe, Egham
Bennett, James. . .Ingestone, Ross

Bennett, John . . . Little Rissington, Burford, Oxon

Bennett, John . . .The Banks, Mountlield,Hurst Green

Bennett, John Ewins. . . Bosworth Grange, Rugby

Bennett, Jos. B. H. . . . Tutbury, Burton-on-Trent

Bennett, Stephen White. . .Wareham

Bennett, T.. ..Park Farm, Woburn, Bedfordshire

Bennett, Thos. Oatley. . .Bruton, Somersetshire

Bennion,Ed. David. . .Summer Hill, Oswestry

•(-Benson, George. . . Lutwyche Hall, Wenlock, Salop

Benson, John. . .Tavistock

fBenson, William. . .Allerwash House, Hexham
Bent, Thomas. . . Queniborough, Leicester

Bentall, Edward H Heybridge, Maldon, Essex

Bentley, Robert John . . .Firmingley Park, Bawtrv

Benyon, Rev. E. R Culfora Hall, Bury St. Edm.

fBenyon, R., M.P.. . .Englefield House, Reading

Beridge, Rev. Basil. ..AlgarKirk, Spalding

Berkeley, Cuthbert . . . Marley Hill, Gateshead

•f-Berkeley, Robert. . .Spetchley P;irk, Worcester

i'Berners, John, . .Holbrook, Ipswich

tlierners,Rt,Hon.Lady . , . Keythorpe Hall, Leicester

fBemey, Sir Hanson, Bart . . .Sheepy, .Atherstone

Berridge, Tlios. . .Sutton-in-the Elms, Lutterworth

+Berrington, .V. D.. . .Pant y Goitre, Newport, Mon.

I

Berry, William. . .High Street, Leicester.

Besley, Heury. . .South Street, Exeter
' Bessborough, Earl of. , .Pilltown, Ireland

! f Best, Hon. and Rev. S.. . .Abbotts Ann, Andover

]

Best, James, jun.. .. Hill Top, Tenbury

•(•Best,J.Vincent. . .PriorsBarton,St.Cross,Winchester

Best, Rev. Thomas. . i!ed Rice House, Andover

I
Bethell, William . . . Kise, Beverley

I

tBethune, Alexander. .. Blebo, Cupar, Fife, N.B.

^

Bettinson, R. . . .Cawthorpe, Bourne, Lincolnshire

Betts, Ed. Ludd. . .Broom Park, Betchwortli, Surrey

Betts, John. . . King's Langley, Hertfordshire
' Bevan, lieckford. . . Bury St, Edmund's

Bevan, G, Innes. , ,Godmanchester, Huntingdon

Bevan, William R. .. .Bury St, Edmund's

Beverley, Matthew B, . , , Leeds

Reviss, John, . ,SydUng, Dorchester, Dorset

Bickl'ord, Joseph, . .Oxley, Wolverhampton

Bidden, G, Arthur, ., Ipswich

fBiddell, Herman. . .Playford, Ipswich
' fBiddell, Manfred. . .Playford, Ipswich

fBiddell, W.. . .Hawstead Hall, Bury St, Edmund's

, Biddulph,Col, R.M., M. P.. Chirk Castle, Chirk,N.W.

Bidwell, Charles M....Ely

Bigg, T. . . Leicester House, Great Dover Street, S.E.

1 Bigge, Chas. Selby . . Bourton Grange, Much Wenlock

Biggs, .Tohn. . .Cublington, Leighton Buzzard

) Bill, John. . .Trent Vale, Stoke-on-Trent

Bingham,Col, R, H, . , BinghamsMelcombe.Dorchester

fBircli, George Francis, , ,Cl:Lre Park, Farnham

Birch, T, , , ,Broomy hiU Farm, Belmont, Hereford

I fBirchall, T. . . Kibbleton Hall, Presion, Lancashire

I fBircham, William G.. ..Dunton, Fakeiiham

t fBiid, J.. . .Yaxley, Stilton, Huntingdonshire

i fBird, Rev. J. Waller. . .Briston, East Dereham

I

fBirkbeck, Henry. . .Norwich

1 fBirkbeck, Roiiert . . . Gatton, Reigate

!
Birket, C. . . .Piungington Hall, Preston, Lancashire

Birkin, Richard. .. A.spley Hall, Nottin^diam

Birmingham, Wm. . . . Killerton, Broadc-list, Devon

Birt, Jacob. . .23, Sussex Gardens, HydePark, W.
Biscoe, T.P.B.. . . Kingellie House, Newton,Inverness

Bishop, James. . .The Lays, Tarrington, Ledbury

Bishop, James. . . l.ooe, Cornwall

Bishop, John. . .3, The Walk, Market PI., Norwich

Bithrey, Wm. Silvester. . .Hastings Street, Leicester

Blackbourn, D. Temple Brewer, Sleaford, Line.

Blackburrie, Jas. Taddy . . .TheCampFarm,Aldershot

Blackburne, J. Ireland. . .Hale, Warrington

Blackburne, Lt.-(;ol.I., jun Hale Hall.Warrington

I fBlacker, M. M.. . .Claremount, Claremorris, Mayo
BlackettjSir E., Bart.. . .Matfen, Newcastle-on-Tyne

Blackett, E. A., R,N.. .Oakwood, Wylam, Northum.

ISlackstone, J I.Gloucester Rd.,Regent'sPk.,N.W.

f Blair, John. .

.

Blake, Alfred. . .Sutton, Stanton-Harcourt, Witney

Blake, Francis John. . .Norwich

Blake, William. . .Bridge, South Pethertoiv

Blake, Wm. John. . .Danesbury, Welwyn
Bland, George. . .Coleby Hall, Lincoln

i

Bland, William. . .Hartlip, Sittingbourne '

!
iilandford, Thomas. . .Corbridge, Northumberland

I

Blane, Col. Robt.. . .The Oaks, Suuninghill, Staines
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fBlanslinrd, Richard. . .riS, Chimcery Lniie, W.C.

ni:ishill, Heniy. . . liisluipstone. IIcielbii\

tHhithwayt, Geo. W., jun. . .Dyrham, Chippenham

lUencowe, George. . . Bury St. Edmund's

Blencowe, J. George Bineham, Lewes

f Blencowe, Robert A...

.

Blencowe, Robert Willis. . .The Hooke, Lewes

Blenkiiisop, John. . . Simonside Ho., South Shields

Blenkiron, William. . .Middle Park, Ultham

Blick, .lohn. . .IliU Court, Droitwich

Blinkhorn, Thomas. . .Spalding

-f-Blisset, Rev. H.. . .Letton, Weobley, Hereford

Blomlield, John. . .Warham, Wells, Norfolk

Blow, W. W.. .TavistockHotel.Covent Garden, W.C.

Blucke, Rev. W, S. . . Willougliby, Lutterw orth

Blundell, J 3, Portland Street, Southampton

Blurton, W. Mountfort. . .Field Hall, Uttoxeter

Blyth, D'Urban. . .Great Ma.ssingham, Rougham
Blyth, H. B.. . .Sussex Farm, Burnhnm, Lynn
fBlyth, James. . .24, Hyde Park Gardens, W.
{Board, John. , .Westerham, Sevenoaks

Boards, Edward . . . IMmonton, N.

Boards, William. . .Edmonton, N.

fBoby, Charles. . .Stutton, Ipswich

Boby, George. . .St.Andrew's Castle, Bury St. Edmd's

-fBoby, Robert. . .Bury St. Edmund's

Boddington, Henry. .Monton Ho, Eccles, Lancashire

Bodley, John. . .Stockleigh Pomeroy, Crediton

Body, John . . .The College, Witteraham, Peasmarsh

fBody, R. B....Hyde End, Shinfield, Reading

Boger, Deeble. . . Wolsdon, Devonport

Boger, Hext. . .Lower Durnford St.,Stonehouse, Dev.

•{Boghurst, William P.. . .Prating Abbey, Colchester

Boileau.Sir J.l*., Bt. . .KetteringhamPU.Wymndhm.

Bolam, C. G. . . . DurleyHo.,Savernake Forest, Marlbh.

Bolam, Harry G. . . . K everstone, Staindrop, I Hirham

fBolam, Robt. G Weetwood Hall, Woolcr

Bolam, W. T Newcastle-on-Tyne

Bolden, Samuel E. . . . Lancaster

Boldero, John. . .Rattlesden, Woolpit

f Bolitho, Edward. . .Trewiden, Penzance

Bolitho, R. F. .. .Ponsandam, Penzance

fBolitho, T. S Pendlverne, Penzance

f Bolitho, William. . .Penzance

Bolton, Daniel . . .OITington, Worthing

f Bolton, Jasper. . .Ballykisteen, Tipper.iry

Bolton, John A., M.D... .Campbell Street, Leicester

f Bolton, Lord. . .Bolton Hall, Bedale

Bomford, Benjamin. . .Pitchill, Evesham

Bomford, Heming James. . .Dunnington, Alcester

Bond, Barnabas. . .Alburgh, Harleston, Norfolk

Bond, Benjamin. . .Draycot, Cheadle, Staffordshire

Bond, Rev. N. . . . Creech Grange, Wareham
Bond, Robert. . . 10, Queen Street, Ipsw ich

Bond, Thomas. . .Pulham Hall, Harleston

Bone, Henry. .. Avon, Ringwood, Hants

Bonham, Rev. J.. . .Ballintaggart, Ballistore, Ireland

Bonnall, John. ..Grantham

Bonnell, J. H. .. .Felling Place, Old Windsor

fBonner, H.C . . E:ist Rudham, Rougham, Norfolk

f Booth, James Godfrey .. Hamburgh
Booth, John B Killerby, Catterick, Yorkshire

Booth, John. . .Gotham, Newark, Nottinghamshire

Booth, John. . .Shenstone Hall, LicliflelJ

Booth, Thoma-s C Warlaby, Northallerton

Borman, Luke. . .Irby, Caistor, Lincolnshire

fBorough, C. B....Chetwynd Pk., Newport, Salop

Borries, Christian. . .Quay, Newcastle-on-Tyne

Borthwick, John. . .Prospect, Carrickfergus

Borthwick, William. . .Monkwray, Wliiteliaven

f Bortier, Monsieur. . .La Panne

Borton, John. . .Barton-le-Street, Malton

fBosanquet, Horace S Broxbourne Pk, Hoddesdea

Bosanquet, Rev. R. W Roch, Alnwick

Bosley, John. . . Lower Leyde, Hereford
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Mangles, Ross D Stoke Park, Guildford

Manley, Major R. G.. . .Kineton, Warwickshire

Mann, Henry...The Asps, Warsvick

Mann, H 9, Woburn Buildgs., Euston Sq., N.W.
Mann, John. . .Tliornage, Thetford

fManners, Lord G., .'Vl.P...Chcveleyrk., Newmarket

Manning, Henry... 251, High Holborn, W.C.

Manning, John. . .Orlingbury, Wellingborough

Mannings, George. . .Downton, Salisbury

Mannington, Wm... .Laugliton Place, Hurst Green

fMannsleld, Count. . .Dobriscli, Prag, Austria

Mansel, Raleigh .A. . .Heathfield, Swansea

tMansell, Sir John, Bart Maesdeilo, Llandilo

Mansell, Thomas. ..Adcott Hall, Baschurch Salop

Maple, John. .. Bedford Lodge, Hampstead, N.W.
Mapplebeck, \V. B..,,G, Bull Ritig, Birmingham

fMargary, Maj. A. R.. . .Chartham Pk., E. Grinstead

Margesson, Rev. W...28, St. Leonard's Ter. Chelsea

Margetson, James. . .Manor House, Shalden, Altor\

fMargetts, Charles. . .Huntingdon

Margetts, John. . .High Street, Warwick
Marjoribanks, E. ..Greenlands, Henley-on-Thames

fMarjoribanks, D. C, M.P Bushey Hall Farm
•j-Marjoriban]\s, Edward, jun.. , .59, Strand, W.C.

Markby, John Randall... 9, Whiti-hall Place, S.W.

•j-Markham, Charles, jun... .Northampton

Markham, Lt.-Col. W.T.. .BeccaHall, Milford June-

Marks, Thos. Henry. . .Tiptree House, Kelvedon

Marmont, James . . . Bristol

Marriage, John. . .Grassmere, Mitcham, S.

Marriott, Capt. E. J. Beckett. .Burford, Oxon
Marriott, John L.. . .Narborougli, Swaffham

fMarriott, W. M.. . . Kibworth, Market Harborouglj

Marris, Thomas.. .The Chase, Ulceby, Line.

Marsh, John E.. . . Alderton, Woodbridge

Marsh, John J.. ..Hawkedon Hall, Clare, Suffolk

Marsh, Matthew H., M.P. . . .Ramridge, Andover

Marsh, Richard .. .Sandwich, Kent

Marsh, Wm. Jas.. . . Loridge, Berkeley, Gloucestersh.

'j-M.arshall. Arthur. . .Headingley, Leeds

Marshall, Rev. C...9,South St., FinsburySq., E.C.

•|-Marsliall, lidmond Henry. . .Westwood Hall, Leedr.

Marshall, Frederick Charles.. .Riseholme, Lincoln

fMarshall, George Hibbert. .

.

Marshall, H. J.. . .Poultou Priory, Cricklade

Marshall, James. . . Gainsborough

fMarshall, James Garth. . .Headingley, Leeds

Marshall, VVilliam. . .Bolney Place, Cuckfield

Marshall, William Francis. . .Branston, Lincoln

Marsham, Robert, D.C.L.. . .Merton College, Oxford

Marten, Peter. . .Chilham, Canterbury

Martin, Chas. W., M.P.. . . Leeds Castle, Maidstone

Martin, David. . .Waintleet, Lincolnshire

Martin, E. Hall, jun.. . .Barr Hill, Madeley, Staffs,

fMartin, E. Waterer. . .Nonsuch Park Farm, Ewell

fMaitin, Fran. P. B.. .Oxford & Cambridge CI., S.W.

fMartin, Gilson.. .Bedford Office, Tavistock

Martin, Henry B.... Colston Basset, Bingham, Notts

fMartin, James. . . Wainlleet, Boston

Martin, Robert. . .Asterby, Horncastle

Marti n, S. D. . . . 1 , Park Place, Leeds

fMasfen, R. Hanbury . , .Pendeford, Wolverliamptort

Mashiter, Thomas. . .Priest's, Romford, E.

fMason, C. A.. .Tarrington, Ledbury, Herefordshire

f Mason, James. . .I'Wnsham Hall, Witney

Mason, Richard. . .Keddington, Louth

Massey, Samuel. . .Lawton Arms, Lawton, Cheshiro

fMaster, Charles H.. .Barrow Green House, Godstone

Master, Col. Thomas C. . .The Abbey, Cirencester

Master, Col. W. C. . Knole Pk., Almondsbury, Bristol

Masterman, Thos. J. . . . Little Dauby, Nortliallerton

Masterraan,T.W...The Hall, Rotherfield, Tun.Wells

fMatheson, Sir J., Bt., M.P.. .The Lewes Island, N.B.

Mathew, Edward Windus. . .Worn, Portmadoc

Mathew, William. , .Knettishall, Harling

Mathews, Augustus. ..Pitchcombe View, Stroud

fMathews. Jeremiah. . .Edgbaston Ho., Birmingham

Matson, William. . .St. Osyth, Colchester

f.Matson, W. Bawtree. . .Kentish Bldngs, B<.ro',S.E,
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Jfuttliews, Francis Cook. . .IlrifncUl

Maltlit'ws, Henry. . .Montfoid, Shrewsbury

Matthews, John, M.D.. . .TynemoutU
fMiitthews, T.... Newton by Castleacre, Brandon

Maud, Clias.T.. . .Manor House, Bath

Maude, Col. G. A . .Stud Fm., Hampton Ct., Midx.

fMaxse, Capt. F. A., K.N. ..Holly Hill, Snuthmptn.

Maxwell, Sir John H., Bt.. .Springkell, Ecclefeohan

Maxwell, Hon. M. Constable. . .Terrcgles, Dumfries

fMaxwell, Welhvood. . . Munelies, Dalbeattie, N.B.

May, Clias. Neale. . .Devizes (North Wilts Foundry)
May, George Anderson. . .Elford Park, Tamworth
^^lay, John. ..London Uoad, Reading

May, Robert. . .Grendon Farm, Tavistock

Mayman, B.. . Drury Bldgs., M'ater St., I.iverpl.

Maynard, Robert. . .Whittlesford, Cambridge
Me.ide, W. Rich.. . . Ballymartle, Kinsale, co. Cork
Jleakin, H. J.. . .Shobnall Grange, Burton-on-Trent

Mechi, John J.. ..U2, Regent Street, W.
tMedlycott.Sir W.C. Bt.. .Milborne Port,Sherborne

Meeson, William Taylor. . .Doggetts, Rochford

Mfin, William. . .Brewood, Stafford

Meir, H Green Gates, Tunstall, Stoke- upon-Trent
Meire, Sam.... Castle Hill, Harley, Much Wenlock
Meire, Thomas L Eyton-on-Severn, Shrewsbury
Mellard, Ralph. . .Rugeley, Staffordshire

Mello, William. . .Chadwell, Ware
Mellows, William. ..High Melton, Doneaster

Melville, Hon. A. Leslie... Branston Hall, Lincoln

f.Melville, Alex. S. Leslie. .Branston Rectory, Line.

fMelville, Charles Leslie.. .Branston Hall, Lincoln

Melvin, James. . .Bonnington, Ratho, Edinburgh
Mercer, F... .28, Clayton St. West, Newc.-on-Tyne
•fMercer, James, M.D.. .

.

(•Mercer, William. . .Newton, Warrington
Mercer, William... Grove Ho.,Hunton, Staplehurst

Meredith, J.. .The Hildra, Halfway Ho., Shrewsbury'
fMerriman, Thomas Baverstock. . .Marlborough
fMerriman, William Clark. . .Marlborough
Merson, James. . .South View House, North Molton

fMertens, Baron Edward. ..Rue Ducale, Brussels

f-Metcalfe, Charles James. .

.

fMethley, Willoughby. . .24, Solio Square, \t\C.
Methuen, Lord. . .Corsham Court, Chippenham
+ Meyer, Herman P. D Little LaverHall, Ongar
tMeyer, James. . .Forty Hall, Enfield, N. I

fMeyer, P. Hermin. . .Stondor Placs
, Brentwood

Meyrick, Owen Fuller. . .Bodcrgan, Anglesey, N.W.
Michell, John. . .Forcett Park, Darlington

fMickletluvait, Rev. J Taverliam Hall, Xorwich
Middlebrough, J. K South Milford, MiUord June.
Middlemore, Mrs.. . .Thorngrove, Worcester

f Middleton, Charles. . .Holkham

+ Middleton, Henry. . .Cutteslowe, Oxford
Middleton, Saville. . .Water Newton, Hunts
fMidgley, W. H Chelston Manor, Torquay
Milhank, A. S.. ..Barningham Pk., Barnard Castle

t.Mildmay,SirH.St.J.Bt..Dogmersfield Pk.,Winclifld
Mildmay, Humphrey. . .Shoreham, Sevenoaks
t-Miles, Charles William. . . Burton Hill, Malmesbury
fMiles, Grosvenor. . .Bourton House, Rugby
fMiles, John William. . .King's Weston, Bristol

fMiles, P. W. S.. . .61, Queen's Squire, Bristol

Miles, Roger Dutton . . .Keyliam, Leicestev

Miles, Thomas. . .Keyham, Leicester

fMiles, William. . .Dix's Field. Exeter

Miles, William. . .De Monlford Square, Leicester

Milford, Thomas . .Thorverton, CuUompton

fMiller, Bartlett. . .Moulton, Northampton

Miller, George. . .Brantingham Hall, Brough

Miller, George.. .Gateshead

Miller, G. Seymour. . .Bradpole, Bridport

Miller, John . . . Walsham le Willows, Ixworlli

Miller, Samuel. . .The Court, Abermule, Montgomc

Miller, Thomas. . .Hamsterley Hall, Gateshead

Mills, John. . .Bisterne. Ringwood

Mills, John. . .Pinkneys Green, Maidenhead

fMills, J. R., M.P. . . .Englefield Green, Surrey

f Mills, Joseph T Husband's Bosworth, Rugby

Mills, R. W. F Dunnington, York

fMills. Wm.. . .Saxham Hall, Bury St. Edmuml's.

Milne, David. . .Paxton House, Berwick

Milne, Oswald, jun Woodville, Leamington

Milnes, James. , ..-Vlton Manor, Wirksworth, Derby.*^

Milvain, Ed. D.. .14, Elswick Villas, Newc.-on-Tyn?

Milward, Dawson A TuUogher, New Ross

Milward, Richard. . .Thurgarton Priory, Southwc'^l

Minet, Charles Wm 41, West Smithfield, E.C.

Minett, J. E.. .Llowley Hall, Fillouijhley, Coventry

Minor, A. H... .Astley House, Shrewsbury-

Minor, John. . .Pym's House, Wem, Salop

Minton, Alfred. . .The Lawn, Datchet, Bucks

Mitchell, Andrew. . .Alloa, Clackmannanshire, N.B.

,

fMitchell, F. J.. .Llanfrechfa Grange, Newpt., Msr-j

Mitchell, John. . .Wymondham, Norfolk

Mitchell, J. Hoffe. . .Witchampton, Wimbome
Mitchell, William. . .Norlhwold, Brandon

fMitford, Wm. Townley, M.P Pitshill, Petworth-

Molyneux, James More. . . Losely Park, Guildford

Monck, J. Bligh. . .Coley Park, Reading
Monckton, E . . .Halo Place,East Peckham, Tonbridge •

fMonckton, E. H. C. .Fineshade Abbey, Northampi
Monkhouse, Fred. Thos
Monks, James. ..Aden Cottage, Durham
Monro, Mordaunt Martin. . .Enfield

Montgomery, Sir H.,Bt.. . Burnliam Grange, Mdenhd".

Montgomery, Rev. R...Holcot Rectory, Northampl.
Moody, General. ..Caynliam House, Ludlow
fMoore, Rev. Edward. . .Frittenden, Staplehurst

Moore, Edward Wells. . .Coleshill, Faringdon •

Moore, George. . .Appleby Hall, Atherstone

Moore, George. . .While Hall, Wigton

fMoore, Rev. G. Bridges. . .Tunstall, Sittingbonmf
fMoore, Henry.. .Elmley Castle, Pershore ^

Moore, Henry. . .Calverton, Notts

Moore, James. . . 1 1 .Upper'Berkeley St.,Portman Sq,
Moore, John. .. Kerry, Montgomery
Moore, John . . .Church Street, Warw ick

Moore, John...Moor House, Badsworth, Pontefract
Moore, John. . .Calverton, Notts

Moore, Joseph. . .7, Edith Terrace, West Brompton
fMoore, Thos. William. . .Warham, We>ls, Norfolk.
Moore, Wm Elm. Wisbeach
Moorsom, C. R Harewood, Leeds
Morant, George. . .Farnborough, Hants
Mordue, Francis.

. .Wallsend, Newcastlc-on-Tyr.s

C
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More, R. Jasper, M.l' Bisliop'a Castle, Salop

•{•Morgan, Col. the Hon. F. C Newport, Mon.
fiMorgan, Maj. the Hon. G.C.. M.l'.. . . Cardill'

Morgan, M. . .Coppy Crooks, Bishop Auckland
Morgan, Ko^'er. . . Llanellen, Abergavenny
Morison, Alex. John, M.D....Portcleu, Pembroke
Morland, George Bowes. . .Abingdon

Morland, W. Courtenay. .Court Lodge, Laraberhurst

Moriey, Earl of. . ..Saltram, Plympton
Morley, John. . .liroughton Lodge, Manchester

Moriey, Robert. .

.

Morley, William. . .Haddon, Hampton, Faringdon

fMorrell, Frederick J St. Giles's, O.^ford

fMorrice, J. W The Tower, Caltliorpe, Rugby
Morris, Abiathar, . .Pendelord Ho., \\'(ilver!iarapto!i

Morris, E. John. ...Stanley Pontlarge, Winchcombe
Morris, John. . .Town House, Madley, Hereford

Morris, Sir John. ..Wightwick Ho., Wolverhampton
fMorris, Col. Lewis G Morrisania, New York
fMorris, Norman...The Warren, Kdenbridge
Morris, Philip S Whitwick, Ledbury
Morris, Ricliard. . .Knockin Heath Farm, Oswestry

fMorris, Thos., jun Walcote Fields, Lutterworth

Morris, Thomas. . .Maisemore, Gloucester

Morris, Walter. . .Dewsal Court, Hereford
Morris, William, M P... .Carmarthen

Morris, Lieut.-Col. W. J. . .Tunbridge Wells
Morris, W. Rudkin. . .Silverlands, St. Leonard's

fMorrison, Charles. . .Basildon Park, Reading
fMorrison, Frank. ..Hole Park, Tenterden

fMorrison, Walter, JLP. . .ilalham Tarn, Skipton

Morriss. N Blue Ho., Washington Stat., Durham
Morshead. Sir Warwick, Bt Forest Lodge, Binlield

Morton, Henry Thos.. ..Biddick Hall, Fence Houses
Morton, John Chalmers. . .Harrow. N.W.
-j-Morton, J. D 18, Great George Street, S.W.
Moscrop, W. J.. ..Aske, Richmond, Yorkshire

Mosley, Sir ()., Bt.. .RoUeston Hall, Burton-on-Trent

Mosley, Tonman. ..East Lodge, Burton-on-Trent

Mostyn, Sir P., Bt. . . . Talacre, Rhyl
fMott, Charles John. . .Lichlield

Mott, Thomas. . Much Hadham, Ware
Mott, William... Elmhurst, Lichfield

Moult, Wm Knowsley, Prescot, Lanca-^hire

Mount, Thomas. . .Saltwood, Hythe, Kent
Mount, William. . .Wasing Place, Reading [port

Mount Edgt'curabe, Earl of. . .Mt.Edgecumbe,Devon-
Moitrant, IMward. . .Samare's Manor, Jersey

Mousley, Geo Hooton Hall, Chester

-{•Mowbray, Capt. G. T. . . .Overseal, Ashby-de-la-Zh.

-{•Moysey, H. G. . . .Batlieaton Court, Wiveliscombe

Mudlbrd, Joseph...Hoe Fields, Hinckley

Mulkern, Edmund Cowell. . .Leighlields, OcUley

Mulliner, Job...Royton Farm, Wrexham
Mumford, George S. . . .Lavenliam, Sudbury

fMumford, Maurice. . .Greeting, Stowmarket

Mumford, Richard. ..Chilton Park Farm, Thame
Mumford, Williain. . .Credenhill, Hereford

+Mumford, William Henry..

.

Mundy, C. J. Masaingberd . . .Ormsby Hall, Alford

>8undy, William. . .Markeaton, Derby

fMunn, Fred.. . .Temple Langham, Worcester

fMunn, Maj. W. Pi. Churchill House, Dover

fMuntz, G. F Umberslade Park, Birmingham
Murdoch, James Gordon...!, Pall Mall East, S.W.
fMurray, A 74, St. George's Rd, Belgra-Wa, S.AV.

Murray. Gilbert. . . Elvaston Castle, Derby
Murton, Frederick. . .Evegate, Smeeth, Ashford

Murton, Thomas. . . Kennmghall, Thelford

Murton, William. . .Tunstall, Sittingbourne

fMusgrave, Sir Geo., Bart Edenhall, Penrith

Musgrave, Rev. Vernon. ..Hascorabe, Godalming
Muskett, Chas Bressingham House, Diss

Muspratt.S.. M.D.. .Royal Coll. Chemistry, Liverpool

fMusters, John C Annesley Park, Linby, Notts.

fJlyuors, R.. .AVeatherOak, Alvechurch, Bromsgrove

Mynors, W. C. T.. . .Elford Lowe, Tamworth
Myott, James. . .Capestliorne, Congleton

Mytton, Thos. . .Shipton Hall, Much Wenlock

fNainby, Charles M.. .Barnoldby le Beck, Grimsby
fNaish, W. B Stoneaston, Bath

Nalder, Thomas. . .Challow, Wantage

Naper, JaS. L.,.iun.. . .Loughcrew, Oldcastle, Ireland

fNapier, Ed«. B. . . .Pennard House, Shepton Mallet

Napier, Hon. William. . .3, Parliament Street, S.W.

Napper, John. . .Hold, Horsham
Nash, Cliarles. . .Royston, Herts

Nash, Daniel. . .4, Yorlv Gate, Regent's Park, N.W.
Nash, Jolm. . .The Rectory, Langley, Slough

Nasli, Henry F.. . .Upton Lea, Slough

Nash, Tliomas. . .Carlton Grange, Newmarket
Nash, William, . .St. Austell

•{•Nalhusius, liaron G. . .Hundisburg, Prussia

•fNaylor, John. . .Liverpool

fNaylor, Rich. Christopher. . .Hooton Hall, Chester

Neale, Charles. . .Mansfield Woodiiouse, Notts • ^.

Neale, Charles New Field House, Screveton

Neale, Charles James. . .Manslield, Notts

Neame, Charles. . .Woodlands, Selling, Faversham

fNeame, Edward. . .Selling Court, Faversham

Neame, Frederick. . .Macknade, Faversham

fNeame, H, B.... Selling Court, Faversham

Neame, P. B.. . .The Mount, Ospringe, Faversham

Neame, Robert. . .Bougliton blean, Faversham

Neave, Sheffield.. .Oakhill House, Hampstead,N.W.

fNegus, Thomas A Lynn House, Walsall

Neild, Henry. ..The Grange, Worsley, Manchester

Neilson, Thomas. . .Regent Terrace, Gateshead

Nelmes, William. . .Pembridge Castle, Monmoutli

Neslield, R. M. N.... Castle Hill, Bakcwell

Nesham, David. . .Houghton-le-Skerne, Darlington

Nethercote, H. O.. . .Moulton Grange. Northampton

Neve, C. . . Amberfield, Chart Sutton, Staplehurst

Neve, George. . .Sissinghurst, Stapleluirst

Nevett, Wm...Yorton, Ilarmer Hill, Salop

fNevile, Rev. Christopher. .Thorney, Newark, Notts

f Nevile, George. . .Shebton, Newark-on-Trent

fNevill, Viscount. . .Hope Hall, Tadcaster

Neville, John, jun. . . .Mathon Lodge Farm, Malvern

New, David. . .Waverley House, Nottingliam

New, Richard E . . .Hartpury, Gloucester
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•j-Newbery, K. I'.. . .Webble House, Chard, Somerset

Newcombe, S^imuel. .. White Crofts, C)rsett, Essex

NewdegiUe, C. N., M.l'.. . .Arbury, Nuiieatoa

J-NewiU^'iUe, Col., . . Uyrkley Lotl^i-, liiirtou-on-Tt.

Newill, Joseph. . .Walcot, Lydbury, Shropshire

NewiU, Thos.. .Spring' Unnk, Welshpool

fNewman, i Krands Ho., Iliyli Wycombe, Bucks

Newman, Tliomas. . .Cray's Marsh Farm, Melksham

Newton, Chas. lid. . .Mickleover, Derby

•j-Newton, G. Onslow Cro.\tfd I'ark, St. Neot's

Newton, Martin. . .Oldlield, Altrincham

fNewton, U. J Campstield, Woodstock

j-Newton, Thomas.

.

New ton, T. H. G.. .Clopton Ho., Stratlbrd-on-Avon

Nicholay, J. A. . . .Cumberland Mills, Isle of Dogs, E.

Nicholls, John S.. . . Buckland. Lymington

Nicholls, Wm,. . .Chippenham

Nichols, Ben... .West Eail Farm, Aldershot

Nicholson, B.. . .Sturton Gran:;e, Gariorth, Leeds

Nicholson, Geo... .Winlaton, Blaydon-on-Tyne

fNicholson, James . .Bleiicairn Hall, Penrith

Nicholson, J.. .. Kirkby Thore Hall, Westmoreland

Nicholson, Capt. S. . . . Waverley Abbey, Farnham

fNicholson, William. .4, Sussex-square, W,
Nicholson, Wm. Newzam. . . Newark-upon-Trent

Nickisson, John. . . The Brooms, Stone, Staffs.

Nicol, James D., M.P.. . . i3, Hyde-Paik Terrace, W.
-{NiLthtingale, Vaughau E. . . . Burw-ay, Ludlow

•j-Nightingale, W. E Embley, Romsey

Nisbet, Ralph Pattison. . .Tliorney, Peterborough

Nixey, W. G. ...Upton Court Farm, Slough

f-Noakes, John Tompsett. .Biockley Ho., Lewisham
Nock, Thomas. . . .Sutton MaJdock, ShifTnal

Nock, T. F.. . .Kinsts ow, Bridgnorth

Nodder, Kev. J Marsh Green, Chesterfield

Noon, Charles. . .Tiie Laurels, Stotiey:;ate, Leicester

Norfolk Richard.. Iron Works, Beverley

•j-Norman, George Warde. . .Bromley, Kent, S.E.

tNorraan, J.Newcomb. . .Harborougli Magna. Rugby
^Normanby, Marquis of, .. Muigrave Castle, U'hitby

Norreys, Robt. H.. . . Davy HulmeHall, .Manchester

f-Norreys, Viscount. . .Wytham Park, Oxford^

Norrington, Charles. . .Cattedown, Plymouth

Norrington, Joseph. . .North Hill Villa, Plymouth

Norris, Rev. G. P. . . . Roscraddoc House, Liskeard

•fNorris, Wm. ...Wood Norton. Fakenham
North, Chas.. . .South Thoresby. All'ord, Lincolusli.

North, Frederick. . .Rougham, Norfolk

North, Lieut.-Col., M.P.. . Wroxton Abbey, Banbuiy

•J-Northcote, Rt. Hon. Sir S. H., Bt...Pynes, Exeter

Northey, Edward Ricliard. . .Epsi)m

Northey, Wm....Lake, Lifton, Devon

•(•Northumberland, Duke of,. . .Alnwick Castle

•j-Nott, James. . .Penn Hall. Eardiston, Tenbuiy

•j-Nottidge Josias. . .R.imsgate

Nowell, W. A. . .Netherside, Skipton, Yorkshire

Noyes, Thomas IL. . . 13, Gate Street, Lincoln's Inu

Nunn, Edmund B... Royston, Cambs.

Nunn, Fred.. . .Westgate Street, Bury St. Edmund's
Nunn, G. H.. . . l-,ldo House, Bury St. Edmund's
Nunn, John. . .Fornham, Bury >t. Edmund's
JIunnerley, T. . . .Bradley Green, Whitchurch, Salop

Nuttall, Tliomas... Manor House, Beeby, Leicester

o.

Oakes, Hervey Asten...Hill House, Stowmarket

Oakcs, Thos. Haden. . .Riddings House, Alfreton

Oakley, Christopher. .. lU, Waterloo Place, S.W.

fOakley, George. . .Greenhurst P.irk, Godstoue

Oakley, James. .. Woodborough. Nottingham

Oakley, John... 10, Waterloo Place, S.W.

Oakley, Richard. .. Lawrence End, Luton

Oastler, Jonah. . .White's Farm, .^Ifold, Horsham

fOckleston, Wm. Fairhurst. . .Cheadle, Manchester

Odames, S.. . . Watling St., Leicester

Odams, James. . . 109, Fencliurch Street, E.C.

fOgden, John Maude. . .Sunderland

fOgilvie, Alexander. . .Sizewell House, Leiston

Ogilvy,Sir J., Bt.,M.P Baldovan Ho.,Dundee,N.B,

Oldacres, Malthew. . .Clipston, Market Ilarborough

Oldacres, Walter ... Broad Fields, Lichfield

\
Oldlield, Edmund. . .Fouldon Hall, Brandon

[

Oldham, John. . .Carlton-on-Trent

Olding, Edmund. . .Ratfin Farm, Amesbury
Oldrin, John. . .Rushmere, Wangford, Sullblk

I

Oliver, George J.. .Risby Gate, Bury St. Edmund's

\

Oliver, James. . .Hanford, Blandford

•{Oliver, John. . .Oxendon, Northampton
Oliver, Robert E.. . .Sholbrooke Lodge, Towcester

Oliver, Robert J,. . .Docking, Lynn, Norfolk

Olver, Richard Sobey. , .Trescowe, Bodmin
Onslow, Arthur P.. . .Send Grove, Woking Station

Orbell, William. . .Hawstead, Suflolk

Ord, George. ..Brixton Hill, .•<.W.

Ord, James. . .Cloth Market, Newcastle-on-Tyne

Ord, J. T.. . .Fornham House, Bury St. Edmund's

Ord, Rev. J. A. B Whitlield Hall, Haydon Bridge

Orde, Charles William. . .Nunn\kirk, Morpeth
tOrde,SirJ.P.W.,Bt...KilmoreyHo.,Loch GilpHcad

Orlebar, R. L. . . .Hinwicke House, Wellingborough

Ormerod, George. . .Sedbury Park, Chepstow

Ormerod, Henry Mere 5, Clarence St., Manchester

Ormond, Francis. . .Moulton Park, Northampton

Ormston, Robert. . .Newcastle-on-Tyne

•fOsborn, G.,jun.. . . Manor Ho., Pat tishall, Towcester
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